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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

Sl7i Sankaracharya's is the earliest extant commentary on 
the Bhagavad Gita. He explained the need for his commentary 
thus:-

HThis famous Gita-Sastra is an epitome of the 
essentials of the whole Vedic teaching; and its 
meaning is very difficult to unde:r;stand. ,Though, 
to afford a clear view of its teaching, it has been 
explained word by word and sentence by sentence, 
and its import critically examined by several com
mentators, still I have found that to the laity it 
appears to teach diverse and quite contradictory 
doctrines. I propose, therefore, to write a brief 
commentary with a view to ,determine its precise 
meaning." 

The text of the Gita as cited by Sankara has come down the 
centuries as the authentic text and this commentary of his 
has proved to be of seminal value ever since. 

Its translation into English by Sri Alladi Mahadeva Sastri 
has stood the test of time since its first publication in 1897, 
Jx:ing the only English translation of Sankara 's Gita Bhashya 
available for 80 years. The late Pandit Mahadeva Sastri 
was Director, Oriental Section Adyar Library, Curator, 
Government Oriental Library, Mysore and Fellow of the 
Theosophical Society. He has also translated Sankara's 
commentary on Taittiriya Upanishad and Amritabindu, 
Dakshinamurti Stotra~ Pranava Vartika and Dakshinamurti 
Upanishad besides editing 4 out of 5 volumes of Minor 
Upanishads for the Adyar Library. 

We consider it a privilege and a Blessing to issue this famous 
boo~ as our first publication. 
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THE BHAGAVAD-GITA 
WITH 

SRI SANKARACHARYA'S COMMENTARY 

••• 

INTRODUCTION 

N ArAya1za is beyond the A vyakta ; 
From the Avyakta the Mundane Egg is born ; 
Within the Mundane Egg, verily, are these worlds 
And the Earth made up of the seven Dvipas. 

[This is a pauranic verse speaking of the Antaryamin, 
the Inner Guide and Regulator of all souls. It is quoted 
here by the commentator in order that be may begin his· 
important work, after the orthodox fashion, with the con• 
temptation of his favourite God (Ishta-DevatA), namely, NA-
r~yana, and further with a view to shew that the PurAna 
(archaic history), the ItihAsa (ancient tradition) and the GttA 
teach one and the same doctrine. NarAyana is, in the popular· 
conception, the Creator who was brooding over the waters 
just before the beginning of Creation. Cf. Manu I. 1 Q. 

According to a subtler conception, NArayana is the Antaryamin, 
the Divine Being in whom all embodied souls have their 
being. H·e is not a creature of the A vyakta, but far transcends 
it. It is the Avyakta,-the Avyakrita, M~yA, the undifferentia
ted mp.tter,-out of which, when. in apparent union with Isvara, 
is evolved the principle of Hiranyagarbha, here spoken of as 
Anda or the Mundane Egg, which is composed of the five 
simple rudimental elements of matter. An intermingling of 
the five rudimental elements of matter gives rise to the prin
ciple of the VirA.j, of which are formed the Earth and ali' the 
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other lokas or inhabited regions -(Anandagiri). The seven 
Dvtpas or insular continents are 1 amb(l, Piaksha, Kusa. 
Krauttcha, Saka, Salmala and Pttshkara. For further parti .. 
culars regarding theset see Wilson's Vish1tupurA1ta, Vol. 1, 
JJ· 109 ff.] 

The twofold Vedic Religion 

Tbe Lord created the universe, and wishing to secure 
order therein He first created the Prajapatis* (Lords of 
creatures) such as Marichi and caused them to adopt the 
Pravritti-Dharma, the Religion of Works. He then created 
others such as Sanaka and Saoandana t and caused· them to 
adopt the N ivritti·Dharma, the Religion of Renunciation, 
characterised by knowledge and indifference to worldly objects. 
It is the twofold Vedic Religion of \Vorks and Renunciation 
that maintains order in the universe. This Religion which 
directly leads to liberation and worldly prosperity has long ~ 
been practised by all castes and religious orders ( varna·!srama) 
-from the br&hmanas downwards,-who sought welfare. 

The purpose of the Divine Incarnation 

When, owing to the ascendancy of lust in its votaries, 
religion was overpowered by irreligion caused by the vanishing 
faculty of discrimination, and irreligion was advancing,-it was 

• They are ten in number, Cj. Manu III, 34, 35. Authorities differ 
as to their names and number. See Wilson's Vishttupud.na, Vt>l· I pp. 
100-102. 

t They were • without desire or passion, inspired with holy wisdom1 
estranged from the universe and undesirous of prog~ny.' See Vishnu
purina, Part I. Ch, VII. The authorities differ as to their names and 
number ; see Wilson's V. P., Vol. I. pp. 77-78. These, declining to 
create progeny, remained-as the name of the first, SanatkumAra, 
·implies-e-ver boys, Kumdras, that is, ever pure and innocent. 

t The words • dirgbena. kA.lena. ' (meaning a long time) in the Com. 
are also construed, as an alternative interpretation, wiih the next follow
ing sentence. Then it maans • a long time after, ' i.e •• when the Krita. 
and the TretA Yugas had been over and the DvA.para-Yuga was approach
ing its end.-{A). 
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then that the original Creator (Adi-kartri), Vishnu, known as 
Nar!yana, wishing to tnaintain order in the universe, incarna· 
.t~d* Himself as Krishna, begotten in Devaki by Vasudeva, 
fo't the preservation of the ' earthly Brahman ' t of spiritual 
life (Brahmanatva) on the earth. For it was by the preserva· 
tion of spiritual life that the Vedic Religion could be preserved~ 
since thereon depend all distinctions t of caste and religious 
order. The Lord, always possessed as He is of (infinite) 
knowledge, supremacyt power, strength, might and vigour, 
controls the Maya,-belonging to Him as Vishnu,-the Mula
prakriti, the First Cause, composed of three Gut:tas § or ener. 
gies, and He appears to the world as though He is born and 
embodied and helping the world at large; whereas realJy He 
is unborn and indestructible, is the Lord of creatures, and is 
by nature Eternal t Pure, Intelligent and Free 

[The special stress laid here on Maya as belonging to 
and being under the control of the Isvara is chiefly intended 

* The words in the Com. corresponding to this are ' amsena samba
bhuva,' As amsa meaus a part, it would mean that Krishna was a 
·partial i11carnation of God Vish1-tU• But of the several forms of the 
incarnation of God, Krishna is on all bands recognised as a fu.U incarna· 
tion of Vishnu. Accordingly, Anandagiri explains ' amsena ' to mean 
t svechchh~nirmitena·Il'i~y~mayena svarupena,' that is, • in an illusory 
torm created by His own will. 

t Tile Commentator here refers to the following passage: 

~ ~~ ~qqil~~ cr~~~ I 
~ at~arr ~?f ~a+Tfu~f'Or: u 

"That God whom Lady Devaki begot by Vasudeva for the preserva-
vation qf the earthly Brahman ................................ " (Santi~parva, 47th 
Adhyaya.) '' Earth[,y Brahman '' is explained by Nilakantba to mean 
'"the Vedas, the brahmanas, and yagnas or sacrifices. 

~ Kshatriyas and others require the help of the brahmanas, the 
spiritual class, in the performance of sacred rites and in the study o£ 
Scriptures.-(A..) 

§ For a full description of the Gunas see xiv. 5 et. seq. 
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to impress the idea that Maya does not exist or act independ ... 
ently of Brahman, the Isvara. He is quite independent of 
Maya, unlike the individual· souls who are subject to its infiu• 
ence. The followers of the historical school of the Sankhya· 
darsana hold, on the other hand, that Matter and Spirit .. 
Prakriti and Purusha, are two distinct principles, the former 
being as real as the la..tter and acting in unison with it.-(A.] 

Without any interest of His own, but with the sole inten"' 
tion of helping His creatures, He taught to Arjuna, who was 
deeply plunged in the ocean of grief and delusion. the towfold 
Vedic Religion, evidently thinking that the Religion ·would 
widely spread when accepted and practised by men of high 
character. 

The Olta and the Commentary 

It is this Religion, which was taught by the Lord, that 
the omniscient and adorable Veda-Vyasa (the arranger of 
the Vedas) embodied in the seven hundred 'Verses called 
Gitas. 

This famous Gita- Sastra is an epitome of the essentials 
of the whole Vedic teaching; and its meaning is very difficult 
to understand. Though, to afford a clear view of its teaching, 
it has been explained word by ·word and sentence by sentence,. 
and its import critically examined by several commentators., 
still I have found that to the laity it appears to teach diverse 
and quite contradictory doctrit;tes. I propose, therefore, to 
write a brief commentary with a view to· determine its precise 
meaning·. 

Jnana·Voga is the means to the Supreme Blis~ 

The aim of this famous Glta-Sastra is, briefly, the 
Supreme Bliss, a complete c~ssation of samsara or traosmig .. 
ratory life arid of its cause. This accrues from that Religion 
(Dharma) which consists in a steady devotion to the knowledge 
of the Selft preceded by the renunciation of all works. So 
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with reference to this Religion, the doctrine of the Gita, the 
Lord says in the Anu-Gita * as follows : 

" That religion, indeed, is quite sufficient for 
the realisation of the state of Brahman, 
the Absolute." (Asv. Parva xvi. 12.) 

In the same place it is also said : 

" He is without merit and without sin, without 
weal and woe,-he who is absorbed in the One 
Seat, silent and thinking nothing.'' 

And He also says: 

" Knowledge is characterised by renunciation. " 

(I bid xliii· 26 .) 

Here also at the end Arjuna is thus exhorted : 

'c Abandoning all dharmas, come to Me alone 
for shelter." (xviii. 66.) 

How Karma-Yoga is a means to the Supreme Bliss 

Though the Religion of Works,-which, as a means of 
attaining worldly prosperity, is enjoined on the several castes 
and religious orders,- leads the devotee to the region of the 
Devas and the like, still, when practised in R spirit of complete 
devotion to the Lord and without regard to the (immediate) 
results, it conduces to the purity of the mind (sattva•suddhi). 
The tnan whose mind is pure is competent to tread the path of 
knowledge, and to him con1es l<nowledge; and thus (indirectly) 

~ This forms part of the Asvamedbaparva and is contained in cbap-
1ers 16-51 of that parva or section. It professes to be a sort of recapitula
tion of the teaching of the Bhagavad-GH~. Sometime after the fratrici
dal war was over, Arjuna requested Krishna " to repeat the instruction 
which had been conveyed to him on the holy field of Kuruksbetra, but 
which bad gone otlt of his degenerate mind. Krishna thereupon protest
ed that He was not equal to a verbatim recapitulation of the Bhagavad
gtta, but agreed, in lieu of that, to impart to Arjuna the same instruction 
in other words through the medium of a. certain ancient story. "-See 
Sacred Books of the East, Vol. VIII, pp. 197-198. 
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the Religfpn of Works forms also a means to the Supreme 
Bliss. Accordingly, with this very idea in mind. the Lord 
says: 

" He who does actions,- placing them in Brahman,~' 
..••.. " Yogins perform actions, without attachment, 
for the purification of the self." (v. 10, 11). 

The specific subJect and obJect of the Oita·Sastra 

The Gita Sastra expounds this twofold Religion, whose 
aim is the Supreme Bliss. It expounds specially the nature 
of the Supreme Being and Reality known as Vasudeva, the 
Parabrahma:n, who forms the subject of the discourse. Thus* 
the Gita-Sastra treats of a specific subject with a specific 
object and bears a specific relation (to the subject and object). 
A knowledge of its teaching leads to the realisation of. all 
human aspiratwns. Hence my attempt to explain it. 

l!f It is considered incumbent on a commentator to state, before 
commenting on a work, the subject and the object, as well as the class 
of persons for whom it is intended, and the relation in which it stands 
to the three severally .. Here the subject is the Para-Brahtnan ; the ob
ject is Salvation, Moksha. It is intended for those who seek deliverance 
from the turmoil of sam sara· It· is related to the subject as an exposition 
thereof, and to the object as a means of attaining it. 



FIRST DISCOURSE 
THE DESPONDENCY OF ARJUNA 

• 
SamJaya narrates the course of the war 

~~:-
~~ "'' ...... 1fit~~ ~IJST \i;{Ef~T ~~;a61': I 

;rJifcnT: q'JV6"Cf~ef feti~era- G@~ l I ~ I I 

Dhritarashtra said : 
r. What did Pandu's sons and mine do when 

they assembled together on the sacred plain of 
Kurukshetra, eager for battle, 0 Samjaya? 

{:1'~~:-

qr g q{o~q-Jifteii' o~i s;~ltqif~C(r 1 

sn:qt~~q~rr~ Uatt ef:et''l'fifffttt I I ~ II 

Samjaya said: 
2. Having seen the army of the P~ndavas 

drawn up in battle-array. prince Duryodhana then 
approached his teacher and spoke (these) words: 

Duryodhana addresses Drona 

· qyt~ElT 'U~=;fTOJT'fJ=qJ~ +f8:at 'if~ I 
. "' "'" w.~r i:~~ot aEJ roti~ot ~T'fat 11 ~ 11 ...., 

3· "0 teacher, look at this grand army of 
the sons of Pando-, marshalled by thy talented 
pupil, the son of Dr:;~pada. 
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... ,... ~ ,..... 

Sf;;{ ~(T it('6qf~l llllfT~'l~T ~Tt:l I 

~~~r;lr f'Efuc:a- ;q~~ +rf!r~~: n ~ u 
'::I 

4. ''Here are heroes, mighty archers, equal 
in battle to Bhtma and Arjuna,-Yuyudhana, 
VirAta, and Drupada, the master of a great car 
( maharatha).* 

~~~~~al'l: ~rm~r~~ qf~6fTW\. 1 
r-. ,..... ..... ~ 

~T~t§fr6+rT~'l ~i<l~ t{~~en ll C.. H 

5· "Dhrishtaketu, Chekitana, and the valiant 
king of Kasi, Purujit and Kunti-Bhoja and that 
eminent man Saibya; 

" ~ .A~ ~\:lf;f~~ TEfij;T;:lf ~~+ff;;ffit q 1liCJFl: I 
~ "' ~ ' t 
~~~S{f ~rqq~r~ ~~ ~er :&t~T~~Tt l l ~ II 

6. ''The heroic Yudh!manyu and the brave 
Uttamaujas; the son of Subhadra and the sons of 
Draupad1, all masters of great cars ( mahA.rathas). 

st{.Jfttt s ferf~er ir 61iiran~ rn:~r:aif , 
~ • <t "'" ' ifT~qif ;f~ ~~~ ~~Ttl t:IT;:ilqfT'f ~ t 1 \S l l 

7· " But know, 0 best of the twice- born, who 
are the most distinguished among us, the leaders 
of my army ; these I natne to thee by way of 
example. 

1.t Technically. mabaratha means a • warrior proficient in military 
science who single·banded can fight a thousand archers.,' 
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" ..s "" il'etTr+ff~~ Cfiut~ l)q'Sl ~T+Il~<r: I 
0 ~ " ,.... ~ 

sr~t+rr t<:f~Of~ 6Htc;:r'6e:~a{ rq II ' I I 
8. '• Thyself and Bhtshma, and Karna, and 

also Kripa, the victor in war, Asvatth~tnan and 
Vikarna, and also Jayadratha, the son of Sarna
datta ; 

' .... "" stnr ;q ~E{q: ~T il'C(~ ~atHEICff: I 
...,. " 

ifTttT~filsr~~otr: eer ~;g:Je{~t~crr: n ~ ll 

g. ''And many other heroes who h.ave given 
up their 1i ves for my sake, fighting with various 
weapons, all well-skilled in battle. 

(' . . . " " "' 
stt{~TH ae(~T66 er~ llt~n~~t~aq: 1 

~.,.... .......... . " "'"" 
q~nt t~qE\+16ttrq ($(~ ;rT+rttl{~TaJ6't t' ~ o 1' 

to. _ ''This army of ours protected by 
Bh1shma is inadequate, whereC\s that arany of 
theirs which is under the protection of Bh1ma is 
adequate.* 

• .... '11\f' ,.... 

st~;t~ :q ~cr~ ~$ll'TmiftfqT~~T: I 
.... .... ,...... ~ ,..... 
~~~;ratn~~&Jrg ~q-;:a: aq- ~q- Ti{ \l ~ ~ ll 

I I, " And therefore do ye all, occupying your 
respective positions in the several divisions of the 
army, support Bhishma only." 

• This sloka is differently interpreted by different commentators• 
.Anandagiri's gloss suggests various interpretations which all go to make 
Duryodhana mean that his army, larger and led by an abler leader than 
the enemy's. is more likely to win the battle. 
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Both armies ready for battle. 

~~ Q~~~q ~iQii:: ftRrmq:: 1 

[DIS. I. 

~~;u~ fclil'-fT~: q crbit !1attrcrt~ 11 ~ '( l 1 
12. His mighty grandsire, (Bh1shma ), the 

oldest of the Kauravas, in order to cheer him,. 
sounded on high a lion's roar and ble·w his conch • 

... ~ "" a-e-: qrrs ~~if qtJTiifT'1t~mt~r: 1 
~ ' ~~Bct'Tlil~~-=a 'EI ;giC\~~TSiJqft. \I ~ ~ II 

I 3· Then, all at once, conches and kettle
drums, cymbols, drums and horns were played 
upon, and the sound was a tumultuous uproar .. 

"\"\t':~t':" " ',.... ~ a-e-: )ijij~~~'iji +r@[Ta ~t(;:r r~ar 1 
;(Jl:fi:f: q{U~ef~Cf ~o~ ~ !1rfoltg: II ~ ~ I I 

14. Then, too, l\tladhava and the son of 
Pandu, seated in a grand chariot yoked to white 
horses, blew their celestial conches. 

. "' "\ ' . tfl'-=r§J-151~......, ~t:tTen~T e{ctt('e 1:f;J§;q": l 

.?fot qs~r +It{T~~ +fr+tCii+ti ~~~~: II ~ ~ ll 
IS· Hrishikesa ble\V the Panchajanya, and 

Arjuna blew the Devadatta. Bhin1a, (the doer) of 
terrible deeds, blew his great conch Paundra. 

Sfif;:t=I'~Gf~ '~T ~~~) ~~m{: I 

q~~: ~i{~C{§{ ij'Eif~ijJOr~1Sqefif l\ ~ ~ ll 
16. Prince Yudhishthira, the son of Kunti, 

blew the Anantavijaya, while Nakula and Sahade·va 
blew the Sughosha and the Manipushpaka. 
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..... " ,... 
cm~~!Q' q~;.-.~en~: ~~~oe-r :er l-t8:1~~.n 1 

"" ,.... ,.... ,........, 

~!iQ~T Tefual ~t~J~q'~tf~6: U ~ \5 ll 
-.:a 

I7· The king of Kasi, an excellent archer, 
Sikhandin, the master of a great car, Dhrishta
dyumna and Vi rata, and the unconquered Satyaki; 

"' ~"' ~ ""...t1 ' S{q~T «Ttrq~Til' ~q~: ~T~~tqa- I 
'=I 

~f+l'~al t:f~Tatt§: ~~Pf.\~!;: ~q:9.:~~ ll ~ ~ ll 

18. Drupada and the sons of Draupad1, 0 
lord of earth, and the son of Subhadni, of mighty 
arms, all together blew their respective conches. 

'.... ~ . ,..... 
~ -e(ftSfT ~~6~J~TOlf tt~n;; S~C{Ril't{ I 

" N ~ ..... 

ill-lit ~~~f:4r :ercr SJ~®T oq3;=JfC{~ii, II ~ ~ l l 

rg. That tumultuous sound rent the hearts 
of (the people) of Dhritarashtra's party, making 
both heaven and earth resound. 

Ariuna's survey of the enemy 
,..... ~ " 

et~ o7-fefT~<Jf~(T ~TQ~~Tf=efit~Cfl:ir: I 
..... "" 

Sfi:a' ~ti:FtfTa' ~~~ilf.l;tf trTUeEf: 1\ ~ o \\ 

l[tfr~fd 6~T qfef~f«Ft:q"f( +t(Tq~ l 
~ 

~~~crrq:-

--."' ,~, . ' 
~-=t<il?J¥f~T~~~ ~ ~~~ +i'S'~ ll ~ ~ II 

~yq-~a-tmt't~st il~enl+mr61~al~ 1 

~W£ ~ ~Rro~~~ II ~ ~ II 
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20-22. Then seeing the people of Dhritarash .. 
tra's party regularly marshalled, while the discharge 
of weapons began, Arjuna, the soo of PA.ndu, whose 
ensign was a monkey, 0 l(ing of earth, took up 
his bow and said thus to Krjshna : 

" 0 Achyuta (Immortal), place my chariot 
between the t\VO armies, that I tnay just see those 
who stand here desirous to fight, and know with 
whom Itnust fight in this strife of battle. 

""' .... .... . "" 
<:JT~~+tfiffil6f8tJS{{ <:r t"J:(f S:st ~;Jflfij'f: l 

~ '-'' ~"'\ ,...... ,....... "c:-
~fij~f~{l{ ~~~;a T~f:q"Ef)f1Sief: ll ~\ ~ l l 

23· "I will observe those who are assembled 
here and are a bout to engage in battle desirous to 
do service in war to the evil-minded son of 
Db rita rashtra." 

~~~rq:-

' ""' ' ' .... ll:ct~~r ~~~q;~r ~rq;~;:r l=ftl:~ 1 
"" "' ""<:'.... ,...... ' ~it~T~t+ts~ ~Tttt~SIT ~~f~+r~ l l ~ ~ l l 

~)'iqifoyq!!~<:r: \1~~t :q +t{r'iaJarq 1 

:attr~ qyq. tr~aat;:.a+t1ta:t~~f~ta- \' ~ ~ \1 

Sa?njaya said : 
24-25. 0 descendant of Bharata., Hrishikesa 

(Krishna) thus addressed by Gudakesa (.Arjuna) 
stationed that excellent car between the two armies 
in front of Bhishma and Drona and all the rulers 
of earth, and said : " 0 son of Pritha, look at these 
assembled Kauravas-.'' 
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~:srr~~a-r-:qJtf: Rail~ N'at+t~R. 1 
'E. 

STT:crr~ir+tT~Jrt{f~ '"!J;;ffrtfTSIT;:~~~~T I l 4( ~ l I 

~;r:r-=~~'=\~q ~;J<lrl;l=f~:l)~fCr 1 

26-27. Then the son of Pritha saw arrayed 
there in both the armies fathers and grandfathers, 
teachers, maternal uncles, brothers, sons, grandsons 
and comrades, fathers-in-law and friends. 

t\ ~ "\ ~ ,..... 

a-r;:~+rra:~ ~ efi'r;:a-~: ~err;:~;:~ilt~r~<:rr~ ll ~ \$ '' 

l''""'r-.. "' i4'Cf~T q~~TSSJCI!T TEt~T((til'~~SffQ. I 

27-28. When the son of Kunti saw all the 
kinsmen standing, he was overcome with deepest 
pity and said thus in sorrow : 

Arjuna' s words of despondency 
{' 

1&1$if~:-

' i!~ir ~~;:i tj~ot ~~~!'! ~~qR46lt_ 1' ~ ~ II 
""' ~ . ,..... "' 

~TttT;:~ lli-1' ilt:srnot ~~ =q qy(~tS:qJa I 

~q~~ ~~r~ ~ (1~6:~~ Gff~~ II ~~ II 
Arjuna said: 

28-2g. Seeing these kinsmen, 0 Krishna, 
arrayed and desirous to fight, my limbs droop 
down, and my mouth is dried up. A tremor comes 
on my body and my hairs stand on end. 

~Joif~ ~~ij- il~RCicr~~ qRq:"~ I 
~ lit ~~q~t~ "iHtdtar :cr i:r ~;r: tl ~ o l 1 
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30. The Gandiva slips from my hand, and 
my skin is intensely burning. I am also unable to 
stand and my mind is whirling round, as it \Vere. · 

" "' ,.... "" "' " "' "' Tifl+i=ciTT'1 =q q~lfJTq' Tefq~T~fTT '1 Eti;aat I 

"'"' " "' if =q S>TttTS~t:t~<:IHif ~~6fT ~~1=1l:rt~EI \l ~ ~ ll 

31. And, 0 l(esava, 1 see omens foreboding 
evil. Nor do I see any good frotn killing my 
kinsmen in battle. 

" ,..... . . " ;r qi~aJ T r:ta:t<.r t;tOl it :sr ~~<t ~~TTif :ef I 

fi6 ;fJ ~T~~.; nrfEtt:q f41 +r)?r~{~ij-;; tiT ll ~ ~ l l 

32· I desire not victory, 0 I\ris1ta, nor king
dom, nor pleasures. Of \vhat avail is dominion 
to us, 0 Govinda? Of what avail are pleasures 
and even life ? 

......... ,...,.. "' . ' ,.... 
~'EfT;(~ ~T~f~Q' itT ~T'l<r :&:~'TnT: ij~TTif ;qo I 

g- iiltSerf~~TT ~ ijflllT~~vefT ~~rf;i =q ll ~-~ II 
~ ,..... ~ ,....... 

6lT:q'f~T: rqa~: 9SfT~·~er :q Ttr6T~f{r: I 
~ ,...... 

+ITg~T: 'G~{T: qt~r: ~T®T: ~+~n;:~~~r II ~ ~ tl 

33-34· They for \vhose sake dominion, enjoy
ments and pleasures are sought by us are here 
standing, having staked their life and wealth : 
teachers, fathers, sons as well as grandfathers; 
maternal uncles, fathers-in-law, grandsons, bro• 
thers-in-law as also (other) relatives. 
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" ,.... '" Q;6Til f{~l;f~TT+r itEIT Sltr ~\i~i=f I 
,....~..... ''- ""' Sflq ~TEFit~T~7.1'~ t{ijf: Tefi 3 ~~ti)o l \ ~ '-\ l \ 

35· These, 0 slayer of Madhu, I do not wish 
to kill, though they kill rne, even for the sake of 
dominion over the three worlds ; how much less, 
for the sake of the earth 1 

,.... ~ "" ~ 
J;{~~ err~~~~Jif: cnl ~no:: ~r~.,r~~ 1 

"' "" ~ ,.... 
tJJq+TCJT~~~{t(t.-:e:~Cl6TiiT~an~;;: \' ~ ~ t 1 

36 0 J anardana, what delight shall be ours 
after killing the sons of Dhritasashtra ? On killing 
these felons, sin only will take hold of us. 

~ . . ~ 

6~Tii'Ti{T Cf({ ~;g ~T~~~T~'!ff~qf~ I . "' . "" 
~:s:ril r~ Cfi~ 8:~en ~ ~1@'1: ~r+r +n~61' u ~ " 11 

37· We had then better not slay our own 
kinsmen, the sons of Dhritarashtra; for, how can 
we be happy, 0 Madhava, after slaying our own 
people? 

Ariuna' s grief at the evils of war 

"''"' ,.... " ..... "' ~~tlle" if q~~Tt:Q ~T~Jq&&":qa;a: I 

~&l~fi(.{ citq fl:l~if~ ;q qreefiq_ l I ~ <! II 
• ..... I"- " ~""~' 

en~ ;:f ~<~+r~:ur+n qrqJC{{iffllfatt6g't 1 

~~&J7.fii~ ~q ~q~~~YIT~if ll ~ ' ll 

38-39. Though these, whose intelligence is 
stricken by greed, perceive no evil in the extinction 
of families and no sin in treachery to friends, yet, 
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0 J anardana, should not we, who clearly see evil 
in the extinction of a family, learn to refrain from 
this sinful deed ? 

"' ,..... (' 

~~al~ SIOT~~:n-=cr ~1:1+rr: ;:Tiff~~t: I 
1ij~ il'! ~~ ~~~it~~ stlr+r~6' l' ~ o II 

40. On the extinction of a family, the imme
morial dharxnas *of that family disappear.. When 
the dharmas disappear, impiety (adharma) over
takes the whole family.+ 

st~;rttil+l'Efl(i~r.Jt ~~fra- ~11J<T: l 
~ ""t ..._. (' 

~11 ~!~ qJtiUJ~ GIF-1~ Clot~~~: U ~ ~ ll 

41. By the prevalence of impiety, 0 Krishna,. 
the women of the family become corrupt. Women 
corrupted, there will be intermingling of castes 
(varna-sa1n.kara), 0 descendant of Vrishnis. 

' ~ . 
~tu it~r:~er ~~m;;r ~ij;~ :q 1 

q6Fa ftrijir iJqr ~fqo\gfttq)J~~r: u ~ ~ u 
42· Confusion of castes leads the family of 

these destroyers of families also to hell; for, their 
forefathers fall (down to hell), deprived of the 
offerings of pinda (rice-ball) and water. 

• The duties and ceremonies practised by the family in accordance 
with the scriptural command. 

t Of the destroyed (according to some), of the destroyer (according 
to some others). 
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'~'~ • s. ~ 
r{t~~: ~~;u;:rr etu~~~cnRcti: 1 

~etfl•6 3ffia~+rr: ~~~~s f(fl''Q'at: u 11- u 

43. By these evil deeds of the destroyers o£ 
families which cause the intermingling of castes, 
the eternal dharmas of castes and families are 
subverted. 

~e~~+ITGtt +r~fi~rod ~~;:r 1 

iR~ fir<i6 cne) llefij'J~~~+r l' ~ ~ 1 l 

44· We have heard, 0 Janardana, that neces
sary is the dwelling in hell of the men whose family 
dharmas are subverted. 

~ ~a- ~~~q{tf Cl)~ o~etfGa:t er~'(l 
~~f\1~~~~~~ {Pij ~atif~~a-r: l I g '-\ II 

45. Alas t we have resolved to commit a great 
sin, inasmuch as we are endeavouring to slay our 
kinsmen out of a craving for the pleasures of 
dominion. 

c.rfq ;rriJSRffC6r<'l~fi ~qyot;:r: 1 

\lf~~T ~Ut ~~.a- ~'l«~ ll~t{ I I ~ ~ ll 

46. It would be better for me, if the sons of 
Dhritarashtra, with arms in hand, should slay me 
unarmed and unresisting in the battle. 
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~a'qlcet-

~ " "' #"". ~q-~ens~~ ~~ ~~~~ '!ttftqfiff{ 1 

f~ti e-fJt :qrti ~r~efem'~tJif\1: ,, ~ " , , 

Samjaya said : 

47. Having said thus, Arjuna, sorrow-stricken 
in mind, cast aside his bow and arrows in the 
midst of the battle and sat down in the chariot. 

~ ~~m~fim~ Brm~t mqR 
m~~~S\i·tf~eu~~·'tq) ;m:r 

SI'Q+ft~: I 



SECOND DISCOURSE. 
SANKHYA YOGA. 

Arj una's weakness condemned by the Lord. 

~~~ret·-. ~ ~ ' 
<:r ij':!ff ii't~T ssrcn!+r~arr~~a3t1Tf{ 1 
,..... " "• TCJqr~~~r~ C~f.f~~~T:ct il~~~;r: n ~ u 

Sa11~jaya said : 

1. To him \Vho was thus overcome with pity 
and afflicted, and whose eyes were full of tears and 
agitated, the destroyer of Madhu spoke as follows : 

Wl+M~t=et-
"' . " ' "' ~~~~EfT eti~+l~l+tC\ TCflSf;f ~qr~<ti{ I 

~ ~ "Nt (" 
af'll~~!+l~~~i{t'f)fl(f~~~il u ~ " 

The Lord said : 

2. Whence in (this) perilous strait has come 
upon thee this weakness cherished l:)y the unworthy, 
debarring from heaven and causing disgrace, 
0 Arjuna? 

~ . ~ ~ ' 
~~ +n QT if+r: qr~ ita~ct~lqq~a- 1 . ~(\ . '" ~;: l[~(.ft;:T~~ ~venr"trW qzyaq tl ~ ,,. 

3. Yield not to unmanliness, 0 son of Prltha. 
It does not become thee. Cast off this base weak .. 
ness of heart and arise, 0 tormentor of foes 
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lrjuna seeks Instruction from the Lord. 

~~-. " . ... ' . 
~ +n~~ ~~if JJOT ~~~if I 

,.... ""' ,... ~,.... 
~T+r: smttiK~Tf+t ttatTt{T(ff,~;:r l l ~ l l 

Arjuna said : 

4. 0 slayer of Madhu, how shall I assail in 
battle with arrows Bhishma and Drona, who are 
worthy of worship, 0 slayer of enemies. 

~~iif{~qt ~ ii~~~T~ 
~iT if~ ita:~;Jqf3: ~i6 I 

"'0 
(' . ,...~ 

S:~T StTCST+IT~ij ~Jift{et' 

~q it'ilT~it~.-~~ II '"" II 

5. Better indeed in this world to 1i ve even 
upon alms than to slay the teachers of high honor. 
But, were I to slay these teachers. I should only 
in this world enjoy the pleasures of wealth, delights 
stained with blood. 

"'" ...... ,...., il' rqara.v: ~attill fT{T~ 
' ,... ' " ~iT Gt~+J ;qTq en iff ~~: 

~~it~ ttro if Wrfq"T+r: 
' " ... ~ QSelf{.'.l'ETT: ~ ~~f~: II ~ II 

6. And we know not which • is the better 

• Which of the two-living upon alms without slaying others, or 
fighting the enemy which is our duty.-(A) 
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alternative for us ; nor do we know whether we 
shall conquer them or they will conquer us. Even 
'the sons of Dhritara.shtra, after killing whom we 
do not wish to 1i ve, stand arrayed against us. 

~ "" " ~tqOlft{flSIT'1Et 6~¥1'TCJ: 

"' . ~ "" ~~n+r ~~r ~fH.1~~(f:eJ(ff: 1 
"" "' ,... . " "" ~~~: ~Tliff!Qij' if~ ~·" 
" Q,. ...... "" . "' . . 

T~t!'=lR« Sf{ ~n~ iff ~q T Sfq'ifl{ II " l \ 
7. My heart contaminated by the taint of 

helplessness, my mind confounded about Dharma,* 
I ask Thee : Tell me what is absolutely good. I 
am Thy pupil. Instruct me, who have sought 
Thy grace. 

" "' i:r J{{ st~TT+r +r+ft~~-
' ' "("\. ~c;3ren~~rqtrtr+rr~~GJTq:_ 1 

:atctTt~ ~ii'TCJ\1"'1'ilft 

U~~ ~'QOTT+IA :qJp-l\1~1{ l l ~ ll 
8. I do not indeed see what can dispel the 

grief which burns up my senses, even after attain
ing unrivalled and prosperous dominion on earth 
or even lordship over gods. 
'{;~~-

"""' . .... O:CI~OTT ~1Silcti~ ~fen~: 'Wa'q: I 

;:r ~t~ fiRr ilrrer•t{~an ~off ar ~er 3: 11 ~ , . 

• Dharma' here means' Brahman' who supports all-(: 
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Sa1nj aya Said : 

9. Having spoken thus to Hrishikesa, Guda
kesa, the tormenter of foes, said to Govinda, ' I 
will not fight,' and verily ren1ained silent. 

"" .0 ~gan=er f{,\TTcti~: Sf~G 1 il'Cf ltT'f.'6' I 
""" .... "~'"" ,...... ~i{<:{R;+F~~;;r Teft:tT~;:a-r~ et'lit: 11 ~ o ll 

10. To him who was grieving in the midst of 
the two armies, 0 descendant of Bharata, Hrishi· 
kesa as if smiling, spoke these words : 

Self-knowledge alone eradicates misery 
Now the portion from i. 2 to ii. 9 should be interpreted as 

showing whence arise those evils of grief, delusion, etc., which 
in sentient creatures cause the misery of samsara.-To 
explain: In ii. 4 ~t seq, Arjuna displayed grief aod delusion 
caused by his attachment for, and the sense of separation 
from, dominion, the elders, sons, friends, well-wishers, kins
men, near and rem~Jte relations,-a.ll this arising from his 
notion that " I am theirs and they are mine!• It was when 
discrimination was overpowered by grie.Z and deh1sion that 
Arjuna, who had of himself been engaged in battle as the 
duty of the warrior caste, abstained fron1 fighting and proposed 
to lead a mendicant's life, which was the duty of a different· 
caste*. Accordingly, all creatures whose intelligence is swayed 
by grief and delusion and other evil influences naturally 
abandon t'heir proper duties and resort to those which· arc pro
hibited. Even if they are engaged in their duties, their .con
duct in speech, thought and deed is egoistic and is prompted -• '!he bra.hmanas alone are allowed to.enter the foLlrth Asra.ma of 
sa.n~ny§.sa. wl:.ich consists in the renunciation of all formal religion and 
VfOrldly possessions. 
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by a longing for reward. In their case, then owing to an 
accumulation of merit and demerit, of dharma and adharma, 
~~e samsara, which consists in passing through good and bad 
births, happiness and misery, becomes incessant. Grief and 
delusion are thus the cause of sams!ra. And seeing that their 
cessation could not be brought about except by Self-knowledge 
added to renunciation of all works, Lord Vasudev-a wished to 
teach tllat knowledge for the benefit of the whole world 
throt!gh Arjuna and began His teaching with ii. 11· 

The doctrine that knowledge should be conjoined 
with works 

Agaitast the foregoing view some • say :-Moksha can
not at all be attained by mere A 'tmajn!na-nishtha by mere 
devotion of Self·koowledge preceded by the renunciation of 
all works.-By what then ?-Absolute freedom can be attain .. 
ed by knowledge conjoined with works, such as the Agnibotta 
prescribed in the Sruti and the Smriti. This is the conclusive 
teaching of the whole Gita. As supporting this view may be 
cited-they say-the verses ii. 33, ii. 47, iv. 15, etc. It 
should not be supposed that the Vedic ritual is sinful because 
it involves cruelty, etc.t-Why ?-For, our Lord says that, 
since fighting which is the profession of the warrior caste is 

* According to A'nandagiri the VrittikAra is the commentator here 
referred to. A VrittikAra'a interpretation of the Brahma•sutras I. i: 11-
19 is also referred to by Sankaracharya in his commentary on that section. 
It is very probable that one and the same person was the author of the 
two Vrittis or commentaries. 'rhe Vritti on the Gita was evidently very 
Yoluminous. inasmuch as Sri Sankaracbarya's bha.shya is professedly 
very short in comparison with it. It is, therefore, not unlikely that the 
author of the Vritti on the Gita was no other than Bodhayana who is 
said to have wr:-itten a voluminous commentary on the Brahma-sutras. 
nearly a million slokas in extent~ and of which the Sri-bbashya of Sri 
Ramanujacharya is said to be a mere abstract. 

t Such as the eating of ucbcbisbta or what remains of the food, of 
which another has already eaten-{A). 
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a proper duty (of the caste), it is not sinfu] though it involves 
cruelty to elders, brother's sons and the like and is therefore 
very horrible ; and He further says that, in the case of a neg
lect of this duty, '' abandooing thy duty and fame thou shalt 
incur sin." (ii. 33), This is clearly tantamount to asserting 
that those rites which are enjoined as life-long duties by the 
Vedas are sinless though they involve cruelty to animals. 

Sankhya and Yoga distinguished 
This is (wrong~ since the Lord bas made a distinction 

between Jnana-nishtbtt. and Karma~nisbthA. between the 
devotion of knowledge and the devotion of works, as based 
respectively upon two distinct standpoints-The real. nature 
of the Self as expounded here in ii· 11-30 by the Lord is 
called Sankbya and intellectual conviction of the truth pro· 
duced by a study of that section,- that the Self is no doer, 
owing to the absence in Him of such changes as birth-forms 
the Sankbya standpoint (Saokbya·buddbi) ; and the enligh· 
tened who bold this view are called Saokhyas. Yoga consists 
in the performance-before the rise of the foregoing convic
tion-of works as a means to moksha, requiring a knowledge 
of virtue and sin. and presupposing that the Self is distinct 
from the body and is the doer and the enjoyer- Such convic
tion forms the Yoga standpoint (Yoga-buddhj), and the per
formers of works who bold this view are Yogins. Accordingly 
two distinct standpoints are referred to by the Lord in ii. 39. 
Of these, He will assign to the S§.nkhyas the 1 a na·yoga, or 
devotion to knowledge, based upon the Sankhya standpoint; 
and so also He will assign to the Y ogins the path of Karma
yoga, or devotion to works, based upon the Yoga standpoint 
(iii .. 3). Thus with reference to the Sankhya. and the Yoga 
standpoints two distinct paths have been shown by the Lord, 
seeing the impossibility of J ttana and Karma being conjoined 
in one and the same person simultaneously, the one being 
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based upon the idea of ,non·agency at'td unity, and the other 
on the idea of agency and mu.ltiPlicitj'. The distinction 
.fl.lade here is also referred to in the Satapatha-B·rahmana.-
Having enjoined renunciation of all works in the words, ''The 
brabmanas who, having no worldly attachments, wish only for 
this region of the Self, should give up all worldly concerns,,' 
the Bri.hmana continues thus in explanation of the said 
injunction : 

''What have we to do with progeny,-we who live 
in this region, this Self ? '' (Briha.daranyaka-U pa
nishad, iv. 4, 22). 

ln the same Brahmana (ibid, i. 4, 17) we are told that, before 
marriage aod after completing the investigation into the 
nature of the Dharma and Vedic injunction, the man of the 
world' desired' to acquire the means of attaining to the three 
regions (of man, of Pitris, and of De vas), namely, a son and 
the twofold wealth,-the one kind of wealth being called 
' human (manusha),' consisting of works and leading to the 
region of Pitris, and the other kind of wealth being called 
"·godly (daiva); consisting in wisdom ( vidya, upasana) and 
leading to the region of Devas. Thus the Vedic rites are inten
ded for him only who has desires and bas no knowledge of the 
Self. The renunciation of these is enjoined on him who seeks 
only the region of the Self and is free from desire. This 
assigning of the two paths to two distinct classes of people 
would be unjustifiable if the Lord had intended a simultaneeus 
conjunction of knowledge and Vedic rites. 

Conjunction inconsistent with the sequel 

Neither could Arjuna's question with which the Third 
Discourse opens be satisfactorily explained (on that theory). 
How might Arjuna falsely impute to the Lord-as be did in 
iii, I-that which is alleged (by the Qpponent) to have 
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been taught before by the Lord and to have not been beard 
by Arjuna,-namely, the impossibility of both knowledge and 
works being followed by ooe and tbe same person, as well as 
the superiority of knowledge to works ? · 

Moreover, if conjunction of knowledge and works be 
intended for all, it must have been intended for Arjuoa as 
well. In that ase how might Arjuna ask about only one of 
the two. 

' Tell me conclusively that which is the better of the twa'· 
( v. 1)? 

If a physician has prescribed a mixture composed of both 
sweet and cooling articles for a man who wishes to reduce 
bilious heat (in the system), there cannot arise the question 
'which one alone of the two ingredients can alleviate bilious 
heat,? 

Arj una's question, it might be alleged on the other side, 
was due to his not having understood aright the teaching of the 
Lord. Even then, the reply of the Lord should have been 
given in accordance with the question and in the following 
form : '' I meant a conjuncti6n of l{nowledge and works ; why 
are you. thus mistaken ?'• It would not, on the other hand, be 
proper to answer in the words" A twofold path was taught by 
Me '' (iii. 3),-an answer which is not in accordance wHh the 
question and is altogether beside it. 

If it be held that knowledge is to be conjoined with such 
works only as are enjoined in the smriti, even then, the assign
ing of the two paths to two distinct classes of people 
respectively and other statements in that connection would 
be aqually inexplicable. Moreover, Arjuna,s blame of the 

Lord as conveyed by his words "why dost Thou command 
me to do this horrible deed?" (iii. 1) would be inexplicable, 
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since be knew that figting was ~njoined io the smriti as a 
Kshatriya 's duty. 

It is not, therefore, possible for anybody to show that 
the Gita-Sastra teaches a ·conjunction of knowledge with anY 
work whatever, enjoined in the sruti or in the smriti. 

Some cases of apparent conjunction explained. 

Now a person who, having been first engaged in works 
owing· to ignorance·· and worldly attachment and other evil 
tendencies, and having since attained purity of mind bY 
sacrificial rites, gifts, austerity, etc., arrives at the knowledge of 
the grand truth that" all this is one, the Brahman, the Abso· 
lute, the non-agent," may continue performing works in the 
same manner as before with a view to set an example to the· 
masses, though neither works nor their results attract him any• 
longer. This semblance of active life on his part cannot 
constitute that course of action with which knowledge is 
sought to be conjoined as a means of attaining moksha, anY 
more than Lord Vasudeva's activity in His disharge of the 
duty of the military caste can constitute the action that is to 
be conjoined with His knowledge as a means to ~ol~sha, or 
that conduces to the attainment of any specific end of · His ; 
egotism and hope of reward being absent in both alike. Be 
who knows the truth does not think 'I act,' nor does he long 
for the results. 

Or to take another example : suppose a man seeking 
svarga or other such objects of desire goes through the 
ceremony of the Agni~&.dbana as a preliminary to the perfor
mance of sacrificial rites such as the Agnihotra wherebY to 
attain his desire, and then commences the Agnihotra, which has 
thus become a kamya (interested) rite ; and suppose further 
that the desire vanishes when the sacrifice is half completed~ 
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but that the man goes on with it all the same: the Agnihotra 
can no longer be regarded as an interested rite. Accordingly 
our Lord says'' though doing, he is not tainted,'' (v. 7), and 
"The Self neither acts nor is tainted." (xiii. 31). 

Now as regards the passages, '' Do thou also perform 
action as did the ancients in the olden time'' (iv. 15), and" By 
action alone, indeed, did Ja.naka and others aim at perfection'' 
(iii. 20 ), we must distinguish two cases and interpret the 
passages thus : 

First, suppose that J anaka and the rest were engaged in 
works though they knew the truth. Then, they did so lest 
people at large might go astray; whereas they were sincerely 
convinced that ' the senses '---.but not the Self-were engaged 
in the objects (iii. 28). Thus they reached perfection by 
knowledge alone. Though the stage of renunciation had been 
reached, they attained perfection without abandoning works; 
that is to say, they did not formally renounce works. 

Secondly, suppose that they had not known the truth. 
Then the passages should be interpreted thus ;-By means 
of work dedicated to Isvara, Janaka and the rest attained 
perfection,-' perfection, meaning here either 'purity of mind' 
or 'the dawn of true knowledge.' It is to this doctrine, that 
the Lord refers when he says " The Yogin performs action 
for the purification of the self.~· (v. 11) Elsewhere, after 
having said that' man attains perfectiqn by worshipping Him 
with his own duty' (xviii. 46), the Lord again recommends 
the path of knowledge, to him who has attained perfection, in 
the following words : " How he who has attained perfection · 
reaches Brahman, that do thou learn from Me." (xviii. 50). 

The conclusion, therefore, of the Bhaga vad.gita is that 
salvation is attained by knowledge alone, not by knowledge 
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conjoined with works.. That such is the teaching of the Gita. 
we shall shew here and there in the following sections accord
ing to the context. 

The Self is immortal. 
Now finding no means other than Self-knowledge for the 

deliverance of Arjuna who was thus confounded as to his duty 
and was deeply plunged in the mighty ocean of grief, Lord 
Vasudeva who wished to help him out of it introduced him to~ 
Self-knowledge in the following words:-

~~erra-
" ' . . " 61'~J=;:(:(Jq;:~r=cr~CJ sr~rqyttl?el +ntf~ 1 

ila-Rt;:ril~J(!Q ifT~):q-f;ij' q~erJ: II ~ ~ I l 

The Lord said : 
II. For those who deserve no grief thou hast 

grieved, and words of wisdom thou speakest. For 
the living and for the dead the wise grieve not.* 

Such people as Bhishma and Drona deserve no grieft, 
for they are men of good conduct and are eternal in their real 
nature. You have grieved for them saying " I am the cause 
of their death ; of what avail are pleasures of dominion and 
other things to me left alone without them P " And you also 

• He who knows not the Self is subject to illusion. He who is subject 
to illusion will obtain right knowledge by devoutly listening to the words 
of the Scripture and the spiritual teacher, and by investigating into the 
nature of things as they are with a view to clearly understand such 
teachings. This shews to what class of persons this teaching is 
a~dressed.-{A.) 

t Whether you regard their present personalities or their real nature .. 
Personally they are men of good conduct; in their. real nature (as identi· 
cal with the Absolute) they are eternal. 
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speak the words ·· of wise men. Thus you ·exhibit inconsist
ency in yourself,-foolishness and wisdom,-1 ike a maniac. 
Fort, the wise (pattditah)-those who know the Self-grieve 
neither for the living nor for the dead. They alone are wise 
·who know the Self. For, the sruti says: 

"Having obtained wisdom (panditya, i. e., know
ledge of the Self) in its entirety ... '' (Bri. Up. III. 
5, 1.) 

'fhat is, you grieve those who are really eternal and who 
.really deserve no grief ; wherefore you are fool ish. 

(Questio1t) :-Why do they deserve no grief ? 
(Answer) :-For, they are eternal. 
(Question) :-How P 
(Answer) :-The Lord says: 

' . . . '"' ,.... if ~qqf~ GITg ~re ;:t (ef ifq' ifiiTT~'U: I 
~ ,..... ...., 

it T.lct il +rret~<{T+r: ~q q-~+r~: q''l ll ~ 't II 

I 2· Never did I not exist, nor thou, nor these 
rulers of men ; and no 011e of us will ever hereafter 
cease to exist. 

· Never did I cease to exist; on the other hand, I always 
did exist ; that is, through the past bodily births and deaths, 
I always existed. So always, never did· you cease to exist; 

.. on the other hand, you always did exist. So, never did these 
rulers of men cease to exist; on the other hand, they always 
did exist. So, neither shall we ever cease to exist ; on the 
other hand, we shall all certainly continue to exist even after 

• Referring to what Arjuna said in i. 43 et seq.-(A.) 

t The second half of the verse is intended to show that Arjuna,s 
delusion was due to his ignorance.o£ the true Dature of the Self.-(A.) 
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the death of these bodies. As the Self, the Atman, we are 
·eternal in all the three periods of time (past, present and 
"future.) 

·rhe plural 'us' is·used with reference to the bodies that 
are different ; it does not mean that there are more than one 
Self. 

(Quesiio.n) :.-Now, how is the Self eternal P 
(Answer) :-Here follows an illustration: 

'" " ,.... ...... , ~ . ~· . 
~Tf{iffSf{«r?.f~T q( iiT+If{ ~Tefif Gf~T I 

"' "~ " aifr C\S:~~srna~~sr ii gmra 11 ~ ~ 1 1 

13 •.. Just as in this body the embodied (Self) 
passes ·into ch.ildhood and youth and old age, so 
does He pass into another body. There the wise 
man is not distressed. 

We see how the embodied Self passes unchanged in the 
present body into the three stages (avasthas) of childhood, 
youth or the middle .age, and old age or the age of decay, 
all distinct from one another. At the close of the first of these 
stages the Self is.not dead, nor is ·He born again at the com
mencement of the second ; on the other hand, we see the Self 
passing unchanged into the second and. third stages. Just so 
does the Self pass t;m:changed into another body. Such being 
the case. the wise m~ is not troubled (in mind) about it. 

Endurance is a condition of wisdom. 

Now Arj.una might argue as follows: 'It is true that when 
one knows the Self to be e~ernal there is no roorn for the 
distressful delusioJ. tb.at tb.e. Self will die. But quite common 
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among people, as we see, is the distressful del us ion that the 
Self is subject to heat and cold, pleasure and pain, as also to 
grief due to the loss of pleasure or to the suffering of pain. 

As against the foregoing, the Lord says: 

~ ~' "' 'ITSI'T~~~~ ~tw:a:q ~ratrofij{.q~: ~r: I 

arrillltqrFiitsf;r~t~t~re~~ +rRa 11 ~ ~ '' 

14. The sense-contacts it is, 0 son of Kunti)\ 
which cause heat and cold ; pleasure and pain ; 
they come and go, they are impermanent. · Them 
endure bravely, 0 descendant of Bharata. 

The senses are those of hearing and the like, by which 
sound and other things are perceived. It is the contacts of the 
senses with their objects such as sound-or, according to another 
interpretation, it is the senses and the contacts-i. e., the sense
objects, such as sound, which are contacted by the 
senses,-whicb produce heat and cold, pleasure and pain. 
Cold is pleasant at one time and painful at another. So 
also heat is of an inconstant nature. t But pleasure and 
pain are constant in their respective natures as pleasure and 
pain. Wherefore heat and cold are mentioned separately 

• Here Arjuoa is addressed as the • son of Kunti' and again as the· 
descendant of Bbarata: to show that he alone is fit to receive the 

teaching who 'is well descended on the father's as well as on the mother's. 
side.--(A·) 

t The separate mention of heat and cold which should properly be 
included under the category of objects (vishayas) implies that the sub
jective feelings of harmony and discord are the immediate antecedents of 
pleasure and pain. The external objects first produce subjective changes, 
such as the sensations of heat and cold or the feelings of harmony and 
discord, and then produce pleasure and paio,-(A.) 
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from pleasure and pain. Because* these sense•contacts, etc., 
ba ve, by nature, a beginning and an end, therefore they are 
·not permanent. Wherefore do thou bravely endure t them, 
heat and cold &c. ; i.e., give not thyself up to joy or grief on 
their account. 

(Question) :-What good will accrue to him who bears 
beat and cold and the like ? 

(.Answer) :-Listen • . " .......... . ~ 
~ ~ it 0~~~~6 ~q- ~lS{fS{+f f 

• 4"\• " .... 

~~:~ti~ ~l~ 13TS1l€f~en~ Cfi~'lo II ~ '-\ II 

15. ..fhat \vise man whom, verily, these afflict 
not, 0 chief of men, to whom pleasure and pain are 
same, he for immortality is fit. 

That person to whom pleasure and pain are alike,-who 
neither exults in pleasure nor feels dejected in pain,-who is. 
a man of wisdom, whom heat and cold and other things such 
as those mentioned above do not affect in virtue of his vision 
of the eternal Self,-that man, firm in his vision of the 
eternal Self and bearing calmly the pairs of opposites (such 
as heat and cold), is able to attain immortality (moksha). t 

• Some MSS. of the Bhashya here add . .. It may be objected that 
if the objects of the senses or their contacts give pleasure and pain~ the 
wheel o£ mundane existence will be endless, since those objects and 
their contacts with the senses are endless, This objection does not apply 
here, for these ••• , j 

tHere is laid down a second condition of right knowledge, oiz .• 
calm endurance in pleasure and pain -{A). 
· t Though bJ endurance alone one may not be able to secure the 

highest human end, still, when coupled with discrimination and indiffer• 
ence to worldly objects and pleasures, it becomes a means to the right 
knowledge, which leads to deliverance. He who has satisfied all the 
conditions laid down can realize the nature of his own eternal Self, and 
then only is he fit for the final teaching that leads to deliverarnce.-(A). 
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The Real and the Unreal. 
For the following reason also it is proper that thou 

shculdst abandon grief and distressful delusion and calmly · 
endure heat and cold, etc. For, · 

.... ,.... " "' "'"' rtrea-T TCl~a +Jfqf iTT~fqT TCI'lf6 ~a: I 
" 1"'. "' ... ~,.... 

~li~T~Tq ~!f St:Cf~~ar~<rT~~ctaU~Tli: ll ~ ~ I I 

16. Of the unreal no being there is ; there is 
no non beh1g of the real. Of both these is fhe 
truth seen by the seers of the Essence. 

There is no bhava-no being, no existence-of the unreal 
(asat) such as heat and cold as well as their causes. Heat 
·cold, etc .• and the causes thereof, which are (uo doubt) 
perceived through the organs of perception, are not absolutely 
real ( vastu-sat) ; for they are effects or changes ( vik~ra), and 
every change is temporary. For instance, no objective form, 
such as an earthen pot, presented to consciousness by the eye, 
proves to be real, because it is not perceived apart from clay. 
Thus every effect is unreal, because it is not perceived as 
distinct from its cause. Every effect, such as a pot, is unreal, 
also because it is not perceived before its production and after 
its destruction. • And 1 ikewise the cause, such as clay, is un ... 
real because it is not perceived apart from its cause. t 

(Objection) :-Then it comes to this: nothing at all 
exists. t 

• Cp. ' Whatever exists not in the beginning or in the end exists 
not really in the present.' (Ga.udapadakarikas on the Mandukya .. 
upanishad. IV, 81).-(A). 

t This implies that the Absolute Reality is not conditioned by 
causality ; and therefore the perception of the series of causes and effects 
must be. illusory.-{A). 

t The objector evidently thinks that there cannot be a thing which 
is neither a cause nor an effect. 
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(Answer) :-No (such objection applies here). For, every 
fact of experience involves twofold consciousness (buddbi), the 
.consciot;tsness of the real (sat) and the consciousness of the 
unreal (asat). Now that is (said to be) real, of which our 
consciousness fails; and that to be unreal, of which our con
sciousness fails.* Thus the distinction of reality and unreality 
depends on our consciouness. Now 2 in all our experience, 
twofold consciousness arises with reference to one and the same 
substratum (sa~anadhikarana), as ' a cloth existent,' ' a pot 
existent,' ·an elephant existent'-not as in the expression a 
blue lotus ' t-and so on everywhere. Of the two, the con
sciousness of pot, etc., is temporary as was already pointed out, 
but not the consciousness of existence. Thus, the object corres
ponding to our consciousness of pot, etc., is unreal, because 
the consciousness is temporary; but what corresponds to our 

• There must be an Absolute Reality Vfhich is neither a cause DOr an 
effect· For, what is fleeting must be uureal. and what is constant must 
be real. In the case of our illusory perception of a rope mistaken for a 
snake, we hold that the snake is unreal because our consciousness of it 
fails, whereas what corresponds to " this " in the perception u this is a. 
snake, "-viz., the rope,--is real, because our consciousness of it is con
stant through all its illusory manifestations. The reality and the unreality 
of thiDgs are thus to be inferred from our own experience. 

t Blue and lotus being two realitie-;. Existence and the pot refer-as. 
in the sentence 'this is the man we saw '-to only one thing really 
existing. They are not two distinct realities, related to each other as-the 
universal and the particulars. or as a. substance and its attribute. If the 
pot, etc., were as real as existence we should be at a loss to explain why, 
with reference to one and the same substratum, the two -existence and 
the pot or the like--should always present themselves together to our 
consciousness any more than a pot and a cloth. Illusion, on the othe1.• 
hand, can account for the twofold consciousness of existence and the pot 
.and so on, arising with reference to one and the same substratum, there 
being only one Reality-namely, that which corresponds to existence
and all the rest being unreal, as in the case of a rope mistaken for va.riou&: 
.other things which are unreal.-(A). 
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consciousness of existence is not unreal, because the conscious
ness is unfailing. 

(Objection) :-\\!'ben the pot is absent and the conscious
ness of it fails, the consciousness of existence also fails. 

(.Answer) :--No * (such objection applies here). For the 
consciousness of existence still arises with reference to other 
objects such as c1 oth. T·be consciousness of existence corres
ponds indeed only to the attributive (visesbana) .. 

(Obiectiott) :-Like the consciousness of existence, the 
consciousness of the pot also arises with reference to another 
pot (present). 

(Answer) :-You cannot say so, for the consciousness of 
the pet does ·not arisewith reference to a cloth.· 

(Objection) :-Neither does the consciousness of existence· 
arise in the case of the pot that has disappeared. 

(.A1·tswer) :-You cannot say so, for there is no sub~tantive 
(viseshya) present. The consciousness of existence corres
ponds to the attributive; and as there can be no consciousness 
of the attributive without that of the corresponding substan
t'ive, how can the consciousness of the attributive arise in the 
absence of the substantive P-Not that there is no objective 
reality pre.sent, corresponding to the consciousness of existence. 

(Objection): -If the substantive such as the pot be unreal, 
the two~old. consciousness arising with reference to one and 
the same substratum is inexplicable. t 

*The consciousness of existence still arises in conjunction with 
the absence of the pot. When we say 'here is no pot,' existence is 
.signified by reference to the place where the pot is said to be absent. 

t The objector means this: In ail our experience, we find both 
substantive and the attribu.tive to be real. So, hare, the pot must be a:.. 
Ml-as Existe.nce--{A) 
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(..4n.swer) :-No; for, we find the twofold consciousness 
arising with reference to one and the same substratum, even 

·though one of the two objects corresponding to the twofold 
consciousness is unreal, as for instance in the case of a mirage, 
where our consciousness takes the form ''this is water!' 
Therefore, there is no existence of the unreal, the fictitious
such as the body and the pairs of opposites-or of their 
causes. Neither does the real·-the Self (Atman)-ever cease 
to exist ; for, as already pointed out, our consciousness of the 
Self never fails. 

This conclusion--that the real is ever existent and the 
unreal is never existent-regarding the two, the Self and the 
non-Self, the real and the unreal, is always present before the 
minds of those who attend only to truth, to the real nature of 
the Brahman, the Absolute, the All, lj That! Thou hadst 
therefore better follow the view of such truth-seers, shake off 
grief and delusion, and," being assured that all phenomena 
( vik~ras) are really non-e"istent and are, like .the mirage, mere 
false appearances, do thou calmly bear heat and cold and 
other pairs of opposites, of which some are constant and others 
inconstant in their nature as productive of pleasure or pain. 

\Vhat, then, is that which ~s e·ver real P Listen:-

efJqiiTfu ~ a-fil:r%: tril a~ilr~ 66ft 1 
,... . . ,.... ~ ~·"' 

tCf;(T~ff~<r~r~ if ffi'f2Q"(Cfi'g+r~r6 t 1 ~ \S I I 
17. But know that to b~ imperishable by 

which all this is pervaded. None can cause the 
destruction of That, the Inexhaus~ible. 

Uulike the unreal, That-you must understand-does not 
vanish; That, the Brahman, the' Sat', the Real, by ·which all 
this world, including the akasa, is pervaded, just as pots an~ 
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other objects are pervaded by the akasa or space. Brahman 
does not undergo increase or diminution and is therefore 
inexhaustable. This Brahman, the ' Sat ', is not exhausted· 
in Itself; for, unlike the bcdy It has no parts. Nor 4oes It 
diminish by (loss of) anything belonging to It; for, nothing 
belongs to the Self. Devadatta, for instance, ~s ruined by ioss 
of wealth ; but Brahman does not suffer loss in that way. 
Wherefore, nobody can bring about the disappearance or 
destruction of the inexhaustible Brahman. Nobody-not even 
the Isvara, the Supren1e Lord-can destroy the S~lf. For, 
the Self is Brahman Itself and one cannot act upon oneself. 

What, theiJ, is the unreal (asat), whose existence is not 
constant P Listen : 

...... ""\ " ' "'" ~e-~tt ~~ ~~~ • .,~~1~r: ~~n~trr: 1 
,..... ' ...... 

at;;n~~r s~+r~~ emr;ne~~ +li;c6 II ~ ~ ll 
..,::, 

18. These bodies of the embodied (Self) 'vho 
is eternal, indestructible and unknowable, are said 
to have an end. Do fight, therefore, 0 descendant 
of Bharata. 

It is said by the enlightened that these bodies of the Self, 
who is eternal, indestructible and unknowable, have an end, 
like those seen in dreams or produced by a juggler.-The end. 
of such objects as the mirage consists in the cessation-as the 
result of investigation into their nature by proper tests of 
truth-of the idea of reality which has been associated with 
them. So also these bodies have an end. 

[No tautology is involved in the use of both 'eternal' 
and 'indestructible;' for, two kinds of eternality and of des
truction are met with in our experience. The physical body, 
fer instance, entirely clisap:pearing when reduced to ashes, is 
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said to have been destroyed. The physical body, while exist ... 
ing as such, may be transformed owing to sickness or such 
-other causes, and it is then said to have ceased to be (some
thing) and to have become (something else). " Eternal '' 
and 'indestructible' here imply that the Self is subject to 
neither sort of destruction. Otherwise, the eternality of 
Atman, the Self, might perhaps be understood to be like that 
of clay or other material objects. It is the denial of this which 
is conveyed by the two epithets.] 

The Self is unknowable,-not determinable by the S'enses 
(pratyaksba) or any other means of knowledge. 

(Objection) :-The Self is determined by the Agama or 
Revelation, and by perception, etc., prior to Revelation. 

(Answer) :-The objection is untenable, for the Self is 
.self-determined (svatas-siddba). When the Self, the knower 
(pramatri), has been determined, then only is possible a search 
for proper ~uthorities on the part of the knower with a 
view to obtain right knowledge. In fact, without determining 
the Self-' I am I '-none seeks to determine the knowable 
objects. Indeed the Self. is unknown (aprasiddha) to nobody~ 
And the Scripture (Sastra) which is the final * authority 
obtains its authoritativeness regarding the Self, as serving only 
to eliminate the adhyaropana or superimposition (on the Self) 
of the attributes t alien to Him, but not as r.evealing .what bas 
been altogether unknown. The sruti also describes the Self 
thus:-

" That which is the Immediate, the Unremote, the 
Brahman, which is the Self, which is within all.'' (Bri. Up. 
ii. 4. I.)., 

* i· e., the last. The Sruti teaches that the Self is· the only real 
thing and that all others are illusory and non-existent. No prama1~a or 
authority can survive the realisation of this truth taught by the sruti.-(A) 

t Such as humanity .and agency. 
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:Because the Self is thus eternal (nitya) and immutable 
(avikriya), therefore, do thou fight,-do not abstain from 
fighting. 

Here the duty of fighting is not enjoined. Arjuna bad. 
already been engaged in fighting.. But overpowered bY. grief 
and delusion be abstained from fighting. It is only the 
retnoval ot: obstructive causes (pratibandha, 'Viz., grief and 
delusion) that is bere attempted by the Lord. Wherefore 
in the words ' do thou fight , the Lord issues here no new 
command ( vidhi) ; l-Ie only refers to what is commonly 
known already.* 

The Self is unconcerned in action. 
The Lord now quotes two Vedic verses to confirm the 

vie\V that the Gita-sastra is intended to remove the cause of 
sa1nsara, such as grief and delusion, but not to enjoin works. 

It is only a false notion of yours, says the Lord, that 
you think thus : " Bhishtna alld others will be killed by me 
in the battle; I will be their slayer."-How? -

. '" . ~ . "" 
~ t:tit ~n~ {PaT~ ~~ri ~~a' ~a'l 1 
~~ ~ it fq-'!fr;frijf qrt ~f;:a ;=f ~ifa II ~ ~ II 

19. Whoever look~ upon I-Iim as the slayer, 
and whoever looks upon Him as the slain, both 
the.se know not aright· He· slays not, nor is He 
slain. · 

He who understands the Self--of whom we are speak
ing-as the agent in the act of slaying. and he who regards 
Him as the sufferer in the act of slaying when the body 

* That. is to s1.y, the Lord does not he1·e mean that fighting is abso
lutely necessary. He has simply shewn that Arjuna bad no reason to 
desist from the fighting in which be had engaged of himself. 
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is slain, neither of these two has understood the Self aright, 
for want of discrimination. Those who think ' I slay ' or 'I am 
slain' when the body is slain, and thus identify the Self with 
the object of the consciousness of ' I,' the ego (aham),-tbey 
do not understand the real nature of the Self. Being immutable 
(avikriya). the Self is neither the agent nor the object of the 
action of slaying. 

The Self is immutable 
How is the Self immutable P-This is answered by the 

.next verse. 
..... ,-... ' " ;r ~T<.t6 T~a efT Cli'C{Tf:q'· 

ift<i ~-qr ~ff.fcrr ~r ;:r +J...<t: I 
' ,... ..... .. ' 

~~ Til~: ~r'aars~ ~tou 

' ...... "'' q- ~&" ~<.r+I'Tit ~{f~ \ l ":( o t l 

20. He is not born, nor does He ever die ; 
after having been, He again ceases not to be ; nor 
the reverse. Unborn, eternal, unchangeable and 
primeval, He is not slain when the body is slain. 

He is not born; no such changfl of condition as birth 
takes place in the Self. Nor does He ·die ; this denies the 
last change of condition called death.-' Ever ' should be 
construed with the denial of every change, thus : He is never 
born, never dies, and so on.-· For, the Self, having once exist
ed does not afterwards cease to be any more. In ordinary 
parlance be is said to die who, having once existed, after
wards ceases to be. Neither does the Self come into 
existence, like the body, having not existed before. \Vhere
fore He is unborn. For, he is said to be boru who, having 
not existed, comes into existence. Not so is the Self. 
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Wherefore He is unborn. And because He does not die, 
He is eternal. [Though, by the denial of the first and the 
last changes, all changes have been denied, yet it is thought 
necessary to directly deny the intermediate changes, in the 
words 'unchangeable,' etc., so as to imply the absence of 
all such changes of condition as motion, though not specified 
here.] He is unchangeable: He is constant, not subject 
to the changes of condition known as declioe (a.pakshaya) 
Having no parts, He does not dim.inish in His own sub
stance. As devoid of qualities, He does not diminish by loss 
of a quality. He is primeval. not subject to the change known 
as growth (vriddbi) .as opposed to decline. For, that which 
increases in size by the accretion of parts is said te grow anct 
to be renewed. As devoid of parts, the Self was as fresh in 
the past (as He is now or will be in future; i.e., He is ever the 
same); He never grows. And He is not slain when the body 
is slain : He is not transformed when the body is transformed. 
To avoid tautology, slaying is interpreted to mean transforma
tion : the Self is not subject to transformation. 

This verse teaches the absence in the Self of the six* 
bbava-vikaras,-of the six vikaras or changes of condition to 
which all bhavas or beings in the world are subject. The pas
sage, on the whole, means that the Se1f is devoid of all sorts 
of change. Hence the words in the previous verse, " both 
these know not aright.'' 

The enlightened man has to renounce wo·rks 

Having started (in ii. 1.9) the proposition that the Self is 
Deither the agent nor the object of the action of slaying, and 
having stated in the next verse the imrr1utability of the Self 

* Such as birth, existence, growth, transformation, decline, and. 
destruction. 
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as the reason for that statement, the Lold concludes the pro
position as follows:-

..... ,.... #*'. • #*'. • 

e(~tEfi{tNflt T~ if ~a+r~o~t.f't. l 

q)q ~ ~Er: q"J~ ti 'qta~fu ~Pe- ~ll U ~ ~ II 

21. Whoso knows Him as indestructible, 
eternal, unborn and inexhaustible,-How, 0 son of 
Pritha,, and whom does such a man cause to slay, 
and whom does he slay ? 

He who knows the Self (described in the last verse) as 
indestructible, i.e.., devoid of the final change called death, as 
eternal, i.e., devoid of change called transformation, as unborn 
and inexhaustible, i.e., devoid of birth and decline,-how does 
an enlightened man of this description do the act of slaying, 
or bow does he cause another to slay P He slays nobody at 
alJ, nor does he at all cause another to slay.-ln both the 
places, denial is meant, since no question can have been 
asked.* The reason t for the denial of slaying applying to 
all actions alike, what the Lord means to teach in this section 
appears to be the denial of all action whatsoever in the case 
of the enlightened; the denial, however, of the specific act 
of slaying being only meant as an example. 

(Objection,) :-\Vhat special reason for the absence of 
action in the case of an enlightened man does the Lord see 
when denying actions in the words "bow does such a man 
slay ?,, 

(Answer) :-The immutability of the Self bas already 
been given as the reason for the absence of all actions. 
------- ·-·----- -----------

., Because no reply follows. 
~ Viz., the immutability of the Self. 
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(Objectio1t) :-True, it has been given; but that cannot 
be a sufficient reason, since the enlightened man is distinct 
from the immutable Self. We caunot indeed say that a man 
who has known an immovable pillar can have no action to do. 

(Answe:r) :-This objection does not apply. For, the 
enlightened man is identical with the Self. Enlightenment 
(vidvatta) does not pertain to the aggregate of the body, etc. 
Therefore, as the only other alternative, the enlightened man 
should be identical with the Self, who is not included in the 
aggregate and is immutable. No action being possible in the 
case of an enlightened man, it is but just to deny all action 
in the words ''how does such a man slay r'' Now, for 
instance, the Self, while remaining immutable, is, by reason 
of His not being distinguished from intellectual states (buddhi
vrittis), imagined, through ignorance, to be the percipient of 
objects, such as sound, perceived by the intellect and other 
means. Similarly, the Self is imagined to be enlightened, 
merely because of avidya associating Him with that intellec· 
tual perception-which is unreal-,vbich takes the form of 
discrimination bet\Veen the Self and the not-Self, while in 
reality the Self has undergone no change whatever. From 
this assertion of impossibility of action in the case of an 
enlightened man, the conclusion of the Lord is evident, that 
those acts which are enjoined by the scripture are intended 
for the unenlightened. 

Works are meant for the unenlightened. 

(O~iectio11J :-Even knowledg.e is intended for the unen
lightened only, as it would be useless-like grinding the flour 
over again-to impart knowledge to those who already 
possess it. Wherefore, it is hard to explain the distinction 
that works ate meant for the unenlightened, and not for the 
enlightened. 
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(Answer) :-This objection does not apply. For, the 
distinction can be explained by the existence ·or non-existence 
of.something to be performed in the two cases respectively. 
(To explain): There remains something for the unenlighten
ed man to do, on understanding the meaning of the injunctions 
regarding the Agnihotra .etc. He thinks that the Agnihotra 
and other sacrificial rites are to be performed, and that the 
many necessary accessories thereto should be acquired. He 
thinks further, '' I am the agent, this is my duty . ., Nothing, 
on the contrary, remains to be performed subsequent to the 
realization of the truth of such teachings as are contained in 
ii. 20 etc., regarding the real nature of the Self. No other 
conviction aris.es except that the Self is one and non-agent. 
Wherefore, the distinction referred to can be accounted for. 

In the case of him who thinks that the Self is the doer 
of actions, there willpecessarily arise the idea that he has 
this or that thing to do. A man who possesses this sort of 
knowledge is qualified for actions, and on him actions are 
enjoined. Such a man is unenlightened, for it is said that 
''both these know not aright" (ii. 19). In ii. 21, the enlighten .. 
ed man is specified, and with reference to him actions are 
denied in the words ''how does such a man s1ay ? " There
fore the enlightened man who has seen the immutable Self 
and the man who is eager for emancipation have only to 
renounce all works.• Hence it is that Lord Narayana 
distinguishes the enlightened Sankhyas from the unenlight-· 
ened followers of works, and teaches to them respectively 
two distinct paths (iii. 3). Accordingly Vyasa said to his 

" ' son, Now there are two paths.'' (Mokshadharma, xxiv. 6). 
In the same connection, Vyasa said that the path of works 

* The latter, i.e., he who is eager for Moksha, but who does not 
yet possess Self -knowledge, has no doubt to perform the acts enjoined 
on him, these acts being not prejudicial to his devotion to knowledge. 
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is the first, and that renunciation comes next. Our Lord 
will refer to this distinction again and again in this work. 
(uide iii. 27, 28; V· 13, etc.) 

!{now ledge of the Immutable Self is possible. 

(Objection) :-In this connection some conceited pedants 
say : To no man can arise the conviction ' I am the 
immutable Self, the One, the non-agent, devoid of the six 
changes, such as birth, to which all things in the world are 
subject ; ' which conviction arising, renunciation of all works 
is enjoined. 

(Answer) :-This objection does not apply here. For, in 
vain then would be the Scriptural teaching, such as '' the Self 
is not born,'' etc. (ii. 20 ). They (the objectors) may be asked 
why knowledge of the immutablity, non-agency, unity, etc., 
of the Self cannot be produced by the Scripture in the same 
way as knowledge of the existence of dha'l"ma and a·dha'l"ma 

and gf the doer passing through other births is produced by 
the teaching of the Scripture? 

(Opp911ent) ~-Because the Self is inaccessible to any of 
the senses. 

(Answer) :-Not so. For, the Scripture says ''It can be 
seen by the mind alone." (Bri. Up. iv. 19). The mind, 
refined by Sama and Dama-i.e., by the subjugation of 
the bocify, the mind and the senses-and equipped with the 
teachings ef the Scripture and the teacher, constitutes the 
sense by which the Self may be seen. Thus, while the 
Scripture and inference • (anumana) teach the immutability 
of the Self, it is mere temerity to hold that no such knowledge 

·can arise. 

* TJ.te inference may be thus stated: such changes as birth, death, 
agency and the like are not inherent in the Self, any more than infancy, 
youth a11d tld. age are inherent in Him. 
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The enlightened should resort to Jnana-Yoga. 

It must be granted that the knowledge which thus arises 
necessarily dispels ignorance, its opposite. This ignorance 
has been already indicated in ii. 19. It is there taught that 
the notion that the Self is the agent or the object of the action 
of slaying is a product of ignorance. That the agency, etc., 
of the self is a product of ignorance holds good in the case of 
all actions alike, since the Self is immutable. It is only the 
agent, subject to variations of conditions, that causes another 
person, who can be acted on by him, to do an action. This 
agency-direct and causative with respect to all actions 
alike-the Lord Vasudeva denies in ii. 21 in the case of an 
enlightened man, with a view to show that the enlightened 
man has nothing to do with any action whatsoever. 

(Question) :-What, then, has he to do P 

(Answer) :-This has been already answered in ili. 3, that 
the Sankhyas should resort to J n~na· Yoga or devotien to 
knowledge. So also, the Lord will teach renunciation of all 
works in the words, "Renouncing all actions by thought, the 
self-controlled man rests happily in the nine-gated city,-in 
the body-neither acting nor causing to act." (v. 13). 

(Objection) :-Here the word 'thought' hnplies that there 
.is no renunciation of the acts of speech and body. 

(Answef') :-No, for there is the qualification, 'all actions.' 

(Objection) :-The renunciation of all m.entaZ acts only is 
·meant. 

(Answer) :-No. Since all acts of speech and body are 
-preceded by mental activity, they cannot exist when the mind 
is inactive. 
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(ObJection) :-Then, let him renounce all other acts of 
mind except such as are necessary for those acts of speech 
and body which are enjoined by the Scripture. 

(.Answer) :-No, for, there is the qualification, "neither· 
acting nor causing to act.'' 

(Objection) :-Then, the renunciation of all actions, here 
taught by the Lord, may be meant for the dying man, not 
for the living man. 

(Answer) :-No; for then, the qualification 'rests in the 
nine-gated city-in the body' would have no meaning. No 
man who is dying can by giving up all activity be said to rest 
in the body. 

(Objection) :-Let us then construe the passage thus : 
Neither acting nor causing another to act, he, the disembodied 
soul of the enlightened man, deposits (sam+ nyas) all activity 
in the body ( i. e., knows that all activity belongs to the body, 
not to the Self) and rests happily. Let us not, on the contrary, 
construe, as you have done, ' he rests in the body,' etc. 

(.Answer) :-No: Everywhere (in the sruti and· in the 
smriti) it is emphatically asserted that the Self is immutable.• 
Moreover, the act of resting presupposes a place to rest in, 
whereas the act of renunciation does not presuppose it. And 
the Sansk"Tit verb sam+nyas' means 'to renounce,' not ' to 
deposit.' 

Therefore, the Gita-Sastra teaches that he who has 
acquired a knowledge of the Self should resort to renuncia
tion only, not toworks. This V!e shall show here and there· 
in the following sections, wherever they treat of the Self. 

& Wherefore the Self cannot be the agent of an action. 
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How the Self is immutable. 

To return to the immediate subject. It has been stated 
that the Self is indestructible. Lil~e what is He indestructi· 
ble P Here foil ows the answer : 

.,... r'\ ~" ,..... 

err~rr~ i;£fll'ffTii ~$!fr rerttr~ 

" '"' "' " i16fTTil lJ_~(f(f q~fS q~TTIJf I 
r'\ " ,..... ,... ~ 

Q'~T ~{l(TftJT T6f~T<f ~IIllT-

;:~;:t:rtfif ~~n~ wtCfTffl ~{r II '4\ ~ II 

22. Just as a man casts off worn-out clothes 
and puts on others which are new, so the embodied 
(Self) casts off worn•out bodies and enters others 
which are new. 

Just as, in this world, a man casts off the clothes that 
have been worn-out and puts on others which are new, in the 
same manner, like the man (of the world), the embodied Self 
abandons old bodies, and, without undergoing any change, 
enters others which are new. 

Why is the Self quite changeless? The Lord says~ 
~.,...,..... ,...., ~· " 
ilwt Ti3r~frij' ~liTTOT if;J tt~T~ qfe{efi: I 

;:r ~if ~~~;:~t'lr ii ~rq':qf~ 'fr~cr: II -;_ ~ ll 

23. Him weapons cut not, Him fire burns 
not, and Him water wets not ; Him wind dries 
not. 

Him, i.e., the embodied Self of whom we are speaking, 
weapons, such as swords, do not cut. As he has no parts, 
they can effect no division of Him into parts. So, fire does 
not burn Him : even fire cannot reduce Him to ashes. 
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Neither does water wet Him ; for, the power of water lies in 
disjoining the parts of a thing which is made up of parts, by 
wetting it; and this cannot take place in the partless Self. 
So, wind destroys an object containing moisture, by drying it 
up; but even wind cannot dry up the Self. 

\Vherefore, 

"" "' "'"' ' Sl;)~~rS~+iqT~rS~t:r~TSfif~ tJ:e( :q I 
r-. (' ' • 
Til~: ~~rf~: ~~?j~<i{~TStt ~;{fCJif: ll ~ ~ il 

24. He cannot be cut, nor burnt, nor wetted, 
nor dried up. He is everlasting, all·pervading 
stable, firm, and eternal. 

Because the mutually destructive objects-namely, 
swords and the like-cannot destroy the Self, therefore He is 
everlasting.. Because everlasting, He is all-pervading. 
Because all-pervadi:cg, He is stable like a pillar. Because 
stable, the Self is firm. Wherefore He is eternal, not 
produced out of any cause, not new. 

No charge of tautology can be brought against the verses 
(ii. 21-24) on the ground that in (ii. 20) the eternality and the 
immutability of the Self have been taught and that what has 
been said regarding the Self iu these verses (ii. 21-24) adds 
nothing to what was taught in that one verse, -something 
being repeated verbatim, and something more being repeated 
in idea. Since the Self is a thing very difficult to understand, 
the Lord Vasudeva again and again introduces the subject and 
describes the same thing in other words, so that in some way 
or other the truth may be grasped by the intellect of the 
mortals (sams§,rins) and thus the cessation of their samsa.ra 
may be brought about. 
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No room for~i&t. 
Moreover, 

atott~f S~+rR~TS~;rfSf~T~S~~~ 
' . " " ~ . "'" ~" «t+fT~~ rsrrq:~Cf'=l ;:n~~TIT~SJ;+r~Jtr II '~ II 

25. He, it is said, is unmanifest, unthinkable 
and unchangeable. Wherefore, knowing 1-Iim to 
be such, thou hadst better grieve not. 

As the Self is inaccessible to any of the senses, He is 
not manifest. Wherefore, He is unthinkable. For, that 
alone which is perceived by the senses becomes an object of 
thought. Verily, the Self is unthinkable, because He is 
inaccessible to the senses. He is unchangeable. The Self 
is quite unlike milk, which, mixed with butter-milk, can be 
made to change its form. He is changeless, also because 
He has no parts; for, whataver has no parts is never found 
to undergo change. Bec-ause the Self is changeless, He is 
unchangeable. Therefore, thus understanding the Self, tho11 
hadst better not grieve, nor think that thou art their slayer 
and that they are slain by thee. 

Granting that the Self is not everlasting, the Lord 
proceeds: 

~·I' .,.... ' 
at~ :er;J Tif~~T6 T'f~ err +P~~ 'la''l_ I 

a-~rrq. ~ +r{rG~r~ ilii ~ f:qsq~Rf ll ~ ~ 11 
26.. But even if thou think est of Him as 

ever being born and ever dying, even then, 0 
mighty-armed, thou oughtst not to grieve thus. 

Granting that the Self-of whom we are speaking-is, 
according to the popular view, again and again born \Vhenevet' 
a body comes into existence, and again and again dead when· 
ever the body dies,-aven if the Self were so, as you thinks 
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0 mighty-armed, you ought not to grieve thus ; for, death is 
inevitable to what is born ; and birth is inevitable to what is 
dead. 

Accordingly, 
" ' ~. 

Gl"Ta'~ T~ flF.TT ~~er \ii;tl ~ij~ :q 
1"\. ...... ~ • "'" ~r-. 

amrct~:n\~r~s~ " ~er ~rr:qs=z+~~r~ l\ '( \9 tl 

27. To that which is born, death is indeed 
certain ; and to that which is dead, birth is cel"tain. 
vVherefore, about the unavoidable thing, thou 
oughtst not to grieve. 

To that which has had birth, death happens without 
failure, ar..d birth is sure to happen to that which is dead. 
Since birth and death are unavoidable, therefore you ought 
not to grieve regarding such an unavoidable thing. If death 
is natural to that which has bad birth, and if birth is natural 
to that which has had death, the thi1lg is unavoidable. 
Regarding such an unavoidable thing you ought not to 
grieve. 

Neither is it proper to grieve regarding beings which are 
mere combinations of (material) causes and effects; for, 

~~ ~ ~ 

:ato~CQ;Jf{Tlif ~6fTif oti~:CUTif +rR<J I 
" ' ~' sto({'ij;f'l~ifr;iiq ~Sf tflr qr~ttct'1T ll ";( ~ II 

28. Beings have their beginning unseent 
their middle seen, and . their end unseen again. 
Why any lamentation regarding them 1 

The origin-prior to manifestation-of beings such as 
sons and friends, who are mere combinations of material 
elements correlated as causes and effects, is non-perception 
(avyakta). And having come into exister.ce, their middle 
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state-previous to death-is perceived. Again their end is 
non-perception : after death, they become unperceived again . 
. Thus it is said: 

(, H h ) e as come from non-perception (the unseen and 
has gone back to non-perception (the unseen). He is 
not thine, nor thou his. What is this vain lamentation 
for P '' (Mah~bh. Striparva, 2-13) 

About these mere illusions-first unseen, then seen, and again 
unseen-what occasion is there for any la1nentation? 

The Self just spoken of is very difficult to realise. Why 
am I to blame you· alone while the cause, viz., illusion, is 
common to all P. One may ask: how is it that the Self is 
difficult to realise P The Lord says : 

~ ,.... r--.-.... 
SlT!a~Cf~q~t.flQ" Cfi'T~<{il• 

~ " ~ 
+fTIQ'~Ef'Q:t\ltl ij'~€{ cqy~~: l 

~ ~ ""' 6fT~~ 6{~;:{l1;:<1: ~l'llTTCI' 

'"' . ' ~ " ~(qfStl.fil et~ ~ :qq: CliT~ ll it~ t 
29. One sees Him as a wonder ; and so also 

another speaks of him as a wonder ; and as a 
wonder another hears of Hitn; and though hearing, 
none understands Him at all. 

One sees the Self as a wonder, as a thing unseen, as 
.something strange, as seen all on a sudden. And so, another 
speaks of Him as a wonder ; and another hears of Him as a 
wonder. Though seeing Him, hearing a-nd speaking of Him, 
none realises Him at all. 

Or (as otherwise interpreted): He that sees the Self is 
something like a wonder. He that speaks and he that hears 
of I-Iim is only one among many thousands. Thus the Self 
is hard to understand. 
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Now the Lord concludes the subject of this section 
thus: 

.,_, " " ..... . '"" ~ q_~r tif~+ler~~r s<r tt( ~CI~ llr~a- 1 
~" ,..... . ....,.,.... ~" 

ij" QJf~~errt-rr ~'lTT;:r it ~er ~rr:ers+t~T~ 11 ~ o \ l 
30. I:Ie, the embodied (Self) in every one's 

body, can never be killed, 0 descendant of Bharata .. 
Wherefore thou oughtst not to grieve about any 
creature. 

Thougl~ the body of any creature whatever is killed, the 
Self cannot be killed; wherefore, you ought not to grieve 
regarding nny creature whatever, Bhishma or anybody else. 

A warrior should fight. 
Here (in ii. 30) it has been shown that from the stand

point of absolute truth there is no cccasion for grief and 
attachment. Not only fron1 the standpoint of absolute truth, 
but also, 

~ .,.... ~ " " ~"' 
tcr~+I+nq CC(T6t~(4 it T6ICfiT;tfS!ff~T« I 

~" ..... ' ~ ,.... "" ~~<trr;s: ~=ar~~~:ns-=~(aJt";t~~ it rer~a u ~ ~ ll 
31. Having regard to thine own duty a1so) 

thou ough tst not to '\vaver. For, to a l{sha triya, 
there is nothing more wholesome than a lawful 
battle. 

Having regard also to the fact that fighting is a Kshatri .. 
ya's duty, you ought not to swerve frotn that duty, which is 
natural to a I\:shatriya,-from that which is natural to you (i e.5, 
becoming the caste and the order to which you belong). 
This fighting is a supreme duty, not opposed to I~aw, since 
it is conducive, through conquest ot dominion, to the i11terests 
of La\v a11d popular well-being; and to a· Kshatriya 110thing 
else is more wholesome than such a lawful battle. 
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And why also should the battle be fought P The Lord 
says: 

~~~f :q)qqif ~~TUftffi6t{ I 
" ,... ~ ' " ijT~if: &JT~r: qr~ ES+re=a ~~iif~q: IJ ~ "( II 

32. Happy Kshatriya, 0 son of Pritha, find 
such a battle as this, come of itself, an open door 
to heaven. 

Are not those Kshatriyas happy who find a battle like 
this presenting itself unsought, an open door to heaven P 

Though found to be your duty, 
.... ,.... •" (! • 1"\. " 

:at~ ;cr~crr+r+r ~~ ~wn:r ;:r Cflf~~r~ 1 ,.... 
~6: ~t:~~ ~~mli:f ~~(:"(r qp:r+[qp:~fu ,, ~ ~ ,, 

33. Now if thou wouldst not fight this lawful 
battle, then, having abandoned thine own duty and 
fame, thou shalt incur sin. 

If, on the other hand, you will not fight this battle which 
is enjoined on you as a duty, and which is not opposed to 
Law, you will, by neglecting this battle, have abandoned 
your duty and lost the fatne that you acquired by your 
encounter with such persons as I\fahadeva. * Thus you will 
only incur sin. 

Not only will you have given up your duty and fame, 
but also, 

* \Vhen Yudhishthira lost his kingdom by gambling. Arjuna. 
went on a pilgrimage to the Himalayas to propitiate the gods 
and obtain from them celestial weapons· There he fought with 
Siva who appeared in the g11ise of a mountaineer (Kirata), and 
having found the true character of his adversary~ he worshipped 
Him and obtained the Fasupata-astra, a celestial missile. 
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r-,...P ,.... ,..... ,..... " "' 
talCl)lfa" =crnq ~a-n-=r ~~r~~<;n;a- e-So~(JTI{_ 1 

,... t'\r-f:o~ ,....,..... ' 

~~TTeta~ ;qr~TT<I+R:OTTt{ToT~~~ II ~ ~ II 

34. People, too, will recount thy everlasting 
infamy ; and, to one who has been esteemed, infamy 
is more than death. 

People, too, will recount your infamy, which will survive 
you long. To him who has been esteemed as a hero and as 
a righteous man and as one possessing other such noble 
qualities, death is preferable to infamy. 

Moreover, . .. "' . 
+f~T'~IJ'fT~q~~ +r~rQ' <CIT il~f\~T: I 
" . . " " ~qf :et (tf <Sf§+r~U ~CIT <tT~T e- ~rqerq_ II ~ ~ II 

35. The great car-warriors will think thou 
hast withdrawn from the battle through fear ; and, 
having been (hitherto) highly esteemed by them, 
thou wilt incur their contempt, 

Duryodhana and others-warriors fighting in great cars
will think that you have withdrawn from the battle through 
fe.ar of Karna and others, but not through compassion. -Who 
are they that will think so ?-The very persons, Duryodhana 
and others, by whom you have been esteemed as possessed 
of many noble qualities. Having been thus esteemed, you 
will again grow very small (in their estimation). 

Moreover, . " "' ,.... atsrrc; ~qf~f~ q~oreff~1i~fC:Q" 661Tf{{CTT: I 
" (!' "' • ,.... I r;:r-=cr;:cteq- ~T+ftt.'1:f ~(ff ~: ~6{ ~ tcnq I ~ ~ l 1 

36. Thy enemies, too, scorning thy power, 
will take many abusive words. What is more pain
ful than that? 
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There is no pain more unbearable than that of scorn thus 
incurred. 

Now, when you fight with Karn.a and others, 

"" " <t" '~,.. ~itl'T ctr sn~r~ ~rr r~~en t!fT +rr~tr~ +r~rq:_ 1 
" ~ ' ,.... 

~6l'T~T~'e' Cfifr6~ ~~~~ ilCTT~~: ll ~ ~ ll 

37. Killed, thou wilt reach heaven; victorious, 
thou wilt enjoy the earth. Wherefore, 0 son of 
Kunti, arise, resolved to fight. 

Victorious : that is, having defeated Karna and other 
heroes. In either case you will have an advantage only. 
Wherefore rise, with the resolution. " I will conquer the 
,enemy or die." 

Now listen to the advice I offer to you, while you fight 
the battle regarding it as a duty: 

' "' ~ ~ ~tSt~: ~ \1+r ii~t!fT ~T~reroqr ~~T\1f~r 1 
' ~· ,..... e~r ~:at(f ~'i<J~ ifq qp:r;rent~r~ 11 ~' ll 

38. Then, treating alike pleasure and pain, 
gain and lossJ success and defeat, prepare for the 
battle, and thus wilt thou not incl.1r sin. 

Treating alike pleasure arml pain: i.e., without liking the 
one and disliking the other. Thus fighting, you will not 
incur sin. [This injunction as to fighting is only incidental.] 

Yoga. 
Worldly considerations have been adduced (ii. 31-38) to 

dispel grief and attachment ; but they do not fonn the rnain 
subject of teaching. On -the other hand, it is the realisation 
of the Supreme Reality that forms the main subject of this 
portion (ii. 12, &c .. ) of the discourse ; and this, which has 
been treated of already (ii, 20 et seq , is concluded in (ii. 39) 
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with a view to exhibit the division of the whole subject of 
the sastra. For, by making such a division of the whole 
subject of the sastra as has been shewn her~, that portion 
of tbe work which will treat of the two paths later on (iii. 3) 
will proceed the more smoothly; and the hearers also will 
understand it the more easily for this division of the whole 
subject. Hence says the Lord : 

' ,..... I' ...... ...... ...,, ,..... • 

O,:'tT ij"Sfl-ll6:6l ~T~il ~t~IiT Hef+lT ~ I 

~~T ~~ <~~T trtif q)iiGJc:~ ~fa II ~ ~ 11 

39~ This, which has been taught to thee is 
wisdom concerning Sankhya. Now listen to wisdom 
concerning Yoga, which possessing thou shalt cast 
off the bond of action. . 

This, which has been taught to you, constitutes wisdom 
(buddhi) concernil1g Sankhya or the true nature of the 
Absolute Reality,-that wisdom by which may be brought 
about the cessation of the evil* which is the cause of sams!ra, 
-of grief, attachment, and the like. Now, listen to the 
teaching (which follows presently) concerning Yoga, which is 
the means of attaining wisdom concerning Saokhya. This Yoga. 
which constitutes the worship of Isvara consists in practising 
samadbi or in performing works without attachtnent, after 
killing all pairs of opposites (such as heat and cold). 

Now He extols the wisdom concerning Yoga, in order 
to create an interest in it. \Vhen possessed of wisdom 
concerning Yoga, 0 son of Pritha, you will ca~t off the 
bond of action (karma), of dharma and a-dharma, of virtue 
and sin. of merit and demerit, this severauce of the bond 
being effected only on attaining to a knowledge of the Self 
through Divine Grace (Isvan.t-prasada). -----------------* The igr.orance of the true nature of tbe Self. 
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Yoga, a, safe course. 

Moreover, 
"" " ..... ,..... ....... ,..... "" 
if~TT+T~+riiT~T ST~ Sl~etT~T if Tct~Q' I 

~ '"' ....... 
~~tfilt<f~ ~+l~ SfT~6 ;ff{f.lT ~~Tf( 'l l ~ o II 

40. There is no loss of effort here, there is no 
harm. Even a little of this devotion delivers one 
from great fear. 

Unlike agriculture, nothing that is attempted here-in this 
patb to moksha, in this devotion by worlis-is entirely lost. 
That is, there is no uncertainty regarding the result of any 
effort in the path of Yoga. Neither is there any chance of 
harm resulting from it, as it may sometimes result from 
medical treatment.-\:Vhat is the result ?-Anything done, 
however little it be, in this Path of Yoga, saves one from 
great fear, from the fear of santsara, of birth and death. 

Wisdon1 is one, 
The wisdom concerning Sankhya and Yoga thus far 

described is of the following nature : 

,..... "'' ~fEIBT~n~+r~r ~~,Efi~ ~~t=C{'l 1 

et"§~r~r i!l41-=at~ ~~~) .s:;~EffitFi~tq_ l l ~ ~ \ l 
41. Here, 0 son of Kuru, there is one thought 

of a resolute nature. Many ... branched and endless 
are the thoughts of the irresolute. 

Here, 0 son of Kuru, in this path to Bliss, there is only 
one thought of a resolute nature, and it is subversh·e of all 
other many-branched thoughts opposed t.'i it-.that thought 
having sprung from the right source of knowledge. Those 
other thoughts which are opposed to ·it are various. By 
acting up to these many·branched thoughts, samsara 
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becomes endless and ever-spreading. But when, owing to 
discrimination produced by the right source of knowledge, 
these thoughts of endless variety cease, samsara also 
ceases. Owing to variety in each of their branches, the 
thoughts of the irresolute-of those who are not possess• 
ed of the discrimination produced by the right source of 
know ledge- are endless. 

No Wisdom :possible for the worldly .. minded. 
As regards those who ba.ve no conviction of a resolute 

nature, 
,..... . " . . ,..... ,..... 

~Tf+r+rT ~T~q€fT EiT~ Sfq~;:~q-GPQ6': I 
""' ~ "'" ,..... u CfC{6lTC\~~H: trl~ ;{T;:~C{~HTCf qJT't{il: II o ~ \ l 

~ ~ 

tfif+iT~+tTCi: ~nq~r Gfe:;JCfi'~:p=fi~!1~Ti{, I 

rsr.~rfEI~q;r§®t llT~Jflirnre !1Rr 1' ~ ~ '' 
'~ ~ . ...... +n n'a~>r~'ffiJ;:(T a~r sq~6:crQerq: 1 

,..... " ~ ,.......,... ...... 
6~tl~H~Ti~~C6f ~T~: ;a~TCft ;; fq~f<;{Q' H ~ ~ " 

42-44, No conviction of a resolute nature is 
formed in the mind of those who are attached to 
pleasures and power, and whose minds are drawn 
away by that flovvery speech 'vhich the unwise
enamoured of Vedic utterances, declaring there is 
nothing else, full of desire, having svarga as their 
goal-utter, (a speech) which promises birth as 
the reward of actions and which abounds in speci
fic acts for the attainment of pleasure and power, 
0 son of Pritha. 

They are unwise; they are wanting in discrimination. 
They are enamoured of the Vedic passages composed of 
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many a praise (to gods) and unfolding various ends and 
means. They say that there is nothing else besides words 
:w·hich are the means of attaining svarga, cattle, and other 
such objects of desire. They are full of desires and are 
ever in pursuit of thetn. Their chief and final goal is svarga. 
They talk words, fine like a flowery tree, very pleasant to 
hear. Their speech holds out birth as the reward of works 
and treats of specific acts wherewith to secure svarga, 
cattle, progeny and the like, and wherewith to attain 
pleasures and power. Thus talking, these foolish people 
wander in the sa1nsara· They regard pleasure and power 
as necessary; they are in love with them and have identified 
themselves with then1. Their intelligence and wisuotn are 
blinded (as it ·were) by this speech abounding in specific 
acts. In their mind-samadhi, the budhi, the antah.karana, 
in which are gathered together all objects of enjoyment for 
the puntsha, the individual soul-no conviction of a resolute 
nature, no wisdom concerning Sankhya or Yoga will arise. 

Advice to the Yogin. 
The Lord now speaks of the result accrui to those 

lustful persons who are thus \vanting in discrimination : 
~ " ~ "~ ' (! 
SJUOlffat1!!f~T q~T Iilf$f!!UtfT +lefl~;r{ I 
"~'" '"""C'"' Tila;a:r Tii&i~iCf~T J;:{~ffJaJ.. aTT~li=IF{. 11 ~ ~ \ l 

45. The Vedas treat of the triad of the 
gunas. Be, 0 Arjuna, free from the triad of the 
gunas, free from pairs, free from acquisition and 
preservation, ever remaining in the Sattva (Good
ness), and self -possessed. 

The Vedas * treat of the triad of the gunas ; samsAra t 

• i e.) the Karmakanda, the rituatstic portion of the Vedas. 
t \Vhich is made up of virtuous, sinful, and mixed deeds and their 

results, all brought about by the interaction of the guna.s. 
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is their subject. You, on the other hand, had better be free from 
the triad of the gun1s, i.e, be without desires. Be free 
from pairs (dvandvas), from all mutually opposed objec·ts 
which are the causes of pleasure and pain. Take your 
stand ever in the Sattva: practise purity. To him who is 
anxious to acquire what has not been acquired and to 
preserve what bas been already acquired, practice of virtue 
is impossible ; wherefore be not auxious about new acqui
sitions or about the preservation of the old ones. Be also 
self-possessed : be guarded. • This is the ad vice you have 
to follow when engaged in the performance of duty. 

Karma-Yoga. 
Question :-If all those endless advantage which are said 

to result from the Vedic rituals are not to be sought after, to 
what end are they to be performed and dedicated to the 
lsvara? 

(Answer) :-Listen to what follows : 
~ ... (:- " "" 

<.tran;J~ ~~'1Til ~:p:f(J: ~;t~a-rttt'fi' 1 

ctfqJt=~~~ at~~ ~Tf1Jill~ P-i~Tit(f: II ~ ~ l I 
46. What utility there is in a reservoir by 

the side of an all-spreading flood of water. the same 
(utility) there is in all Vedas for an enlightened 
Brahmatta. · 

V\;hatever utility-of bathing, drinking, and the like

is served by a well, a tank, and many other small reservoirs 
of water &c.. all that utility is only as much as the utility 
which is served by an all-spreading flood of water; that is 
the former utility is comprehended in the later. So also, 
whatever t1tility there is in all the Vedic rituR-1, all that is 
comprehended in the utility of the right knowledge possess· 
ed by a Brabn1ana ·who has renounced the world and has 

* Do not yield to the objects of the senses· 
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completely realised the truth concerning the Absolute Rea
lity; this knowledge corresponding to the all-spreading 
flood of water. • The sruti says :-'' Whatever good thing 
.is doue by people, all that is possessed by him who knows 
what he (Raikva) knew." (Cbh. Up 4. 1·4). The same thing 
will also be said here (iv. 33). Wherefore t, for a man who 
is qualified for works it is necessary to perform works (which 
stand in the place of wells and tanks) before he becomes fit 
for the path of knowledge. 

And as for you, 
~ ' " "' ..... eti~o(.fctrrcrq;r~~ ~r ~!J Cll~r:qt=~ 1 

~ ..... ~ ~ ..... ' ~" +rr Cf.;{t'.fi~{{g~~T « \1ifTS~~et~t:ITOT II ~ '-S \ l 

47. Thy concern is with action alone, never 
with results. Let not the fruit of action be thy 
motive, nor let thy attachment be for inaction. 

You are qualified for works alone, not for the path of 
knowledge. And then, while doing works, let ·there be no 
desire for the results of works under any circumstances 
whatever. If you should have a thirst for the results 0f 
works, you will have to reap those fruits. Therefore let 
not your motive be the fruits of your action. When a 
person performs work thirsting for the results of those 
works, then he w.ill be subject to rebirth as the result of a.ctien. 
Neither may you be attached to inaction, thinkinc " Of what 

*That is to say, all the pleasure which results from the performance 
of all works enjoined in the Vedas is comprehended in the bliss which 
the man who has realised the Self finds as the essence of his own Self; 
and every one must admit that all kinds of limited blis~ are comprehend
ed h1 the Infinite Bliss. rrhus the Path of Karma-Yoga, which in the end 
leads to the attainment of the infi.uite bliss of the Self. ca.nnet be flltile, 
as the questioner has been led to suppose.-{A) 

t Because the Path of Kltma ·Yoga is not futile.-( A), 
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avail are these painful works if their fruits should not be 
deisred ?" 

If a man should not perform works urged by a desire for 
their results, how then are they to be performed? The 
reply fall ow.s : 

' ~" . 
~r~: ~~ cn+rnot ~if Bl=e:ttr ~"l~ 1 
" "' '"' "" . "\ ~ l~;aoqr{1~"tfr: ~+U ~SIT ~ii~q :r.tTlf ~~~" ll ~' II 

48. Steadfast in devotion do thy works, 0 
Dhanamjaya, casting off attachment, being the 
same in success and failure. Evenness is called 
Yoga. 

Steadfast in devotion (Yoga) perform works merely for 
God's sake, casting off even such attachment as this, '· May 
God be pleased,'' and being equanimous in success and 
failure. Success (siddhi) consists in the attainment of 
knowledge (jnana) as the result of the n1ind (Sat tva attaining 
purity vvhen works are done by one without longing for their 
fruits ; and failure results from the opposite course. 

vVhat is that devotion (Yoga) to which Arjuna has been 
exhorted to resort in performing works? The reply is this:
Evenness of mind in success and failure is called devotion 
(Yoga). 

In comparison with actjon thus performed in the service 
of the Isvara with evenness of mind, 

~at ilq~ ~& ~m:~nt;ait~~ 1 
~ "' .... ~irr ~(or+trreJ~ wqau: lt'fi~~~CJ: II g ~ u 

49. Verily a_ction is far inferior to devotion in 
wisdom (buddhi-yoga), 0 Dhanamjaya. In wisdom 
(buddhi) seek thou shelter. Wretched are they 
whose motive is the fruit. 
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Action done by a seeker of its reward is far inferior to 
devotion in wisdom, i.e., to action performed with evenness 

·of mind ; for, the former is the cause of birth and death, 
0 Dhanamjaya. Wherefore seek shelter in the wisdom of 
Yoga, or rather in the wisdom of Sankhya, which latter 
arises when Yoga attains maturity. That is, seek refuge in 
the knowledge of the supreme Reality. For, wretched are 
they who resort to inferior action, who are incited to action 
by thirst for its fruit. The sruti says : 

"0 Gargi, wretched is he who departs from this 
world without knowing the Akshara, the Imperishable.'• 
(Bri. Up. 3-8-13). 

The merit of Wisdom. 
Now, learn as to what result he attains who performs his 

own duty with evenness of mi.Dd: 
,... ~ " "' " ~Ti:~'Q;f ~~T({f{{ ~+r ~!ief~tiij' I 

' ' ~ ~ ij'Gif~fiff~ ~~~ :(.Jfi"f: Cfi';f~ ~r~q_ II ~ o II 
50. He who is endued with wisdom casts off 

here both good deeds and bad deeds. Wherefore 
apply thyself to devotion. In regard to actions 
devotion is a power. 

The man that has evenness of mind casts off in this world 
both merit and sin (snk-rita and dushk-rita, punya and p~pa) 
through attaining mental purity and knowledge. Wherefore 
apply yourseslf to devotion with equanimity. For devotion is 
a power,-devotion bejng the equanimity of mjnd in success 
and failure on the part of him who is engaged in the perform· 
ance of his own duties, his mind resting on the Isvara all 
the while. It is indeed a power, because works which are 
of a binding nature lose that nature when done with even· 
ness of mind. Wherefore be equanimous. 
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Results of Karma-Yoga. 

Cfi'~at ~RJ:~~T ft "E~ ~CIT ~;:IT~: 1 
"' " ~ . Gtt=;rq;:~rerr~~: qtt rrs~~ifi;{~ 11 ~ ~ 11 

51. For, men of wisdom cast off the fruit of 
action ; possessed of knowledge (and) released from 
the bond of birth, they go to the place where there 
is no evil. 

For, men of wisdom, possessing evenness of mind, cast 
off the fruit of works i.e., escape from good and bad births. 
They then attain knowledge. While still alive, they are 
released from the bond of birth, and attain the supreme 
abode of Vishnu-the state of moksha or liberation ••• which 
is free from all turmoils. 

Or, the wisdom (buddhi) referred to in the three verses 
(ii. 49-51) may be the Sankhya-(not the Yoga-) wisdom, the 
knowledge of the Absolute Reality, (corresponding to the 
wide-spread expanse of water), which arises when the mind 
is purified by Karma-Yoga ; for, it is said in ii, 50 that 
wisdom directly brings about the destruction of good and 
bad deeds. 

When is that conviction attained which {it is said) arises 
as soon as the mind is purified by Karma-Yoga or devotion 
through works P The answer follows: 

~ ~ ~~~~ ~~olfQ~f(tS~fij- I 

Q'~ iP(tlTQ ~l~ sita-s~~ ~~ Iii( \1 ""' I l 
52. When thy mind shall cross beyond the 

mire of delusion, then wilt thou attain to a disgust 
of what is yet to be heard and what has been hoard .. 
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When your intuition (buddhi) shall cross beyond the mire 
.af delusion, by which the sense of discrimination between 
the Self and the not-Self is confounded and the mind (antah· 
karana) is turned towards the objects of the senses-i. e.,. 
when your reason attains purity-then will you attain to a. 
disgust of what is yet to be heard and what has already 
been heard * : they will appear to you to be of no use. 

You may now ask : " When shall I attain the true Yoga. 
or conviction of the Supreme Truth, by crossing beyond the 
mire of delusion and obtaining wisdom by discrimination of 
the Self ? " Listen : 

"" " ' " " ~T6TCIS'ffQ'NTf a ~({T ~T~T« Til~~T I 

~+rr~tq-:er~ ~m:~ttr ~rn:retr'=~ie' u toe. ~ u 
53. When thy mind, perplexed by what thou 

hast heard, shall stand firm and steady in the· 
Self, then wilt thou attain Yoga. 

When your intuition (buddhi == antah-karana) which has 
been perplexed by what you have heard about the multifari ... 
ous ends and means in all their relations-concerning the life 
of activity and the life of retirement-shall stand firm, with· 
out distraction ( vikshepa= viparyaya) and doubt (vikalpa= 
samsaya), in the Self (Samadhi, i.e., the objective point of 
your meditation), then you will attain Yoga, samadhi, i.e., the 
knowledge which arises from discrimination. 

The characteristic attributes of a perfect Sage. 

Having found an occasion for interrogation, Arjuna asks 
with a desire to know the characteristic marks of one who has 
.attained wisdom in steady contemplation (samadhiprajna) : 

* Except, of course. the teaching of the scripture regarding the 
A tman, the Self.-(A) 
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~~:-

,~~r~r,~ cnT ~~r ~~:nN'~ ~q- 1 

Arjuna said: 

54· What, 0 Kesa va l , is the description of 
one of steady knowledge, who is constant in con
templation ? Hovv does one of steady knowledge 
speak, how sit, how move P 

How is a man who has a firm conviction that he is tb e 
Supreme Brahman, and who is intent on contemplation 
(samadhi).-how is such a man spoken of by others? How 
does the man of steady knowledge himself speak? How does 
he sit? How does he move ?-In this verse Arjuna asks in 
order to know what the characteristic attributes of a man of 
steady lmowledge (sthitaprajna) are. 

From ii. 55 to the end of the Discourse (adhyaya), the 
characteristic attributes of a man of steady knowledge as well 
as the means of obtaining that knowledge are taught to him 
who, having from the very commencement renounced all 
works, has entered upon a course of Devotion to knowledge 
Gnana-yoga-nishtba), as well as to him who has reached that 
stage by means of Devotion to works (Karma-yoga.) For, 
everywhere in spiritual science (adhyatma-sastra), the very 
characteristic attributes of the successful Yogin are taught as 
the means (of attaining that stage), since they are to be 
attained by effort. The Lord now points out those characte
ristic attributes \Vhicb, as attainable by effort, constitute the 
means as well. 
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~~err.:-
" (.' ~ ' ~~TT6 ~ttT CfiT+rr;:ai:{f;:qr~ ifilfil6T'i._ I 

' "" ' ' e.Tf~ijr(IEtT'€i=I~T g!: f~ij'q~{6f{f~~6 ll ~ ~ ll 

(1) Satisfaction in the Self. 

The Lord said : 

55. vVhen a man, satisfied in the Self alone 
by hirnself, completely casts off all the desires of 
the mind, then is he said to be one of steady 
know ledge. 

When a man completely abandons all the various desires 
that enter the heart and is satisfied with the True Innermost 
Self (Pratyagatinan) in himself, without longing for external 
possessions, averse to everything else because of his acquisi• 
tion of the immortal nectar, -i.e., his realisation of the 
Supreme Truth,-then he is said to be a wise man (vidvan), 
one whose knowledge arising from the discrimination of the 
Self and the not-Self has been steadied. [If, on his abandon
ing of all desires, nothing should be found to cause satisfac
tion vvhile the cause of the embodied state still operates, it 
would follow that his behaviour would be like that of a mad 
man or a maniac. Hence the words ' satisfied in the Self' 
etc.] That is to say, he who has abandoned all desires con
nected with progeny, possessions and the world, who has 
renounced (all works), who delights in the Self and plays with 
the Self,-he is the man whose knowledge is steady. 

(2) Equanimity in pleasure and pain. 
Moreover, 

' "" ..... 0.. ~:~liq~f'§:;ifqq-t: ~~~ Jqfl6~i~: I 
,... ' ,..... " ~t"- ' <IT6~Tif~SiN: T~Ci\:lf~fii~~Q' I l *"\ ~ ll 
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56. He whose heart is not distressed in cala
mities, from whom all longing for pleasures has 
departed, who is free from attachment, fear and 
wrath, he is called a sage, a man of steady know
ledge. 

His heart if not distressed in calamities such as may 
arise from disorder in the body :N:, (adhyatmika), etc. Unlike 
fire, which increases as fuel is added, his longing for pleasures 
does not increase ~s more pleasures are attained. He is said 
to be a man of steady know I edge. He is called a sage, a 
Sannyasin, one who has renounced works. 

(3} Absence of attacbn1ent, delight and aversion. 
Moreover; 

~: ~cl'srrc;fl:l~~~~:a~sn~ ~llrt 1 

i1TT1T'l~fa- if I\! ((~ sr~ sffitfWar 11 '-\" u 
57. Whoso, without attachment anywhere, 

on meeting with anything good or bad, neither 
exults nor bates, his knowl~dge becomes steady. 

The sage has no attachment even for the life of the body. 
He does not exult in pleasure, nor is he averse to pain that 
may befall him. When he is thus free from delight and 
distress, his knowledge arising from discrimination becomes 
steady. 

* Calamities are divided into the three following classes according 
to their sources : 

.Adhydtmika, arising from disorder in one's own body: 
Adhibhautika1 arising from external object such as a tiger; 
Adhidaiv.ika, arising from the action of great, intelligent, cosmic 

forces such as those which cause rain and storm or such beings a.s Yak
shas, Rakshasas and PiEachas. 

Pleasures also are divided into the s~me three classes. 
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(4) Complete withdrawal of senses from objects. 
Moreover, 

~C{f ~~~et rq-rit ~SifT;frCf i3ci~: I 

r(~rofif;a:~tiflii~~ st"" !.l'Rrma-r 11 '.-. ~ 1' 

58. When he completely withdraws the senses 
from sense-objects, as the tortoise {withdraws) 
its limbs from all sides, his knowledge is steady. 

He, i.e., the devotee who strives in the path of know· 
ledge (jnana-nishtha), withdraws his senses from all objects as 
tbe tortoise withdraws its limbs from all sides out of fear. 

(Question) :-Now, even the senses of a diseased man 
who is not able to partake of sensuous objects withdraw from 
sense-objects, but the taste for them ceases not. How does 
that cease? 

(Answer) :-Listen: 
,.... ,.... 0. ~ ' ,.... ,,.... 
rar"~ JC{f.-aet(lt=a- r;ru~~~. cn~;:r: 1 

~{-'fer~ ~~-rs~ ~ li' firCf~~ 11 "'~ '' 

59. Objects withdraw from an abstinent mat;J, 
but not the taste. On seeing the Supreme, his 
taste, too, ceases. 

The senses,-' vishayah,' meaning 1iteraliy sense·objects, 
here stands for the settses,-it is true, withdraw from objects 
even in the case of an ignorant person who, practising 
extremest austerity, abstains from all sensuous objects ; but 
the taste or inclination (rasa) for those objects ceases not. 
(Rasa is used in the sense of taste or inclination in such 
expressions as ' svarasena pravrittah,' ' rasikah,' and ' rasa
jnah.) Even that taste, that subtle attachment, vanishes in 
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the case of the devotee who, having seen the Supreme Reality, 
the Brahman, thinks 'I am myself That'; that is to say, his 
perception of sensuous objects becomes seedless Cnir-bija), 
has lost all germ of evil. The meaning is this : In the 
absence of right knowledge, there can be no annihilation • of 
taste for sensuous objects ; wherefore, steadiness of right 
knowledge (prajna) should be acquired. 

Unrestrained senses work mischief. 
He who would acquire steadiness of right knowledge 

(prajna) should first bring the senses under control. For, if 
not controlled, they will do harm. So, the Lord says : 

~ " ~ ' " t"'!J. :traar ~roq cm•a-~ ~~ rerqr~a-: 1 
I' I' "" " • ~~<trtif sr+rr~nif ~r•a- sre-;r +rif: '' ~ o '1 

6o. The dangerous senses, 0 son of l{unti, 
forcibly carry away the mind of a wise man, even 
\Vhile striving (to control them). 

The senses are dangerous. They agitate the tnind of the 
man who is inclined to sensuous objects. Having thus agitat• 
ed the mind, they carry· it away by force, ·whi1e the man is 
wide awake t though the mind is possessed of discriminative 
knowledge. 

(5) Devotion to the Lord 
Wherefore, 

~rFI «c;rrfU'r ~trl='lf ~~ atr;ara- ::r~q{: 1 
',..... ,,....., "" . ~" 

f.ftT I{{ q~T•S(<:trtot a~ st'~T !lTCIT!'ffT II ~ ~ II 

* It is no fallacy of mutual dependance (anyonyasraya} to say that 
knowledge arises on the killing of desires and that desires vanish when 
knowledge arises. For, desire in its grossest form disappears at the first 
dawn of knowledge, and as knowledge is steadied and perfected, even 
he subtlest desires are killed out. 

t i.e. while repeatedly thinking of the evil nature of sensuous objects 
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6 r. Restraining them all, a man should 
remain steadfast, intent on Me. His ·knowledge 
fs steady whose senses are under control. 

He should bring the senses under control and sit calm 
and intent on Me, Vasudeva, the Innermost Self of all ; i.e., 
he should sit thinking' I am no other than He.' The know
ledge of that devotee is steady who. thus seated, has by prac .. 
tice brought the senses under his own control. 

Thought of sense-objects is the source of evil. 
Now the Lord proceeds to point out the source of all 

evil in the case of the unsuccessful : 
' ~ . ~ ' ~<~r~a:r Jq~~r~Q: B~q~r<J.ij" 1 

.... ..... ..... " ' 
~~T~B~~ij ~T;r: ~T~T~TClT SI+r~~a' l I ~ ~ l I 

62. When a man thinks of objects, attachment 
for them arises. From attachment arises desire; 
from desire arises wrath. 

Attachment for objects arises when a man thinks of them 
specifically*-Wrath arises when desire is frustrated by sotne 
cause or other. 

' "' ' ..... ~,.... Sfif~i(CJr<:r ~~+ftf[: ~:F+tff{f(~Jatsr~~: 1 

~fin:~~rr~~N!itr;nr ~f~;:rr~r~5forf(~fu II ~ ~ 11 
63. From wrath arises de1usion ; from delu-

. sion, failure of memory; from failure of memory, 
loss of conscience; from loss of conscience he is 
utterly ruined. 

From wrath adses delusion, a Jack of discrimination be
i:ween right and wrong. Verily, when a wrathful man gets 

"' i.e., thinks of their beauty etc. 
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infatuated, he is led to insult even the Guru. From infatu
ation follows failure of memory. Despite the presence of 
favourable conditions, no reminiscences arise of things already 
impressed npon the mind by the teachings of the sastras and 
of the teacher (acbarya). From failure of memory follows 
loss of conscience (buddhi)-the inability of tbe inner sense 
(antah-karana) to discriminate between right and wrong (karya 
and a·karya). By loss of conscience he is utterly ruined. 
Man is man only so long as his antah-karana is competent to 
discriminate between right and wrong. When it is unable to· 
do so, the man is utterly ruined. Thus, by loss of conscience 
(antah-karana, budd hi) he is ruined, be is debarred from attain.· 
ing human aspirations. 

Sense-control leads to peace and happiness. 

The contemplation of sense•objects has been described as 
the source of all evil. Now the means of deliverance (moksha) 
is described as follows : 

~Tfl~'ifq~~~g fcf~tfifA:~~~ l 
~~.... ,.... ,.... 

a£R;£q~~fer$:1~tlt+lf Sl~~+rr~~f6 ll ~ ~ l l 

64. He attains peace, who, self-controlled, 
approaches objects with the senses devoid of love 
and hatred and brought under his own-control. 

The natural activity of the senses is characterised by 
love and hatred. He who longs for deliverance resorts only 
to unavoidable objects with the senses-hearing, etc.,-devoid 
of love and hatred and brought under his own control, his inner
sense (atman-aotah·karanaJ being made obedient to his own 
will. Such a man attains peace, tranquillity, self .. possession. 

(Question.):-What will happen when peace is attained ? 
Answer :-Listen : 
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~t~ ~ci~:tSTilf ~fil~~)qarr~ 1 
' ' " ~"' sr~i1~6QT q ~: qi.JC(fali6 ll ~~ II 

65. In peace there is an end of all his miseries; 
for, the reason of the tranquil-minded soon be
comes steady. 

On the attainment of peace there is an end of all the 
devotee's miseries such as pertain to the body and the mind .. 
For, the reason (buddhi) of the pure-minded man soon becomes 
steady, pervading on all sides like the akasa ; i.e., it remains 
steadfast, in the form of the Self. 

The sense of the passage is this :-The man whose heart 
is pure and whose mind is steady has achieved his object 
'\IVherefore the devout man should resort only to those sense
objects which are indispensable and not forbidden by the 
sastras, with the senses devoid of love and hatred. 

Tranquillity is thus extolled : 
" ,..... 

iiTt~ ~TQ~:ai~ ~ :q~=t5~ ;JTC(ii'T I 

if ;;:rr+rrerc.ra: ~Tfkr{~r;:a~ ~en ij~'l ll ft ~ 11 
66. There is no wisdom to the unsteady, and 

no meditation to the unsteady, and to the unmedi
tative no peace ; to the peaceless, ho\V can there 
be happiness? 

To the unsteady (ayukta = asamahita), to the man who 
cannot fix the mind in contemplation, there can be no wisdom 
(buddhi), no knowledge of the true nature of the Self. To the 
unsteady, there can be no meditation, no intense devotion to 
Self-knowledge. So, to him who is not devoted to Self-know
ledge there can be no peace, no tranquillity. To the peaceless 
man, how can there be happiness ? Verily, happiness consists 
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in the freedom of the senses from thirst of sensual enjoyment, 
not in the thirst (trishna) for objects. This last is mere 
misery indeed. While there is thirst, there can be no trace of 
bappiness ; we canoot so much as smell it. 

Sense~restraint conduces to steady knowledge. 
(Question) :-Why is there no knowledge for the un

steady? 
(Answer) :-Listen : 

,... . " . ' " " ' ~r;:~~rotr T{i ~~err .~;:~r s~ Jq"CJT<fa 1 
~ . ~ ~ ~ 

i.Jt;:~ t{'Ui:J st~T Cll~;=f{qt~6fT++TH.1 l l ~ \\1 l l 

67. For, the tnind which yields to the roving 
senses carries a way his know ledge, as the wind 
(carries away) a ship on water. 

For, the mind which yields to the senses engaged in their 
respective objects, i.e., the mind which is altogether engross
ed in the thought of the various objects of the senses, destroys 
the devotee's discriminative knowledge of the Self and the 
.not-Self.-How ?-As the wind carries away a ship from the 
intended course of the sailors and drives her astray, so the 
miod carries away the devotee's consciousness from the Self 
and turns it towards sense-objects. 

Having explained in several ways the proposition enunci
ated in ii. 60-61, the Lord concludes by reaffirming the same 
proposition : 

, ....... ,.... I'~ 

ij~Plf~ ~T~t Til~~TaTTit iB'ef~: I 
"' ,.... r-. "'«' " r-. 
~t·~~TI1fTl;::~~T~+~~~ Sl'~T SIT6T~T l' ~ ~ ll 

68. Therefore, 0 mighty-armed, his knowledge 
is steady \vhose senses have been entirely restrain
ed from sense-objects. 
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It has been shown that evil arises from the senses pursu. 
ing sense-objects. Wherefore, that devotee's knowledge is 
steady whose senses have been restrained from sense-objects 
(such as sound) in all forms, subjective aod objective. 

(6) The Universe, a mere dream to the Sage. 

In the case of the man who possesses discriminative 
knowledge and whose knowledge has become steady, his 
experience of all matters, temporal and spiritual (laukika and 

vaidika, sensuous and supersensuous), ceases on the cessation 
of nescience (avidya); for, it is the effect of nescience: and 
nescience ceases because it is opposed to knowledge. To 
make this clear, the Lord proceeds: 

<~r fii:a-r (1c\~ari=fr ~~t Gffifffl ~<~ifr 1 

~~r ~n~:~fa- ~ijr~ ~r FilJr ~~6t ~~: '' ~ ~ 11 
6g. What is night to all beings, therein the 

self controlled one is awake. Where all beings are 
awake, that is the night of the sage who sees. 

To all beings the Supreme Reality is night. Night is by 
nature tamasic, and, as such, causes confusion of things. 
The Reality is accessible only to a man of steady knowledge. 
Just as what is day to others becomes night to night· 
wanderers, so, to all beings who are ignorant and who 
correspond to the night· wanderers, the Supreme Reality is 
dark, is like night; for it is not accessible to those whose 
minds are not in It. With reference to that Supreme Reality, 
the self-restrained Y agio who has subdued the senses, and who 
has shaken off the sleep of Avidya (nescience), is fully awake. 
When all beings are said to be awake, i.e., when all beings, 
who in reality sleep in the night of ignorance, imbued with 
the distinct notioDs of perceiver and things perceived, are as 
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it were mere dreamers in sleep at night,-that state is night in 
the eye of the sage who knows the Supreme Reality ; for, it is 
nescience itself. 

Works are not meant of the Sage. 

Wherefore works are enjoined on the ignorant, not on 
1:he wise. Wisdom (Vidya) arising, nescience (Avidya) dis
appears as does the darkness of the night at sunrise. Before 
the dawn of wisdom, nescience presents itself in various 
forms-as actions, means and results,-is regarded as authori
tative, and becomes the source of all action. When it is 
regarded as of no authority, it cannot induce action. A man 
engages in ~ction regarding it as his duty-regarding that 
action is enjoined by such an authority as the Veda, but not 
looking upon all this duality as mere illusion, as though it 
were night. When he has learnt to look upon all this dual 
world as a mere illusion, as though it were night, when he has 
realised the Self, his duty consists not in the performance of 
action, but in the renunciation of all action. Our Lord will 
accordingly show (v. 17 et seq.) that such a mao's duty con
sists in devotion to wisdom, in jnana-nishtha. 

(Objectio1t) :-In the absence of an injunction (Pravar
taka pramana = vidhi) one cannot have recourse to that course 
either. 

(Answer)':-This objection does not apply; for the 
knowledge of Atman means the knowledge of one's own Self· 
There is indeed no need of an injunction impelling one to 
devote oneself to one's Atman, for the very reason that Atman 
is one's own very Self. And all organs of knowledge 
(praman.as) are so called because they ultimately lead to a 
knowledge of the Self. When the knowledge of the true 
nature of the Self has been attained, neither organs of 
knowledge nor objects of knowledge present themselves to 
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consciousness any longer. For, the final authority, (l()iz., the 
Veda), teaches that the· Self is in reality no percipient of 
objects, and while so denying, (i.e., as a result of that 
teaching), the Veda itself ceases to be an authority, just as 
the dream-perception (ceases to be an authority) in the 
waking state. In ordinary experience, toq, we do not find any 
organ of knowledge necessitating further operation (on the 
part of the knower) when once the thing to be percived by 
that organ has been perceived. 

(7) Subjugation of desire and personal self. 

The Lord proceeds to teach, by an illustration, that that 
devotee only who is wise, who has abandoned desires, and 
whose wisdom is steady, can attain moksha, but not he who, 
without renouncing, cherishes a desire for objects of pleasure. 

~ " . 
~~;rtotif=q&Ss:rra-w 

" " ~'Utr: SIJq~J•a q.rg:tt_ I . " " .... 6~~Cfi'T+rr ~ stter~n;:a: ~Cf 

" ~" " ~ ~rrra-+rrtilrr « Wi e&r~tfi'r;rr 1 1 " o 1 l 
70. He attains peace, into whom all desires 

enter as waters enter the ocean, which, filled from 
all sides, re.mains unaltered ; but not he who desirea 
objects. 

The ocean is filled with waters floyving from all sides. 
Its state is unaltered, though waters flow into it from all 
sides; it remains aU the while within its bounds without 
change. That sage into whom in this manner desires of all 
sorts enter from all sides without affecting him-as waters 
enter into the ocean-even in the presence of objects ; in 
whose Self they are absorbed, and whom they do not enslave ; 
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that sage attains peace (moksba), but not the other who bas a 
longing for external objects. 

Because it is so, therefore, 
,..... (' . ,.... ,.... 
T61'~T<.f enl+rtt:~t ~qJr~T~~Tt:T t;:J~ ~'I~: 

"~',... " " ,..... T;=f+r+tT Tif~~~R:: ~ fJTJiij+rf\iifim6 l I \S t l I 

7I· That man attains peace, who, abandoning 
all desires .. moves about \Vithout attachment, with
out selfishness, without vanity. 

That man of renunciation, who, entirely abandoning all 
desires, goes through life content with the bare necessities of 
life, who bas no attachment even for those bare necessities of 
life, who regards not as his even those things which are need· 
ed for the mere bodily existence, who is not vain of his 
knowledge,-such a man of steady knowledge, that man who. 
knows Brahn1an, attains peace (nirvana), the end of all the 
misery of samsara (mundane existence). In short, becomes 
the very Brahman. 

Knowledge leads to Divine Felicity 
This devotion to knowledge is extolled as follows: 

",....." ~ ~· " "" t{~T iillfm 1WI6: qJ~ iliff SIJQ[ Tef~f(t I 

~teus~r+e;a~resftr iqt Tiietroti!~·t~ '' '~tt '' 
72· This is the Brahmic state, 0 son of Pri

tb&. Attaining to this, none is deluded. Remaining 
in this state ~ven at the last period of life, one at· 
tains to the felicity of Brahman. 

tftr wtttii<~lctitaR{qfit'it~ jf81f4tlrqf 'lluttnv 
&ftiat~~ ~~)q) ifm 

~),sgnq: I 
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This foregoing state-to renounce all and to dwell in 
Brahman-is the Divine state, the state of Brahman. It 
pertains to and has its being in Brahman. On reaching this 
state, one is no longer deluded. Remaining in this state even 
at the last period of life, one attains moksba, the felicity of 
Brahman. And it needs no saying that he who renounces 
while yet a student and dwells in Brahman throughout life 
attains the Felicity of Brahman, the Brahma-N irvana. 



THIRD DISCOURSE. 

KARMA-YOGA. 

Arjuna's perplexity. 

The two aspects of wisdom -relating respectively to 
Pravritti and Nivritti, i.e., to the Path of Works and the 
Path of Renunciation-with which the Gita-Sastra is con
cerned have been pointed out by the Lord in the Second 
Discourse. He has recommended renunciation of action to 
those who hold to the Sa.nkhya-buddhi (Sankbya aspect of 
wisdom) and has added in ii. 72 that their end can be 
achieved by being devoted to that alone. And as to Arjuna 

t 

He has declared in ii. 47 that he should resort to works 
(karma) alone as based on Yoga-buddhi (the Yoga a~pect of 
wisdom), while it has not been said that the Highest Good 
can be attained by that alone.* Seeing this, Arjuna is troubl
ed in rniod and therefore puts a question to the Lord. 
(III. 1, 2). 

This perplexity in Arjuna's mind is quite explicable. 
He thinks, ''how n1ight the Lord first describe to ine-a 
devout seeker of Bliss-the direct means of attaining Bliss, 
namely adherence to the Sankhya aspect of wisdom, and then 
command me to do action \vhich is fraught with many a 
tangible evil and which is but an indirect and uncertain 
mea.ns of attaining Bliss ? Arjuna's question, too, points to 
this state of mind; and the Lord's words in reply ·to the 
question are explicable only when the sastra makes such a 
distinction (between Sankhya and Yoga) as has been described 
above. 

*' Vide ii 49-(A) 
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No conjunction of Know ledge and Action. 
A certain commentator * interprets the meaning of Arju• 

na's question differently and explains the Lord's reply as 
opposed (to the question) in meaning. So also, he sums up 
the teaching of the Gita-sastra in one· way in the introductory 
portion of his commentary, while he interprets the question 
and answer in this connection in a different way -How P--It 
is stated in the introduction that a simultaneous conjunction of 
knowledge and action for men in all stages of religious life is 
inculcated in the Gita·sastra ; and moreover a specific state. 
ment is made amounting to an emphatic denial of the doctrine 
that moksha can be attained by knowledge alone, i.e., without 
those works which are enjoined by the scriptures as obligatory 
throughout life. But here, in the Third Discourse, he makes 
out that devotion to only one of the two paths is taught. 
This is tantamount to saying that the very works which are 
enjoined by the scriptures as obligatory throughout life have 
to be renounced. How is it possible either for the Lord to 
teach such contradictions or for the disciple to accept them r 

That commentator may perhaps explain away the contra· 
diction thus :-It is only to the gribasthas (to the order of 
married house-holders)-but not to other orders-that 
salvation by mere knowledge, preceded by the renunciation of 
works enjoined in the sruti and in the smriti, is denied.t 

This, too, involves a self-contradiction. For after 
declaring (in the introduction) that a simultaneous conjunction 
of knowledge and action is meant for all religious orders by 
the Gita-sastra, how could he, in contradiction thereto, say 
here (in iii. Discourse) that salvation by mere knowledge is 
meant for some religious orders ? 

• The V rittikara. is here referred to. Vide ante note on p. 16. 
tIn the iii. Discourse salvation by mere knowledge is said to be 

possible in the case of other orders. Thus, they hold. thare is no 
contradiction. 
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Then the commentator may explain away the contradic_ 
tion thus: It is with reference to the srauta·karma (action 
enjoined in the sruti) that the assertion is made that salvation 
by mere-i.e., unconjoined with the srauta-karma-knowledge 
is denied to the grihastba. The smarta-karma (action enjoin-· 
ed in the smriti) that is meant for a grihastha is ignored as if 
it were absent.• It is in this ~ense that salvation by mere 
knowledge is denied in the case of grihasthas.t 

This also involves an absurdity. For, how is it possible 
for any intelligent man to believe that salvation by knowledge 
conjoined only with the smarta·karma is denied to a gribastha 
alone, but not to other orders ? On the other hand, if, ~s a. 
means of obiaining salvation, the smarta-karma sbou1d be 
conjoined with knowledge in the case of the samnyasins-the 
fourth religious order ,-then it follows that, for the grihasthas 
also, knowledge sbould be conjoined only with the smarta· 
karma, not with the srauta-karma. 

T.hen, he may explain away the contradiction thus: it is 
only in the case of a grihastha that a conjunction (of know
ledge) with both the srauta-karma and the smarta-karma
both being of equal importance to him-is necessary for 

• Because it is of secondary importaDce to him. 
t It may be further explained thus : 
The satnnyasins have renounced only the srauta·karma, but they 

have still to do certain acts and be bound by certain restrictions as enjoin· 
ed in the smriti. Thus a conjunction of kilowledge with action as a means 
of obtaining salvation holds good in the case of samnyasins. On the 
other hand. the srauta-karma is binding on a grihastha ; that is to say, 
he cannot attain salvation by knowledge unconjoined with the srauta
karma. The smarta·karma, which be is bound to do is only of secondary 
importance to him ; and in the absence of the srauta-karma. which is of 
ptimary importance to him. the existence of the smarta-karma m~y be 
ignored in his case. Thus, while a samnyasin can attain salvation by 
knowledge conjoined with the smarta-karma, a grihastha can obtain it by 
knowledge conjoined with the srauta-karma• 
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salvation, whereas the samnyasins can attain moksha by 
know]edge conjoined with the smarta-karma. only. 

If so, too mnch exertion in the shape of both the srauta• 
karma and the smarta·karma, very painful in themselves, -falls 
to the lot of the grihastba. 

Renunciation enjoined in the scriptures. 

The commentator in question may now say: Because of 
this multiplicity of exertion, salvation is attained only by a 
grihastha, but not by other religious orders who have not to 
do the nitya or obligatory srauta-karma. • 

This, too, is wrong; for, in all the U panisbads, in the 
Itihasas, in the Parana, and in the Yoga-sastra, renunciation 
-of aU karma is enjoined on the seeker of moksha as an 
accessory t to knowledge. Both in the sruti t and in the 
-smriti, a gradual passage (through the three orders to the 
fourth order) is enjoined, as well as a sudden jump (from any 
one of the three to the fourth order). 

i!r According to a certain ritualistic school of Mimamsakas, renuoci
.ation of the srauta-karma is intended for those who are afB.icted with 
physical disabilities -for the lame and the blind who cannot perform the 
complicated Vedic sacrifices according to prescribed rules~ A~cording to 
this view, the samnyasins cannot attain moksha, as they have not per
.formed the srauta karma. 

t If sa.mnyasa were meant for the lame and the blind only, it could 
.not have been meant as an accessory to knowledge. Hence that vie'v is 
wrong. 

i ct On the completion of the student-life one should become an 
house-holder; then, leaving home he should become a forest-dweller and 
then retire from the world.. Or he may retire from the world when he is 
yet a student, or retire from house or from the forest, whether be is 
-engaged in austerities or not, whether he: has completed or not the 
student's career, whether he has quenched the sacrificial fires or not. In 
short the very day on which he may get disgusted with the world, the 
same day he should retire from it." Jabala-Upant'lr,r:~a, 4. 
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If so-the commentator in question may retort-it 
follows that a conjunction of knowledge with action is 
necessary for all religious orders.• 

No, (we reply). For, renunciation of all action is enjoin
ed on the seeker of rnoksha, as the following passages from 
the 8ruti show: 

" Having given up all desire .for progeny, for wealth 
and for the world, they lead a mendicant life.''-(Bri. Up. 
3-5-l), 

"Wherefore, of these austerities, renunciation, tbey 
say, is excellent.'' " Renunciation alone excelled.'' (Taitti .. 
riya-Up. 4-78, 79). 

''Not by action; not by progeny, not by wealth~ 
but by renunciation, some attained immortality.'' (Ibid. 
4-12). 

''One may renounce the world when yet a student.', 
(Jabala-U panishad, 4). 

, The following passages from the smriti may also be quoted:

,, Give up religion, give up irreligi011· Give up truth, 
give up untruth. Having given up both truth and un
truth, give up that t by which you give them up." .. 

'' Finding the samsara (mundane existence) worthless 
and wishing to get ,at the essence, the unmarried grow 
quite weary of life and renounce the world."-(Brihas
pati). 

Suka' s teaching runs as follows : 

* When it is said that all the religious orders are sanctioned by the 
sruti, the duties ·also that are assigned to them respectively are binding 
on them. A conjunction of knowledge with aetion is thus proved to be 

. necessary in the case of all asramas or religious orders. 
t Even that idea of personality which is implied in the thought, 

t I have. abandoned these/ 
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" By action a person is bound, and 'by wisdom he is 
released. Therefore, the sages who see the goal do no 
action." (Santiparva, Mokshadharma, 241-7). 

Here (in the Bbagavad·gita) also we have, "Reno11ncing all 
actions by thought,''&. (v. 12). 

Moksha cannot be the effect of an action 
Moksha, too, being no effect of an act, no action will 

be of any a vail to a mumukshu, a seeker of moksha. 
(Objection) :-The performance of obligatory duties is 

intended for the mere a voidance of the sin (of their omission). 
(.AmweT) :-No. For, the sin arises only in the case of 

one who bas not formally entered the fourth order, the order 
of samnyasins. It is certainly (as the opponent must admit) 
not possible to imagine that a samnyasin will incur sin by 
omitting the agni-karya-worship of the sacred :fire- as 
students (Brahmacharins) do thereby incur when they are not 
yet samnyasins, i.e., when they have not formally renounced 
works.* 

Neither is it, indeed, possib\e to imagine the generation 
·of sin -which is a bhava or positive effect-out of the 
omission of the obligatory duties,-which is an abhava or 
mere negation ; for, that the generation of existence out of 
non-existence is impossible is taught by the sruti in the 
words ''How can existence arise out of non-existence tu 
(Chhandogya-Upanishad, 6-2). If the Veda should teach 
what. is inconceivable to us, viz., that evil arises from the 
omission of prescribed duties, it is tantamount to saying that 
the Veda conduces to no good and is therefore no authority ; 

* It is admitted by all that a Bra.hmacbarin alone incurs sin by 
omitting agnikarya (throwing fuel into the sacred fire} and the Vedic 
study, which are both enjoined only on the first order (asrama). No sin 
in fact is incurred by any religious order of men neglecting the duties 
not enjoined on that order. 
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for, performance and non-performance alike would only 
produce pain. This would further lead to the absurd * 
conclusion that sastra or revelation is creative, not indicative, 
a conclusion w bich is acceptable to none. Hence no karma 
for samnyasins ; and hence also the absurdity of a conjunction 
of knowledge and action. 

Conjunction is inconsistent with Arjuna's question. 
Arj una's question (in iii) would also be inexplicable, If, 

in the Second Discourse, it was said by the Lord that both 
knowledge and action should be simultaneously conjoined in 
Arjuna himself, then his question (in iii. 1) cannot be explained. 
If it was taught to Arjuna that both knowledge and action 
should be conjoined in him, knowledge which is superior to 
action must certainly have been meant for him. Then there 
could be no occasion for the question, or for the blame, which 
is·implied in Arjuna's words. "Then why dost Thou, 0 Kesava' 
direct me to this terrible action ?'' (iii. 1.) It can by no means 
be supposed that knowledge, the superior of the two, was 
forbidden to Arjuna alone by the Lord in His previous 
teaching,-in which case the question on the part of Arjuna 
distinguishing (one path from the other) might arise. If, on 
the other hand, it has been previously taught by the Lord 
that knowledge and action are intended for two distinct classes 
of men respectively, on the ground that a simultaneous devo .. 
tion-on the part of one man-to knowledge and action was 
impossible owing to their mutual opposition, then the question 
(in iii. 1.) becomes explicable. Even supposing that the 
question was asked from ignorance, the Lord's answer that 
devotion to knowledge and devotion to action are assigned to 
two distinct class of men cannot be explained. Neither can 

41 For, it is tantamouut to saying that an abhava which in itself 
cannot produce anything, is invested with a power to do so by the sastra. 
which is of absolute authority. 
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the reply of the Lord be attributed to His ignorance. From 
this very answer of the Lord-that devotion to knowledge and 
devotion to action are assigned to distinct classes of persons
follows the impossibility of a conjunction of knowledge and 
action. 

Wherefore the conclusion of the Gita and all the 
Upanishads is this, that moksha can be obtained by knowledge 
alone, unaided (by action). 

If a conjunction of the two were possible (for one man,) 
Arj~'s request to the Lord to teach him only one of the 
two, jnana or karma, would be unaccountable. The Lord, 
moreover, emphatically teaches the impossibility of devotion 
to jnana in the case of Arjuna, in the words "do thou there
fore perform action only." (iv, 15). 

Which is better, Knowledge or Action? 
t 

at$il' nl:q-
~ .... ~"" ...... ~ ~ 

~~~~~ ;q~apijCJT~ +t6T ~t;a~.-.rTt;:;:f I 

affq; cn~rtil ~~ +rt fil~~i{fu ~~et l 1 ~ l 1 

Arjuna said : 

1. If it be thought by Thee that knowledge 
is superior to action, 0 J anardana, why then dost 
Thou, 0 Kesa va, direct me to this terrible action ? 

If it bad been meant that knowledge and action should 
be conjoined, then the means of salvation would be one only ; 
.and, in that case, a groundless separation of knowledge from 
action would have been made by Arjuna declaring lmowiedge 
to be superior to action. If the two be regarded as 
constituting together a single means to a single end, they 
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cannot at the same time be regarded to be distinct as produc
ing distinct effects.• Neither could we account for what 
Arjuna said-" Why then dost Thou direct me to this terrible· 
action P ''-as if meaning to censure the Lord, on finding that 
He-for what reason Arjuna could not see clearly -bad 
exhorted him· to follow the unwholesome course of action 
after declaring that knowledge was superior to action. 

Now, if a conjunction of knowledge with the smarta
karma only were intended for all by the Lord and understood 
by Arjuna as so intended, how could we then justify the words 
of Arjuna t " why dost Thou direct me to this terrible 
action P '' 

Moreover, 

l' "' ' ~ ' " ' otffT'IifOTCf CfTefi.l'i ~T9: ~~f{~iaTEf ~ I 

ij~ qe£ Tift~~ ~;r iliTSt{ifTt~T't II ~ II 

2. With an apparently perplexing speech, 
Thou confusest as it were my understanding. Tell 
rne with certainty that one (way) by which .. ! may 
attain bliss. 

• This may be explained with reference to the present case thus :
When knowledge and action are held to form together but one means to 
rooksha, they cannot at the same time be supposed to become distinct a.s 
producing distinct effects. If this were possible. Arjuna.'s considering of· 
the two as distinct from each other might find some justification. 

t For, then. the Lord who had taught a conjunction of knowledge 
a:1d action could not have enjoined mere action on Arjuna, and so there 
would be no occasion for Arjuna's complaint. 
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No doubt the Lord speaks clearly ; still, to me of dull 
understanding the speech of the Lord appears to be perplex
ing. Thereby "Thou confusest as it were my understand
ing." Arjuba means-'' It is not possible That thou wouldst 
confuse me, Thou who hast undertaken to remove my 
confusion ? Hence I say · Thou confusest as it were my 
understanding/' He goes on :-If Thou thinkest that 
knowledge and action, which are intended for two distinct 
classes of aspirants, cannot both be followed by one and the 
same person, then teach me one of the t"VO, lmowledge or 
action, after detennining (within Thyself) that" this one alone 
is suited to Arjuna, and is in accordance with the state and 
powers of his understanding; " teach me that one of the two 
knowledge or action, by which I may attain bliss. 

If knowledge had been intended by the Lord to be at least 
an accessory to devotion ·to action, why then should Arjuna 
wish to know about only .one of them. It had not indeed 
been said by the Lord that He would teach him one only of 
the two, knowledge or action, but not both,-in which case 
alone Arjuna might ask for one only, seeing that both would 
not be taught to him. 

The Paths of Xnow ledge and Action. 

The Blessed Lord gives the following reply, which is in 
conformity with the question : 

Wl~ilf:ll~cttt:q -

"" ' r-- "' "' r-. ' ~rCfi"srmr~rat~r tw:rar s;~r >n~r ;r~rs;:r~ 1 
..... ' . ~ "...... ..,.,.... 

~Ti=f~Tifit ~Tiiftift 'Sfili~li(if ~HifiiTI{ ll ~ II 

The Blessed Lord said: 

3· In this world a twofold path was taught 
by Me at first, 0 sinless one : that of Sankhyas by 
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devotion to knowledge, and that of Yogins by 
devotion to action. 

In this world-with reference to the people of the three 
castes, for whom alone are intended the teachings of the sastra 
(Scripture),-a twofold nishtha or path of devotion was 
taught by Me, the Omniscient Lord, when at first, at the be
ginning of creation, I created people and revived the tradition 
·Of the Vedic doctrine for teaching them the means of attaining 
worldly prosperity and Bliss.-What was that twofold path 
of devotion P-One of them was jnana-yoga, the devotion 
of knowledge-knowledge itself being yoga-suited to 
the Sankhyas, to those who possessed a clear knowledge of the 
Self and the not-Self, who renounced the world from the 
Brahmacharya (the first holy order or asrama), who determin
ed the nature of things in the light of the Vedantic wisdom, 
wbp belonged to the highest class of samnyasins known as the 
Paramahamsas, whose thoughts ever dwelt on Brahman only. 
The other was karma-yoga, the devotion of action,-action 
itself being Yoga or devotion,-suited to Y ogins, to karmins, 
to those who were inclined to action. 

If it had already been taught or is going to be taugh.t by 
the Lord in the Gita-and if it had been taught in the V~das 
.as well-that both knowledge and action should be conjoined 
in one and the same person as a means to one and the same 
end, how might the Lord teach Arjuna, who approached Him 
.as a beloved pupil, that the two paths of knowledge and action 
.were respectively intended for two distinct classes of aspirants? 
If, on the other hand, we suppose, that the Lord meant that 
.Arjuna, after hearing Him teach knowledge and action, would 
devote himself, of his own accord, to both of them simultane
ously conjoined, but that to others He '\VOuld teach that the 
tWO paths were intended for two distinct classes of aspirants, 
then it would be tantmount to saying that' the Lord is subject 
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to love and hatred and that therefore He is no authority (in 
such matters): which is absurd. Wherefore by no argument 
can a conjunction of knowledge and action be proved. 

Ka.rma-Yoga. leads to freedom from action. 
The superiority of knowledge to actiou, referred to by 

Arjuna {iii. I), must be true, because there is no denial of it. 
And it must also be true that the path of knowledge is intend
ed for samnyasins only. Since it has been stated that the two 
paths are intended for two distinct classes of aspirants, such 
is evidently the opinion of the Lord. Now seeing that 
Arjuna, afflicted as be was at heart on the ground that the 
Lord bad urged him to action which caused bondage, was 
resolved not to perform action, the Lord proceeds with iii. 4. 

Or, the connection of what has gone before with the 
sequel may be thus stated: As devotion to knowledge and 
devotion to action are mutually opposed, it is impossible for 
one man to resort to both of them at one and the same time. 
From this it may follow that each leads to the goal quite 
independently of the other. But the truth is this : Devotion to 
action is a means to the end, not directly, but only as leading 
to devotion to knowledge; whereas the latter, which is attain
ed by means of devotion to action, leads to the goal directly, 
without extraneous help. To show this, the Lord says: 

it ~~+r~t~EP~ ~~rs~a- r 
;{ :q ~~~qJ~q ~f% ~;rf\lif~ " ~ ll 

4. Not by abstaining from action does man 
win action]essness, nor by mere renunciation does 
he attain perfection. 

'·Action' refers to the acts of worship (Yajna) which, 
performed in this or a previous birth, conduce to the destruc· 
tion of sins committed in the past and cause purity of mind 
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(sattva, antah-karana); and by thus purifying mind, they cause 
knowledge to spring up and lead to the path of devotion to 
knowledge. It is said in the Mahabharata: 

"Knowledge springs in men on the destruction of 
sinful karma, when the Self is seen in self as in a clean 
mirror.'' (Santiparva, 204-8.) 

By abstaining from action man cannot attain to actionlessness 
(naishkarmya), freedom from activity, i.e., devotion in the 
path of knowledge, the condition of the actionless Self. From 
the statement that man wins not freedom from activity by 
abstaining from action, it is understood that by the opposite 
course, i.e., by performing action, man attains freedom from 
activity. For what reason, then, does he not attain freedom 
from activity by abstaining from action P The answer 
follows :-For, performance of action is a means of attaining 
freedom from activity. Certainly there is no attaining of an 
end except by proper means. Devotion to action is the 
means of attaining freedom from activity, i.e., devotion to 
knowledge,-as taught in the sruti, as well as here. In the 
sruti, for instance, karma-yoga is declared to be a means to 
jnana-yoga in the following passage : 

" The Brahmanas seek to know this (the Self) by the 
study of the Vedas, by yaj1~a or worship." (Bri. Up. 
4-4-22). 

In this passage, karma-yoga is pointed out as a means of 
realising the Self that is sought after. Here (in the Bhaga
vad. Gita} the following passages point to the same ""liew : 

"But without Yoga., 0 mighty .. armed, renunciation is 
hard to attain." ( v. 6.) 

·' Having abandoned attachment, Y ogins perform 
action for the purification of the Self.'' ( v. 11.) 

"Sacrifice, gift and also austerity are the purifiers of 
he wise." (xvlii. 5.) 
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Now the following objection may be raised :-A passage 
in the smriti,-'' Having promised* immunity from fear to 
all beings, one should resort to freedom from activity 
(naishkarmya) ,'' -sho\VS that actionlessness can be attained 
by renouncing the prescribed duties. Our experience also 
favours the idea that freedom from activity can be attained by 
"bstaining from action. Of what use then is the performance 
faction to one who seeks for freedom from action P 

In reply the Lord says: Nobody can attain perfection,
i.e., freedom from activity, or devotion in the path o£ know· 
ledge-by mere renunciation, by merely abandoning action, 
without possessing knowledge. 

The ignorant are swayed by Nature. 

For what reason, then, does a person not attain perfec
tion, i.e., freedom from activity, by mere renunciation 
unaccompanied with knowledge P-The reason thus asked for 
is given as follows: 

;r R: q)fa:i~aTOlRfG' GfT~ Rr~~~ I 

5. None, verily, even for an instant, ever 
remains doing no action ; for every one is driven 
helpless to action by the energies barn of Nat.ure. 

The energies (gunas) are three, Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas.t ' Every one' means every living being that is 
iO'norant, (ajna), who knows not (the Self) ; for, it is said of a 
b 

* Having promised that he would sacrifice no animal, that he. would 
do no harm to any being as he used to do when he was g:rihastha i.e., 
having renounced all the sacrificial rites enjoined on a g:rihastha. 

t For a description of t_hese vide Di~urse xiv. 
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wise man* (that he is one) "who is unshaken by the energies,,. 
(xiv 23) 

Since the Sankhyas have been distinguished from the 
Yogins (iii. 3), the Karrna-yoga, devotion to action, is indeed 
meant for the ignorant only, not for the wise. As for the 
wise who are unshaken by the gunas, and who in themselves 
are devoid of any change whatever, the Karma-yoga is out of 
place. And this was explained at length in our comments on 
(ii. 21.) 
The unenlightened should not give up Karma-Yoga· 

Now, for him who knows not the Self, it is not right to 
neglect the duty enjoined on him. So, the Lord says: 

Cfi~~sc<~tl'irr i3:;q~ i.f sn~ +rt1eT {+({~ • 

" ~" I' .... ~r;:~ttT~TTrEf~G'r~+n Ti=f~;qT:err~: ;a ~~7.16 l l ~ l 1 

6. He who, restraining the organs of action, 
sits thinking in his mind of the objects of the 
senses, self-deluded, he is said to be one of false 
conduct. 

The organs of action are the hand, etc. The self-deluded 
man, the man whose antah-karana is thus deluded, is called a 
hypocrite, a man of sinful conduct. 

" " " . " " ~ ~t~sr Trs(tfTfOl li'iQT T'i<l~f~ij' S~ I 
"""'" ~ ~ "' " ,..... ~ 'fi~1ll: efi''l<flilt:fe\1): ~ tet'T~~a ll " ll 

7· But whoso, restraining the senses by mind 
0 Arjuna, engages in Karma-Yoga, unattached, 
with organs of action. he is esteemed. 

• He who knows the Self is immoveable by the. gunas, and is 
therefore said to have crossed over them. The man who knows not the 
Self and who has not completely controlled the body and the senses-he 
alone is driven to action by the gunas ;-(A) 
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If the ignorant man, who is only qualified for action, 
performs action with the hand, with the organ of speech~ etc., 
-restraining the organs of knowledge by mind and unmindful 
of the result, he is more worthy than the other, who is a 
hypocrite. 

Wherefore, 

" . ~ . ~ ' ~ 
T~<ia ~lJ C5'+f (eJ C5;r ~trT~r ~Cfi+fUf: I 

" ,...... "" ,...., ~ 
~{f{~TSTTSiq :q e' il Sff~~~+rtrr: ll t::: ll 

8. Do thou perform (thy) bounden duty; for 
action is superior to inaction. And even the main· 
tenance of the body would not be pcssible for thee 
by inaction. 

Thy bounden duty is the obligatory (nitya) act~ that which 
one is bound to perform, and which is not prescribed (in the 
scriptures) as a means to a specific end. Action is superior to 
inaction in point of result. By inaction you cannot attain 
success in the life's journey. The distinction between action 
and inaction is thus seen in our own experience. 

It is also wrong to suppose that actions lead to bondage 
and that they should not therefore be performed.-Why ? 

~ ~ ... , ...... ~ 

~~~~en+rOTT s;t~sr ~T~f St.r ~}lif: I 
q (" ~ ' 

(1'~ 'i+r Cfi~ ~~= ~fiR l' ~ u 
g. Except in the case of action for Sacrifice's 

sake, this world is action-bound. Action for the 
sake Thereof, do thou, 0 son of Kunti, perform, 
free from attachment. 
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Sacrifice (Yajna) here means Isvara, the Supreme Lord 
So, the sruti* says' Yajna, verily, is Vishnu.' 'This world • 
means those persons who, as qualified for action only, are 
bound to do .it and who accordingly perform it. The world is 
not bound. by action done for the Lord's sake. Perform action 
without attachment. 

For the following reason also, action should be done by 
him who is qualified for it: 

..... " ""'" 61itil' SfB"Jq~(f'6Ef;flif CIT sr~~Ef!CflT't'~~ l I ~ o II 

Io. Having first created mankind together 
with sacrifices, the Prajapati said, '' By this shall 
ye propagate; let this be to you the cow of plenty. 

Mankind : com posed of the three castes. Fi'fst : at the 
beginning of creation. The cow of plenty : the cow which 
yields all desires. 

How can this be achieved by sacrifice? 

....... ........ ........... 
qeu;+rp:.r<t~Titif ~ ({en +rrcr~~ er: 1 . ..... 
t:R:~Q\ ~tcttr;:"Q: 31~: q(+(qt~~ H ~ ~ II 

I I. With this do ye nourish the Gods, and 
the Gods shall nourish you ; thus nourishing one 
another, ye shall attain the supreme good. 

" By this sacrifice ye nourish the Gods such as Indra. 
The Gods shall nourish you ·with rain, etc." ' The supreme 

* Taittiriya.-Samhita, 1-7-4. 
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good ' is the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman in due 
course. Or, the ' supreme good ' may mean ' svarga.' • 

Moreover, 

..... "' ''' ..... "' \!T-=~TlfTTrf{ an qelf ~~;:a ~~+I'TTefoT: 1 
~~ ~ ' "' .... "' ij'q:"Q'Ttt5f({t(;f+~r <~t t~~rcn ~it Q;-:{ ~: II ~ ~ 11 

I 2. " Nourished by the sacrifice, the Gods 
shall indeed bestow on you the enjoyments ye 
desire." Whoso enjoys-without offering to Them 
-Their gifts, he is verily a thief. 

Pleased with your sacrifices, the Gods shall bestow on 
you all enjoyments, including women, cattle, children, etc. 
He who enjoys what is given by Gods, i.e., he who gratifies 
the cravings of his own body and senses t without discharging 
the debt due to the Gods, is a thief indeed, a. robber of the 
property of the Gods, etc. 

On the other hand, 

"' "' ' ...... ~f"'\ "' ~ <I~T~!TT~il: ~t=<:ff ~~({r6 el'SilefiT~~1: I 
..... ' . ' ~a- a ~EJ'ef qrqr ~ q;q~~:n~+rer;r~fl1ril. t 1 ~ ~ tl 

13 The righteous, who eat the remnant of 
the sacrifice, are freed frotn all sins; but sin do the 
impious eat who cook for their own sakes. 

*The 'supreme good' here spoken of may be either the knowledge of 
Brahman or svarga. The result depends upon the motive of the aspirant, 
according as he desires salvation or worldly enjoyment. In the former 
case, the sacrifice lead::; to purity of heart in this or a subsequent birth 
and ultimately leads to knowledge, whereas in the latter case it eads 
directly to svarga, 

t i. e., he who is bent upon feeding his own body and senses witpout 
satisfying the Gods, the Rishis and the Pitris, respectively, by sacrifice by 
study of the sacred scriptures, and by offspring. 
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Those who, after performing sacrifices to the Gods, etc., 
eat the remains of the food-which is called amrita, a:'llbrosia 
-are freed from all sins committed at the five* places of 
animal-slaughter {such as the fire place), as well as from those 
sins which result from involuntary acts of injury and other 
causes. But as to the others, who are selfish and cook food 
for their own sakes, what they eat is sin itself, while they 
themselves are sinners. 

The wheel of the world should be set going. 
For the following reason also should action be performed 

by him who is qualified for action. For, it is action that sets 
the wheel of the world going.-- How ?-The answer follows. 

,....., ~ ~ 

e:rm~cn;:~ ~Tlii ttGt~T~~~ef: 1 
" ~ "' ~ ' ~~r~erra q~~r ~ij': ct;+la~~: l 1 ~ ~ 11 

~ "'.,.....,..... 
q);{ ~&IT=i:q Jctt;e: ~n;rar(~~erq_ 1 

~ . ". "\ "" ij~{~qf(ij' Jm {i{~ ~~ Slf<tf!(Tll_ II ~ ~ ll 

I4-15. From food creatures come forth; the 
production of food is from rain; rain comes forth 
frotn sacrifice ; sacrifice is born of action ; know 
thou that action cernes frotn Brahman, and that 
Brahman comes from the Imperishable. There
fore, the all-pervading Brahman ever rests 1n 
sacrifice. 

• The five places referred to are the :fire-place, the water-pot, the 
cutting, grinding and sweeping apparatus. These are the :five·pla.ces 
where injury to life lS daily committed. The sins committed here are 
said to be washed away by the five maha-yajnas or great sacrifices, which 
every dvija ought to perform. and which are intended to satisfy the 
:Bhutas, the Risbis, men, the Gods. and the Pitris. Vide Manu,. 
ii. 67-78. 
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All living creatures, it is evident, are born from food, 
which, when eaten, is converted into blood and semen. Rain 
proceeds from sacrifice as taught in the following text from 
the srnriti ~ 

" The offering thrown into the fire reaches the sun ; 
from the sun comes rain ; from rain food ; and from this 
(food) all creatures.'' (Manu, iii. 76). 

Yajna or sacrifice here spoken of refers to what is called 
apurva ;* and this apurva is the result of the activities of the 
sacrificer and his priests (ritviks) engaged in a sacrifice. These 
activities are enjoined i~ the Veda (Brahman), and the Veda. 
comes from the Imperishable, the Paramatman, the Highest 
Self. Because the Veda bas arisen from. the Highest Self
the Akshara, the Imperishable,-as the breath comes out of a. 
man, therefore, the Veda, though all-comprehending as reveal
ing all things, ever rests in sacrifice, i.e., it treats mainly of 
sacrifices and the mode of their performance. 

,.....,..... ' '. ~ ~ ,..... 
st~~''r~~ru+IT +rr~ qr~ ~ ~TCI'T(f l\ ~ ~ ll 

16. He \Vho follows not here the wheel thus 
set in motion, who is of sin£ ul life, indulging in 
senses, he lives in vain, 0 son of Pritha. 

He who ought to perform action, but who, indulging in 
sensual pleasures, does not follow the wheel of the world thus 

* The unseen from which a sacrifice is sa1d to assume between the 
time of its performance and the time when its results becom~ manifested; 
it being, in short, the connecting link between the two, the cause and the 
effect. 
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set revolving by Isvara on the basis of the Veda and sacri
fices, • be 1i ves in vain. 

The main drift, therefore, of this section (iii. 4. 16) is that 
action should be performed by the ignorant man, for whom it 
is intended. In iii. 4-8, it was taught that till be attains the 
qualification for Devotion to the knowledge of the Self, the 
man who knows not the Self and is therefore qualified (for 
action only) should resort to Devotion to action as a means of 
attaining Devotion to knowledge; and, further, there were 
incidentally propounded (in iii. 9·16) many reasons why the 
man who knows not the Self and is (therefore) qualified for 
action should perform it. Mention, too, has been made of 
evils arising from a neglect of action. 

Karma-Yoga is not meant for the Self-knower. 
Now, the Lord Himself supposes Arjuna to ask the fol

lowing question : Is the· wheel, thus set in motiop, to be fol
lowed by all, or by him only who has not yet attained to 
devotion in the path of knowledge which the Sankhyas or 
Self .. knowers tread and whieh is attainable by the ignorant by 
means of devotion in the path of action already described P In 
answer to this question, or with a view to afford, of. his own 
accord, a clear understanding of the teaching of the sastra, He 
proceeds to show that what is intended to be taught in the 
Gita-sastra is the same truth that is embodied in the following 

·passage of the sruti: 

" The Brahmanas (the devotees of the Brahman, the 
Self), knowing 1.his, the Self, and free from illusory 'lmow ... 
ledge, shake off all desires of progeny, etc-, cherished, of 
necessity) by those who are still subject to illusion; and 
they lead ft mendicant life for the barest necessaries of 

~'!'i.e., he who does not follow the wheel by studying the Vedas and 
performiug the sacrifices therein eojoined, as comma.nded by Isvara.. 
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life. They have nothing else to do than resort to devo
tion to Self· knowledge." (Bri. Up. 3·5-1). 

~~c:JT(+(~fe-{c:t ~ Jl\T~<iR~ +JTilt:T: I 
' ~ ~ ' am+l.~ef :ct 'S;S};!~~ ~l~ if TC'f'Qij" ll ~ \S II 

17. That man, verily, who rejoices only in 
the Self, who is satisfied with the Self, who is con
tent in the Self alone,-for him there is nothing 
to do. · 

But that man-a sam.nyasin, the Sank.hya, .one devoted 
to Self· knowledge-whose joy is in the Self, not in the objects 
of the senses; who is satisfied only with the Self, not with 
food-essence, etc.; who is contented in the Self ;-all others 
derive contentment from possession of external things, where
as, disregarding these, he is content in the Self only and has 
no desire for anything ;-for such a man, for the man who 
knows the Self, there is nothing to do. 

Moreover, 
~ ~ ..,. '' ifq 6~ iiij~f~T i=fT~6c:t( E6~if I 

~ ""' " ~ if 'i:TT~ ;aq:~ij~ enlraq~~qJ~: '' ~ ~ ll 

18. For him, there is here no interest what
ever in what is done or what is not done. Nor is 
there in all beings any one n e should resort to for 

any object. 

For the man thus rejoicing in the Self, no purpose is 
served by action.-Does, then, any evil called sin (pratyavaya) 
arise from inaction ?-No evil whatever, either by way of 
incurring sin, or by way of losing the Self, arises in this world 
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froxn inaction. Nor is there, in all beings from Brahma. 
(Praja.pati) down to the sthavara or immovable objects, any 
whose support be has to gain by action. He has no object 
whatever to gain, for which he has to depend upon any parti
cular being: if he were to have any object in view, then he 
would have to exert himself to gain that object. 

Arjuna qualified for Karma-yoga. 
You have not attained to the right knowledge, which 

·corresponds to the aU .. spreading flood of water (vide ii. 46). 
Wherefore: . ~ ~ 

~HRlt£9~: ~66 cnT~ 'ill ~:q~ I 
"' ~ "'" st~~r itTl!lV:en+~ qu:rtGtrr~ '!~: 11 ~ <\ 1 l 

19.. Therefore, without attachment, constant
ly perform the action which should be done ; for, 
performing action withOllt attachment, man reaches 
the Supreme. 

Performing action, \\"ithout attachment, for the sake of 
the Isvara, man attains moksha, through attaining purity of 
mind (sattva-suddhi). 

The wise should set an example to the masses. 
For the following reason also (shouldst thou perform 

action):. 
('~ " •*" ,...... " EQijOTEf T~ Qter;a:q:n~a-r ~itenr~: 1 

'"' . .... ,..... ~ ~ ...... 
~r~~~tt8:+ret"rr:r ~;:q~<.f;:Cfigt:r~r« 11 ~ o l l 

20. By action only,· indeed, did J anaka and 
others try to attain perfection. Even with a view 
to the protection of the masses thou shouldst per
form (action). 
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The wise kshatriyas of old, such as Janaka and Asvapati ec 
tried by action alone to attain moksha (samsiddhi).. If they 
were persons possessed of right knowledge, then we should 
understand that, since they had been engaged in works, they 
tried to reach moksha with action, i.e., without abandoning 
action, t with a view to set an example to the world. If, on 
the other hand, such meu as Janaka were persons who had 
not attained right knowledge, then, (we should understand), 

J 

they tried to attain moksba through action which is the means 
of attaining purity of mind (sattva-suddhi). 

If you think that obligatory works were performed by 
the ancients such as Janaka because they were ignorant, and 
that it does not follow from tbattfact alone that action should 
be performed by another who possesses right knowledge and 
has done all his duties,-even then, as subject to your 
prarabdha-karma (the karma which has led you to this birth 
as a kshatriya)., and having regard also to the purpose of pre .. 
venting the masses from resorting to a wrong path, you ·ought 
to perform action. 

Who should secure the welfare of the world P And how P 
The answer follows : 

• Vide Ohhandogya·Upanishad v. 11. 4, et. seq. 

tThough such persons as Janaka were men of right ~nowledge, they 
had no right to enter the fourth order of sa1nnyasa, as they were kshatri
yas. In obedience therefore to their prarabdha-karma. (i.e., the karma 
which led them to that birth and which had to be worked out in that 
birth) which caused them to be born as kshatriyas, the~~ went on in their 
spiritual career without renouncing works, lest, otherwise, the masses 
would follow their example. It is, however, proper that they should 
attain moksha in virtue of their right knowledge. 
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" ' , ... ' ~C\R{T6 S],"(~~C{Cie-~r i5fil': I 

~ q~SI+noi ~~ ~~et~et6ij- II ~ ~ ll 

21. Whatsoever a great man does, that alone 
the other men do ; whatever he sets up as the 
standard, that the world follows. 

Whatever authority the chief among men follows, whether 
in relation to the spiritual or temporal matters, the same is 
regarded as the authority by his followers. 

If you have a doubt even as regards the necessity there 
is for the protection of the masses, why do you not observe 
Me•P 

it tr q'f$!JTm en~~ fST!J <.O)~~ Tefi!B'l I . (' ~" 
c:tT'ictTH;renRo~ 6ta' ttar :q cn+rrot l 1 tt '{ l l 

22. I have nothing whatsoever to achieve in 
the three worlds, 0 son of Pritha, nor is there any
thing unattained that should be attained; yet I 
engage in action. 

I have nothing to achieve, for, there is nothing unattained ... 

" . ...... . ~ " 
~T(( fl.f~ if Cf~<i Gl'fS ~+{U~~fr~a: I 

~ ~ " ~ ~ 
ili{ c:.t~+lJ~EferQ" +r~~r: trt~ ~q~: ll ~~ II 

23. For, should I not ever engage in action, 
unwearied, men would in all matters follow My 
path, 0 son of Pritha. 

MJ: I being the chief among men. 

*i.e., why do you not follow My example and try to prevent the 
masses from g.oing astray by setting an example yourself. 
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And what harm is there in that ?-The Lord says : 
"' "' ' ct ~ ' ~6Tq~R:~ ~Tetif ~ ~(IT Cfitf ~<l~t{. I 

~ ,...., 
i..1t~ =t:l ~6f ~f!!~~TT+t+rr: ~T: I I ~ ~ II 

24.. These worlds ·would be ruined if I should 
not perform action ; I should be the cause of 
confusion of castes, and should destroy these 
creatures. 

If I should not perform action, then there would be no 
action conducive to the continuance of the universe, and all 
these wor Ids would fall into ruin. Moreover, I would be the 
author of confusion of castes, and thereby destroy these 
creatures. Thus, though working for the welfare of the 
creatures, I would bring about their ruin,-which would be 
unbecoming of ME, their lord. 
The wise man's action as contrasted with that of 

the ignorant. 
Suppose, on the other hand, you-or suppose (for that 

matter) any other man thinks that he bas achieved his ends 
and has realised the Self, even he should work • for the wel
fare of others, though for himself he may have nothing to do. 

~ " .. ' ~" ~:mt: efiijtlttfeflf~T ~:!IT ~~n-=a ~T{o I 

~TTtl'QT~T SB"~fftlefi'T~~~tn~f{ II ~ ~ \ l ,...... 

25. As ignorant men act attached to work, 0 
Bharata, so should the wise man act, unattached 
from a wish to protect the rna sses. 

The ignorant expect the result of their action thus: "The 
result of this action shall accrue to me.'' The wz"se man : he 
who knows the Self .. 

• Even be should perform action in view of the welfare of others· 
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For Me, or for any other person who, knowing the Self, 
thus seeks the welfare of the world, there is nothing to do 
except it be with a view to that welfare of the world at 
large. To such a man who knows the Self, the following 
advice is offered : 

" ..... . ' . ~ " if ~;e:¥rq: Gl'i~C{~ifT ~Ti'tfq_ I 
~ ..... ~ ~,..... "' 

Gftq~tBefen;rnOT rsn;:~: e+n:q~~ l 1 4{' l 1 

26. Let no wise man cause unsettlement in 
the minds of the ignorant who are attached to 
action; he should make them do all actions, him
self fulfilling them with devotion. 

An ignorant man who is attached to action believes "I 
should do this action and enjoy its result." No wise man 
should unsettle that firm belief.-What then should he do ?
Himself doing diligently and well the actions which the 
ignorant have to do, he should make them do those actions. 

In what way is an ignorant man attached to actio:p.s P 
' ,..... 0.. ~ ~" ~ 

S£f;o: fij;j~tJTotTT"' UUJ: Cfi'iTTUT ~El~: 1 

" ~ "' "' ..... II Sl~IR:T6f~GR+rt Cli6T S~T+tT6' +r-:~~ II '(" 

27. Actions are wrought in all cases by the 
energies of Nature. He whose mind is deluded 
by egoism thinks ' I am the doer.' 

Nature (Prakriti, Pradhana) is the equipoised state of 
the three gunas or energies, viz., sattva (goodness), ,-ajas 
(activity), tamas (darkness). It is by the gunas or the modi
fications of Nature, manifesting themselves as the body and 
the senses, that all our actions, conducive to temporal and 
spiritual ends. are done. The man whose mind (antahkara1~a) 
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is variously deluded by ahamkara, by egoism identifying the 
aggregate of the body and the senses with the Self, i.e., who 
ascribes to himself all the attributes of the body and the 
senses and thus thoroughly identifies himself with them·-he, 
by nescience, sees actions in himself : as regards every action, 
he thinks "I am the doer." 

But as regards the wise man: 
" .... ~" ... 

6~CJJq~ ~T~T~T UotCS+Uetlt{fti.fT: I 
' ~ ~ ~ 

~11fT ~Ill~ erara- ~T6 +Rf:l'T if ~iSI'Q' II ~!: ll 

28. But he who kno\vs the truth, 0 mighty
armed, about the divisions of the energies and 
(their) functions, is not attached. thinking that the 
energies act upon the energies. 

He who is versed in the classification of the energies 
(gunas) and their respective functions holds that the energies 
as sense-organs move amid the energies as sense-objects, 
but not the Self. Thus holding, he fornts no attachment (for 
actions). 

Now, ... ~ ..... ~ 

Sflio~crte~r: ~GStc:cr ~en'l!j I 
6Til~fet~ ;rrttrr~~~ii ~:q-~it?I II I(~ tl 

29. Those deluded by the energies of Nature 
are attached to the functions of the energies. He 
who knows the All should not unsettle the unwise 
\vho know not the All. 

The foolish believe "we do action for the sake of its 
result." These men who are attached to action look only 
to the result of their actions. The man who knows the 
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All-the man who knows the Self-sbould not of himself 
unsettle such men, i.e., he should not disturb their conviction. 

How an aspirant for lYioksha should do actions. 

How then should action be performed by the ignorant 
man who seeks moksha and who is qualified for action only P 
The answer £oil ows : 

,..... ~"" ~,..... . '"\ 
il'T~ ;J36fTTIJT cn+nrar ~ t=<t~r~~rc;:r.q~~T 1 

" ('>. f'orl ~ "" "" TCf~T~HTifl=f~T ~~6ff ~e~~ Jql'f&tlq~: II ~ o ll 

30 Renouncing all action in Me, with thy 
thought resting on the Self, being free from hope, 
free from selfishness, devoid of fever, do thou 
fight. 

To Me, Vasudevat the Divine Being, the Supreme Lord, 
the Omniscient, the Self of all, surrender all actions, with the 
wise thought that " I, the agent, do this for the Isvara's sake 
as H1s liege." Fever: anguish, grief. 

"" "" '"\ "' " ~ " ~;g:TfJ.I'vCITSr1~~6T 5~<-{;:Cf e'SPi Eiit:rflf:_ II ~ ~ ll 

3r. Men who constantly practise this teach
ing of Mine \vith faith and without cavilling, they 
too are liberated from actions. 

Men who always follow this teaching of Mine without 
cavilling, i.e., without cherishing any feeling of envy towards 
Me, Vasudeva, the Supreme Master (Parama-Guru)-they too 
are released from actions, i.e., frotn dharma and a-dharma, 
from the merit and demerit of actions. 
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' ~ ..... " " ..... ~ (C(6q+~~~·~T il'T~fijlJft=a" +r il"Q'I_ I 
~ "". "" ..... ~et"~T'lTCI~G'r~n•en:a: i=f!Tii;qa«: ll ~ \ l l 

32. But those who, carping at this, My 
teaching, practise it not,-know them as deluded 
in all knowledge, as senseless men doomed to 
destruction. 

Influence of man's nature on his conduct. 
Then, \Vhy do they, not following Thy doctrine, perform. 

otb.ers' duties and neglect their own P Thus opposed to Thee, 
why are they not afraid of the sin of transgressing Thy 
command P 

·~' ~~ " ~'ffil' ref!6 ~~r: Sflic:J&Jr.tetTifTq I 
,..., " "" ~ "" Sffjta ~tr-=6 ~6Tlil Tiftl8) fsp C6T~~~T6 ll ~ ~ U. 

33· Even the man of knowledge acts in con· 
forrnity with his own nature; (all) beings follow 
(their) nature; what shall coercion avail? 

Nature (prakriti) is the samskara (the latent self-repro
ductive impression of the past acts of dharma and a-dharma) 
manifesting itself at the commencement ofthe present birth. 
Even the man of knowledge acts according to his own nature ; 
it needs no saying that an ignorant man acts according to his 
own nature. Thus all living beings f~llow their own nature. 
'Wh~t shall coercion in the shape of prohibition avail P That 
is to say, to Me or to anybody else, nature is irresistible. 

Scope for man's personal exertion. 
(Objection) :-If every being acts according to its own 

nature only,-and there is none that has no nature of its own. 
-then, there being possibly no scope for personal exertion. 
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(purushakara), the Teaching (sastra) would be 
less. 

(Answer) :-The Lord replies as follows: 

,... "" ~ ""'~ " ~ ~r~:q~r~<:~~r~ ~rn~'lf o(;I'Sif~ar 1 
.... ~ "' ~ " "" 'II\ II 6~Tif tt~+rTll"49~f (l~ qf~qt~l 

(DIS. III. 

quite purpose-

34· Love and hate lie to\vards the object of 
each sense; let none become subject to these two; 
for, they are his enemies-

As regards all sense-objects, such as sounds, there neces
sarily arises in each sense love for an agreeable object, and 
aversion for a disagreeable object. Now I shall tell you where 
lies the scope for personal exertion and for the Teaching 
(sastra). He who would follow the Teaching should at the 
very commencement rise above the sway of affection and 
aversion. For, what we speak of as the nature (prakriti) 
of a person draws him to its course only through love and 
aversion. He then neglects his own duties and sets about 
doing those of others. When, on the other band, a person 
restrains these feelings by means of their enemy•, then he 
will become mindful of the Teaching only, no longer subject 
to his own nature. Wherefore, let none come under the sway 
of these two; for, they are his adversaries, obstacles to his 
progress in the right path, like thieves on the road. 

Now, the man who is led 'bY love and aversion may mis
understand the Teaching; he may think that one man may 
follow the duty (dharma) of another because the latter is also 
a duty. But it is not right to think so : 

• Viveka-j1~ana or Right knowledge is the enemy ; for, it is inimical 
to mithya-jnana or illusory knowledge, the source of affection and aver• 
liOD. 
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.... :t "' ~ ,..... 
nr:r(.q'~~t• TQT~at: ~~lU(~~rean:r. 1 

....... ,..... . .... ._,. 
~~1=1 Til'Elli 3111: q~~;n ¥iiitCJ~: II - ~ l I 

35. Better one's own duty, though devoid of 
merit, than the duty of another well discharged. 
Better is death in one's own duty ; the duty of 
another is productive of danger. 

For a man to die doing his own duty though devoid of 
merit is better than for him to live doing the duty of another 
though perfectly performed.. For, the duty of another leads 
to danger, such as hell (naraka.). 

Desire is the Enemy of Man. 

Though the source of evil bas been pointed out in ii. 62, 
etc., and in iii. 34, yet with a. view to eliciting a concise and 
clear statement of what was but desultorily and vaguely ex
pressed,-for, the exact cause being known, he might exert 
himself to exterminate it,-Arjuna asks : 

~~-
sp.t ifi;:r st~ sil 'ittT liRFI \~EI: 1 

elFr~~~q cnmf~ af~q f;f~i"tm: II ~ ~ II 

Arjuna said : 

36. But .by what dragged on, 0 Varshneya, 
does a man, though reluctant, commit sin, as if 
constrained by force P 

Dragged o~ l1lll.l cort~~trainscZ : as a servant by the king. 
·var•Aft6ya. : one born in the family of the Vrisbnis. 

The Lord says: Listen, I shall tell you who that enemy· 
is, of whom you ask.. who the source of all evil is: 
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[Vasudeva is here called the Lord (Bhagavat), because 
He is one in whom the six attributes of unimpeded dominion 
-etc., ever abide collectively and in perfection, and who pos
sesses a complete knowledge of the origin of the universe etc. 
Says the Vishnu· Purana: 

"'Bhaga' means the six attributes-perfect dominion, 
might, glory, splendour, dispassion and salvation,'' (vi. 

5·74). 
'' He is called the Lord (Bhagavat), who knows the 

origin and the end, the coming and the going of beings, 
what is wisdom and what is ignorance.'' (vi. 5·78.)] 

~~~-
..... ...... 

•t+r g:~ ilit~ ~~ ~r~ar~~;:q: 1 

~&:mt=~r ~Tqtt&:IT Taf~it~it ~ftcrrq II ~ \S I I 

The Blessed Lord said : 

37· It is desire, it is wrath, born of the 
energy of Rajast all-devouring, all sinful ; that, 
know thou, is the foe here. 

The enemy of the whole world is desire, from which all 
the evil comes to living beings. When obstructed by sotne 
cause, desire is transformed into wrath. Whence wrath is 
desire itself. It is born of the ene~gy of Rajas.-Or, desire 
itself is the cause of the energy of Rajas ; for, when desire 
arises, it rouses the l{ajas and urges the person to action. 
We often hear the cry of miserable persons-who are engaged 
in servitude, etc., under the impulse of the Rajas,-saying 'I 
have been led to act so by desire.' It is very sinful ; .for it is 
only when urged by desire that a man commits sin. · Where· 
·fore, know that this desire is man's foe here in samsa.ra. 
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Desire Enshrouds Wisdom. 

He now illustrates how it is our foe : 

" " ' " .s_ ...,. "\ ~:q";tflPJ~Q' Elli;"''"trSStrol il~'l 'if I 
"' ' "\ ~ ~' ~tll~&lilftal iJ~~T ~il({+tTi6J(II ~' II 

38. As fire is surrounded by smoke, as a 
·mirror by rust, as the foetus is enclosed in the 
womb, so is this covered by it. 

As a bright fire is surrounded by dark smoke co•existent 
·with it ..• so this is covered with desire. 

What is the thing referred to by ' this' and which is 
·covered with desire ?-The answer follows: 

• " "' rf;l "' " 'l!t." att~a •lit+fai=f ijl ... , ~~~ott 1 

Cfil'i~OI ii•d\£1 ~~ :q ll ~ \ ll 

39· Covered, 0 son of Kunti, is wisdom by 
this constant enemy of the wise, in the form of 
desire, which is greedy and insatiable. 

The wise man knows, even before suffering the conse· 
quence, that he has been led by desire to evil ways. and 
therefore he feels ever miserable. Whence desire is a constant 
enemy of the wise, not of the ignorant. For, the latter regards 
desire as a friend at the tinte he thirsts for" objects, and it is 
only when suffering results from it,-but not before,-that he 
learn~ the truth that he has been rendered miserable by desire. 
Wherefore it is a constant enemy of the wise alone ......... ..It 
is insatiable ·and greedy ; it never has enough, i.e., it finds 
nothing enough for itself, i. e .• there is no. limit to its consum
~ag power. 
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The Seat of Desire. 

He now tens us where is seated desire which by envelop· 
ing wisdom, forms the enemy of the whole world. The seat 
of the enemy being known, it is easy to kill it. 

,.... r-.. ..... ,.... ,.... .... 
~~TTOT iliff ~l;g:~~T-ctl!T~a' I 

~a~~~'l m~"'~ ~~ilq II ~o II 

40. The senses, mind, and reason are said to 
be its seat ; veiling wisdorn through these, it 
deludes the em bodied. 

Its seat : the seat of desire.. These : the senses mind 
(manas), and reason (buddhi). 

How to Kill out Desire. 

Wherefore, 
,.... ,..... ~ ,.... ~ 

6~n;:~=n+rr~rom~:r ~~~~ ~«~~ 1 . " ... . ,.... 
trlt+IT't ~~ (.li=f .,-WiJ<t&ff;:Jt=rf~ II 1l ~ I l 

41. Therefore, 0 lord of the Bharatas, restrain
the senses first, do thou cast off this sinful thing 
which is destructive of knowledge and wisdom. 

Jnana is the knowledge of the Self and other things 
acquired from the sastra (scripture) and from a teacher 
(acbarya). V i-lnatta is the personal experience of the things 
so taught. Do thou cast off from you the destroy~r of jnana 
and vijnana which lead to the highest good 

lt bas been taught, " first master the senses, and cast off 
desire, tby enemy.'' Now it may he asked,-Where should 
one take oDe•s stand a11d cast off desire? The answer follows: 
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" " ,....,.... ' . 
~~TT1ll tRJU~Tgi~r.=~'lf~t:r: q'{ +lif: I 

" ~ ..... . 
q;:r~fg q'{f ~Tqm ~: 'i~Ertg ~: ll ~ ~ II 

42· They say that the senses are superior ; 
superior to the senses is mind ; superior to mind 
is reason; one who is even so peri or to reason is He. 

The senses are five, the sense of bearing, etc. When 
compared with the physical body, which is gross. external, and 
limited, the senses are superior as they are comparatively 
more subtle and internal, and have a more extensive sphere 
of action. So say the wise. Superior to the senses is mind 
(manas, the impulsive nature) which ts composed of thoughts 
and desires, of errors and doubts, (sankalpa and vikalpa), 
Superior to mind is reason (buddhi) characterized by determi
nacion (nischaya). So, He who is behtnd all things visible. 
inclusive of reason, the Dweller 1n the .body, whom-it has 
been said-desire, seated in the senses and other quarters, 
bewilders by enveloping \visdom,-He, the Self, the witness 
of reason, is superior to reason .. 

~c( ~: qt ~if ~a•~T~l=ITil+rT~~;{f I 

~m: ~~ +r~fiif(T CfHt:t~ct ~~T ffqq ll ~ ~ I I 
..::J 

43· Then knowing Him who is superior to 
reason, subduing the self by the self, slay thou, 0 
mighty-armed, the enemy in the form of desire

1 

hard to conquer. · 
Thus understanding the Self who is superior to reason, and 

subduing the self by the elf, i.e., steadily composing the self by 
means of the self.* do thou slay destre. It is difficult to conquer 
desire, on account of its complex and incomprehensible nature. 

~ sit+l~·•4iftt=r~fif~« ifitP..im'!ll ~Ttmr% 
Wt ~at~Qcir~ ~~rq) ill+T 

<X~Nr~:n 
~~t The regenerated or purified mind (self, manas) is the means of 

attaining self-composure (manas-samadhana)-(A). 



FOURTH DISCOURSE. 

JNANA-YOGA. 

Tradition of Jnana-Yoga. 

This Yoga of Devotion to knowledge taught in the last 
two Discourses, accompanied with renunciation and attained 
by means of Karma· Y oga,-this Yoga in which the Vedic 
teaching regarding the life of activity and retirement 
(Pravrittiand Nivritti) iscomprehended,-it is this Yoga which 
forms the subject of the Lord's teaching throughout the Gita. 
Thinking, therefore, that the Vedic Doctrine has been con
cluded, H'e extols it by relating its pedigree. 

vt+fat41§CII'E!-

~+{ ferer~~ ~ti sft~'=ffil~+ro~q 1 

~ef~flil~ Sit~ +r~=J;f~a(Effq)~Stttefirt ll ~ ll 

The Blessed Lord said: 

I· I taught this imperishable Yoga to Vi vas
vat; Vivasvat taught it to Manu ; 1\1anu taught to 
lkshvaku. 

This Yoga, treated of in the two preceding Discourses. 
I taught to the Sun (Vivasvat) at the commencement of Evolu
tion in order to infuse strength into the Kshatriyas, the rulers 
of the world. It is only when possessed of the strength of 
this Y.oga that they can protect the Brahmanas, the spiritual 
class. And when the spiritual and ruling classes are well 
maintained, it is possible to maintain the world. That Yoga 
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is imperishable, because of its imperishable results. Indeed, 
Moksha, the fruit of this Yoga of con1plete devotion to right 
knowledge, never perishes. Vivasvat taught it to 1Ianu ; and 
Manu taught it to his son Ikshvaku the first ruler. 

. ". ~",.... 
~~ q~,T~TRT+I+r ~T~Gltif l~~: I 

~ ~tt +r~at ;.f1• It ~!: ~-=a-tr \' ' t I 
2. This, handed down thus in succession, the 

King-sages learnt, This Yoga, by long lapse of 
time, has been lost here, 0 harasser of foes. 

This Yoga, thus handed down in regular succession 
among the Kshatriyas, the king-sages-men who were at once 
kings and sages- learnt. The tradition of this Yoga has now 
for a long time been broken here, 0 Arjuna, who harassest 
thy foes, like the sun. by the heat of thy prowess. 

Seeing that the Yoga has been lost by falling into the 
hands of the weak who could not control their senses, and 
seeing also that the people have not been able to attain the 
object of life. 

~ tterrs~ +r~ 6s'l (Jtif: sit~: !i~T6;r: 1 
~sfu a- ~(.qf ~fa- ~~ tila~~~ ll ~ ti 

3· That same ancient Yoga ha.s been to-day 
taught to thee by Me, seeing that thou art My 
devotee and friend; for, this is the Supreme 
Secret. 

This lmowledge, this Yoga, is the Supreme Secret. 

Divine Incarnations. 
In order not to leave in anybody's mind an impression 

that an inconsistent statement has been made by the Lord • 
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and with a view to avoiding that impression. Arjuna asks as 
though he were to raise an objection : 

+~-. "' . ,..... at'« +fq({f ~+r tR iif;:~ T616f~a-: 

...... " ,... . ~ " " " ifi~-HICH'§:jff~T~T ~l=fft(T >[T=Q)~fT~Ta- " ~ II 
Arjuna said ; 

4• Later is Thy birth, and prior the birth of 
Vivasvat; how am I to understand that Thou 
taughtest this Yoga in the beginning P 

Thy birth is later, in the house of Vasudeva: Vivasvat' s 
(Aditya's) birth is prior, in the beginning of evolution ; how 
then, am I to reconcile the statement that Thou taugbtest 
this Yoga in the beginning (to Vivasvat), and that Thou, the 
self-same person, bas now taught. it to me P 

To remove-as was the aim of Arjuna's question-from 
the ignorant the impression that Vasudeva was not the 
Omnipotent and the Omniscient, the Blessed Lord says: 

m+lffEIG;qf=e( :-
"' ~" " ~ if[T'l +r o:tloToTTil G{•ltTT'i (ICJ cqi$'1 

. ' ("""' . ' 
ij'fC::?.i{ qfi ~aurar ~ ~.:r ct<~ tr(;a:q \ 1 ~ l 1 

The Blessed Lord said : 
5· Many births of Mine have passed, as well 

as of thine, 0 Arj una ; ·all these I know, thou know· 
es not, 0 harasser of foes. 

Thou knowest not, because the power of vision is obstruc
ted by thy past action, good and bad (dharma and adb.arma). 
I, on the other hand, know them, because I am by nature 
eternal, pure, wise, unbound, and My power of vision is 
unobstructed· 
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How, then, canst Thou, the eternal Lord, have a birth, 
in the absence of dharma and a-dharma ?-Listen : 

'"' «" '" srsnsrq ~ifott~l~f{T ~QT~TiH'a"'(TSTq ~ I 
,.... " 

s:r~t« ~+rr1:1~1~ ~~+P.t~R'l+~r;q~r '' ~ t 1 
6. Though I am unborn, of imperishable 

nature, and though I am the Lord of all beings, 
yet ruling over My own nature, I am born by My 
own Maya. 

Though I am unborn, though by nature my power of 
vision (jnana-sakti) is undecaying, though I am by nature the 
Lord of all creatures from Brahma down to grass, yet ruling 
over by nature-the Prakriti, the Maya of Vishnu, which is 
made up of the three energies of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, to 
which this whole universe is subject, and by which deluded 
the whole world knows not Vasudeva, its own Self,-I appear 
to be born and embodied, through my own Maya, but not in 
reality, unlike others. 

THE PURPOSE OF DIYINE INCARNATION. 

When and for what purpose is He so born ?-The 
answer follows: 

,.... ~ ........ ~" 
~eJ ~~r Ti( ~+r~ ;®TT'ilterra ~r~a 1 

~ . 
Sf~QTwtllt:lR'~ ttqT SS~+fT'1 '(i~T~lf~ll_ I I \il II 

7· Whenever there is a decay of religion, 0 
Bharata, and an ascendency of irreligion, then I 
manifest Myself. 

Religion: Dharma as embodied in the institution of 
castes (varna) and religious orders (asrama) which are the 
.means of attaining worldly prosperity and salvation. When
ever there is a decay of religion (Dharma.), •••...... I manifest 
Myself through Maya. 
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For what purpose? 

~ . " 
q'f(=;JTtfiT<I :ST~~r Tefi=IT~ft{ :q s;1S~aTI{ I 
~. ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~q~~rq•=n~J~ ~~entil' ~iT ~if l l G II 

8. For the protection of the good, for the 
destruction of evil-doers, for the firm establishment 
of religion, I am born in every age. 

The Good: those who are in the right path . 

..... " ~. "" ..... ~ att:;r ~if =q +r TC\6<i+r({ ~T en~ a~6: I 

~=tfqJ ~~ ~~~·t:r ~fa- +rtitm ~TS~if II ~ ll 

g, Whoso knows thus My divine birth and 
action in truth is not born again on leaving this 
body ; he comes to 1\ie, 0 Arj una. 

My birth is an illusion (Maya). It is Divine, peculiar to 
Isvara, not of ordinary nature (aprakrita). He comes to nt.e : 
He is liberated. 

JNANA.-YOGA. IS THE SOLE MEANS TO MOKSHA.. 

This path of salvation is not recent, but it was in vogue, 
even in ancient times : 

~ . ..... " 
i!ff6(Tn+T<:r~r1:lT itri-'ft{f ~r~qn~~n: 1 

at~qt ilTifa-qeT tt_Qr +~;:ret+n~ar: II ~ o t 1 

10. Free from passion, fear and anger, 
absorbed in Me, taking refuge in Me, purified by 
the fire (tapas) of wisdom, many have reached My 
being. 
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Abso9"bea; in Me : l(nowing Brahman, i.e.. seeing their 
identity with Isvara. Taking refuge in Me,. Parame•vara, 
the Supreme Lord, i.e., firmly devoted to wisdom only· 
lMna-tapas : religious austerity (tapas) in the form of jnana 
or knowledge of the Highest Self. Paramattnan.-This com
pound indicates that Devotion to knowledge is quite inde
pendent of all other austerities (tapases). Having attained 
to highest purity by means of this fire of austerity (tapas), 
many have attained moksha. 

DIYINE DISPBNSATION OF WORLDLY BENEFITS .IND 
SAL:YATION. 

Then, Thou cherishest the feelings of affection and aver
sion, since Thou awardest moksha, Thy Being (identity with 
Thy Self), to a few only, not to all ?-The answer follows: 

..... ~ ...... . ~ 
~ q,r~T +IT Sfq"Qi=ff ~T~~q ;J~TRJ~'i_ I 

<:: (' ...... ~ ~ 

+t+r e{c;Jt3qa;:a- +G~tn: qr~ ~et~: '' ~ ~ II 
11. Howsoever men approach Me, even so 

do I reward them ; My path do men follow in all 
things 0 son of Pritha. 

I reward men by granting them the things they desire 
Just in accordance with the way in which they seek Me 
and the motive with whicb they seek Me; for they do not 
seek for moksha. One cannot indeed pursue pleasure and 
at the same time seek for moksba. vVherefore, I reward 
seekers of fruits by securing to them their selfish ends ; I 
reward the unselfish, who do their prescribed duties and 
seek for moksha, by granting them knowledge ; I reward 
men of knowledge who have renounced the worJd and seek 
for moksha, by granting them moksba ; similarly, I reward 
men in distress by relieving them from distress. Thus do I 
reward all, just in the way they seek Me. But never do I 
reward any from affection or aversion, or from delusion. In 
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all things, men follow My path, the path of the Isvara who 
exists in all forms.* [Here ' men ' stands for all those t 
who are engaged in works prescribed according to their 
respective ends.J 

(Question) :-If Thou, Isv-ar.a, art free from affection and 
other evil passions, then, since Thou art gracious to all 
creatures alike and able to grant every desire, why do they 
not all desire moksba and seek Thee, with the knowledge 
that Vasudeva is all ? 

(Answer) :-Listen why it is so: 
~ . ""' ,..... ' 

eti~a: Cfii{atf r~t~ <~~<t ~{{ C\et~r: 1 

faa'!t ~ +n~if ~)~ fu1~+lcrRr tfi~m \ l ~ ~ \ l 

12. They who long after success in actions 
sacrifice here to the Gods : for, soon in this world 
of man accrues success fron1 action. 

They who long after success in action sacrifice to the 
Gods, such as lndra and Agni. The sruti says : 

" He who, on the other hand, •worships a separate 
God, thinking, ' He is separate from me and I am sepa
rate from Him '-be knows not. He is to the Devas as 
cattle (to men)'' (Bri. Up. 1·4--10). 

For, quickly is the fruit of action reaped in this world of 
men by those who, with selfish ends in view, sacrifice to 
external Gods, perfotming the works enjoined on them 
according to their caste (varna) and order (asrama). It is 
.for this world of men that Vedic injunctions are meant.-By 

i,e., whether it be for a selfish end or for moksha, every one should 
follow the Lord, in the path of works or of knowledge. It is the Supreme 

.Lord Himself that abides as the Self in every form.-(A) 
t Not men only, but other beings as weii,-(A) 
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the expression " soon in this world or man '' the Lord 
implies that even in other worlds actions produce results: 
the only difference being that it is only to this world of men 
that injunctions based upon castes and religious orders apply: 

Caste~ A Divinely ordered human institution 
What is the foundation of the law that the respective 

rJ,1 tiP.s of the several castes and religious orders obtain only 
is ·world of rr.en, but not in other worlds P-Or the ques• 
may be put thus : It has been said that men, split up into 
:omn1unities of several castes and orders (varnas and 
nas), should follow Thy path in all things, Why should 
necessarily follow Thy path only, but not that of any 
r P-The answer follows: 

~ ct .. ~"' 
r~:n-gcro<:r ;r:qr ~! !IOJffiqrt:.f~TiT~: I 

(' " . ,... (' 

am ~ol~rq +rr yq-~q)oT~+~o~c.tq ll ~ ~ t 1 

13. The fourfold caste has been created by 
according to the distribution of energies and 
)OS; though I am the author thereof, know Me 
on-agent and immutable. 

The four castes ( varnas. Ut., colours) have been created 
[e, Isvara, according to the distribution of energies {gunas) 
of actions. The energies are Sattva (goodness), Rajas 
ness, activity,) and Tamas (darkness). The actions of a.. 
nana (priest), in whom Sattva predominates, are serenity 
·estraint, austerity &c., (xviii 42). The actions of a. 
riya (warrior), in whom Rajas predominates and Sattva. 
)Ordinate to Rajas, are prowess, daring, &c., (xviii 43). 
actions of a vaisya (merchant), in whom Rajas pre-· 
nates and Tamas is subordinate to Rajas, are agriculture. 
(xviii. 44). The action of a sudra (servant) in whom. 
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Tamas predominates and Rajas is subordinate to Tamas, is 
only 'servitude. Thus have been created the four castes 
according to the distribution of energies and actions. 1"his 
fourfold caste does not exist in other worlds. Hence the 
limitation " in this world of tnan.'' (iv. 12). 

( Objection) :-Oh ! then Thou art the author of the act of 
creating the four castes, and as such Thou art bound by its 
effect ; wherefore '"fhou art not ·the eternal Lord nor the 
eternally unbound 

.Answer :-Though I am the author of this act when 
viewed from the standpoint of 1\Iaya, still know thou that I 
am in reality no agent and therefore not subject to Sa'Yn.sara. 

Action without attachment does not bind the soul. 
Since I am not in reality the author of those actions, of 

wh1cb you think Me to be the author, 
• 1':-t"\ " " ' ~ ' q +rT ~illl 01 T~+qJe:a if if eti~'li~ ~~~T I 

,.... • "' t". ,... ~ " ~ ' 
~rcr ;rr ~TST+ra"Ti~Tra" CliilT~il i9' ar~a- \l ~ ~ U 

14. Actions pollute Me not,, nor have I a 
desire for the fruit of actions. He 'vho knows Me 
thus is not bound by actions. 

For want of egoism (abamkara)~ these actions do 110t 
pollute l\1e by necessitating incarnation ; n0r have I a desire 
for the fruit of thess actions. On the other band, it is but 
right that actions should pollute those men of . the world 
(samsara) who are attached to their actions, thinking them· 
selves to be the authors thereof, and longing for the fruits of 
such actions. As I have none of these, (viz., desire and at
tachment), action cannot pollute Me. Any other person, 
too, who knows Me to be his Self, who thinks " I am no 
agent. I have no longing for the fruits of actions:''-his. 
·action too will not necessitate incarnation. 
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Knowing that' I am no agent. I have no longing for the 
fruits of actions.' 

. . ~ ~"' " 
{{61 ~H61'T ~a- q;;r 'iEf~fq ~~~T+r: I 

~ . ~ ~ .. 
~ Cfi+rCf 6{;f(~q '{Sf: '{.ctel~ ii~nt II ~ ~ U 

15. 1'hus knowing, men of old performed a<:
tion in the hope of liberation : therefore do thou 
also perform action as did the ancients in the olden 
time. 

As the ancients performed action, do thou also perform 
action ; do not sit quiet, nor renounce action. if thou art 
ignorant, do thou perform action to purify the self. If thou 

· art wise and knowest the truth, do thou perform action for 
the protection of the masses. It was performed by the ancients 
such as Janaka in the olden time : it is not a recent instruction. 

The real nature of action and inaction. 

If action should be performed here (in this world of man) 
1 shall perform it on tbe authority of Thy word. Why shouldst 
·thou add that it was performed by the ancients in the olden 
time P-In reply the Lord says: (Listen). For there is a great 
difficulty in (understandingi action.-How? 

~""# ~ ,.... ...,." .... .... ,.... 

Ttti ef)+f TefiitCfl;:{f6' Cliet'~TSt~;;'f +tTT{t~T: l 
..... (' "' "' ... 

o=ij' ~if Sfq~<lrt+r ~~~f(str +na:'14~s~+rttt '' ~ ~ '' 

16. What is action ? vVhat is inacti0n-As 
to thist even the wise are deluded 1 shall teach. 
thee such action, by knowing which thou shalt be 
liberated from evil. 
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Even the wise are delt1ded as to what is action and what 
is inaction. Wherefore l will explain to you the nature of 
action and of inaction, knowing which thou shalt be released 
from the evil of sa1nsara. 

Neither shouldst thou think thus ; " It is familiar to all 
that action means movement of the body, and inaction means 
absence of it, to sit quiet. What is there to be learnt about 
them?'' 

Wherefore ? 
T'he answer follows: 

(""" r-. "' • "' • "' (" Cfi;rotr @l'P:r atr~<>~ ¢1l~o~ :;cr Tct(f;t:tot: 
(' '"' . '(" ' ~ 

Sf Clli~Ol~ atT~otr ;r{~T iii +rOlf nnn 1 l ~ \S) l 1 

I 7. For, thou hast to know something even 
of action. something to know of unlawful actiont 
and something to know of inaction ; hard to under
stand is the nature of action. 

For there is much to be learnt about the action which is 
enjoined by the scripture, about the action which is unlawful, 
and about inaction. In fact, it is bard to understand the true 
nature of action (enjoined), of inaction, and of unlawful 
action. 

What, then, is the true nature of action and inaction 
about which much has to be learnt, and which you have pro
mised to teach ?-Listen : 

~ ~ ' ~r-. ~ 
q'l+fo~ep+r ~: qrt<J~q;+nar :q Cfi:q ~: 1 

r-. ' ~ 
B" aT~+rr~q~t~~ l=r ~'ffi: ~~~spqy;n_ II ~ ~ l I 

18. He who can see inaction in action, who can 
also see action in inaction, he is wise among men, 
he is devout, he is the performer of all action. 
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' Action ' means what is done, an act in general. Inaction 
can be reen in action, and action in inaction, since both inac-
tion (ni:vf'itti) and action (prav?"itti) presuppose an agent.• ln 
fact all our experience of such things as action and agent is 
possible only in a state of avidya, only when we have not yet 
attained to the Real (vastu). He who sees inaction in action 
and who sees action in inaction,-he is wise among men, he is 
devout (yultta, yogin), he has dQne all action -Thus is he 
extolled who sees action in inaction and vice versa. 

(Objection) :-What means this incongruity, "who can 
see inaction in action and action in inaction''? Surely action 
can never realize such an incongruity ? 

(Answer) :-This objection does not apply to our inter· 
pretation. To an ignorant man of the world, what in reality 
is inaction appears as action, and what in reality is action 
appears as inaction. With a view to teach what their real 
nature is, the Lord says'' He who can see inaction in action,'' ·. 
&c. Hence no incongruity. It must be a bare truth that the 
Lord means to teach here, inasmuch as He has said that he 
who realizes this view of action and inaction is wise, and has 
introduced the subject by saying that there is much to be 
learnt about action and inaction, (iv. 1 7). It has also been 
said that' by knowing which thou shalt be liberated from evil" 
(iv. 16) ; and certainly freedo1n frorn evil cannot be achieved 
by means of false knowledge. Wherfore, we should under· 
stand that action and inaction are misunderstood by all living 

• It has been said that action should be seen in inaction and vice 
versa becau~e in both a.n agent is presupposed. This cannot be objected 
to on the ground that nivritti or inaction is resorted to only whf)n the 
One real Self is known, and that therefore it presuppose no agency of 
the Self. For action or inaction. Pravitti or Nivritti. is resorted to only 
before obtaining a ·knowledge of the Real Self, as a means of attaining 

-(A·) 
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beings and that the Lord, wishing to remove this false view 
of them, teaches '' He who·can see inaction iu action'' &c. 
Moreover, inaction cannot be said to be looateil in action or 
contained in it, as jujube (badara) fruits in a vessel, nor can 
action be said to be located in inaction: for, inaction is but 
the absence of action. Wherefore (the meaning of the Lord 
must be that) action and inaction are not rightly understood 
by peop1 e and that the one is mistaken for the other, as the 
mirage is mistaken for water, or as the mother-of-pearl is 
mistaken for silver. 

(Objeotion) :-fiction is ever action to all ; it never 
appears to be anything else ? 

(AnsweT) :-Not so. When a ship is in motion, the 
motionless trees on the shore appear, to a man on board the 
ship, to move in the opposite direction ; distant and moving 
bodies which are far away from ·our eye appear to be motion
less. Similarly, here, (in the case of the Self) inaction is mis
taken for action, and action for inaction. Wherefore, to 
remove this false impression, the Lord says '' He who can see 
inaction in action '' &c. 

Though such an objection has been more than once 
answered, people ·who have long been subject to great mis
conceptions are deluded often and often, for get the truth 
though often and often taught, and often and often raise 
objections based on false premises. Wherefore, seeing how 
difficult the Real is ·for us to know, the Lord often answers 
such objections. 

The truth that the Self is actionless, so clearly taught by 
sruti, smriti, and reason, has been taught here als~ in 
ii. 20.-24; and it will also be taught hereafter. It is, how· 
ever a deep-rooted habit of the mind to connect action with 
the actionless Self, though it is contrary to His real nature 
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wherefore, ·· even the wise are deluded as to what is action 
and what is. inaction'' (v. 16). Action pertains to the physi
cal body (deha) etc., but man falsely attributes action to the· 
Self and imagines " I am the agent, mine is action, by ma 
shall the fruit of action to reaped.'' Similarly, he falsely 
imputes to the Self the cessation (of activity) which really per
tains to the body and the senses, as also the happiness which 
results from that cessation (of activity): he imagines ' I shall 
be quiet, so that I may be happy, without worry and without 
action ; and I do notb ing now, I am quiet and happy.\ ·To 
remove this false impression, the Lord says" He who can see 
inaction in action," &c. 

Now, action which belongs to the body and the senses, 
while yet retaining its· own nature as action, is falsely imputed 

· by all to the Self who is actionless and immutable ; whence 
even a learned man thinks '' I act., Hence tbe passage 
means :-He who sees inaction in action, i.e.t he who has the 
right knowledge that action which is commonly supposed by 
all to pertain to the Self, does not really belong to the Self, 
just as motion does not really pertain to the trees (on the 
shore of the river) which appear (to a man on board the ship) 
to move in the opposite direction; and he who sees·action in 
inaction, i.e., he who knows that even inaction is action~- for, 
inaction is but a cessation of bodily and mental activities, .and 
like aation it is falsely attributed to the Self and causes the· 
feelmg of egoism as expressed in the words" quiet and doing 
nothing, I sit happy ;"-he who can realize the nature of 
action and inaction as now explained is wise among men; be 
is devout (Yogin}, he is the performer of all actions. He is 
released from evil ; he has achieved all. 

This verse has been interpreted in a different way by 
some co·m mentators.-How r-The obligatory duties (nitya
karma), performed for the sake of Isvara, do not produce·any 
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effect and may therefore, be :figuratively termed inaction i.e., 
they are equivalent to inaction; and neglect of those duties 
produces evil and may therefore, only figuratively, be termed 
action i.e .. it is equivalent to action. Accordingly .. they ha.ve 
interpreted the verse thus:-He who regards the obi igatory 
duties (nityakarma) as inaction, since they do not produce any 
effect-just as a cow 1nay be said to be no cow when she does 
not serve the purpose of yielding milk,-and he who regards 
the neglect of obligatory duties as an action, since it produces 
evil such has hell (riaraka), he is wise among men. &c• 

This interpretation cannot hold good. As such know
ledge cannot lead to liberation from evil, the Lord's statement 
that "by know.ing which thou shalt be liberated from 
evil'' (iv. 16) would prove false. Even though it be grant
ed (for mere argument's sake) that I iberation from evil 
accrues from the performanoe of obligatory duties (nitya
kar ma) it can never be granted that it will accrue from the 
mere knowledge that they do not, produce any effect. Cer
tainly it is nowhere taught (in sruti) that liberation from 
evil accrues from the knowledge that obligatory duties do 
not produce effects or from a knowledge of those obligatory 
duties themselves. It cannot be urged that it has .. been 
taught here by the Lord.• The same argu~ent holds good 
also against their view as to seeing action in inaction .. 
Indeed, this precept enjoins, (they hold). not that neglect 
of obligatory duties (nitya-karma) should be regarded as 
action, but only that obligatory duties should be perform
ed. Moreover, no good can result from the knowledge that 
non-performance of obligatory duties leads to evil. Neither 

• For iJl.the words '' by knowing which thou shalt be liberated from 
vii," (v. 16) the Lord refers to knowledge ol the things there spoken of, 
ut not to the particular knowledge that obligatory duties produce no 

effects. 
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can non-performance (which is non-existent in itself) of 
obligatory dnties be enjoined as an object on which to fix: 
our thought. Nor by a false 'knowledge which regards 
inaction as action can a man be released from evil, or said 
to be wise and devout and to have performed all actions: and 
such a knowledge deserves no praise. False knowledge is 
itself the evil ; how ca.n it release us from another evil P 
Darkness does not expel darkness. 

(Objeotion) :-The knowledge that inaction is action or 
that action is inaction is not an illusion, but a figurative ideac 
based upon the fact of productiveness or unproducti veness of 
effects. 

(.Answer) :-No. For, nowhere is it taught that even such 
a figurative idea rega.rding action and inaction ~s of any 
good. Neither is any purpose served by thus ignoring tlte. 
immediate subject of discourse and speaking of something 
else. It is, moreover, possible to express more directly the 
fact that obligatory duties do not produce effects and tba.t 
their omission leads to hell. What, then, might be the 
purpose ser·ved by such an ambiguous circumlocution as ''he 
who can see inaction in action" &c. P Sucb. an explanation 
is tantamount to saying that the Lord waoted to confound 
other:'s by these utterances. It is not necessary to mistifJ 
tbe doctrine (of obligatory duties) by means of symbolic
language, nor is it possible to mointa.in that it can be easily 
understood if expressed oftetl a.nd often and in more w:J.ys 
tha;a one.• For, the sam.e doctrine is more clearly expressed 
in U. 47, and ... needs no reiteration. It is only what is high 
and wor~hy of our effort tha.t is worth knowing, but not the 
worthless. No false knowledge is worth acquiring : nor is its 

• Just as we are to fix out idea. of Viet~u on a symbol such as a.r1 
idol. The symbol alleged to ba presented here to fix our thought u.pon. 
is an abhava or nonentity. · · 
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object•-wbich is unreal-worth knowing. No evil can 
ari$e from non-performance ; no existence can arise from 
non-existence. It has been said here, " Of the unreal no 
being there is," (ii. 16), and in the sruti '' How can tbe exis .. 
tent arise from the non-existent?" (Chha. Up. 6-2·2). To say 
that an existent object arises from the non-existent is tant· 
amount to saying that non-existent~ itself becomes existence 
ar.:d vice versa, which cannot be maintained as it is against all 
evidence. The scripture (sastra) cannot enjoin an act which 
is P.roductive of no good ; for, such an act ~s painful in its 
performance, and no pain would ever be deliberately incurred. 
Since it is admitted that omission of such duties leads to hell, 
it .would simply amount to this, that Revelation (sastra) is of 
no good, since performance as well as omission of duties there
in enjoined alike result in. pain. Moreover, he who admits that 
obligatory duties produce no effects and at the same time holds 
that they lead to salvation, lands himself in a self·contradiction. 

Wherefore, this verse admits only of a literal interpreta .. 
lion, and we have interpreted it accordingly. 

Who is a. Sage ? 

The realization of inaction in action and vice versa is 
extolled as follows : 

..,. r.b 

~~ ~Cf ~;r~~~~r: Cfill{et~qEU\j£6f: t 
" ~ . " . ~flqltilq:;~~i-UOT a'il~t qro~a ~f: II ~ ·~ II 

19· He whose engagements are all devoid of 
desires and purposes> and whqse actions. have been 
burnt by the fire of \Visdom, him · the wise call a 
s.a.ge. 

• '!he object of illusory knowledge, such as action (karma.} · · 
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The n1an who .bas realized the truth described above, 
whose works are all free fron1 desires and from purposes 
(sanl\alpa) which cause those desires, who performs mere 
deeds without any immediate purpose,-if he be engaged in 
wordly action, he does so with a view to set an example to 
the masses; if he has renounced wordly life, he performs 
deeds only for bodily maintenance,-whose actions, good and 
bad. are consur,ned in the fire of wisdom which consists in the 
realization of inaction and vice versa : him the wise who know 
Brahrr1an call a real sage (pandit~. 

The Sage's Wor Idly Action as an Example 
to th.e Masses. 

He who can see action in inaction and vice versa, (i.e .• 
who has realized the true nature of action and inaction), is, by 
virtue of that very realization, free from action ; he renounces 
(i:he world) and engages in no a.ction,-on1y doing what is re
quired for the bare existence of his body ,-even though he had 
been engaged in action before realizing the truth. On the 
other band, there may be a person who, having started with 
action and having since obtained the right knowledge of the 
Self, really abandons action with all its accessories, as he 
finds action of no use ; but who, finding that for some reason 
he cannot abandon action, may continue doing action as before, 
with a view to set an example to the world at large, devoid of 
attachment to action and its result, and therefore having no 
selfish end i11 view ; such a man really does nothing. His 
action is equivalent to inaction, since all his actions are con .. 
sumed in the fire of kn.owledge. To teach this, the Lord says : 
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20. Having abandoned attachment for the 
fruits of action, ever content, dependent on none, 
though engaged in actions, nothing at all does he do. 

He who bas abandoned all concern for action and all 
attachment for its results in virtue of the knowledge of the 
truth explained above, who is always content, longing for no 
objects of senses : who seeks nothing whereby to achieve 
any end of his (i.e., to secure enjoyments in this birth or the 
next); who, for want of any selfish end in view, might give up 
action with its accessories ; but who finding it impracticable 
to get away from action. engages in action as before with a 
view to set an example to the world or to avoid the displeasure 
of the orthodox,-such a man, though engaged in actions, 
really does nothing at all, since he is endued with knowledge 
of the actionless Self. 

The Sage's Action Fo.r Bodily Maintenance. 
He who, unlike the one Just spoken of, bas, even before 

engaging in action, realized his indentity with Brahman (the 
absolute) abiding within all as the innermost actionless Self (the 
Pratyagatman); who is free from des~re for objects of pleasure 
seen or unseen : and who, therefore, finding no use in action 
which is intended to secure such objects of pleasure, renounces 
all action with accessories, except what is necessary for the 
bare bodily maintenance; such a devotee, steady in his devotion 
to knowledge, is liberated. To teach this, the Lord ssys: 

~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 

titU~t(:{atrq~T~ffT ~e-qr,tnt: 1 

:;utfT{ i6<{~ Cfi1l ~~iTfstffir fen~ifliftt_ I I ~ ~ I I 

2.I· Free from desire, with the mind and the 
self controlled, having relinquished all possessions 
doing mere bodily action, he incurs no sin. 
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He from whom all desires have departed, by whom the 
mind and the body (the self, the external aggregate of causes 
and effects) have been controlled, by whom all property has 
been disowned, who does mere bodily action (action necessary 
for the bare existence of the body), without attachment even 
for that action,-be iucurs no sin which will produce evil 
effects. Even dharma is a sin,-in the case of him who seeks 
liberation,-ina.Sm uch as it causes bondage. He is liberated 
from both (dharma and a-dharma), i.fl, be is liberated from 
sam sara. 

Now, what does the phrase 'mere bodily action', {sarira .. 
karma) mean? Does it mean action which can be performed 
by means of the body only r Or does it mean action required 
for the bare existence of the body P 

One may ask: What is the good of this enquiry P What 
if 'bodily action' rneans 'action done by means of the body 1 

or ' action necessary for the bare existence of the bodytP 

We reply as f.ollows: 
Firstly :-If 'mere bodily action' means 'action which can 

be performed by means of the body only', the words would 
imply that even he who, by means of the body, does an un· 
lawful action productive of some visible or invisible results. 
incurs no sin. Then this teaching would contradict the· 
teaching of the si.stra. And to say that he who does by means 
of the body a .lawful action productive of some visible or 
invisible results incurs no sin is to deny something which even 
the opponent would never advance. Moreover, the qualifica· 
tions 'doing bodily action' and 'mere' would imply that sin 
accrues to him who in speech or thought performs actions 
enjoined or prohibited by the sAstra, respectively called dharma 
and a-dharma. To say, then, that he who does a lawful act in 
speech or thought incurs sin would be to contradict the 
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scripture ; and to say that he who does an unlawful act in 
speech or thought incurs sin is a useless reiteration of what is 
known. 

Seaondly: If, on the other hand, ''bodily action'' be 
interpreted to mean 'action required for the bare existence 
of the body,' then the teaching amounts to this: He who in 
deed, speech and thought does no other action, lawful or 
unlawful, productive of results here or hereafter; -who, in 
deed, speech or thought, performs in the eye of the world just 
those acts which are required for the bare existenc~ of the 
body without even such attachment to those acts as is 
implied in the words "I do," he does not incur sin. Since 
it cannot even be imagined that such a man can do any wrong 
which may be called sin, he is not subject to rebirth ; he is 
liberated without any let or hindrance, since all his .actions 
have been consumed in the fire of l<nowledge.-Thus, there 
is here only a reiteration of the results of the right knowledge, 
·which have been described already (in iv. 18). The phrase 
' mere bodily action ' thus understood gives no room to 
·objection. ' 

Since an ascetic who bas disowned all property does not 
·Own even the articles of food and other things re }Uired for 
the maintenance of the body, it would follow that the body 
should be maintained by begging or such other means. Now 
the Lord points out such means of obtaining food and other 
things required for the maintenance of the body as are sanc
tioned by the texts like the following: 

'• What is not begged for, not previously arrranged 
for, what has been brought to him without his effort. .. '' 
(Baudhayana-Dharmasutra 2-8-12). 

"\. " "\ " :Qi;~f~f¥lff;:~-r lJ:t:iiT~f(JT Jql=J~Q~: I 
n... ,.....~ ,...._ "' " 

~if: •~;gfqJ~~~ =Tf !)cSffSJq' if Tifif~6 II ~ ~ II 
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22. Satisfied with what comes to him by 
chance, rising above the pairs of opposites, free 
from envy, equanimous in success and failure, 
though acting he is not bound. 

He who is satisfied with whatever he may obtain by 
chance, without his effort or request, who his not affected in 
mind by the attack of such pairs of opposite (dvandva) as 
heat and cold, who cherishes no feelings of envy and jea
lousy, who is calm whether he obtains or not such things as 
might come to him without effort,-such a devotee, feeling 
no pleasure or pain whether he obtains or not food and otbet 
things required for the maintenance of the body, seeing action 
in inaction and 'IJiae versa, ever steady in his knowledge of the 
true nature of the Self, always disowning agency-'' I do 
nothing at all, energies act upon energies,''-in all acts of the 
body, etc., while begging or doing. any thing else for the bare 
existence of the body,-thus realizing the non·agency of the 
Self, he really does no act at all, not even the act of begging. 
But as he appears to act like the generality of mankind, 
agency is imputed to him by people, and so far be is the agent 
in the act of begging and the like. From his own point of 
view, however, as based on the teaching of the scriptures 
which are the source of right knowledge, he is no agent at all .. 
Thus, though he performs the act of begg!ng and the 1 ike 
required for the bare existence of the body, and though with 
reference to these acts agency is imputed to him by others~ he 
is not bound, since action and its cause) which are the source 
of bon~age, ba ve been burnt in the fire of wisdotn· This is 
only a reiteration of what has been already said (i v. 19, 21). 

The sage's worldly aption does n()t bind him. 

It has been shown in iv. 20 that that ma.1n does no action 
who, having started in life with action, has since realized the 
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actionless Self as one with Brahman and has seen the non• 
existence of the agent, action and results, but who, though 
competent to renounce action, yet, on account of something 
preventing him from doing so, has continued in action as before .. 
Of him wbo, as thus shown, does no action, the Lord says : 

"" "' if6SI~ ij~~ ~T;:(TeJT~~rqij"'f(: I 
~ . ,... " ' 

i{~J~f:q'~6: Cf;+r .~ilii StTeJ~1~6 II ~ ~ " 
23· Of the matl whose attachment is gone, 

who is liberated, whose mind is established in kno\v ... 
ledge, who acts for the sake of sacrifice,-his whole 
action melts a way. 

That man from whom all attachment is gone, from whom 
all cause of bondage, dharma and a-dbartna, has fled away, 
whose mind is ever fixed in wisdom alone, who acts with a 
liew, to the performance of a sacrifice -his action with its 
result is di&sol ved away, is reduced to nothing. 

_Wisdom-sacrifice. 
For what reason, then, is all action which be does, entirely 

dissolved, 'vithout producing its natural result P- Listen 
why. 

Jf&rrtioi i{~~~qm,nm ~an saa:r ' 
~ "' • ~ ,.... 0 Jff.R'Jf aif ;-r;a;if ~ltC61H.1'1Tt~ilf u it 4 n 

24· Brahtnan is the offering, Brah.man the 
oblatton ; hy Brahman is the oblation poured into 
the fire of Brahman; Brahman verily shall be 
reached by hirn who always sees Brahtnan in 
action. 

• With a view to please the Lord, Narayana (Yajna-Sacrifice, 
Vish1~u).- (A). 
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The man who has realized Brahman sees that the instru
ment by which the oblation is poured in the fire is nothing but 
Brahman : that it has no existence apart from that of the Self, 
just as silver has no existence apart from that of the mother-of
pearl (mistaken for silver). What (in the illustration) appears 
·as silver is nothing but the mother-of-pearl. What people 
look upon as the instrument of offering is, to one who bas realized 
Brahman, nothing but Brabman. Brahman is the oblation; i.e. 

' what is regarded as oblation is to hin1 nothing but Brahman; 
and it is by Brahman that the offering is made, i e., the agent 
is none other than Brahtnan. The act of offering is n0tbing 
but Brahman; and the result, the goal to be reached by him 
who always sees Brahman in action is 110thing but Brahtnan. 

Thus, the actton performed by birn who wishes to set an 
example to the world is in reality no action, as it has been 
destroyed by the realization of Brahman in action. This 
representation as a sacrifice (Yajna) of the right knowledge 
possessed by hhn who bas given up all rites and has renounced 
all action js quite in ~ts place, as serving to extol that right 
knowledge. For him who has realised the supereme Reality, 
the instrument of offering and other accessories connected with 
the actual sacrifice are nothing but Brahman, who is one with 
his own Self. Else, it would be to no purpose to speak 
specifically of the instrument and other accessories of a 
sacrificiaT. rite as Brahman, when everything is Brahman. 
Wherefore, to one who realises that all is Brahman, there is 
110 action. Moreover, all idea of the accessories of action is 
absent ; and indeed, no act of sacrifice is ever possible in the 
absence of such an idea. E.very sacrificial rite, such as 
agnihotra, is associated with an idea (derived from the revealed. 
texts) of the accessories of action, such as a particular God 
or Gods to whom the oblation should be offered, and with 
egoism on the part of the agent and his attachment for the 
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results. No sacrificial rite is ever found unassociated with 
the idea of the accessories of action and results, unaccom pa
nied with the egoism and a longing for the results. But this 
(wisdom-sacrifice) is an acfion wherein all idea of the instru
ment and other various accessories of action, all idea of 
action itself and of its results, has been replaced by the one 
idea. of Brahman. Whence it is no action at all. This is 
shewn in iv 18. 20; iii. 28 ; v. 8 Thus teaching, our Lord 
here and there tries also to remove all idea of dual.ity, i e., of 
action, its result and its accessories• It is adndtted In the case 
of the Kamya-Agnihotra-the sacrifice of Agnihotra performed 
for some selfish purpose-that it ceases to be a Kamya-Agni
botra in the absence of that purpose. So also we are given to 
know that actions produce different results according as they 
are performed deliberate! y or otherwise. Accordingly, here 
too, in the case of the wise man in whom the 1dea of Brahman 
has replaced all idea of duality-such as, the instrument and 
other accessories of the act of offering, the act itself and its 
results--his action, though appearing as such externally, 
ceases to be action. Whence it is said " the whole action 
melts away''. (i v. 23). 

In interpreting this passage, some say :-What we call 
Brahn1an is the instran1ent of action and so on- And in fact 
it is Brahn1an that manifests Himself in the five forms-such 
as action and its accessories,-and does the action. In this 
case, the idea of the instrumen~ and other accessories of action 
does not cease to exist. On the other hand, it is taught that 
the idea of Brahman should be fixed upon action and its 
accessories in the same way that the idea of Vishnu is fixed 
upon an idol or the idea of Brahman is fixed upon ' name •· 
(Vide Chh. Upanishad, 7-1-5). 

Indeed, even this view would be possible if this particu· 
lar section of the discourse were not here concerned with the 
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praise of the Wisdom-sacrifice (j n§.na·yajna). On the other 
band, our Lord will here speak of the several acts of worship 
termed yajnas (sacrifice) and then praise wisdom, the right 
know ledge, in these terms : "'' Superior is the wisdom-sacrifice 
to the sacrifice with objects." (iv. 33). And it has been 
shewn that the verse is intended to represent wisdom as a 
sacrifice (vide p. 126)· But, with those who maintain that the 
idea of Brahman should be fixed upon the sacdficial rite and 
all its accessories, just as the idea of Vishnu is fixed upon an 
idol or the idea of Brahman on ' name' -the Brahma·vidyi 
{knowledge of Brahman), which has been hitherto spoken of 
cannot be the aim of the teaching here ; for, this verse would 
be mainly concerned, according to their interpretation, with 
the instrument, etc., connected with a sacrificial rite. Moreover, 
moksba cannot be obtained by that knowledge which consists 
in fixing the idea of Brahtnan on' a symbol (such as a sacrificial 
rite). It has been here said that Brahman is the goal to be 
reached. It is indeed opposed to truth to maintain that 
moksha can be obtained without knowledge. 

Such interpretation is also opposed to the context. Right 
knowledge is the subject of which this Discourse treats (vide iv. 
18), and the concluding portion of the Discourse treats of the 
same subject as shewn by the closing verses. The Discourse 
indeed concludes by extolling right knowledge (iv. 33, 39); 
Accordingly it is not right to maintain that, all on a sudden, 
and without reference to the present topic, it is here taught 
that the idea of Brahman should be fixed on an idol. 

Wherefore this verse should be interpreted as has been 
done by us. 

Sacrifices Effected By Action. 
After representing the right kuowl edge as a sacrifice, the 

Lord proceeds to enumerate other kinds of sacrifice, with a 
view to extol right knowledge : 
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~ ' ~ • 'O. ~ " 
<tct~~Tq~ ~ij' ~n•a;:t: ~qy~~ I 

itiUT!lttt"q{ ;.Jlf ~~~~)q~£6 II ';( ~ ll 

25. Other yogins resort to sacrifices to Gods; 
tn the fire of Brahman others offer the Self by the 
Self. 

Some yogins, devotees to action, perform only sacrificial 
rites in devotion to the Gods, while others who know B~hmaa, 
the Absolute, sacrifice the Self by the Self in the fire of 
Brahman. The oblation (ahuti) in his latter sacrifice is yajna, 
the Self,-for 'yajna,' is enumerated among the terms 
synonymous with ' atman '-who is in reality one with 
Brahman, but who is conditioned by the upadhis (such as 
buddbi) with all their attributes superimposed upon Hirn. 
This oblation of the Self is poured by the Self into Brahman, 
-here termed fire, the place jato which that oblation is 
poured.-as described in the following texts: 

" Brahman is the Reat, Consciousness, the Infinite." 
(Tait. Up 2-l). 

'' Brahman who is Consciousness and Bliss.'' (Bri. 
up. 5-9· 28 ). 

'' Brahman who is immediately cognised by all, and 
who is the innermost Self of all "(Bri. Up. 3·2·1) 

Brahman is devoid of all characteristics of mundane existence 
(samsara) such as hunger and thirst, inconceivable in 
any particular form of aspect, as taught by the Scripture in 
the terms" It is not thus, it is not thus." (Bri. Up. 4•4 .. 27). 

To know the conditioned Self as identical with the un. 
conditioned Brahman is to sacr.ifice the Self in Brahman. 
This is the sacrifice which is performed by those who, having 
renounced all action, areever steady in their knowledge of the 
identity of the Self with Brahman. 
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This Wisdom-Sacrifice (described in iv. 24) is here 
enumerated along with the Gods-Sacrifice (Daiva-yajna) and 
others, with a view to extol it (iv. 33). 

~1ifrJ;.~~to~·~ ~+Tr~ ~Rr 1 
. ~~ ~ ~ ~ 

~it\Tctrt~~~~~ \Fst~n;;w~ ~ra I I '( ~ II 

26. Others offer hearing and other senses in 
the fires of restraint; others offer sound. and other 
objects in the fires of the senses. 

Some yogins offer hearing and other senses in the fires of 
restraint (samyama) ;-the plural ' fires ' is used bec~use the 
restraint differs with each sense ;-they are ever engrossed in 
restraining their senses ; while others sacrifice the objects of 
senses in the fires of the several senses, ~:e., they regard it as 
a sacrifice to direct their senses only to the unforbidden objects 
of senses. 

~ "" ~,... ~" ' ~CITotlT-=t(;(efi+JTtllT SllotC:i'ttTOI :qrq~ I 
• ' ~ ,... f'\1"\. ...... 

an~+r;a~~Tilmt ~a ~r~nqa II ~" II 
27. And others sacrifice all the ft1nctions of 

the senses and the functions of the vitality in the 
wisdom ... kindled fire of the Yoga of Self-restraint. 

Wisdom-kindled: kindled by discriminative wisdom, as· a 
lamp is kindled by ail. The functions of pr~na, the vital 
air in the individual's body, are expansion, contraction, etc. 
The functions of the senses and of the vital air are com
pletely dissolved while 'the yogin concentrates the mind on 
the Self. 

' ' ' ~~~~~~r <.rt~i'Tt6~TSq{ I 

~<~Tqlffif~ij'fll ~6~: ~fuaSi~tr: l 1 ~·, l i 
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28. Others are sacrificers by their wealth, 
sacrifi'cers by austerity, sacrificers by Yogas, sacri
ficers by reading and know ledge, ascetics of rigid 
vows. 

Of others, some sacrifice by way of giving away their 
wealth to the deserving; some by austerity; some by Yoga, 
comprising such parctices as Pranayama (restraint of vital 
airs) and Pratyfihara (withdra,wal of the mind from. external 
objects) ; some by way of repeating Vedic texts such as the 
Rig-Veda according to prescribed rules ; some by way of 
studying the contents of the Scriptures (sastra). 

' ,..... . ' . ' s:r:rr;:r ~nt' srrar !;ffotstrr;; a-~rsq~ 1 

snarrqrifrrEfr ~sstr !:fron~T+rtR:r~arr: 11 ~ ~ l l 
29. Others offer pr~na (outgoing breath) in 

apana (incoming breath), and ap~na in prana, 
restraining the passages of pr~na and apana, 
absorbed in pranayama (restraint of breath). 

SOine practise the kind of pratzayama called Puraka 
{filling in) ; some practise the kind of Pranayama called 
Rechaka (emptying); some are engaged in the practise of 
Prana,yama called Kumbhaka by impeding the outward 
passage of the air through nostriJs and the mouth, and by 
impeding the inward passage of the air in the opposite 
direction. 

Moreover. 

etq1: . fir~~~tu: .SITaT'FSfTOt~ ~Rf I 
~ifs~~ ~~fEr~ ~~~Attan~;JEff: 11 ~ o ll · 

3o. Others, with regulated· food, offer life
breaths in life-breaths. All these are knowers of 
sacrifice, whose sins are destroyed by sacrifice. 
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Regulated : limited. Whatever life•breath has been 
controlled~ into it they sacrifice all other life-breaths ; these 
latter become, as it were, merged in the former. 

' ...... ' " 
~~T~2T~6~~r ~n;;a: jf~ ~;:rra:~q_ 1 

. "'' ' iiT~ ~lCli'TS~~<r~~ ~cffSrt.:J: ~~~;:r II ~ ~ II 
34· Eating of ambrosia, the remnant of the 

sacrifice, they go to Eternal B'rahtnan. This 
world is not for the non-sacrificer ; whence the 
·other ?-0 best of Kurus. 

Performing the sacrifices mentioned above, they eat, at 
intervals, of prescribed food in a prescribed manner. Food 
so eaten is called ambrosia, amrita (immortal). If they wish 
for moksha, they go to Brahman in course of time, not at 
once, a~ we should understand for consistency's sake. Even 
this world, which is common to all beings, is not for one who 
performs none of the sacrifices mentioned above. How can 
there be to him another world which can be secured only by 
'superior means ? 

. " " "' " qF.t 'ij§TEI~r ~~T lefCfijf ~11tf ~~ I 

~~~r~q~ a-r~aq:r~~ ~r~<n fcf~=irct<ta 11 ~ '< u 
32. Thus manifold sacrifices are spread at 

the tr1outh of ·Brahman. Know tt~em all as born 
of action. Thus knowing, thou shalt be liberated. 

Thus various sacrifices, such as those ·mentioned above, 
are spread at the mouth of Brahman, i.e , are known from the 
Vedas through. such. passages as the following : " We sacrifice 
prana in speech·'' Know that they are all born of the not
Self,--of action in deed, speech and thought,-for the Self is 
actionless. If you realise that '' these are not my actions, I atn 
actionless, I am unconcerned," you will be released, by this 
right knowledge, from evil, from the bond of samsara. 
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Wisdom· .. sacrifice is superior to other sacrifices. 
Right knowledge was represented as a sacrifice in iv. 24.. 

Then several sacrifices have be·en taught. Knowledge is now 
extolled as compared with these latter kinds of sacrifices 
which are all means of attaining the several objects of human 
pursuit. 

' ~~;~~l'U~~~-: ~q I . ~,... . ~ ""' ,..... ""' 
~CJ cn+rn~® tn~ m;r qJ~t~a ll ~ ~ 11 

33· Superior is wisdom·sacrifice to the sacri
fice with objects, 0 harasser of thy foes. All 
action, without exception, 0 son of Pritba, is 
comprehended in wisdom. 

The sacrifice performed with material objects produces 
material effects, whereas wisdom-sacrifice does not. Where
fore wisdom-sacrifice is superior to the sacrifice performed 
with material objects. For, wisdom, which is the means to. 
moksba, comprehends aU action. So says the sruti : 

" Just as (in the game of four dice) the three dice are 
comprehended in the fourth termed krita, so whatever 
good people do, all that reaches him. Any other man 
who knows that which he knew (obtains the same 
result).-(Cbha. Up. 4-1-4). 

How and where one should seek wisdom. 
By what means is this grand wisdom to be obtained P 

",.. ,....., .... ,....... ..... "' 
6TU:FI srtotqt(Jit qtur~ ~er(fr 1 

~a:~~ ij ~;f ltlffl~~ctttT~if: II ~ V U 

34• Know this : by long prostration, by 
enquiry, by service, those men of wisdom who 
have realised the truth will teach thee wisdom. 
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Know thou by what process it is obtained. Go to the 
teachers (Acharyas) and humbly prostrate thyself before them. 
Ask them what is the cause of bondage (bandha) and what 
the means of deliverance ; what is wisdom ( vidya) and what 
nescience (avidya). Do service to the Guru. Won over by 
these and other marks of respect, the teachers who, )tr.nowing 
the truth as well as realising it themselves, will impart to thee 
their wisdom,-that wisdom which has been described above· 
Some only, but not all, know as well as realise the truth.-By 
this the Lord means to say that that knowledge alone which 
is imparted by those who have realised the truth-and no 
o.ther knowledge-can prove effective. 

Then alone the following statement will hold good : 
...,. ...... • 1'. 

<t~~RC{f if !l'ltlf(+fSf iff~ll2i qro~q 1 
...... '"' ' ,..... <t't 'lij'f;:tJ~~G'f ~a:~~T~'IM.t~r iiftr II ~ "\ II 

35· Knowing which, thou shalt not again 
thus fall into error, 0 Pandava; and by which, 
thou wilt see all beings in thy Self and also in Me. 

Having obtained the wisdom imparted by them, you will 
not be again subject to confusion as you now are.. By this 
wisdom you will also•immediately perceive all beings, from 
Brahma. (the Creator). down to grass, in your own Self. You 
will then realise that " these beings exist in Me." You will 
also see them all in Me, Vasudeva, thus : '' And these beings 
exist in the Supreme Lord;" i.e., you will realise that unity 
of the individual Soul (Kshetrajna) and the Isvara which is so 
clearly taught in all the Upanishads. 

Wisdom, a oonsumet• of all sins and actions. 
Moreover, see how excellent knowledge is: 

,.... ...... ,..... ' ""'I' 
suq ;qq:re qrq+~: ~er+i.t: qrq~:ett:t: 1 

~~I ~fif~~it; ~~ii ~oft1iqfu U ~ ~ H 
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36. Even shou1dst thou be the most sinful of 
all the sinful, thou shalt verily cross all sin by the 
bark of wisdom. 

With the boat of this know I edge, verily, you can cross the 
ocean of sin. For one who seeks liberation, even dharma. 
proves to be a sin. 

How does wisdom destroy sin ?-Here is an example: 
~ .,.... ,..... ... ,.... ~ ........ (' 

~~~TT~ ~~+r~TSltl+r~~H(f§~<lS~\i I 
,... ~ (',.... ... 

~\'fqfTiU ~qef.+rJTOT +rm~-:n~~'i~ <:T~T I I ~ " l l 

37, As kindled fire reduces fuel to ashes, 0 
Arjuna, so does wisdom-fire reduce all actions to 
ashes. 

Just as a well-kindled fire reduces fuel to ashes, so does 
the fire of the wisdom reduce all actions to ashes, i.e., it 
renders them important. The fire of wisdom cannot indeed 
literally. reduce actions to ashes as fire reduces fuel to ashes. 
Accordingly we should understand that right knowledge is the 
cause which renders all actions impotent. But the actions by 
which this body has been brought into existence will come to 
an end only when their effects will have been fully worked 
out; for, those actions have already commenced their effects. 
Thus wisdom can destroy only such actions as have not yet 
begun to produce their effects, whether they are actions done 
in this birth before the rise of knowledge and along with 
knowledge. or those done in the 1nany previous births. 

Wherefore, 
" ..... .. ,...., ,..... ,...... ..... 

;:r .~ m;:J;:r ~~~ trJqSJJ+I~ Tq~(l 1 . ..... .,.... ...... ,.... ,...... ,..... 
~~q CJTfl;er~~: etit~•n«nii ter-=trt~ u ~' n 
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38. Verily, there exists here no purifier equal 
to wisdom. He who is perfected by Yoga finds it 
in time in himself by himself. 

The seeker of moksha who bas perfected and regenerated 
himself by Yoga-by Karma· Yoga and by Samadhi-Yoga
will after a long practice, himself find spiritual wisdom in 
himself. 

The surest means to wisdom. 
The surest means of acquiring wisdom is taught as 

follows : 
~ "' . . .......... 

~~Tettt!J~6 ~Jwt ~tf{: ~~T~:tr: I . . ...... ...... ' ...... " 
~Titf '€?5 ~~en tR:T ~TF~liJ:q{IJlTT~il~~~~ l l ~ ~ 1 \ 

39· He obtains wisdom who is full of faith, 
who is devoted to it, and who has subdued the 
senses. Having obtained wisdom, he ere long 
attains to the Supreme Peace. 

A man full of faith obtains wisdom. But he may be 
slow; whence it is enjoined that he should ever be intently 
devoted to the means of obtaining wisdom, such as constant 
attendance· ·on the Teachers (Gurus)*. A man of faith and 
devotion may not have mastery over the senses ; whence it is 
also enjoined that he should withdraw his senses away from 
their engrossment in objects. Such a man of faith, devotion 
and self-control is sure to obtain wisdom. Mere external acts 
(iv. 35), such as long prostration before the Guru, may fail to 
produce the required eff~ct, since they may be tinged with 
hypocrisy. But hypocrisy is impossible when a man is full 
of faith and so on. Whence these are the certain means of 
acquiring wisdom.-What is the result of this acquisition of 
wisdom r-·rhe answer follows~ Having obtained wisdom, he 
swiftly att~.ins the Supreme Peace, called Moksha. That 

* And listening to their teachings, etc. 
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the right knowledge quickly 1 eads to moksha is an established 
truth clearly taught by all·sastras as well as reason. 

Wisdom the killer ot doubt. 
Thou shalt not doubt this, for doubt is most sinfuL-

How P- Listen : . . ,.... ' " 
31'~3T~fiUS ~~~~T TCfii~T~ I 

ill~ ~T~ sRif ;r 'fU if ~ ~~~Ri{;f: t l \l o II 
40. The ignorant, the faithless, and one of 

doubting self, is ruined. There is neither this 
world, nor the other, nor happiness, for ·one of 
doubting self. 

. The man who knows not the Self is ruined, as also the 
man who has no faith in the teachings and the words of his 
Guru, and the man whose mind is full of doubts. No doubt 
the ignorant and the faithless are ruined, but not to the 
same extent as a man of doubting mind. He is the most 
.sinful of all.-How P-Even thjs world which is ·.common 
to all men is not won by a sceptic, nor th~ other world, 
nor happiness : for even these things come within the. 
sweep of his doubt. Wherefore thou shalt not doubt. 

Wherefore P-For, 
' . ~. " . 
~T~1'€i;:(l~Cfi+rTIJf "tWft1T0:~6\U~at. I . ('" ,... "' . 
Sffi'iqt:a ;r Cfi'ITTOT tiiar~nw=a ~~~ ll ~ ~ 1 J 

41. Hirn who has renounced actions by 
Yoga, whose doubts have been cloven asundt:!r by 
wisdom, who is self-possessed, actions bind not, 
0 Dhanamjaya. 

He w.ho sees the Supreme Being renounces all actions
dharma and a-dharma-by virtue of Yoga or knowledge of 
the Supreme Being. He attains this stage when his doubt 
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bas been cloven asunder by the realisation of the oneness 
of the Self with the Isvara~· As he traces all actions to the 
interactions of the energies (gunas), actions do not bind him ; 
they do not produce ~ny effects. (good or bad) in the case of 
him who, in virtue of his· Yoga, has renounced all actions and 
is ever watcbf~l over his self. 

Since that man .,vbo, in yirtue of the practice of karma
yoga, has all· hi~ 4~ubts cut asunder by knowledge which 
arises as a result. of a:Ir· imput)ty having been washed away, 
is not .pound by actions because they have been consumed 
in the fire of wisdom; and ·.since that man is ruined who 
entertains doubts as to the prac!ice of karma and knowledge. . . ,.... 

aGff({~il~~l{6 (t~ il'TiUfe-ilTSS~'lqt I 
" ·~. . . ' " '" T3~eJit' ~~ <rrrtq-na-\1rr"6~ ~n~a 1 l ~ 't 11 

42. Therefore with the sword of wisdom 
cleave asunder this doubt of the Self lying in the 
heart and born of ignorance, and resort to Yoga. 
Arise, 0 Bharata. 

Doubt is most sinful. It is born of ignorance and lies in 
the budd hi. Kill it by wisdom, by right knowledge of the Self. 

[The word '' atmanah " means 'of the Self,' 'concerning 
the Self,' but not 'cherished by thyself.' Arjuna's doubt here 
is about the Self. If Arjuna could ever think that one man's 
doubt is ever to be cut by another, then the Lord might say 
'kill th;y doubt ' as opposed to another's doubt. Even if 
Arjuna has been asked to kill the doubt concerning the Self, 
it implies also that tbe doubt is one cherished by Arjuna.] 

Knowledge is destructive of all evil, such as grief, folly, 
and the like. Having thus slain doubt, the cause of thy ruin, 
apply thyself to Karma· Yoga, the means of acquiring right 
knowledge. Now arise and fight, 0 descendant of Bharata .. 



FIFTH DISCOURSE. 

SAMNY ASA .. YOOA 

Which is better for the ignorant, Karma-Yoga 
or Samnyasa? 

In iv. 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 32, 33, 37 and 41, the Lord bas 
spoken of the renunciation of all actions ; and in iv• 42 He 
has exhorted Arjuna to engage in Yoga, in performance of 
action. Owing to the mutual opposition between performance 
of action and renunciation thereof as between motion and rest, 
the two cannot be accomplished by an individual at one and 
the same tim e. Neither have two distinct periods of time been 
prescribed for their respective observance. By inferences 
therefore, on1y one of them forms Arjuna's duty; so that 
thinking that, of the two,-performance of action and renunci
ation thereof,-he should resort to the better of the two to the 
exclusion of the other, Arjuna asks ( v. 1) of the Lord with a 
desire to know whir.h is the better of the two. 

(Objection) :-As going to speak of entire devotion to 
Jnanayoga on the part of him who bas rea.lised the Self, the 
Lord has taught, in the passages quoted above, that such a 
man has to renounce action, but not he who bas not realised 
the Self. Since performance of action and renunciation of 
action thus pertain to two distitfct classes of people respect
ively, Arjuna's question with a view to know which of the 
two is better than the other is irrelevant. 

(Attswer) :-Yes ; from your standpoint the question is 
irrelevant. But from the questioner's (Arjuna's) own stand_ 
point, the question, we say, is quite relevant -How ?-In th~ 
passages quoted above, the Lord enjoins renunciation as a 
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duty (in the form " Let the wise man renounce ") ; and it 
cannot be enjoined as a duty unless it (the term 'renounce ') 
is more important than the agent (i.e., the term 'wise'); so that 
this injunction of renunciation should be extended so as to apply 
to that man also who has not realised the Self, because renunci
ation is elsewhere enjoined on him also.• It cannot be made 
out that renunciation of action is here intended for that man 
only who has realised the Self.t Thus arguing, Arjuna thinks 
that an ignorant man may either perform action or renounce it. 
But, owing to the mutual opposition of the two courses as shown 
above, only one of them can form the duty (of an individual 
at a time). And tnasmuch as it is the better one of the two 
that should be followed, but not the other, the question with a 
view to know which of the two is the better is not irrelevant. 

Tbe question is not with reference to tbe enlightened. 

That this is the meaning of Arjuna's question is also 
e-vident from an examination of the meaning of the words in 
reply.-How ?-The reply runs as follows : ,. Samnyasa 
and Karma-Yoga both lead to the highest bliss ; but Karma- · 
Yoga is the better of the two " ( v. 2). We should now 

.ascertain: Is it in reference ~to the Karma-Yoga and the 
Karma-Samnyasa resorted to by a man who has realised the 
Self that it is said that they lead to the highest bliss as their 
result, and that the Karma-Yoga is for some reason the better 
of the two ? Or is it in reference to those resorted to by a 
man who. has not realised the Self that the statement is 

* When he is full of vairagya or indifference to all worldly concerns 
-(A). 

t The Mimamsakas bold that a single proposition can embody but a 
single injunction. Accordingly. if the proposition '' The wise should. 
renounce., be meant to enjoin renunciation, it cannot at the ~;ame time . 
enjoin that renunciation should be resorted to by the wise alone. Else it 
would involve the fallacy of.a double injunction in a single proposition. 
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made ?-What then ?~-Listen: As a man who has realised 
the Sel!' resorts to neither Karma-Yoga nor Sa1nnyasa, it is 
not right to speak of them as alike leading to the highest bliss 
or of the superiority of his Karma-Yoga over his Karma· 
Samoyasa. If for a man who has realised the Self, Karma
samnyasa and its opposite-Karma· Yoga (performance of 
action)-were possible, then it would have been right to 
speak of them as alike leading to the highest bliss or to speak of 
the superiority of his Karma-Yoga over his Karma· Sa1nnyasa. 
Inasmuch as, however, neither Karma·Samnyasa nor Karma. 
Yoga is possible for a man who has realised the Self, it is not 
right to speak of them as alike leading to the highest bliss, or 
to say that Karma .. Yoga is better than Karma-Samnyasa. 

Karma-Yoga and Samnyasa, inapplicable to the 
enlightened. 

(Question) :-Are both Karma· Yo.ga and Karma .. Sam
nyasa impossible, or is only one of them impossible, for a man 
who has realised the Self? If only one of them, is it Karma. 
Yoga or Karma·Samoyasa ? Wbat is the reason for the 
impossibility ? 

(Atzswer) :-Since the man who has realised the Self is 
free from illusory knowledge, Karma·Yoga which is based 
upon illusion must be impossible for him. Here, in the Gita• 
sastra, in the sections treating of the real nature of the Self, it 
is said that a man who knows the Self, who knows himself to 
be the Self that is devoid of all changes of birth, etc., and is 
actionless, and·whose illusory knowledge has been replaced 
by right knowledge,-that such a man has to renounce all 
actions, ever dwelling in the true actionless Self; and it is 
further said that, owing to the opposition between right 

* How is the former supposition liable to objection ? or how is the 
latter reasonable ?-(Ananclagiri) [Here the two Stlppositions are repeat
ed in the Bhashya, but they have been omitted in the translation] • 
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knowledge and illusory knowledge as well as between their 
effects, he has nothing to do with Karma-Yoga, the reverse of 
Karma-Samnyasa, presupposing an active Self and based on 
the idea of agency caused by illusory knowledge. Wherefore 
it is but right to say that, for him who has realised the Self 
and who is free from illusory knowledge, Karma-Yoga which 
is based upon the illusory knowledge is impossible. 

(Question):-What then, are the sections treating of the 
real nature of the Self in which the man who knows the Self 
is said to have no action to do r 

(.Ar&swer) :-In ii. 17, in ii. 19 and ii. 21, and in other 
places here and there, the man who has realised the Self is 
said to have no action to do. 

(Objection) :-Karma· Yoga is also taught here and there 
in the sections treating of the real nature of the Self, e.g., in 
ii. 18, 31, 47, etc. How, then, can Karma-Yoga be said to be 
imp'Ossible for a m941 who has realised the Self? 

(Answer) :-It is so, because there is an opposition 
between right knowledge and illusory knowledge as well as 
between their effects. In iii. 3 it is said that the Sankhyas 
who have realised the true nature of the Self apply themselves 
to devotion in the path of wisdom-ever dwelling in the 
actionless Self-as distinguished from 'devotion in the path of 
action which is intended for those who have not realised the 
Self. The man who has realised the Self bas no longer any 
object to gain, since he bas achieved all. In iii. 17 it is said 
that be has no more duties to perform. In such ~sages as 
iii. 4 and v. 6 Karma-Yoga is enjoined as an accessory to 
the acquisition of the knowledge of the Self, while in vi. 3 it 
is said that the man who bas obtained right knowledge has no 
longer anything to do with Karma· Yoga. Further, in iv. 21 
all action is denied to him except that which is required for 
bodily maintenance ; and even with reference to such acts of 
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hearing and seeing as may be required for mere bodily main, 
tenance, the man who knows the true nature of the Self is 
directed in v. 8 always to meditate with a concentrated mind 
on the idea that' it is not I that do it.' It is not possible to 
imagine even in a dream that the man who knows the Self 
can have anything to do with Karma-Yoga, so opposed to 
right knowledge and entirely based .upon illusory knowledge. 
Wherefore it is the Samnyasa and the Karma-Yoga of the 
man who has not reaHsed the Self that are spoken of (in this 
connection) as leading alike to moksha. This Samnyasa, 
which consists in renouncing a few actions only while Yet 
ther.e is an idea of agency,* is different from the.one already 
spoken of, from the renunciation of all actions,-which is 
resorted to by the man who has realised the Self. The former 
becomes very difficult of performance as it is further associated 
with ' yama ' and ' ni-yama ' and the like (which are the 
.,.various fonns of self-control). Karma-Yoga is comparatively 
easier of perforn1ance and is therefore spoken of as the better 
of the two. Thus an examination of the meaning of the words 
in reply leads also to the same conclusion as has been arrived 
at before as regards the meaning of Arjuna's question ... 

At the beginning of the third Discourse,. Arjuna, seeing 
that knowledge and action could not coexist in one tnan, asked 
the· Lord ''tell me that whi'ch is the better of the two ;'' and 
in reply the Lord declared decisively that devotion in the path 
of knowledge was meant for the Sankhyas-the renouncers, 
·the Samnyasins.-and that devotion in the path of action was 
meant for the Y ogins. And from the statement " nor by met" e 

:J&: He thinks that he bas yet to learn what the Vedanias or the 
Upanishads teach, to reason about it and to meditate upon it. He has 
renounced only those actions which are specially enjoined on the 
grihasthas or the second religious order {asrama) This sort of renuncia• 
tion is thus partial and is meant to afford to the aspirant greater leisure to 
apply himself to the acquisition a£ spiritual wisdom. 
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renunciation does he attain perfection '' (iii. 4) it is clear that, 
in the view of the Lord, renunciation with knowledge is a 
means of attaining perfection. And Karma-Yoga, too, must 
lead to perfection, inasmuch as it has been enjoined (iv. 42)· 
Arjuna now asks with a view to know as to which one of 
them, Kann-Yoga or Samnyasa, is better for a man who has 
no knowledge. 
-~ ~crr-q~-

• • ~.. -.c-. • ,...... 
~.:r-=~T{-1' Cfil10TT fl~lll' 3'ilffil :q ~a~r 

..... "\.'"\.• ~ ,...... ,..... ...... 
~~~<t ~EI~r~Efi ij"r~ [r&: grc:tr;a-crl{ !I ~ ll 

. Arj una said : 
I'" Renunciation of actions, 0 Krishna, Thou 

praisest, and again Yoga. Tell me conclusively 
that which is the better of the two. 

Thou teachest renunciation of those actions which are 
enjoined in the sastras, and Thou teachest also that per
formance of those very actions is necessary. I have, there
fore, a doubt as to which of them is better, perfonnance of 
(prescribed) actions or renunciation of those actions. It is 
the better course which must be follo\ved. Wherefore tell 
me couclusively that one,-it being impossible for one man to 
resort to both at the same time,-be it performance of actions 
or renunciation of actions, by which you think I may attain to 
perfection . 
. Karma-Yoga suits the ignorant better than Samnyasa.. 

To state His own opinion with a view to clear the doubt, 
the Lord says : 

·WhtlRri<'r:et :-. ~ ...... "' ~ 
~~B": e&~fif!Q rit:~<:racw~r~+rr 

...... ~. ~ '" "" ..... · ~:ql1:g eo+ra--=ttre:rt~+~<:rrifr tqT~(S1.f6 l 1 ~ ll 
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The Blessed Lord said : 

2· Renunciation and Yoga through action 
both lead to the highest bliss: but, of the two, 
Yoga through action 1s esteemed more than 
renunciation of action. 

Samnyasa and Karma-yoga, renunciation of actions aDd 
performance of actions, both lead to moksha, as giving rise to 
(spiritual) know ledge. Though both lead to moksha, yet, of 
the two means of attaining moksha, Karma-Yoga is better· 
than mere-i.e., unaccompanied with knowledge-Karma• 
samnyasa. Thus the Lord has praised Karn1a-Yoga.* 

Wherefore !-The answer follows: 
.... " . ,... "' ~,... ,.... 
ij:;_r: ;a Tif~Q;(JJ'\=fT ~T if iT! C1" ~SJT\! I 
,.....~ ..... ,... "' . .... 
TCl§~T 1~ +T~Tqf~T ~tcr at'~RSf!fS~:n:r ll ~ II 

3· He should be known as a perpetual 
renouncer who neither hates nor desires : for, free 
from the pairs of opposites, 0 mighty-armed, he 
is easily set free from bondage. 

The Karma-Yogin who nei.ther hates pain and the ~bjects 
causing pain, nor desires pleasure and the objects causing 
p]easure, should be known as a per,petual renouncer (sam
nyasin), though be is engaged in action. 

Sankhya and Yoga lead to the same goal. 
( Objeation) :-San~nyasa and Karma~ Yoga, which are 

meant for two distinct classes of people and are opposed to 
each other, should, properly speaking, be mutually opposed in 

* 'l'he Lord does not of course mean that Karma-Yoga is superior to 
true Karma-samnyasa. True Karma-sanz.nyasa. that which is accompani .. 
ed with knowledge, is a far higher path than Karma-Yoga, though the 
atter is easier than, and therefore preferable to1 that Karma-samnyasa 
which is unaccompanied with knowledge. 
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their results also. They should not, on the other band, both 
lead to moksba alike. 

(Atzswer) :-The Lord says: 
""' ~ " " ~P{~~~rrrr 'l~;~r(.WST: Sfqt{T;:a- if qrosQ"T: 
,..... '"'t"'t' .... 

1l:tfi+lt~TT~o: B~ij+r~rt61-=~Q" cn~q II ~ 11 

4· Children, not the wise, speak of Sankhya 
and Yoga as distinct. He who is rightly devoted 
to ·even one obtains the fruits of both. 

It is children who speak of Sankbya and Yoga as pro
ducing distinct and opposite results. But the wise, men of 
knowledge, believe that they produce but one harmonious 
result. He who rightly observes even one of them, Sankhya 
or Yoga, obtains the fruits of both. Both lead to the same 
result, Viz., moksha. Wherefore, there is no diversity in the 
result. 

(Objection) :-Having started with the words 'Samnyasa • 
and ' Karma· Yoga', bow is it that He speaks of Sankbya and 
Yoga-with which we are not at present concerned-as 
producing the same results ? 

(Answer) :-There is no fault here. Arjuna indeed asked 
the Question with reference to simple Satnnyasa and simple 
Karma· Yoga. But the Lord, without leaving these, bas added 
to them some additional conceptions of His own and bas
answered the question, speaking of them under other names,. 
Sankhya and Yoga. In tbe opinion of the Lord, Samnyasa 
and Karma-Yoga are themselves termed Sankhya and Yoga. 
when knowledge of the Self (jnaoa) and equanimity (sama· .. 
buddbitva) are added to them respectively. Hence no. 
irrelevant topic. 

How can a man obtain the results of botb by the rjgbt 
observance of only one ?-The answer follows: 
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~ ~ . '" "' ' ~(Bt~~i.f: STJt<:Jij" ~T;=J 6~Tif~Tq ~~a 
. . ,. " "' 

q~ ~t~lt =er ~Tif ;cr ~: q~~Ta ~ tt~<fre: l l ~ II 
5. That state which is reached by Sankhyas 

is reached by Yogins also. He sees, who sees 
Sankhya and Yoga as oae. 

Sankhyas are those who are devoted to knowledge and 
have renounced the world. They reach the state called 
moksba. The same state is reached by Y ogins also,-but 
indirectly through, the attainment of true knowledge and 
renunciation,-by those ·Who perform their duties as a means 
·Of attaining knowledge, dedicating them to the Isvara, and 
having no selfish end in view. That man sees rightly who 
sees that Sankbya and Yoga are one, as leading to an identical 
result. 

(Question) :-If so Samoyasa mu·st be superior to Yoga. 
How then is it that it has been declared that Karma-Yoga is 
better than Karma-samnyasa ? 

.(.Answer) :-Listen why it is so. It is the simple Karma .. 
sam.nyasa and the simple Karma .. Yoga with reference to \Vhich 
you have asked me '' which one is the better of the two ? ''. 
In accordance with the question, My answer bas been given
without having regard to knowledge--that Karma-Yoga is 
-superior to Karma-samnyasa. But that Samnyasa. which is 
based upon knowledge is regarded by Me as Sankhya, 'and 
Sankhya itself is the true (para martha) Yoga. It is only by a 
figure that the Yoga through Vedic rites is called Yoga or 
Samnyasa., inasmuch as it conduces to that (true Yoga or 
Samnyasa)J 

Karma-Yoga. is a. means to Samnyasa. 
How is it that the aim of the Karma ... Yoga is that (irue 

Yoga or Samnyasa) ?-Listen : 
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. ' "\ 
~~~G~ ii~Talft{T 5;: ijlifJCSJli~rTI6: I 
.... .... " ~ "" "\ " " ~T~~T !!lil~~ ;r J:q <OTTT~il~~Tff l I ~ II 

6. But renunciation, 0 mighty-armed, is 
hard to attain except by Yoga ; a sage equipped 
with Yoga ere long reaches Brahman. 

Renunciation (Samnyasa) here spoken of is the .true 
(raramarthika) Samnyasa; and Yoga is the Vedic Karma
Yoga (performance of Vedic ritual) dedicated to the Isvara 
and entirely free from motives. A sage (muni) is so called 
bscause of his meditation (manana) on the form of the Isvara. 
" .-: ahman' here means renunciation (samnyasa, which is now 
being spoken of), because renunciation consists in the know
ledge of the Highest Self (Paramatman); and the sruti says: 

" What is called N yasa is Brahman ; and Brahman is 
verily the Great.'' (Tait. Up. 4-78). 

A sage equipped with Yoga soon reaches Brahman, the 
true renunciation, which consists in steady devotion to right 
knowledge. Wherefore, I have said that Karma-Yoga is 
better. 

A sage's actions do not affect him; 
When the devotee resorts to Yoga, ns a means of attaining 

:right knowledge : 
~ "' ,.... ,......,..... "'" 
~fff~~ij;r lEt~~T~+fT t6ff~6H+I'T T~Q'fr~(i: l 

(' (! ,..... " "' 

~qllij'Rif~T~+rr t;CllJrq- it T~t~Q' l l " 11 
7• He who is equipped with Yoga, whose mind 

'is quite pure, by whom the self has been conquer
ed, whose senses have been subdued, whose Self 
.has becorne the Self of all beings>- though doing, 
he is not tainted. 
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He who is equipped with Yoga, whose mind (atman, 
sattva) has been purified, who has conquered the body (atman, 
the self) and the senses, who sees rightly, whose Inner Concsi
ousness, the Self, has formed the Self of all beings from 
Brahm a do\vn to a cl un1p of grass,-he will not be tainted, 
i.e., he will not be bouud by actions, though he n1ay continue 
to perform them for the protection of the masses, i.e., with a 

· view to set an example to the masses. 

A sage's actions are really no actions. 

Neither does he really do anything. Wherefore, 
~ ,...., " ..... t'o" '"' ' "" ifSI TC6T9i~'ql'{fi1tT<I ~~t +t;::ifa 6l:fEITCIQ. I 

"" q~~~~Ue(;~'a;uT~'EI'~'ft:iJ-c.~;:'ij~;~q"\_ t 1 <'! I l 
,..., ,... ,....,..., ,..... 

sr~tn;ttQ:Gtr;zi~tw:;:rqrift+t1Sfifttt 1 
" ,.._,........ 't ~ " 

~r;${~TUin;~~r~~ ctaw=a ~Hr ~~ttf~ u ~ u 
8-g. ' I do nothing at all' ; thus would the 

truth-knower think, steadfast,-though seeing, 
he a ring, touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, 
breathing, speelking, letting go, seizing, opening and 
closing the eyes,-remem bering that the senses 
move atnong sense-objects. 

The truth-knower is he who knows the true nature of the 
Self, who sees the Supreme Reality.-When and how would 
he think so ever intent on the .truth P-The answer is given 
thus : ' though seeing, etc.' 

The duty of the man who, thus knowing the truth and 
thinking rightly, sees only inaction in actions-in all the 
movements of the body and the senses-consists h1 renounc
ing all actions ; for, he sees the abse11ce of action. The 
man, for instance, who thinks of quenching his thirst in a 
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mirage, mistaking it for water, will not1 even after knowing 
that it is no water, resort to the same place for the purpose 
of quenching his thirst. 

Karma-Yogin is untainted by the results of his action. 
But as to the man who is not a truth-knower and is 

·engaged in action : 
~,..... . ..... "" 

j\Jftlo~r~r<:~ cn+rrrar B~ ~Ef~eTT q;~flij' <~: 1 
,..... ..... ..... ,..... 
r~t<:Ja c::r ~ qrq;; qrvq:;rr;rsrr~~ ar l 1 ~ o 1 l 

1 o. He who does actions, offering them to 
Brahrnan, abandoning att~chment, is not tainted 
by sin, as a lotus leaf by \'Vater. 

He offers all actions to the Isvara, in the faith that ' I 
act for His sake', as a servant acts for the sake of the 
master. He has no attachment for the result, even for 
moksha. The result of actions so done is only purity of the 
mind, and nothing else. 

Because, 
..... ..... ~,..." ~ ,.... 

cntif;J f.T'i~T ~-qr ~~T~1C:~5I~ltf 

'" ~ ~" . ' <:rrril;r: enif ~~ t;:a- iBW ~q:~en ss~~(;f II ~ ~ ll 
t r. By the body, by the mind, by the intellect, 

by n1ere senses also, Y ogins perform action, without 
attachment, for the purification of th~ self. 

lr! ere : free from egotism, resolute in the faith that ' I act 
only for the sake of the Lord, not for my benefit.' 'Mere~ 
should be construed along. with ·body' &c,, with each one 
of them separately, Yogins are those who are devoted to 
works, free from egotism in all their acts, without attach
ment for their results. They act only for the purification of 
the mind (sattva). Wherefore, as thy duty lies only there, 
do thou only perform action. 
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Also because, 

~ . ,....._ .... " ~,.... .... 
~~= C6'+rcti~ a~q:~arr ~n;:a-;rnnra ifTl!SflTJ:t 1 

' ' ' ~ .... . ~zq;: q;r+renr~ot tn~ ~~r rif~~~a- 1 t ~ ~ 11 
12. The steady·minded one, abandoning the 

fruit of action, attains the peace born of devotion. 
The unsteady one, attached to the fruit through 
the action of desire, is firmly bound~ 

The steady-minded man who, resolved that '' I do actions 
for the sake of the Lord, not for my benefit," abandons the 
fruit of action attains the peace called moksha, as the 
result of devotion, through the following stages: first, purity 
of the mind; then, attainment of knowledge; then, renunci· 
ation 'of all actions; and lastly, devotion to knowledge. But 
he who is unsteady is led by desire and is attached to the 
fruit, thinking ' I do this act for my benefit.' He is firmly 
bound. Wherefore, be thou steady-minded. 

The blissful embodied life of a sage .. 
But as to the man who sees the Supreme Being. 

~ ~~ . ' . ~ 

~f.l'Ci+rTTOJ +I;JB"T ~·<f~T~ ij~ ef~T I 

;reraR: 9;~ ~(t ~at ~~"' eJiT~~~ '' ~ ~ 1' 

13. Renouncing. all actions by thought, and 
Self-controlled, the embodied one rests happily 
in the nine-gated city, neither ~t all acting nor 
causing to act. 

Actions are either the obligatory duties (nitya-karmani) .. 
or those arising on the occurrence of some special events 
(naimittika-karmani), or those intended for securing' some 
special ends, and which are only optional (kamya-karmatd), 
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of those which are forbidden (pratishiddha·karmatzi). The 
man who has subdued the senses, renounces all actions in 
speech, thought, and deed, by discrimination, by seeing inac
tion in action, and rests happily. He rests happily because 
he has given up all action in speech, thought and deed, be
cause he i.s without worry, because his mind is calm, because, 
excepting the Self, all interests (foreign to the Self) have 
departed from his mind,-Where and how does he rest ? -
In the body which has nine openings ; seven in the bead, be ... 
ing the organs of sensation ; two nether ones for the passage 
of the urine and the dung. As having these nine openings, 
the body is said to be a nine-gated city. It is like a city,. 
with the Self for its monarch, inhabited by the citizons of the· 
senses, mind, inlellect, as well as their objects,-all working 
for the sole benefit of their Lord and producing consciousness 
of various objects. In such a nine-gated city the embodied 
one rests, having renounced all action. 

(Objection) :-Of "t"vbat use is the qualification " he rests 
in the body" P Every man, be he a samnyasin or not, rests 
in the body only. So, the qualification is meaningless. 

(Answer) :-He that is ignorant identifies himself with 
the mere aggregate of the body and the senses, and thinks : 
'' I rest in a house, on the ground, on a seat.'' Such a man 
regarding the mere body as himself, cannot indeed cherish 
the idea that he rests in the body as in a house. But in the 
case of a man who regards the Self as distinct from the ag
gregate of the body, &c., the idea that he rests in the body is 
quite possible. And it is also right that he should renouce 
by thought-by knowledge, by discriminative wisdom-the 
action attributed to the Self through· ignorance, but which 
really pertains to the not Self. Though a man has attained 
discriminative wisdom (i.e., has realised his true Self as 
distinguished from the not-Self) and has renounced all concern 
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with action, still, it may be said that he rests in the 
nine-gated city of the body as in a house, inasmuch as his 
personal consciousness (of resting arises only with reference 
to the body in virtue of the traces of the unspent portion of 
the prarabdha-karma-tbe karma which brought the present 
body into existence-still continuing to be felt. Thus the 
qualification ' he rests in the body ' has a meaning, as point~ 
ing to a distinction between the respective standpoints of the 
wise and the ignorant. 

(Objeotion) :-It is true that he renounces the actions of 
the body and of the senses attributed falsely to the Self 
through ignorance ; still, the power of acting and of causing 
to act may be inherent in the Self and may remain in him 
who has renounced actions. 

(Answer) :-The Lord says: He neither acts hhnself, nor 
causes the body and the senses to act. 

(Question) :-Do you mean that the power of acting and 
of causing to act is inherent in the Self and that it ceases by 
renunciation, like the 1notion of a moving person : or that the 
power is not inherent in the Self? 

( Answe'1') :-The power of acting or of causing to act is 
not inherent in the Self,; for, the Lord has taught that the 
Self is unchangeable (ii. 25J, and "though seated in the body, 
he acts not, nor is he tainted ''- (xiii. 31 ). The sruti says, 
" It thinks as it were and moves as it were." (Bri. Up. 4-3·7). 

Nat·ure is the sout·ce of activity. 
Moreover, 

'C' • ~l' ........ " 

if en~~et if efi+Jnar (9Ttfi~ ~:s~ra- !ol5: 1 
~ . ' . ~ ..... 

it q;+ccn~\=f~rn ~+rTC~~ Sfqao l l ~ ~ '' 
14.. Neither agency nor objects does the 

Lord create for the world, nor union with the fruits 
of actions. But it is the nature that acts. 
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The Self, the Lord (of the body), does not create agency 
i.e., does not of Himself urge any one to action, 'do this.' 
Neither does the Self create cars, jars, mansions, and other 
objects of desire. Nor does the Self unite him who makes a 
car or the like with the fruit of the act. 

(Question)=--: If the Self in the body does not Himself 
act nor cause others to act, what then is it that acts and 
causes others to act ? 

(Answer) :-Listen. It is Nature, Svabhava, Prakrlti, 
Maya, ' the Divine Maya made up of gutzas' * (vii. 14). 

Wisdom and Unwisdom. 

In reality, 

..... "' . ~ .,... 
ilfet~ q;~rq-~qrq ;:r =;:.r~ ~~(( TEl~: 

"\. . . " " at~fit;Jf~ij' ~r;r a if ~1e:er ~-=oq: \ l ~ "'\ l l 

15. The Lord takes neither the evil nor even 
the good deed of any j wisdom is enveloped by an
wisdom; thereby mortals are deluded. 

Of an11 : even of His devotees. 

(Question) :-With what object then is done by devotees 
any meritorious actt-an act of worship, sacrifice, or charity,. 
the offering of an oblation into the fire, or the like ? 

(A n.swer): -The Lord says in reply ; Discriminative 
knowledge is enveloped by ignorance. 
mortal creatures in sam sara are deluded and think, "I act, 
I cause to act, I shall enjoy, I cause to enjoy,'' and so on. 

*That is to say, Atman forms the agent, the enjoyer, and the Lord 
-of Creation. through avidya.- (A). 
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...... . ...... . " 
~Tii;f g ~C{~t.rr <t'ISJT iiTT~O:tfl~qif: 

...... "" . " ~qT+ITT({~~ij'Jil Slefll~q;a"Tij" (l(q~q:_ l l ~ ~ l I 

16. But to those whose unwisdom is destroy .. 
ed by wisdom of the Self, ]ike the sun wisdotn 
illuminates that Supreme. 

When that unwisdom by which the mortals are envelop .. 
ed and deluded is destroyed by wisdom or discri.minative 
knowledge of the Self, then, as the sun illuminates all objects, 
so wisdom illuminates the whole of the Knowable, the Su .. 
preme Reality. 

The sage has no more births. 

The Supreme Reality having been illuminated by wis .. 
dam. 

,..... 
6~;g:~~t{l(+Ut:i~ill!i~q~JtfUTT: l 
~ 

,..... " (' 

~;~~ii'(T~ya ~ill-=l~ttcti~itl51T: l I ~ " \ l 

17. With their c·onsciousness in That, their 
Self being That, intent on That, with That for 
their supreme goal, they go never again to return,. 
their sins shaken off by means of wisdom. 

Fixing their consciousness in Brahman and realising that 
the very Supreme Brahman is their Self, they renounce all 
actions and dwell in Brahman alone,-tbe Supreme Brah
man being their highest goal, their delight being solely in the 
unconditioned Self. In the case of such men, all sins and 
other causes of mundane existence (sanlsara) are destroyed 
by wisdom described above, and they depart from here, never 
Ieturning to embodied life. 
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The sage sees the One in all beings. 

How do those wise men see truth whose ignorance of the 
Self has been removed by knowledge P-Listen: 

....... ....... ..... ' ~ ............ 
TCf~lTTCiil~e:;qif iiT~OT illq {{t~Ti=f I 

..... ....~ "" ,...... . ('(' 

~Tif :qcr 'Sqr~ :q qyoear: ~+rc{lrJii: ll ~ t. 11 
18. In a Brahmana endued with wisdom and 

humility, in a cow, in an elephant, as also in a dog 
and in a dog-eater,* the wise see the same. 

Humility is tranquillity, the condition of a well .. disciplin
ed soul. Of the creatures mentioned, the highest is the brah
ma1t~ who is spiritually regenerated, and highly Sattvic (i.e., 
in whom the energy of Sattva predominates). Next comes 
the cow, not spiritually regenerated, and Rajasic (i. e., in 
which the energy of Rajas predominates) Last come the 
elephant, &c., which are purely Tamasic (the energy of 
Tamas predominating). In all of them the sages see the 
same, the One who is immutable in Himself and quite un .. 
touched by Sattva and other energies, or by the tendencies 
born of those energies, whether Sattvic, Rajasic or Tarnasic. 

The sage is liberated while still on earth. 

(Objection) :-They (the sages just spoken of) are sinful 
persons, whose food should not be eaten by others. For, the. 
Law. says: 

" Where one's equals are honored· in a different man
ner, and where persons \~ho are not one's equals are 
honored in the same manner as oneself, a dinner must 
not be eaten.'' (Gautama's Institutes, xvii. 20.) 

(Answer) :-They are not sinful; for, 

• A chandala., an outcaste. 
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~ ~l"t' ....,. ' • '"' "' • 
~~ q er~a-: QilT <t131r ~t+:({ t~a- ilit: t 
,....,....,..,..... . ,...., .... " 
TiirtTGJ 1Er ~it ~ a~r~~TUT ~ ttuttr: ll ~ ~ n 

1 g. Even here birth is overcome by them 
whose mind rests on equality. Spotless, indeed, and 
equal is Brahman; wherefore in Brahman they rest. 

Even while living here on earth, birth has been brought 
under control by those sages who see the One, and whose 
intuition (antah-kara1~a) rests unwavering on the equality 
( i. e., homogeneity) of Brahman in all creatures. Though, 
to the ignorant, Brahman in such impure bodies as those of 
dog .. eaters and the like appears to be contaminated by their 
impurities, yet He is unaffected by them and is therefore 
spotless. Further, He is not heterogeneous either, owing to 
any heterogeneous attributes inherent in Himself; for, cons .. 
ciousness (chaitanya) has no attribute;s. And the Lord speaks 
of de~ire and the like as the attributes of the K.shetra-of the 
body, of the not-Self (xiii. 6),-and He speaks also of the 
Self as beginningless and without attributes (xiii. 31). Nor 
are there what are called ~ultimate particulars (antyavise• 
shas) ' as the basis of individual distinctions in the Self,, since 
no evidence can be adduced to prove their existence in rela· 
tion to the several bodies.• Hence Brahman is homogeneous 

l!it According to the Vaiseshika. systetn of philosophy 'antya·'lJisesha 
is that indefinable peculiar attribute inherent in an eternal substance 
which distinguishes it from another eternal substance. It is that in an 
eternal substance which marks its individual identity. The existence of 
such an attribute is only inferred in order to account for a distinction 
which is otherwise perceived. The eternal substances are thus· enumera
ted :-The atoms of Earth, of Water. of Light, and of Air; Akasa (ether), 
Time, Space, Atman (soul) and :Manas (mind). The antya t1iseshas in 
the A tman is only inferable from a distinction in the Self, for which 
Vedanta sees no evidence. Distinctions in the body cannot certainly 
point to distinctions in the Self since a. yogin ca.n simultaneously assume 
various bodies. · 
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and one. Wherefore they (the sages) rest in Brahman only. 
Not in the slightest can blemishes of bodie·g affect them, since 
they have no egotism and do not identify themselves with the 
aggregate of the body and the like. It is only to those who 
are egotistic and who identify the Self with the aggregate of 
the body and the like, that the institute quoted above is ap
plicable, since it refers to persons who are the objects of 
honor. In honoring and giving gifts, some special qualifica-

tions are taken into account, such as a knowledge of Brah
man, knowledge of the six auxiliary sciences (angas), a 
knowledge of the four Vedas and the like. But Brahman is 
free from all attribute~, good and bad. Hence the statement 
' they rest in Brahman.' Moreover, the institute quoted 
above is taken from a section which is concerned with works 
(Karma), whereas this portion of the Gita (from v. 13 to the 
end of the adhyaya) is a section treating of renunciation of all 

works. 
The sage is free from grief and rejoicing. 
Because Brahman, the Self, is blemishless and homoge

neous, therefore, 
,,....... . """ "" if Sf~f:i~T~Sfif !.Tf~ ~TTaGf~SI'Tt~ =-E(TfSf<riJ. l 

" ,...... ...... " ,....... " T~{~T~~e~~r Sil&Jfq~~Tat T~~: ll t< o ll 

20. He who knows Brahman can neither 
rejoice on obtaining the pleasant, nor grieve on 
obtaining the unpleasant,-steady-minded, un
deluded, resting in Brahman. 

Pleasant and unpleasant objects can cause pleasure and 
pain to them only w bo regard the body as the Self, not to him 
who sees the pure Self, since the latter never comes by plea
sant and unpleasant objects. He is undoubtingly conscious 
that the Self is free from delusion. He rests in Brahman 
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described above; that is, he does no action, he has renounced 
.all action. 

The sage's infinite joy. 

Moreover, resting in Brahman, 
"'If ,.... " 

~T~~q~tSq~~;tT Jq~~f(;ftif ~(~~Jt I 

' ' ~ ~~~Tii~~Rm ij~+Ial~t:J~~o \ l ~ ~ '' 
21. With the self unattached to external 

·contacts, he finds the joy which is in the Self; 
·with the Self engaged in the contemplation of 
Brahman h.e attains the endless joy. 

When his intuition (antah-karana) is uncontarn inated by 
attachment to things contacted by the senses, to the sound 
and other sense-objects which are all external (to the Self), 
the sage realises the joy which there is in the Self. When 
his ·intuition (antah-karana) is engaged in Yoga, in Samadhi, 
in a deep and steady conten1 plation of Brahman, then the 
sage attains the imperishable bliss. Therefore, he who seeks 
for the endless joy of the Self should withdraw the senses 
from the momentary pleasure of external objects. 

For the following reason also he should withdraw (the 
senses from external objects):-

~ N: ~~q~ ~iff~:~~~ q~ ij- I 
~...... ' ' 

alt~a~•a: $r;a<f '1 ({~ u:rEr ~: 1 1 't( t?-. 11 

22. For, those delights which are born of 
contacts are only generators of pain, having a be
ginning and an end, 0 son of Kunti ; a wise man 
rejoices not in them. 

"The pleasures that are caused by contacts of the senses 
·with sense-objects are only generators of pain, since those 
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delights are caused by nescience (avidya). We do find that 
all troubles arising in the body (adhyatmika). etc., are 
traceable to.them (delights) only. As in this world, so in the 
other,-as the word ' only ' indicates. Seeing that there is no 
trace of joy in the samsara, the devotee should withdraw the 
senses fro~ the mirage of sense-objects. Not only do the 
delights cause pain, but also they have a beginning and an 
·end, The contact of a sense with its object marks the begin
ning of a pleasure, and their separation its end. Delights 
are temporary, occurring in the rqop:1ent of interval (between 
the origin and the end.) A man who possesses discrimina
tion and who has realised the Supeme Reality does not 
rejoice in them. It is only quite ignorant persons that are, 
like cattle and the like, found to rejoice in the sense-objects. 

The path of Nirvaua. 
And there is also a a wicked thing, an enemy on the pa:th 

to Bliss, a most difficult thing to deal with, the source of all 
evil, very difficult to ward off, so that, very mighty efforts 
·sh<;>uld be made, says the Lord, to repel the enemy : 

' t'(~ " • " " ' ~6T~er ~: ~T§ 3:ff~ ~(fUq~faJUTTQ. I 

ctiT+nfiN~ei "n ~ ~~: « ~~r ~: II t( ~ 1 l 
23. He that is able, while still here, to with

stand, before liberation from the body, the impulse 
·of desire and anger, he is a Yogin, he is a happy 
man. 

While stiZZ here : while yet living. BejO'fe z.,oeration 
frcm the body: up to the point of death. .BY thus marking 
·death as the limit, the Lord teaches that the impulse of desire 
.and anger is unavoidable during life, since its causes. are 
innumerable, and that till the very moment of death it should 
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not be trusted. Desire (Kama) is the longing for a pleasure
giving agreeable object of our experience when coming with
in the ken of our senses, heard of, or remembered; and anger 
(krodha) ~is·the aversion for the disagreeable, for the cause of 
pain, when being ·seen, heard of, or remembered. The im
pulse of desire (kama) is the agitation of the, mind (antah
karana) as indicated by hairs standing on end and by a joyful 
countenance ; and the impulse of anger is the mental agi
tation indicated by the trembling of the body. by perspiration, 
lip-biting, fiery eyes, and the like. He who can withstand 
the impulses of desire and anger is a Yogin, and he is a happy 
man here on earth. 

What sort of a man resting in Brahman attains Brah
inan P-The Lord says : 

' ~ ~-' <IT Sra': ~~rs~=a~tU+I(fi~Jr6\W..fTT6'~Cf q;r: 1 
..._,... ,..... ~· ..... ,...... " 

~ ~Tl'ft AWT'l~'ftrr jf~~T ST~rr~ro II '~ I I 

24. Whoso has his joy within and his pastime 
within, and whoso has his light within only, 
that Yogin attains Brahman's bliss, himself be
coming Brahman. 

Withi·n,: in the Self. He attains the bliss (nirvana) in 
Brahman,-i e., he attains moksha,-while still living here on 

earth. 
Moreover, 

..... ,...... ~ r.. 
®+t;:ct ~1ifCITill~~<t: &!TOTCE~~~T: I 
" ~ <' "' J~a~r ~ar~ijf'f: B"et+I.ij't~(l' {aT: n ~ ~ 11 

25· The sages attain Brahman's bliss,-they 
whose sins have been destroyed and doubts remov
ed, who are self-controlled and intent on the welfare 
of all beings. 
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Sages (Rishis): men of right knowledge and renunciation. 
Intent, etc. : injuring none. 

Moreover, 
"' " • t'l. • ...... 

EfiT~~~~fq~:q;J;:{f ~tl"Ti1T (iQ'~Cf~Trt I 
" ..... "' ~ . ~.... ,..... " 

an+r~tr ~r'i6fTOJ era-Q" r q r~cr~+r;:rrq:_ 11 tt ~ II 
26. To the devotees w·ho are free from desire 

and anger, who have controlled their thought, and 
who have known the Self, Brahman's bliss exists 
every\vhere. 

Those who have renounced all actions and attained right 
knowledge are liberated, whether living or dead. 

Realisation of the Lord by Dhyana-Yoga. 
It has been said that those who, renouncing all actions, 

remain steady in right knowledge obtain instant liberation. 
It has often been and will be declared by the Lord that 
Karma-Yoga, which is performed in complete devotion to the 
Lord and dedicated to Him, leads to moksha step by step: 
first the purification of the mind, then knowledge, then 
renunciation of all actions, and lastly moksba. And now, 
with a view to propound at length the Dhyana-Yoga, the
proximate means to right knowledge, the Lord teaches the 
Dhyana-Yoga in the following few aphoristic verses : 

~ " ~ . h"'n!" ..... "' ~~~en ij{l~Jltf!Q~~en;a~ ~: 1 
~ " ,....~ srtotTtfl'ilf ~ill ~en ;rrer+~:qm:orr 11 ~ \S 11 

"'" ~ ~" ...... ~Q~~'I'ill~~·q'lfaltRT~OT: I 

(e{rra~RT~sitir ~: ~r !I~ qcr ~: '' ~' 11 
27-28. Shutting out all external contracts and 

fixing the sight between the eye-brows, equalising 
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the out-going arid the in-going breaths w'hich pass 
through. the nostrils, controiling the senses, mind 
and intellect, having moksha as his highest goal, 
free from desire, fea-r and anger,-the sage who 
ever (remains thus) is verily liberated. 

The ·sound and other sense·objects enter the mind within 
through the respective organs. These objects which are 
.external are kept outside when a man does not think of them. 
A sage (muni) is one who is given to contemplation (manana) 
.and who renounces all actions. Keeping the body in the 
postur~ described, he should always look up to m oksha as his 
supreme goal. When the sage leads constantly this kind of 
life, renouncing all, he is no doubt liberated: he has nothing 
else to do for liberatio~. -

· What has he-he wbose mind is thus steadily balanced-. 
to ~ow and meditate upon in the Dbyana-Y og~ ? 

~~ :q'"a~t ~~®ri61le:'a(3:J. , 
. ~~ ~EJ~6Ji1T ~~~ +IT ~~fa l 1 'I{~ 1 I 

29. On knowing Me,-the Lord of all · 
sacrifices and austerities, the. Great Lord of all 
W orfds, the Friend of all beings,-he goes to 
Peace. 

I am Narayana, the Lord of all sacrifices and austerities, 
both; as. their author and as their . De\'ata (i .. e., as the (iod 
whose grace is sought by their' means). I .am the Friend of 
all, doing good to them without expecting any return for it. 
Lying in the heart of all. beings I am the. dispenser of the 
fruits of all actions and the. witness of all cognitions. _ On 
kno'Ying Me, they .attain ~ace, the cessation of ·all· Sa.msara. 



SIXTH DISCOURSE .. 

DHY ANA·YOOA .. 

Dhyana·yoga is incompatible with works. 

·At the close of the next preceding Discourse, Dhyana
y oga-Yoga by meditation,-which is the proximate means 
to right knowledge has been taught in a few aphoristic verses 
(v. 27-29). Here commences the Sixth Discourse which. 
occupies the position of a commentary thereon. Now, action 
(karma) is an external aid to Dhyana-Yoga ; and a grihastha 
(householder), on whom action is enjoined, should perform it 
till he is able to attain to Dhyana·Yoga; and bearing this in 
mind, the Lord extols action in vi. 1. 

(Objeation) :-* Now, since action which is enjoined 
should be performed throughout life, what is the meaning of 
the limitation, ' till he is able to attain to Dhyana-Yoga ' P 

(Answer) :-This objection does not apply here because 
of the specification that, ' for the sage who wishes to attain to 
Yoga, action is the means' (vi. 3); and because it is also said 
that he who has attained Yoga has only to resort to renunci
ation (sama). If it were meant that each of them-he who 
wishes to attain to Yoga as well as he who has attained to 
Y ega-should resort to both action and. renunciation, then it 
would be useless to specify that action and renunciation are . 
respectively intended for him who· wishes to attain Yoga and 
for him who has attained Yoga, or to divide them into two 
distinct classes. 

*The ·samuchchaya-Vadin maintains that knowledg~ should be 
conjoined with action if it should produce the·intended result. 
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(The opponent) :-Among religious devotees (asramins=· 
grihasthas), one class comprises persons who wish to attain 
"Y"'oga, another class comprises persons who have already 
attained Yoga, while the rest are those who neither wish to 
attain Yoga nor have attained Yoga; and it is but right that 
the first two classes should be specified and shown separately 
as distinguished from the third • 

(Answer) :-No ; the words ' for the same devotee' (in vi. 3) 
and the repetition of ' yoga ' in the clause ' when he bas 
attained to Yoga' imply this, that the same person who at first 
wished to attain to Yoga has only to renounce action when he
has attained Yoga, this renunciation leading to the fruition of 
Yoga. Thus, no action forms a necessary duty throughout 
life. · 

Failures in Yoga are also spoken of here (vi. 37, 38). If 
in the Sixth Discourse Yoga were meant for a grihastha, 
then there could be no occasion for the supposition of his 
ruin, inasmuch as he, though a failure in Yoga, may obtain 
the fruit of Karma. An action done, whether interested 
(kamya) or obligatory and disinterested (nitya), must produce 
its effect ;-(it cannot of course produce) moksha, which, 
being eternal, cannot be produced by an action. We have 
also said t that the obligatory duty (nitya-karma), as taught 
by so great an authority as the Veda, must produce a result 
of its own, since, otherwise, the Veda would serve no purpose. 
Neither would it be proper to speak of a grihastba as a 
failure in both ways; for he would still perform Karma and 
there would therefore be no occasion for a failure therein-

• The opponent drives at this conclusion. that while the first and 
third classes of aspirants are bound to perform Karma, those who have 
attained Yoga. should not.. as belonging to the order of grihasthas, 
renounce Karma.t though they may practise Yoga. witb a. view to realise 
the true nature of the Self. 

t Vide commentary on iv. 18. 
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(The opponeflt) :-The Karma which has been done has 
been offered to the Lord : wherefore, such Karma can bring 
in no result to the author. 

(.Answer) :-No; for, the offering of Karma to the Lord 
must lead to still greater results. 

(The opponent) :-It leads only to moksha.-The offering 
of all actions to the Lord, when conjoined with Yoga, leads 
to moksha and to no other result ; but, since he has failed in 
Yoga, it is but right to ·suppose that such a man will be 
ruined. 

(Answer') :-No; for, the verses vi. 10, 14, enjoin renun
ciation of action. It is not possible to think of any kind of 
wife's aid at the time of Dhyana; if it were possible, then it 
might be argued that loneliness is enjoined (vi. 10) with a 
view to prohibit that aid*. And what is taught in vi. 10-
" without desire, without property "-is not compatible with 
the life of a grihastha. The question (vi. 38), too, regarding 
him who may prove a failure in both ways would not arise. 

(The opponent) :-In vi. 1, a man of action (Karmin) is 
said to be both a Samnyasin and a Yogin, and it is further 
said that he who does no action or keeps no fire cannot be a 
Yogin or a Samnyasin. 

(Answer) :-No; vi. 1, merely extols the abandonment of 
attachment for results of actions, performance of which 
forms an external aid (bahiranga) to Dhyana-Yoga, (i.e., 
which leads one to Dhyana-Yoga in due course).-It is not he 
alone who is without fire and without action that is both a 
Samnyasin and a Yogin, but also one devoted to action, who 
abandoning attachment for the results of actions, performs 
them .'for the purification of the mind ( sattva suddhi). Thus 

* That is to sa.y, Dhayana.· Yoga as taught in the sequel is not meant 
for a grihastha who is engaged in works ; for he cannot fulfil the 
conditions laid down in vi. 10. 14, etc. 
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by way of praise the latter is said to be a Samnyasin and a 
Yogin. It is, moreover, not proper to hold that one and the 
same proposition,'* both praises the abandonment of attach-. 
ment for results of actions and forbids the fourth order. 
Further, the Lord cannot contradict the Sruti, Smriti, the 
Purams, the Itihasa and the Yoga-sastras, which clearly 
teach that a man who is without fire and without action-i.e., 
who ·is literally a samnyasin-is a Samnyasin and a Yogin. 
To forbid the fourth order would contradic~ what the Lord 
Himself teaches in 'iv. 13, xii. 16, 19, ii. 71. 

Therefore, for the sage who wishes to attain Yoga and has 
already entered on the career of a grihastha, action (such as 
.the Agnihotra) performed without a desire for its fruit becomes, 
by way of purifying the mind, a means to Dhyana-Yoga. 
On this ground be is Sa.id to be a Samnyasin and a Yogin by 
way of praise. 

Renunciation in action. 
·rbe Blessed Lord said : 

,.... ~·· (! ~ ~ 
sr.:flTSJ.Ta': Cfi'+ltMl ~~ 66+1' '"ll~ua ~: . "' ~"' ,......,......~,.... 
i3' \1"iT€1T 'if ~:rr liCf if Tif;.:Iitif ~TJ'5fi(.f: II ~ ·II 

1. He who, without depending on the fruits 
of action, performs his bounden duty, he is a 
Sa1nnyasin and a Yogin : not he who is without 
fire and without action. 

He who desires the fruits of actions is dependent thereon; 
but different from him is the man in que~tion; he is not 
dependent on the fruits of actions. 

He who is. thus free from a desire for the fruits of actions 
and perforin;s action, such as the Agnihotra or fire-sacrifice as 
a qounden duty (nitya-karm.a), -not as a kamy,a-karma or 

• Vide note:t P lo5. . 
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action done with a motive, as a means of attaining some 
immediate specific end in view ,-he who performs actions 
thus is superior to those who perform actions in a different 
spirit. Wtth a view to impress this truth, the Lord says that 
he is Samnyasin and a Yogin. He should be regarded as 
possessing both the attributes, the attributes of renunciation 
(samnyasa) and steadfastness of mind (Yoga) •. Not he alone 
should be regarded as a Satnnyasin and a Yogin who is with .. 
out fire and without action, who neither lights sacrificial £res 
nor engages in other actions, such as austerities and the like 
which require no help of sacrificial fires. 

(Obj~otion) :-In the sruti, in the smriti, and in the yoga ... 
sastras, it is plainly taught that a Samnyasin or a Yogin is one 
who is without fire and without action. How is it that the 
Lord teaches here a strange doctrine that he who lights fire 
and performs actions is a Samnyasin and a Yogin P 

(At'lswer) :-This is not to be regarded as a fault; for, it 
is intended to represent a devotee to action as a Samnyasin 
and a Yogin in a secondary· ·sense of the two terms. He is 
regarded ~sa Samnyasin because of his renunciation of the 
thoughts concerning tl;le fruits of action ; and he is regarded as 
a. Yogin because he performs action as a means of attaining to 
Yoga or because he abandons thoughts concerning the fruits of 
actions as causing unsteadiness of mind. Thus, it is. only in Bt 

secondary sense that the two terms are applied to hi~. It is 
·not, on the other hand., meant that he is in reality a Samnyasin 
and a Yogin. The Lord, accordingly, says : · .. ""' ........ •"',....,. 

~ ~~~T+tTa SfJS~ lT (f Tttm q'f066f I . ...... "" " ,...... 
if tP~i=tl~e~qr ~r ll~ Cfi~ct u ~ n 

2· Do thou, 0 Pandava; know Yoga to b~ 
~hat which they call renuQciation ; no one, verily, 
be~ornes a Yogin who :has. not reno unced thot;tg~ts•: 
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Do thou understand that the Yoga, which consists in per
formance of action, is that which those who are versed in the 
sruti and the smriti declare to be samnyasa, the true renuncia .. 
-tion which consists in the abandonment of all action as well 
as its fruit. 

(Qu.estion) :-On what point of similarity between 
Karma-Yoga which consists in the performance of action 
(pravritti) and the pure Sa1n.nyasa Which consists in abstaining 
from action (nivritti) is the representation of identity of the 
former with the latter based? . 

(Answer) :-·rhere is of course a certain amount of simi
larity between Karma-Yoga and pure samnyasa so far as the 
agent is concerned. For, he who is a pure Samnyasin, who 
has renounced all actions as well as their accessories, 
abandons thoughts (santkal pa) concerning all actions and 
their fruits,-.. those thoughts causing the desires which impel 
one to action. A follower of Karma-Yoga, too, renounces 
thoughts of results, while he performs actions. This the 
Lord teaches in the following words: No devotee to action 
who has not given up the thought of reward can be a Yogin, 
a man of steadfastness; for the thought of reward causes 
unsteadiness of mind. That is to say, ·that devotee to action 
who has given up all thoughts of reward will become a Yogin, 
a man of steadfastness, a steady-minded man, inasmuch as all 
thought of reward which is the cause of unsteadiness has been 
given up. 

Action is a stepping-stone to Dhyana-Yoga, 
Thus, having regard to the likeness between pure 

Samnyasa anc\ Karma-Yoga in so far as the devotee in either 
case renounces (the thoughts concerning the fruit of action), 
Karma-Yoga has been represented in vi. 2. as Samnyasa with 
a view to ·extol it. And the Lord .extols it because the 
Karma ... Yoga, practised without regard to the fruit of action, 
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forms an external aid (bahiranga) to Dhyana-Yoga, i.e., leads 
the devotee to Dhyana-Yoga (in due course). He now 
·proceeds to show bow Karma-Yoga is a means to Dhyana• Yoga. 

,~, ........ ~ "' 
stT~alT!i~rn Cfi+r Cfa~arg~~6' 1 
"' ~ ' ~fill~~ 6~q ~if: tfil~tTtij=i:l{ij' l' ~ l' 

3· For a devotee who wishes to attain to 
Yoga, action is said to be the means. For the 
same (devotee), when he has attained to Yoga, 
quiescence (sama) is said to be the tneans. 

For a devotee (muni) who has given up the fruit of 
action, and who wishes to attain to Y oga,-i.e., who has not 
already risen to it, who is unable to remain steady in Dhyana
Yoga,-action (karma) is said to be the means • of attaining 
his end. For the same devotee, on the other hand, when he 
has attained to Yoga, quiescence-i.e., the abstaining from all 
action-is said to be the means (of attaining his end). The 
more thoroughly he abstains from action, the more free he 
is from troable, the more the senses are controlled, and the 
more steadfast his mind remains. Then he becomes a 
Yogarudha, one who has attained to Yoga. Accordingly it is 
said in the Mahabharata : 

"For a Brahmana there is no wealth equal to this, viz., 
(knowledge of) oneness and homogeneity (of Bra~man in all 
creatures), truthfulness, character, steadiness, harmlessness, 
straightforwardness, and renunciation of the several actions.'• 
-(Santiparva, 175-38). 

Who is a Yogin f 
When is a man said to be a Y ogarudha, to have attained 

to Yoga ?-The answer fallows : 

* His end is Dhyana.-Yoga., and this be attains by action which fir&t 
purifies the mind andihen creates desire and capacity for Dhyaua-Yoga. 
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~ '~ ~ ~ ' 
~~T T( cqli=~~P-T~ if CJiil@~~a I 

~ci~i~tr~~rer ~ilnT~G~?r~~a- '' ~ t' 
4· When a man, renouncing all thoughts, 

is not attached to sense-objects and actions, then 
he is said to have attained to Yoga. 

When a Yogin, keeping the mind steadfast, feels no 
attachment for the objects of the senses such as sound, nor 
thinks that he has to do any action,-whether nit'Ya (obli
gatory) or naimittika (obligatory and incidental) or kamya 
(done with a motive) or pratishiddha (forbidden by law),
regarding it has of no use to him ; and when he has learned to 
habitually renounce all thoughts which give rise-to desires for 
objects of this world and o' the next, then he is said to have 
become a Y ogarudha, to be one who has attained tq Yoga.-
1."he words " renouncing all thoughts" imply that all desires 
as well as all actions should be renounced. For, all desires 
spring from thoughts, as1the smriti says: 

"Verily desire springs from thought (samkalpa), and of 
thought yajnas are born."-. Manu ii. 2). 

" 0 Desire, I know where thy root lies. Thou ~art born 
of thought. I shall not think of thee, and thou shalt cease to 
exist as well as thy root."-(Mahabharata, Santiparva, 
177-25). . 

· On the abandonment of all desires, the ·abandonment ot 
all actions necessarily follows, as passages in the sruti like 
the following show: 

''Whatever forms the object of desire, that he wills; and 
whatever he wills, that-he acts.''-(Bri. ·Up. 4-4-5). 

Reasoning also leads to the same conclusion. For, ori 
surrendering all thoughts, one cannot move at all. Where
fore, by saying that the aspirant should renounce all thoughts). 
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the Lord implies that he should · abandon all desires and all 
actions as well. 

When a man has attained to Yoga, then the self is raised 
by the self from out of the numerous evils of samsara• 
Therefore, 

~{~r~itiit SS(+tJ;i iiT(+ffii+fSI6TG:~ft_ I 

smitq ~J(Jtwrt ~·~~~~~ _ R~R+r;J: ll ~ ll 

5· Let a m~n raise himself by himself, let 
him not lower himself ; for, he alone is the friend 
of himself, he alone is the enemy of himself. 

Let a man lift up himself who is drowned in the ocean 
of samsara, i.e., let him so train himself as to become a 
Y ogarudba, let him practise and attain to Yoga. Let him. 
not lower himself; for, he alone is the friend of himself. 
There is indeed no other friend that can lead to liberation 
from sa1nsara; nay, the so-called friend is only inimical to 
him who seeks liberation, as the former forms an object of. 
affection, which is the cause of bondage. Hence the empha ... 
sis' he alone· is the friend of himself.' · And he alone is the 
enemy of himself. The other enemy who is outside is made 
a~ enemy only by himself. Hence the emphasis 'he alone is. 
the enemy of himself.' 

It has been saia that "he alone is the friend of himself, 
he alone is the enemy of himself." Now it may be asked, 
what sort of a man is the friend of himself and what sort of 
a man is the enemy of himself ?-The answer follows: 

..... ~ " 
~{R«l'SS~;fiflff~ ~ii'T(~et~;r;rr PR~: I 

. SfifT~'filrrl ~~~ q~a't~lief ~(SlEf~ \ l ~ l l 
'~ '::ll ~ 

6. To him who has conquered himself by 
.himself, his own self is the friend of ·himself, but 
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to him who has not (conquered) himself, his own 
self stands in the place of an enemy like the 
(external) foe. 

His self is the friend of himself who is .self-controlled, 
who has brought under control the aggregate of the body and 
the senses. But in the case of a man who is not self
controlled, his own self does injury to himself, just as any 
external foe may do injury to him. 

~ ~ 

T::T<tT~tt: S'r.UTRI~ 'R+JT~~r ~;J"ff'{6: t 

ira)tS~Jfij~~=~ a-qr ;Jr;=rt6J+rtif~: II " n 
7· The self-controlled and serene n1an's 

Supreme Self is steadfast in cold and heat, in 
pleasure and pain, as also in honour and disgrace. . 

\\Then a man has subdued the aggregate of the body and 
the senses, when his mind (antah-karana.) is tranquil, when 
he has renounced all actions, then the Supreme Self actually 
becomes his own Self. " . ' ,.....,.....;,,... 

~Tii'Tat~l;:fQ.:RT~t=rT ~~f Teft~(JT;:~(;f: I 

~~ ~~~~ij- t~l:nr B"+r«iT!t~+rq;Jfiii: ll ~ II 
8. The Yogin whose self is satisfied with 

knowledge and wisdom, who remains unshaken, 
\vho has conquered the senses, he is said to be a 
saint,-for whom a lump of earth, a stone and 
gold are equal. 

When the Yogin is satisfied with knowledge (jnana) of 
things as taught in the scriptures, and with wisdom (vij1tana), 
i.e., with the realisation (in his own experience) of the things 
so taught-then he is said to be a saint (yukta), he is said to 
have attained samadhi or steadfastness of mind. 
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Moreover, 
r.. ~ ~ ' 

ij~T;;rSJT~qT{:'[J'1+t ~"q{~§~!fe:~ I 

~T~~fq =i:f qrq~ ~~RJ:fij'fur::ia: i l ~ ll 
g. He is esteemed, who is of the same mind 

to the good-hearted, friends, foes, the indifferent, 
the neutral, the hateful, relatives, the righteous, and 
the unrighteous. 

He is esteemed : He is the best among the Y ogarudbas, 
among those who have attained to Yoga. [There is also 
another reading which means' he is liberated!] Who is of 
the same mind: who thinks not of a man as to what he is or 
what he does. A ' good·hearted ' man does good to another 
without expecting any. service in return; an 'indifferent' 
man is one who is partial to neither of two contending sides; 
a 'neutral ' man is one who means well by both the contend
ing sides. The righteous are those who follow the Sastras, 
.and the unrighteous are those who resort to forbidden acts. 

Directions for the practice of Yoga. 
Wherefore, to attain the highest results, 

~rfr ~~ ~aaillt+rT;f ~f{m Rtr(f: 1 

'qi~ircfr ~afli:t;:r~+rr fi:r~NfRqr{q~: '' ~ o 11 
10. Let the Yogin try constantly to keep the 

mind steady, remaining in seclusion, alone, with 
the mind and body controlled, free from desire, 
and having no possessions. 

Yogin: he who meditates. In seclusion; in a mountain• 
cave, or the like. The words ' in s~cl usion ' and 'alone' 
evidently show that he should resort to renunciation (sam· 
nyasa). Not only sh9uld· be renounce the world when he 
practises Yoga, but he should also abandon all possessions. 
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Now, in the seque1, the Lord proceeds to prescribe for 
him who practises Yoga particular modes of sitting, eating, 
recreation and the like as aids to Yoga, as also to define the 
characteristic marks of the mao who has attained Yoga, and 
to describe the effects of Yoga and other particulars in 
connection with it. First of all, He prescribes a particular 
·mode of sitting as follows : 

"" """ ,..... ,..... ~~~ ~~ stJ~g"f~ ~~+tTfl2fif'lh;fif: I 
,..... . "" ...... "' ' ;u(~J~~6 WlTTQ'ifR rq®n~~~r~~q:_ l I ~ ~ l l 

I I. Having in a cleanly spot established a 
··firm seat, neither too high nor too low, with cloth, 
·skin, and kusa grass thereon ; 

Oleanly: either naturally so, or made so by artificial 
improvements. Cloth, &c., should be spread on the seat in 
the reverse order of their enumeratio~ here. 

What should be done after establishing the seat ? 

~ . "" """ ,..... a'!~Efilll ~til: ~~en ~ij"T;q:ar•S{:trr~~: 1 
,....., ' "" " ' ~qp:.(~il ~!§~ttiTil+rR+ITCf~ l I ~ ~ l I 

12. Making the mind one-pointed, with the 
· actio.~s of the mind and the senses controlled, let 
him, seated there on the seat, practise Yoga for 
.the purification of the self. 

He should withdraw the mind from all sense-objects 
·before concentrating it. The aelf: the anta~karana.. the inner 
-s~nse, the · mind. 

The external seat has been 9escribed. Now, what 
·shou~d be the posture .of the· body .f..,...:.. Listen: 
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., ,.... . . ,.... ' 
~·sr~~ ;(l'f'Eiq)'tq ~ TC(~fqef~Jq)~ ll ~ ~ II 

13 Holding erect and still the body, the head 
:and the neck, firm, gazing on the tip of his nose: 
without looking a round ; 

· An erect body may be in motion; .hence the qualificati'on 
'still.' He is to gaze as it wero on the tip of his nose .. -
Here we have to understand the words' as it were' ; for, the 
Lord means to prescribe, not the very act of ' gazing on the 
tip of his nose', but the fixing of the eye-sight within (by 
withdrawing it from external objects); and this, of course, 
·depends on the steadiness of mind. If, on the other hand, 
.the very act of ' gazing on the tip of his nose' were meant 
here, then the mind would be fixed only there, not on the 
Self. As a matter of fact, the Yogin is to concentrate his 
mind on the Self, as will be taught in vi. 25, ' Making the 
mind dwell in the Self.' Wherefore the words 'as it were' 
being understood,' gazing • means here' the fixing of the eye
flight within.' 

Moreover, 
SJ~~l<"l telrra~~Tfut'&- ~a: 1 
+t'l: ~~~~ ;n·~) ~ Sltid'r.a- +r~q~: It ~ g 11 

14. Serene-minded, fearless, firm in the vow 
·of godly life, having restrained· the mind. thinking 
-on Me, and balanced, let him sit, looking up to 
Me as the Supreme. 

The vow of godly life (Brahmachari-vrata) consi~ in 
doing service to the Guru, in eating of the food obtained by 
begging, &c. He should strictly observe the vows of godly 
life. He should also restrain the mind, $.e., repress its 
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mcdifications. He should ever think of Me, the Paramesvara 
) 

the Supreme Lord. He should also regard Me as the 
Supreme. A lover may always think of a woman, but he 
never regards her as supreme. He regards either his sovere· 
ign, or Mahadeva (the Great God), as the case may be, as the 
Supreme.. The Yogin, on the other hand, ever thinks of Me, 
and also regards Me as the Supreme Being. 

Now the fruit of Yoga is described as follows: 
.... • • .... ,... 1"\. 

~ef ~ SS~i:tTif ~TilT Tif~ij'+l'fita: I 
~ 1"\. ~ • • f""'. 1"\. 

~n;:e- TifCJTOTq(+tf ii~G~TiiT~il~Ta ll ~ "" II 

15. Thus always keeping the mind balanced, 
the Yogin, with the mind controlled, attains to the 
Peace abiding in Me, which culminates in Nirvana 
(moksha,) 

Pltlus: in the manner prescribed above. 

Here follow regulations as regards a Yogin's food, &c ~ 

" "" ,..... ~ ifT~-116~ <iTifTSRO' it r.erC6f;ijq;r~~: I 
,.... " ..... ~ (' 

;:{ rqJ'Rt~maf~~ 'i'TJ:l~T if~ :ctT~if II ~ ~ ll 

16. Yoga is not possible for him who eats 
too much, nor for him who does not eat at all, nor 
for him who is addicted to too much sleep, nor for 
him who is (ever) wakeful, 0 ArJuna. 

l!lats too mluo'/1,: eats more food than what is suited to 
him. The sruti ~ys : 

·Whatever food is suited to oneself, that protects; it 
injures not. A greater quantity injures and a smaller 
quantity protects not.·'-( Satapatba-Brahmana.). 
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The Yogin should therefore eat neither more nor less 
than what is . suitable for him. Or it may mean this : Yoga 
is not possible for him who eats more than the quantity pre
scribed for a Yogin in the Yogasastra. The quantity of food 
is thus prescribed : 

'' Half (the stomach) for food and condiments, the third 
(quarter) for water, and the fourth should be reserved for 
free motion of air.'' 

How then can Yoga be achieved ?-The answer follows: 

" "' ~ ~T~T\Ja{~t~~ ~'Q):q~~ q;+T~ I 
..... '"' ""\ ,..., 

~Cij)~l7fTCJ~T~~ i.fTilT ~CfTQ" ~:~t{T '' ~ ~ II 

17. To him whose food and recreation are 
moderate, whose exertion in actions is moderate, 
whose sleep and waking are moderate, to him 
accrues Yoga which is destructive of pain. 

To him who resorts to food and recreation (such as 
walking) within prescribed limits, and who sleeps and who 
wakes up at the prescribed hours, to him accrues Yoga which 
is destructive of the misery ·of sa1nsara. 

Consummation. 
When does he become a saint (Yukta) ?-The answer 

follows: 

~ ~fit<t6 Ffi~;r~~~i.tttrctfau6 1 
" ~ ~ ~ ' TifS~i~: ~etefi~+~t ~~ ~~:;~g Efl.tt II ~ ' II 

18. When the well-restrained thought is 
established in the Self only, without longing for 
any of the objects of desire, then he is said to be 
a Saint. 
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Well-restrained : which attained to one-pointedness or 
concentration. In the Self onl~ : having abandoned all 
thoughts of external objects, the thinking principle (chitta) 
remains steadily in the Self. Objects of desire : seen or 
unseen. 

The simple of such a Yogin's steadfast mind is described 
below: 

q~T (ttiT fiten~~) ~~ ~Jql(f ~f!en 1 
'"' "\ " .... ' q~JifiiT q({f~=tr~l.l ~~ij"T ~Tff'ff~i{il': II ~ ~ ll 

19· ' As a lamp in a sheltered spot does not 
flicker,'-this has been thought as the simile of a 
Yogin of subdued thought, practising Yoga in the 
Self. 

This simile bas been thought out by those versed in 
Yoga, by those who know the ways of the thinking principle. 

Having thus, by virtue of the practice of Yoga, become 
·one·pointed (fit for concentration), like a lamp sheltered from 
the wind, 

Q.TS~f~+rtl' ~:6 fit~ qrrr6er~r 1 

~st ~~'fitTSS~;:f q~tm~ g~qf6 II tl o II 

20. When thought is quiescent, restrained 
by the practice of Yoga ; when, seeing the Self by 
.the self, he is satisfied in his own Self ; 

When the mind is restrained from all quarters by 
practice of Yoga, the Yogin sees the Self-the Supreme 
Intelligence (chaitanya) and the All-resplendent Light-by 
self (the antahkarana, the inner sense), by the mind which 
has been purified by samadbi and attains satisfaction in the 
Self. 
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And: 

~m~~aci; q;:r~ ~fi:llt"+rat~<rq: 1 

arf~ ~ if ~afT S~ ~6§!<liRr Erlieta: U ~ ~ II 

2I· When he knows that Infinite Joy which, 
transcending the senses, can be grasped by reason ; 
when, steady (in the Self), he moves never from 
the Reality ; 

He : the wise man. Tbat joy can be grasped by reason 
(buddhi), independently of the senses, It lies beyond the ken 
of tbe senses; it is not produced by sense ... objects. 

And: . . . ~ ,.... . 
~ ~&blfT ~t'R ~T+r +r:rc:tc:r iftr~Ci 6a: 1 

~fG:r~~Etf it s;:~il !J~TSrq fEr~~~ a- II -:t ~ II 
22· When, having obtained it, he thinks no 

other acquisition superior to it ; when, therein 
established, he is not moved even by a great pain ; 

It: the gain of the Self. Therein: in the real Self .. 
Pain : such as may be caused by a sword-cut, etc. 

This Yoga,-this peculiar state of the Self which has 
been described in so many of its attributes in the verses 
beginning with vi. 20 : 

~ Pf'l~ ~~ri~iJFfq)ft ilfff{:iJlrttl{ I 

Q f;tl.l~i( ~~i.{f ;q)ilr s~~Oot~at1t 'I 't ' t' 
23· This severance from union with pain, be 

it known, is called union (Yoga). That Yoga must 
be practised with determination and with unde· 
pressed heart. 
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Severance front union with pa:u is called Yoga (which. 
means union) by a sort of irony. Having thus concluded 
speaking of the effect of Yoga, the Lord again refers to the· 
necessity of it, with a view to show that determination and 
non-depression (self-reliance) are necessary means to Yoga 
That Yoga: the Yoga which can produce the result described 
above. 

Further directions concerning the practice of Yoga. 

Moreover, . ~ "" 
t=f~~Q'>JifqT;:~Tt.TT~~CREff ~qf;=[~tta: I 

+r;r~fr~:qqn:f Tarfflil~~ ~+rra(f: II ~ ~ II 

24. Abandoning without reserve all fancy
born desires, well-restraining all the senses from. 
all quarters by the mind ; 

By the mind: endued with discrimination : 

r«';t:\U~~tf{.~ ~;a:-qr ~Rt~(T~~T I 

etT~+r~~ ~: ~e(f if fei;i§JC{fq Rt:attrt, II ':( ~ li 

25. Little by little let him withdraw, by 
reason (buddhi) held in firmness ; keeping the 
mind established in the Self, let him not think of 
anything •. 

He should make the mind constantly abide in the Self,. 
bearing in mind that the Self is all and that nothing else· 
exists. This * is the highest form of Yoga. 

Now, as to the Yogin who thus strives to make the mind 
abide in the Self, 

* The steadinesf of mind.-(A.) 
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~a) ~6T Rll(f6 if'1~U~;JJW(q: 1 

6~61' fi:r~•~ij't\f~q q~ i=l~ff. I l '{ ~ II 

26- By whatever cause the \vavering and 
unsteady mind wanders away, from that let him 
restrain it and bring it back direct under the 
control of the Self. 

Sound and .other objects are the causes which make the 
·mind wander a way. It is a natural weakness of the mind to 
·be thus led away by sense-objects. By convincing oneself of 
the illusoriness of sense-objects· through an investigation into 
their real nature, and by cultivating indifference to worldly 
objects, the mind can be restrained from sense-objects and 
brought back to the Self wherein to abide firmly. In virtue 
·Of this practice of Yoga., the Yogin's mind attains peace in 
the Self. 

The effect of Dbyana-Yoga . . .... . ,,..... . 
SI~T~t.tilB' ~if ~fTifij ijij[~~+r't I 

~~{6 ~fi=a(~~ ;t~'tcnr~+r~ II ~" ll 

27. Supreme Bliss verily comes to this 
Yogin, whose mind is quite tranquil, whose passion 
is quieted, who has become Brahman, who is 
blemishless. 

Whose passion &c.: in whom aU passion, including 
attachment and other causes of pain, has disappeared ; who 
has become a Jivan-mukta (a· man whose soul is liberated 
while still alive), convinced that all is Brahman ; who has no 
blentish whatsoever, who is not affected by dharma ancl 
a-dharma. 
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~Pet Qc;:tssmr;t ~ilt ~a-'fi~~~: 1 

~~it J111Q~tdr+t~~ ij~;(~~ij- '' ~ ~ l' 

[Dis. VI. 

28. Thus always keeping the self steadfast,. 
the Yogin, freed from sins, attains with ease to the 
infinite bliss of contact \Vith the (Supreme) Brah
man. 

Always : unimpeded by any of the obstacles to Yoga . 

. Now will be discribed the effect of Y ega, the perception 
of oneness with Brahman, which leads to the cessation of all 
samsara: 

~ . ~ " " 
'-=ieJ+I.a~;:nmrif ~q+r.._6"rrc:r =et1~+1Tif 

~ ' ' .... ~ 
~a)' a Cff~Tm'T iaqSI' ~~~~'il'ii: I J "( ~ ll 

29. The Self abiding in all beings, and all 
beings (abiding) in the Self, sees he \Vhose self has 
been made steadfast by Y.oga, who everywhere 
sees the same. 

He sees all beings-from Brahma, the Creator, down to 
a clump of grass-as one with the Self; and in all the differ• 
ent beings-from Brabma, the Creator, down to inanimate 
objects-be sees the same ; i.e., be sees that the Self and 
Brahman (the Absolute) are one"~ 

Now will be discribed the effect of this perception of the 
unity of the Self; 

' • I' ~ ~ " " (if m q~fij" ~~Sf ide( =q il'Tlt ~<ITa' I 

ij"~Tt if !lOI~Tiir ~ ~ if ;r .sratl(<tRr II ~ o II 
30. He who sees Me everywhere and sees 

·everything in Me, to him I vanish not, nor to Me 
does he. vanish .. 
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He who sees Me, Vasudeva, the Self of all, in all beings,. 
and who sees Brahma, the Creator, and all other beings, in Me!> 
the Sel( of all ;-when he has thus seen the unity of the Self, 
I-who am the Isvara-never leave his presence, nor does 
that wise man leave My presence; for his Self and Mine are 
·one, and one's own Self cannot but be manifest to oneself. 

Now, referring to the knowledge imparted in the 
preceding verse-namely that ' I Myself, the Self of all, am 
the seer of the unity of Self ',-the Lord will speak of nivksha 
as the effect of that knowledge: 

~ ~ . ' . ~ ~ 

~Cf+{6T~~ i.I'T +If ~Gr~Cli~Cf+ITl~6: t 
~ ~ .... ~ ....... " " ~ .... 

~Cf~T Eil'~+llillSTq ~ q"fifT +IT~ ef6ij II ~ ~ 1 l 

3 I· Whoso, intent on unity, worships Me 
who abide in all beings, that Yogin dwells in Me, 
whatever his mod~ of life. 

This man of right knowledge dwells in Me, in the 
supreme state, in the state of Vish11u; he is ever liberated 
nothing obstructs his path to moksha. 

Moreover, 
~ "' ~ . ,.... ' ~ 

6fJ(+rJq~lJil ~qSJ \=r+T q~ra i.fTS~ I 

~~ qT m~ ~n s;: ~ :a ~ifr q\;if ;ra-: 11 ~ "t( n 
32.. Whoso, by corn pa rison with himself, 

sees the same everywhere, 0 Arjuna, be it pleasure 
or pain, he is deemed the highest Yogin. 

He sees that whatever is pleasant to himself is pleasant 
to all creatures, and that whatever is painful to himself is 
painful to all beings. Thus seeing that what is pleasure or 
pain to himself is alike pleasure or pain to all beings, he 
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causes pain to no being ; he is harmless. Doing no harm, 
and devoted to right knowledge, he is regarded as the highest 
among all Y ogins. 

'Practice and Indifference are the surest means to Yoga. 
Seeing that the Yoga above described, the Yoga of right 

knowledge, is very difficult of attainment, Arjuna wished to 
know the surest means of attaining it, and said : 

Arjuna said : 
.... . .... " "" ~ts~ ~Tit~ct~T sn!ffi: ~r~~c; +r~ft.C\'i l 

• "• "'N" "QQ'~ff( if q~~Tfif :q;q~mq_ J~T6 H?·f~rq: l \ ~ ~ II 

33. This Yoga in equanimity, taught by 
'Thee, 0 Destroyer of Madhu,-I see not its steady 
continuance, because of the restlessness (of the 
mind.) 

This is a well-known fact : 

. "' "' ;q~~ li{ ili=f: ~~ut 5f+lTT~ tt~~er~ ~'{ I 
. " . .... '" ij'~f s~ Ti1!i~ +r-=~ qJ~H{~ t!~~ep~q_ u ~ ~ 11 

34. The mind verily, is, 0 Krishna, restless, 
turbulent, strong and obstinate, Thereof the 
.restraint I deem quite as difficult as that of the 
wind. 

'Ktishna' is derived from ' krish' to scrape. Krishna 
is so called because He scrapes or draws away all sins and 
other causes of evil from his· devotees.-Not only is the 
mind restless, but also turbulent : it agitates the body and 
the senses and makes them subject to foreign influences. It 
is not possible to restrain it by any means, as it is quite 
irrepressible. It is ·as impossible to cut it as to cut the 
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tantunaga, the Varuna-pasa, a kind of shark. To restrain 
the mind of such a nature is even more difficult than to 
restrain the wind~ 

The Lord says :-So it is) as you say : 
The Blessed Lord said : 

ai~:U~ +r&:TatTE{l +r~f ~fflq~ :q~t{ I 
' ~' ~ ' ..... ~r+~H.1ii g cnl;:«~ eR.Tnifl'( =q ir!&~a- '' ~ ~ ll 

35· Doubtless, 0 mighty-armed, the mind is 
hard to restrain and restless ; but by practice, 0 
son of Kunti, and by indifference it may be 
restrained. 

'Practice' consists in constantly repeating the same idea. 
or thought regarding some one object of thought. ' Indiffer
ence' means freedom from desire for any pleasures seen or 
unseen, attained through a constant perception of evil in 
them. It is by practice and indifference that vikshepa, the 
passage of thought in the direction of external objects, can be 
restrained.-It is thus that the mind is restrained. 

But as regards him who is not self-controlled : 

. . "' "" ,... ' ,....... 
at6<.rij'Jt;t'lr ~ rrrr ~'i5frcr ~a ;r +rr6: 1 

"" Cl~~T~'i'tt g ~««T ~tFltfSqft~iqp:rcr: II ~ ~ ll 

36. Yoga, rnethinks is hard to attain for a 
man of uncontrolled self; but by hitn who (often) 
·strives, self-controlled, it can be acquired by 
(proper) means. 

UnoontroZled self: the antah-karana not controlled by 
means of constant practice and by indifference to worldly 
gain. Self-controlled : who has subdued the mind. 
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Failures in Yoga and the after·career. 
On engaging in the practice of Yoga, all works which are 

the means of attaining success in this world and in the other 
world have been renounced, while the right knowledge, which 
is the result of perfection in Yoga and which is the means to 
moksha, bas not yet been attained ; and the Yogin's mind 
strays away from the path of Yoga at the time of death. 
Arjuna thought that such a man would meet destruction and 
therefore asked: 

Arjuna said : 

" .,.... ,..... . ,..... " 
eurJtl.l' ~T'I~T«T~ '6T rtra tl~"f ii~Ta' l I ~ \t l I 

37. He who strives not, but who is possessed 
of faith, whose mind wanders away frotn Yoga,
having failed to attain perfection in Yoga, what 
end, 0 Krishna, does he meet P 

He has faith in the efficacy of Yoga but dces not strive 
in the path of Yoga ; and during the last moments of life his 
mind wanders away from Yoga, with memory lost... Having 
failed to attain the fruition of Y ega-namely, right knowledge 
-what end does such a man meet P ,.. ... ..... ,.. ,.. ,.. 

E6'T!Vitl'¥l'~TCf~!T~T"RT;JCf il~Ta' I 
,.. ' ' ~ ~ ,.. 

SfSifa~T 'I~T!FT~T Tet~GT ~01': qy~ ·l 1 ~ (, II 

38. Having failed in both, does he not perish 
like a riven cloud, supportless, 0 mighty-armed", 
and perplexed in the path to Brahman? · 

Both : the path of Karma and the path of Yoga. Phe 
path to Brahman : the J:ath by which :Brahman can be 
reached. 
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• ... • • ' c:- ... 
~ if ~~~ iitSat U~tr;:~~"a: I 

~crt{•~: ~~~~'~ u=ttr iiucrq'!ij- II ~ ~ 11 ..., 
39· This doubt of mine, 0 Krishna, do Thou 

dispel completely; for none other than Thyself 
can possibly destroy this doubt. 

None otherr: be he a Bisbi or Deva. Thou alone canst 
destroy this doubt. 

Tbe Blessed Lord said: 

qr~ iler~ ;=fHiST fetilt~~~ ~'l6 I 

wt f( en~~TOTW~ilimtrfa ala ii~Rr I I ~ o I l ...., 

40. 0 Partha, neither in this \Vorld nor in 
the next is there destruction for him ;·- norie, verily, 
who does good, My son, ever comes to grief. 

He who has failed in Yoga will not be subject to a lower 
birth than the present one either here or hereafter. My son : 
[Sk. 'tata' is translated into ' son ']. ' Tata ' in Sanskrit 
means ' father ' because the father propagates (Sk. root 'tan') 
himself in the form of his son. Since th-qs the father himself 
is the son, the son also is called tata. Even a disciple, 
though not a son, is addressed as son because he is like a son. 

What, then will happen to him P . .... " ,.. 
SlJQI' 9;"~t)aT ®TetiT~T1!f~T ~T'aaH ~'IT: J 

,.. . "" ....... , .... .... " .... 
~=illitf ~T+r6T if~ ~Tif"if!f Sl+T:sit~a: II ~ ~ II 

4r. Having attained to the worlds of the 
righteous and having dwelt there for eternal years, 
he who failed in Yoga is reborn in a house of the 
pure and .wealthy. 
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This is said, as the context shows, of a samnyasin engag
ed in the path of (Dhyaoa) Yoga. The 'righteous : those 
who worsbi p by the asva•medha or horse-sacrifice, &c. 
Havh1g completely enjoyed the pleasure (he is entitled to) 
in such a world, he is reborn in a house of the pure and 
wealthy. The pulre : .acting according to the prescribed 
rules. 

'"' "' ' ,...... "' ~q-r ~trifilT+Ief ~~. ~cna: ~r;rarq 1 

~a-fi: ~+Ta~ ~~ Gte=+f ~~r~~q_ \ l ~ ~ 1 l 

42. Else, he is born in family of wise Yogins .. 
only. This, verily, a birth like this, is Tw·ery hard to 
obtain in this world. 

Or else he is born in quite a different family, that of 
poor wise Y ogins. A birth in a family of this sort, in a 
family of poor Yogins, is more difficult to obtain than the 
one mentioned above. 

And for the following reason : . ,.....,. . ..... . ' ~ ~"""' 
ij~ a- ~e~rrr ij5+Hr qtcr~t&:~ 1 

.... ..... .,.... ~ 
~ij"Q' :q c:taT +r-r: ~T\1~T ~~ilr((it ll ~ ~ I I 

43· There he gains touch with the knowledge . 
that was acquired in the former body and· strives 
more than before for perfection, 0 son of the 
Kurus. 

More than before: with .greater vigour that;t that with 
which be strove in the former birth. 

~ ~ ""~ " "" ., " 
'ictT+~re-;:r oilq Ti~o ~rsyq ~: .J 
,...... . ,.... ..... " ~' 
~~~Tij~tr ~Til~ ~t{~&I'TT~<:i~Hf II ~ ~ l l 
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44· By that very former practice is he borne 
on, though unwilling. Even he who merely wishes 
to know of Yoga rises superior to the Word
Brahman. 

The man who failed in Yoga is borne on towards 
perfection by the force of the _practice of the former birth. 
If he bad done no unrighteous deed (a-dharma) which could 
overpower the tendency caused by the practic of Yoga, then , 
certainly, the tendency of Yoga prevails. If a-dharma be 
stronger, then, eve!! the tendency born of Yoga is certainly 
overpowered by a·dharma. But on -the exhaustion of 
a-dharma the tendency caused by Yoga begins to produce its 
effects : that is to say, it is not I iabl e to destruction though it 
may have long been in abeyance. Thus he-i.e. as the 
context shows, a samnyasin who bas failed in Yoga·-wbo 
works in the path of Yoga, only wishing to know its nature, 
e'\j'en he will free himself from the Word-Brahman (Sabda
Brabman), from the effects of the observance of Vedic 
Karma: what need is there to say that he who knows Yoga 
and practises it in steady ..,devotion will be free from jts 
effects ? 

The best of Y ogins. 
And wby is the life of a Yogin preferable P 

"' " . "" ,...., sr~m'lt6~T~ ~rttr ~~~r~il'tif: t 
' ·" ' ,...,. . ,.... 

atit~:sir;r~r~:a:~ar :zrnEr qu maq_ 11 v ~ 11 
45. Verily, a Yogin who strives with assiduity, 

purified from sins and perfected in the course of · 
many births, then reaches the Supreme Goal. 

In the course of many births he acquires facility in 
Yoga little by little, and by the aggregate facility thus 
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acquired in many births he is perfected. Then he obtains 
right knowledge and reaches the Supreme Goal. 

aq~~sAc6r ~iff lt~Tif~~sfq ~)sf~cw: 1 

iifii¥~~lEITt~eir ~rn t:r-etT'lTifr ¥r~T~ii l I ~ ' II 

46. A Yogin is deemed superior to men of 
austerity, and superior to even men of knowledge ; 
he is also superior to men of action ; therefore be 
thou a Yogin, 0 .A.rjuna. 

Knowledge : of the teachings of the sastra. Aotlon : 
such as Agnihotra. worship of the sacred fire. 

~filifrqfcr ~~Eft ;rl\6t:~Tra'Q(;r;;r 1 
' ..... . ' ' ~cnr~:sia- ~n ~r 6 +r ~=Q5a+rr ;ra-: u ~ " n 

47, Of all Y ogins, whoso, full of faith, 
worships Me with his inner self abiding in Me, he 
is deemed by Me as most devout. 

Yogins : those who meditate upon Rudra, Aditya.. etc. 
The inner self abiding in . Me : The antah-karana kept 
steadfast in Me, Vasudeva. 

~ Wt+tiflf~tm{tl'~ llll~t q1m'fNt 
Wt~~ent wm~q~)fr) ;mr 

"18TS'RII'·H I 



SEVENTH DISCOURSE. 
VIJNANA-YOGA. 

Realisation of the Lord by meditation. 
Having given in vi. 47 an occasio·n for further interroga. 

tion, and wishing to teach, without being asked, that ''so and 
so is My Real Being, and such and such is the one whose 
inner self abides in Me,'' the Lord said: 

The Blessed Lord said: 
It" '. 

qt:ttT~i:fiq-;:n: ~Til ~fil ~~T~(;{: I . . . . " 
sta~il' ~ill:f qr ~~r •r~re- a~ 11 ~ u 

I. With the mind intent .on Me, 0 Partha, 
practising Yoga, and finding refuge in Me, how in 
full without doubt thou shalt know Me, that do 
thou hear. 

Tb.e Yogin's mind is intent on Me, the Supreme Lord, 
.possessed of such attributes as will be mentioned .below• 
.He pratises Yoga or steadfastness of mind and finds refuge. 
·in Me alone, the Sllpreme Lord. He wb.o seeks a human 
·end ·resorts to some action such as Agnihotra, or to an 
·austerity. or to a gift or the iike, as a means of attaining that 
·end. They Yogin, on the other hand, resorts to Me alone, 
abandoning all other means, with his thought intent on Me 
.atone. Now, listen to wb.at I am going to say as to how 
·y9u also, thus acting, will, without doubt, know Me in full • 
. possessed of infinite greatness, strength, power, grace and 
other attributes ; you will know Me undoubtingly, that '' Tha 
Lord is .so and so only." 
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. ... . ,... " . ... 
~T'I ~Sii ~lCf~T;:rT+Jt{ Cf~~:n;t~?ff~Q': 

"' ...... "' ' ~~"r~~n .,~ ~~rs•if~~rQ's~+rSIT~1St:ro 11 ~ ll 

2. I shall fully teach thee this kno\vledge 
combined with experience, which being knownt 
nothing more besides here remains to be known. 

And this knowledge concerning Me, as born out by My 
own experience, I shall relate to thee in full. In the latter 
portion of the verse the Lord extols the knowledge which is 
going to be taught, with a view to prepare the hearer to 
follow it.-Nothing more ; no other means to ·a human end. 
He who knows Me in truth becomes omniscient. Thus the 
knowledge is productive of great results and is therefore very 
hard to obtain. 

How ?-Listen: 

;ra~~nott e~~ en~~a"Rr fu;a~ 1 

~a-at;rfq ra;ariiT cti~;;rr ~~ a-~eta: II ~ II 
3· Among thousands of men, one perchance· 

strives for perfection ; even among those who 
strive and are perfect, only one perchance knows 
me in truth. 

Perfect : they are indeed perfect who strive for moksba. 

Evoll'&tion of the Universe out of Divine Prakriti. 

Having prepared the hearer for the teaching by inducing 
in him a taste for it, the Lord proceeds thus: 

~tt~Sil'er ~r~: 'if ;r;i( ~f?a:~q cq I 
"•'" ,.... ettttr~ ~EfTii ~ f+lil'f Sl5TE\'~!1:ff \ t \l l I 
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+ Earth, water, fire, air, ether, thought 
(Manas) and reason (Buddhi), egoism (Ahamkara) 
-thus is My Prakriti divided eightfold. 

Earth stands for the subtile rudimental element or 
Tanmatra, the Pritbi vi-tanmatra or the subtile rudimental 
element of earth ; and so water, fire, air and ether stand for 
the Tanmatras of water, etc. Thought (Manas) stands for 
its cause .Ahamkara or egoism : reason (Buddhi) for the 
Makat principle, which is the cause of Ahamkara ; and 
Ahamkara for the Avyakta, the Uumanifested, conjoined 
with Avidya or nescience. Just as food which is mixed with 
poison is itself called poison, so the Avyakta. the First Cause, 
conjoined with the vasana, or latent unconscious impression, 
of Ahamkara, is itself called here Ahamkara inasmuch as 
Egoism is the impelling cause of all. As a matter of fact, 
we find, from our ordinary experience, that egoism is the 
cause of the activity of every being. Thus divided eightfold 
is My Prakriti, the Maya belonging to the Isvara. 

Sl'1~qflra~~ct-=(.Ji sreDRr ~R! q q~Jfl I 
GfTEf~iif ~Till~ ~~ ~~t,ij- 'ffflf{ l l '-\ II 

5· This is the inferior (Prakriti); but as 
distinct from this know thou My superior Prakriti1 

the very life, 0 mighty-armed, by whl.ch this 
universe is upheld. 

This Pa.rkriti is inferior, impure, productive of evil, itself 
constituting the bondage of samsara ; but the superior Prakriti 
is pure; it is My very Self, the Kshetrajna, that by which life 
is sustained, that which enters within the whole universe and 
sustains it. 
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~Q~cfrR +{(IT~ ~errofr~~q~r;c~ 1 

at~ li~"'~ ~rtcr: st~6f: sr~<rer~r II ~ l 1 
6. Know that all beings have their birth in 

these. So, ( am the source and dissolution of the 
whole universe. 

These, My inferior Nature (Prakriti) and My superior 
Nature (PrakritiJ matter (Kshetra) and spirit (Kshetrajna) 

' are the womb of all creatures. Because my Prakriti is the 
womb of all beings, I am the origin aud the end of the whole 
universe. That is to say, through this twofold Prakriti, I, 
the omniscient Isvara, am the cause of the universe. 

Wherefore, . " ,....,. ,.... 
+r~: q(a( ~ft=tlf(!filii~T~ ~tl~ I 
" ~"· ...... '" ~f~ ~cff t:t~ ~Ta' ti_;;J iiTGTiillTT ~f:( l l ~ l l 

7· There is naught else higher than I, 0 
Dhananjaya: in Me all this is woven as clusters of 
gems on a string. 

There is no other cause besides Me, the Supreme Lord 
I alone am the cause of the universe. Wherefore all beings 
as well as the whole of this universe are woven in Me, as a 
cloth in the warp, clusters of beads on a string. 

The Divine Principle penetrating the Universe. 
What are Thy attributes showing that the whole of thi 

is woven in Thee P -Listen : 

:(QTStt.tt~ Efirw:a<r sr~rsf61 :n~~4~: I 

S(Otcf: ~~~~~ ~;C(: (« ~61 ~ l l ' l l 
8. I am the sapidity in water, 0 son of 

Kunti. I am the light in the moon and the sun. 
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I am the syllable Ont in all the Vedas, sound in 
ether, humanity in men. 

The essence of water is sapidity. In Me \Vho am that 
sapidity waters are woven.-So in all cases.-Just as I am 
the sapidity in waters, so am I the 1 igbt in the moon and the 
su11 ; I am the Prana.va, the syllable Om in all the Vedas :in 
Me who am that Pranava all the Vedas are woven. So also, 
I an1 humanity in men, i. e., I am that in a person wh.ich 
makes that person regarded a human being. In Me as human
ity all persons are woven. Sound is the essence of akasa.: in 
Me as sound akasa is woven. 

!JUtlt ~~: il\Ts~t :q ~~~r~ fen:rran.~~r 1 
~ . ~ "' " .....,. 

~rer;:r ~Cf~a~ a-q!Q"trt$1' 6'r.rr~:J 11 ~ 11 
g. And I am the agreeable odour in the 

earth and the brilliance in the fire, the vitality in 
all beings, and I am the austerity in ascetics. 

In Me as odour the earth is woven.-Odour by itself is 
agreeable ; the disagreeableness of odour in the earth and of 
the like being due to the combination of one element with 
some other element or elements under the influence of the 
avidya and a-dharma of individual souls in the world. The 
agreeableness thus spoken of with reference to the earth 
applies also to the agreeableness of the sapidity in waters, 
and so on.-I a,m the vitality in all beings, that by which all 
beings live. In Me as austerity the ascetics are woven. 

iff~ ilf ~~~r;:rf terilJ: tJlq ~ifTi!ti=f'{, I 

~I{Qfij'fer ~~~aff@i{lllit'l ll ~ o II 
10. Know Me, 0 Partha, as the eternal seed 

of all beings ; I am the intelligence of the intelli
gent,•the bravery of the brave. 
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Seed: the cause of growth. Intelligence : the discrimi
native.power af the antah·karana. 

<if~ q~ef6T+llGf ifiT~:{tiffeJq~aq l 

~+rtfatli~T ~ij~ ent~si{+r +f((f~+r II ~ ~ u 
11. And of the energetic am I the energy 

devoid of passion and attachment ; and in (all) 
beings I am the desire unopposed to dharma, 0 
lord of the Bharatas. 

Passion (Kama): thirst for objects 110t present to the 
senses. .Attachmet1t (raga): love for those presented to the 
senses. I am that energy which is necessary for the bare 
sustenance of the bcdy, certajnly net that which causes thirst 
and attachment (for sense-objects) in the case of worldly 
mortals. So I am the desire not opposed to the teaching of 
the scriptures : I am, for instance, the desire for that much 
of eating and drinking, etc., which is necessary for the bare 
sustenance of the body. 

Moreover, 
' ~ ~ ' i:.f rr.tef ~TJ(EfEfiT +netT ~~:sl~l~T;J"~l~:q if I 

""~ ~ ~ . "" "" " +1~ q~na an;sn:a it (6f( a~ 6 ;rr~ II ~ ~ II 

12. And whatever beings are of Sattva or of 
Rajas or of Tamas, know them to proceed from 
Me : still, I am not in them, they are in me. 

Know that all beings, whether formed of Sattva or of 
Rajas, or of Tamas, and which come into existetlce as the 
result of the respective karma of living beings. proceed from 
Me. , Though tbey thus proceed from Me, I am not subject 
to them like mortal beings (sam.sarins). On the .other hand, 
they are subject to Me : they are dependel'lt on Me. 
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Maya, : How to overcome it. 
The Lord now expresses His regret that the world does 

not understand Him, who is thus the Supreme Lord ; who by 
nature is eternal, pure, intelligent and free ; who is the Self 
of all beings, devoid of all attributes; by knowing whom they 
might burn up the evil which is the seed of samsara.-What 
is this ignorance on the part of the wvrld due to ?-Listen: 

,..... " ~ ~ ~~'"' ~" . 
TstT~!J;OT+r~+rTtt~r~: Qet'Tife{ ~ rrrt I 

"""• " " ' +rrr(ij" ;r:rrr~~riln« ~r+r+~: q~~rr 11 ~ ~ u 
13. Deluded by these three (sorts of) things 

composed of gunas, all this world kno\\·s not Me 
as distinct from them and immutable. 

All living beings are deluded by such things as 1 ove, 
hatred and attachment, waich are all mo1ifications of gunas. 

Immutable: devoid of such changes as birth and the like. 
which pertain to all things in the world. 

How then can one surmount this Divine Illusion (Maya) 
of Vishnu made up of the three gunas ?-Listen : 

~err UIS(T !lot+r~r ~ +n<~r ~~~r 1 

+rt~cr ~ srqf.t~~ +rr~titert a-~~a- a- II ~ ~ II 
14. Verily this Divine Illusion of Mine, made 

up of gunas, is hard to surmount. Whoever seek 
Me alone, they cross over this Illusion. 

This Illusion (Maya), formed of gutta.s, is inherent in Me, 
Vishnu, the Lord. Such being the case, whoever abandon ail 
formal religion (Dharma) and completely devote themselves 
to Me, their own Self, the Lord of Illusion, the' cross over 
the Illusion which deludes all living beings: they are liberated 
from the bondage of samsara. 
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If those who resort to Thee cross over the Illusion, why 
do not all resort to Thee only P-

. " ' ' if +iT ~~'iT6;ff ~G'T: srq~~ ;=f~f'ei'"T: I . .,... 
:r:rt~~TStf~6~TifT e-n~~ ¥11CI'l'Tl~6T: II ~ ~ ll 

I 5· Not Me do the evil-doers seek, the del ud
ed, the vilest of men, deprived of wisdom by 
Illusion, follo'vving the ways of the Demons. 

Me, the Supreme Lord, Narayana. The ways of the 
Demon,s are cruelty, untruth, and the like. 

Four classes of devotees. 
But as to the best of men, men of good deeds : 

=i:1SJ~~T ~~;ij- +If GtilU ~~fEtijyS~if I 
~,..... C:t'(' " ~ 

Gl'JEH T~~r~~~T~T ii'TitT :q ~ite1Sf+T ll ~ ft II 

16. Four kinds of virtuous men worship Me, 
0 Arjuna-the distressed, the seeker of knowledge, 
the seeker of wealth, and the wise man, 0 lord of 

the Bharatas. 

The distressed : be who is in distress, overpowered by a 
robber, a tiger, illness or the like. Knowledge : of the real 
nature of the Lord. The wise man: he who knows the real 

:nature of Vishnu. 

a'-tt ~t;fr fq~~=iji q;n+rfijsfcft~'S~a- I 
,.... .... ,... ............ ~. ,...... 
Tst~T T{ ~lliii=fiS~~t=li{ ~ =i:l ;{it Tst<r: ll ~ '» II 

17. Of them the wise man, ever steadfast 
and devoted to the One, excels ; for, excessively 
dear am I to the wis~, and he is dear to Me. 
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Of the four, the wise man, as knowing the truth, is ever 
steadfast, and devoted to the One, finding no other object of 
worship. Thus, he who is devoted to the One is superior to 

all others. Since I ant his very Self, I am excessively dear 
to the wise man.-It is well-known to all in this world that 
the Self is dear to every one. Therefore Vasudeva, as the 
Self of the wise man, is dear to him.-And the wise man is 
My very Self and is therefore very dear to Me. 

Then the three others, the distressed and the rest, are 
not dear to Vasudeva ?-Not so.-What then? 

~ ~..... t'\ ~ ~ 

'3'~T~T: ~q- ~6f6 ~f;:JT '€~f(liCf +r +1'61{_ I 
,..... ,..... ...... . ,..... 

aTU~o: i3' T~ ~~f(~f ~T+r6JT~~+U nta-q_ ll ~' ll 
18. Noble indeed are all these; but the wise 

man, I deem, is the very Self; for, steadfast in 
mind, he resorts to Me alone as the unsurpassed 
goal. 

These are all noble indeed ; i.e., those three also are dear 
to Me. There is no devotee of Mine but is dear to Me~ 
Vasudeva. There is, however, this ditference: the wise man 
is excessively dear to Me.-Why so ?-It is my conviction 
that the wise man is the very Self, not different from Me· 
The wise man strives to reach Me, firm in the faith that he 
himself is the Lord Vasudeva and is no other than He. He 
seeks Me only, the Supreme Brahman, as the highest goai to 
be reached. 

The wise man is again e:x'iolled : 
. ' . "" 

ar~ifT ~•ttt:~r+r•a ~r;;SJr.:ttr !i11fltn 
...... ~"'" ~ 6JT~({ef: B6lT+rlQ' e- +lt{Tc+IT ~~~+f: ll ~ ~ ll 

tg. At the end of many births, the man of 
wisdom comes to me, (realising) that Vasudeva is. 
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the all: he is the noble-souled (Mahatman), very 
hard to find. 

At the end of many births occupied in spiritual regenera • 
tion as preparatory to the attainment of wisdom, the man of 
mature wisdom resorts to Me, Vasudeva, the innermost Self 
(Pratyagatmao).-How ?-Realising that Vasudeva is the All. 
He who thus comes to Me, Narayana, the Self of All, is a 
Mahatman, a man of high soul ; there is no other either equal 
to him or superior to him. Therefore such a man is very 
hard to find; it has indeed been said that "among thousands 
of men, one· perchance strives for perfection'' (vii. 3.) 

The ignorant worship inferior Gods. 
Now will be shown the cause of (the people) not seeing 

that the Self or Vasudeva alone is the All : 
~~ ~ ~ ...... ' 

~T;Jtff~'Jf~Tilt: srqClFa-S•ttq:Efa"T! I . . " " ~ ~ Ti{7.4+t+rT~T~ Sf!i~ 1iltt6T: t:.et~ l I ~ o II 
20. Those whose wisdorn has been led away 

by this or that desire resort to other Gods, engag
ed in this or that rite, constrained by their own 
nature. 

Their desires for progeny, cattle, svarga and the like 
deprive them of their power of discrimination, and they resort 
to other Gods (Devatas), other than Vasudeva, the Self. 
They engage in rites peculiar to the worship of these Gods; 
they being constrained to do so by their own nature (prakriti), 
by that peculiar tendency (samskara) which they acquired in 
the previous births. 

Of these lustful men, 
''... f"l::,...." 
~r ~r ~r (if a~ +r~: if~~rsr~~T+t~ra' 1 

• • ' #"'>. 
13~ Ef~.n;q~f 'Rif 6HtCf TEI~~T~tf({'{ II ~ ~ II 
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2I. Whatever devotee seeks to w"rship with 
faith what form soever, th~t same faith of his I 
make unflinching. 

Whatever form of God (Devata) a man of desire worships 
in devotion and faith, I confirm his faith in the worship of 
that same form. 

By whatever faith a man is naturally actuated and seeks 
to worship a particular form of Devata, 

" ..... ~ a~r SJI';s[~T ~'QR6~T'l:T~;'ft:lf~a" I 

~ll"Et :q aa: ·~r;;r~q ~~~nf.(((f't~ ll ':t ~ tl 

22. Possessed of that faith he engages in 
the worship of that (form) ; thence he obtains his 
desires, these being indeed ordained by me. 

Possessed of that faith ordained by Me, he engages in 
the worship of that form of God. From the God worshipped 
in this form he obtains the objects of his desire as ordained 
by Me, the Supreme Lord, the Omniscient, as I alone know 
the precise relation between actions and their fruits. Because 
their desires are all ordained by the Lord Himself, therefore 
the devotees are sure to obtain them. 

Another interpretation is also given which would make 
the last part of the verse mean that desires are beneficial. 
But desires can be beneficial oply in a secondary sense; for, 
strictly speaking, they are beneficiai to nobody. 

Because they are unwise and full of desires and resort to 
the means of attaining finite results, therefore, 

. " . ..... 
sr-=aer~ tf.i~ aqr 'l~er~~qq-~~Tli 1 

~err:r~~~r <rrfkr ~r <tt~ qmftr II ~ \ I l 
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23· That result indeed is finite, (which 
accrues) to those men of small intellect. War· 
shippers of Gods (Devatas) go to Gods (Devatas) ; 
My devotees come unto Me. 

Though there is the same amount of exertion (in the two 
kinds of worship), people do not resort to Me so that they 
m~,Y attain infinite results. Alas ! it is vtry miserable.
Thus does the Lord express His regret. 

Why r.lo they not come unto Me ?-it may be asked. 
The answer follows : . ,... . "' 

13fo~:pij) o~l~TtJif ;r;:~-=a +l'Tif~~: 1 

q~ :qJq+f:jftt:r-=ar q;nsc:r~l=l~itJ{ I 1 ~ ~ l' 

24· Th~ foolish regard Me as the untnanifest
ed coming in rnanifestation, knowing not My 
higher, immutable, unsurpassed nature. 

Not knowing my higher nature as the Supreme Self, the 
ignorant think that I have just now come into manifestation, 
having been unmanifested hitherto, though I am the ever 
luminous Lord. 

To what is their ignorance due ? -Listen : . '(.' ...... 
if~ ~ent~: il1~~ ~fifiil~T~J:I'T~a": I 

+l(lf S~ C1Tfl:r .:rr~tfa' ~)if ~T«::tiiot{~q II ~ ~ ·I l 
25. I am uot tnanifest to all, veiled (as I am) 

by Yoga-Maya. This deluded world knows not 
Me, unborn and imperishable .. 

I am not manifest to all people; that is to say, I am 
manifest only to a few who are my devotees. I am veiled by 
Yoga·Maya.-Yoga-Maya is the Maya which is none other 
than the Yoga or union of the three gunas. -Or, Yoga is 
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the firm will of the Lord or Isvara. The Illusion or veil 
thereby spread is called Yoga-Maya.-Wherefore people 
are deluded and l(now lVIe not as unborn and imperishable. 

The Yoga-Maya. by which I am veiled and on account 
of which people do not recognise Me, is 1V1ine, i. e., subject 
to My control, and as such, it cannot obstruct My know· 
ledge-the knowledge of the lsvara, of the possessor (for 
wielder) of the Maya, just as the glamour (maya) caused by 
a juggler (mayavin) does not obstruct his own knowledge. 
Wherefore, 

' . " " ~ " ~ EJC{Tl{ ~+r6T6Uii Cfoil1i1Tti1 :ctT~ii I 

+rt~fi~nUi :q =-tat~ ~t g et-a: ;{ efi~t't 1' ~ \ '' 

26. I knowt 0 Arj uoa, the past and the pre
sent and the future beings, but Me nobody knows. 

Nobody knows Me, except that one man \vho worships 
Me and seeks refuge with Me. Just for want of knowledge 
of My real nature, nobody worships Me. 

The root of ignorance 
It may be asked, "What is that obstacle to their know .. 

ledge of My real nature, whereby deluded, all creatures that 
are born know Me not ?-Listen : 

..... ' '"'" {~m:oqe-w~~ c:r l!;e:;rr~., +rr~e- 1 
~ ,..... ... . ..,. ,..... 

~CJ+!.aT1'i ~;:+lT~ ~if ~n~ q~;;:6q II ~ \$ \l 

27. From the delusion of pairs caused by 
desire and aversion, 0 Bharata, all beings are sub
ject to illusion at birth, 0 harasser of thy foes. 

The very desire. and aversion which are opposed to each 
other like beat and cold, and which, arising in connection 
with pleasure and pain and their causes, occur to every being 
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in its turn, are known as pairs (dvandva). Now, when desire, 
and aversion arise on the occurrence of pleasure and pain or 
of the causes thereof they cause delusion in all beings and 
create obstruction to the rise of a knowledge of the Supreme 
Reality, the Se1 f, by subjugation to themselves the intelli
gence of those beings. To one whose mnid is subject to the 
passions of desire and aversion, there cannot indeed arise a 
knowledge of thinf§s as they are, even of the external world; 
and it needs no saying that to a man whose intellect is over
powered by passion there cannot arise a knowled.ge of the 
Innermost Self, inasmuch as there are many obstacles in its 
way. All creatures into existence are born subject to this 
delusion. Wherefore every being has its intelligence obscur
ed by the delusion of pairs; and thus deluded it knows not 
that I am the Self, and therefore worships Me not as the Self. 

Divine worship leads to realisation. 
Who then are free from the delusion of pairs and know 

Thee and worship Thee as their Self according to the 
Teaching (Sastra)P-In answer to this, the Lord says : 

' . . . . ~ 
({GIT ~ef-=aiTEI trJq i!l"ifT;=Jf ~:tfCfi;JOTTq: l 
' .... ,..... ~ ~ . 
ij' Fi+IT~Til~T +ratt:a' +IT ~~ar: l' "(' II 

28.. Those mortals of pure deeds whose sin 
has cotne -to an end, who are freed from the delu· 
sian of pairs, they worship Me with a firm resolve 

Those persons of good deeds--good deeds causing purity 
of mind-whose sin has almost come to an end are freed 
from the delusion of pairs spoken of above and worship Me, 
their Highest Self. They resolutely abandon all else, firm 
in the conviction that "fhis is the Supreme Reality and no 
other." 

With what object do they worship ?-Listen : 
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..... " " ..... ~~T+r~Ol+JT&JTif ifT~TTS5f~ if~f;:a ~ I 
' " . ~ " a- illl ant9;: !i~~;:r+~~~r~+r eti+r ;qn~~q:_ 1 \ ~ ~ II 

29. Whoever resorting to Me strive for libera
tion from decay and death, they realise in full that 
Brahman, the individual Self and all action. 

Those who, with the mind steadfast in Me, the Supreme 
Lord, strive for liberation from decay and death, realise in 
full the Reality underlying the Innermost individual Self 
(adhyatma), and they know all about action (karma). 

i3Tf~~6TN~ei +rt ~T~<:~t ~ i{ fqs;: I 

SI~TotC6T~Sftr ~ +If ~ fq~~era-~a~: II ~ o II 
30. Those who realise Me in the Adhibhuta 

(physical region), in the Adhidaiva (the divine re
gion) and in the Adhiyajna (region of Sacrifice), 
realise Me even at the time of departure, steadfast 
in mind. 

~ m;r~:dtnti({Cifiiq~ iliRff.cilt4t ~tm~ 
Wtpt~·~ fir.m~) qm 

{;8;1'TSG1N: I 



ElGHTH DISCOURSE. 
ABHYASA-YOGA. 

The seven things to be realised by meditation. 

In vii 29, 30 such things have been mentioned by the 
Lord as have given occasion to Arjuna to put a question. 
Accordingly Arjuna proceeds to ask thus: 

att" ~qr:q :-
,..,. " ·~ ~ ..... 
leti a~@tl T~~T~'i Ten' Clitf 9;~Eff~li ' 

atf~i,.6: ;q fen ~=:feti~N~~ Ai~:;c.ra. ll ~ 1 l 
" . ..... ~' ,..... 

6fT~i.J'ij: en%1' 'fiTs~ ~f{Sf~r1t~tt_F.iil 1 

S~i.JTotcnr~ cq cti~ it~rsfu A~e-r~;rr'il: '1 tt 11 

Arjuna. said: 

1-2. vVhat is that Brahman P What about 
the Individual Self (Adhyatma) P What is action 
(Karma), 0 Purushottama P And what is declared 
to be the physical region (Adhibhuta) ? And what 
is the divine region (Adhidaiva) said to be P And 
how and w.ho is Adhiyajna (the Entity concerned 
with Sacrifice) here in this body, 0 Madhusudana .. 
and how at the time of death art Thou to be 
known by the self-controlled? 

The Lord proceeds to answer these questions in their 
order: 
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Wt~~errer:-. . ..... ~ 

stat~ ~ ~ ~~TefTSS<:Jf(+Ja~ij' I 
..... ~ "' 't' ~ '" ~ij'lif6JT~6J'fi(f TEI''-1~: ~~e~ r~a: II ~ II 

The Blessed Lord said: 

3· Brahman is the Im.perishable (Akshara), 
the Supreme. The Ego is said to be the Indivi· 
dual Self (Adhyatma, He 'vho dwells in the body). 
The offering which causes the origin of physical 
beings is called action (Karma). 

Brahmatz. is the Akshara, the Imperishable, the Supreme 
Self (Paramatman) ; the sruti says "0 Gargi, it is at the 
command of this Akshara, the imperishable Paramatrnan, 
that heaven and earth remain, held in their places." (Bri. 
U pan is had, 3-8-9). 'Akshara' does not here mean the syllable 
"Om'' ; for, the latter is subsequently specified thus:
,,Uttering the syllable' Om,' the Brahman'' (viii. 13). And 
the epithet ' supreme' applies better to Brahman, the Im ... 
perishable, who transcends all, (than to the sy1lable 'Om ). 

The same Supreme Brahman existing as the Ego, as the 
Innermost Self, as the Pratyagatman, in every individual 
body, is said to be Adhyatma : that which first shows itself 
as the Innermost Self in the body and turns out in the end to 
be identical with the Supreme Reality, the Brahman, is 
known by the term ' Adbyatma '. 

The sacrificial act which consists in offering cooked rice, 
cakes and the like to the Gods (Devatas). and which causes 
the origin of all creatures, is known by the term ' Karma' ; 
for. it forms the seed as it were of all beings ; it is in virtue 
of this act that all beings, animate and inanimate, come into 
existence, after passing through rain and other regions of life 
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" . ..... "" STT~~ a!~f ~fct: ~~~!QfT~t\CIETI{ I 

SlNtrit s{{?rcn~ ~~ ~~~at er' l l \1 l 1 
4· The physical region CAdhibhuta) is the 

perishable existence, and Purusha or the Soul is 
the divine region (Adhidaivata). The Adhiyajna 
(Entity concerned with Sacri"fice) is Myself, here 
in the body, 0 best of the embodied. 

The Adhibhuta is that which gathers itself round the 
whole animated creation and is composed of the whole 
perishable existence, i.e., of every thing that has birth. 

Purusha is, literally, that by which every thing is filled, 
(pri =to filt) or that which lies in the body (pur), i.e., the 
Hirattyagarbha, the Universal Soul abiding in the Sun 
(Aditya). the Sustainer and the Stimulator of the sense•organs 
of all living beings. 

The .Aakiya}na is He who identifies himself with all acts 
of sacrifice, the Deity named Vishnu ; the sruti says : " Yajna 
(Sacrifice) is verily Vishnu" (Taittiriya-Samhita, 1-7·4). He 
is verily Myself. I am the Deity concerned with all acts of 
sacrifice in the body.-As an act of sacrifice (yajna) has to be 
performed by the body, it is said to be inherent in it, and as 
suoh it may be said to rest in the body. 

' ' ~ strEIEfiT~ lill' ;rt;ter Qi(r5;~eetT efi~il"l I 

'I: ~tftf ~ ~" ~rfa' 'ff~st ~UQ': l I "\ II 
s. And whoso, at the time of death, thinking 

of Me alone, leaves the body and goes forth, he 
reaches My being ; there is no doubt in this. · 

Me : Vishnu, the Supreme Lord. My being : My real 
being as Vishnu. In this : as to whether be reaches or not. 
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Constant meditation of the Divine is necessary. 
Not to Me alone does this rule apply; but also: 

~ ~ cnfq ~~+rTef ~:ff~;:ij- ~af{'{ I 
. '~" ~ "' -. 6 6+Jqf6 ~T-=6~ B"~T 6i[fql1TfetCT: \ l ~ I I 

6. Of whatever Being thinking at the end a 
man leaves the body, Him alone, 0 son of Kunti, 
reaches he by whom the thought of that Being has 
been constantly dwelt upon. 

Being : a particular Devata or Diety, At the end : at 
the time of life's departure. Him alone: Only the Being 
thought of, and no other. Dwelt upon: constantly meditated· 

Because thus the final thought determines the character 
of the body to be attained next, 

~rmr~e~ cnr~~ +rT~~ ~e(.f ~ 1 

+t~<tfti~n:r~r~fil:ir~~~~~~~q 11 ~ lJ 

7· Therefore at all times do thou mediate 
on Me and fight : with mind and reason fixed on 
Me thou shalt doubtless come to Me alone. 

Meditate: According to the Teaching (sa.stra). Fight: 
do thou perfor-m thy proper duty of fighting. Me: Vasudeva. 
Come to Me: as meditated upon by thee. 

The Divine Being to be meditated upon. 
Moreover, 

.... '81,. .... ,.... 

st+~r~~Tll~tt ~cr~r ~rrrr+rifr t . . " . " ~ ,.... 
~+r ~~ J({~ ~T(t q~mr:q;:c:r~~ II ~ II 

8~ Meditating with the mind engaged in the 
Yoga of constant practice, not passing over to any 
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thing else, one goes to the Suprem;;} Purusha, the 
Resplendent, 0 son of Pritha. 

P'l'czctiae consists in the repetition of one and the same idea, 
uninterrupted by any other thought, with reference to Me, the 
sole object of your thought. Such a practice is itself said to 
be Yoga. With the mind thus solely engaged in Yoga, not 
passing over to any other object, the Yogin who J.neditates 
according to the teaching of the scripture and of the teacher
of the sastra and acharya-reaches the Purusha, the Transc
endental Being io the Solar Orb. 

What sort of Purusha does he reach ?-Listen : 
f"o4' ,..... ... " • .... 

C61Et ~f!Tf+I'3~TTeotU~iJTT~IllT~f~ii?J; ~(ill: I 
(' " ,..... (p 

~'(ll' 'tltet~+~r~·~~llrr~erOT ij't-t~: 1:l««r~ u 
.... ' "' "" ' ~ ~Ttllcnt<?.i ;r;r~JS:q'®if ~~T ~i:6T ~Tilil<9if :ef6f I 

~~~-1:{ srtotilT~~lt ~~~ ~ (( q{ ~~~~qr'a' ~s~q 11 

g-ro. Whoso meditates on the Sag-e, the 
Ancient, the Ruler, smaller than an atom, the 
Dispenser of all, of unthinkable nature, g1orious 
like the Sun, beyond the darkness, (whoso medi
tates on such a Being) at the time of death, with a 
steady mind endued with devotion and strength of 
Yoga, well fixing the life-breath betwixt the 
eye-brows, be reaches that Supreme Parusha 
Resplendent. 

Sage: the Omniscient. The Buler : of the whole world. 
Dispenser: who allots to all living beings actions and their 
results in all their variety. It is very difficult for anybody to 
conceive of His form though it exists. Like the Sun, He is 
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glorious with the splendour of Iiis Eternal Intelligence (Nitya
·Chaitanya) which is beyorl.ll the aalf"kness of delusion or 
·nescience (Ajnana). The strength. of Yoga consists in the 
steadiness of mind which results from the after-effects of the 
(constant practice of) samadhi. At first the mind (chitta) is 
subdued in the lotus of the heart (hridayaplln:iarika); then, 
by means of the up-going nadi (sushumna), after gradually 
obtaining control over the several stages of matter (earth and 
the other four rudimental elements), the life-breath of the 
heart is drawn up and carefully fixed betwixt the eye-brows. 
By this m~ans the wise man, the Yogin, reaches the Supreme 
Purusha, who is resplendent. 

Meditation of the Divine in the Pra.nava. 
The Lord now assigns a name to that Brahman whom the 

Yogin wishes to reach by means to be pointed out again ia 
the sequel, and who will be now described in such terms as 
being declared by the knowers of ~he Veda,' &c. : 

•'"~ ,..... ",..... 't\ 
~~&J~ CF(rct~r er~a Jq~fi=a <t'Qa<tT efJaUrrt: I 
~ .... ct " ' • ...... ..... 
~tCI~ar ifif~~ ~~f.=({ ~tt ~ ~il!{lll srcr~t~ 11 

" 
I I· That Imperishable Goal which the know

ers of the Veda declare, which the self-controlled 
and the passion-free enter, which desiring they 
lead the godly life,-That Goal will I declare to 

. thee with brevity. 
Those who understand the teaching of the Veda declare 

the Imperishable as devoid of any attribute whatsoever. The 
sruti says: "This verily is that (which you wished to koow 
of), the Imperishable, 0 Gargi, ac:l the brahnl(ltta.S (the 
knowers of the Brahman) declare, not gross, not subtle,'' &c. 
(Bri-U' pa. 3-8·8.) The samnyasics, ever controlling them
selves, free from passion, enter the Imperishable, on attaining 
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to right knowledge. And desiring to know the Imperishable 
they enter on godly life (Brahmacbarya) with a GuruL Of 
That Goal which is called Akshara, the Imperishable, I shall 

tell thee with brevity. 

Having started with the words " He who verily among 
men meditates on the syllable ' Om' till death, what region 
will be thereby attain to ? " he (Pippalada) said to him 
(Satyakama): " 0 Satya kama, this, the Brahman, the Higher 
and the Lower, is the syllable' Om'.'' (Prasna· Upanishad, 5-
1, 2); and it was subsequently said : '' He who will meditate 
on the Supreme Purusha by the three-lettered syllab)e 'Om • 
-he is borne up by the Sama-hymns to the Brahma-loka, to 
the region of Brahman.'' (lbid, 5-5). 

Again, having started with the words " Elsewhere than 
jn dharma and elsewhere than in a-dharma, tell me that thou 
seest ;'' (Katha-Upanisbed, 2·13), the sruti says, "that goal 
which all the Vedas speak of (i.e., are intended for), which all 
the austerities speak of, desiring which they lead the life of 
Brabmacharya. (celibacy), that goal I tell thee in brevity : 
It is this, the syllable 'Om.'" (Ibid 2-14). 

In such passages as these, the syllable 'Om', regarded 
either as an expression of the Para-Brahman or as a symbol 
of Him like an idoJ, is intended for persons of dull and mid ... 
dllng intellects as a means of knowing the Para .. Brahman; 
and the contemplation of the ' Om ' is said to produce moksha , 
at a subsEquent period. Now, the same contemplation 
(conjoined with firmness in Yoga) of the syllable ' Om/ 
productive of mukti at a subsequent period-the ' Om' 
forming, as shown above, a means of knowing the Para· 
Brahman described here (viii. 9, 11)-has to be taught here 
as well as some minor matters connected with tbe main 
subject. With this view, the Lord proceeds with the sequel; 
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~~~r~TTOT ~~;lt q;fr lrer ~~ cq I 
~ " ..... ' ~-=t~r~r~r~+rif: srrart:rn~a-r ~rrr~T:(llfrq_ u ~ ~ u 

~"' . SlHif&tCfi"fal~ ~ ~fi{~tlT'ifj611(~ I 
~ '"\. ,.... .. " 

ll': sr~rra ~~ritE{ ~ ~rra- q('ir iff6'1{ u ~ ~ n 
I2-I3· Having closed all the gates, having 

confined mind in the heart, h~ ving fixed his life
breath in the head, engaged in finn Yoga, uttering 
Brahman, the one-syllabled 'Om,' thinking of Me, 
whoso departs, leaving the body, he reaches the 
Supreme Goal. 

Having closed all the avenues of knowledge and having 
.concentrated thought in the lotus of the heart, and with 
thought thus controlled, he ascends by the N adi which passes 
upwards from the heart, and then fixing life-breath in the 
bead, be utters the syllable 'Om', the appellation of the 
Brahman, and meditates on Me.-' Leaving the body, shows 
the mode of departure, The departure takes place by the 
Self leaving the body, not by the Self being destroyed. 

No re-birth on a.tta,ining to the Divine Being. 
Moreover, 

..... . ' .. " " at;:f;:<r~a-r: Q~a ~ ;rr l5fi'U6 Tff&.m: 1 
. ~ ,...... '" ~ft{ ij~~: qr~ I if{{{~~ ~TfiT«l: ll ~ g I I 

14. Whoso constantly thinks of me and long, 
to him I am easily accessible, 0 son of Pritha, to 
the ever-devout Yogin. 

He who thinks of Me, the Supreme Lord, long-i.e., not 
for six months or a year, but uninterruptedly throughout· life. 
-to that Yogin who is ever steadfast in thought, I am easily 
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accessible. This being so, therefore, without thinking of 
another, one should ever dwell steadfast in Me. 

It may be asked, "What if Thou art easily accessible ?"
Listen : I shall tell you of w bat use is My being thus easily 

accessible : 

~T!!~ !Ff~~ ~:{qf~~t:mt'a6lt I 
iiv~J;a ~JW«l: ~ffit~ tR+Jt Trar: 11 ~ ~ u 

15. Having attained to Me, they do not again 
attain birth, which is the seat of pain· and is not 
eternal, they havjng reached highest perfection. 

Having attained to Me, the Isvara, 'having reached My 
~ing, they are not again subject to birth· Birth here is the 

seat of all pain arising from the body, etc., and is of an ever• 
changing nature. Having reached the highest stage called 
moksba, they do not attain birth again. Those. on the other 
hand, who do not attain to Me, return again (to the earth). 

Do those again return who have reached any other being 
than; Thyself ?-~isten : 

sr~q-;n;Te6r: !FRJctRf.Us~ 1 
..... ~ ' ~ " ..... 

~JWJ~ ij iit-=a~ !Iii~ '1 T~ II ~ ~ II 

16. (All) worlds including the world of 
Brahma are subject to returning again, 0 Arjuna ; 
but, on reaching Me, 0 son of Kunti, there is no 
rebirth. 

The Day and the Night of Brahma. 

Why are all the worlds including the world of Brahma. 
subject to returning ?-Because they are limited by time.
How? 
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~ ~ .... 0. 
~&V9;iftf~.-61J~iRCJtl fq~: I 

,..., ..... ' ,.... ' 
'tTl~ ~rr~~~Tr~ti (l'S(T~T;;JJCft{T a=r;n: ll ~ \5 II 

17. They-those people who know day and 
night-know that the day of Brahma is a thousand 
yugas long and the night is a thousand yo gas long. 

Brahma is the Prajapati, the Viraj. Those persons who 
know how to compute Time know that Brahma's day is a 
thousand yugas long, and that His night is of the same 
duration as His day. Because the worlds are thus limited 
by time, therefore ~bey return again. 

What takes place during the Prajapati,s day and what 
takes place during His night will now be described: 

~ ..., 
sts~~lail:as~: ~err: ~er;~:nr~ril+r 1 

~TSi.ITrM ~ra a~TO<l~~~ ll ~ ~ ll 
18. From the Unmanifested all the mani

festations proceed at the coming on of day ; at the 
coming on of night tbey dissolve there only, in 
what is called the U nma nifested. 

The Unmanifested (Avyakta) is the sleeping condition of 
the Prajapati who is asleep. Out of That, all manifestations 
(vyaktis), all creatures unmoving and moving (sthavara and 
jangama), are manifested at the coming on of day, i.e., when 
Brahma awakes. So, at the coming on of night, i.e., when 
Brahm a goes to sleep, all the manifestations dissolve there 
only, in what is called Avyakta, the one already spoken of. 

With a view to avoid the fallacious implication that a 
man reaps the .fruits of what he has not done, or that he does 
not reap the fruits of what he has done, with a view to show 
that the teaching of the scripture concerning bondage (bandha) 
and. liberation (moksha) has a purpose to serve, and with a 
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view further to teach detachment from samsara by showing 
that, as the effect of karma caused by avidya (nescience) and 
other sources of evil, all creatures involuntarily come into 
being again and again and dissolve, the Lord says : 

• t\ ' 
~6tlft:~: ~ qan(.f +I.~qf ~~efT SJ~T<ta 1 

"' ~ " ~T~fif+!Sct~: qJ~ sr+fq~~T;"I;r l' ~ ~ ll 
Ig. This same multitude of beings having 

come into being again and again, is dissolved at 
the coming on of night, not of their will, 0 son 
of Pritha, and comes forth at the coming on of day. 

This multitude of beings comprising those that move as 
well as those that do not-the same multitude that existed in 
the preceding kal pa or age, and no other-involuntarily comes 
into being at the coming on of day, and is dissolved again at 
the coming on of night--at the close of the day, Again at the 
coming oil of day, it involuntarily comes into existance. 

The Highest Goal-how reached. 
In viii. 13, eto., has been shown the way, by which to 

reach the Imperishable (Akshara) described above. Now, 
with a view to indtcate the nature of the Akshara, with a view 
thus to specify that so and so is the thing to be reached by 
this path of Yoga, the Lord proceeds as follows : 

"' ...... "' q(~~J;:r +rft~T S~T So~~~ Solt'«iT~~ifTa'i: I 
'-.:l 

~: ~ ~~~ ~a~ i{~~~ \1 fctii~fa" ,, ~ o ,, 

20. But that other eternal Unmanifested 
Being, distinct from this Untnanifested (Avyakta), 
-He does not perish when all creatures perish. 

'But' indicates that the Akshara who is to be described 
now is distinct from the Avyakta. Being: the Supreme, the 
Para-Brahman, ·called the Akshara. Though d1stinct from 
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the A vyakta, one may suppose that He is of the same nat.,lre 
.as the Avyakta. To remove this impression. the Lord 
qualifies Hirn by 'other', meaning thereby that He is of a 
different nature from the Avyakta. He is unmanifested, 
imperceptible to the senses. He is distinnct from the Avyakta 

• mentioned abbve, which is Avidya itself, the seed of the 
whole multitude of created beings; that is to say, He is of 
quite a different nature from the Avyakta. He does not 
perish when all beings from Brahma downwards perish. 

' . ~ 
sto<:~•~fHS~~ ~~~tf6~+1T~: t:f~f iTTa''l l 

• ,.... «:" "' " 
il sttt~ if T;'fCI6•a a~T:rt q~+r +t+r l' ~ ~ \' 

21. What is called the Untnanifested and 
the Imperishable, That, they say, is the highest 
goal ; which having reached none return. ~rhat is 
My highest place. 

That : that A vyakta which is called Akshara, the Im pe
Tishable, the Unmanifested Being. Having reached that state, 
none has returned to samsara, the mundane life. That is My 
(i.e., Vishnu's) Supreme Abode. 

The means of attaining to that state will now be pointed 
out: 

~ 

~q: ~ q~: qr~ ~~T <!5~tl~Cf;:r~~T I 
,..... ,.... .... ~,..... . 

~~r;;6: ~n., ~aTTit ifii f3'SfT+rf\ ~Htq II ~ ~ l l 
22. Now, that Highest Purusha, 0 son of 

Pritha, within Whom all beings dwell, by Whom 
all this is pervaded, is attainable by exclusive 
devotion 

Purusha is so called because He rests in the body, or 
because He is full. Than· Him uone is higher. He is 
.atta1ned by exclusive devotion, by jnana or knowledge of 
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the Self. All the created beings abide within the Purusha ;. 
for, every effect rests within its cause ; and by that Purusha 
the whole world is pervaded. 

The Paths of Light and Darkness. 

Now it is necessary to speak of the Uttaramarga, 'the 
Northern Path ', the Path of Light by which the Y ogins just 
spoken of attain to Brahman,-those Yogins who meditate 
here on Brahman as inhering in the Pranava, in the syllable· 
'Om', and who attain to moksha later on.* And t~is will be
taught in the section beginning with viii. 23. The path of 
return is also described, only with a view to extol the other 
path. 

"' t"'. ~ ~ "'" . ~st ttire ~t~ilrif~+rt~J~ ;;ercr ~nnif: 1 , 
,...... . . ,..... ~ 

sr~rar :qyr;:a a Cfil® cr~~nif ~a~ 11 tt ~ 11 

23. Now, in what time departing, Yogins go 
to return not, as also to return, that time will 1 
tell thee, 0 chief of the Bharatas. 

' In what time ' should be construed with ' departing,' 
'To return' means to be reborn-' Yogins' stand for those 
who are engaged in meditation (i.e., those who are properly 
called Y ogins) as well as for Karmins, i.e., those who· are 
engaged in karma or action. The latter are spoken of as 
Yogins only by courtesy ; and they are so spoken of in iii. 3 .. 
I shall tell you, when dying the Y ogins are not born again, 
and when dying they will be born again. 

He speaks of that time : 
,..... "''t'r-. 

arnr~~uta-~~: ~<.'5: 1ifo~r~r ~~r<~ar~ 1 
. " " ...... <iS~ srqya-r ~Jra iHR ~crr.rr \Sfifr: n ~ \t U 

* At the. end of tlie kalpa. 
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24. Fire, light, day-time, the bright fortnight,. 
the six months of the northern solstice,-then 
departing, men who know Brahman reach Brahman. 

' Fire ' is the deity presiding over time ; so also is ' light • 
a deity presiding over time.-Or, it may be that ' fire ' aod 
'light' are the deities so called ; the reference, however, to 
the path as a whole by the expressions ' in what time ' and 
' that time ' being due to the predominance of the deities 
presiding over 'time.'-The 'day•time' is the deity presiding 
over the day-time, the ' bright fortnight ' is the deity presiding 
over the bright fortnight. The six months of the northern 
solstice :here also, it is the deity that forms the path, Tbe 
principle on which this interpretation of the passage is based 
bas been established else were.* Those who die, having f:?een 
engaged in the contemplation of Brahman, reach Brahman by 
this path· The expression '" in course of time " should be 
understood after ' reach '; for,' those who are firm in devotion 
to right knowledge and attain to immediate liberation have no 
place to go to or to return from. 

"' "" " 1{t:rr ~~~ ~: 1SfOt{f~T ~Ta}"GIFiifl{ I 

. '" .... " "" ~' ~st ctt~~ elfn~rnr Sft'=lf Meiaa 11 ~"" 11 

25· Smoke, night-time, and the dark fortnight, 
the six months of the southern solstice,-attaining 
by these to the lunar light, the Yogin returns. 

• Smoke,' ' night time,' the ' dark fortnight,' and the ' six 
months of the southern solstice,' are all deities presiding over 
smoke and periods of time spoken of. By this path, the 
Yogin-the Karmin who performs sacrifices Cto Gods) and 
other works-attains to the lunar light, and on the exhaus· 
tion thereof, returns again to earth. 

• Sariraka Mimamsa. iv 3-4. 
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..... " '"' ..... ...... ~q:a~~crr iRl'T ua- ~rr~: 'UT1Q'6 'IEJ 
" ~ ..... tteni.fl ~T~'1T~J~;f~~TSS6fij'a ~: U ";( ~ II 

26. These bright and dark Paths of the world 
are verily deemed eternal ; by the one a man goes 
to return not, by the other he returns again. 

The one is bright* because it illumines knowledge : the 
other is dark* because it is wanting in that light. The two 
paths are open to those ool y in the world who are engaged in 
action or devoted to knowledge ; they are not open to the 
whole world. They are eternal, because sam sara is eternal. 
By the one : by the bright one. 

i\~ ~~r qT~ ~Tif;t{Tifr !t~Rr et)lft:r I 
~ " ..... "'" (' 

(f~t=fq~ Cfil~~ <:ff~9;~6'f ~EU~~ II ~ \t ll 

27. Knowing these paths, 0 son of Pritha, 
no Yogin is deluded : wherefore at all times be 
steadfast in Yoga, 0 Arjuna. 

The Y ogio who knows that one of the two foregoing 
paths leads to samsara and that the other leads to moksba is 
no longer deluded t 

Excellency of Yoga 

Now, bear of the greatnes$ of that Yoga: 

• The two paths are respectively called Deva.yana and Pitriyana,. 
the path to the Devas and the path to the Pitris. The one is said to be 
bright because it illumines knowledge and is reached by knowledge, and 
its course is marked throughout by bright objects ; the other is said to be 
dark because it does not illumine knowledge, is reached by avidya or 
nescience, and is marked throughout by smoke and other dark things. 

t As the Yogin dwells on the Path of Light in his Meditation, he will 
not regard the other path as the one he should resort to.-(A.) 
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.......... ' *· " • " ct~~ ~~ aq~~ ;q6J r{Tii~ ~~~o~r.n~ snc;:eq 1 
'"' ~,....... . ""' ..... "' . ~,....... 

Sf~fa <J~~ClT+r~ TCTTC\~i:IT ~TilT q~ ~T'i~qra =~n~q I I 

28. Whatever fruit of merit is declared to 
accrue from the Vedas, sacrifices, austerities and 
gifts,-beyond all this goes the Yogin on knowing 
this; and he attains to the Supreme Primeval 
Abode. 

Whatever fruit of merit is declared by the scriptures to 
be attainable when. the Vedas are properly studied, when the 
sacrifices are performed in all their parts, when austerities 
are well practised,-beyond all this multitude of fruits rises 
the Yogin who rightly understands and follows the teaching 
imparted (by the Lord) in His answers to the seven questions, 
and he then attains to the highest abode of Isvara-wbich 
existed even in the beginning ;-He attains Brahman, the 
Cause. 



NINTH DISCOURSE 

SOVEREIGN WISDOM AND SECRET. 

Brahma·Jnana is the best Religion. 

In the eighth discourse has been declared the Yoga of 
concentration (dhara1ta) through nadt* as well as its processt, 
and its result has heen shown to be none other than the 
attainment of Brahman-at a subsequent period, through 
' fire and light ' and the like,-whence there is no return. 
Now, with a view to give no room to the supposition that the 
attainment of moksha is possible only by this means and by 
no other, the Lord proceeds as follows : 

·m+r•tect?J61r:er-
'i~ g ~ ~6~ stCI&;~T;:llift{_~~ 
~r;:f fcl~tif~T~6 q,r\l~f~~T +lf?(~.e sg~lft II ~ l' 

The Bles~ed Lord said: 

I. To thee who dost not cavil, I shall now 
declare this, the greatest secret, knowledge com
bined with experience,t which having known thou 
·shalt be liberated from evil. 

This: the Brahma·Jnana, the. knowledge of Brahman, 
which is going to be declared, and which bas been declared in 
the preceding discourses. Now : this word points to the 
superiority of knowledge (over Dhyana): this right knowledge 

• The Sushumna • the bright,' Concentration (dharana) is only an 
anga or auxiliary of Yoga. 

t Such as closing all the gates (viii. 12, 18.) 
t Sakshatkara, intuitive or direct perception. 
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alone forms the direct means of attaining moksba, as declared 
-in the sruti and the smriti : 

u Vasudeva is the All "-(Bhagavadgita, vii. 19.) 
" All this is the Self.''-(Ohkancl. Upa., 7-25-2.) 
'' One only without a second ''-(Ibid,, 6-2·1.) 

And nothing else is a direct means to moksha, as the passages. 
of the sruti like the following declare : 

'' Now the other princes who understand otherwise than 
thus, • they shall attain to perishable regions.''-(lbid, 7-25-2.) 

On attaining this knowledge you will be liberated from 
the bond~ge of satnsara. 

And it is 
" . " " ~f&fTat~f U&i~&t tfTEf~J;ft{~~;tl{ I 

• q • ~ 

Sl~aJT;rrr+r ~ ~~~ efiglttttr~f{ I I ~ It 
2. The ·Sovereign S~ience, the S0vereign 

Secret, the Supreme Purifier is this ; immediately 
comprehensible, unopposed to Dharma, very easy 
to perform, imperishable. 

Of sciences it is the king, because it is of great splendour 
• 

Indeed, the science of Brahman is the most brilliant f of all 
sciences. So also, -it is the king of secrets. Of all the 
purifiers, this knowledge of Brahman is the best purifier. 
That it is a purifier needs no saying, since it reduces karma. to 
ashes in an instant, root and all,-a.ll the karma, dharma and 
a-dharma, which has been accumulated during many thousand 
births· Moreover, itt can be comprehended by pratyaks'ha, 

* That all this is one Brahman. 
t Greater reverence is shown to those wb.o know Brahman than to 

other men of learning. 
t The Brahma-jnana or its effect. Unlike the other things which 

are7 equally with the Brahma-jnana, revealed by the sruti and the 
· smritit it is not known through revelation solely, but it is known by 
pratyaksha, by immediate or intuitive perception as well. 
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by immediate perception, like the feeling of pleasure and so 
on. What is possessed of many a desirable quality may be 
opposed to Dharma; but not so is the knowledge of Atman 
opposed to Dharma; on the other h~nd it is not separable 
from Dharma, i.e., not opposed to it. Even then it may be 
supposed th~t it is very difficult to attain ; but it is not so. 
says the Lord. It is very easy to acquire, like the power of 
discriminating gems.* Now, of the other acts, those which 
involve little tr;)uble and are easily accomplished are seen to 
be productive of sma11 results, and difficult acts are found to 
be productive of great results. Accordingly it may be imagin
ed that this Brahma ... jnana which is so easily attained perishes 
when its effect is exhausted : to prevent this supposition, the 
Lord says that it is imperishable. It does not perish like an 
act when the effect is exhausted. Wherefore knowledge of 
Atman (Self) is worth acquiring. 

But, 
~ 

Sl~~iiT: 9;";J151T ~t:i~T~ tf{ra'q I 
. " ~" . ~"" 

at~Jt~ +rr Tit'Cf~rCT q~B"~I{aft+rTil I I ~ II 

3· Persons having no faith in this Dharma, 
0 harasser of thy foes, without reaching Me, 
remain verily in the path of the mortal world. 

Those who have no faith in this Dharma (law, religion) 
tJi•., knowledge of the Self, those who do not believe in its 
existence or .in its effects, the sinful who follow the doctrine 
of the Demons (Asuras), regarding the physical body itself as 
the Self,-these greedy and sinful persons do not attain to 
Me the Supreme Lord·-The attaining of Me is certainly out 
of question ; wherefore, the implication is that they do not 

* Verily this knowledge is easily acquiredwhen taught by an adept ; 
so is Brahma.-jtJana. 
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attain even to devotion (Bhakti) which is one of the paths 
leading to Me ; they are sure to remain in the path of the 
mortal world, in that path only which leads to hell (naraka) 
and to the lower kingdoms of animals, etc. 

All beings rest in the Lord. 
Having prepared Arjuna (to listen to the Doctrine) by 

extolling it, the Lord says : 

+~~r aaf;r~ ict~ 'ffift\67.1EFa~a;;r 1 
,...... ~ " . ...... ,...... 

~rr;:r ;aq~i:TTTil il 'i:lffl: a~crr~a: 11 ~ '' 

4· By Me a 11 this world is pervaded, My 
form unmenifested. All beings dwell in Me ; and 
I do not dwell in them. 

All this wc;>rld is pervaded by My Highest Being, My 
form being invisible to the senses. In Me, of unmanifested 
form, dwell all beings from Brahma down to the plant. No 
being devoid of the Self can ever become an object of 
experience. Wherefore they dwell in Me, i.e., they are 
self-existent (or have an individual existence) through Me, 
the Self, (i e, they are what they are in virtue of Me, the 
Self, underlying them all.) Since I am the Self of all those 
beings, it would seem to the deluded as though I dwell in 
them. Wherefore I say: I do not dwell in those beings, 
because of the absence of contact with others, unlike corporeal 
things. I am certainly the innermost essence even of the 

.akasa. That which is unconnected with any object cannot 
indeed be contained anywhere as tho)lgh in a receptacJ e. 

Wherefore, as I am unconnected with any object, 

" "' "' ...... ~ if :q +r~~TJ;{ li 6TTi=f tr~~ +t <:ITif+t'aU.( I 

~a~ ;:r ~oo ;r+tr~+rr +i_(Rifqil: u ~ 11 
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5· Nor do those beings dwell in Me ; behold 
My Divine Yoga! Sustaining all the beings, but not 
dwe1ling in then1, is My Self, the cause of beings. 

And yet these beings, from Brahma downwards, dwell 
not in Me; behold My Divine working, the Divine Mystery, 
the real nature of the Self. Accordingly, the sruti speaks of 
the unattached condition of the Self, seeing that He is 
unconnected with any object: "Devoid of attachment, He is 
never attached·''-(Brih. Up. 3-9.26.) 

Bohold, there is yet another mystery. Though unattach
ed, My Self supports all beings, but does not dwell in them, 
as shown above with reasons.*-Then how to justify the 
Lord's words, 'My Self'?-We answer: Separating (from the 
Real Self) the aggregate of the physical and other material 
·environments, and regarding that aggregate as the • I', the 
Lord speaks of the Self as 'My Self,.-so far following only 
the popular conception; not certainly that He believes, as the 
masses ignorantly believe, that the Atman, the Self, is distinct 
from Himself.t And further it is Myself that cause all 
beings to come into being~ that cause all beings to grow. 

By way of illustrating by an example what has been 
taught in the two preceding verses, the Lord says : 

"''""· (" ... , 
~~TSSE6T:trm-a-f lit~ ef~: ~EtSitrT ifitT"t,. I 

~ " ,.., 
~~ ~efttot ~ijtlif ll~~T~T~~q'iR~ II ~ ll 

6. As the mighty wind moving everywhere 
rests ever in the akasa, so, know thou, do all 
beings, rest in Me. 

* Because the Self is unconnected with any object.-(.!..) 
t Because such a relation between the Self and the bodily aggregate

is illusory. (A) 
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It is observed in our ordinary experience that the wind, 
moving everywhere and mighty in expanse, ever rests in the 
akasa; so also in Me, who am all-pervading like the akasa, do 
all beings rest without any contact at all. 

The Lord is the source and the end of all beings. 
Thus, as the wind rests in the akasa, so do all beings 

\rest in Me as long as the world lasts, 
~ ,...... ~ ' - " r-.. 

~er+(aTTif Cfir-=a~ SJ~ra ~ne:ij' +rn~~rl:( 1 
' ,.... ~ " C6~qaa-q 9;~rtil if>~tflqf Ter{l~ft=ll'~'l l l \1 l I 

7· All beings, 0 son of Kunti, go into My 
Prakriti at the end of a kalpa. I send them forth 
again at the beginning of (the next) kalpa. 

P'l"ak·riti: the inferior one composed of the three gu1~a.s. 
The end of a kal pa is the time of dissolution (pralaya,) and 
·the beginning of a kalpa is the time of production (utpa.tti). 

Thus: - " " ~ra ~Tit61'!~<i TCJ~~Tflt !Jct: !J;:r: I 
,... . . '"'\ ~ 

~~trr+iHI+r ~~"qer~ S£fiaSJ~rtr. '' ~ 11 
8. Resorting to My Prakriti, I again and 

again send forth the whole rnultitude of. beings, 
powerless under the control of the Prakriti. 

With the help of the Prakriti, i.e., of Avidya, which is 
subject to Me, I cause all these beings we now see to emanate 
again and again from the Prakriti ; all of thetn being rende·red 
powerless by a vidya and other sources of evil under the 
.influence of the Prakriti, i.e., of Svabhava or Nature· 

The Lord is not bo and by His aots. 
Then as creating this multitude of beings of unequal 

·conditions, Thou, the Supreme L::»rd, shalt be subject to 
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dharma and a .. dharma arising from that act ?-In reply, the 
Lord says: 

.. ,..... ~" " " if :er ~f 6tr'1 Efi+I'TIOT f'lifPlfi=6 ~~~~ I 

~T{11'1CI~Tefi{1tt1~ a~ ;itrg \ l ~ I l 
g. Nor do these acts, 0 Dhananjaya, bind 

Me, remaining like one unconcerned, unattached to 
those acts. 

The acts involved in the unequal creation of the 
multitudinous beings do not bind Me, the Iswara.-Now, the 
Lard gives the reason why He is not affected by the acts :
I, knowing the immutability of the Self, remain like one who 
is unconcerned, without attachment for the fruit of the act 

t 

i.e., without the egotistic feeling 'I do.' Wherefore, in the 
case of others also, the absence of the egotistic feeling of 
agency and the absence of attachment for results is the cause 
of freedom (from dharma and a-dharma) Otherwise, the 
deluded man is bound by his own acts like the silk-worm in 
the cocoon. 

Now, the statements ' I send forth this multitude of 
beings' (ix. 7) and 'remaining like one unconcerned' involve 
a self-contradiction. In explanation thereof, the Lord says: 

' ,..... ' +T~TS~<I&JOl SF§Te': t{_~a t1:qU:q~'t I 
" ' "'\ "' ,.... ,...... ~" I ~g;arSilif ftiTt=e'~ GrilfS:\lT~erea ll ~ o I 

Io. By Me presiding, Prakriti produces the 
moving and the unmoving ; because of this, 0 son 
of Kunti, the v.~orld revolves. 

By Me presiding : as a mere viewer on every side and 
the immutable witness. My Maya i.e., the A vidya, composed 
of the three gunas, produces the universe comprising the 
moving and the unmoving objects. So says the chant: 
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' The one, the 1 uminous, bidden in all beings, all-pervad• 
ing. the Inner Self of all, the superintendent of all acts, the 
abode of all beings, the witness, the perceiver, alone, and 
free from qualities.' -(Svetasvatara·Up. 6-11). 

Because I am the witness, because I preside, this 
universe comprising the moving and the unmoving objects, 
the manifested and the unmanifested, moves on through atl 
stages. Indeed, all activity in the worJd-such as ' I shall 
enjoy this, ~ I see this,' ' I hear tbi5=,' ' I feel pleasure,' ' I feel 
pain,~ 'To gain this I shall do it,'' I shall learn this '-arises 
by way of forming an object of consciousness; it has its being 
in consciousness and has its end in consciousness. Such 
chants as 'vVho h1 the Supreme Heav~en (of the heart) is 
the witness of this ; ' (Tai. Br. z .. s-9) point only to this vieW• 
Accordingly* as there is no conscious entity other than the 
One Divine Being, there cannot be a separate enjoyer; and it 
is therefore irrelevant to ask or to answer the question t, 'Of 
what purpose is this creation by the One, the Divine. the pure 
all-witnessing Spirit or Consciousness, having really no 
concern with any enjoyment whatever ? • So says the sruti : ~ 

'Who could perceive (It) directly, and who could declare 
whence born and why this variegated creation? '-(Tai. 
Br. 2 .. 8·9.) 

*The Isvara being the creator of the Universe is the mere witness 
thereof. 

t It is not right to ask or answer the question • what is the purpose 
of Creation ? ' We cannot say that it is meant for the enjoyment of the 
Supreme; for, the Supreme really enjoys nothing. It is pure conscious
ness, a mere witness. And there is no other enjoyer, for there is no 
other co11scious entity.. The Isvara is one only; and what is. not 
conscious cannot enjoy. Nor is Creation intended to secure moksba, 
because it is oppos·ed to moksha.. Thus, neither the question nor an 
answer to it is possible; and there is no occa.siou for it. as Creation is 
due to the Maya. of the Supreme.-(A.) 

t This sruti means that it is very hard to know the Supreme Self. 
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The Lord bas also said: 
'Wisdom is envelop.ed by unwisdom; thereby mortals are 

deluded.'*-(v. 15). 

The life of the impious. 

Though I am thus eternal, pure, wise, and free, by nature~ 
Omniscient, the Self of alJ, 

et~r;r~ ~t ~GT t~T~ff{ ~~;nfSJra:q: 1 

trt ~rq-+rs:rr;r.:a) ~+~ +{6'~~'aUI II ~ ~ l I 

I I· Fools disregard Me clad in human form, 
not knowing My higher being as the Great Lord of 
beings. 

Fools, unable to discriminate, despise Me living among 
them with a human body, these fools not understanding My 
higher being,-not knowing that I am the Supreme Self, that 
I am, like akasa, that I am the Great Lord, the very Self, of all 
beings. Then by continually despising Me, these poot 
creatures are ruined. 

Hov.· (is their condition pitiable) ? 
'Ill, ' ('.... ..... " .... 

f.fT'EfTfJC +nqan+rtotT iiT~~t=IT J6f:q"(f{-l: 
r'> H ~ - ""- N " ~T8Jt1J+rrg~r ·:qar Sff;TO ~TT@{iff T~ar: II ~ ~ ll 

I 2. Of vain hopes, of vain actions, of vain 
knowledge, devoid of discrimination, partaking 
only of the delusive na·ture of Rakshasas and 
Asuras. 

They cherish vain hopes. The agnihotra and other 
actions perform.ed by them are fruitless, because they insult 
the Lord, becat1se they neglect their own Self. Even their 

• This passage shows that creation is due to ajnana or nescience, 
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knowledge is fruitle~. They are devoid of discrimination. 
They parfake of the nature of Rakshasas and .Asuras. * They 
see no self beyond the body and engage in cruel deeds, their 
rule of conduct being' cut, break, drink, devour, rob others,. 
property.' 

The ways of the faithful devotees. 
But, the faithful who are engaged in devotion (Bhakti) to 

the Lord, i.e., who walk in the path of moksha, 
• ~~,.. II"."' 

+r~~;n"ii~g~ +IT q{q C{ elf Sf§T~UITTSJtaT: I 

' "' +r~ii;:~llii~T ~nan ~a-rr~+ro~l{ ll ~ ~ ll 

13. The Mahatmans, 0 son of Pritha, par• 
taking of the nature of the Devas, worship Me 
with mind turned to no other,t knowing (Me) as 
the imperishable source of all beings. 

Mahatmans ; the high .. soul ed.t The nature of the De vas 
(Gods) consists in their control over the body, mind and the 
senses, in kindness, in faith and the like. Beings : bhutas, all 
1i ving creatures as well as all elements of matter. 

How (do they :worship) P 
.. "~ " . 

(1~~ Cfir(f~T iTT <ro-•as 'f:G"~QT: 1 
. " ' il~Pa!a' +IT ~q:~r Ff~~T ~qf\1Q II ~ g 1 l 

14. Always talking of Me, strenuous, firm 
in vows, and reverent, they worship Me with love, 
always devout. 

* After death such people will be born as Rakshasas or Asuras 
The nature of Rakshasas consists in committing deeds of cruelty, and 
bat of .A.suras in robbing another's property, in the absence of charity 

d of sacrifice. 
t With the mind resting on Me, the Innermost Self. who am no 

other than their own Self. 
t Those whose mind (sat tva) has been purified by yajna or sacrifice. 

etc. 
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They always talk of Me, their Lord, the very Brahman. 
They ever strive by way of subjugating the aenses, by way of 
cultivating the virtues of self-control, kindness, innocence, and 
the like. Firm in their vows, they worship Me in love, Me 
who am their very Self lying in the heart. 

In what. different ways do they worship P -Listen : 

"" ' "" " ~;;~&~~ ;qrc:~;;:il' ~~·~tr ~qf~HJ I 

q~~;r ~Cf~~it ~t:~J fcf:aa)~ II ~ t.. \ l 
15. Worshipping by the wisdom-sacrifice, 

others adore Me, the All-faced, in various ways, as 
One, as different, 

Knowledge of the Lord is itself a sacrifice. Worshipping 
by this sacrifice of wisdom, others• adore Me, having 
abandoned all other forms of worship. And that knowledge 
varies thus ;-Some worship with the knowledge of the real 
truth that ' One, verily, is the Para-Brahman • Some worship 
with the knowledge that the Lord Vishnu Himself exists as 
different beings, a.s the sun, the moon and the 1 ike. Others 
worship Him, who exists in all forms-as the All-faced, 
thinking that the one Lord exists in all the different forms, 
with his face on all sides. 

All worship goes to the Lord. 
If they worship in so many different ways, how do they 

(as Thou sayest) worship Thee only P-The Lord says : . . " 
at~ illg\{ ~if: ~efJS{'I~ilf~~q_ I 

...... ' ,.... . 
iJr:slTSi{+tE{flqliS~q~;(Tif~( g6''{ II ~ ~ 11 

16., I arn kratu. I am yajna, I am svadha, I 
am aushadha, I am mantra, Myself the butter, I 
am fire, I the act of offering. 

• The Bra.hma-oisbthas, those who are devoted to Brahman. 
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Kratu is a class of Vedic sacrifices. Yajna is the worship 
enjoined in the smriti. $'Vadka is the food offered to ances· 
tors (Pit'l"is). The aushad.ha means plants in general, includ
ing rice and barley, eaten by all living beings. Or, svad.ha is 
food in general, and aushadka is the medical (food) serving 
to alleviate sickness.-! am the mantra, the chant with which 
the oblation is offerd to the Pit,.is and the Devatas. I am 
the fire into which the offering is poured. 

And, 
" ' ,.... yqa-rs~+J~ ~rtcn +rntr 1if6T rqa-t~~: 1 
"' . " ' ' q~ qr6f~Rrtr~ ~~ ~t+l ~~af :q ll ~ \S II 

17. I am the father of this world, the mother, 
the dispenser., and grandsir~; 1 am the knowable, 
the purifier, the syllable ' Om/ and also the Rik, 
the Saman, and the Yajus also. 

The d.i8penser : of the fruits of action. 
And, 

"~~ ""' . ;yr6ll6T >~~:· ~T?.JT Tifat"f~: mOT ij'r[ I . " . ,.., 
srt:r<t: 'Sf~~: ~rif Til~Tif ilr~;ro~<ll{ 1 l ~ ' '1 

18. I am the Goa1, the Sustainer, the Lord, 
the Witness, the Abode, the Shelter and the Friend, 
the Origin, Dissolution and Stay, the Treasure
house, the Seed imperishable. 

I arn the goal, the fruit of action ....... I am the witness of 
what is done and what is not done by all living beings. I am 
the abode wherein all living beings dwell. I am the shelter 
for the distressed ; I relieve from distress those who come to 
Me. I arn the Friend: I do good without expecting any 
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return. I am the source of the world. I am that in which it 
is dissolved, and that in which it stays. I am the treasure .. 
house, that which living beings shall enjoy in a future period. 
I am the imperishable seed, that which causes the growth of 
all things that germinate, and which endures as long as the 
world (samsara) endures. Nothing indeed springs up without 
a seed; and since growth is constant, it is understood that 
continuity of the seed never fails. 

And, 

(fqr;:~~~ c:t~ fit~itr•~~~Tfii :q I . ~ ~ 

Slll<l ;qq ~~~ ~~e.-r(~wt l 1 ~ ~ l 1 

Ig. I give heat; I hold back and send forth 
rain, I am the immortality as well as death, exist• 
ence and non-existence, 0 Arjuna. 

As the sun I give heat by some powerful rays ; by certain 
rays I send forth rain; and having sent it forth I take it back 
by certain rays during eight months, and again send it forth 
in the rainy season. I ani the immortality of the gods (devas) 
·and the death of tbe mortals. I am existence, (the manifesterJ,t 
the effect), which manifests itself in relation (to the cause) ; 
and I am the reverse, the non-existence (the unmanifestea, 
the cause).-Indeed the Lord can never be altogether non
existent ; nor (can it be said) that the effect is existence and 
the cause is non-existence.• 

* The manifested world of effects is spoken of as ' existence ' and 
the unmanifested cause as ' non-existence. • We cannot indeed hold that 
the Divine' essence is non-existence, f9r then we are driven to nihilism; 
'lOt can the cause be spoken of as non-existence, as it is impossible to 
conceive existence arising out of non-existence ; for the sruti itself says,. 
'How can ex:i.stence come out .of non-existence? ''-Chhttnd. Up. 6 
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The fruits of interested acts of Vedic ritual. 

Tbese men of wisdom who are devoted to Me, adoring 
Me by the sacrifices mentioned above, leading lives of retire· 
ment in various forms described above and regarding Me as 
One or as different,-they reach Myself according to their 
knowledge. But as regards those who are ignorant and who. 
long for objects of desiret 

~,..... . ' 
stret'-lr +rr \=IT+rtrr: 'iatnqr: 
~" ~ ,..... ~ .... 

~~T~iT ~rna sn~~;:a- 1 
~ ' ~ 
~ ~lf+tr~t'-1 ~~;:~~le&' 

"r-. ,.....,..., .... 
+r~r;:a- T~otffP~TCf qq~tfillwt,. I ll ~ o H 

20· Men of the three Vedas, the soma
drinkers, purified from sin, worshipping Me by 
sacrifices, pray for the goal of heaven ; they reach 
the holy world of the Lord of the Gods and enjoy 
in heaven the heavenly pleasures of the Gods. 

Men who know the three Vedas, ·the Rik, the Saman and 
the Yajus; who drink Soma and are thereby purified from 
sins; who worship Me as the Vasus and other gods by 
sacrifices such as the Agnisbtoma ; who seek for Svarga as 
the reward of their sacrifices ;-they go to the world of Indra 
who had performed a hundred sacrifices, and there enjoy 
-supernatural (a-prakrita) pleasures. 

.... . ~ ..... . " 
(I' ij' ~~i:fT ~~TrJf) Tet~T~'i 

&frcrr ~o~ ~r~ fq~fra- 1 
• to. t' 

~et st(lt'-~'~~Slqifr: . ~ 

;"fij'Jif~ Efi111tfil;fl «ill;:(\ ll ~ ~ l' 
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21. They, having enjoyed that spacious world 
of Svarga, their merit (punya) exhausted, enter the 
world of the mortals; thus following the Dharma 
of the Triad, desiring (objects of) desires, they 
attain to the state of going and returning. 

Tke Dhalfma of the Tttiaa: mere \ 7edic ritual (karma), 
that which is enjoined by the three Vedas. They have to go 
and return, and never attain independence any where. 

The Supreme watching over His devotees• interests. 

Now, as regards those men of right knowledge who are 
free from desires, 

" ' . ...... ~ ' Sfiir<~'Tf~;:ali;:ar +fT ~ 'llifT: q~qraa- 1 
" . ,.... "" .. " ....... a Err r;:r~n +r~~rctr ~rrr&J+r sr~r~lf~'l. 11 ~ ~ 11 

22. Those men who, meditating on Me as 
non-separate, worship Me all aroundJ-to them 

·who are ever devout, 1 secure gain and safety. 

Those men of renunciation (samnyasins) who worship 
Me all around)• ever meditating on Me, regarding themselves 
as non·separate,-i.e., looking upon the Supreme God, 
N arayat~a, as their own Self,-to these wbo see the Reality, 
who are ever devout, t I secure gain. I secure to them what 
is not already possessed ; and I secure to them safety, i.e., 
preservation of whaL is already possessed. As sa.id in vii. 
17 18t they form My very Self and are dear to Me. 

(Objection) :-To other devotees also the Lord secures 
gain and sa£ ety. 

~i.e., Who see Me all around, as infi.nite.-(A.) 
t Constantly and earnestly engaged in dbyana.. 
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(Answer) :-True, He undoubtedly secures (to them 
gain and safety) ; but there is this difference : while other 
devotees work themselves also for their own gain and safety, 
those who see nothing as separate from themselves do not 
work for their own gain and safety. Indeed these latter 
never cherish a desire for life or ~eath; the Lord alone is 
their refuge. Wherefore the Lord Himself secures to them 
gain and safety. 

Other devotees do but worship the Supreme in 
ignorance. 

(Objection) :-If other gods (Devatas) are Thyself only, 
their devotees also worship Thyse)f. 

(Answer) :-Just so, indeed: 

' ' ' . "' il'Sarr~f.{at~T ~~~ ~TSf-=\fCIT: 

....... " ..... ~' ""' ~ e: Sttr ifl+rCI ifif;:ij~ ~~TCIT~'lEiq;i{ l l ~ ~ I I 

23. Even those who, devoted to other Gods, 
worship Them with faith, worship Myself, 0 son 
of Kunti, in ignorance. 

With faith: believing in the efficacy (of the worship of 
those Gods). 

Why dost Thou say that they worship in ignorance?-
For, 

sr~ ~ {:t~~~itt ll'l~t rq srt~~er :q 1 

;r ~ +tt+rfu~r;rf;a- g-~qilJ6~;)tfEJFa: ~ ll t( ~ II 

24. I am indeed the Enjoyer, as also the 
Lord, of all sacrifices ; ·but they do not know Me 
in truth ; whence they fail. 
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As the Devata =Kc (i.e., as the God to whom sacrifices are 
offered) I 'am the Enjoyer and the Lord of all sacrifices 
enjoined in the sruti and the smriti. I am indeed the Lord 
of yajna or sacrifice, as said in viii, 4. So they do not know 
Me as I am ; whence, having worshipped in ignorance, they 
fail to attain the fruit of the sacrifice. t 

The fruit of sacrifice certainly accrues t to them also who" 
devoted to other gods, worship Me in ignorance.-How ?-

"' ..... ,.... ",..... 
~n~ ~Efst(lT t\entt rq~ ... (in.-:a- rq~~crr: 1 

,.... ,.... ..... " ,.... ..... ,.... 
~anwt <tTT-=6' +i_fl'i<tT ~fTrij' +l~rT:sfifTSTtt +rrq: ll ";(.lt ll 

25. Votaries of the Gods go to the Gods; to 
the Pitris go the votaries of the Pitris ; to the 
Bhutas go the worshippers of the Bhutas ; My 
worshippers come to Myself. 

The votaries of the Gods, those whose devotion and 
vows are directed to the Gods, go to the Gods. The votaries 
of the Pitrts such as the Agnishvattas, engaged in performing 
sraddha and other rites in devotion to the Pitris, go to the 
Pitris. The Bhutas are the Vinayakas, the hosts of Matris, 
the four Bhaginis and the Like. My worshippers, i.e.J 
Vishttu's votaries, come to Myself. Notwithstanding the 
equality of trouble, people do not worship Me alone, because 
of their ignorance. Wherefore they attain very small results. 

*As the Vasus and other Devatas to whom the sacrifices are offered, 
I am the Enjoyer of all sacrifi~es; and. as the Ant:a.ryamin, as the Inner 
Regulator of the Universe, I am the Lord of all sacrifices. 

t Not having dedicated their actions to Me, they return to this world 
from the region to which they attain as the result of their sacrifice. 

t The worship of the Gods is not quite useless. The worshippers 
·do attain results suited to the form of worship, but they have to return 
to this world after a. ti·me. 
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Fa·cility in Devotion to the Supreme. 
Not only do My devotees attain an endless result, i.e., 

attain a state from which there is no return to this world, but 
it is also easy for them to worship Me.-How ?-

q~ ~~q tfi~ ~T~ ~ it ;fEf~f Sf~Rr I . " ~a;:~ +rtf~qt(6+I~-rr+r SJ(;f6:f~~if: l \ ~ ft ll 
26. \tVhen one offers to Me with devotion a 

leaf, a flower, a fruit, water,-that I eat, offered 
with devotion by the pure .. minded. 

Because it is so, therefore, 
'~ ~ '~ " <l~Cfi~TTtt ~illf~ <I~~~T" ~C{TI~ ~(f. I 

,..... ~' ~ 
~;::rq~re: cnt~~ a~~'ict +fe{qtlll{ ll ~ \1 tl 

27. Whatever thou doest, whatever thou 
eatest, whatever thou sacrificest, whatever thou 
givest, in whatever austerity thou engagest, do it 
as an offering to Me. 

Whatever thou doest of thy own accord (i.e., not enjoined 
in the sastra) and whatever thou offerest in sacrifice as 
enjoined in the sruti or the smriti, whatever thou givest
such things as gold-to the brahma1~as and others, ..•..• do all 
that as an offering· to Me. 

· Now listen as to what will accrue to you doing thus : 
~'. ' "' ~ ~ ~~T~~tfi®'(e£ +Ita:<~e- ~~~ii: I 

. " " "" ~ " ~W:llfiEI<tlil~+lt TCf~f +{f~q'ilfJ « l \ ';{ G t l 
28. Thus shalt thou be liberated fron1 the 

bonds of actions which are productive of good and 
evilresults; equippedin mind with the Yoga of 
renunciation~ and liberated, thou shalt come to Me. 
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p],us : when you thus offer everything to Me. This (act 
of offering everything to Me) constitutes the Yoga of renun .. 
ciation. It is I! enunciation inasmuch as every thing is offered 
to Me ; and it is also Yoga inasmuch as it is an action 
(karma). Thus, with mind equipped with Yoga and renun
ciation, thou shalt be liberated from bonds while yet living; 
and when this body is dead, thou shalt come to Me, 

The impartiality of the Supreme. 
(Objeotion) :-Then the Lord has love and hatred, since 

He bestows His grace on His devotees, not on others. 
(Answer) :-Not so : 

'"'. <:--... '"''"' .... ,...., " 
~iff S~ ~ ql{6~ 'l +i 'Qfi~f ST~ ., T~~: I 
...... ,..... . ,..... "' "' 
~ ~::rr-=a s ;rr +r~~r +rr<:r iff a~ cefTt<t~'l II ~ ~ 1 t 

29· The same I am to all beings ; to Me 
there is none hateful or dear; but whoso worship. 
Me with devotion, they are in Me, and I am also 
in then1. 

I am like fire : just as fire does not ward off cold from 
those who are at a distance and wards it off from those who 
go near it, so I bestow My grace on My devotees, not on 
others. Those who worship Me, the Lord, with devotion are 
in Me, as a matter of course, but not owing to any attachment 
on My part. In them also I am, only as a matter of course, 
not in others. By this behaviour, I cannot (be said to) hate 
the latter.* 

* Those who are devoted to Me, performing the duties of their caste 
and order, become pure in mind, in virtue of that very devotion of un~ 
thinkable grandeur ; and they are in Me, i.e., their minds are rendered 
fit for My presence. And, being in their presence as-a matter of course. 
I ever do good to them. Just as the Sun's light, though pervading every
where, is reflected in a clean mirror, so also is the Supreme Lord present 
a.s a matter of course in those persons only from whose minds all dirt has 
been removed by devotion. It has been said ·•in ix. 13 that those are 
devoted to the Lord, who partake of the nature of the devas.-(A). 
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Even the low-born attain salvation by Devotion 
Now I shall tell you how excellent a thing devotion to 

Me is: 

"' ' ' ' at 1'1 =e{~ij~T:ql~f ll:st~ ifT'l'i=f~;ff~ I 
.... " "'\ ,.... 

~t~~er e +rraa~: ~;~~~elfff6T T8: ~: l 1 ~ o 11 

30. If one of even very evil life worships Me, 
rt:sorting to none else. he must indeed be deemed 
righteous, for he is rightly resolved. 

He is rightly resolved : he is a man of good resolution. 
By abandoning evil ways in his external life, and by the 

power of his internal right resolution, 

f&Jsi ~erre 1:f+rr<=;n fif:a:;gtf;a' f;rrt~~ra- 1 
~ ' "' ~"' "' " enr•a;z:r sna~r~rre{ ;:r " ;J~: SJOT~~r~ u ~ ~ u 

31. Soon he becomes righteous and attains 
eternal peace ; do thou, 0 son of Kun ti, proclaim 
that my devotee never perishes. 

Listen, this is the real truth thou may est proclaim that 
He who is devoted to Me in his inner soul never perishes • . ,..... ~ ,... '~ "' +rr r~ qr~ ot~trnSJT~ ~st"' ~5: r.rrqtfrw:r~: 1 

ffr~ \~~T~Q'T ~~SN ~rper qi(r iTRrtJ: II ~ ~ 11 
32. For, finding refuge in Me, they also \Vho, 

0 son of Prith~, may be of a sinful birth-women ,. 
vaisyas as well as sudras,-even they attain to the 
Supreme Goal. 

The Yoga of Devotion. 
~ ~ 

~ S'lifmorr: ~~r +rT.:61' 'rat~~r 1 

stfif~'lij~ <?itCJ)fq;i srfQJ ;Ji;ftef ~T'l. II ~ ~ II 
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33· How much more then the holy brahmanas 
and devoted royal saints 1 Having reached this 
transient joyless world~ do thou worship Me. 

Holy: of pure birth. This world: the world of man 
' human birth• which is the means of attaining spiritual 

aspirations (purushartha), and which is very hard to attain. 

Moreover, 
.... ,... . 

+rr;:r;:ry +rti ;r~r +~~T~r +tf ii+R~ 1 
"'!!& " "\ • 

;r{+Jq\S(Jf~ ~(et"Ciiff(ifT'i +rt~f(frJT: ll ~ ~ \1 

34• Fix thy mirod on Me, be devoted to Me, 
sacrifice to Me, bow down to Me. Thus steadied, 
with Me a.s thy Supreme Goa], thou shalt reach 
Myself, the Self. 

Me: Vasudeva. Steadied: in thought (chitta). I am 
the Self of all beings, and I am the Supreme goal. 

'(fa Wl+m'fcnit<lN('tMti4<ij ifiitNttnqt 'lttum• 
mi'Ol'~~~.n~ ~m ,r~m-r ;:rm 

i~C~+f)~: I 

• As non-human bodies such as those of animals are not fit for a. 
life of devotion to the Lord, those who have a.tta.ined to human birth 
hould lead a. life of devotion to the lord~ 



TENTH DlSCOURSE. 

DIVINE MANIFESTATIONS· 

'The Lord is the source ol all manifestations. 
In the seventh discourse and in the ninth, the essential 

nature of the Lord and His manifestations have been pointed 
out. Now it is necessary to point out in what forms of being 
the Lord should be thought of: and it is also necessary to 
describe the essential nature of the Lord,-though it ha.s 
been described already, -as it is a hard thing to understand. 
With this view, the Lord says: 

The Blessed Lord said: 
' "' . ~t~ 0,:~ +fi{fiiff~T 'l~ +r q{q Cl~: I 

~ . ~ ~ ~ 

~~ S~ SH(.(+tfCJ'ff<i cta:7.nr;r f{{6C})r;:ifqJ I I ~ l t 

r. Again, 0 mighty-armed, listen to My 
·Supreme word, which I, from a desire for thy 
well-being, shall speak to thee who art delighted. 

Supreme : as revealing the unsurpassed Thing. DeUghtei/, : 
you are intensely delighted with My speech, as though you 
are drinking the immortal nectar. 

Why should He speak of it P-The Lord says : 

if it Pel~: w:rratr: ·st~~ 'i +r~: l 
l"'t.i"J:: ' • ~ • ~ 

611:tiTTq:T;: C{EtT'tf ift:Etrotr llf4' 6q~: ll fit II 
2. Neither the hosts of the Gods nor the 

Great Rishis know my origin; for I am the source 
of all the Gods and the Great Rishis. 
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Prabkava (interpreted as O'l'igin) may also mean " Great 
Lordly Power." Rishis: such as Bhrigu. 

Moreover, 

iff +lT+Ielil'ir~ :q are ~~cp~~ , ... (' ~ "\ 
sr~+li: ~ +1~~ ~q-qp.u sr~~ij' II ~ ll 

3· He who knows Me as unborn and begin
ningless, as the great Lord of the \vorlds, he 
among mortals is undeluded, be is liberated from 
all sins, 

Because I am the source of the Gods and the Great 
Bishis, note else exists as the source of My existence; where· 
fore, I am unborn and beginningless. Because I am begin .. 
ningless, therefore . I am unborn. UndeZuded: devoid of 
delusion .. .All sims: consciously or unconsciously incurred. 

For the following reason also I am the great Lord of the 
worlds: 

t"::!!, ~ ' • 
Sl;§:,tqif~~itlf{: ~qr ~&:~ ~if: tn+r: 1 

~~ ~: ~ itefTS+nct) ~~ c;rt~iliter cq 11 v 1' 

stft~T ~+Jar sfe~tif ~tii ~UTSi.l~: I 

~C1F6 ~TCIT ¥(trf;ri' +li:r O:fl i~fiqVlf: II ~ 11 
4·5. Intelligence, wisdom, non-illusion, 

patience, truth, self·restr~int, calmness, pleasure, 
pain, birth, death, fear, and security; innocence, 
equanimity, contentment, austerity, beneficencet 
fame, shame, (these) different kinds of dispositions 
of beings arise from Me alone. 

Intell·tge'tlce {buddhi) is the power which the inner sense 
(antah-karena) has cf understanding subtle objects of thought. 
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He, indeed, is said to be intelligent who is possessed of this 
power. Wisdom is the knowledge of the Self and other such 
things. Non--illusion consists in acting with discrimination 
when anything has to be done or known at the moment. 
Patienoe.: not being agitated in mind when assaulted or 
abused. T.,uth: giving utterance to one's own actual 
experience of things, as heard or seen, with a view to impress 
it on the mind of another. Selj-'fest'faint: quieting the 
external senses. Oal!mness: the tranquillity of the inner 
sense or antah-karana. ..•.••..• lnnooenoe : not injuring living 
beings. Oontentment : being satisfied with one's present 
acquisitions. Austerity: bodily torture accompanied with 
the restraint of the senses. Benefioenoe : sharing (one's own 
things with others as far as one's own means may permit. 
Fame : due to dharma. Shame: due to a-dharma. All 
these different dispositions of living beings mentioned above, 
such as intelligence, arise from Me a1one, the Lord (Isvara), 
according to their respective karma. 

Moreover, 

+r@J.~~: ~R 't.~ =e((enif +rii~T I 
' . ' +r;:T~T +fTif~f SfT6'1 <:tttf ®T~ ~qr: ~T: ll ~ U 

6. The seven Great Rishis as well as the four 
ancient Manus, with their being in Me, were born 
of mind; and theirs are these creatures in the 
world. 

The seven great Bishis such as Bhrigu, as well as the 
four Manus of the past ages known as Sa varnis, had directed 
their thoughts to Me exclusively and were therefore endowed 
with the power of Vishnu. They were produced by Me by 
mind alone. Born in the creation of these Ma.IlllS and of the· 
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Great Bisbis are tbete creatures ccm'f'risirg tl:e mcvirg a:nd 
tbe unmoving beings.• 

Xnow ledge of the Lord's Glory conduces to yoga. 

· ~6r fe;~'a ~)iT ~ 'i+r ~) ~Rt a~qe': I 

~)sfq~•tr'l ~1il;:r ~~a ;nsr ;3~~: u \$ 11 

7· He who kuows in truth this glory and 
power of 'Nline is endowed with unshaken Yoga; 
there is no doubt of it. 

He who knows in truth this vast extent of My being t 
and My achievement (Yoga)-cr Ycga may here stand for 
what is born of Yoga, 'l:iz., the power of achieving and con .. 
trolling mighty things as well as Omnisciencel- he is endowed 
with unshaken Yoga, i e.: with steadir.ess in right knowledge. § 

What is that unshaken Yoga with which they are 
endowed P-Tbe answer follows: 

=»The Lord is not only the material cause {prakriti) of all, but, as the 
Omniscient Lord of all. He is also the Ruler o1 all, for He produced the 
Great Rishis and the Manus. The Great Risbis, from :Bhrigu to 
Vasishtha, were omniscient and were rthe original teachers of the 
Traditional wisdom. 'Ihe Manus were the Rulers of creatures and were 
themselves Lords. Both these belonged to the primeval sge and were 
born of the mind of the Lord. The Great Rishis and Manus bad their 
thought directed to the C mniscient Lord and were therefore endowed 
with the power of Vishnu and obtained wisdom and power. The. 
present denizens of this world are their creatures. by birth and by 

ltnowledge·-(A.} 

tHe who knows Me as infinite.-(A.) 

t i.e., he who knows the fact that the Great Rishis apd the :Manus 
possessed their power and wisdom, as partaking of a very small portion 

of the Lord's power and wisdom .. -(A.} 

§ The knowledge of the Conditioned is the com way leadirg to the 
knowledge of the Unconditioned.-(A.) 
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. ~ ...... ' ~-... 
elf{ Qe(~ Sl~CIT ;f~: ;aq- SfCie'6 l 

~ ~~~~ il'a:lt=a- ~t ~~ ii'T~{1+rf;SfaT: II ~ ll 
H. I am the source of all : from }fe every

thing evolves; thus thinking the wise worship Me, 
endowed with conten1plation. 

I, the Supreme Brahman, termed Vasudeva, am the 
source of the whole world. From !\1e* alone evolves the 
whole universe in all its changes, including existence and 
disappearance, action, effect and enjoyment. Thus thinking, 
the wise who know the Superme Reality t worship M.e, 
ardently engaged in the contemplation of the Supreme 
Reality. 

Moreover, 

" "' ~Tiil~T il~6~TOTT ~r~;::a-: q'~q;cq:_ I 

ifi~•<:r!a' ~t ftf~ g;-stt£;~ :q ~;rFa- cer 11 ~ • , , 
g. With their thought on Me, with their life 

absorbed in Me, instructing each other, and ever 
speaking of Me, they are content and delighted. 

All their senses {pranas) such as the eye are absorbed in 
Me. Or-according to another interpretation-their very 
life (prana) is devoted to Me. They ever speak of JYie as 
possessed of supreme wisdom, power, might and other 
qualities. They thus obtain satisfaction and are delighted as 
if in the company of the beloved. 

* Controlled and impelled by Me as the Inner Regulator, every 
thing moves on in accordance with the Law. -(A.) 

t It is only those who see the emptiness of the worldly life that are 
fit for a life of devotion to the Lord. When men know the Lord as the 
Self of all, the Cause of all, the Omniscient Lord of all, they become 
devoted to Me. The knowledge of the ~uprerne Reality leads to love. 
regard and earnestness, and these lead to devotion to the Lord.-(A.) 
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The Lord endows His devotees with wisdom. 
As to those who worship Me devoutly in the ways men ... 

tioned above, 

615ft (166~~Ti~T ~ifi6f !.frfa1:_~Ciif{ I 

r.rqrfir ~m:~rri ij- ~if il'rgq~rJ;6 &- '' ~ , '' 
ro. To these, ever devout, worshipping Me 

with love, I give that devotion of knowledge by 
which they come to Me. 

To them who are ever devout, worshipping Me, not for 
any purpose of their own, but out of love for Me.-to them 
I give that devotion of right knowledge (buddhi-yoga) of My 
essential nature by which tbeytt those who worship Me 
''with their thought on Me'' (x. 9) and so on-know Me, 
the Supr&me Lord, the Self, as their own Self. 

Why dost 1''hou give the devotion of knowledge (buddhi
'yoga) to Thy devotees r-And what is that obstacle in the 
path leading to Thee which the devotion of knowledge that 
Thou givest to Thy devotees serves to remove ?-In answer 
to this question, the Lord says : 

"' "' (! • a ISfT+rcl r~ Cfi'•Qllt~+fij'T'l\SI' ij"+f: i 
"' .......... 

'iT~~;:llR+I~TeJ~T ~~;r~rqif ~f~6T l I ~ ~ l I 
1 r~ Out of mere compassion for them, I, 

abiding in their self, destroy the darkness born of 

ignorance, hy the luminous lamp of wisdom. 

~ Those alone who are thus devoted to the Lord can attain to 
Bu.ddhi-Yoge.. that exteremely superior condition of the tintahkarana 
produced by Dhyana., by which they reach that form of the Lord which 
is devoid of all Hmitations.-(A.) 
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Out of m.ere oompassion : out of mercy, anxious as to how 
they may attain bliss. I dwell in their antah-karana«= which 
is engaged in thinking exclusively of the Self and destroy the 
darkness of ignorance,-that illusory knowledge which is caused 
by the absence of discrimination,-by the lamp of wisdom, 
by the lamp of discriminatory knowledge, fed by the oil of 
pure Devotion (Bhakti-prasada), fanned by the wind of earnest 
meditation on Me, furnished with the wick of right intuition 
purified by the cultivation of piety, chastity and other virtues, 
held in the antah-karana which is completely detached from 
all worldly concerns, placed in the wind-sheltered enclosure 
of the mind which is withdrawn from the sense-objects and 
untainted by attachment and aversion, and shining with the 
light of right knowledge generated by incessant practice of 
.concentration and meditation. 

Arjuna.'s question about the Lord's manifestations. 
Having heard of the Lord's Glory and His mysterious 

-power, Arjuna says : 
Arjuna said : . . ,..... .. . 

tr( iilll' q~ ~t+r qTCJSI Q\;( lteflil:_ I . . ,..... ,....., . " 
~151 ~T'U« Tt{o~+t'TTC\C{CJffijf TEf~f{. l l ~ ~ II 

* i.e., in the anta.h-karana functioning on the plane of Spirit 
exclusively. Darkness here includes both the beginningless nescience 
and the illusory perception resulting from that nescience. It cannot be 
·femoved by matter or any material phenomenon, belonging as it does to 
the same class as darkness; therefore the Lord has said that He Himself 
destroys darkness. But the Spirit (Chaitanye.) cannot directly remove 
darkness. It is only an intellectual state that is found to illumine an 
object unknown before. Hence it is that the Spirit removes ignorance 
by itself shining through a state of the intellect such as the one induced 
by the teaching of the Sastra. · It is either the Spirit manifesting itself 
through an intellectual state, or an intellectual state pervaded by the 
.Spirit, that can destroy nescience and illusory knowledge. 
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.._.. ..... r.r:t ~ 

~(CfJ~q<f: ~q ~ qftSJitT{~~r I 
" ..... ..... .... . "" ,... ,..... ..... 

sn~~n cter~r ~tEr: ~tr ccrcr ~t:fn~ +r 11 ~ ~ u 
12-13. The Supreme Brahman, the Supreme 

Light, the Supreme Purifier art Thou- All the 
Rishis declare Thee as Eternal. Divine Purusha,. 
the Primal God, Unborn, Omnipresent ; so said 
the divine sage N arada, as also Asita, Devala and 
Vyasa ; and Thou Thyself also sayest (so) to me. 

The St,preme Brahman: the Highest Self, The Primal 
God: the God who existed before all other Gods. Rishis: 
such as Vasishtha. 

~.... . ' . "" .... 
~ct+rct~&' +ft=t.( i.ft=;rT at((T~ tliiUEI I 

if ft ij- +rftq;:s~~ ~s:~c:u ;r ttl;{qf: l l ~ \l l I 

I4· I believe to be true all this \Vhich Thou 
sayest to me ; for neither the Gods nor the 
Danavas, 0 Lord, know Thy r.nanifestation .. 

Because fhou art the source of the Devas and others 
therefore, 

..... .. ' . ' 
~:tf;fqf(3iiiT SS~f.Tfii q~~.r (61' ~q-r=a+r I 

*l_a;qrerif ~;n ~~~q- \fflJ(q6 II ~ ~ II 
15. Thou Thyself knowest Thyself as the 

Self,* 0 Purusha Supreme, 0 Source of beings,. 
0 Lord of beings, 0 God of Gods, 0 Ruler of the 
\VOr}d. 

*' Thou, Th~,sel/1 i.e., without being taught: k11.owest Thyself i.e. 
the unconditioned nature of Thyself. As the Self; not as something 
external,-{A.) 
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Knowest Thyself: as the Lord,• as the Isvara. possessed 
of unsurpassed wisdom, sovereignty and other powers. 

(' .... .... ,.... "' 
efEFij+rtt~~~ar t((s~r &m+rTCf~ij~: 1 

~nn=r~~an:r~~Tlitt-tt~~~ ot~tt~ fa12t~ l 1 ~ ' II 
16. Thou shouldst t indeed tell, without 

reserve, of Thy divine !Glories, by which Glories 
Thou remainest pervading all these worlds. 

ctiaf f6t'llr+t~ irfJR~etr ;aqr qf'l~•a~'l_ t 

"'"' '" '"' ~~ Cfi~ ~ ~TEl~ t:qt:~f Sl~ +l'fle(~tff \ l ~ \!l ll 

17. How t shall 1, ever meditating, know 
Thee, 0 Yogin; in what several things, 0 Lord, 
art Thou to be thought of by Me P 

""' "' ........... ~ ~ 
J61(«~0TT<:+tilf ~1 iT fCf+x!(J set GtiiT~il I 

+(~: en~~ ctfRr'( JllOeta) ;rt~ ~s~af{ u ~ ' ll 
18. Tell me again in detail, 0 J anardana, of 

Thy power and Glory, for there is no satiety for 
me in hearing the immortal. 

Tell me in detail of Thy mysterious power (Yoga) and 
sovereignty (aisvarya) and the various things to be meditated 
upon.-Janardana is so called because He sends-or causes 
to go (ardayati)- the Asuras, thm~e people (janas) who are the 

• Not even 'Iby conditioned nature as the Lord of the Universe, 
etc., can be seen by others·-(A.) 

t Since 'Ihy nature, which it fis necessary to know, is invisible to 
others. (A.) 

t In what manner should' I, who am of dull understanding, medit
ate constantly on Thee, in order that my reason may thereby be purified 
so as to be able to know 'Ihy unconditioned being.-(A.) 
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e11emies of the Gods, to hell and the like; or because He is 
prayed to by all :People for worldly success and salvation.
Tell me again of them, though described before; for, there is 
no satiety in hearing the immortal (ambrosia) of the speech 
issuing from Thy mouth. 

The Lord's enumeration of His manifestations. 

The Blessed Lord said : 
... """ ,.... 8:;:Q 6 tfi'~rct~~TT+i Tf\o<.n ~T~t:rtet~Q'<f: t 

..... ' ,.... ~ 
!;ff~Tr({a:: ~~~ 'iU~(fT T6f{O''~ +t II ~ ~ \I 

rg. Now \Vill I tell thee of My heavenly 
Glories, in their prominence, 0 best of the Kurus; 
there is no limit to My extent 

Now I will tell you of My heavenly Glories, in their 
prominence, i.e., where they are severally the most prominent. 
It is not, indeed, possible even in a whole century to describe 
all of them, as there is no limit to the extent of My Glories. 

Now, listen to this, in the first place: 
"\ ~ "' 

st{IH~Ilf ~len~ ~E{~Q'T~~T~ij': I 
,.... . 

srij+tll q~ +fS~ tq' ~(ffifTR•ij qq tq ll ~ 0 I' 
20. I am the Self, 0 Gudakesa, seated in the 

heart of all beings ; I am the beginning and the 
.midd1e, as also the end, of all beings. 

You should think of Me as the innermost Self, seated in 
the heart within of all beings.-' Gudakesa' means either 
4 conqueror of sleep' or 'thick-haired '-He who is unable to 
think of Me as the Self should think of Me in those things 
which are mentioned below ; for I am the source, the stay, 
and the end of all beings. 
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err~~TilT~~ ~~G~ffltSIT ~f6rt~+rA: I 
,....,.... (' ,..... . " 

+f~fT=ii+T~EfT+fTGJ t:I&J~TOTT +11: fil'~f I\ t( ~ l I 

2 r. Of the Adityas I am Vishnu; of the 
radiances, the resplendent Sun ; I am Marichi of 
the Maruts ; of the asterisms, the Moon. 

Of the twelve Adityas, I am the .Aditya known as Vish1;u. 
Maruts are a kind of Devatas. 

' . "'"' ,.... ' " erqr;:rr ~·r~erc;:rsr~ ctctfitT+rr~ "ffqar: 1 
" . " " ..... S:T;:~<Jtotr ifiillfT{+I' ~EfTifT+JT~ :e{CfilT \\ ':{~I I 

22. Of the Vedas I am the Sama-Veda, I am 
Vasava of the Gods, and of the senses I am the 
mind, I am the intelligence in living beings. 

Gods: such as the Rudras and the Adityas. Vasa'IJa: 
i.e., Indra. Of the eleven senses I am the mind. Ohetana., 
sentiency or intelligence, is that state of * the intellect 
(buddhi) which 1nanifests itself in the aggregate of the body 
and the senses. 

~sttutf ~CUQT~ ~~) rtraF:&J~T~ I 
q~ift qrqcnlfl~ ifll: ro~Ratfiji{J:{ II ~ ~ ll 

23 And of the Rudras I am Sankara, of the 
Ya.kshas and Rakshasas the Lord of wealth, and 
of the Vasus I am Agni, of the mountains I am 
the Meru. 

The Rudras are eleven in number, and the Vasus eight. 
Phe Lori/, of wealth,: Kubera. 

• It exhibits itself in the aggregate body, pervading it throughout till 
death, and forming the medium for the manifestation of the Spirit or 
Consciousness (Chaitanya.),-(A,) 
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... . . .,....,... ~ ,... 
9~T~~T =ct ~~tt +rr Jqf;g: qy~ ~&:tqTQ"I{ I 
'"' " . ,..... 
~ilT~Tt:lT+t~ ~~q: ~~~Tf1T(+I' ~fiR: I I "( ~ I I 

24. And of the household priests of Kings, 0 
son of Pritha, know Me the chief one, Brihaspati; 
of generals I am Skanda, of lakes I atn the Ocean. 

Brihaspati is the chief of prie.sts, because he is the 
house-hold priest of Indra. Skanaa is the general of the 
Gods. Of the natural-i.e., made by the Gods-·reservoirs, 
I am the Ocean. 

+rt{~rotT ~~~ Tfr(T+r~~~~''i: I 

~ij'TitT Gtq~"rsft+r ~Tct~Totf ft+rt~~: U ~ ~ l\ 

25. Of the Great Rishis I am Bhrigu; of 
words I am the one syllable ' Om;' of offerings I 
am the offering of J apa (silent repetition), of 
unmoving things the Himalaya. 

c:.- • '"\ ttl' • 
st'a~~: ~qiajfOlT qqEfl'OlT :q iiT~'{: I 

~ .,...., ~. ,..., ,.... 
;rw:~;.rrotr 1'1sr~: r~;e:rc:rr cnrq~r ijTit: ll 4( ~ '' 

26. Of all trees (I am) the Asvattha, and 
Narada of divine Rishis, Chitraratha of Gandhar
vas, the Sage Kapila of the Saints (Siddhas). 

Ditflne. IUshis: Who are De vas and are at the same time 
Bishis or seers of mantras. The Saints ( Siddhas) : those 
who at their very birth attained to a very high degree of 
Dharma, of knowledge, of detachment ( vairagya) from 
·worldly concerns, and of supremacy. 

~l55tere:+rlQ'I'itt fqt%: ;rrt~;za)~erq_ 1 
' . ..... . . "" . 
q~q ~~totr il-tTotT cct il~Tfl:rqq: ll ~" l l 
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27, Know Me among horses as Uchchais
yavas, born of Amrita, of lordly elephants the 

Airavata, and of men the king. 
Uchchais·sravas is the name of the l~ingly horse who 

was born in the ocean when it was churned for the amrita. 
(ambrosia). Know Me among kingly elephants as the 
Airava.ta, the offspring of Ira vat . . .... ,.... 

stT~~TifT+r~ e(i3){ ~'i.ilT+iTQT CliTt.l~~ l 
,..... ~ ~ ,.... " 

SfGfil!?aTT;e:( ~q:q: ~'itlllfitt~ EIQi,Tq;: II '( G ll 
28. Of weapons I am the thunderbolt, of 

cows I am the Kamadhuk, I am the progenitor 
Kandarpa, of serpents I am Vasuki. 

The thv/nderboZt: the Vajra made of Dadhicbi's bone. 
Kamadhuk : that cow of Vasishtha which yielded all objects 
desired ; or any cow in general which may yield plenty of 
milk. Kamadhuk: Kama or love. Vasuki: the lord of 
serpents. 

aTifra~TTm itTifl;:JT er~) ~tq:eT;{i{'i. I 

f?«iatrfiqift 'ilTf~ ~+r: ~~l16T+l~'l ll ~ ~ I I 
" 

29. And Ananta of snakes I am, I am 
Varuna of water-being, and Aryarnan of Pitris I 
am, I am Yama of controllers. 

J.nanta : the king of snakes. Varuna : the king of water
gods. Water-beings : the Devata.s or Gods connected with 
waters. Aryaman is the king of Pitris. 

"" "\ . 
S~Qf({~rr~ ({~r~r •r~: Cf;«;~aT~f{'t. 1 

fiilTOlf rq- i!ilt:i\'s~ ~qij-~ qfa3an~t 11 ~ o u 
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30. .And Prahlada am I of Diti's progeny, of 
reckoners I am Time, and of beasts I am the lord 
of beasts, and Vainateya of birds. 

The lord of beasts: the lion or the tiger. Vainateya: 
Vinata's son, Garutmat. 

" tfatif: qerar+rtm 'r+r: ~&I~aT+r€{1{ 1 
• ,... ' " II'\ 

~tS~rt1lr +reti~ilflfR ~T6~Tt:rrm Gfi~SlT 11 ~ ~ l t 
31· Of purifiers I am the wind, Rama of 

warriors am I, of fishes I am the shark, of streams 
I am the Ganges. 

Of those who bear weapons I am Ram a, Dasaratba's son. 
~ " . ~ (' 

~i'fTOTTt:rTTC\,;:Efil' ;{s~ ~etT~~ I 

~i.fT~+r~~r ~~ri=lt atrtt: srer~at+r~q_ ll ~ ~ ll 
32. Of creations I am the beginning and the. 

middle and also the end; ot all know ledges I am 
the knowledge of the Self, and Vada of disputants 

I am the source, the stay and the end of all evolution.
At the commencement (x. 20) it was said that He is the 
beginning, the middle, and the end of all sentient existence; 
but here the who! e creation in general is referred to. The 
knowledge of the Self is the chief among all knowledges, 
because it leads to mokSha. By 'disputants' we should here 
understand the several kinds of disputation,-vada, jal pat 
vita.nda,• etc. Vada is the chief of them, as it is a means of 
determining truth. 

• Va"a is that way of arguing, of wilich the object is to arrive at 
ruth regarding a certain question. • J alpa ' is an argument in which a 

disputant tries to assert his own opinion and to refute that of his 
adversary by an overbearing reply or a wrangling rejoinder, • Vitanda' 
consists in idly carping at the arguments or assertions of another without 
attempting to establish the opposite side of the question. 
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""' ,...... ,...... 
ataJ~TrJtfqepr~TST~ FQ:: ~T;ftfeefi~ :q l 

' .... . " ' ef6:+tCITai<t: enr~r ~rars~ TSf:aa-rg~: n ~ ~ 11 
33· Of letters the letter 'A' am I, and 

dvandva of all compounds; I am, verily, the 
inexhaustible Time; I am the All-faced Dispenser. 

' Time ' here refers either to what is generally so called,. 
-'CJiz ., ' kshana, ' a moment, the ultimate element of time,-or 
to the Supren1e Lord who is the Time (Kala=the Measurer) 
even of time. I am the Dispenser of results of actions to the 
whole world. 

~ " ~~~: B"i54'{~~r~~~6t~ +rTSf~tl~TJ:{ i 
" r-(1 " ~ ,.. • " ~ " enrra-: Sj[fen~:sr ilt~ratr ~ra-+r~r 'iT~1': aJ;rr u ~ li" u 

34· And I atn all-seizing Death, and the 
prosperity of tqose who are to be prosperous; of 
the feminine (I am) Fame, Fortune and Speech, 
Memory, Intelligence, Constancy, Endurance. 

Death is of two sorts, he who seizes wealth, etc., and he 
who seizes life. Of them the seizer of life is the all-seizer, 
I am He. Or, I am the Supreme Lord who is the All-seizer 1 

because of His carrying all away at the time of pralaya or 
dissolution. I arn the prosperity-and the means of attaining 
it-of those who are to be prosperous in future. who are fit 
to attain prosperity. I am Fame, etc., the best of the 
feminine; and possessed of the mere semblance thereof, 
people regard thern.sel ves successful in life. 

~~arf{ a~r ~tilt ift~sfr ~~iE1Til~'l 1 

+Reriit +~rii~r.Usl(~~t ~t=J+rT~~= n ~ "\ n 
35• Of Sarnans also I am the Brihat-Saman 
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of metres Gayatri am I, of months I am Marga
sirsha, of seasons the flowery season. 

' Brihat. Saman ' is the chief of the· Sa mans. Of the 
.Riks composed in Gayatri and other metres, ~ am the 
Gay~tri .Rik. The flowery season is what is called Vasanta, 
the spring. . ,...... ~ ' " rna ~<:~ttr;rt~ e~~~~~~+r~q: 1 

' ~tST{+(' o~q~Tirsf~ ~~~ ~~qCfof+r~ II ~ q 11 

36. I am the gambling of the fraudulent, I 
am the splendour of the splendid, I am victory, I 
am effort, I am the goodness of the good. 

Gambling : such as dice·play. I am the victory of the 
victorious; I am the effort of those who make an effort. 

,... . "",.... . 
i'iOTTilT 6JT~qqTST~ qJOe~H~T ~il~<r: I 

r.. • r.. ,..... 
~iffi=fT;£C~~ o~T~: ~effi1T~~'1T CfiTS{: l l ~ \S II 

37· Of the Vrishnis I am Vasudeva, of the 
Pandavas I am Dhananjaya, and of the saints 
I am Vyasa, of the sages I am lJsanas the sage. 

Vasudeva: Myself, who am your friend. Vrishnis: the 
·descendants of Yadu. The saints : those who are engrossed 
in ~editation and know all things. Sages : those of extensive 
knowledge, the omniscient beings. 

" ,.... "" " " r.. ~ oer ~;r<ta-r+n~ qtf((~'~ T\if;"Jft:f6T~ 1 
" . ~ " . . 
+lfi{ 'il~UTGI' U'IITt:lT '"''t ~Til CfC:TT+l'S:It ll ~ ' l I 

38. Of punishers I am the sceptre, of those 
who seek to cqnquer I am the polity, and of things 
secret I am also silence, the knowledge of knowers 
.am I. 
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" ~ . " . (' <t!ifTTq ~er~o:r.:~r au~ ~C{6:;J$if 1 
"" "" . ii ((~(T~ fqqf ~~~Till~T ~e- :q~~~~q: \ l ~ ~ It 

39· And what is the seed of all being, 
that also am I, 0 Arjuna. There is no being, 
whether moving or unmoving, that can exist 
without me. 

'fo conclude the present section, the Lord summarises 
His Glory ( vibhuti) as follows :-There is no being ,,.,ithout 
Me-; for, anything into which I ba ve not entered would be 
without Self (could not exist) and would be void (sunya). 
Wherefore, everything is of My nature, i.e., I am the essence 
-<>f everything. 

ilt;:6f S fe- +t+i F\o<iTilf teflt~TifT q~;:Q"q I 

~lS( q)~a: sircir fcrlt~fefe:i'r ;{~T 11 ~o " 

40. There is no end of My heavenly Glories, 
0 harasser of thy foes ; but the details of My 
Glory have been declared only by way of instance. 

It is indeed not possible for anybody to describe or know 
the exact extent of the Divine Glories of the Lord, the Self 
of all. 

Divine Glory described in brief. 

~'ltft+Lf6+t(a~ei ~tW{!1faiier elf 1 

ij'=a:~crtSfrr~. (ei if~t a~1s~~~c:tq: II ~ t u 
41. Whatever being is glorious, prosperous, 

·or strong, that know thou to be a manifestation of 
a part of My Splendour. 

My : the Isvara' s. 
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sp.fq( er~i\~wt ft ~Taif a-cr~;:r I 
,... ,.... . ' ., ,... ..... 
Tef!•~T8:flir.{ ~~;JefiT~;f 1~6T Gtil~ I l ~ ~ l l 

42. But, of what avail to thee is this vast 
things being known, 0 Arjuna ? I stand sustaining 
this whole world by one part (of Myself). 

Of what avail to you can be this knowledge of vast but 
imperfect details P Listen, I will tell you completely of it~ 
I stand sustaining firmly this whole world by one part, by 
one limb, by one foot ; i.e., one part of Myself constitutes all 
beings. So says the chant : 

' All beings form His foot.' - (Taittilfiya AlfanyakOJ 
3-12). 

~ Wt;ritf~Cflftt=ti~M~ i4tllfqcu~t '-~~· 
m1atr~.W,qt~ ~Mt ;m:r 

trtn;rTSRil'f.: I 



ELEVENTH DISCOURSE. 
THE UNIVERSAL FORM. 

Arjuna's prayer for a vision of the Universal Form. 

The Glories of the Lord have been described. Now, on 
hearing the Lord's statement that ' I stand supporting the 
whole world by one patt of Myself,' Arjuna was desirous to 
see with his own eyes that Pcitnal Form of the Lord which is 
manifested as the universe, and ~ccordingly said : 

·~:- • •f". 

;fC{~tJtT~ tf{+{ U&l+l~li'T~+r~T-6'1.1 

,. ' '' . " ' ~q~l~ q:ef~it +rt~TS<i TSii16T ~~ " ~ II 
Arjuna said : 

I. By that speech which has been delivered 
by Thee for my benefit,-that highest secret which 
is called .A:dhyatma,-this, my delusion, is gone • 

.Adhyatma : that which treats of the dintinction between 
the Self and the non-Self. IJelusion: non-discrimi~tion. 

Moreover, 
"'" . ~" " +rt:~rcli~r T6: ~Tiff ~a r r~wr ;rqy 1 

~qit: efi"+[~qStJ&J +l'f(f~;q-;r{q :q[~+{ ll ~ ll 

2. The origin and the dissolution of beings, 
verily, have been heard by me in detail frt?m Thee, 
0 Lotus-eyed, as also Thy inexhaustible greatness. 

In detail: not in· brevity. Lotus-eyed: having eyes like 
1 otus-lea ves. 
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~ . ' 
ttetilel'-l~T SS(~ ~et+rt~Til q~~:rg( I 

,... ,.....~ ~. ' ~ 
~!T;J~TTil' a ~'1'9~ ~~~~+r II ~ l I 

"" 
3· So it is, as Thou, Supreme Lord, hast 

declared Thyself t6 be. (Still) I desire to see 
Thy form as Isvara, 0 Purusha Supreme~ 

Form tto.; that of Vishnu, ~s possessed .of (infinite) 
wisdom, soverejgnty, strength, power, prowess and splendour. 

' ,.... . ,... ,..... "" 
+1';:~~ ~Ttr (J~~EF~ it~T ~T~:Ua' Slilf I 

~ . 
,, ..... ..... • ~ 0 
~Til:a'C a~:n ;r ~er ~<lf(+(Jil;rstr~q l l o 1 l 

4· If Thou, 0 Lord, thinkest it possible for· 
me to see it, do Thou1 thei1, 0 Lord of Yogins,. 
show me Thy Eternal Self, 

Then : because I am very anxious to see. 

Arjuna endowed with heavenly sight wherewith to 
see the Universal Form. 

Thus implored by Arjuna, the Lord said: 

~llqJSqrWfl :-' ~ ,...... ...... 
en:~ ii err~ ~tJTTat ~a-;urs~ {{~~~r: 1 

" " " " ~ "" ifTifTTeft:ITTCf TC{o~TJii ;Jfi=ITCIOTT'ia"TT;=t rq l I '-\ l I 

The Blessed Lord said: 

5· See, 0 son of Pritha, My heavenly forms, 
by hundreds and thousand~, of different sorts, and 
of various colours and shapes. 

Heav~nZy: Supernatural. By kundrreds and thousands-: 
innumerable. Oolours: such as· blue, green and the like. 
Shapes : arrangements of parts. 
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~~T~~{;q~l;a:r;r?tJi{) ~~T I 
~" ~" 

iJ~C:<.Jf:!~qJTOT q~(.{f~trUGt +rr~e- II ~ l l 

6. Behold the Adityas, the Vas us,. the· 
R~dras, the Asvins, and also the Maruts ; behold 
many marvels never seen before, 0 Bharata . 

. Behold the twelve Adityas, the eight Vasus, the eleven. 
Rudras, the two Asvins, the seven heptads of Maruts. 
Behold also many other marvels never seen before by you or 
anybody else in this world of man. 

Not this alone: 

~~q;~ ~iT~ii«il q?(ilt'U ~:q{J:q'~l{ J 
...... , .... " 

+Iii e:t{ ~Ttfi~ ~:q-r-=~t!T+r~t{1 ll \9 l l ,.,_-.::> 

7· Now behold here in My body, Gudakesa, 
the whole world established in one,-including the 
moving and the unmoving-and \vhatever else 
thou desirest to see .. 

Whatever else : Your success or defeat, about which yott 
have entertained a doubt (ii. 6). 

But, . ...... ...... ~ 

if 9; +If ~~~· ~~f.lififCf ~~~t:~T I 
,... . ,...., ,,~ 

T~o~ t{qTt'i 6 :q~: ~~ ~ <.JTifii'a~'l. II ' ll 
8. Thou art not indeed able to see Me with 

this thy eye alone ; I give thee a divine eye; behold 
My lordly Yoga. 

Me: putting on the Universa] Form. Phis: Prakrita,. 
of prakriti, natural, (fleshyil of the earth). I give thee a 
divine eye, by which you will be able to see Me. By that 
eye, behold My great miraculous power of Yoga, that which 
belongs to me as lsvara: 
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The Lord's manifestation of the Universal Form. 

~~-

qq~vsn aij) ~~~ +ntr~il~) &:R: 1 
~ ~ . ~ 

tt~<lr~r~ qr~r~ q(+t ~q+r:g~q: tl ~ '' 
Sanjaya said: 

g. Having thus spoken, 0 King, then, fiari, 
the great Lord of Y ogins, showed to the son of 
Pritha the Supreme Form as Isvara. 

King : Dhritarashtra. Hari : Narayana. Form: the 
Universal Form. 

' ' ' ~ atiiCJlq~;:J<:fil~ifqifi&"~~ill{ I 
"'" .,..... ,, 

al''iefiT~o<if+r~ T((o<:tfifq)f~ijJ~~'t l l ~ o ll 

10. Containing many mouths and eyes, 
possessed of many wondrous sights, of many 
heavenly ornaments, of many heavenly \Veapons • held up. Such a form He showed. 

Moreover, 
" .,..... ' 
ft(o(.{+Tf~~=n;~~1!.1~ rc:;:~ll-=~t~~qi(q_ 1 

~ ~ . ...... . ~ ' 
~qi~({+r~ ({ef~il;:({ p:.f~CIT~~q_ l l ~ ~ l l 

II. WeaTing heavenly garlands rind vestures, 
anointed with heavenly unguents, all-wonderful, 
resplendent, boundless, with faces on all sides. 

With. faoes on alZ sides: . as He is the Self of all 
beings. Such a form He showed; or, such a form did Arj~ 
see. 

Here follows· an illustration, by an example, of the 
splendour of the Lord's Universal Form : 
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"" ~ "' " rcrrer ~<~~~~~ +rer~n-~~~r 1 
" "' ~rq: +rr: ~~r ~T ~r:roQ~~ ;r&:r~+rif: u ~ ~ n 

I 2. If the splendour of a thousand suns were 
ever to present itself at once in the sky, that 
would be like the splendour of that Mighty Being. 

In the sky: in antariksha or the middle loka; or in the 
heavenly region, which forms the third (from here). ThB 
Mighty Being: the Universal Form.-If no such thing can ever 
exist, then the splendour of the Universal Form excels all else. 

Moreover, 
~ . . " "" 

a~es~ GtTRii~ ... SIT6f~:q)i=ft:tcnqr t 

' '"' "' atq~.q~q-~q~ ~~r~ qroG6fe~r n ~ ~ n 
13. 1"'here, in the body of the God of Gods,. 

the son of Panda then beheld the whole world 
established in one, and separated into tnany 
_groups. 

There: in the Form. Mwny g'foups: Devas, Pit'fis, men 
and other sorts of beings. The son of Pandu : Arjuna. Gotl 
of Goas : Hari. 

,.... "".... .... 66: 6 T6f~TTer!T ~e~T+IT 1:f'1%1<:t: I 

stf11~ fu~r ~si ii6~~+rt1ta 1' ~ ~ 11 

14. Then he, Dhananjaya, filled with amaze
ment, with his hair standing on end; bowed down 
with his head, and, with joined palms, thus 
addres.sed the ·God. 

Then: having seen Him. The Goa: putting on the 
Universal Form. With joitaed palm4: in order to bow down. 
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How P-Arjuna declares his own experience, 'lli~., that 
he sees the Universal Form shewn by the Lord: 

·~- " ' . "" .... ~ q~~n;r C{EJraer cter C{f{ 
ct " ... 

eerre~r ~arcr;a-~t=tff"l:. 1 
t'l. • 

il&fratifT~ tfi+I~T~it~-

~ISIT~ ~CIT~ifTfa ~O<IF£. 11· ~ ~ I l 
Arjuna said : 

15. I see all the Gods, 0 God, in thy body, 
as also hosts of various classes of beings : Brahma,. 
the Lord, seated on the lotus-seat, and ali Rishis 
and heavenly serpents. 

Various classes of beings : both animate and inanimate, 
and of various forms. . Brahrma:. the Four-faced, the Lord of 
creatures. He is seated in the centre of the Earth-Lotus, 
on the Meru which forms the cup or seed-v~ssel as it were of 
the Earth-Lotus. Rishis: such as Vasishtha. Serpents:. 
such as Vasuki, . 

~CfjqJ~q~~Sif( 
,... . (' ' 

q~<rnt:r ~err iEICiaTSitPQ~q't 1 
. . " iiTrC:T if +fh"1.f if ~~CITTG:'I. 

" ,..... "" " q~Tt:r rer:ra'a{ TePa~ II ~ ~ II 
I 

16. I see Thee of boundless form on· every 
side with multitudinous at'ms, stomachs, mouths 
and eyes ; neither Thy end nor .the middle nor the 
beginning do I see, 0 Lord of the U nivetse, 0 
Universal Form. 

Middle : what lies between two extremities. 
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Moreover, 
,.... ,..,....,. ,....,. ". 
JCi{JTei{ ifl'C{if =e(JS'fiOT ;q 
,, """ ~ ..... "" 
((Gfl~JI~ ~etaT q:TTR+r•a-q:_ I 

,.... • l"'t>l'\ • 

q~~Tl+l ~err ~if{~~ ~a~ 

tftm;;~r~~fa'+rsrif~f£ II ~ \» II 
'..::» 

17. I see Thee with diadem, club, and discus; 
a mass of splendour shining everywhere, very hard 
to look at, a11 around blazing like burning fire and 
sun, and immeasurable. 

lrY111YU3asurable : whose limits cannot be fixed. 
Vishnu is on~ with tlre Unconditioned. 

From this vision of 1'hy power of Yoga (wonder-working) 
I infer, 

<CI+rBi~ tmi itfc{~o~~ ~en:r~ ~~ q{ Fr~Tift{ 1 
~.... . "" , .... 

~er'lo~~: ~r:ga~t:riJTRr ~iiT6'1~Cf S~fSIT +ra-r +1 ll 
18 .. Thou art the Imperishable, the Supreme 

Being worthy to be known. 1"hou art the great 
Abode of this ·Universe; Thou art the undying 
Guardian of the Eternal Dharma, Thou art the 
ancient Purusha, I deem. 

To be known : by seekers of liberation. 
The U nivera.l Form (continued.) 

Moreover, 
" "~ Sfi~TTC\ifti~a+r'ti'?.l q:T~-. ,.... ~' 

+fi(i=ij"efJs ~T~<{if${ I 

q~~tftf (ctf {Tf18ij"tfifct'f\'i. 

~6GrQJ fq'Ef~ ~tr.«'l l t ~ ~ I I 
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Ig. I see Thee without beginning, middle or 
end, infinite in po'A'er, of manifold arms ; the sun 
and the moon being Thy eyes, the burning fire 
Thy face ; heating the whole Universe with Thy 
radiance. 

" .... ...... .. ...... 
'QfCfliT~o~fT~~ij;:~~ Tf{ 

. ~"" "" (' 
6~TH ~ct<iC6il' Tct~~ ~en: I 

"' . ' qrs~a- ~q~q ij"efe(l{ 
.... .. "" . 

®TCfiST<I 5fo<.fl~a' +r~T~I:tt:t.. It ~ o l l 

20. This space betwixt heaven and earth and 
all the quarters are filled by Thee alone. Having 
seen This, Thy marvellous and awful form, the 
three worlds are trembling, 0 High-souled Being. 

Phee: in Thy Uuiversal Form. 
Now, in order to remove the doubt entertained by Arjuna 

(ii. 6) as to his success, the Lord proceeds to show that 
victory for Pattdavas is certain. Seeing Him, Arjuna goes on: 

at~T ~ ~srt ij~~ir N~~a 
"'"" l'\ ' "" q;T:q~rar: !iT~~~~ ;zutr.:(f 1 

" f"tlr-.. 
~~~;JCIT +r~T~ra;e:~if: 

"" . "" "" " ~§;CfTi=a- (CIT ~gren+r: !Jti~iSSTT~: u "(. ~ u 
2 r. Into Thee, indeed, enter these hosts of 

Suras; some extol Thee in fear with joined palms; 
·u May it be well!'' thus saying, bands of great 
Rishis and Siddhas prd.ise Thee with hymns 
complete. 
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These hosts of Sural : these warriors now fighting all, 
of them Devas,-the Vasus and otbers,-who have incarnated· 
themselves as human beings for lightening the earth's burden. 
They are seen entering into Thee. Some of them only call 
out to Thee, unable even to flee. Having discovered portents 
and other forebodings of evil as the war approached, the 
great Rishis and Siddhas say • 11:ay it be well for the world 1 ' 
and offer their prayers to Thee in full hymns. 

The wonderfulness of the Universal Form 
Moreover, 

,.... ~ ~ 

~'iTTe{~T 6J~efT ~ :q ~T~~T: 
,.... .... ,....~ ' 
TCI~Sl'a;=ff ~a§{f~qr~ I 

~ "" iJt=~e(;;r&JT~~Te\9:~fT: 

efraj;:6 ~att {atf{+f~nf:.ret ~et 't ' ~ t 1 
22. The Rudras, Adityas, Vasus., and 

Sadhyas, Visvas and Asvins, Maruts and Ushma
pas, hosts of Gandharvas, Yakshas, Asuras, and 
Siddhas,-they are all looking at Thee, all quite 
astonished. 

Ushmapas: a class of Pitris. Gandharrvas: such as 
Haha and Huhu• Yak1has: such as Kubera.. AsuTas: 
such as Virochana. Siddkas: such as Kapila. 

For, 

The terribleness of the Universal Form. 

. ' ' ~q ltC:'6 ilsf:(ttiilsrat 

if(TCifT~ \il'·lil~'1fctf{ I 

if[~ at§~~Jcti(ftot[. 
qr ~)~n ~~Piare~rss:a:t 11 ~~ ll 
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23· Having seen Thy immeasurable Form, 
possessed, 0 Mighty·armed, of many mouths and 
eyes, of many arms and thighs and feet, and of 
many stomachs, and fearful with many tusks, the 
worlds are terrified, and I also .. 

The worlds : all living creatures in the world. 

Here follows the cause (of my terror): 
. " "' ~ ;r~: ~'r-if cUff t:ritcneJOT't 
. " " ~ 

o<:TT~Til'l ~fRT~~f~;:J511{ I 
" . ,.... qr 1~ ~err sto~T~c:t~~f~;JT 

~T'ij- ;:r ff:(;:~rf+r ~+t ~ f'SitiOT) u ~ ~ u 
24. On seeing Thee Crhy Form) touching 

the sky, blazing_ in many colours, with mouths wide 
open, with lar~ e fiery eyes, I am terrified at heart 
and .find no courage nor peace, 0 Vishnu. 

Many colours: fearful, putting on different shapes. 

Wherefore P-
• "' ~ " ~ " " ~~J~{T(QTfif ;q 6 ~teiTTit ~f{q 66T~T'ic.wst=n~¥Trtif I 

,..... ' "' ..... ~ " '"''"' " tti~T it ~r;:r ;:r ®ll :q .~+r sr~rC:t r.rsr~ \ltfltitert~ n 
. 25• Having seen Thy mouths which are 

fearful with tusks and resemble Time's Fires, 
I know not the four quarter:;, nor do I find peace; 
be Thou gracious, 0 Lord of Gods and Abode of 
the Universe l · 

Titne's Fires : the fires which consume the worlds at the 
time of dissolution (pralaya). I kuow not the four quarters : 
I cannot distinguish the East and the West, I cannot discrimi
nate the different quarters. 
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Arjuna's vision of the defeat oi the enemy . 
. My fear, too, of defeat at the hands of others is gone; for 

" . sn:rr :q ~sn ~a~~~ !!:;ff: 
.._,. ~ ,.... ~ 

~Sf e~~TCfTifqr~~i: I , 
" ' "' ~ ~Tti~f ~ot: ~a~~TS~f 

"~ " ....... "'l::. • 
·~&:T~C{Tl4~:rq ~fCltJ;~~: " ~ ~ II 

" '"" ,.... ,..... 'EI'if\JIO'f 6 ~Cf(ij'JU'(f TCI~T;:Q' 

.. " ,.... 
·q~~~T~tTif ~<ITi-l~TTif I 
'"" '"" ·q;r:qn,;:~ifr ~~iii;:~~~ . '"" ~~ ~ 
~~~~·a- ~ato~=«;rr~: " ~" 11 

.26-27. And all the sons of Dhritarashtra, 
with hosts of princes, Bhishma, Drona and that 
son (Karna) of a charioteer, with the warrior chiefs 
of ours, enter hurryit1g into Thy mouth, terrible 

·with tusks and fearful to behold. Some are found 
sticking in the gaps betwixt the teeth with their 
heads crushed to powder. 

Sons : such as Duryodhana. Ours : such as· Dhrishta· 
dyumna. Stioking: like a piece of flesh. 

How do they enter into Thy mouth P.-Arjuna.'saye : 

" . ' ' ~~~ itC(Titf ~~CIT S~qifJ: 
'"" " ,...... ~ij~+letTT~~T ~en;:a- I 

" ' ,... ·~ttf aetT+rT ii~®TefiqRf: 
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28, As many torrents of rivers flow direct 
towards the sea, so do these heroes in the world of 
men enter Thy flaming mouths. 

These: such as Bhishma . 
Why and how· do they enter P-Arjuna says : 

~ttl sr{Tt=f ~cr~;f troiT: f'Sf~f;a Wif~T~ ~ll~~rrr: 1 
aitet ~r~n<r f~~Fa ~)ant~errftr q~rfOt ~~Srilr: ', 

29· As moths hurriedly rush into a blazing 
fire for destruction, just so do these creatures also 
hurriedly rush into Thy mouths for destruction. 

The splendour of the Universal Form. 

3o. Thou lickest up devouring all worlds on 
every side with .Thy flaming mouths, filling the 
whole world with flames. Thy fierce rays. are 
blazing for'th, 0 Vishnu. 

Vishnu i all-pervading. 
Because Thou art so fierce, wherefore, 

,..... "" ...... ' 
etT~"'lti{ if i5T ~qf!lif~qT 

;{+r)s~ a- ~ereJ~ sre'l~ 1 

f'fltsf+r~fir ¥rer;:a;rtiQ'I 

ii fe: stertiltf;r 6~ S~!Rtq: ll ~ ~ II 
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3 r. Tell me who thou art, so fierce in form. 
I bo\v to Thee, 0 God Supreme ; have mercy. I 
desire to know Thee, the Original Being. I know 
not indeed Thy doing. 

The Lord's advent for destruction of worlds. 
m;mct~-

.... " '"' "" cnRQTST~ ~Tt68!Jii~Sffif 
"" t'"' 
~Teny;:~+rT~gT~fr ~: I 

sg'ij-sftr ~q-t ;:r +ri11tS<~~ ~l 
"" ,...... ~"" "" ~SEJt~ar: ~"''T~~ ~T1:1T: U ~ ~ II 

The Blessed Lord said : 
32. I am the mighty world-destroying Time. 

no\V engaged in destroying the worlds. EveB 
without thee, none of the warriors arrayed in hostile 
armies shalt live. 

Warrior1: Bhisbma, Drona, Karna and others. 
Such being the case. 

" ' ' a~qgr:al! ~;a-r ~+r~ 
,...., . 
T~Cff ~~P(tf ~~IS~ ~;at{ I 
~~' ,...... ~' 

+r~CJa- Tif~ar: '{.Clifq 

fil~i~T;;i ~et ~o~TR~ t I ~ ~ II 

33· Therefore do thou arise and obtain 
fame. Conquer the enemies and enjoy the 
unrivalled dominion. By Myself have they been 
already slain. ; be thou a mere instrument, 0 
Savyasachin. 
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Fame : that Bhishma and other atirathas (great warriors) 
arrayed in the hostile army, unconquerable even to Devas, 
have ·been defeat~d by Arjuna. Such a fame is the result 
only of good karma. Enemies : such as Duryodhana 
Savyasaohin: Arjuna who could shoot arrows even with the 
left hand. 

' . " . . ${TOJ ~ +rr~ ;:r Gr~~~ :q 
<! ,...,. ..... ,.. 

~OT ij"~JSr~JifTq ~T~efRT'\. I 
' -. . " " +r<tT fl~T~~q ~~~. +n ~T~~T: 

"' ,..... "-\ 
~~~~ Gf~TTe- ~Ol ~q(.;lf'l_ II ~ ~ 11 

34· Drona and Bhishma, Jayadrat~a, Karna 
and other brave warriors,-these, killed by Me, 
. do thou kill; fear not, fight, thou shalt conquer 
the enemies. 

The lord speaks of these warriors-whom· Arjuna had 
.any reason to fear-as killed by Himself. Now it is evident 
why there should be any hesitation (on the part of Arjuna) 
concerning Dro1ta and Bhishma Drona was his teacher in 
the science of archery, was possess~d of cele~tial weapons 
and was especially his (Arjuna's) own dear greatest Guru. 
Bbisbma had his death at his own command and was possessed 
of celestial weapons. He once entered into a single combat 
with Parasu .. Rama and was not defeated. ·As to J ayadratha, 
bis father was· engaged in austerity, firmly resolved that 
'' whoever causes my son's head to drop down on earth, his 
head too shall fall." Karna, too, was furnished with an 
unerring Sfl,kti (missile) given him by Indra. He was a son 
·Of tbe suo, born of a maiden. Wherefore he "is also mentioned 
by name. Bnemis1 : such as Duryodbaaa. 
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Arjuna's adoration of the Universal Form. 
:e'~~,:_ . "" 

qa.:c:~J(err et~if eri'J~ 
~ ".... ,....... "'" 

'ii6TST~f:.fq+~J~: T~ter 

if+r~CfT ~ q6fr&: ~li~ . " ,... 
~ifSitt ~ra-+na-: srat~ lt ~ ~ 1 1 

Sanjaya said: 

291 

35· Having heard that speech of I(esava, the 
crow.ned one (Arjuna), with joined pa]ms, trembling, 
prostrating himself, again addressed Krishna, 
stammering, bowing down, overwhelmed with fear. 

When a man is overpowered with fear or witb love, his 
eyes become full of tears, owing to the attack of pain or owing 
to the rise of joy : then his throat is choked up with· phlegm~ 
and this again causes indistinctness and dulness in. speech. 
Thus did Arjuna speak in a stammering tone. 

Sanjaya's speech on this occasion is very sigo~fi.cant
.How?-Sanjaya hoped·that on seeing that his (Dhritarasbtta's) 
.son would certainly be killed for watJt of support if the uncon
querable four, including Dro1ta, should be killed by Arjuna, 
D~ritarashtra might despair of success and bring about peace. 
Thus he hoped. there would be happiness to both. Even tQ 

this, Dhritarasbtra did not listen, owing to mighty Destiny. 

~~-
~tit ~~~~ 6'-1' srcir~r 

...... 
~il~sr~~~s~~;.ra ~ 1 

'&lifu +frarfii fqrJ'r ~tt~a 
~if ifq~fi:6 ret re~~tr: II ~ q ll 
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Arjuna said: 
36. It is meet, 0 H rishikesa, lhat the world 

is delighted and rejoices by Thy praise; Rakshasas. 
fly in fear to all quarters.. and all hosts of Siddhas. 
bow to Thee. 

Praise: description of Thy glory. This verse may be
also rendered so as to mean : The Lord is the proper object 
of delight and love, for the Lord is the Self of all and the· 
Friend of all beings. Siddhas: such as Kapila. It is meet 
that sucn should be the case so far as Thou a~t concerned. 

For the following reason also the Lord is the object of" 
delight, etc. 

' "' E&QlT.- (f if ;:rqm~~rll"''::'UJ~ 

ilft~e qtrt) St<:r@{C&i I 
,.... " 

~ C{ef~ Gtiflii'CIT~ 

i~t ~c;:6:a~q~ ~tt II ~ " l I 

37· And how should they not, 0 Mighty 
Being ... bow to Thee, Greater (than all else), the 
Primal Cause even of Brahma, 0 Infinite Being, 
0 Lotd of Gods, 0 Abode of the Universe; Thou 
art the lmp~rishable, the Being and the non
Being, 'That which is the Supreme. 

Brahma : the Hirattyagarbba. (Because Thou art the· 
Mighty Being), therefore Thou art the proper object of delight 
and worship. Thou art the Supreme Being, as revealed in 
the Vedantas (U panisbads) : Thou art the Sat and the A· 
sat. The existent, as well as the non-existent-i.e .. that 
with reference to which arises our consciousness of non· 
existe:ace,-form the upadliis· (conditions) of the Aksbara, on 
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account of which He is spoken ·of as the Sat or the .A.-sat, 
the existent or the non-existent. In reality, the Imperishable 
(Akshara) whom the Veda·knowers speak of transcends the 
Sat and the A-sat, and He is Thyself and none else. 

He again extols the Lord thus : 

"'' (et+rTT~~ef: ~~' ~Uot-
"' . ,.... 

~~ fef'Q~ ~ Tii~q'__ I 
"' ,.... ..... . . 
Cf\lTST~ Cf'Q' :q q~ ~ t:1m 

~<rr (fa- f6t~ifift=a~q II ~ ~ ll 
38. Thou art the Primal God, the Ancient 

Purusha; Thou art the Supreme Abode of all 
this, Thou art the Knower and the Knowable and 
the Supreme Abode. By Thee is all pervaded, 0 
Being of infinite forms. 

P'fimal God: beeause Thou art the creator of the 
Universe. Pu'fuska.: so called because He lies in the body • 
.Abode: that in which the Universe rests during the Great 
Pralaya and such other periods. Knower : of all the knowable 
things. Su:p'l'eme Abode : of Vishnu. 

Moreover, 
~ ' "' ~ 

qf~fSlifql;GU ~Tt: 

"' . "' sratTq'f~~~Cf snq~rift{!i! 1 
' .... ;:riff ii+RBS~ ~~~cr: 

!Jilil' ~~ sftr iliff ;(11~ II - ' l I 
39• Thou art Vayu, Yama, Agni, Varuna, 

the Moon, Prajapati, and the Great Grand-Father. 
Hail ! Hail to Thee 1 a thousand times, and again 
and again hail I hail to Thee I 
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PTajapati : such as Kasyapa. GTeat Gtrand-Father ~ 

the father even of Brahm a. Again: This shows Arjuna's 
dissatisfaction due to his extreme faith and devotion. 

And, 

' il+i: ~\61({~ ~ij'~ 

tr~;rls~g; ~ t1~a ~q ~~ 1 
,.. ~,... """" 

SJil~ert<nr+rij'TEfEiit:r~~E~tt 

ct '"' "" ,....., (' 
~Cf B"+rTRTP~ ~<fTSTe' ~q: ll ~ o ll 

40. Hail to Thee before and behind ! Hail 
to Thee on every side ! 0 All ! Thou, infinite in 
power and infinite in daring, pervadest all, where-
fore Thou art AIL · 

Before: in the East. On e'IJery side: as Thou art present 
in all quarters. A man may be powerful, but he may not 
dare to slay the enemies, or he may be slow in daring ; but 
Thou art infinite :both in power and in daring. Pelfvadest: 
by Thy One Self. 0 All : without Thee nothing exists, 

Arjuna's prayer for the Lord's forgiveness. 

Because I have been a sinner for want of knowledge of 
Thy greatness, therefore, 

'" . '-1~6' +r~SI'T SI~41 <f~J{ 

..... ' ...... '" ~ fi1S01 { ~TG:f:l ~ ~~a I 
·" . ' :atG{Ji(ijf +fT~l=lfii itlfet't 

' " 'f<tT Sl;rrc{t~Siot<ffl' ctntr 11 ~ ~ ll 
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~ " " ~\ifTS ef{Ti3f~;£~~~Q"TSTt=l 
,... ...... ' 
TEI~T~~~~Te'1+fl~il~ I 

' q;;rs ti'EIT St:~~ij" Q"~~+r~q:_ 
..... .... 

~~aJr;r<:r ~err;r~q~;r~'l. II ~ 'l II 
41•42. Whatever was rashly said by me from 

carelessness or love, addressing Thee as '' 0 
Krishna, 0 Yadava, 0 friend," looking on Thee 
merely as a friend, ignorant of this Thy greatness, 
-in whatever w.ay I n1ay have insulted Thee for 
fun \vhile at play, on bed, in an assembly, or at 
meals, V\·hen alone, 0 Achyuta, or in company
that I implore Thee, Irnmeasureable, to forgive. 

Looking Oil Thee me'fely as a jtrieniJ,: owing to mis
conception. G'featness : The ·universal Form as Isvara. 
Oarelessness : the mind being attracted elsewhere. LOVB : 
confidence born of affection. That: all those offences. 

For, 
,...._ It"\. • "' ttra-rsre- ~Ten~ =ii{J:er~ 

~ ..... 
~att:l~ ~~!Q ~~~~ I 

' " ..... .... ;:r ~:t~a;rr s~?.J~(;(t~f:fi: ~e-rsr<:rr 

~q;si~ts~a+rsrliret: · 11 g ~ 11 
43· Thou art the Father of this world, 

moving and unmoving. Thou art to be adored by 
this (world), Thou the Greatest Guru; (for) Thy 
equal exists not; whence another, superior to 
Thee, in the three worlds, 0 Being of unequalled 
greatness? 
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Thy equal e0i8ts not: for there cannot be two Isvaras or 
Lords; if there were more than one Isvara, the world could 
not get on as it now does.* \iVhen even Thy equal exists 
not, how can there exist a being superior to Thee P 

Because it is so, 

" a~r~srot4"c:t stJat~rqr Cif~'t 

Slt=tfc{~ (c:fJ"t{d'm~~ 1 

"' ' rqa-er ~~ ;a~c:f ~: 
"' "' ~~ ..... ..... 
rsr~: TSI1tr~rttra Eter ~~~'t II v ~ 1 1 

44• Therefore, bowing down, prostrating my 
body., I implore Thee, adorable Lord, to forgive. 
It is meet Thou shouldst bear with me as the 
father with the son, as friend with friend, as the 
lover with the beloved . 

.As tke fatke'f, etc! As a father forgives his son's 
.offences. 

Arjuna's prayer for the Lord's resumption of 
His usual form 

a~l!i~ ~~msft;t:r f:IT 
..... "' . ..... ...... 

;r~;; =q- sro~r~a: ;rifr +r 
' ..... ~ .... 

~E( ;r C{~i:f C{q ~qq_ 

st~Tq ~~fJ Gtilfilr.tl~ tl ~f.\ II 

* When one Iswara desires Jo create, another may desire to destroy. 
There is no guarantee that all the different Isvaras would be of one 
mind ; and as they would all be independent of each otbe~, the effort of 
one lsvara in one direction would be neutralised by that of another in 
the opposite direction. The world could not exist as it exists now.-(A). 
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45· I am delighted, having seen what was 
unseen before ; and (yet) my mind is confounded 
with fear. Show me that form only, 0 God; 
have me·rcy, 0 God of Gods, 0 .Abode of the 
Universe. 

What was unseen before : the Universal Form never 
before seen by me or anybody else. Therefore show me only 
that form (which Thou wearest) as my friend. 

"' "" . " . TCfl~TJa:q iJT~if cq~e--
,.... " . .. ~ 
T'I~T'fit (EfT ~ifi!{ a"l6J I 

-.:a 

6i{q: ~trOT CiEig~~if 
~ ,.... ~ 

~~~~T~T +let lct'9~6 ll ~ ~ U 
46. I wish to see Thee as before, crowned, 

possessd of the club, with the discus in. the hand, 
in Thy former form only, having four arms, 0 
Thousand-armed, 0 Universal Form. 

Thy former form: as the son of Vasudeva. 'J!housa,td· 
arnted: referring to the Universal Form manifested at present. 
Withdrawing 'Thy Universal Form, do Thou put on Thy 
former one. 

The Lord resumes His usual form. 
Seeing Arjuna afraid, the Lord withdrew the Universal 

Form; and consoling Arjuna with sweet words, He said: 

~41<113€4144- , ~' 
;Jill sre~t;f (tq~~+( 

• • r-.t' '"' 
~q tr{ qJ~allH+r~Tilllf. I 
' ...... ,...... 
~Gl'T't<i TCJ'Q'+t;r.:a:~ 

~;:~ (c:(~;.i{;:r ij i.:!:{~ 'l ~ \$ '' 
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The Blessed Lord said: 
47· By Me, gracious to thee, 0 Arjuna, this 

Supreme Form has been shown,-by my sovereign 
power-full of splendour, the All, the Boundless, 
the Original Form of Mine, never before seen by 
any other than thyself. 

The Lord praises that Form on the groun·d that ' Thou 
(Arjuna) shouldst be considered to .have attained all thy ends 
by this vision of My Form.' 

"" ~~ ~ if q~<t~S~<Jiiif C{fi{-. 

. . """' qq~q: :Utf<f S{~ ~(.WSJCfi 

m ~f:lt{~;J ~~efR II ~ ~ II 
\,:) 

48. Not by study of the Vedas and of the 
sacrifices, nor by gifts, nor by rituals, nor by 
severe austerities, can I be seen in this Form in 
the world of man by any other than thyself, 0 
hero of the Kurus. 

Though a regular study of the four Vedas .includes that 
of the sacrifices also, the study of the sacrifices is separately 
mentioned in order to imply that "'a knowledge of the sacrifices 
is necessary.* Rituals : such as Agnihotra· A t.£sterity: 
such as Chandrayana.t 

• Some believe that the study of the Vedas consists in learning the 
texts by rote without understanding the meaning. It is therefore neces· 

sary to separately enjoin that the meaning of the Vedas. i.e .• of the 
nature of the sacrifices treated of in them, should also be learnt,-(B.) 

t 'It consists in 'diminishing the daily consumption of food by one 
mouthful. every day for the dark half of the month beginning with 15th 

at the full moon until the quantity is reduced to zero at the new moon 
and then increasing it in like manner during the fortnight of the moon's 

increase.• 
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" -.. ...... +rr a o<~~r +n rq tq+{_f:~tetr . ' ... ..... 
f:iT ~q ~T(~ftG\1+1~'{_ t 

oi.l'tra~r: sr1a;r.:rr: i~Wi~f:llt 
"' ' ,...,. 

~C{q +{ ~t{fi{t{ Sl~~ l' ~ ~ ll 

49· Be not afraid nor bewilderd on seeing 
such a terrible form of Mine as this; free from 
fear and cheerful at heart, do thou again see this 
My former form. 

Former form: which is so dear to you,-four-arme ds 
wearing a conch, discus and a c1 ub. 

~~-
~. ..... ..... 

S:~~il efT~C{et~~=trCfT 
• • t" 

f$1~ ~q ~i(f<rfftT8' ~~~ I 
... " atT'UT~~l+fl~ ::q +rta"+Til't 

~ ~ 

~an s;r: ~~~fi~T~i=fT 11 ~ o II 
Sanjaya said: 

so. Having thus spoken to Arjuna, Vasudeva 
again showed His 0\Yn form; and the Mighty 
Being, becoming · gentle in form, consoled him 
who was terrified. 

His Own: as born in Vasudeva's family. 
't' 

~~rq-
.... • • • ~ • <.' qC£ +n~ ~q ij'q ~rp=tt Gfiftqif l 

,... " . .... -~mTE'I' ;at[;:r: ;a:qar: Sltitij' ita: t l '-\ ~ u 
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Arjuna said. 
51. Having seen Thy gentle human form, 

0 Janardana, now I have grown serene, and 
returned to my nature. 

Devotion as the sole means to the realization 
of the Universal form. 

Wf~let 13€1 Iii--
~('"'. . " 

t=Js;~iifr+rtt ~Q' t:f!efT;rre- ~;:it;r 1 
' ,.... . -:- ,... 
q~T 6ft~~ ~-m Til~ C(~ilCfif~faJOJ: II *'"\ ~ ll 

The Blessed Lord said : 
52· Very hard to see is this Form of Mine 

which thou hast seen ; even the Devas ever long to 
behold this Form. 

Long to behold: t~ough they long to see the form, yet 
they have not seen It as you have done, nor shall they ever 
see It. . '~~ ' "" iiJ;: 61ctif aqttr if qT;:{t=r ;r =ett:<t~r 1 

~if qc:fN~ s::! ~!cnrtfe- :&:~T ~~r l I ~ ~ II 
\,:f ' I 

53· Not by Vedas, nor by austerity, nor 
by gifts, nor by sacrifice, can I be seen in this 
Form as thou hast seen Me. 

How canst Thou be seen ?-J.,isten : 

¥~~r ~~i(~~r ~et=~ st~~eirar~s~;:r 1 . . ..... "" . q J! :q- a~eJif srq~ ;q qv:aq 11 '\ ~ n 
54.. But by undistracted devotion can- I, of 

this Form, be known and seen in reality, and 
entered into, 0 harasser of thy foes. 
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Undistrraoted i/,ewtion (Bhakti) : that devotion which 
never seeks any other object except the Lord, and in virtue of 
which no object other than Vasudeva is cognised by any of 
the senses. Of this Forrm: of the U oiversal Form. By this 
sort of devotion it is possible not only to know Me as declared 
in the sastras, but also to intuitively realise Me as I am, and 
to enter into Me, i.e., to obtain liberation-

The essence of the whole teaching of the Gita, 
Now the essential teaching of the whole Gita·sastra 

which conduces to. Highest Bliss will be summed up here, the 
teaching being such. as every one should follow: 

~ ' ~ +r~'fi'iffii!+f~q;c+n q~: ~s;ocn.;ta: 1 

ffl~(: e~~ .~: ~ ;ftirfa" tiTV@Cf II "\ te. 11 
55· He who does works for, Me, who looks 

on Me as the Supreme, who is devoted to Me, 
who is free from attachn1ent, who is without hat
red for any being, ·he comes to Me, 0 Pandava. 

A servant works for his master, but he does not look 
upon that master as the highest goal for him to reach after 
death; but My devotee works for Me a~d also looks on Me as 
the Supreme Goal ; I am this Supreme Goal. He is devoted 
to me; he serves Me alone in all manner of ways, with his 
heart and soul.. He is not attached to wealth, to progeny, to 
friends, to· wife, to kinsmen, or to pleasures ; for them be bas 
no attachment or love. He cherishes no feeling of enmity 
for any of the creatures, even though these latter may have 
done. great injury to him. Such a man .comes to Me. I am 
his highest Goal, and he seeks nothing else. This is the 
teaching I have to offer to thee, 0 Pat~dava. 

~ ~:.ttnctita~~ iSliRN'lttti ;qjq
Wt~;:r~ ~~~"<i~lii'ti'Atf iltll' 

qc6T<rot~: n 



TWELETH DISCOURSE. 
BHAKTI-YOGA. 

Who are superior-the worshippers of Isvara, or 
the worshippers of Akshara ? 

Now Arj una is supposed to ba ve addressed the Lord 
thus :-In the discourses beginning with the second and 
ending wit.h the tenth which treats of Divine Glor~es; Thou 
hast taught the worship of the Supreme Self, the Imperish
able (Aksbara) Brahman, devoid of all upadhis (conditions)· ; 
and Thou hast also taught here and there worship of Thyself 
as the Lord of the Universe, as~ociated with the upadhi 
(~ondition) of that energy (sattva) which has the_ power of 

carrying on all evolutionary process. and of know·ing every
thing. And in the (eleventh) Discourse treating of the 
Universal Form, Thy Primal . Form as Isvara manifesting 
itself as tbe whole Universe has also been shown by Thee for 
the same purpose of worship. And having shown. that Form, 
.Thou hast exhorted tne to do works for Thy sake only 
(xi. 55), and so on. Wherefore, I ask of Thee \Vith a desire 
to know which of these two ways is the better. 

~ 

·~~~-.. .... . ~ ' 
JJ:Cf ~c:r~~~r ~ .~'tfiT~~e{r q~qrea- t 

~ ~ttq:a3~~;~~ ~tS~t i6 ~rilfif:t=un: 7 '' ~ '' 
Arjuna said : 

I· Those devotees \Vho, always devout, thus 
contemplate Thee, and ·those also who ( contem
plate) the Imperishable, the Unmanifest,-which 
of them are better versed in Yoga P 
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Thus: referring to what ·was said in the last preceding 
-verse. 'He who does works for Me' (xi. 55) ·and so on • 
.A.lwa.ys devout : engaged without intermission in doing works 
for the Lord's sake and in doing other things taught before, 
steadfast in mind. These devotees, seeking nobody else for 
their refuge, meditate on Thee in the Universal Form just 
manifested. There are others who, having abandoned .all 
desires and renounced all actions, meditate on the Imperish
able (akshara) Brahman-also described· above,-who is 
·unmanifest (avyak~a, i.e., incomprehensible to the senses), as 
devoid of all upadhis or conditions.-That indeed is said to be 
manifested (vyakta) which' is visible to the senses, as the root 
of the word 'vyakta' implies; but this, the Imperishable 
(Akshara), is not so.-These others meditate on the Im perish
able, the Unmanifested, a~ defined by other ·attributes to be 
enumerated below. Of the two classes, who are better 
versed in Yoga? 

The worshippers of Isv~ra. 
The ·Lord says : As to the worshippers of the Imperish .. 

able (Akshara) who see rightly and have abandoned desires, 
let them remain; we shall say later on what has to be said 
regarding them. But as regards the others: 

Wl;ffR~:q-
..... ..... ' . " ' ~~liT51~~ ilc:tT ~ ;rr Tii~~r '!q'f~a 1 

'"" ........ ~~T qi.:~rqar~ +r ~~crqr ;rar: n ~ n 
The Blessed Lord said: 

2· Those who, fixing their thought on Me, 
contetnplate Me,. always devout, . t?ndued with 
·supreme faith, those in my opinion are the best 
Yogins. · 
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Those devotees (bhaktas) who fix their mind on Me in 
the Universal Form, the Supreme Lord, and worship Me as 
the Governing Lord of all Mas.ters of Yoga, who is omni ... 
scient, whose vision is free from the timirra ·(purblindness) of 
attachment and other evil passions,-tbey who always 
contemplate Me steadfastly (in the manner described in the 
closing verse of the preceding discourse), endowed with 
supreme faith,-these, I think, are the best Yogins. Indeed, 
they pass their days and nights in incessant thought of Me. 
Wherefore it is but proper to speak of them as· the best 
Y~ogins. 

The worshippers of Akshara 

Are not the others, then, the best Yogins ?-Stop; hear 
thou what I have to say regarding them : 

... ,.......~ . ~ ' 
~ ~ef~+rr;:r~~t=ro~~ q~qrea- 1 

~~SfllffR•~ cq ~~il:q~ ~crq II ~ I J 
•" '" . (" {.1lit~~,;:~~n:n+r ~er;;t ~+r~i:if: 1 · 

... " ' ~ "'"' u a- sttt~CfTra- ;JT+IEI ecr~anr6 ~(ff: 11 o I, 
3-4. Those who ever contemplate the 

Imperishable, the Indefinable, the U nmanifest, the 
Omnipresent and the Unthinkable, the U nchange
able, the Immutable, the Eternal,-having res
trained all the senses, always eq uanimous, intent 
on the welfare of all beings,-they reach Myself. 

Because the Imperishable (Akshara) is unmanifest, He· 
is not accessible to words .and cannot therefore be defined. 
He is ulturnalnlifest, not manifest to any of the . organs of 
knowledge. They contemplate the Imperishable everywhere 
all rou:o.d...-Contemplation (Upasana) consists in approaching 
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the object of worship by way of meditating it according to 
the Teaching (sastra) and dwelling for a long time steadily in 
the current of same thought (continuous) like a thread of 
descending oil.-The Imperishable who is the object of 
contemplation is thus qualified: He is omnipresent, pervading 
all like the akasa. He is unthinkable, because He is 
unmanifest. Whatever is visible to the senses can be 
thought of by the mind also i but the Akshara is invisible to 
the senses and. is therefore unthinkable. He is unchangeable 
( Kutastha)-' Kuta' means a thing which is good to all 
appearance but e:vil within. Accordingly it refers here to 
that seed of samsara-including avidya (nescience) and other 
things,-which is full of evil within, designated by various 
terms such as Maya, .A:vyakrita (undifferentiated), as in 
Svetasvataropanishad (iv. 10) and in the Gita (vii. 14.) 
' Kutastha ' means He who is seated in Maya as Its Witness, 
as Its Lord.-Or. ' Kutastha " may mean • remaining like a 
heap.' Hence He is immutable and eternal. They who 
contemplate the Imperishable, curbing all their senses, and 
always equanimous whether they come by the desirable or 
the undesirable,-they come to Myself.-It needs indeed no 
saying that they come to Me; for, it has been said that 'the 
wise man is deemed My very Self, (vii. 18). Neither is it 
necessary to say that they are the best y ogins, -seeing that 
they are one with the Lord Himself. 

But, 
..... "" " ..... ..... 
~T Sf1:1~at.~qr+foq~r~~~tt6f'll 
I " I' ~ • "" ~ ..... 
~o~~r m: rna-~:~ (\~q~~~ettt~6 1 I tot. II 

5· Greater is their trouble whose thoughts 
are set on the U nmanifest ; for, the Goal,. the On
manifest, is very hard for the embodied to reach. 

Great indeed is the trouble of those who are engaged in 
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doing works for My sake, and so on; but greater still is the 
trouble of those who identify themselves with the Imperish
able and contemplate the Supreme Reality ,-the trouble 
arising ·from the necessity of having to abandon their attach
ment for the body. The Goal, the Imperishable, is very 
bard for the embodied to reach,-for those who are attached to 
their bodies. Therefore• their trouble is greater. 

Salvation by worship of Isvara. 
Later on, we shall describe the conduct in life of the 

worshippers of the Imperishable {Akshara-Upasakas.) 
"" ~" ~0... Q; • 
if g ~etTTat efii{TTu• ~~~ ~·~~ +((q~T: I 

"'~ ""'' . .... atiit:t~i=fq ~lif't iiT S:.~J~;:er ~qtec:r ll ~ 11 

6qr+~~ ~5;s:6r ~~a~r~~nrr~r~ 1 

~C~tf+r if f=ct~~qr~ ;r~qt~f~et~Q'~Tf{ II " ll 
6-7. But those who worship Me, renouncing 

all actions in Me, regarding Me Supreme, meditat
ing on Me \Vith exclusive devotion (Yoga); for 
them whose thought is fixed on Me, I become 
ere long, 0 son of Pritha, the deliverer out of the 
ocean of the mortal samsara. 

Me: the Isvara, the Lord. 1JJrooZusive: having no other 
object of worship except Myself, God in the Universal Form .. 
lJet:otion (Yoga): samadhi or steadfastness of mind. Those 
who are engaged in contemplating Me exclusively, I, the 
Lord, will lift up from the ocean of mortal samsara, since 
their thoughts are fixed on Me in the Universal Form.
Samsara is an ocean, because it is very hard to cross beyond it. 

Because it is so, therefore, 
• Because of the necessity there is for abandoning attachment to 

tlae body. 
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' ~ ~ ~' +i~~Cf +lif atT~~~ +tr<:r ~r;e: TitCI~~ I 

fflerr'e'ti~r% i{~~t{ eta '3;Q~ if ~~<:r: u ~ 11 
8. Fix thy mind in Me exclusively, apply thy 

-reason to l\tle. Thou shalt no doubt live in Me 
alone hereafter. 

Fix thy mind (manas)-thy purposes and thoughts-in 
Me, the Lord in the Universal Form. Fix in me thy reason 
(buddhi) also which resolves and determines.-What will be 
the result P-L,isten: Thou shalt without fail abide in Me as 
Myself, on the death of this body. Thou shalt not doubt it. 

A bhyasa-Yoga. 

at~ f:q~ ~Htt~r~ if ftnirN ;r~ f'Rut_t 
,, ' t">. • 

a:r~(:n~~tffit aijf +nr+~~&J'=g ~rr~<:r t 1 ~ 1 1 

g. If thou art unable to fix thy thought 
steadily on Me, then by yoga of constant practice 
do thou seek to reach Me, 0 Dhananjaya. 

If you cannot fix your thought on Me steadily in the 
manner I have mentioned, tb.en seek thou to reach Me in the 
Universal Form, by yoga of constant practice (abhyasa.-yoga). 
Practice (abhyasa) consists in withdrawing thought from all 
quarters and fixing it again and again on one particular object 
' Abhyasa-yoga ' means samadhana or steadfastness of mind 

acquired by such practice. 
service of the Lord. 

"' ..... " (.' ' sr+<:tTtlsr.q~ttrsra +tcCfi+tq'Gif ~cr 1 
c::: " ~,...... ~"" " ,.... 

;rq~illq efiillfllf ~et'l'"€fT;e:;tcttt~T~ U ~ o II 

10. (If) thou art not equal to practise either, 
then be thou intent on (doing) actions for My sake. 
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Even doing actions for My sake, thou shalt attain 
perfection. 

Even if thou doest mere actions for My sake without 
practising yoga, thou shalt attain perfection ;-thou shalt first 
attain purity of mind, then yoga or steadfastness, then know
ledge, and then perfection (moksha.). 

Abandonment of the fruits of actions, 

~ '" t',.... ST~6~t~:nu~rsr~ Cfig +r~l'iil+rn~a: 1 
~ ~ . 

;a·q~tfi®~Tif ij~r: ~'(; ~~n~enw:r~ t l ~ ~ 1' 

I I. If thou art unable to do even this, then 
refuged in devotion to Me, do thou abandon the 
fruits of all actions, self controlled. 

If thou canst not even be intent on doing actions for My 
sake as thou bast just been taught, then do thou perform 
actions renouncing them all in Me, and abandon the fruit of 
those actions. 

N·ow He extols the abandoning of the fruits of all 
actions; 

.., "" ,..... . " ,..... ...... 
SJtilll~ ~Tii+r+~T~T\il'T'ff~Tif Tf.tl~~a I 

~T'lT~d'fi~<?.UiR~~~frij~it;:6''1. \ l ~ ~ l I 

12. Better indeed is knowledge than prac· 
tice; than knowledge is medit~tion more esteetned; 
than meditation the abandonment of the fruits of 
actions; 011 abandonment, peace follows inlmedi

ately .. 
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Knowledge is better than practice* accompanied with 
ignorance; t better than that knowledge is meditation (dbyana) 
with knowledge ; better than meditation with knowledge is 
the abandonment of the fruits of actions, Frorn such an 
.abandonrnent of the fruits of actions, accompanied with the 
qualification t mer;_tioned above, cessation of sam sara and of 
the cause thereof follows immediately ; it admits of no delay. 

Abandonment of the fruit of all actions is taught as a 
means to Bliss in the case of an ignorant person engaged in 
.action, only when unable to tread the paths taught before, 
but not at first. Wherefore the act of abandoning the fruit 
of all actions is merely ex tolled by the declaration, in this 
verse, of the superiority of one over another; for it has been 
taught as the course to be adopted when a man is unable to 
follow the paths already taught., 

In what way does it (the declaration) form a mere 
praise? 

In the Kathopanisbad (vi. 14-) it is said that immortality 
results from the abandonment of all objects of desire; and 
this is a truth quite familiar ~ to all. And all objects of 
desire are fruits of actions enjoined in the sruti and in the 
smriti. In the case of the enlightened person who is steadily 

* Abhyasa (practice)-occuring in the text and the commentary
may mean either (1) the act of listening to the teaching of the srutis with 
a view to obtain knowledge, ort (2) the practice of dhyana with a firm 
resolve.-(A.) · 

t Two different readings are found here in the MSS. of the 
bhashya: tl) viveka-purva_kat. and (2) aviveka·fn~.rvakat. The former 
would me~n 'accompanied with discrimination.' 

t The qualification being' self-controlled: (xii. 11).-(A·) 
-J 'fhe abandonment of the fruits of actions forms here the subject 

of praise. because it is the path intended to be taught in this connectioa 
-(A.) 

¥' As taught in the sruti. (Viae Bri. Up 4-4-6)-(A.) 
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engaged in contemplation, peace immediately follows the 
abandonment of desires. Now mere abandonment of desires 
constitutes a factor of even an ignorant man's abandonment 
of the fruits of actions; and because of this point of similarity, 
mere abandonment of the fruits of all actions is praised-
with a view to create a desire to follow the course-in the 
same way that, in saying that the ocean was drunk by the 
brahrnana sage Agastya, even the brahma1tas of this age are 
praised for the mere reason that they too are brahmanas. 

Thus, it bas been taught that Karma-yoga accompanied 
with the abandonment oJ the fruits of actions is a xneans to 
Bliss. 

The life of the Akshara·upasakas. 
Here, it is by presupposing a distinction between Isvara 

and Atman, the Lord and the Self, that Yoga-which consiste 
in concentrating thought on the Lord, on the Universal Forrn,
and the performance of works for the sake of the Lord have 
been taught. As it is hinted-in the words ' If thou art 
unable to do this either' (xii. 11)-that Kanna-y"' oga is 
associated with ignorance (ajnana), we should understand that 
the Lord here means to say that Karmayoga is not meant' for 
the worshipper of the Aksbara, for him who sees no distinc
tion <between the Lord and the Self). Similarly, the Lord 
shows the impossibility of the worship of the Akshara to a 
Karma-yogin. To explain: Having-in the words 'They 
reach Myself' (xii. 3)-declared that the worshippers of th& 
Akshara are independent as regards the attainment of libe
ration (kaivalya), the Lord (xii. 7) has shewn- in the words 
'for them I become the deliverer' (xii. 7)-that the others 
are dependent on the Lord, on a external Being. If these 
were deemed as the very Self of the Lord, they would beth& 
very Akshara themselves owing to their realisation of the. 
identity ; so that it would have been inappropriate to speak o' 
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them as persons to be delivered by the Lord. Moreover,* 
the Lord who is preeminently a well-wisher of Arjuna 
recommends to him only Karma-yoga (iv. 15) based on an 
idea of distinction and quite dissociated from right kno·wledge. 
Nor would any man like to be subordinate to another after 
knowing himself to be the Lord through proper sources of 
right knowledge; for, the two are mutually opposed states. 
Therefore t it is with reference to the worshippers of the 
Akshara, to the samnyasincs who are devoted to right know
ledge and have abandoned all desires, that He proceeds to 
teach those attributes-such as 'absence of hatred of any 
being '-which form the direct means to immortality. 

' ~ . ~ are:er '-1Ef~~rilr +tst: Cfi~ot WJ:Ef :er 1 
"-~'- ,... Tit+t+U Tii~~~T~: ~~:~~~: 8;1+rT U ~ ~ II 

. ' ,... "' 
~;:g~: (=l·aq ~TilT ~ai~+IT U&Tii~<t: I 

f"'>l:: ,,.........,........ ,,.... 

+l~lUq'o+fitT~T~<tf ;r +r~: ~ +r TSI~: ll ~ ~ ll 

I3-I4. He who hates no single being, who is 
friendly and compassionate to all, \Vho is free from 
attachment and egoism, to whom pain and pleasure 
are equal, who is enduring, ever content and 
balanced in mind, self-controlled. and possessed of 
firm conviction, whose thought and reason are 
directed to Me, he who is (thus) devoted to Me is 
dear to Me. 

• This is another reason why Karma.yoga cannot be combined with 
Akshara-Upasana in one and the same person at one and the same 
time.-(A). 

t Because the attributes mentioned below cannot, all of them, be 
cultivated by the followers of Karma. who are ignorant of the Self-{ A). 
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He bates nothing, not even that which causes him pain. 
Be regards all beings as himself. He is friendly and com
passionate. He is full of compsssion for the distressed i.e., 
he has offered security of life to all beings, he is a samnyasin. 
He does not regard anything as 'mine' and is free from 
·egoism, from the notion of 'I'. Pain and pleasure do not 
cause in him hatred and attachment. He remains unaffected 
when abused or beaten. He is al w~ys content ; he thinks he 
·bas enough ·whether be obtains or not the means of bodily 
sustenance. He is also satisfied whether he comes by a good 
thing or not. He is a yogin, always steadfast in thought. 
He has a firm conviction regarding the essential nature of the 
Self. This samnyasin has directed to Me exclusively his 
Manas-purposes and thoughts-as well as his Buddhi-the 
faculty of determining. Such a devotee is dear to Me. The 
-same truth which was indicated in vii. 17-' I am very dear 
to the wise man and he is dear to Me '-is here described at 
length. 

......~ ...... ""' ...... ' '" ' ~~TiffTa.~a ~Tcpf f9tefiTiffTa\1f(f ~ i.l: I 

f{tSft~~~~~tri~r i.f: ~ ;q ~ rsr~: ,, ~ ~ 11 

IS· He by whom the world is not afflicted 
and who is not afflicted by the world, who, is free 
from joy, envy, fear and sorrow, he ie dear to 1Yfe. 

He: the samnyasin. Joy consists in the elation or 
exhilaration of the mind (antah ... ka.rana) on attaining an object 
of desire. and is indicated by horripilation, tears, and so on. 

~ "~ "' ~~~: ~:ct;:a.J ~err;arilr rraO<itr: 1 
~ "~' .... r-... ~Qff{~q~·•f ~r q~: ~ ;r rsr~: u ~ ~ 11 

16. He who is free from wants, who is pure, 
clever, unconcerned, untroubled, renouncing all 
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undertakings, he who is (thus) devoted to Me is 
dear to Me. 

He is indifferent to the body, the senses, the sense-objects 
·and their mutual connections. I-Ie is possessed of purity both 
internal and external. He is able to decide rightly on the spot 
in matters demanding prompt attention. He does not take 
the side of a friend and the like. He habitually renounces 
all actions calculated to secure objects of desire, whether of 
this world or· of the next. 

Moreover, 

"" "' .... Ql.. "" "' "' ~T ;r ,\);~no Wf e:re il ~r:qra- if C6R:aJro 1 
,...._ ,.. ,.... .... "' 

~~T~+fq'f~~Tilf ~'Rfit:rtr<t: \1 if TSJ~: ll ~" ll 

17# He who neither rejoices, nor hates, nor 
grieves, nor desires, renouncing good and evil, he 
who is full of devotion is dear to Me. 

He does not rejoice on attaining what is desirabl~· He 
-9oes not fret on attaining what is undesirable. He does not 
grieve on having to part with a beloved object. He does not 
desire the unattaine.d. 

~ "' '"' ~+1: fJ~T cq litSt' cq Q~J +Tfc:tfct+f{i{iff: I 
,......... " " 1""-.(o 

~-fijt~or~~~:~~ ~+r: ~itqEIT~Ht: 11 ~' n 
,..... "' ~,.... . .... ' ' ,.... 

g~Tit~t\T~gn:n=nilt ~9;!T ~ifeoiff'qfl. 1 
"' " "~" .... "' ' 5~TiliffitJ: ~;rra+ri'ffi'lf;;r f){~ ;;~: t l ~ ~ l t 

. I8·Ig. He who is the same to foe and friend, 
and also in honor and dishonor ; who is the same in 
cold and heat, in pleasure and pain ; who is free 
_.from attachment ; to whom censure and pr.aise are 
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equal ; who is silent, content with anything, home
less, steady-tninded, full of devotion ; that man is 
dear to me. 

He has no attachment for objects of any kind. He is 
content with the bare means of bodily sustenance. It is said 
(in the Mahabbarata): 

' Who is clad with anything, who is fed on any food, 
who lies down anywhere, him the Gods call a brahmana. 
(Sa'flti-paroa, Moksha•Dhrma, 245-12) 

He has no fixed abode, he is 'houseless' as has been 
said in another smriti. His thought is fixed steadily on the 
Supreme Reality. 

The enumeration, which was commenced in xii. 13, of 
the various attributes of the samnyasins-to .the worshippers 
the Aksbara who are constantly devoted to the knowledge of 
the Supreme Reality-is concluded as follows : 

·~ s ~11a~f+l~ ~~=€6 q~qr~a- 1 
..... " "' " ~~r~n +r~li'~T +rlij)f\(f s~nsr +r tsr~r: 1 1 7( o '1 

20. They, verily, ·who follow this immortal 
Law described above, endued with faith, looking 
up to me as the Supreme, and devoted, they are 
exceedingly dear to Me. 

They : the samnyasins. Imnt.ortal : as leading to im
mortality. Above : in the portion beginning with xii. 13· 
Lookittg ·up to Me as the Superme : whose highest unsurpass· 
ed goal is Myself, the Imperishable Self. Devoted : resorti'ng 
to the &ighest devotion, which consists in the knowledge Of 
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the Supreme Reality. What was imp lied in the words ' I 
am exceedingly dear to the wise man ' (vii. 12) bas been 
explained at length and concluded here thus :' They are 
exceedingly dear to me.' The meaning of the verse is : 
Because be who follows the Immortal Law which has been 
now described becomes exceedingly dear to Vishnu, the 
Supreme Lord, therefore this Immortal Law should be 
zealouly followed by every seeker of Liberation, by every 
one who desires to attain to the Supreme Abode of VisbtJu. 

~ Wt+filffq&ftal~fil~~!i at81R4ttlqi trmR 
mpr[~;wecr~ q~rtrr ;m.r 

~)~: ,. 



THIRTEENTH DISCOURSE. 

MATTER AND SPIRIT 

The main subject of the discourse. 
In the Seventh Discourse two Prakritis (Natures) of the 

Supreme Lord were shown,-the one composed of the three 
gunas and divided eightfold, forming the inferior (apara) 
Prakriti, because of its being the cause of samsara or mun
dane life ; and the other, the superior (para) Prakriti, forming 
the very life (jiva), the Kshetrajna or ' the Knower of Matter , 
being essentially one with the Lord liimself. And through 
these two Prakritis, the Lord becomes the cause of the origin, 
sustenance and dissolution of the Universe. Now this dis· 
course on Kshetra (Matter) is commenced with a view-by 
way of describing the two Prakritis of Kshetra and· Kshetrajna 
-to determine the essential nature of their possessor, the 
Lord (lsvara). 

Again, in the 1 ast preceding discourse, from verse 13 to 
the end, the path of the sa1nnyasios who possess the know· 
ledge of Truth,-i.e., what sort of life they lead,-has bee .o 
described Now arises the question: Possessed of what .;; l 
of knowledge of truth do they become dear to the Lord by 
following the rule of life set ft;>rth above ?-The presen 
discourse is also intended as an ans\ver to this question. 

The body and the soul. 
That Prakriti which is composed of the three gut• 

transforms·itself into all objective forms, such as the bodies 
( karya), the senses (karana), and sense-objects (vishaya), and 
is combined into various aggregates of the body and the. 
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senses, to subserve the two ends of Purusha or Spirit, viz., 
enjoyment and liberation. Such an aggregate is this, our 
body. In reference to this body, the Lord says : 

WM4ieli:geucec :-
~ ~~ e6~~ ~srf~f+r~~6 1 

U:Q~ ~f-6 6 SIJi: ~Sf~ ~~ af~: l I ~ l I 

The Blessed Lord said : 

I.. This, the body, 0 son of Kunti, is called 
Kshetra; him who knows it, they who know of 
them call Kshetrajna. 

In the words' the body ' the Lord specifies the thing 
referred to by the pronoun ' this.' Kshetra-the field, the 
body, matter-is so called because it is shielded from injury, 
or because it is destructible, or because it. is liable to decay, 
or because the fruits of actions are reaped in it as in a field. 
This body is designated as ' Ksbetra,' 'the field' ' matter.' He 
who knows this Kshetra, i.e., he who comprehends it in 
understanding from head to foot, He who perceives it as 
distinct from himself by knowledge, natural or imparted by 
others,--him they designate as Kshetrajna, ' the knower of 
the field,' ' the comprebender of matter:-they who know of 
Kshetra and Ks~etrajna. 

Identity of the soul with the Lord. 
Thus Kshetra and Kshetrajna have been described.-Is 

this all the knowledge that on~ bas to acquire about them ?
No Listen: . ~st" retTN +ri ·F.fm: ~~~;r!l 'lR~ I 

~;;r~~r•ict ~~~~;t ;rti mr n ~ u 
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2. And do thou also know Me as Kshetrajna 
in all Kshetras, 0 Bharata. The knowledge of 
Kshetra and Khetrajna is deemed by Me as the 
knowledge. 

Do thou also know the Kshetrajna., described above, to 
be Myself, to be the Supreme Lord, not a being of the world 
(samsara). The meaning is this :-The Kshetrajna who is 
in all Kshetras, and who is differentiated by the manifold 
upadhis or Kshetras, from Brahma down to a clump of grass, 
is, you should understand, really devoid of all the various 
upadhis (conditions) and is inaccessible to any such word or 
thought as ' sat ' or ' asat,' existent or non·existent. As 
nothing else remains to be known apart from the true nature 
of Kshetra, Kshetrajna and the Isvara, that knowledge by 
which the two objects of knowledge, Kshetra and Kshetrajna, 
are known is considered by Me-the Lord, Vishnu-to be 
the right knowledge. 

The soul is subject to evil only through ignorance. 

(Objectio1z) :-If only one Being, namely, Isvara, exists 
in all Ksbetras, if there exists no being, no other enjoyer, 
distinct from Him, it would follow either that the Isvara is a 
samsarin ; or that there is no samsara. because there is no 
samsarin-none else apart from the Isvara.. Neither 
conclusion is acceptable ; for, then, it would follow that the 
scriptures which treat of bondage and liberation and their 
respective causes would have no ptlrpose to serve. Moreover, 
the conclusion is opposed to all evidence, including sensuous 
perception (pratyaksha). In the first place, pleasure and pain 
and their causes, which together constitute the samsara, are 
known to us by immediate perception. And from our per
ception of variety in the world may also be inferred the 
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existence of samsara arising from dharma and a-dharma. All 
this would be inexplicable if the Atman and the Isvara, the 
Self and the Lord, be identical. 

(Answer) :-No; for, that can be explained as due to a 
distinction between jna.na and ajnana, between knowledge 
and ignorance. It has been said: 

" These, what is known as wisdom and what is known 
as unwisdom, are quite distinct and lead to different goals."
(Katha· Up. ii. 4.) 

And so also a distinction through effect between vidya and 
avidya, wisdom and unwisdom, as producing quite opposite 
results,-the right and the sweet, -is pointed out (in the same 
Upanishad and in the same context), wisdom. leading to the 
tight, while the sweet is the effect o.f unwisdom. Accordingly, 
Vyasa says: 

c Then there are these two paths, etc.,-{Mokshadharma. 
24-6.) 

' There are only these two paths,' &c. 
Here (in the Gita) also two paths have been spoken of. 
Now we learn from the sruti, smriti and reasoning, that 
unwisdom with its effect should be got rid of. As to the 
sruti, the following passages may be quoted: 

" If in this world a person knows (the Self), then the 
true end is gained; if a person in this world does not know 
(the Self), then there will be a great ca.la.rnity."-(Kena-Upa .. 
·nishad, 2·5.) 

' He who knows Him (the Supreme Self) thus becomes 
immortal here ; there is no other way to reach the Goai.'
(Purusha·sukta.) 

'The wise man is afraid of nothing '-(Taittiriya-Upa• 
nishad 2-4.) 
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As regards the ignorant person :-
' But to him there is the fear (of samsara).'-(Ibid. 2-7.) 

' Those who liYe in the midst of avidya or ignorance 
•..... go round and with an erring step, deluded as blind 
people led by the blind!'- (Katha-Upanishad, 2·5). 

'He who knows Brahman is Brahman Itself.':._ 
(M undaka· Up. 3-2-9.) 

" Whoever worships another Deity, thinking, ' He is 
another, another am I,' he does not know; for, he is like a 
beast for the Gods.''-(Brihadaranyaka-Up. 1-4-10). 

As to him who knows the Self, 

'He becomes all this.'-(Ibid. 1-4-10). 

"Wh~n men can roll up the sky like leather. (then only, 
not till the?) can the end of sorrow be, without men knowing 
God." (Sveta. Up. 6·20). 

And passages from the smriti-tbe Bhagavad-Gita v. 15, 19, 
and xiii. 28,-may also be quoted. By reasoning (nyaya) 
also we come to the same conclusion. It is said: 

' Men avoid by knowledge serpents, thorns and wells ~ 
by ignorance some. fall into them; see how estimable is the 
effect of knowledge. '-(Mokshadharma, 201·16). 

So also* we see that an ignorant man regards the physical 
body, etc., as the Self, is impelled·by attachment and hatred and 
the like, performs righteous and ·unrighteous deeds (Dharma 
and A-dharma), and is born and dead, while those are 
liberated who, knowing the Self to be distinct from the body 
and the like, give up attachment and hatred, and no longer 
engage in righteous or unrighteous deeds to which those 
passions may lead. This nobody can deny by argument. 

* Here follows the nyaya or reasoning above referred to.-(A). 
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Such • being the case, the Kshetrajna, who is the Isvara 
Himself, appears to be a santsarin owing to a distinction in 
the upadhis set up by avidya., in the same way that the 
Atman or individual Se] f appears (by avidya) to be identical 
with the physical body, etc. It is a well-ascertained truth 
that that notion of identity of the individual Self with the 
not-Self,-with the physical body and the like,-which is 
common to all mortal creatures is caused by avidya, just as a 
pillar (in darkness) is mistaken (through avidya) for a 
human being. But thereby no essential quality of the man 
is actually tranferred to the pillar, nor is any essential quality 
of the pillar actually transferred to the man. Similarly; 
consciousness never actually pertains to the body ; neither 
can it be that any attributes of the body-such as pleasure, 
pain and dulness-actually pertain to Consciousness, to the 
Self; for, like decay and death, such attributes are ascribed 
to the Self through avidya. 

Kshetra is really unaffected by sa.msara. 
(Objection) :-No, the two cases are dissimilar. The 

pillar and the man are both objects of cognition (i.e., external 
to the Self) and are as such mistaken one for the other by 
the cogniser through avidya, whereas you say that the body 
and the Self, which are respectively the cognised and the 
cogniser, are mistaken one for the other. Thus the ill us· 
tration differs from what has to be illustrated. Wherefore t 
the attribute of the body, though. an object of cognitionJt 
actually pertains to the Self, the cogniser~ 

• Knowledge and ignorance being, as shewn above; distinct in kind 
and in effect. the Supreme Being and the individual Self must be 
essentially identical, though, through the. upadhis such as Buddhi. tbe 
Self appears to be 3: samsarin-an illusion set up by avidya.-(A). 

t The identifying of the Self with the body being no mere illusion 
(bhrama). 
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(Answer) :-No; for, then the Self would also become 
unconscious, etc. If the attributes-such as pleasure, pain, 
delusion, desire, hatred-of the body, etc.. i.e., of Ksbetra 
(Matter) which is an object of cognition, could ever pertain 
to the Self, the cognizer, then it would be necessary to state 
a reason for the difference,-i.e., to explain why a few 
attributes only of Kshetra (ali object of cognition} which are 
ascribed to the Self by · avidya actually pertain to the Self, 
while others such 'as decay and death do not. On the other 
hand, we are led to infer that those qualities of Kshetra do 
not actuallv pertain to the Self, because, like decay .and 
death, they also are attributed to the Self, by avidya; also 
because they are objects shunned or sought for, and so on. 
Such being the case, inasm ucb as sam sara which consists 
in doing and enjoying, and which has its root in the cognized, 
is only attributed to the cognizer by avidya,-the cognizer is 
not thereby affected, just as the akasa or ether is not affected 
by the attributes of dirtiness and concavity which are ascribed 
to it by children through ignorance. 

Thus, it cannot be imagined that the Kshetrajna, the 
Lord, though existing in all Kshetras, can ever so much as 
smell of tbe nature of a samsarin. Nowhere in our experi .. 
ence have we found anything improved or spoiled by a 
quality being falsely attributed to it through avidya. 

As to the contention that the illustration is not quite 
analogous, we reply that it is wrong to say so.-Why P
For the intended point of agreement between the illustration 
and the thing illustrated consists in something being falsely 
attributed through ignorance. In this respect, both agree. 
But as to the contention that no false attribution of the 
qualities of the object to the subject is ever experienced, it 
bas been shewn tb.at even the contention fails in the case of 
decay and death. 
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Avidya. inheres in the organ, not in the Self. 

(Objection) :-As possessed of avidya, Kshetraj1ta is a. 
sam sarin. 

(Answer) :-No; for avidya is born of Tamas. As 
partaking of the nature of a veil, avidya-whether causing 
perception of what is quite the contrary of truth, or causing 
doubt~ or ca·using nescience or non-perception of a trllth-is 
a Tarnasic notion, i.e., a notion born of Tamas ; for, on the 
dawn of the light of discrirn inatioo, it d1sappea.rs ; and (for 
instance) we find the same three modes of avidya-such as 
nl)n·perception, etc., -arising also from timira (an eye-disease 
causing dimness of sight), which is Tamasic, as partaking of 
the nature of a veil. • 

(Objeation) :-The avidya is an inherent property 
(dharma) of the cogniser. 

(.Answer) =-No; for, we see that it is the organ of sight 
that is affected with the disease of timira. 

(To e~plain) :-You (the opponent) say: Avidya is an 
inherent property of the cogniser. As possessed of this 
avidya. Kshetrajna is a sa.msarin. It is therefore unjust to say 
that Kshetrajna is the Is~ara I-Iirn5elf and not a samsarin. 

·We reply: It is not right to say so; for, we see that 
such diseases as lead to the ·perception of what is contrary to 
truth, and so on, pertain to the eye, to the organ. .Neither 
the perception of ·what is contrary to truth, nor the cause 
thereof (vtz., the disease of timlra), pertains to the perci· 
pient; for, when timira i& removed by the treatment of the 
ey.e, the percipient is no· longer subject to such perception, 
which is therefore not a property of the percipient. Simi ... 
lady, non-perception, false perception, and doubt, as well as 

• That is· to say, the three forms or avidya are due to a certain 
disorder. and are not therefore attributes of the Self-{ A). 
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their_ cause, properly pertain to the instrument, to one or another 
sense·organ, but not to the Kshetrajna, the cogniser. More· 
over, they are all obJects of cognition and cannot therefore 
form the properties of the cogniser, any more than the light 
of a lamp. And because they are cognisable, it follows also 
that they can be cognised only through some organ which is 
distinct from the cogniser; and no philosopher admits that, in 
the state of liberation wherein all tb,e sense-organs are absent~ 
there is any such evil as avidya. If they (false preceptiont 
etc.) were essential properties of the Self, the Kshetrajna, as 
the heat is an essential property of fire, there cpuld be no 
getting rid of them at any time; and it is impossible for the 
immutable and formless Self, all·pervadtng like the akasa, to 
unite or part with any thing whatsoever. Wherefore we 
conclude that the Kshetrajna is ever identical with Isvara. 
The Lord also says, "Being begim1ingless and· without 
qualities."* (xiii. 31). 
Scriptural ·injunctions apply only to the state of 

bondage. 
(Objection) :-Then, in the absence of samsara and 

samsarins, the conclusion is inevitable that the sastra or 
scripture serves no purpose, and so on. 

(.Answe?" )-No; for, it is admitted by all. The burden 
of explaining an objectionable point admitted into their 
systems by all those philosophers who argue the existence of 
Atman does not lie on only one of them.-In what way do 
all classes of philosophers admit into their systems this 
objectionable point P-All philosophers who admit the exis
tence of a Self agree that liberated Selfs are not conscious of 
samsara or of the state of being bound to samsara; still, it is 
not believed that their systems are open to the objection that 
the sastra serves no purpose. So, according to our view, when 

• The Lord teaches here that the Self is devoid of attributes.-( A). 
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the Kshetrajnas become one with the Lord, then let the 
sastra serve no purpose. It has, however, a purpose to serve 
where there is avidya. Just as, with the dualists (dvaitins) 
of all classes, the sastra has a purpose to serve only in the 
state of bondage but not in the state of liberation, so with us 
also. 
Bondage and liberation are not real states of the Self. 

Objection :-All dualistic philosophers (Dvaitins) hold 
that states of bondage and liberation are real conditions of 
the Self, real in the literal sense of the terms. Since thus 
there really exist something. to be avoided and something 
.attained, as also the means thereto, the sastra has , sotne 
purpose to serve. But in the case of the non-dualists 
(Advaitins), the dual world is unreal ; and as the bondage of 
the self is caused· by avidya, it is also unreal. Thus the s.tstra 
would have no subject to tr~a~ of and would therefore serve 
no purpose. 

(Answer) :--&No; for, the Self cannot (really) exist in 
different stat.es.-If bondage and liberation be states of the 
Self, they must be either simultaneous or successive. They 
cannot be simultaneous states of the Self as they are mutually 
opposed, just as motion and rest cannot be simultaneous states 
of one and the same thing. If successive, they are either 
caused or uncaused by another. If uncaused by another, 
there can be no liberation. If caused by another, they cannot 
be inherent in the Self and cannot therefore be real. And this 
is opposed to the hypothesis*. Moreover, if we wouid deter
mine the o~der of their occurrence, the state of bondage 
shouJ d come first, without a beginning, but having an enci ; 
and this is opposed to all evidence, Similarly, it has to)a 
admitted that the state of liberation has a beginmng and ~as 

* That the states of bondage and liberation are real conditions of the 
Self. 
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no end; which is alike opposed to aU evidence. Nor is it 
possible to maintain the eternality of that which passes from 
one state to another. 

Now, if, in order to avoid the objection of non-eternality, 
it be held that the states of bondage and liberation do not 
pertain to tbe Self, then even the dualists cannot avoid the 
objection that the ~astra bas no purpose to serve. The · 
dualists and the non-dualists being thus similarly situated, the 
burden of answering the objection does not lie on the 
non ... dualists alone. 

Scriptural injunctions concern the unenlightened. 
In point of fact, the objection that the sa.stra would bave 

no purpose to serve cannot be brought against non-dualism ; 
for, the sastra is concerDed with the ignorant who view things 
as they present themselves to their consciousness.-It is, 
indeed, the ignorant wqo identify themselves with the cause 
and the effect, 1/f: with the not-Self. But not the wise ; for, 
these latter do not identify themselves with the cause and the 
effect, since they knew that tbe Self js distir.ct frcm tbe cau:e 
and the effect. Not even the dullest or the most insane 
person regards water and fire, or light and darkness, 'as 
indentical ; how m ucb 1 ess a wise man. · Wherefore, the 
injunctions and prohibitions of the sastra do not apply to him 
who knows the Self t'o be distinct from the cau._se and the 
effect. Of ccurse, when a certain person bas been command ... 
ed to. do an action in the words· '' Do this, 0 Devadatta/' no 

·other person, such as Vishnu-mitra,. though standing near and 
hearing the word of command, thinks that he (Vishnu·mitra) 
has been so ordered ; be might, however, think so if be did 

• The cause js sgency and the effect is enjoyment ; or the cause is 
'karma, adrishta, and the tffect is t.he bccly to which karma bas given 

.rise.-(A·) · 
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not understand to· whom the injunction has been addressed. 
So, too, in the case <"~f the cause and the effect here. 

(Objection) ~- Natwithstanding his knowledge that the 
Self is unconnected with the cause and the effect, it is quite 
possible for a wise man to regard ·himself-in reference to 
the connection (between the Self and the body, etc.,) once set 
up by avidya.(prakriti)-as still bound by the injunctions of 
the sastra, · thinking that be bas been enjoined to adopt a. 
certain course of action by which to attain a desirable end, 
and to avoid a certain other course of action which leads to an 
evil ; just as a fathet and his sons* regard ev~ry one among 
themselves as bound by t~e injunctions and prohibitions 
addressed to every ·other, notwithstanding their knowledge 
that they are all persons distinct from each other. 

(.Answe7') :-No ; it is only prior to the knowledge of the 
Self unconnected with causes and effects that it is possible 
for one to identify the Self with them ; for, it is only after· 
having duly observed the injur.ctions and prohibitions of tb~ 
sastra-but not before t-that a person attains to the 'know ... 
ledge that the Self is quite unconnected with causes and 
effects~ Hence the conclusion that the injunctions and 
prohibitions of the sastra concern only the ignorant. 

(Objection) :-Neither those who kno·w that the Self is 
independent of the body' etc., nor those who regard the mere 
body as the Self are, (according to non-dualists), concerned 
with the.injunctions sucb. as '· He who desires svarga must 
sacrifice,'' " Let none eat kalanja" ; thus, there being no 
person who would observe scriptural injunctions, the sastra 
would have no purpose to serve. 

(Answer) :--Performance of enjoh:ed acts and abstention 
from prohibited acts are possible in the case of those who 

* Vide Briba. Up. 1-5-17. 
t Vide Vedanta-:Sutras.III. iv 26-27, 
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know of the Self only through the Scriptures.--=-He who 
knows Brahman and has realised the identity of the Kshetra
jna with the Lord does not certainly engage in the Vidic rites. 
Neither does the person who denies the existence of the Self 
and of the other world engage in such rites. But, he who 
derives his idea of the Self only from the scriptural injunc
tions,--i.e., who believes in the existence of the Self* because 
the teaching of the sastra enjoining certain actions and 
prohibiting (certain others) waul d otherwise be inexplicable, 
but who does not directly know the Self in His essential 
nat~re,--cherishes a longing for the results of the Vedic rites 
and devoutly ·performs them : a fact which is evident to us 
all. Wherefore, it cannot be said that the sastra would have 
no purpose to serve. 

(Objection) :--.On seeing the wise not performing Vedic 
rites, their followers also may not perform them ; and thus 
the sastra would ·serve no purpose at all. 

(Answer) :-No; for very rare is the person who attains 
wisdom. It is, indeed, only one among many that attains 
wisdom. As we now see. Nor do the ignorant follow the wise 
mea ; for, attachment and other evil passions necessarily lead 
to action. We do see people engaging in the practice of 
Black Magic. t Lastly, action is natural to man, as has been 
said already, "It is nature that acts." (v. 14). 

Therefore, samsara is only based on avidya and exists 
only for the ignorant man who sees the world as it appears to 
hi;n. Neither avidya nor its effect pertains to Kshetrajna 
pure and simple. Nor is illusory knowledge able to affect the 

* Knowing nothing more than that the Self exists and survives. the 
body ; tbis conviction being formed on the basis of the teaching of the 
Karcna-kanda. . , 

t This fact shews that the ignorant do not always follow the wise 
men. In spite of protests of wise men. we find sorne ignorant men 
resorting to Sorcery or Bl~ck Magic. 
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Real Thine_-. The water of the mirage, for instance, can by 
no means r~nder the saline soil miry with moisture. So, too, 
a.vidya can do nothing to Kshetrajna. \\Therefore it has been 
said, ' Do thou also know Me as Ksbetrajna ' (xiii. 2) ; and 
• By unwisdom wisdom is covered' (v. 15). 

Learned but deluded • 

. (Objeation) :-How is it that the learned ( pandits) alsO 
feel-" I am so and so*," "this t is mine.''-like the sam
-sarins P 

(Answer) :-Listen~ Their learning consists in regard
ing the body itself as their Self! ~ 

If, on the other hand, they really see the immutable 
Kshetrajna, they would desire neither pleasure nor action 
with the attachment 'let it be mine'; for, pleasure and action 
are but changes of state. 

Thus, then, it is the ignorant m~n who, longing for 
results, engages in action. The wise man, on the contrary, 
who sees the immutable Self, cherishes no longing for results 
and does not therefore engage in action ; and when, as a 
consequence, the activity of the aggregate-of the body and 
the senses-ceases, we say, only figuratively, that he abstains 
from action. 

There is, again, another sort of learning profess~d by 
some other (class of panr.:dits), which may be stated as 
-follows-The Lord Himself is Kshetrajna, and Kshetra is 
quite distinct from Kshetrajna who perceives it; but I am a 

• Referring to superior birth, etc. 
t Referring to wife, children, etc. 
~ That is to say, those who bold this belief are not pandits in the 

proper sense of the term. We do admit the existence of such a belief; 
only we regard it as pratibhasika, as due to illusion, while, in point of 
absolute truth, the Self is unaffected by samsara. 
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samsarin subject to pleasure and pain. To bring about the 
.cessation of samsara I should first acquire a discriminative 
knowledge of Kshetra and Kshetrajna then attain a dire~t 
perception of the Kshetrajna, the Lord, by means of dhyana 
or meditation of the Lord, and then dwell in the true nature 
of the Lord.• He who is given to know thus and he who 
teaches thus t, neither of them is the Kshetrajna. 

He who holds this view and hopes to make out that the
sastra concerning bondage and liberation has a meaning is 
the meanest of the learned. He is the slayer of the Self. 
Ignorant in himself, he confounds others, devoid as he is of 
the traditional key (sam pradaya) to the teaching of the· 
•as~ras. Ignoring what is directly taught :, he suggests what 
is not taught. Therefore, not being acquainted with the 
traditional interpretation, he is to be neglected as· an ignorant 
man, though learned in all sastras. 

The relation of the Self to samsara. is a mere illusion 
Now as to the objections that Isvara would be a. 

satn.sarin if He be one with Kshetrajna, and that if Kshetr~.j
nas be one with the Isvara there can be no samsara because 
there is no samsarin: these objections haye been met by 
saying that knowledge and ignorance are distinct in kind and 
in effects, as admitted by aiLs-To explain: The Real Entity 
(viz., Isvara) is not affected by the defect (samsara) attribut
ed to Him through ignorance of t~at Real Entity. 1'his has· 

* The .individual Ego is distinct from the Lord, and should strive to 
attain to tlie state of Isvara by means of the knowledge which can be 
brought about through dhyana. -(D). 

t i.e., The pupil and the Teacher-(A.) 
t In such passages as ''That Thou art" " This Self is Brahman,''-

(:Ma~dukya~-Up.) · 
§ That is to say, by saying that the Lord and the soul are one in 

reality, while illusion makes Kshe.trajn~ a samsari~-(A). 
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also been illustrated by the fact that the water of the mirage 
does not wet the saline aoil. And the objection raised on the 
ground that in the absence of a samsarin there can be no 
sa.msara has been answered by explaining thai the samsa.ra. 
and the samsarin are creatures of avidya. 

(Objection) :-The very fact that Kshetrajna is possess
ed of avidya makes Him a samsarin; and the effect thereof
happiness and misery and so on-is directly perceived. 

(Answer) :--No ; for, what is perceived is an attribute of 
Ksbetra (matter); and Kshetraj~a, the cogniser, cannot be 
vitiated by the blemish due to it. To explain: whatever, 
blemish--not inhering in Kshetrajna--you ascribe to Him, it 
comes under the cognised, and therefore forms a property of 
Kshetra, and not a property of Kshetrajna. Nor is Kshetra.· 
jna affected by it, since such intl.mate association of the 
cogniser and the cognised is impossible. If there should be 
such an association, then that blemish could not be cognised. 
That is to say, if misery and nescience were properties of the 
Self, how could they be objects of immediate perception*? 
Or, how could they ever be regarded as the properties of the 
Self? t Since it has been determined that all that is know
able is Kshetra (xiii .. 5-6), and that Ksbetrajna is the knower 
and none else (xiii. 1). it is nothing but sheer ignorance which 
may lead one to contradict it by saying that nescience and 
misery and the like are the attributes and specific properties 
of Kshetrajna and that they are immediately perceived as 

such. 

• If the Self could perceive His own properties, He oould also
perceive Himself; which is absurd, since one and the same thing cannot 
be both the agent and the object of an action. 

t Whatever is perceived, as· for instance form and colour, cannot be 
a property of the perceiver. 
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The perception of the relation of avidya, etc .. , to the 
Self is due to illusion. 

• Now asks (tke opponent) :--Whose is this avidya? 
[To eroplain :--This avidya which accounts for the mis ... 

taken notion is not an independent entity and should inhere 
in something else which has an independent existence. But 
it cannot inhere in Chit or Consciousness which is vidya by 
nature, and there is no independent entity outside Chit. 
Hence the question.--(A).] 

(Reply) :--By whomsoever it is seen. 
[To explain: Do you ask to know whether avidya 

inheres as· an attribute in something else which is an indepen
dent entity, or to know in particular what that entity is 
wherein it inheres P In the first case, there i~ no occasion 
for the question at all, for, ii avidya be cognised, then, since 
it cannot exist by itself, it must be ~ognised as inhering in 
something else. If, on the other hand, avidya be not cog .. 
nised, then how do you know that avidya exists at all? 

The opponent perhaps means to ask what that entity is 
wherein avidya inheres. Hence the question that follows .. 
(A).] 

. (Opponent) :-By whom is it seen? 
(Reply)-As regards this we say : There is. no use 

asking tbe question. " By whom is avidya seen P'' For, if 
avidya is perceived, you perceive also the one who has that 

. avidya. When its possessor is perceived, it is not proper to 
ask, '' \Vhose is it r" '\Alhen the possessor of cows is seen, 
there is no occasion for .the question c. whose are the cows ?" 

;f(c In the following discussiont the opponent ·tries to drive the 
Advaitin to the conclusion that the Kshetrajna is tainted with .A.vidya and 
cannot therefore be identical with the Isvara, while the Advaitin avoids 
it by shewing that the Kshe~raj~a can really have no connection what
ever with Avidya which. cognised as it is by Hiin, is always distinct from 
him. 
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[To ewplain: Sin~e avidya is au object of cognition, and 
since the . Self wherein it inheres reveals Himself in one's 
own consciousness-there is no occasion for the ,question.-
(A)]. 

(Opponent) !--The illustration is not analogous to the 
case in point. Since the cows and their possessor are objects 
of immediate perception, their -relation is also on object of 
immediate perception ; and so the question bas no meaning. 
But not so are avidya and its possessor both object of 
immediate perception. If they were, the question ld 
have been meaningle~s. 

(Repl1f) :--If you know to what particular entity, not 
immediately perceived, avidya is related, of what avail is it 
to you? 

[The mEaning is :-Though- ~he possessor of avidya is 
not immediately perceived, still, you know in what entity 
avidya inheres. Where is then any occasion for your 
question ? 

The opponent. does not understand the real drift of the 
reply and proceeds as follows :-(A)] 

(opponent) :-Since avidya is the cause of evil. it is a 
thing that should he got rid of. [So~ I ask to know whose is 
avidya.--(B)]. 

(Repl~) :-~e who has avidya will ge~ rid of it, [and it 
can be no other-(A).] 

(Opponent) :--Why, it is I who have avidya, and I 
should try. and get rid of it-(A.)]• 

(Repl~) :_:-Then you kno~ avidya and the Self, its pos· 
sessor, [so that your qnestion bas no meaning--(A)]. 

(Opponent) :--I know, but not by immediate perception. 
[Hence my question-=-(A)] :. 
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(Repl-y) :--Then you know the Self by inference.• How 
can you perceive the relation between the Self and avidya ? 
It is not indeed possible for you to perceive your Self as 
related to avidya, at the same moment (that your Self cognises 
avidya) ; for, the cogniser (Self) acts at the moment as 
the percipient of avidya.t Neither can there be a (separate) 
·cogniser of the relation betwe·en the cogniser (the Self) and 
avidya, nor a separate cog.nition of. that (relation) ; for then 
you would commit the fallacy of infinite regress (anavastba). 
- If the relation between the cogniser (the Self) and the 
cognised could be congnised, another cogniser should be 
supposed to exist; then another cogniser of that cogniser; 
·then another of that again ; and so on ; and thus the series 
would necessarily be endless. If, on the other hand, avidya 
-or, for that matter, anything else--is the cognised, then it 
is ever ·the cognised only. So also the cogniser 'is ever the 
cogniser ; he can never become the cognised. Such being the 
case, t Kshetrajna, the cogniser, is not at all tainted by 
nescience, misery ·and the like. 

(Objeotion) :--There is in the Self this blemish, viz., 
that He is the cogniser of Kshetra or matter· which is full of 
blemishes. 

(.Answer) :-No ; for, i~ is only by a figure of spe~~ch that 
the· Self, the immutable Consciousness, is spoken of as the 

• The inference meant here may be stated as follows :-I must be 
the possessor of avidya, because I feel the ef:fects of avidya such as 
misery. If I have no avidya, I should not feel. its effects; for those who 
have no avid ya, as for instance the liberated souls, do not feel the el'ects 
of avidya-(A). · 

t The Self cannot be both the perceiv.er and the perceived at the 
same time.-(A). 

t Becaus'e the Self cannot be cognised by anything beyond, there is 
on proof whatever that avidya inheres in the Self. And the Self reveals 
himslef in every phase of consciousness.-(A). 
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.cogniser, just as, in virtue of its heat, fire is said, by a figure, 
.to do the act of heating. We have shewn bow here~. in ii. 19, 
iii. 27 and v. 15 and other places, the Lord has taugb t that 
the Self has in Himself no concern with action or with its 
accessories or with its results, that they are imputed to the 
Self by avidya, and that they are therfore said to belong to 
the Self only by a figure of speech. And we shall also 
-explain how the same truth is taught in the sequel. 

(Objection): -\Veil if the Self h;=ts in Himself no 
-concern with action or with its· accessories or with its results, 
and if they are ascribed (to the Self) by avidya, then it would 
follow that the rituals ( karmas ) are intended only for the 
ignorant, not for the wise.• 

(Answe-r):--Yes,t it does follow, as we shall explain 
when commenting on xviii. 11. And in the section (xviii. 50, 
~t seq.) where the teaching of the whole sastra is summed up, 
we shall dwell more particularly on this point· No need 
here to expatiate further on the subject ; so we co.nclude for 
the present. 

Summary of the Doctrine. 
Here follows a verse which forms a summary of the 

teaching of the Discourse on Kshetra (i.e., thirteenth Dis
course), which is already contained in brief in the verses 
xiii. 1, 2 ; for it is but proper to give beforehand a summary 
-of the whole doctrine to be explained at length in the sequel. ,. ,... ,..... 

ij'(&]Sf ~ ~~ ~ ~T~CiiTT~ ~6~ (.(t{ I 

' ' ' ~ :q <tT ~(Sl+I'TCOQ ij(6itJ'ij'if it ~ II ~ I l 

• And this is opposed to the sa.stra. whicl;L often says that one should 
perform the sacrificial rituals with knowledge,-(A), 

t The Sastra dema.nds from the ritualist the knowledge of the exist
ence of a Self beyond the body. not also the !knowledge that that Self is 
free from all attributes, such as hunger· 
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3· And what that Kshetra is, and of what 
nature, and what its changes; and whence is what; 
and who He is and what His powers; this hear 
thou briefly from Me. 

'' That Kshet'l'a '' refers to what was spoken of as ' th \s 
body' (xiii 1) .. Wkat that Kshet'l'a is: what it is in itself. 
Of what nature: what it is in its properties. And whenoe u 
what: what effects arise from. what causes. Who He is etc.: 
Who He is that was spoken of as Kshetrajna and what His 
powers (prabhavas, saktis, such as the power of seeing) are 
which arise from the upadhis or environments (such as the 
eye). Do thou bear My speech describing briefly the true 
nature of Ksbetra and Kshetrajna in all these specific aspects : 
and on hearing that speech, thou wilt understand the truth
The (five) and's imply that one should understand Kshetra 
an'd Kshetrajna in all these aspects. 

The Doctrine extolled. 
The Lord now extols what He has proposed to teach,

namely, the doctrine of the true nature ef Kshetra and 
K.sbetrajna,-with a view to interest the mind of the hearer. 

~,.... ~ .,.. . ""' ~,....~ 
'tSt EiT;fifi~T ~ua ~qTT~If1fTCf~: i~~ I 

~ ~ .... " r-t'"' "' ~ u II 'l'~stqqllct l{g~TEI'TitTI!a: I\ o 

4. Sung by sages, in many ways and distinct
ly, in various hymns, as also in the suggestive words 
about Brahman, full o~ reasoning and decisive. 

8age1 (Bishis): such as Vasishtha• Hymm.s: such as the 
Bik. The true nature of Kshetra and Kshetrajna has also 
been taught in the Brahma-sutras, i.e., in the passages 
treating of Brahman,--such as " Only as the S.elf, let a -man 
contemplate Him '' (Bri. Up. ~-4-7),-in the ,words through 
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which alone Brahman is known. They are full oi reasoning. 
They admit of no doubt, i.e., they are productive of certain 
knowledge. 

Matter in all its forms. 
To Arjuna who bas, by this praise (of the doctrine), been 

prepared to hear it, the Lord says: 
...... ~ ' ~r~at•t:ti._~RT ~-& ~o<t'ffillct r;;r 1 

~ ,..... ~ . ............. ..... 
~r-:~nar ~~q; ~ q" rq~~t: 11 "\ 'J 

5· The Great Elements, Egoism, Reason, as 
also the U nmanifested, the ten senses and one, and 
the five objects of the senses ; 

The Great Elements (Mababhutas) are so called because 
they pervade all vikaras, all modifications of matter. The 
elements here referred to are the subtle ones (sukshma), not 
the gross (sthula) elements, which latter will be spoken of as 
" the objects of the senses." 

Egoism (Abamkara) : self-consciousness, consciousness 
of ego, the cause of' the Great Elements'. Beason. (Buddhi) 
is defined by determination and is the cause of Ahamkara. 
The cause of Reason (Buddhi) is the .Avyakta, the Unmani
fested, the A vyakrita. or Undifferentiated, the Energy of the 
Lord (Isvara-SaktV spoken of in vii. 14. So much alone is 
Prak,.iti, divided eightfold.* Tke ten senses are made up of 
the five '' buddhi~·indriyas '', senses of knowledge-such as 
hearing,-so called because they produce knowledge, and 
of the five" karma-indriyas,'' senses of action such as speech 
and hand, so called because they bring about action. .Atd 

· · t'lte one : the manas, which is com posed of thoughts and 

Iii The Isvara .. Sakti here referred to is the root of the insentient 
matter, spoken of as Maya in vii. 14, not the root of consciousness. 
(chaitanya) ; i.e, the Mulaprak1'iti in its eight modifications.-{A). 
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purposes (samkalpa) and so on, is the eleventh sense. The 
.flva objects of the senses are sound, etc. The Sankbyas speak 
.of these as the twenty-four principles (tattvas). 

~!i:~f ~t.t: ij@i ~: ~ ~;=ra:~~iiT 'il6: I 
q<:n:~~ ~~n~ii ~fqq;Rf!CU~a-q 1 l ~ 1 t 

6, Desire, hatred, pleasure, pain, the aggre
gate, intelligence, courage ;-the Kshetra has been 
~hus briefly described with its tnodifications. 

N0w, the Lord proceeds to teach that even those which 
the Vai,eshikas speak of as the inherent attributes of Atman 
(the Self) are merely the attributes of Kshetra (matter), but 
not the attributes of Kshetrajna (the knower of matter).
Desire (ichchha) is that which impels a person who has once 
experienced a certain object of pleasure to seek-on again 
perceivlng an object of the same class,-to get hold of this 
latter as conducive to pleasure.· This, namely desire, is a 
property of the inner sense (antah-karana); an.d it is Kshetra 
(matter.) because it is knowable. So also, hatred is that 
which leads a person, who once experienced a certain object 
of pain, to dislike an object of the same class on perceiving 
this latt~r. This, namely hatred, is only Kshetra (matter), 
because it is knowable. Pleasu'fe is the agreeable, the tran
quil, made up of the Sattva pripciple. Even this is Kshetra, 
because it is knowable. Pain is the disagreeable ; and it is 
Kshetra because it is knowable. The agg'fega.te is the com
bination of the body and the senses. InteUigenoe is a mental 
state which ·manifests itself in the aggregate-just as fire 
manifests itself in a burning metallic mass,-pervaded by the 
.semblance of the consciousneSs of the Self. It is Ksbetra, 
because it is knowable. Oourage is that by which the body 
and the senses 'are upheid when they get depressed ; and it is 
Kshetra because it is knowable.-.Derire and other qualities 
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mentioned here stand for all the qualities of the inner sense 
(antah·karana). The Lord concludes the present subject as 
follows : the Kshetra has been thus briefly described, with its 
modifications such as Mabat (Buddhi). 

Virtues conducive to Self -knowledge. 
The Kshetra, of which the various modifications in their 

totality have been spoken of as ''this body '' (xiii. 1), has 
been described in all its different forms, from ' the Great 
Elements to 'courage ' (xiii. 5·6).* The characteristic marks 
of Kshetrajna will be shortly described.. In xiii. 12, the 
·Lord Himself will describe Ksbetrajna in detaiJ,-tbat 
Kshetrajna through a knowledge of whose powers immortality 
can be attained. But, now, the Lord prescribes, as means to 
that knowledge, virtues such as humility, which qualify a 
person for a knowledge of the Knowable, intent on which a 
samnyasin is said to be a jnana-nisbtha, a firm devotee in the 
path of knowledge, and which are designated as knowledge 
(joana) because they are the means of attaining knowledge. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

at"TTil~er~qJ•~tctltr~er &Jn;:a-;cr:;rct't. 1 
"''t' • ""• 'Ill\.~ "'~ 

SfT~T<IT1U~il ~r:q ~<.t+iT~+rreni=ltm:: I I \Sl I l 

7· Humility, modesty, innocence, patience, 
·uprightness, service of the teacher, purity, stead
fastness, self-control ; 

Hu-mility : absence of self .. esteem. Modesty: not pro· 
claiming one's own virtues. Innoce1~ce : doing no injury to. 
any living being. Patience : not being affected : when others~ 

have done any injury. Service of the teachsr : doing acts of 
service to the preceptor (acbarya) v.;ho teaches the means 

* The cosmic body and the individual bodies (samashtideha and 
·vyasbtidehas) have been described here with a view to shew that he alone 
·who has grown indifferent {virakta} to them is qualified for knowledge.-
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of attaining moksha. Purity : washing away the dirt from 
the body by means of water and earths, the inner purity of 
mind consisting in the removal from it of the dirt of attach
ment and other passions by cultivating the idea * that is 
inimical to them. Steadfu,stness : concentration of all efforts 
exclusively in the path of salvation. Self-control: control of 
the self, of the aggregate of the body and the senses. This 
aggregate ·is spoken of as the self, because it is of some 
service to the true Self. t Self-control consists in directing 
exclusively to the right path the body and the mind which 
are by nature attracted in all directi-ons. 

Moreover, 
,..., ....,. ~· 

~r~~~ll~ "~~;-~t:rii~~R: ttf:i :q 1 
"' ' ~ Gt~~~Jo<rn~~:~c;:T~f!~ill{ ll ~ lt 

8. Absence of attachment for objects of the 
senses, and also absence of egoism ; perception of 
evil in birth, death aRd old age, in sickness and 
patn ; 

Absence of attachment : for sense-objects such as sound, 
for pleasures seen or unseen. Perception, etc. : thinking of 
what evil there is severally in birth, etc. Thus the evil in 
birth lies in having to dwell in the womb and to issue out 
'th.,-ough the uterus. Similar! y in death. The evil of old age 
consists in the decay of intelligence, power and strength, and 
in being treated with contempt. So also may be seen the evil 
caused by siakness such as head-disease or the evil caused 
by. pain, whether adbyatmika, i.e., arising in one's own 
person, or adhibhautika, i.e., produced by external agents, or 
adhidaivika, i.e., produc~d by 'supernatural beings. 

• .The recogni~ion of evil in all objects of senses.:._(A). 
t There is another reading of the commentary which means that 

'the aggregatet is inim.ical to the Self aE.~ should therefore be' restrained. 
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Or, the passage may be thus interpreted :-Pain itself is 
evil. Birth, etc., should be regarded as painful, as shewn 
above. Birth is a misery ; death is a misery ; old age is a 
misery ; and sickness is a rnisery. Birth, etc., are all 
miseries, because they produce misery ; they are not miseries 
in themselves. 

From this perception of the evil of pain in birth, etc., 
there arises indifference to the pleasures of the body and of 
the senses ; and then the senses turn towards the Innermost 
Self to obtain a glimpse of the Self. Because the perceptioo 
of the evil of pain 1n birth, etc., conduces to knowl~dge, i t 
is itself spoken of as knowledge. 

,...... " ,...... 
6f~=n~~r+rtSeJ~: ~~tUif.:~~nq:!l 1 
,...... . " " " ..... " Ti=l~~ ~ ~;rJ:q=Q(EJfij'$!flil!ft'fqT'6~ l l ~ I l 

g. U nattachment, absence of affection for 
son, wife, home and the like, and constant equani· 
mity on the attainment of the d·esirable and the 
undesirable ; 

Unattachment : absence of liking for things which may 
form. objects of attachment. .Affection is an intense form of 

.attachment ~nd consists in com pi ete identification with 
.another, as in the cas~ of a man who feels happy or mi.ser
able when another is happy or miserable and who feels 
himself alive or dead when another is alive or dead. The 
·like : others who are very dear, other dependants. Un
attachment and absence of affection are termed knowledge 
because they lead to knowledge. Oonstant equanimity con
·sists in not being delighted on attaining the desirable, an? in 
, :ot chafing on attaining the undesirable. This equanimity 
also is (conducive to) knowledge. 
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,...... "'' ,.... ,.... ,.... ,.. 
+net ~T~~Tilif ~~l:~T¥1"-i~TR:IJTT .t 
""' '""'" r-.,('.,...., ICIJqlij)~fii'~TEf(q'f~TaSfi1~6Tq I I ~ o ll 

10. Unflinching devotion to Me in Yoga of 
non -separation, resort to solitary places, distaste 
for the society of n1en ; 

Yoga of non-sepa'l'ation : aprithak·samadhi, a steady 
unflinching meditation on the One with the idea that there is 
no Being higher -than the Lord, Vasudeva, and that therefore 
He is our sole Refuge. And this devotion· is (conducive to) 
knowledge. Solitary places : which are naturally free, or 
made free, from impurities, as also from fear of serpents, 
thieves and tigers: such as a jungle, the sandban.k of a riYer, 
the temple of a God, and so on. It is in solitude that the 
rnind becomes calm ; so that meditation of the Self and the 
like is possible only in a solitary place.. \\Therefore resort to 
solitude is said to be (conducive to) knowledge. Society of 
me-n :of the ordinary unenlightened and undisciplined people, 
not of the enlightened and disciplined men, . becaqse the 
society of these latter is an aid to knowledg.e. Distaste for 
the society of ordinary men is knowledge, because it leads to 
knowledge. 

Moreover, 

at~<.IT~'l~;tf;r~(ef ~=i~~;tT~~ila=[ I 
"" ' . -.. ~6~~T•U+rltt SII~~-Tif ~~~TS~~tn ll ~ ~ ll, 

t r. Constancy in Seif-knowledge, perceptiot:l 
of the end of the knowledge of truth. This is 
declared to be knowledge, and \vhat is opposed to 
it is ignorance . 

. Self-knowledge: knowledge of tbe Self and the like. 
Perception, etc: Knowledge of truth results from the mature 
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development of such attributes as (humility xiii. 7), which are 
the means of attaining knowledge. The end of this know .. 
le~ge is moksha, the cessation of mortal existence, of samsara. 
The end should be kept in view ; for, it is only when one 
perceives the end of the knowledge of truth that one will 
endeavour to cultivate the attributes which are the means of 
attaining that knowledge. These attributes-from 'humility • 
to 'perception of the end of the knowledge of tru~h '-are 
declared to be .know] edge, because they are conducive to 
knowledge. What is opposed to this-vi.z., pride, hypocrisy, 
cruelty, impatience, insincerity and the 1 ike-is .ignorancet 
which should be ·known and avoided as tending to the perpetua· 
tion of samsara. 

Braltman the Knowable. 
What is it that has to be known by this knowledge P-In 

answe~ to this question the Lord proceeds with xiii. 12, etc. 
(Objection) :-Humility and the like are only forms of 

self-control (yama and niyama); by them cannot be perceive
·ed the Knowable. Never indeed have we found humility and. 
other attriQutes (mentioned above) serving to determ~ne the 
nature of anything. And ill all cases, it is only the know· 
ledge or consciousness of an object that bas been found to 
determine the nature of that object of Imowledge. And~ 

certainly, no object can be determined thrOUE!h the knowledge 
of another object, any more than fire can be perceived. 
through the knowledge of a pot. . 

(Answer) :-This objection does not apply here ; for, we 
have said that humility and the like are spoken of as know
ledg~ because they conduce to knowledge, or because they are 
secondary or auxiliary causes of knowledge. 

.... . " ~ 
~ ~(sr~ctnif ~!imerr s~a~~ 1 

etiltfcl~t iflP' ~ {=f'a'iffQ~ij- II ~ 't II 
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12.. That which has to be known I shall 
describe; knowing which one attains the Immortal. 
Beginningless is the Supreme Brahman. It is not 
said to be ' sat ' or ' asat.' 

That which has to be known, I shall fully describe as It 
is.-The Lord then goes on to describe what the result of 
that knowledge will be, in order to call the hearer's attention 
by way of creating in him a desire to know of It. It, the 
unsurpassed One, the Brahman, just spoken of as 'That 
which has to be ltnown,' has no be.ginning. 

With a view to avoid tautology ::j some split the expres
sion 'anadimatparam' into 'anadi matparam ', and explain 
it differently; thus: Brahman is beginningless, and I am Its 
Para·Sakti, the Supreme Energy called Vasudeva. 

(But we say)-True, tautology might thus be avoided, 
provided the given interpretation were pos~ib)e. But the 
interpretation does not hold good, for it is intended here to. 
expound the nature of Brahman by denying all specific 
possessed of a particular kind of energy and at the same time 
as devoid of all specific attributes. Therefore tautology 
should be explained as due to the exige~cies of the metre. 

Brahman is beyond speech and thought. 

After saying that He is going to speak of what, as 
leading to immortality, is worth knowing, and after having 
thus called the hearer's attention by creating a desire for the 
knowledge, the Lord says: It is not said to be 'sat (existent)' 
or • asat (non-existent).' 

*Tautology involved in taking •• anadirnat .. as one compound, as 
the Bhashyakara has done. 
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(Ob}eotion) :-After proclaiming very loudly that He is 
going to speak of the Knowable, it does not become the Lord 
to describe It as neitber ' sat 'nor 'asat.' 

(.Answer) :-No ; it is quite the right thing that has been 
said.-Hoyv ?-Thus : being inaccessible to speech, Brahman, 
the Knowable, is defined in all Upanishads only by a denial 
of all specialities,-' Not thus·' (Bri Up. 2-3·6) and 'not 
gross, not subtle' Ibid, 3-8·8)-in the terms '' It is not 
this.'' 

(Objection) :-That thing (alone) exists which can be 
spoken of as existing.. If the Knowable cannot be spoken of 
as existing, then It cannot exist. And it is a contradiction in 
terms to say that. It is knowable and that It cannot be spoken 
of as existing. 

(Answer) :-Neither is It non-existent, since It is not an 
object of the consciousness of non-existence. 

(Objection) :-Every state of consciousness involves 
either the consciousness of existence or that of non-existence. 
Such being the case, the Knowable should be comprehended 
either by a state of consciousness accompanied with the 
consciousness of existence, or by a state of consciousness 
accompanied with the consciousness of non-existence. 

(.t1ns·wer) :-No; for, being beyond the reach of the 
senses, It is not an object of consciousness accomp3.ined with 
the idea of either (existence or non•existence). That thing, 
indeed, which can be perceived by the senses, such as a pot, 
can be an object of consciousness accompanied with the idea 
of existencef or an object of consciousness accompanied with 
the idea of non-existence. Since, on the other hand, the 
Knowable is beyond the reach of the senses and as such can 
be known solely through that instrument of knowledge which 

• If not, you cannot escape the conclusion that Brahman is unde:fi. .. 
na.ble-(A). 
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is called 'Sabda' (the Word, i.e., Revelation), It cannot be, 
like a pot, etc., an object of consciousness accompanied with 
the idea of either (existence or non-existence) and is therefore 
not said to be ' sat ' or ' asat '. 

Now, as regards the allegation that it is a se1f-contradic
tion in terms to say that the Knowable is not said to be ' sat ,. 
or ' asat ', (we say that) there is no contradiction ; for, the 
sr&ti ~ays. 

'It is other than the known and above the unknown'
(Kena Up. 2-3.) 

(Objection) :-Even the passage of the sruti just quoted 
is se1f•contradictory, • just as the sruti is self-contradictory 
when, after putting up the hall for the .sacrifice, it says 
11 (who knows) there exists (any good) in the next world ?t• 
(Taittiriya·Sambita, 6-1-1). 

(Answer) :-No ; the passage which says that " It is 
other than the known and above the unknown, '' teaches, by 
itself, something which should be accepted as true, t whereas 
the passage quoted by the opponent-" who knows if there 
exist any good· in the next world '"-is a mere artha·vada, a 
statement which, to be understood in its full import, should be 
read along with the injunction to which it is subsidiary. :t 

Moreover, it stands to reason to say that Brahman 
cannot be expressed in words such as ' sat ; ' for. every w.ord 
emp]oyed to d·enote a thing denotes that thing-when heard 

* If so we do not accept the. passage as authoritative. since that 
passage alone is accepted as authoritative which contradicts no accepted 
authority.-( A). 

t That is to say. we should not reject the passage as teaching no 
new truth.; for it teaches this new truth, namely, that Brahman is no 
other than one's own Inner Self, and it should therefore be accepted as 
authoritative in itself.-(A). 

t Hence it is no authority in itsel£-(A) .. 
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by another-as associated with a certain gemJ,s, or a certain 
aot, or a. certain quality, or a certain mode of relation. 
Thus: cow and horse imply genera, cook and teacher imply 
acts, white and black imply qualities, wealthy and cattle .. 
owner imply possession. But Brahman belongs to no genust= 
wherefore It cannot be denoted by such words as 'sat 
(existent)'. Being devoid of attributes,. It possesses no 
qualities. If It were possessed of qualities, then It could be 
denoted by a word implying a quality. Being action] ess, It 
callflot be indicated by a wora implying an act. The Sruti 
says: 

" It is without parts, actionless and tranquil." (Svefi.. 
Up. 6~19)· 

It is not related to anything else; for It is one, It is 
without a second, It is no object (of any sense). It is the very 
Self. Wherefore, it is but right to say that It can be denoted 
by no word at all; and the passages of the sruti like the 
following point to the same thing: 

Whence (i.e., away from Brahman, unable to approach 
Brahman) all words return,n.;..._(Tait. Up. 2-4·1.) 

Brahman is the source of all activity. 
When it is sa'id that Brahman the Knowable is not 

accessible to the word or thought of 'sat' (existent), one may 
perhaps suppose It to be· asat' or none·existent. To prevent 
this supposition the Lord proceeds to declare Its existence as, 
manifested through the upadhis, through the senses of all 
living beings. 

[To emplain : Since nothing is found which is devoid of -
all conditions and quite beyond all speech and thought,-nay, 
since everything we experience is of a contrary nature,-one 
may suppose that Brahman as described apove must be a 

• Brahman is described in the sruti as belonging to no class, as 
possessing no colour, and so on.:--(A)· 
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void or non-entity (sunya). To prevent this supposition, the 
Lord proceeds to teach that Brahman exists (1) as the Inner 
Self (Pratyak), (2) as the source of all activity of the senses 
and the like, (3) as the source whence arises our consciousness 
of existence with reference to all duality which is imaginary, 
( 4) as Isvara or the Lord of the universe. First of all, here, 
the Lord proves, by way of inference, the existence of 
Brahrnan as the Inner Self-consciousness: there must be 
some self .. conscious principle (pratyak·chetana) behind insen· 
tient principles in activity, such as the physical body ; for, 
we invariably find self-consciousness lying behind all insen
tient objects in activity, such as a carriage in motion.-(A)] 

~ ..r, • <::-' "r>o"" 
B"qtf :qrrO'fqT~ ate-ct~r sr~r~tT!!~ 1 

~ ,..., ,..... c:- ,.... " 
~q;a-: ~r~r~rerC6' ~Sf~T~~~ To!ra- \' ~ ~ ll 

13. With hands and f.eet everywhere, with 
eyes and heads and mouths everywhere, \Vith 
hectring everywherei That exists enveloping all. 

The Knowable has hands and feet eYerywhere. The 
existence of Kshetra,jna is indicated by the upadhis of the 
sense-organs * of all 1 iving beings. Kshetrajna (the self·· 
consc-ious principle liVing behind the sense-organs) is so called 
because of the upadhi of Ksbetra ; and this Ksbetra is of 
various fonns, such as hands, feet, etc. All the variety caus .. 
ed in. Kshetrajna. by the variety in the upadhis of Kshetra is 
but illusory, and it has therefore been said~-in the words " It 

not said to be ' sat' or 'asat '""-that It should be known 
as devoid of all variety. Though what is caused (in Kshetra
jna) by upadhis is illusory' still it is spoken of-in the words 
that ' It ha$ hands and feet everywhere'-as though it were 
au attribute of the K~o·..vable. only with a view to indicate Its 

"" Because there must be self-consciousness at· the ba.ck of thei 
ivity.- .A). 
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existence. Accordi:ag] y there is the saying of the samtpradaya
vids-of those who know the right traditional method of 
teaching-which runs as follows : '' That which is devoid of 
all duality is described by adhyaropa and apa'Vada," i.e., by 
superimposition and negation, by attribution and denial. 
Hands, feet and the like, constituting the limbs of all bodies 
in all places, derive their activity from the Energy inherent 
in the Knowable *, and as such they are mere marks of Its 
existence and are spoken of as belonging to It only by a 
figure of speech.-AU·the· rest should l)e similarly interpreted. 
It {Brahman) exists in the world, in the whole animal 
creation, pervading all. 

Brahman is unconditioned. 
The purpose of this verse is to prevent the supposition 

that the Knowable is (really) possessed of the upadhis-the 
sense-organs such as hands, feet, and the like,--which are 
merely superimposed (ttpon It). 

~if~~!!OlTllT~ ~~~q{E(qo~a-q_ t .. ~ ~ ,.... ~ . '' 
stelQS ~ef~Cf Til!IIJf ~CJt+lftfii :q II ~ ~ !I 

14. Shining by the fu.nctions of all the 
senses, (yet) without the senses ; unattached, yet 
supporting all ; devoid of qualitjes . 

.All the senses : the buddhi·indriyas and karma-indriyast 
the organs of' knowledge and the organs of action. The inner 
senses, .:....man as and buddhi,-wbich alike form the upadhis. 
of the Knowable, are included in the term ' all the senses" 
Moreover, even hearing and other senses form upadhis only 
through the upadhi of the antah-karana, the inner sens·e. 
Thus, we should ·understand that Brahman manifests· Itself 

* i.e., they act in virtue of the mere presence of that Enetgy.~(A). 
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through the upadhis of external and internal senses, through 
the functions of all the senses, viz., determination, purposes 
and thoughts, hearing, speech and the like. That is to say~ 
the Knowable functions, as it VJere, through the functions of 
all the senses. The sruti says : 

" It meditates as it were, It moves as it were.'' (Bri. Up. 
4-3-7) 

Why should it not mean that It actually functions ?
Says the Lord : It is not possessed of any of the senses. 
\Vherefore, the Knowable does not actually function when 
the senses are functioning. And as regards the verse, 

'' VVitbout hands and feet He is swift, He grasps ; 
He sees without the eye, He hears without the ear." 
(Svet. Up. 3·19).-

there, the sruti i~plies that the Knowable has the power to 
~ccommodate itself to the varying fuctions of all the senses 
which are Its upadhis, but not that It actually possesses 
swift motion and such other activities. The verse should be 
interpreted • like the passsage ''The blind one saw the gem. 
(Taitt. Aranyaka, i. 11). Because It is devoid of the senses 
·therefor~ It is unattached, d.evoid of all· attachments. 

Brahman, the basic Reality in all illusory phenomena. 
Though It is so, yet It supports all. Indeed, everything 

is based on the ' sat,' the Existent; for everywhere the idea 
of ' sat ' is present. Not even the mirage and the like exist 
without a basis. Hence it is said that 1 t supports all. 

Brahma.n, the perceiver of the Guna.s · 
There is this yet another gate to a knowledge of the 

existence of the Knowable : Though devoid of the gunas,-

Sattva, ·Rajas, and Tamas-yet, the Knowable is the enjoyer 

• That is to say. the arthavatla passage should not be understood 
in its literal sense; it must be·so interpreted as not to contrad.ict the main 
subject of the section.-(A). 
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'the perceiver, of the gunas which, assuming the forms of 
sound and other (objects of the senses), transform themselves 
.into ·pleasure, pain a,nd delusion. 

Brahman is all. 
Moreover, 

ifT~6il ~~titT'f:q~ ~~{{q :q I 

~~~~~ctf~qfcri<i 't~ :t:rrF:a~ =it 6(=1 II ~ ~ It 

15. Without and within (all) beings ; the 
unmoving as also the moving. Because subtle) 
That' is incomprehensible; and near and far away 
is That, 

Without : What lies outside the body which is inclusive 
of the skin and which is regarded through ignorance as one's 
own self. And' within' refers to the Inner Self, Pratyagat .. 
man, lying inside the body.-The statement that 'It is 
' without and within ' may imply Its absence .in the middle.* 
To prevent this implication, the Lord says that It is ' the 
·unmoving as also the moving.' It is Brahman, the Kno\vable, 
that appears as the bodies, moving and unmoving, just as a 
rope appears as a· sna:ke. 

Brahman is comprehendeq only by the wise.· 
(Objection) :-If all things we perceive, the moving and 

the unmoving, were the Knowable, then how is it that Brah ... 
man is not directly comprehended by everybody, as ' This 
It is 'P 

(.AMWer) :-True, It manifests Itself as everything ; but 
It is subtle t like the akasa. · Wherefore, on account of Its. 
subtlety, It is incomprehensible to the. u~enlightened, though 

* i.e., in the b.ody which interven~s between the Pratyaga.tman and 
external objects· . 

t Beyond the reach of the senses.·. 
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knowable in Itself. It is, however, always known to the 
enlightened, as revealed in the following texts : 

'All this is the Self a11d the Self alone' (Bri. Up. 2-4-6.). 
' All this is Brahm~n and Brahman alone.' (Ibid. 2-5-1.) 

It is far away when unknown ; for It is unattainable by the 
unenlightened even in millions of years. And to the enlightened 
It is very near, because It is their own Self. 

Brahman is the one Self in all. 

Moreover, 

" . ' " " ,..... etTefll~ 'it ~6~ Ti:f~~J+TEf :q ~aq_ t 
C" ' • " ,.... ~~Q: :q 6'(5~ ATQ~ S(~Tefti~ =i.f I\ ~ ~ ll 

16. And undivided, yet remaining divided as 
it were in beings; supporter of beings, too is That, 
the Knowable.; devouring, yet generating. 

It is undivided in the different bodies, It is one like the 
akasa. Still, it appears to be different in all the different 
bodies, inasmuch as It manifests Itself only in the bodies. 

Brahman is the Oa.use of ·the Universe. 
The Knowabl-e supports beings during · sthiti, the period 

of sustenance of the Universe; and It devours them at 
pralaya, i.e., at the time of dissolution. It generates· them 
at the time.of utpatti, the origin .of the Universe, 'just as a. 
rope gives rise to a:n illusory snake. 

Brahman is the Illuminator of all. 
(Objection) :-If the Kno~able, though existing every

"Where, is not perceived, then Tt is but ldar.kness (Tamas). 
(.Anstoe·,.) ~-N o,-What then P-
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Moreover: 

'"\ "" " ' " ' i!~TT'='qTf:ITtr 6GiliffT({~6+l'a: ~~~a t . ..... . " ~ ·,....,... 
~Til ~~ ~Til'il;f:i ~'~ ~q~({ T~T~€Ul_ I' ~ \$ I' 

I 7· The Light even of lights, That is said to
be beyond darkness. Kno\vledge, the Knowable, 
the Goal of knowledge, Eit) is implanted in the 
heart of every one. 

That, the Knowable, is the Light even of lights • such as 
the sun. Indeed these latter shine only ·when illumined by 
the light of the consciousness of the Self. The Chants say : 

' That Light by which ill untined the sun shines '

(Taitt. Br. 3-12-9.) 
' By Its light all this shines ''-(Svet. Up. 6-14). 

So says the smriti also here (in the Bhagavad-Gita xv. 12) 
It is said to be uncontaminated by Tamas, by ajna.na, by 
nescience. 

The Light is in the heart of evex·y one. 
Now1 ·with a view to cheer up Arjuna who seemed 

dejected at the thought of the knowledge (of Brahman) being 
very difficult of attainment, the Lord says: Knowledge, such 
as humility (xiii, 7·11); the Knowable, as described in xiii .. 
12-17; and the same thing, 'Viz., the Knowable, which, when 
known, forms the fruit of knowledge and is therefore said to. 
be the Goal of knowledge, and which as a thing to be known 
forms the Knowable: these three (Knowledge, the Knowable,. 
and the Goal of knowledge) are implanted pre-eminently in 
the heart (buddhi) of every living being; it is indeed there 
that the three are distinctly manifested. 

~The existence of Brahman. the Knowable, can be recognised as. 
the Light illumining the sun', etc.' and reason (buddhi). etcli-{A). 
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Seek the Light th1•ough devotion. 
Here follows the verse which cone! udes the the subject 

treated of: "...... ., ........ 
~T6 aj?l a~T ~Tif ~~ :q'f~ ~iff\1~: I 

q=ffi ~afu:~r~ +r~TCff(.{Tq~ij- l I ~ ~ l I 

18. Thus the Kshetra, as well as knowledge 
and the Knowable, have been briefly set forth.
My devotee, on kno\ving this, is fitted for My 
state. 

Thus the ~shetra, described above (xiii. 5-6), beginning 
with the ' Great elements ' and ending with ' firmness;' 
knowledge, comprising the attributes which have been enu
merated, beginning with ' humility ' and ending with ' percep· 
tion of the end of the knowledge of truth ' (xiii. 7-11) ; and 
the Knowable, described in xiii. 12 .. 17 ;-these have been set 
forth in brief. 

Such, indeed, is the whole doctrine, the doctrine of the 
Vedas and the doctrine of the Gita, taught in brief. 

(Question) :-Who is fit to attain this right knowledge? 

(~nswer) :-He who is devoted to Me, who regards 
Me-Vasudeva, tbe Supreme Lord, the Omniscient, the 
Supreme Guru-as the Self (Soul, Essence) of everything, 
.i.e._, he who is possessed (as it were) with the idea· that all 
that he sees or hears or touches is nothing but the Lord, 
Vasudeva. Thus devoted to Me, and having attained the 
right knowledge described above, he is fit to attain to My 
state, i.e., he attains moksha. 

Prakriti and Ptirusha are eternal. 
In the. seventh discourse were described two Prakritis, 

the s~perior and the inferior, corresponding to Ksbetra and 
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·Kshetrajna; and "it was said that they are the womb of all 
creatures (vii. 6).-It may now be asked, how can it be said 
that the two Prakritis, Kshetra and Kshetrajna, are the 
womb of all beings ?-This question will now be answered: 

- .~ " "' ,.... 
~TQ" !l~tSr :;:r~ Tf.il~~;rrq:r ~~rsnq 1 
,..... . ·~ " ,... ,..... 
TEICfi'RT~ ~OTT~CJ ren;a Sl%iTa~++refTi\ ll ~ ~ ll 

rg. Know thou that Prakriti as well as 
Pnrusha are both beginningless; and know thou 
also that all forms and qualities are born of 
Prakriti. 

Prakriti and Purusha, Matter and Spirit, are the two 
Prakritis of the lsvara, the Lord. These two, Prakriti and 
Purusha-you should know-have no beginning. As the 
Isvara is the eternal Lord, it is but right that His Prakritis 
also should be eternal. The Lordship of the Isvara consists 
indeed in His possession of the two Frakritis by which He 
causes the origin, preservation and dissolution of the universe. 
The two Prakritis are begioningless, and they are therefore 
the cause of samsara. 

Some construe the passage so as to mean that the two 
Prakritis are not primeval. It is by such an interpretation, 
they hold, that the causality of the Isvara can be established .. 
.If, on the other hand, Prakriti and Purusha were eternal, it 
would follow that they are the cause of the universe, and that 
·the Isvara is not the creator of the .universe. 

It is wrong to say so; for the Isvara would then be no 
~Isvara, inasmuch as there would be nothing for Him to rule 
over prior to the birth of Prakriti and Purusha. Moreover •. 
if samsara had no cause (other than Isvara):s there could ba 
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no cessation • thereof; and thus the sastra. (the· scripture) 
would have not purpose to serve. Likewise, there could be 
neither bondage nor sal vation.t 

Prakriti and Purusha as the Oause of samsara.. 
If, on the other hand, the Prakritis of the Isvara be 

eternal, all this can be explained.-How ?-Know thou that 
all forms, alt emanations ( vikaras) from bu.ddhi down to the
physical body, and all qualities (gunas) such as those which 
manifest tbemse1ves as pleasure, pain, delusion and otbe.r 
mental states to be described hereafter, spring from Prakriti, 
Maya, composed of tl:ie three gunas, that Energy of the 
Isvara which constitutes the cause of (all) emanations. Know 
thou that they are all modifications of Prakriti.t 

What then are these forms and qualities which are said 
to be born of Prak,.iti ?-Says the Lord : 

(' (' ... ' " ' 
Cfi'T~~J~OJq)trtef ~g: srt.iT~~:;~a- I 

. ' ' ...... ' ~~: ~:~Tiff ~tr~cr ~~~6 II ~ o ll 

20. As the producer of the effect and the 
instruments §. Prakriti is said to be the· cause ; as 

*If the Isvara were the sole cause of the universe, quite indepen~ 
dently of the two Prakritis, the samsara would be endless, inasmuch as. 
there is nothing to prevent even the emancipated souls from being hurled 
into eamsara. so long as there is Isvara, as the sole cause of samsara.-
(A). 

t Before the birth of the two Prakritis, there could be no bondage· 
and consequently no moksba. If at any time there were neither bondage 
. nor moksba, there could bono cause which would ever bring them into. 
existence.-(!.). 

t Prakriti is that out of which aU forms and qualities come into 
existence. Since Prakriti is thus eternal and is the source of all forms 
(vikaras) and qualities (gunas). .A.tman remains ever changeless and 
without qualities.-(A). 

§ Or, (according to another interpretation). the effect and the cause. 
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experiencing pleasure and pain, Purusha is said to 
be the cause. 

The effeot (karya) is the physical body, and the instru
ments (karanas) are the thirteen 'f; located in the body. rhe 
five elements (bhutas) which buildup th~ body, a ad the five 
sense-objects which are the emanations of Prak.,.iti as men
tioned above, are included under the term 'effect;' and all 
qualities, such as pleasure, pain and delusion, which are born 
of Prakriti, are included under the term 'instruments,' since 
those qualities are seated in the instruments, the senses. In 
the production of the physical body, of the senses and their 
sensations, Prakriti is said to be the cause, for, it generates 
them all. Thus. as producing the physical body and the 
senses, Prakriti is the cause of samsara. 

In the place of 'karana' which means instrument, some 
read ' karana. ' which means cause.-Whatever is a modifica
tion of another is the effect or emanation ( vikara) of that 
other ; and that from which it emanates is the cause (karana) 
Prakriti is the source of the cause and the effect, which 
comprise the same things (that were denoted by the terms 'th~ 
effect and the instruments'). Or, it may be that the sixteen 
vikarast or emanations are here spoken of as the effect ; and 
the seven l which are at once Prakriti and vikriti, cause and 
effect, and which are therefore called Prakriti-Vikrritis, are 
spoken of as the cause. In the production of these, the cause 
is Prakriti, as generating them all. 

• Five organs of sensation, five of activity, Manas, Buddhi. and 
Aha.t1~kara. 

t The ten sense-organs, Manas and the five sense-objects.-(A.) • 
t viz , Mahat, Ahamkara, and the five Tanmatras or rudimental 

elements. Each of these is an emanation from its predec~.1ssor and ia in 
turn the cause, of its successor. As producing a.ll these, the Mulaprakrit .i 
is their cause, their basis. -(A)· 
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And now will be shown how Purusba is the cause of 
samsara. 'Puttusha.' 'Jiva,' 'Kshet'l'a}'na,' 'Bhoakt'J·i (Enjo
ye r' *are all synonymous terms. Purusha is said to be the 
cause, as perceiving pleasure, pain, and other objects of 
experience. 

(O~J"eotion) :-Why should Prak'l'iti and Purusba be 
regarded as the cause of samsara by way of generating causes 
and effects and experiencing pleasure and pain P 

(.Answet") :-How could there be san-z.sara at all without 
Prakriti transforming itself as causes and effects, a~ the body 
and the senses, as pi easure and pain, and without the 
conscious Purusha experiencing them ? t \:Vhen, on the 
other band there is a conjunction-in the form of avidya or 
nescience-of Purusba, the experiencer, with Prakriti, the 
opposite, the object of experience, in all its transformations 
as the body and the senses, as pleasure and pain, as causes 
and effects, then only is samsara possible. Wherefore it is 
but right to say that Prakrriti and Purusha are the case of 
samsara ; the one generating the body and the senses, the other 
experiencing pleasures and pains. 

(Objection) :-\tVhat,, then, is this sa1nsara P t 
(Answer) :-Samsara is the experience of pleasure and 

pain; and Purusha is the samsarin, as the experiencer of 
pleasure and pain.§ 

* The three last terms are respectively intended to show that 
Purusha here referred to is not the Paramatman or the Highest Self, is 
an intelligent (chetana) principle, is a conditioned being.-( A) 

t For, the Atman who is ever free (nitya-mukta) from samsara, 
cannot of Himself be subject to samsara.- (A). 

:j: The objector means : If A tman be immutable (avikriya), not 
subject to changes of state, then it is not proper to say that He is ever 
subject to samsara.-(A). 

§ That "is to say : while experiencing pleasure or pain, the Self, the 
experiencer remains quite unchanged. It is this experience (bboga) 
'vhich constitutes His samsara, and which makes Him a samsarin,-(A). 
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Avidya and Kama are the cause of rebirths. 
It has been said that Purusha is the sa1nsarin ·as experi

encing pleasure and pain. \Vhat is the (experiencing of 
pleasure and pain) due to ?-The Lord says : 

"'" ...... ,...... S~~: ~ilra~r Jt{ ~~ Sltlfij~f~li£. I . ' """ enr~ar ~OT\=iifTS~({ ~q~'!TTit\i£~!1 11 ':( ~ II 
21. Purusha, when seated in Prakriti, expe

riences the qualities born of Prakriti. Attachment 
to the qualities is the cause of his birth in good 
and evil worn bs. 

Because Purusha, the experiencer, is seated in Prakrirti, 
in avidya or nescience,-that is to say, because he identifies 
himself with the body and the senses which are emanations of 
Prakriti,-be experiences the qualities born of Prakriti, mani
festing tbemsel ves as pleasure, pain and del us ion ; he thinks, 
" I am happy, I am miserable, I am deluded, I am wise. ''Over 
and above avidya (the cause of birth), His attachment to (i.e., 
identification of Himse]f with) what He experiences,-namely, 
the qualities of pleasure, pain and delusion,-forms the main 
.cause of Puru~ha's birth. The sruti says : 

'' As is his desire, so is his will." (Bri.Up. 4·4·5.) 
Accordingly the Lord says here :-The experiencer's attach• 
ment for qualities leads him to births in good and evil 
wombs. 

Or the second half of the verse may be cotlstrued, by 
supplying the word 'samsara,' so as to mean: Attachment 
for qualities is the cause of His samsara through births in 
good and evil wombs. 

Good wombs are those of Devas and the like ; evil 
wombs are those of lower animals. We may also add, as 
implied here-being opposed to no teacbing,-the wombs of 
men which are (partly) good and (partly) evil. 
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The sem;e of the passage may be explained as follows : 
Avidya,-spoken of as (Purusba's) being ' seated in Prakriti,' 
-and Kama or attachment for qualities, together constitute 
the cause of Santsara.• 

Self-Knowledge removes the cause of Samsara. 
The twofold cause has been taught here for avoidance, 

(i e., in order that we may try to remove it). The means of 
bringing about the removal of the (twofold) cause are J nan a 
and Vairagya, i.e., knowledge and indifference conjoined with 
samnyasa or renunciation t as has been clearly taught in the 
Gita .. saetra. This knowledge, the knowledge of Kshetra and 
Kshetrajna, bas been imparted in the beginning of this 
discourse. And it bas also been imparted in xiii. 12, et. seq., 
both by eliminating foreign elements (xiii. 12) and by attri
buting alien properties (xiii. 13, et. seq.) 

Now again the Lord proceeds to teach directly what that 
knowledge is : 

~ ' ... 
:ar.rt'!rs~;r.-6r :q ii6T +rr~r +r~~~: 1 

"'" "" """ " q{trl(l1f({ =ettt~'a)f t\6:ST~r9;~15f: '1{: I I "( ~ l' 

22. Spectator and Permitter, Supporter, En
joyer, the Great Lord, and also spoken of as the 
Supreme Self, (is) the Purusha Supreme in this 
body. 

Spectator (U padrasbtri) : a bystander and a witness, 
Himself not acting. \Vhen priests and the sacrificer are 
engaged in a sacrificial act, there is another, an expert in 
sacrificial mai:ters, sitting by their side, not taking part in the 

"'Avidya. being the uj:Jadana or material cause and kama the nimitta 
or efficient ca-use.-A. 

t Vairagya leads to samnyasa ; and knowledge coupled with sam
nyasa brings about the cessation of avidya and kama. -A. 
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act, and discerning what is good and what is bad in the acts of 
the sacrificer and of the priests ; just so, not taking part in the 
activities of the body and the senses, the Self is distinct from 
them, a near witness of the body and the senses and all their 
acts.-Or, it may be also explained thus : Tbe body, the sense 
of sight, 1\ianas, Buddhi, and the Self are the seers. Of these, 
the body is the most external seer ; aod viewed from the body 
inwards, the Self is the innermost and nearest seer, and 
beyond Him there is no seer in the interior· Thus, being the 
nearest seer, He is spoken of as 'Upadrasbtri.' Or, the Self 
is U pa.drashtri because, like the U padrashtri in the sacrificial 
rite, He watches all. He is also the Permitter (Anumantri,) 
expressing approbation or satisfaction concerning the acts of 
those who are engaged i0: action.-Or, though Himself not 
engaged in action while the body and senses are active, He 
seems to. be active in co-operation with them.-Or, being 
their mere witness, He never stands in the way of those that 
are engaged in their respective activities. Supporter 
(Bhartri) : The Self is called the Supporter, because the 
body, the senses, Manas and Buddhi-which aggregate 
together to serve the purposes of some one else, viz., the 
Intelligent Self, and which are, or which convey, mere 
reflections of the Intelligence-are what they are, only as 
made by that Intelligent Self. Bnjoyer (Bhoktri) : The Self 
is the enjoyer because by the Self who is ' nitya•chaitanya
svarupa ', i.e., whose inherent nature is eternal intelligence, 
just as heat is the inherent nature of fire, are clearly pe._rceived, 
in their mutual relations, all states of mind (buddheh
pratyayah), constituted of pleasure, pain and delusion, 
which, as they come into being, are permeated as it were 
by the intelligent Self. The Great Lord: As one with 
the whole universe and independent of all, f-Ie is the Great 
One as well as the Lord. 
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The Supreme Self (Paramatman): the Self who has been 
defined as the Spectator, etc., is Supreme, because He is 
superior to all those things-from the physical body up to the 
Avyakta-which are through ignorance mistaken for the 
Inner Self. Whence He is spoken of as' Paramatinan' in 
the sruti also,-Where is He P-Purusha, who transcends the 
A vyakta, as will be described hereafter in xv. 17, is here in 
this body. 

The Self treated of in xiii. 2 has been described at length,. 
and the subject has been concluded. As to him who knows 
the Self thus described : ...... ,.... . ,..... ~ 

~ ~er crRr ~~tSf sr~ra- :q ~: {1~ t 
(' (.' .... "' """ ...... ~ef~T craillw:fTStt1 il ~ ~~TS T~~t(.fa' ll ~ ~ ll 

23. He who thus knows Purusha and Prakriti 
together with qualities, whatever his cond.uct, he 
is not born again. 

He who knows Purusha in the manner mentioned above,• 
i.e., he who directly perceives Him as his very Self, ' This 
I am,' he who knows Prakriti or Avidya described above t 
with all its modifications, i.e., he who knows the Prakriti as 
resolved into nothing (abhava) by vidya or knowledge,
wbatever life be may lead, (i.e., whether be is engaged in the 
prescribed duties or forbidden acts), be is not born again ; 
that is, be will not have to put on another body on the death 
of this, i.e , at the end of the birth in which he has attained 
wisdom. How much more so the wise man who stands firm 
in the path of duty ! 

(Objectiot~) :-What acts are neutralised by knowledge?
Absence of rebirth subsequent to the attainrnent of knowledge 

* .As th'e basic Reality underlying all manifestations such as Jiva., 
I svara, and so on.-A . 

. t As beginningless, as indefinable (anirvacbya), as the source of aU 
.evl}.-A. 
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has indeed been taught here. But, inasn1uch as it is not 
right (to. suppose) the annihilation, before producing their 
respective effects, of those acts which were done (in the 
present birth) before the attainment of knowledge or of those 
acts which may be done thereafter, or of those which had 
been done in the many past birbs, there should be at least 
three (more) births; for it is not right to suppose the annibi· 
lation of these acts any more than to suppose the annihi
lation of the deeds whose fruits are being reaped in the 
present birth. And we see no distinction between (those two 
groups of) acts*. Accordingly. the three classes of acts will 
give rise to a single birth. Otherwise, the possibility of 
anni~ilation of what has been done would lead to uncertainty. 
everywhere, and the sastra (all scriptural injunctions) would 
become useless. ~Vberefore it is not right to say that ' he is 
not born again.' 

(.Answer) :-No, (it is right), as the following passages of 
the sruti show: 

' His deeds perisb.'-(1-Iund .. Up. 2·2·8.) 

' He who knows Brahman, becomes Brahman Itself.'
(Ibid., 3-2-9). 

' For him there is only delay so lo11g as he is not deliver .. 
ed from the present body).-(Chhand. Up. 6··14-2). 

'A.s the soft fibres of the isbika reed are burnt in the 
fire, so all his actions are burnt.,-(lbia., 5·24-3). 
Consumption of all acts has been taught here. also indv. 37 

*As all acts alike result from ajnana. they must all alike be 
neutralised by knowledge, so that there is no force in the possible argu .. 
ment that the acts which can be neutralised by knowledge are those 
which have not yet begun their effects~ not those which have already 
begun their effects by way of generating the present body.- A. 
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and will be taught also bereafter . .f; And this also stands to 
reason; for, only those acts which spring from avidya 
(nescience), from desire (kama) and such other affections, 
which are the seeds t of all evil, can cause future births; and 
it has also been stated by the Lord here and there in the Gita 
that those actions which are accompanied with egotism and 
desire-but not other action-are productive of results. It 
is also said elsewhere, 

'' As the fire-burnt seeds do not sprout again, so the body 
cannot be formed again, by wisdom·burnt affections.'' 

(Objection) :-Granted that knowledge consumes acts 
done subsequeutly to the attainn1ent of knowledge, inasmuch 
as they are accompanied with knowledge; but it is not possi
ble to explain how it can consume acts done in this life 
before the attainment of knowledge, and those done in the 
several past births. 

(.Amwer') :-Do not say so, because of the qualification 
'all acts' (iv. 37) 

(Objection) :-It may mean all those acts only which are 
done subsequently to the attainment of knowledge. 

(.Answer) :-No, for, there is no reason for the lin1itatiori. 

Now as regards the contention that just as the actions 
which have begun their effects by way of bringing about the 

• ln xviii. 66. the Lord teaches Arjuna to abandon all-Dharmas. 
thus showing that knowledge consumes all actions-A. 

t These seeds of evil, termed klesas are avidya, asmitat raga. 
dvesha, and abhinivesa. Only those atts of dharma and adharma which 
are occasioned by these klesas can bring about incarnate existence, But 
as to the acts of a wise man, their seeds have been fried in knowledge: 
those acts are said to exist only in so far as they present themselves to 
his consciou-sness, pratitimatradehah. Being karmabbasas, mere semb· 
lances of karma, they are not effective causes and cannot bring about 
births; a burnt cloth, for instance, cannot serve the purposes of a cloth, 
-A. 
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present birth do not perish in spite of knowledge, so also 
even those acts which have not yet begun to produce their 
effects cannot perish, (we say) it is wrong.-How P-For, the 
former have, like an arrow discharged, begun their effects. 
Just as an arrow once discharged from a bow at an aim does 
not, even after piercing through the aim, cease to act till it 
drops down on the exhaustion of the whole force with which 
it was propelled, • so also, though the purpose of the bodily 
existence has been gained, the effects of actions which have 
produced the body continue as before till the exhaustion of 
their inherent energy. (On the other hand), just as the 
same arrow when not yet propelled with the energy which is 
the cause of its activity, i.e., when not discharged~ can be 
withdrawn, though already fixed in the bow, so also, the acts 
which have not yet begun their effects, which only abide in 
their own seat,t can be neutralised by the knowledge of truth. 
Thus it is but right to say that when the body of a wise man 
perishes ' he is not born again , 

The four paths to Self .. kno w ledge. 

Now, there are several paths to Self-knowledge, and 
they are mentioned here as follows : 

" ,..... ,... ..... " 
s~rififT~+nit q~(:{re:a CfiT:;:rqr~qr;:r+rT~;t"itf 

" ' .......... ~.......... ' sr.ll' ~T~~c.tif ~Tilit q)q"~fif'l ~f\1\ lt ~ ~ 1-1 

* i.e , provided its action is not checked by some overpowering 
obstacle in the way. A.nd Self.knowledge is no such obstacle in the way 
of the karma which has brought about the present birth ; for, even while 
that knowledge arises, it arises with its power checked by that karmat as 
the latter has already begun to operate. Accordingly, the effects of the 
prarabdha·karma. should be worked out in full.-A.. 

t Svasraya, sabhasa.-a.ntah..karana, i.e., the inner sense or. Manas 
containing the reflection of Spiritual Intelligence.-A. 
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24. By n1editation some behold . the Self in 
the self by the self others by Sankhya ·Yoga, and 
others by Karma-Yoga. 

Meditation (Dhyana) consists in withdrawing by con
centration hearing and other senses into the Manas away 
from sound and other sense-objects, then withdrawing Manas 
into the Inner Intelligence, and then contemplating (that inner 
Intelligence). Hence the comparison, "the crane meditates 
as it were ; the earth meditates as it were ...... the mountains 
meditate as it were" (Chha, Up. 7·6-1). Dhyana is a continu
ous and unbroken thought like a line of flowing oil. By 
meditation the Yogins behold* the Self, the Inner Intelli
gence, in the self (Buddhi) by the self, by their own intelli
gence, i.e., by the antah .. karana refined by Dhyana.-Sankhya 
consists in thinking thus : ' these, Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, 
are Gunas,' Atman is the witness of their acts, eternal, and 
distinct from the Gunas.' By Sankhya Yoga t somel behold 
the Self in the self by the self.-Karma is Yoga§, i.e., that 
Karma or action which is performed in the service of the 
Lord (l•vara). Such a CO'I:l!'Se of action is Yoga-only by a 
figure of speech-inasmuch as it leads to Yoga. Some~ 
behold the Self by this Yoga of action, which, causing purity 

·of the mind (sattva), gives rise to knowledge. 

,lli These Yogins, who are of the highest class of aspirants (uttama .. 
dhikarins) behold . the Self, by meditation, to be identical with the 
Paramatrnan.-A. 

t Sankbya is knowledge got through intellectual investigation 
(vichara}. As leading to Yoga, it is spoken of as Yoga itself.-A, 

t These are the aspirants of the middling class (madhyamadbikarins) 
-A. 

§ As causing purity of mind, Karma leads to Yoga, to the con
. centration of mind·-A· 

•r These are the lowest class of aspirants--A· 
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:at·• NECt:~atr;:r;tt: ~!llls•h~ ~qra6 
'"" ' . " astq :etiTEfij'~;:~(;{ct 3l(~ ~ra:tJ~f(;(O'ff: II '( ~ ll 

25· Yet others, not knowing thus, \Vorship, 
having heard from others ; they, too, cross beyond 
death, adhering to what they heard. 

But there are yet others, who, not able to kno~ the Self 
described above by any one of the several methods already 
pointed out, learn from others, from acharyas or teachers who 
tell them " Do thou thus meditate upon this,. ; they then 
engage in worship, i.e., they contemplate the idea in full faith. 
Even they cross beyond death, i.e., beyond samsara which is 
associated with death-even they whose best equipment when 
commencing to tread the path of moksha consists in what 
they haye heard, i e., who solely depend upon the authority of 
other's instructions and are themselves ignorant. How mucb 
more so, then, those who can independently appreciate evidence 
and discriminate. 

Nothing exists outside the Self. 

The knowledge of the identity of Kshetrajna with the 
Isvara-of the individual soul with the Lord-as taught 
in xiii. 2 has been spoken of in xiii. 12 as the means to 
moksha.-For what reason is it soP-The Lord proceeds to 
explain the reason. 

For, 
'"" . ~Tq~{=f§f~ij' T<ilW~~~q ~TCit:iSf~iil{ I 

iJ~~a~riffflfa:RI: ~~ari~ '' ~~ '' 
26. Whatever being is born, the unmoving or. 

the moving, know thou, 0 best of the Bharatas., 
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that to be owing to the union of Kshetra and 
Kshetra j na.* 

. (Objectio1t) :-Of what sort is this union of Kshetra and 
Ksbetrajna meant to be ? The union of Ksbetrajna with 
Kshetra cannot certainly be a relation through contact 
(samyoga) of e·ach other's ·parts, as between a rope and a 
vessel, inasmuch as Ksbetrajna is, like the akasa, without 
parts. Nor can it be of the nature of samavaya or insepar
able inherence, inasmuch as it cannot be admitted that 
Kshetra and Kshetrajna are related to each other as cause 
and effect. 

(Answer) :-The union between Kshetra and Kshetrajna, 
between the object and the subj~ct, which are opposed to 
each other in nature, is of the nature of mutual adhyasa ; i.e., 
it consists in confounding them as well as their attributes 
with each other owing to the absence of a discrimination 
between the nature of Khetra and that of Kshetrajna, like 
the union of a rope and a mother .. of·pearl respectively 
with a snake and silver when they are mistaken the one for 
the other owing to the absence of discrimination. The 
union of Kshetra and Ksbetrajna which is of the nature of 
adhyasa-which consists in confounding the one with the 
other-is a sort of illusion (mithyajnana); and this illusion 
vanishes-because of its opposition tcJ the right knowledge 
-when a man attains to a knowledge of the distinction 
between Kshetra and Kshetrajna as defined in the sastra, 
when he is able to separate Kshetrajna from Kshetra like 
the ishika reed from the munja-grass and to realise that 
Brahman, the Knowable, which is devoid of all upadhis as 

• Everything is b~rn of the union of Kshetra and Kshetrajna ; there 
exists no being whatever apart from Ksbetrejna who is one with the 
Paramatman; therefore knowledge of that· nnity alone can lead to 
moksha-A. 
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described in the words " It is not said to be existent or 
non-existent " (xiii. 12) is his own Self, when he is convinced 
that, like the elephants and palaces projected by a juggler's 
art, or like a thing seen in a dream, or like a gandbarva
nagara (an imaginary city in the sky). Ksbetra is non
existent and ooly appears to be existent. As tbe cause of 
birth has vanished in the case of such a ma,n, it stands to 
reason that the wise man is not born again (xiii. 23). 

'I'he one Self in all. 
It has bee11 said (xiii. 23) that the effect of right know· 

ledge is the cessation of births through -the removal of 
avidya (nescience) and the like* which form the seed of 
santsara. It has also been said that the oause of birth is 
the union of Kshetra and Kshetrajna caused by avidya. 
Therefore, the right knowledge which alone can remove 
avidya, though already described,. will again he described 
in other words as follows: 

• "''f ~ " • ..... 
~+r ~q~ +!:a'~ T6~ q~;pQ:f.:'{ I 
" " . ,.... ,...... 
TCJii~~(~JCf;:J'<t;:cr ({: q~lfgr ~ q~~~nrr 11 ~ \P 11 

27· He sees who sees the Supreme Lord~ 
remaining the sam·e in all beings, the ondying in 
the dying .. 

The Supreme Lord exists, without any difference, in all 
living beings, from Brahma down to the unmoving object 
(sthavar.a). He is the Lord Supreme as compared with the 
body, senses,· Manas, Bttddhi~ the Avyakta (the unmanifest ... 
ed, i.e., the causal body, the karana·sa.rira, a.vidya} and the 
individual soul ( Atman, ]iva). All living beings are perish
able while the Supererne Lord is imperishable. Thus there is 
a great disparity between the Supreme Lord and -the created 

* i.e., effects {samskara) of avidya-A. 
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beings. For, of all changing states of a being (bhava· 
vikaras),. the change of state called birth is the root ; all the 
other changes ending with destruction occur subsequently to 
birth. There can be· no change of state subsequent to 
destruction, since the object itself does not exist. Attributes 
can exist only when the substance exists. Wherefore, the 
denial of the· final change of state comprehends the denial of 
all the preceding changes as well as their effects. Thus it 
may be seen that the Supreme Lord. is quite unlike all beings 
·and that He is one and ~mmutable in all. He sees (rightly) 
who sees the Supreme ~ord as no >N described. 

(Objection) :-The whole world sees ; why this one in 
particular ? 

. (Answer) ·:-True, the world sees; but it sees erroneously. 
Hence the particularisation ' he alone sees. ' A man whose 
eye is affected with timira sees more moons than one ; and 
with reference to him, he who sees one moon may be 
specified thus, ' be alone sees.' Similarly here, he who sees 
the one undivided Self as described above is distinguished-
'from those who erroneously see many distinct selfs--in the 
.words' he alone sees.' Others, though seeing, yet do not see, 
i1:1asmuch as they see erroneously like those who see more 
moons than one. 

Knowledge of the oue Self leads to moksha. 
To praise the Right Knowledge described above by way 

-of. stating its results the Lord proceeds as follows : 

~ ~~';~ ~~sr ~~~~atfr'au:t 1 

if Kif~lfR~tifrss~mii a-~) ~rr~ trd q{Qq: 11 tt ~ u 
28. Because he who sees the Lord, seated 

the same everywhere, destroys not the self by the 
self, therefore he reaches the Supreme Goal •. 
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He who realises that the Isvara described in the last pre
ceding verse is the same-i. e., be who sees that be dwells in 
all creatures alike-destroys not his own self by himself. 
Because he does not destroy the self, he reaches the Supreme 
Goal, he attains moksba.* 

(Objection) :-No living being whatever destroys itself by 
-itself. Where then is the necessity for the denial " He 
destroys not the self by the self,'' any more than for the 
prohibition t " fire should be consecrated not on earth, not in 
·the sky, not in heaven '' (Tait. Sam. 5-2-7)? 

(Answer) :-This obje·ction does not apply here; for, the 
·necessity may be efeplained on the ground that ignorant men 
-are guilty of ignoring the Self. An ignorant man ignores the 
Self who is quite manifest to all, se1f-manifested, and directly 
visible, and he regards the not· Self (physical body, etc.) as 
himself. Having performed good and evil works (dharma. 
.and a-dharma), he kills even this self (the physical body, etc,) 
which he had accepted and accepts another new self ; he kills 
this again and accepts another and·so on ; thus he goes 011 

killing every new self that he has accepted. An ignorant 
n1an is, accordingly, a. slayer of the self. Even the real Self 
is always killed by avidya, inasmuch as there is no percep
tible effect of His existence. Thus, aU ignorant men are but 

• Knowledge destroys ignorance, and with it all evil is destroyed. 
On the destruction of nescience (ajnana) and false knowledge (mithya. 
jnana), the two veil that have hidden the true nature of th~ Self. the 
sage attains the highest goal, the highest end of man, the Supreme Bliss 
.(Paramananda}-A. 

t The prohibition of the construction of the altar on Ea.rth has a 
meaning, because it is possible to erect one on earth. But the probibi
tion,of the construction of altars in this sky and in the heaven has no 
·meaning, as there is no occasion for the procedure. It has been therefore 
.determined that the prohibition in this latter case should not pe nnder ... 
.stood literally. Similarly we cannot understand the denial here litera.llyo. 
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the slayers of the self. He who, on the other hand, sees the 
Self as described above, kills not self by self in either of the 
ways shown. above. Wherefore, he reaches the supreme good ; 
he reaps the fruit spoken of above. 

Prakriti acts, not the Self. 
It bas been said that be who sees the Lord (the Self) 

remaining the same in every being destroys not the self by 
the self. This may be objected to on the ground that there 
are many selfs, differentiated by differences in their respective 
deeds (karma) and qualities. To remove this objection the 
Lord says: 

~ ~" ,..... ,... ~ 

Slfi~<lEI :q. Cfi';JffllJ TSfill'iiTOllTif ~Cf~: I 

<t: q~~rn ~~SS~'fT;f'lCfiaR \1 q?(~Rf II "( ~ II 

29. He sees, who sees all actions performed 
by Prakriti alone and the Self not acting. 

Prakriti is the Lord's Maya composed of three gunas. 
So the Mantra reads. 

" Let him know that Maya is the Prakriti and that the 
Great Lord is the possessor of Maya.''-(Svetasvatara·Up. 
4 .. 10.) 
By Prakriti,-i.e., Maya, the Sakti or inherent energy of the 
Lord, not the other, i.e., not the (Pradhana, the self-existent) 
Prakriti (of the Sankhyas) descrilSed as transforming Itself 
into causes ar1d effects such as the Mahat,-are done all sorts 
of actions, whether done in speech, thought, or deed. He 
.sees, who realises this truth and also the truth that the Self 
(Kshetrajna) is deyoid of all upadhis or conditions :-i.e., he 
sees the supreme truth. There is no e-vidence· to show that 
there is any variety in Him who is non·agent, unconditioned,. 
and free from all specia1ities, just as there is no variety in the 
aka sa. 
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1'he Self is the source and the abode of all. 
The saa!.e Right Knowledge is again expounded in other 

words:~ 

"" " ~({t ~a'l~;l-lrq-;rq;~;r~q~~:n(f 1 
" . ..... 

~a- O:Sf :q Te{~T~ Sit~ ~;q~~ -aqT \\ ~ o \1 

30. When a man realises the whole variety 
of beings as resting in the One, and is an evolu
tion from that (One) alone, then he becomes 
Brahman. 

\¥hen, in accordance with the teachings of the sastra 
and the teacher, he sees that all the various classes of beings 
abide in the One, in the Self, i.-e., when he intuitively realises 
that all that we perceive is only the Self t, and when he 
further sees that the origin, the evolution, (of all) is from that 
One, the Self,-as stated in the passage '' From the Self is 
life, from the Self is desire, from the Self is love, from 
the SeTf is akasa, from the Self is light, from the Self are 
waters, from the Self is manifestation and disappearance, 
from the Self is food.'' (Chha. Up. 7-26-1)-tben he becomes 
Brahman indeedt 

"' With a view to prevent the supposition that Prakriti and its 
modifications are quite distinct from Purusha, quite external to him .. as 
the Sankhyas say.-A. 

t To explain: on seeing that the whole universe of being in all its 
variety, from Prakriti down to the ultimate particulars (visesha), is 
evolved from. the Self, has derived its being from the Self, he realises 
the essential unity of the universe with the Self. To realise this unity. 
one must merge the Prakri.ti also in unity with the Self : for it is not 
possible to merge the universe of forms in unity with the pure Self except 
by merging also the Prakriti, the root of the whole universe, in the Self. 
-A.. 

t That is to say, he realises the all-pervading nature of the Self, 
inasmuch as the cause of all limitation has been absorbed into unity with 
Self.-A. 
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The Self is nnaffeote·d by the fruits of acts. 

If the one Self be the Self in all the bodies, then He 
must be necessarily affected by their defects. To avoid this 
conclusion it is said : 

31. Having no beginning, having no quali
ties, this Supreme Self, imperishable, though 
dwelling in the Body, 0 son of Kunti~ neither acts 
nor is tainted. 

The Self bas no beginning, no cause. That which has a 
cause perishes by itself, whereas This (Self) does not perish, 
because, as having no cause, He is without parts. Further, 
He does not perish because He is without qualities ; for that 
which has qualities perishes by loss of qualities; whereas the 
Self does not perish, because He is devoid of qualities. Thus 
the Supreme Self imperishaple• He suffers no destruction .. 
Therefore, though dwelling in the body,-the Self is said tG ., 
dwell in the body because the Self is m~nifested in the body, · 
-yet He does not act. Because He does not act, He is not 
affected by the results of acts. The meaning is this :-He 
that is an agent is affected by the fruit of the act; but this 
(the Self) is a non-agent and is therefore not tainted by the 
fruit of action. 

(Objecttton) :-Who. then, in the bodies acts and is 
tainted P If, on the one band, an embodied self, distinct 
from the Supreme Self, acts and js tainted, then the identity 
~f Kshetrajna with the Isvara spoken of in such places as 
xiii. 2 would be inexplicable. If, on the other hand, there be 
110 em bodied self distirct from tl:e Isvara, then tell me who 
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acts and is tainted: or say ~hat the Isvara is not Supreme.• 
On the ground that the doctrine or the Upanishads taught by 
the Lord is thus in every way difficult to understand and diffi
cult to explain, it has been abandoned by the Vaiseshikas, as 
well as by the Sankhyas, the Arhatas, and the Buddhists. 

(.Answe<r) :-As regards this objection, the following 
answer t has been afforded by the Lord Him self.-" It is 
Nature that acts" (v. 14). The idea that there is one who. 
acts and is tainted is a mere illusion (avidya) and nothing else. 
Action does not really exist iu the One Supreme Self. lt 
has, for this very reason, been pointed out by tbe Lord here 
and there that there is no necessity of performing works 
(karma) for those devotees of Wisdom, for the order of 
Paramahamsa· Parivrajakas, who adhere to this doctrine of 
Supreme Truth (Paramartha·~ankhya-darsana) and have 
risen above avidya and vyavahara, nescience and all experi· 
ence (due to avidya). 

Like what does He not act, like what is he not tainted?
. Here follows the illustration : 

~ . ~ . ..... " ..... 
~~T 6Cfrnt ~T~~~~~ iiNT®t('.(Ef I 

c:- " ............ , ' " ' 
~CT;;rren~ar C{tt 'al~TSS~t ill1:1T~Q.;£~ 11 ~ ~ 11 

32. As t.he rll1-pervading akasa is, from its 
subtlety t, never soiled, so the Self seated in the 
body everywhere is not soiled. 

* tf the Isvara be the doer and enjoyer, He is no longer the Isvara,. 
any more than ourselves·-.A.. 

t The answer is this : The Supreme is in realiiy neither the doet· 
nor the enjoyer. Agency and enjoyment are attributed to Him by avidya. 
Therefore the Lord's teaching should be accepted as true.-.!. 

:j: Because akasa is so subtle that it pervades all without obstruction •. 
it is not at all affected by mire1 etc., which it pervades.-!.. 
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The Self i.llumines all. 

Moreover, 

~P.J' sri61~~: R ~rqif~ uer: 1 

~:1- ~siT <r~T ~ stie6T~Rt +rRa I I ~ ~ II 

33· As the one sun illumines all this world,. 
so does the embodied One, 0 Bharata, illumines 
all bodies. 

The embodied one (Kshetriri), the Supreme Self (Para· 
matman), is one and illumines all bodies, the whole material 
being (Ksbetra), from the Avyakta (the unmanifested material 
cause of the universe) down to the unmoving objects, from 
the ' Great Elements' down to 'firmness' (xiii. 5 .. 5 .-The 
illustration by means of the sun serves here a double purpose 
with reference to the Self,-showing that, like the sun, the 
Self is One only in all bodies, and that like the sun He is 
unsoiled. 

The doctrine summed up. 

The teaching of the whole discourse is concluded as 
follows: 

..... ' ,, . 
ar;i8f.S[~lfT~Ef+r.a{ mwt~i'-'T I 

~a~f6~1&i cq ~ f61~lP<t 6 '«q,. u ~ ~ II 
34· They who by the eye of' wisdom perceive 

the distinction between Kshetra and . Kshetraj na, 
and the dissolution of the Cause of beings,-the.y 
go to the Supreme. 

• The Lord proceeds to show that the Self. being the cogniser,
oannot be affected by the attributes of the cognised.-A ... 
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They who in this manner perceive the exact distinction, 
now pointed out, between Ksbetra and Kshetrajna, by the 
eye of wisdom, by means of that knowledge of the Self 
which has been generated by the teachings of the sastra and 
·the maste1" (a chary a), and who also perceive the non-existence 
of Prakriti1 Avidya, A:vyakta, the material cause of beings,
they reach Brahman, the Real, the Supreme Self, and assume 
no more bodies. 

~ lft;a;;taaeuftar~~~ iifltRitu:qi "fma 
sitt"~liil9"cl~ a!lti4;515Jfit+n~Pi\1tt ifAt 

~4ttfts"P . .1fq: I 



FOURTEENTH DISCOURSE. 
THE THREE GUNAS. 

The subject of the discourse. 
It has been said that all that is born is produced by the 

conjunction of Kshetra ana Kshetraj-na.-How can it be soP
The present discourse is intended as an answer to this question. 

Or the connection may be explained thus: With a view
to show that it is Kshetra and Kshetrajna, both dependent 
on the Isvara,-but not independent in themselves as the 
Sankhyas hold,-that constitute the cause of the universe, it 
bas been stated that the dwelling (of the Kshetrajna) in the 
Kshetra (i.e., his self-identification with Kshetr~) and his 
attachment for the Gunas from the cause of samsara (xiii. 
21.)-In what Gunas and in what way is He attached P 
What are the Gu'nas r How do they bind him P How is 
liberation from the Gunas attained? What are the charac
teristics of a liberated soul ? -With a view to answer these 
questions, the Lord proceeds as follows: 

Knowledge of the origin of the universe is 
necessary for Salva. tion. 

~;a1Ei103611·-
• ~ . 

'R ~: SI~~~TTil ~TifTitf ·t~'l''t I 
....... """ ..... ~e~t~etr tiii~: ;ger q~r· 11aRJ:r+rar ifa:t: '1 ~ 1' 

The Blessed Lord said: 

t. I shall again declare that sublime know
ledge, the best of all knowledges ; which having 
learnt, all the sages have passed to high perfection 
fron1 here. 
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Though declared rnore than once in the preceding dis
courses, !'shall again declare that knowledge which is sublime 
as·· concerning itself with the Supreme Being, and which is 
the best of all knowledges as productive of the best result. 
'All knowledges' does not refer to those which have been 
spoken of as knowledge in the verses xiii. 7-lO but to those. 
kinds of knowledge which relate to sacrifices and other such 
things to be known. These (latter kinds of know I edge) do not 
lead to salvation, whereas the knowledge which is going to be 
im.parted i.n this discourse does lead to salvation. So, the Lord 
praises this latter kn'Owledge by the epithets 'sublime' and 
'best,' in order to rouse interest in the minds of the hearers. 
And having learnt this knowledge, all the sages (munis)-tbe 
samnyasins, those who are devoted to contem pla.tion (manana) 
-have passed from here-from this bondage of the body-to 
high perfection, known as moksha or liberation. 

The Lord now proceeds to declare that this knowledge 
unfailing leads to perfection : . ~ ~ 

~r.t •r;f~qyy~~ .. iff.£ ~T~tf~Til~T: I 
...,.""' .... '"' ,.... 

~ifSTtf iiPi~T<l~ !l~<i if o~~J;:ij" :q' ll ~ ll 
2. They who, having resotted to this know· 

ledge, hrlve attained to unity with Me, are neither 
born in the creation, nor disturbed in the dissolution .. 

c Unity ' (sadharmya) here means ' identity.' It does not 
mean ' equality in attributes,' since in the Gita-sastra no 
distinction is made between the Isvara and tbe Kshetrajna. 
And a declaration of the (true main end.( of knowledge) is 
here necessary to praise the_knowledge.• They who, having 
resorted to. this knowledge,-i.e., havmg practised the neces-

* If equality were meant here. then it would only be a statement of 
the fruit of dhyana, not that of knowledge, of which the Lord is here 
speakingA-A. 
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sary means whereby to a.ttain that knowledge,-have attained 
to idenity with Me, the Supreme Lord, are neither born at 
the time of creation nor disturbed at the time of dissolution ; 
i.e., they are not affected even at the time of Brahma's dis· 
solution. 

Evolution of the universe from the union of 
S piti t and Matter. 

The Lord now proceeds to explain what sort of conjunc· 
tion of Kshetrajna is the cause of all beings: 

,,..... ~ ~ ~ 

+r~ ~n~ .. n~:~if at~~ rr+r CN'Ji:<:l~'{ 1 
~ . --. " 

~;:~q: 'Efct~a:t;;r ~~T ¥~'etTa ~~~« ll ~ ll 

3· My womb is the g.reat Brahman ; in that 
I place the germ ; thence, 0 Bharata, is the birth 
of an beings. 

My womb: My own Prakriti,-i.e., the Prakriti which 
belongs to Me, the Maya made up of the three Gunas, the 
material cause of all beings This Prakriti is spoken of as 
great because it is greater than all effects; and as the source 
and nourishing energ.y of all lts n1odi.ficatJOns, It is termed 
Brahman. In that Great Brahman I place the germ, the seed 
of the birth of the Hiranyaga.rbha, the seed which gives birth 

· to all beings. I who am possessed of the two potencies 
· (Saktis), the two Prak'ritis of Kshetra and the !{shetrajna, 
unite the Kshetrajna with Kshetra, the Kshetrajna conforming 
Himself to the upadhis of avidya (nescience), kama (desire), 
·and karma (action). This act of impregnation gives rise to 
.the birth of all beings through the birth of the HiratJyagarbha. 

~ ,,... ........ "'\. ~ " 
~Ef<tTT't~ ~~~ ~fl'~: ~~~qJt=i:t <IT: I 

. '~ ' ~ ~ 
eTBT · ~~ ~f{'ltrn~~ ifJ~51Cf: Tqar 11 ~ l l 
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4· Whatever forms are p~oduced, 0 son of 
Kunti, in any wombs \Vhatsoever, the Great. 
Brahrnan is their \vomb, I the seed-giving Father. 

Wombs : such as the Devas, the Pitris, men, cattle, 
beasts. Forms : such as the bodies which are the condensed 
aggregations of several parts and limbs. Of these forms, the 
Great Brahman (Prakriti) which passes through all states of 
matter is the cause; and I, tbe lsvara, am the Father, the 
author of impregnation of the seed in the womb. 

The guna.s bind the soul. 
What are the gunas i' I-Iow do they bind ?-The answer 

follows: , . ,...... ,..... 
~~Ef ~~~6if .J6 ~un: Slf.iT6~~¥fCIT: I 
" ,...... ""' ,, ',..... 
t;=tilm;:a' ii~Till~ q~ e{l'a:;JifOlJ~ II ~ ll 

S· Sattva, Rajas, Tamas,-.these gunas, 0 
mighty-armed, born of Prakriti, bind fast in the 
body the embodied, the indestructible. 

Sattva (goodness), Rajas (vigour, activity, passion) and 
Tamas (darkness)-thus are the gutzas named.-' Guna' is a 
technical term. It does not mean a property, attribute or 
quality, such as colour, as opposed to the substance in which 
it is said to inhere.• No separate existence of a gun.a and a 
gunin-of an attribute and a substance-is meant .here. 
Accordingly, the gunas here meant are so called because, 
like the attributes of substances, they are ever dependent on. 
another~ namely, the· Kshetrajna, as they are only forms. 
of avidya or nescience; -and they bind fast as it were the 
Kshetrajna. They are said to bind Kshetrajna because 

$ The Gnnas are the primary constituents of the Prakriti and are 
the bases of all substances ; they cannot therefore .b said to be qualities. 
inhering in these substances,- A. 
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they come into being with Kshetraj~za as the basis of their 
existence. Born of the Lord's Maya, they bind fast as it 
were in the body the embodied;!(: one, the indestructible Self.t 
That the Self is inde~tructible has been shown in xiii .. 31. 
J[,:ghty•armed: with powerful arms reaching down to the 

knees. 
(Objection):- It has been said that the embodied one is 

not tainted (~iii. 31). How then, on the contrary, is it said 
"here that the gunas bind hin1 P 

(.Answer) :-\Ve have met this objection by adding 'as it 
were,' ' they bind him as it were.' 

The nature and functions of the gunas. 
Of these three gunas, Sattva is thus defined : 

• " f::o 
a=;J (ol~1f T~J.T~~i!I"HSIEfiTrJCE+ri1T;f~i{_ I 

"'\ ,...... ' 
~~~fi;Cl af~TT~ lfT;=f~Wil ~Til~ l I ~ II 

6. Of these, Sattva, which, from its stainless· 
ness, is lucid and healthy, binds by attachment to 
happiness and by attachment to knowledge, 0 
sinless Qne. 

It is stainless like a pebble-stone, and therefore lucid 
and healthy.:~ Sattva binds the Self by making Him think 
' I affi happy ;'-it binds Him by causing in Him attachment 
to happinesc; §, by bringing about a union of the subject (the 

• Him who identifies himself with the body.-A. 
t They make it appear that the Self undergoes all the changes that 

take place in tbem.-A. . 
t It is stainless, because it is able to ward off all veiling ; lucid, as 

·able to reflect Consciousness ; health, because it is so pure as to 
perfectly mirror the Spiritual Bliss ... A .. 

§ The happiness and knowledge here spoken of are those modifi 
cations of the Sllttvain which Atman's inherent happiness and consci
ousness arc manifested.-A. 
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Self) with the obje~t (happiness). It D"akes Him think 
"Happiness has accrued to n1e." This attachment to happi· 
ness is ari illusion; it is avidya. An attribute of the object 
cannot indeed belong to the subject; and it has been said by 
the Lord that all the qualities from ' desire ' to ' courage,' 
{xiii. 6) are all attributes of Kshetra (matter), the object. 
Thus it is through avidya alone-which forms an attribute 
(dharma) of the Self as the non-discrimination between the 
object and the subject,-tbat Sattva causes the Self to be 
attached as it were to h~iness which is not His own, causes 
Him, who is free fron1 all attachment,. to be engrossed as it 
were in happiness; ·causes to feel happy as it were Him \VbO 

.does not possess the happiness. Similarly, Battva binds the 
Self by attachment to knowledge. From. its mention here 
along with ' happiness.' ' knowledge' meant here must be an 
attribute of the antahkarana-of the Kshetra (matter), of the 
Objeot.-not of the Self; for if it were an attribute of the 
Self, it cannot be an attachment and cannot be a bondage. 
Attachment to knowledge arises in the same way that attach .. 
ment to happiness arises. 

~~ ~Tilf~+it' f'Srf;a fJ;Sotf~it=1"6f'l_ I 

ij"fir~mr ~;~~ ~ew;r ~~-=~q_ '' \t 11 
7. Know thou Rajas (to be) of the nature of 

passion, the sourqe of thirst and attachm·ent ; it 
binds fast, 0 son of Kunti, the embodied one by 
attachment to action. 

Bajas is of the nature of passion, coloring (the soul) like 
a piece of red chalk, etc. Know it to be that from which 
arise thirst and attachment,-thir.st after what has not been 
attained, attaoh~nt or mental adherence to what has been 
.attained. It binds fast the em bodied Self by attachment to 
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action, by making Him attached to actions productive of 
visible and in\'isible results.* 

•"'- ,... ' • t:' .... ,.... 

ait~~CT~Tc:t'GfTCIT~ +rT(ii B Cfe(f'!i1T'J. I 

sr+rrttr~~fi.l~r~~criirtSJ~rre +TT~a ll ~ 11 

8. But, kno\v thou Tarnas to be born of 
on wisdom, deluding all ern bodied beings ; by heed
lessness, indolence and sloth, it binds fast, 0 
Bharata. 

The third guna, Tamas, causes delusion or non-descrimi
nation. 

Again the action of the gunas is briefly described as 
fcJllows: . .... ,.... ('" 

'-1~Ef ij\.ij" :t1~~rcr 'G~: tfi';{tOl +rT~ff 1 

~;rtf~lf s e-+r: sr+rt1t (={~({~~a- If ~ 11 
g. Sa ttva attaches to . happiness, Rajas to 

action, 0 Bharata, while Tamas, enshrouding 
wisdom, attaches, on the contrary, to heedlessness. 

Tamas, by its very nature as a veil, covers the judgment 
caused by Sattva and attaches one to heedlessness, i e., to the 
non-performance of necessary duties. 

The mutual action of the gunas. 
When do the gu11as produce the effects described abovert 

-The answer follows: 

*Though the self is not the agent Rajas makes Him act with the 
idea- • I am the doer.~-A. 

t The question is: Do they produce their effects simultaneously, or 
at different times, each in its turn ? In the former case. do they act in 
mutual concord or discord ?-The answer is that they act at different 
times, each in its turn.-A. 
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~Gf~tt~tNl{tt Q~t4" ltq-fa +lf~Et 1 
. - . ~~: ~~~r a-ilraer at:~: ~ ~~r 11 ~ o n 

ro. Sattva arises, 0 Bharata, predominating 
over l~ajas and Tamas; and Rajas, over Sattva 
and Tamas ; so Tamas, over Sattva and Rajas. 

When Sattva increases, predominating over both Rajas 
and ·Tamas, then, asserting itself, Sattva produces its own 
effect, knowledge and happiness. Similarly, when the guna of 
Rajas increases, predominating over both Sattva and Tamas" 
then it gives ·rise to its own effect, vi~., action such as 
husbandry. Similarly, when the guna called Tamas increases, 
predominating over both Sattva and Rajas, then it produces 
its own effects, the covering of wisdom, etc. 
How to know when a particular guna is predominant. 

What is the characteristic mark by "Which to know when 
a particular guna is predominant ?-The answer follows : 

~~m"'t~ ~~s~ .. ~~~ ~~if~ 1 

~Tif <it\T 6({T f~Tfii~ {1=!fq~~ U ~ t 11. 
1 I. When at every gate in this body there 

shoots up wisdom-light, then it may be known that 
Sattva is predominant. 

All the senses such as hearing are for tbe Self the gate· 
ways of perception. When at all these gates in tb.is body 
there arises what is called light, illumination (prakasa)-i.e., 
the presence of antah·karana, of buddhi,-then we have what 
is called knowledge (jnana). Wheu the light of knowledge 
thus springs up, then, by that mark ·of knowledge, it n;1ay he 
known that Sattva is predominant. 

The characteristic marks of predominant Rajas are 

these: 
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~ 2. Greed, activity, the undertaking of works, 
unrest, desire-these arise when ~ajas is predomi
nant, 0 lord pf the Bharatas. 

' Greed: desire to appropriate the property of another. 
ActiT.#t:y : action in general. Unrest : giving vept to joy, 
attachment etc. Desire: thirst after all 'things in general. 
These are the characteristic marks seen when Rajas is 
predominant. 

.... t"\. ' "" 6Jq'C6f'ffi'SSTif6Jtl ST'lfqT :ijft Q;et 'it I 
.... ,...... . " ,..... ..... . 

q+f~~TTif e:rr~a- ~~~i: ~~;:r II ~ ~ t I 

13. Darkness, heedlessness, inertness, and 
error,-these arise when Tamas is predominant, 0 
descendant of Kuru. 

Darkness : absence of' discrimination. Inertness : 
Extreme inactivity, the result of.darkness. Heedlessness and 
error are also the effects of darkness. 

Life after death ·as governed by the gunas. 

Whatever result is obtained after death,-even that is 
caused by attachment and desire and is all due to the gunas. 
This is taught as follows : 

~r ~~er • s ~qj qyftf m , 
a<n~~n~crt ite6Rif(Jr-=srr6tN.r~ n ~ v 11 

14 .. If the embodied one meets death when 
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Sattva is predominant, the~ he· attains to the .spot• 
less regipns *of the knoyvers.of the High·est. 

The embodied : the Self. The· Highest : the Mahat and 
the like principles (Tattvas). · 

· '~'Q Sf~~ iJ~T iiif~fl-1 atr~~ I 
" "' '" ' ·~t~r SI®T~+ne ~~na~ ~J~a 1.1 t t.t. t l 

I·S·. Meeting dec:tth in r~ajas, /he is hom 
a·mong those attached · to . action ; and, dying in 
Tamas, he is born in the wombs ot the irrational. 

If he meets death when Rajas is predominant, he is born 
.among men, who are attached to action. The irrational ; 
-cattle and the like. 

Here f~llows a summary of what has been taught in the 
preceding \l'erses : 

~ . "·"~· ·~qar: fi~~T&;: ~TT~'(Eii Tn;J<i ~~ I 

·~~~ tti~ s;:~~ aitEI: ~~ u ~ ' n 
I 

·I6. The fruit of good action, they say, ts 
Sattvic t and pure ; while the fruit of Raja.s is 
pa·in, and ignorance is the fruit of Tamas. 

Good actio1~ : Sattvic action. They : the wise. ~aja . 
means Rajasic ·action, as this section treats of actions. The 
fruit of Rajasic actions is· only paint which is ~ajasic : for, 
the eff~ct ·should be consonant with the cause. Ta~ 
means Tamasic. action, a-dharma or sin. 

* The Brahma-loka ~nd the llike, where · Raj'as and Tamas aevet 
'Predominate. as we are told in the scriptures (agamas).-A.. · 
· t i.e., brought about by Sattva ; devoid of impurities such. as mar 
arise from Rajas and 'l'amas.-A. 
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'Ihe functions of the gunas summed up. 
And what arises from the gunas? 

" . " " ~~~ST<re' mc:r ~er et\1' ~ ~ t 
..... ~ .... ' ' SliTTC{flf8J a'feT ~erarsm;p:rq fil 11 ~ ~ n 

I 7· From Sattva arises wisdom, and greed. 
from Rajas ; heedlessness and error arise from 
Tama·s, and also ignorance. 

From Sattva : V\7 ben Sattva asserts itself. 
Moreover, 

Cit ,.... """',.... 
~~ if,-.@1•6 IS=tet~T ;r~<r fflWP« ~Gr6T: 

\iti(f:i.l!Jafi!Rf"'l SNT ~~ij 6Hl«J: 'I ~ ' II 

18.. Those who fullow Sattva go upwards : 
the Rajasic remain in the middle; and the Tama ... 
sic, who follow in the coarse of the lowest gutta~ 
go do~·nwards. 

Those who follow the_ course of Sattva-guna will· be born . 
in the region o~ the. Devas or the like. The Rajasic will 
d~ell among. men; The. Tamasic-those who follow the. 
course of Tamas, the lowest guna-will go· down, i e., they 
will be born in the wombs.of cattle and the like creatures. 

I ' 

. Realisa..tion of the Self be.yond th~ guua.s leads 
to immo.-~ality, 

It has been briefly taught in the preceding discourse 
that the cause of : sa.msitra-of the Purusha~$ birth in the 
wombs of high and ·low· creatures-is the attachment which . 
th~ Pu,.-usba,. whom undet the influence of d~e illusory know· 
ledge. that leads· him -to identify himself with Prakriti, has. 
for· objects of experience, i.e.,: for the gu~'as which ~ssume. the 
forms of pleasur~, pain -~d · delusion;-tbe· ·attacl;tmeJ;tt. which 
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makes him feel "I am happy, miserable, deluded." The 
same thing. has been described at length here (xiv. 5 et. seq.): 
the nature of the gunas, their functions, how they bind by 
their functions, the destination of the persons enslaved by the 
functions of the gunas; all. about the cause of bondage rooted 
in illusion, Now, with a view to teach that moksha accrues 
from right knowledge, the Lord says: . .... ~ . " ctr;tr ~l~: ~T1( ~c;:r ~rs~q~llra 1 

uat+~~ tR: frf~ ~~ ~sff.lrtqfa u ~ ~ n 
Ig. When the seer beholds not an agent 

-other than the gu1tas and knows Him who is 
higher than the gunas, he attains to My being. 

When a man is enlightened and realises that there is no 
agfm.t other than the· gunas which transform themselves into 
the bodies, senses and sense-objects, when he sees that it is 
the· gunas that in all their modifications constitute the agent 
in 'all actions ; when he sees Him who is distinct from the 
gunas, who is the Witness of the gunas and of their functions, 
then he attains to My being: i.e., seeing that All is Vasudeva • 
he becomes Vasudeva.• 

Now the ~rd proceedS to teach how he attains to. it. 

!Jrsit~r.tiR.t st~(t ~~~~ I 
~~~~~~~i~S'l6~~ \1 ~.o ll 

20. Having crossed beyond these three 
gunas, which are the source of the body, the 
embodied one is freed· from birth, death, decay 
and pain, and attains, the immortal. 

" Then his identity with Bra.hman becomes manifest.-A. 
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The wise man crosses, while still alive, beyond the three 
gunas which ~onstitute the upadhi of Maya t and the seed out 
of which the body is evolved. He is ·emancipated, while still 
alive, from birth, death, decay and pain, and attains to. 
i~mortalitY: ·in this way he attains to My being. · 

The mark~ of & liberated soul. 
When it was said tbat (the wise man).crosses beyond the 

~s and attains to immortality while still alive, Arjuna 
I found an occasion for a question and. asked : · 

1fi;t :SEU'Ei-

~icl1~1ffl81'Wfamt q"iff6 Sf~ 1 

~P:: !Pi \aiCI"'ij011Wf~CRi6 II ~ ~ 1 j . 
. Arjuna said : 

21.. By what marks, 0 ~ord, is h~ known 
who h(ls cfossed beyond those three gunas P 
What ,is his conduct, and how does he pass beyond 
those three gunas. · 

, . '.ijavin,g been thus asked by Arjuna as to what .are the 
characteristic marks of one who bas crossed beyond the gunas 

. and as to the. means of . crossing the 'gunas, the Lord proceeds. 
to, answer ·the two questions. · First as to t~e question ' by 
what marks is he known who has crossed beyond the gnnas t· 
listen to what follows : . 

. tftt:iil41ijC11'EI :~ 
.. ,...,. ' ... ' .. st'&m =if !!1if'6 ~ ;m{tfct 'it qrvcCI · 1 

" "' ,..... " " " if · ~-@=SI~~TTil if TifVJTlir 'ilfl a l l.. ':t Tt l I 
t i'he, three gunas are the co .. stituents of. Maya, the·upadhi, :and 

ere the ~qrce of·~l evil.-A. . 
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The -Blessed Lord said : 

22. Light and activity and delusion present, 
0 Pandava, he hates not, nor longs for them 
absent. 

Light' is the effect of Sattva, aoti'Oity of Rajas, and 
delusion of Tamas. He does not hate these when present, 
when they clearly present tbemselves:as objects of conscious
ness. It is only in the absence of right knowledge that a man 
hates them thus:' I have now a Tamasic idea by which I am 
deluded; there has atisen in me the Rajasic activity which is 
painful, and urged on· by this Rajas I have fallen from my 
true nature, and painful is this fall from my true nature ; and 
the Sattvic guna, which is I uminous, binds me by way of 
ascribing discrimination to me and causing· attachment to 
happiness.' But tbe man who has risen above the gunas 
does not thus hate th,em when they present themselves to his 
consciousness. Unlike a man of Sattva (or Rajas or Tamas) 
who longs for the Sattvic (or Rajasic or Tat;nasic) states 
which first presented themselvss to his consciousness and then 
disappeared, he w.ao has risen above the gunas does not long 
after things which have disappeared.-This is a mark which 
others cannot perceive ; it serves as a . mark for the individual 
himself, as it can be perceived by himself alone; .no man 
indeed can perceive tbe hatred or the desire which presents 
itself to another man's consciousness. 

The conduct in life of the Liberated one. 
Now follows the answer to the question, what is his 

conduct who has risen above the gunas? 

~e;:r6\;rct~ifffl') ~ ;f · fee-;rt~6' 1 

gu~r cta-..a: -~Et ~Sqfam~ ~wit '' tt ~ II 
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23. He who, seated as a neutral, is not 
moved by gunas ; who, thinking that gunas act, is 
fir.m and moves not; 

' ~;rs;:~ij~: (CI~: ~+l(l;J!~il"CiiT9iit: I 

s~~fSr\l{TNitr iR~~~f;r.:ttRJte~1r: ll ~ tl ll 
24. He to whom pain and pleasure are alike, 

who dwe11s in the Self, to whom a clod of earth 
and stone and gold are alike, to whom the dear 
and the un~ear a.re alike, who is a man of wisdom, 
to whom censure and praise are same ; 

The Self-knowing samnyasin, like a neutral man who 
inclines to neither party,* treads firmly the path t by which 
be seeks to rise above the gunas ; he does not swerve from 
the state of discrimination. This is made clearer by what 
follows next : the gunas transforming themselves into the 
body, sense..:.; and .sense·objects, act and react upon each other. 
Thus thinking, be remains unshaken. i.e., he remains in his 
own true nature.-There is another reading which makes this 
part mean "thus thinking, he acts.~" Who awells in the 
Self: who is calm. 

Moreover: ' ..... ,..... ,.... .... 
+nitrq~t c1~r~~<n:~~r r;r~n~q&Jqr: 1 

~ " " t\ ' ~cr~~~trl~~~ifr ~auara: e- ~i.[a 11 ~ '-\ II 

• This is to illustrate how the Self-knower, in virtue of his know
ledge of the immutability of the Self, ceases to regard himself as the 
doer of actions .and does not engage in any action--A. 

t This path is Self.knowledge.-A. 
l This action is the continuation of a mere semblance of action 

which. he knows~ does not pertain to hi~-A· 
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25. The same in honour and disgrace, the 
~a me- towards friends and enemies) abandoning all 
undertakings, -he is said to have crossed beyond 
the gu1tas.· 

'J!h,e same : unaffected. Though neutral from their own 
standpoint, some appear to others as if they were on the side 
<>f friends or ·on the side of foes; but this man appears to be 
same to friends and foes. He renounces all actions, produc
tive of visible and invisible results, except . those which are 
.necessary for the bare maintenance of the body. 

Devotion to the Lord leads to liberation. 

The attributes described in xiv. 23, 24, 25. form a rule 
of conduct laid down for the samnyasin who seeks moksba, 
so long as they are to be achieved by effort ; but when they 
.are firmly ingrained in his nature, as may be perceived by 
himself, they form marks indicating that th:e devotee bas 
risen above the gunas. • 

The Lord proceeds next to answer the question' How 
does one pass beyond these three gunas P' 

m :q ~)Sottflt:q{(IJI ~~~)q;r «q'ij- I 

~ ~crn•ailfit~~~~ qr~~r~ cti~q'6 ll ~ ~ II 
* These attributes, such as indifierence to the various modifications 

.and functions of the gunas, have to be acquired with special effort prior 
to the attainment of. Self-knowledge (vidya) : and the aspirant for Self
knowledge should therefore cultivate these virtues, as they are the 
means of attaining it. But, on the rise of Self·knowledge, when the 
aspirant becomes a Jivanmukta (one who is liberated while still living in 
the body,) all the attributes mentioned here form part and parcel of his 
nature and serve as marks of liberation which he can perceive for 
himsel£.-A. 
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26. And he '\vho serves Me with unfailing 
Devotion of Love, he, crossing beyond those three 
gunas, is fitted for becotning Brahman. 

A samnyasin ( yati ), or even a man of works ( karmin ), 
who serves Me-the Isvara, Narayana-dwelling in the heart 
of all beings, with a never-failing Bbakti· Yoga,• in devotion 
to discriminative knowledge,-this Bhakti-Yoga being indeed 
the result of the Grace and Mercy of the Lord,-he crosses. 
beyond the three gunas mentioned above and is fit for 
becoming Brahman, i e., for moksba. 

Unity of Atman. 

How can it be so t ?-Listen : 

' " " A'fltotr T8: ~am s~~e-~To<t~ :q 1 
('> ~ ,..... 

fJT'aa~ ~ ~"~ ijf...q~~r-=6tfi~ :et: l l ~" ll 

27. For I am the abode of Brahman, the 
Imrnortal and the Immutable, tl)e Eternal Dharma, 
and the unfailing Bliss. 

For, in· Me, in the Pratyagatman, in the true Inner Self. 
abides Brahman, the Supreme Self (Paramatman) who is 
immortal and immutable; who is the Eternal Dharma, i.e .•. 
who· is attainable by the Dharma of 1 nana ... Yoga or wisdom
devotio~ ;· who is the unfailing Bliss, the Supreme Bliss, the 
Bliss Immortal. Because I,-tbe Pratyagatman, the lmmor-

* Bhakti-Yoga is that Supreme Love (Parama-preman) which leads 
to communion with the Supreme. To serve God in Bhakti-Yoga means 
to constantly contemplate Him by completely withdrawing the mind 
from all external objects, from tbe non·Self. In ·virtue of the Divine 
Grace, he· is endued with right" knowledge. Thus enlightened, he 
becomes Brahm m while still alive.-A. 

t i.e., how can the sage be himself .:B~ahman ? 
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tal Self,--am the abode of the Supreme Self, therefore by 
Right Knowledge .one se~s that the Pratyagatman is the very 
S1r1preme Self. Itis this truth which has been declared in 
the preceding verse in the words '' he is fitted for becoming· 
Brahman.'' 

The. meaning of the passage may be explanined as 
follows : It is through His Isvara·Sakti,--through. . the 
power He has to manifest Himself as Isvara or the Lord ·of 
the universe,-that Brahman shews His grace to His devotees, 
and so on. I am only that power or Sakti in manifestation,. 
and am therefore Brahman Himself ; for Sakti-power, 
potentiality, energy-cannot he· distinct from , the one in . 
whom it inheres. 

The verse may also be explained as follows : 
By ' Brahman,' is 'here meant the Conditioned Brahman, 

who alone can be spoken of by any such word as 
' Brahman.'-!, the Unconditioned and t);le Unutterable, am 
'the abode .of the Conditioned Brahman, who is Immortal a.nd 
!~destructible. I am also the abode of the Eternal· Dharma 
of Wisdom· Devotion, and the abode of the unfailing Bliss 

. born of that pevotion. 

, ~ ~+t'iti1Eia1at't(QMf4~ Miiifilttr'4t '"'lR 
ltUII:i;'fiitEII( goa'!(;qfit.-naa:tilq) it11i 

, ~~s~:u 



FIFTEENTH DISCOURSE. 

THE SUPREME SPIRIT. 

The Tree of Samsara.. 
Because all living beings are dependent on Me for the 

fruits of (their) actions, and the wise for the fruit of their 
knowledge, therefore those who serve Me with Bhakti-Yoga 
(Devotion of Love) ·cross beyond the gunas by My Grace, 
through the attainment of knowledge, and attain liberation 
(moksha) ; much more so those who rightly understand the 
real nature of the Self. Wherefore tbe lord proceeds in the 
present discourse to teach the real nature of the Self • though 
u.nasked by Arj una. 

First he describes the nature of samsara or mundane 
existence by a figurative representation as a tree • in order to 
produce vairagya or absence of all attachment. For, he 
alone who is free fn:-tm all attachment, and no other person, is 
fit for attaining the knowledge of the real nature of the 

.Lord. 

~-
~ . 

~~1:1~<!5it~:~r~+r'QN ~T§~~ I 

~ttt~ ~~ qotrr;r q'Ii ~ct ~ ~Ffrt. ,, ~ ,, 
I. They spe.ak of the indestructible Asvattha 

having its root above and branches below, whose 
leaves are the· metres. He who- knows it knows 
the V.edas. 

•samsara is represented as a tree because it can be cut off like a 
tree•-A. 
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As Brahman with !viaya tc: or the unmanifested potentia
lity is subtle in point of time, as He is the Cause t, as He 
is eternal, as He is great, .He is spoken of as the one above. 
·rhe One above is the root of this Tree of Samsara, which is 
therefore said to have i~s root above. The Sruti says : 

"With roots above and branches below., this Asvattha. is 
eternal.'' (Katha-Up. 3-2-1). 

In the Purana also it is said : 

" The root from which the Eternal Tree of Brahman ~ 
has sprung is· the Avyakta, the Unmanifested. It has 
de·vel oped by the strength of the same (A vyakta). Its trunk 
is Buddhi, the sense-apertures Its hollows, the great elements 
Its boughs, the sense--objects Its leaves and branches, dharma 
and a-dharma Its fair blossoms, pleasure and pain Its fruits 
affording livelihood to all creatures. And this is the resort § 
of Brahman (the Highest Self), and that Highest Self is (the 
essence) of that Tree of Brahman. Having cut asunder and 
split the Tree with the mighty sword of knowledge II and 
then attained to the Bliss of the Self, none comes back from 
there again.'' 

* Brahman who is Kutastha (immutable) cannot by Himself be the 
cause.-A. 

t This is to shew how Brahman is " subtle in point of time.'" 
Brahman is the Cause because He is . _the invariable antecedent of all 
effects.-A. 

t i,e., the Tree occupied, presided over. led, governed, guided, by 
Brahman. It. is said to be eternal because it cant1ot be cut ·except 'by 
knowledge.-.!.. 

" It is in this Tree of samsara that Brahman abides.-This portio:& ... 
is interpreted to mean '\Brabmanjs the resort of this Tree of samsara : 
for this infinite universe bas its basis in Brahman and in nothing else. 
It Is indeed BrahtXJan Himself that, owing to· av:idya, manifests Himsel 
in the form of this universe.-A. · 

II The knowledge ·• I am Brahman;"-A. 
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They speak of the illusory samsara as a tr~e rooted above. 
·The Mahat, the Abamkara (Egoism), the Tanmatras (the 
Elemental Essences), etc., are its branches as it were, and 
these extend downwards ; whence the tree is said to have its 
branches below. They call' this tree 'Asvattha' because it 
wiU 171ot abide the same even till tomorrow, because it 
undergoes destruction every moment. The illusion (Maya) 

·of samsara having existed in time without beginning, they 
· say that this Tree of samsara is eternal ; for, it rests, as is 
well known,. on a continuous series of births which is without 
·beginning or .end and is thus eternal. The Tree of Samsara 
is further qualified thus: The metres (chhandases) are its 
leaves as it wer~; they are so called because, like leaves, the 
metres (Vedas) such as Rik, Yajus and Sam an protect' (' chai/,' 
to cover) the Tree of ·samsara. Just as the leaves of a tree 
serve to protect the tree, so do the Vedas* serve'to protect 
·the Tree of Samsara, as treating of dharma (merit) and 
a-dharma (demerit), with their causes and fruits. He wbo 
knows.the Tree of Samsara and its· Root as described above 
is a knower of the reaching of the Vedas. Indeed nothing 
·else, not even an iota, remains to be known beyond this Tree 
of Samsara and its Root. He who knows It is therefore 
omniscient.-This is· to extol the knowledge of the Tree of 
Samsara and its Root. 

Now follows another figurative representation of the 
members of this ·rree of Samsara: 

.... ' <: 
S{~iQ:TSq ~61~ ~Jf.SJ: 

!I0'($1'~1 ~~;rstCIT~J: I 

~IJ ~~l"t~Qrfit 
·~ "" ' ,, 

Cfi;Jmifrffftif ~~Ttti 11 tt u . 
• The ritualistic sections of the Veda treat of the path of ascent and 

"descent of the soul; they protect sam$ara.by concealing its defects.-A.. 
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2. Below and above are its branches spread, 
·nourished by the gunas, sense-objects its buds ; 
.and below in the world of man stretch forth the 
roots ending in action. 

From man down to unmoving objects below, ~d from 
him up to the abode of. Brahma, the Creator of the Universe_. 
whatever regions are attained as the suitable reward of know-
1edge and action,-each varying according to the character of 
knowledge or of action,-tliey are the spreading branches as 
it were of that Tree ; they are nourished and fattened by the 
gunas of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, which form their material 
.basis (upadana). The sense-objects such as sound are the 
buds, as it were, sprouting from the branches of the physical 
and other bodies which are the result of actions.-The 
Highest Root of the Tree of S.amsara has been mentioned 
already, and now will be mentioned the secondary roots as it 
were (of the universe), as leading to acts of dharma or 
a-dharma: vi~.. the latent impressions (vasanas) of the 
feelings of _attachment and a'\"ersion, etc., which were caused 
. by the fruits of actions. These roots are spread in this world 
·of man below *-belo·w the regions of Devas and the like
.and. give rise to acts of dharma and a-dharma, these acts 
springing up on the up-sprine:ing of those vasanas. Those. 
·roots· are spread especially in the world of man. It .is while 
·here, as is well-known to all, that men concern themselves 
with action t. 

out the Tree and seek the Goal . 
. And as to the Tree of Samsara just described, 

• i.e,, in the linga-sariras of men these feelings of attachment and 
aversion are constantly present.-A. 

t That is to say, it is while in the human body especially, that on& 
is fit to engage inaction. -A. 
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' ' ~ ' "~ " ;:r ~tl1l~t£ a~rq®+tr~ ;:rr;~n ;f :q'fTC{c:r rcr ~t=stram 1 

st~~~ ~fq~Gfi~q~wsnvat t:~if ~"' '' ~ ''· 
• ,...._ N • ,..._ " ~ ....... 

6Er: qt{ 6Nr(+ffTif6~ <Jf{+frifar it TilEfaT•i!t +t<r: 1 

6~er ~~ !J<iti srqif ~~: st~Rl': S[(i6T ~ ll ll II 
3· Its form is not perceived as such here, 

neither its end nor its origin nor its existence. 
Having cut asunder this firm-r.ooted Asvattha 
with the strong sword of dispassion. 

4· Then That Goal should be sought for, 
whither having gone none return again. ''I seek 
refuge in that Primeval Purusba whence streamed 
forth the Ancient c:urrent.'' 

.As sucJz. : as described above. Its form as such is 
perceived by nobody here : for it is very much like a dream, 
a mirage a gandharva"flagara (an ima·ginary city in the sky) 
produced by a juggler's art ; indeed, it appears and dis
appears.* It has therefore no finality, no end t. Neither 
has it a beginning : nobody knows 'It has proceeded 'from this 
point.' Its existence-i.e., its ~ature· between the origin and 

* One may suppose that the Tree of Satnsara., constantly kept up as 
it is by attachment etc., has no beginning and is not liable to destruction 
in itself, and that it is not even possible for one to cut it asunder. To 
remove this idea, the Lord says that the Tree of Samsara described 
above, though not perc;:eived through our sense-organs, should be inferred 
to be as described above from the teachings of the sastra (scripture). So 
it is possible for one to cut it asunder by means of knowledge.-.A.. 

t In the absence of knowledge, samsara bas no end, _inasmuch as. 
illusion. vasanas (latent tendencies acquired in the past) and works give 
rise to one another, by action and reaction. Sam sara is firmrooted : and 
one should therefore put forth a very-strong effort to uproot it, by 
resorting to renunciation through practice of indifference.-A. 
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·'the end-is perceived by nobody. Dispassion: freedorn 
from attachment to children, to wealth, and to the world. 
St,.ong: strengthened by a resolute bent of mind towards the 
Supreme Self and sharpened again and again on the whetstone 
of the practice of true discrimination. Ott~Jt asuraiJ,er: uprooted 
the Tree of samsara with its seed. 

Then the aspirant should seek for and know the abode 
of Vishnu beyond that Tree. Those who have reached this 
Goal never return to samsara.-How is that Goal to be 
sought after P-It is sought after thus: "I seek refuge in 
Him, the Primeval Purusha,'• who is spoken of as the Goal; 
i.e., He is to be sought for by way of seeking refuge in 
Him. -.\Vho is this Purusha P-It is that Purusha from 
whom the emanation of the Tree of the illusory Samsara 
str,eamed forth, just as iliusory sights (maya) issue from out 
of· a juggler. 

The Path to the Goal. 
What sort of persons reach that Goal P-Listen: 

,.... ~ "' !i:::... "' 
T'f+rfiflll~T r~:naff~TI!fT: 

~<.tt~+l'ffl~T fetf;;~~C6f+rf: I 
~l"t' .oa11). 

'§:r'§:TCf~'ij;T: ~~: ~«~-

;l~+LGT: trc{t=lo~~ . ~fl l I ~ . 'J 
5· Free from pride and delusion, with the 

evil ·of attachrnent conquered~ ever dw·elling in the 
Self, their desires having completely turned away, 
liberated from the pairs ?f opposites known as 
pleasure and pain, the undeluded reach that Goal 
Eternal. 

Dwelling, eta: constantly engaged in the contemplation 
of the nature of the Supreme Self. Phei'f aesif'es, etc : they 
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become santnyasins, all desires having fled without leaving 
any taint behind. That : described above. 

The Goal is the Lord's Glorious Being. 
The Goal is again specified thus: 

' ..._,. !\. 
;:r ai(mCia- ~~r if ~~r il qrq-Cfi: 1 

,..... ~ ' . 
~~efT if Tilf:4 ~;:a- (f;m'+f ~+r ii+r l I ~ I I 

6. That the sun illumines not, nor the moon, 
nor fire; That is My Supreme Abode, to which 
having gone none return. 

The sun, though possessed of the power of illumining all• 
does not illumine that Abode, the Abode of Light· That 
Abode to which having gone none return, and which the sun 
and other (1 urninous bodies) do not illumine, is the Highest 
Abode of Vishnu· . 

Jiva is a ray of the .Lord. 
It has been said 'to which having gone none return.' 

But, as everybody knows, going ultimately leads to retun1ing, 
union to disunion. How can it be said that there is no 
.returning of those who have reached that Abode P-Listen ; 

··how that may be is thus explained: 

+r'aefhur Gfrala~ Gftet~: t:TifRTif: ' 
t\,..... ,....., ,....., " ~" 

~if:t:~~rifn~<~TTtJt Sf'§Ta~ntt C6~Rr " \SI u 
7· A ray of Myself, the eternal Jiva in the 

world of Jivas, attracts the senses, with manas the 
sixth, abiding in Prakriti. 

An integral portion of Myself-of the Supreme Self, of 
Narayana,-is. the eternal Jiv.a (individual soul) in samsara• 
manifesting himself in every one as the doer and enjoyer. 
He is like the sun reflected in water; the reflected sun is .but 
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a portion of the real sun; and on the removal of water the 
reflected sun returns to the original sun and remains as that 
very. sun.-Or~ it is like the. akasa (space) in the jar, which is 
limited by the upadhi of the jar. This akasa of the jar is but 
a portion of the infinite ak\.sa and becomes one with the latter 
on the destruction of the jar which is the cause of limitation ; 
then it returns no more. Thus the statement "to which 
having gone none return'' is quite explicable. 

(Objection) :-How cau there be a portion of the Supreme 
Self who has no parts? If He has parts, He would be liable 
to destruction on the separation of parts. 

(.Answer) :-Our theory is not open to this objection; for, 
it is only a portion limited by the upadhi set up by avidya ; if 
is a portion as it \vere, an imaginary portion. This truth was 
established at length in the thirteenth discourse, 'IF 

How Jiva dwells in the body and departs from it. 
How does the Jiva of individual Soul,, who is only an 

imaginary portion of Myself, live in the world? or how does 
he leave it ? t-Listen : He draws round himself the (five) 
senses, such as hearing, with the n1anas, the sixth sense
those six senses which abide in the Prakriti, i.e., in their 
respective seats such as the orifice of the ear. 

When (does be draw them round himself)? 
I"\ • ""',..., " 

~~r~ ~~efT$JTTa" ~l!ii'Tt3~$f+r6t~~: 1 
""~ "' . ,..... ~ ,..... 

~~T~Sf~Tri=f ~~TT« Cfl~~fTil'afNT~T({ II ' l l 
8. When the Lord a.cq uires a body, and 

when He leaves it, He takes these and goes, as the 
wind takes scents from their seats. 

*' lt has been shewn there that, as a matter of faci, ]iva is not a 
portion of Paramatman, that be is identical with the Supreme Self.-A. 

t i.e., if Jiva is the Supreme Self, how is it that he is spoken of as 
a samsarin, or as departing from this world ?-A· 
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\'Vhen the Jiva, the Lord of the aggregate of the body 
and the rest, is to leave the body, then (he draws round him
self the senses and the manas). · When he leaves a former 
body and enters another, he does so, taking these-the (five) 
senses with the ·manas the sixth-with him as the wind takes 
with it the scents of flowers. 

\Vhat then are those (senses) P 
"' • c:- • • ..... 

g{J::t :q~: tq~c:r rq 4(~;.r mOT;rcr ~ 1 
,... . "' ' "" ern~r~ ;r;r~r~ teJ~<{T~q;eq:a- \1 ~ 11 

g. The ear, the eye and the touch, the taste 
and the smell, using these and the manas, he 
enjoys the sense~obj ects. 

Using the manas along with each sense separately, the 
Dweller in the body enjoys the sense-objects such as sound. 

The Self is visible only to the eye of know ledge. 
. " . " . " 

~+l~ J{Q"~ Efnq ti~T:rt en tJGtftC:Cf~tf .. I 

~:JI~r ~f~~m~ tr~<rFa ~=n;r=etglt: n ~ o 11 
.ro. H1m who departs, stays and enjoys, who 

is conjoined with gunas, the deluded perceive not; 
they see, who possess the eye of knowledge .. 

Him who thus dwells in the body, who leaves the body 
once acquired, who stays in the body, who perceives sound 
and other objects~ who is always in association with gunas, 
i.e., whon1 all dispositions of mind-such as pleasure, pain 
delusion-invariably accompany, the deluded do not recognise. 
They do not see Him, though in this way He comes quite 
within the range of their vision, because they are deluded in 
'fat'ious ways, their minds being forcibly attracted by the 
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enjoyment of objects seen and unseen.* Ah! such is human 
perversity.-Tbus does the Lord regret.-But those whose 
wisdom-eye t has been opened by an authoritative source of 
knowledge, i.e., who possess the power of discrimination, do 
recognise Him. 

No self-knowledge without Yoga. 

A few, however, 

"' "'" ~. "' ~a-=ar ~nn;reu;r q~e:t<n~+r;:lfq-r~a-1{_ 1 
' . ' ~·. ' ~6ra'JSt'qii~lt~+ITifT ifil q~~•&:~:qij;a: I l ~ ~ II 

1 I. Those who strive, endued with Yoga 1 

perceive Him dwelling in the self ; though striving, 
those of unrefined self, devoid of wisdom. perceive 
Him not. 

Those who strive, well balanced in their mind, behold 
Him, the Self, dwelling in their own mind (buddhi) : they 
Tecognise Him, ''This I am.'' But though striving to know 
Him by means of proper authorities such as the scriptures 
(sastra), men of unrefined self-whose self (mind) has not 
been tegenerated by austerity (tapas) and subjugation of the 
senses, who have not abandoned their evil ways, whose pride 
has not been subdued,-behold Him not.t 

• Though A tman is near~st and therefore most easily perceivable, 
still, all do not see Him. becallse of their complete subservience to sense· 
objects.-!.. 

t The wisdom-eye here spoken of refers to the scriptures (sastra) 
aided by t:efiection and reason (nyayanugrihita), which form a means to 
.know ledge.-A. 

t A mere study of scriptures, aided by reason and reflection. will not 
be of much avail to those whose minds are still impure and who therefore 
have not yet realised the disUnction between the permanent and the 
impermanent, the real and the unreal.-A. 
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Immanence of the Lord, (1) as the all-illumining· 
· Light of Consciousness. 

That Goal (the Supreme Self) which even such luminaries 
as fire and sun, the illuminators of all, do not illumine :which 
having reached, the seekers of moksha never return towards 
samsara ; of which the Jivas (individual souls) are only parts. 
manifesting themselves in conformity to the upadhis, as the 
akasa~(space) in a jar is but a portion of the all·pervading 
akasa,-with a view to show that that Goal is the essence of 
all and the real basis (i.e., object) of all experien~e, the Lord 
proceeds in the next four verses tb give a brief summary of 
His manifestations. 

qe{rfq<.ttt&6 6GJ) Gtq:r~~~sfur~q_ t 
,.... ~ ''"" ' ~~;rr~ ~!QlilJ a~Gtr Tefm ifT'l''i't n ~ 'tt u 

12. That light which residing in the sun illu
mines the whole world, that which is in the moon· 
and jn the fire, that light do thou know to be 
Mine. 

Light : splendour.. Mine : Vishnu's. \ 
Or; c light t may be understood to mean the light of cons

ciousness· (cbaitanya). 
(Objection) :-The light of consciousness exists in aU 

alike, in the moving and unmoving objects: then why this 
qualification of light as ' residing in the suo,' etc ? 

(Answer) :-This object.ion does not apply here ; for, the 
qualification may be explained on the ground that the better 
manifestation (of consciousness in the sun, etcJ is due to a 
higher. proportion of Sattva. In the sun and other bodies. 
(mention~d here) tbe Sattv.a is ·very brilliant and luminous ; 
wherefore it is in them. that the light of consciousness is better 
manifested. Hence the qualification ; not that the light is a 
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specific attribute of those bodies only. To illustrate it by an 
example from ordinary experience : A man's face is not reflec• 
ted in a wall, in a piece of wood or .the like ; but the same face 
is reflected in a miror in a greater or less degree of clearness, 
according as the mirror is more or less transparent. 

(2) As the all·sustaining Life. 
Moreover, 

" ,..... ' ffT"TfEifi~ 'if l{~llil' ~l(:ql+~('fT~~~ I 

~anfi.r =itT1i~: ·(1qf: QJ+~) ~~efT ~~t(;J€6: II ~ ~ It 
13. PenetPating the earth I support all beings 

by (My) Energy ; and having become the watery 
moon I nourish all herbs. 

JJlnergy (ojas): the energy of the Isvara. It is devoid of 
. desires and passions. It permeates the earth for supporting 
the world.. Held by that energy, the massive earth does no 
fall down and is not shattered. to pieces. So it is chanted. as 
follows:--

''Whereby the vast heaven and the earth are firmly 
held." "He held the earth firm."-(Taittiriya .. Samhita, 4-1-8). 
Thus· do I, penett;'ating the Earth, support the moving and 
unmoving objects. Moreqver, becoming the savoury moon 
I nourish all the herbs germinating on the Earth, such as ric e 
and wheat, and make them savoury. Soma (the moon) is the 
repository of all savours. It is indeed the savoury moon tha. 
nourishes all herbs by infusing savours into them. 

(3) As the Digestive-Fire in all living organisms. 
Moreover, 

~ ~'QT'tU ~(qJ snfOtilt ~ttifrf3ta: 1 

stJOTf\11;:{~~~: q=q~if liigl~~ '' ~ v ,, 
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14· Abiding in the body of living beings as 
Vaisvanara, associated* with Prana at1d Apana, I 
digest the fourfold food. 

Vaisvanara : the fire abiding in the stomach, as said in 
the sruti : 

" This fire is Vaisvanara, which . is within man and by 
which this food is digested."-(Bri. Up. 5-9·1.) 

Fo'll/rfold food : the food which has to be eaten by mastication, 
that which has to be sucked out, the food which bas to be 
eaten by devouring, and that which is eaten by licking. 

He who regards that the eater is the Vaisvanara Fire, 
that the food eaten by Fire is the Soma (moon), and that thus 
the two together form Fire-Soma (Agni·shoman), is free from 
all taint of impurity in food.t 

( 4) As the Self in the hearts of all. 

Moreover, 

~cl~ =i:ft~ '~ ~fitfqif ~~: ~fu~T'tifqf{i{ :q I 
'~ ~ ' ' ... ' ' 1"\.'"\ q-q:~ ~ef~J{;Jaf q~f qa_:r;:e:t)§:C{Tep.tEJ ~fi{'t I I ~ ~ II 

IS· And I am seated in t\le hearts of all: from 
Me are memory, knowledge, as well as their loss ; 
it is I who am to be known by all the Vedas, I am 
indeed the author of the Vedanta as well as the 
knower of the Vedas. 

• Kindled by Prana..-A .. 
t Incidentally the Lord teaches here that he who at the time of eating 

contemplates that the whole universe which is i'n the form of eater and 
eaten is made up of Agni and Soma is untouched by the evil arising from 
bad food.-A. 
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I dwell in the hearts (buddhi) of all sentient beings as 
their Self.* Wherefore from Me t, the Self of all sentient 
beings, are memory, knowledge, t as well as their loss. Just 
as knowledge and memory occur in righteous persons as a 
result of their good deeds (punyakarmani), so as a result of 
their sins, loss of memory and knowledge occur in the sinful. 
I, the Supreme Self, am to be known in all the Vedas. It is I 
who cause the Teaching of the Vedanta (Upanishads) to be 
handed down in regular succession, and it is I who know the 
Vedic Teaching. 

The Lord beyond the perishable and the 
imperishable universe. 

From xv. 12, et. seq., a summary has been given of the 
glories of Narayana. the Blessed Lord, as manifested through 
superior upadhis.§ Now, in the f'ollowing verses, the Lord 
proceeds to determine the true nature of the same (Blessed 
Lord), who is pure and unlimited, being quite distinct from 
all perishable (ksbara) and imperishable (akshara) upadhis. 
First, then, the Lord arranges all that is taught in the prece· 
ding as well as in the succeeding discourses in three groups 
and says: 

,...... ~ ~ .... , 
§TTC(~T !1~1£1r ~teo aa-~~raR t.J:er ~ 1 

~" " "' ...... &J;c: ~ctrtOT ~iiftit ~G:~TSaJ~ ~~~a- ll ~ ~ U 

16.. There are these two beings in the world 

* I am the witoess of all that is good and evil in their hearts.-.A.. 
t Who am the wire-puller (Sutra·dhara.) standing behind the 

.macbine of the universe, who presides over all actions.-A· 
t Memory of what was experienced in the past births. and knowledge 

of things transcending the ordinary limits of space, time, and visible 
.nature.-.!,. · 

§ Such as the sun.-A .. 
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the perishable and the imperishable : the perisha
ble compris.es all creatures, the im111utable is called· 
the imperishable. 

In samsara, there are two categories, we see, arraoged in 
two separate groups of beings, spoken of as 'purushas.,. 
One· group consists of the perishable (ksbara) : and the other 
is the imperishable (akshara)-tbe contrary of the first-viZ.t· 
the M~ya·Sakti, the Illusion-Power of the Lord,. the germ 
from which the perishable being takes its birth, the seat of all 
the latent impressions (samskaras) of desires, actions, etc.•· 
pertaining to the numerous mortal creatures. ·As to what the 
two beings (Purushas) comprise, the Lord Himself says :The 
perishable comprises the whole universe of changing forms ;. 
the imperishable is what is known as immutable .. (kutastha)
that which remains immovable like a heap. Or, 'kuta' means. 
illusion, and' ku:tastha 'means that which manifests itself in 
various forms of illusion and deception. As the seed of 
samsara is endless t, it is said to be imperishable. 

Distinct from these two,-tbe perishable and the imperish· 
~ble,-and untainted by the evils of the two upadhis of the 
perishable and the imperishable, eternal, pure, intelligent and 
free by nature is the Highest Spirit. ·· 

"" '!ttt'l': ~~l$1~61•~: 'Ril'f(;(~({T~~T: I 
" ' ,..... ,..... (' ~ 
~T «i~fftref~ TiS~~~;~~ ~lR: l I ~ " ll 

17. But distin--ct is the Highest Spirit spoken 
of as the Supreme Self, the . indestructible Lord 
who penetrates and sustains the three .worlds. 

* They are ~poken ~£ as · purusbas ' because they are the upadhis of 
the purusha, the one Spirit.-.A.. . 

t In the absence of Brahma-jnana the seed does not peri'Sh.-(A). 
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But the Highest Spirit is quite distinct from the two. 
He is the Supreme Self. He is Supreffie as compared with 
the other selves set up by a vidya, such as the physical bt>dy ; 
and He is the Self as constituting the unfailing Inner 
Consciousness of all beings. He is therefore known as the 
Supreme Self in the Vedantas (Upanishads). The Highest 
Spirit is further specified thus : He is the Eternal Omniscient 
·Lord, Narayana., who penetrates by His Vital Energy (Bala· 
Sakti)* the three worlds-the Earth (Bhuh), the Mid .. region 
(Bhuvah)·and Heaven (Suvah)-and supports them by His 
mere existence in them. 

' Purushottama,' the Highest Spirit, is a well·known 
name of the Lord described above. Now the Lord, while . 
shoJiing, by a declaration of the etymology of the word, that 
the name is significant, shows what He really is, " I am the 
unsurpassed Lord." 

. t\""1. ,..... ' • 

~~RaJ~+retT6TS~+T'l~1q ~T=a''l: I 
' " ......... '' ,..... ' Ol~TSJ~ ~TCfi ~ ::q sn~: ~=a:+t: ll ~ ~ ll 

18. Because I transcend the perishable and 
am even higher than the imperishable1 therefore 
am I known in the world and in the Veda as 
'Purushottama,' the Highest Spirit. 

Because I transcend the perishable, the Tree of illusory 
samsara called A8vattha, because I am higher than even the 
imperishable which constitutes the seed of that l'ree of the 
illusory samsara, because I am thus superior to the perishable 
and the imperishable, I am known in the world and in the 
·veda as the Highest Spirit: devotees know Me as such, and 
the poets, too, incorporate this name in their poems and other 
works. 

• • Bala' ·means energy, the energy of Consciousness or sentienc 
(chaitanya)s and' sakti' means Maya which lies therein.-A. 
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The Glory of Self-know ledge. 
Now the Lord speaks of the fruit accruing to him who 

:realises the Self as described above: 

it +rr?tq"~:F~it ~rillffl 3"J.Uo:a+rl{ 1 

;a Q~~~~Rr iff ~~~T~il ifT~ II ~ ~ I I 

Ig. He who, undeluded,* thus knows Me, the 
Highest Spirit, he, knowing al1, worships Me with 
his whole being, 0 Bharata. 

Me : the Lord as above specified. Knows : ' that I am 
lie.' With his whole being: with his whole thought devoted 
exclusively to the SeJ f of all. 

A knowledge of the true nature of the Lord having been 
imparted in this discourse,-a knovv·ledge which leads to 
moksha,-it is now extolled as follows: 

,.... . " . 
~ra- ~t!l'6+r ~r~r~rcr~cas +r~TSil~ 1 

~a~rserr ~Rr+rT~ ~~~iia:iial*l ~T~a II ~ o ll 
--=-

20.. Thus, this most Secret Science has been · 
taught by Me, 0 sinless one ; on knowing this, 
(a man} becotnes wise, 0 Bharata, and all his 
dutie~ are accomplished. 

Though the whole of the Gita is called Science (Sastra) 
yet from the context it appears that the fifteenth discourse 
alone is h~re spoken of as the Science, for the purpose of 
extolling it. In fact the whole teaching of the Gita·Bastra 
has been summed up in this discourse. Not the teaching of 
the Gita-Sastra only, but the whole teaching of the Veda is 
here embodied: and it has been said that 'he who knows it 

• Never looking upon th~ physical body, eta., as himself or as 
belonging to bimself.-A. 
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(the A.rvattha) knows the Veda' (xii. 1). and that 'It is who 
am to be known by all the Vedas' (xv .15). On knowing this 
science as taught above-but not otherwise--a man becomes 
wise. He ha!=> accomplished All duties. Whatever duty a 
brahmatta of superior birth bas to do, all that duty has been 
done when the real truth about the Lora is known ; that is to 
say, by no other means can a man's duty have been 
accompalisbed. And it has been said '' All actions, without 
exception, 0 son of Pritba, are comprehended in wisdom t:. 

(iv. 33). And here is the saying of Manu : 
''.This is the fulfilment of the birth, especially for a 

brahma1za ; for, by attaining to this does the twice·born 
become the accomplisher of all duties, ancl. not otherwise,:. 
(xii. 93). 

Since you have heard from Me this truth about the 
Supreme Being. you are a happy man, 0 Bharata. 

~ Slift+r.i'~~q~~!i' ilil~ift:qt. ~rrrR 
~!i~n'Jiifeet~ ~~!:l'l'fu1.tmr ;yr;r 

1q~)sunqo: 1 



SIX1~EENTH DISCOURSE. 

SPIRITUALITY AND MATERIALISM 

Spiritual disposition. 

In the ninth discourse were indicated three kinds of 
nature ( prakriti) belonging to sentient beings, namely, the 
nature of the Gods, that of the Asuras, and that of the 
Raksbasas. The sixteenth discourse proceeds to describe 
them at length. Of these the nature of the Gods (Daivi 
Prakriti) leads to liberation from samsara, and those of the 
Asuras and the Rakshasas lead to bondage. Accordingly the 
nature of the Gods will be described with a view to its 
acceptance, and the other two with a view to their rejection.• 

Wi~Cf~:q-. . ,..... ~ "' " " 
~ ~:tq~~~;g:•r;J~JlloltEfT~Ta: 1 . ~ 

't{Tit ~~:8 ~~ ~T~<tt~eq ~T~efq \\ ~ II 

The Blessed Lord said : 

I. Fearlessness t, purity of heart, steadfast· 
ness in knowledge and Yoga ; alms-giving, self
restraint and wo.rship, study of one's O\Vn (scrip· 
tures), austerity, uprightness ; 

Purit-y of heart : purity of the antah·kara.na (sattva), i. e .. , 
abandonment of deception, dissimulation, falsehood and the 

• These are respectively the Sattivic, Rajasic, and Tamasic natures, 
manifested in men according to the karma of their previous births. They 
are the tendencies (vasanas) showing themselves out in actions and 
spoken of in ·xv. 2 as the secondary roots of sanr.sara.-A.. 

t Devout observance of scriptural precepts without doubting.-A, 
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like, in all transactions ; that is to say, transacting business in 
perfect honesty. Knowledge consists in understanding the 
nature of things, such as the Self, as taught in the Scripture 
(sastra) and by the Teacher (Acharya). Yoga consists in 
making what has been thus learnt an object of one's own 
direct perception, by concentration (one-pointedness) through 
the subjugation of the senses. This-'Vi.z., fearlessness. 
·purity of heart, and steadfastness in knowledge and Yoga
forms the Daivi or Sattvic nature by pre-eminence. What· 
·ever attributes among those (mentioned in xvi. 1-3) can 
·possibly pertain to the disciples treading a particular path, :J 

they constitute the · Satt'Vio natwre of the disciples in that 
particular path. .Alms-gi'Ving: distributing food and the like 
as far as lies in . one's power. Self-eontrol: the subjugation 
of external senses ; that of the J.ntah-karana (internal sense, 
manas) being mentioned in the next verse. Worship: including 
the fire worship (agnihotra) and the like enjoined in 'the sruti, 
as also the worship of the Gods (Deva-yajna) and the like 
enjoined in the smriti. Study, etc: study of the Ri,g-Veda. 
and tbe like having· in view. some unseen results (adrishta) • 
.Austerity : bodily mortification and other penances, which 
will be mentioned in the. sequel. Uprightness: this should 
'be .a constant attitude. 

Moreover, 
~ .... " ~ 

alT~~T ~~'t~t'Ef~~fil': ~TTe:a~q~~l{ I 
' ..... . ~. ,..... 

~T ~'iaf~~~~q +l'Tqet if~'ifTq~q_ ll it II 

2· Harmlessness, truth, absence of anger, 

• Karma-Yoga or Jna.na-Yoga. The first three of the attributes 
mentioned here can be found in Jnana-Yogins only, the rest being 
common toJnana-Yogins and Karma .. Yogtns. The latter, though wanting 
i.n the first three attributes, are neverthless classed amo•g Sattvic men. 
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renunciation, serenity, absence of calumny, com
passion to creatures, uncovetousness, gentleness,. 
modesty, absence of fickleness; 

Harmlessness: abstaining from injury to sentient beings. 
Pt'uth: speaking of things as they are, without giving utter
ance to what is unpleasant or what is false, Absence of anger~ 
suppression of anger arising when beaten or reviled. RemJliWi
ation: ' tyaga • (Ut., givi11g up) is thus explainedt since ' alms
giving' bas already beenmentioned. Serenity ; tranquillity 
of mind (antah-karana). Oompassio'J'l to creat-ures : to those 
in suffering. Unoovetousness: unaffectedness of the senses 
when in contact with their object. .Absence of fiokleneu: 
not to speak or m ave hands and legs in ·vain. 

Moreover, 
' ,..... ~ ............ " ,..... a·'i': a]';Jf ~r~: fJf:q+J~T~T ;(TJij+iTT;=f6T I 

" .. ~,.......... . 
~crr;:ij ~·tre: ~ena:rtlt5tla~ ~r~~ ll ~ ll 

3· Energy, forgiveness; fortitude, purityo 
absence of hatred, absence of pride; these belong 
to one born for a divine ~ot, 0 Bharata. 

c Tejas' means energy, not brightness of the skin. Fotr
gf,veness : unaffectedness when beaten or reviled. We have 
explained' absence of anger' to mean suppression of anger 
when it arises.. Thus 'forgiveness, and 'absence of anger' 
should be distinguished from each other. Fortitude : that 
stalte of mind (ani:ah·karana) which ren1oves the exhaustion 
of the body and senses when they droop down, and upheld by 
.which the body and senses no longer get dejected. Purity: 
of the two sorts, the external and the internal ; the one being 
acco1nplisbed by means of earths and water, the other con
sisting in the taintlessness of ~ind and heart, in freedom 
from impurities such as aesception and passion. Absence of 
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hat'Ted: absence of a desire to injure others. P'l'ide: consists 
in supposing oneself worthy of a bigh honor. These-from 
"' fearlessness' to ' absence of pride '-are found in one who is 
born for a divine lot, i.e., who is worthy of the powers of the 
Devas, i.e., for whom there is happiness in store. 

Materialistic disposition. 
Here follows a description of tbe demoniac (asuric) 

nature. 
' ~ ~ ~ ' E;::f:+tT q:qrsr~+rr~=ua ~: qr~~<t+r6f =it 1 

• ,..... ~ r-. 
Sl~if :;:.rnll\li'Ta~ trr~ ;a;:qcr;u~~tq:_ 11 ll n 

4· Ostentation, arrogance and self-conceit 
anger as also insolence, and ignorance, belong to 
one who is born, 0 Pdrtha, for a demoniac lot. 

Oste'Yitation : pretending to be righteous. ..A'I''fOgance : 
pride of learning, wealth, high connection, etc. Lzsol.enoe: in 
speech; e.g. to speak of the blind as having eyes, of the ugly 
as handsorne, of a man of low birth as one of high birth, and 
so on. Ignorance : misconception of duties and the like. 

Results of the two dispositions. 
The effects of the two natures are spoken of as follows: 
~ i"\ ,.... ' ,.... r-. 
~6fT ~:FtJT§:;ffaJfil Til~;t:.I'T~T~~f il'6f I 

·~"I' .... " +rT ~:q: ~~~ q:C~T+TT+l'St'T6TSf~ qr~tr \l ~ ll 

5· The divine nature is deemed for liberation, 
the demoniac for bondage. Grieve not1 0 Pan
da vc.. ; thou art born for a divine lot. 

Liberration : from the bondage of samsara. The demoniac 
(asuric) nature leads to an unfailing bondage and so does 
the fiendish (Rakshasic) nature.-Now, seeing some such 
question as" Am I possessed of dernoniac nature, or of divine 
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nature P'' occur in the mind of Arjuna on bearing what has 
been said, the Lord again says; grieve not; thou art born for 
a divine lot ;·i.e., thou hast happiness in prospect. 

The materialists. 
~ ~ """' ,..... ~ 
iT.lt6~ilr (.iSfifiST~...c{ef SIT~ ~l?.f :q I 

~ciT r~~: silt(fi arr~~ qp.f ?r ~ ll ~ ll 

6. There are two creations of beings in this 
world, the divine aod the demoniac. The divine 
has been described at length ; hear from ·Me, 0 
Partha, of the demoniac. 

O'!'eation m~ns what is created. . The men who are 
created with the two kinds of nature, the divine and the 
demoniac, are here spoken of as the ' two creations.' It is 
said in the sruti, 

'Verily there are two classes of Prajapati's creatures, 
Devas and Asuras.' (Bri. Up. 1-3-l ). 

Every being in this world is included in the one or the 
other of the two creations, the divine and the demoniac. 
The purpose of repeating again what has been already said 
is ·stated tbus:-The divine has been declared at length, 
beginning with xvi. 1, but not the demoniac ; therefore, do 
thou hear and understand' the demoniac nature to be describ
ed at length by Me in the sequel here in order that you may 
avoid it, 

. The demoniac nature will be described,-to t~e very end 
of the discourse-as an attribute of some living men; for, only 
when it is recognised in the visible, its avoidance ~s possible. 

#'"# I'. ,... " . 

~ Iii Til~~ ~ \iliff if '"~~:lijU: I 

it ~:ci ;ut~ =iU~tu 'l 6t4 6~ ~ l l " 11 
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7· Neither action nor inaction do the 
demoniac men know; neither purity nor good 
·conduct nor trurh is found in them .. 

They do not know what acts they should perform to 
achieve the end of tnan, nor from what acts they should 
abstain to a vert evil. Not only do they not know ' action 
and inaction,' there is neither purity nor good conduct nor 
truth in them· Indeed, the clemons are persons who are 
wanting in purity and good conduct, who are hypocrites ancl 
liars. 

The materia.list's view of the world. 

Moreover: 
" . ..... ,.... st«&itt!:fra-w ~ a:rrr~~~t:tT .rg(q: 1 . " ~ 

srcr~Cf{t=11=l{6' fq)'frtt~;nrq~g:nq_ 11 ~ u 

8, They say, " the universe is unreal, without 
a basis, without a Lord, born of mutual union, 
brought about by lust ; what else?" 

These demons of men say. '' As we are unreal, so this 
whole universe is unreal. Neither are dharma and a-dharrna 
its basis. fhere exists no Isvara ruling the universe accor-d
ing to dharma and a-dharma. Universe is, therefore, they 
say, without a Lord. The w:1ole universe is1 moreover, 
caused by the mutual union of man and woman under the 
impulse of I ust. It is brought about only by lust. What 
else can be the cause, of the universe ? Tb.ere is no other 
cause ·whatever, no invisible cause, of the universe, no such 
thing as ka.rma.'' This is the view of the materialists (Loka
yatikas)1 that sexual passion is the sole c:1.use of all livtag 
~c-r-eatures. 
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Men's life as guided by materialism. 

~6T ll!'t~!+~ it!~r;r)s~q~;e:~: ' 
~ ..... ,..... 

smer~~+rrat: aJ~p.:r Gtit~Tst~ij"r: '' ~ ll 
·g. Holding this view, these ruined souls of 

small intellect, of fierce deeds, rise as the enemies. 
of the world* for its destruction. 

:Ruined souls: having lost all chances of going to the 
higher worlds. Their intellect is small, as it concerns itself 
only with sense-objects. Of fierce deeds: intent on injuring· 
others. 

" . " ~Tilii'TT~ ~~t q~~+lfifffC\Tf.=CfffT: I 
..... ,. ~" ,..... 
ifT~l((~{T~qJ S~~T8:T;:Siqaw:e-s~:q~~n: l I ~ o ll 

10. Filled with insatiable desires, full of 
hypocrisy, pride and arrogance, holding unwhole· 
some views through delusion, they work with 
unholy resolve ; 

,....,. "' . ,..... 
t~•a-r~q~~~~r r;q- ~~r•ar~qTT'f6t: 1 

' ""' . ,...,....,. "" C6TifTq~Tilq';(+r{ ~TClTC{T~ r.usa-r: t' ~ ~ ll 
· 11. Beset with immense cares endin"g only 

with death, sensual enjoym~nt their highe$t aim, 
as·s1_1red that that is all t ; 

They ·give themsel '\·es up to care.: BenwaZ enjoyme~JJt : 
Enjoyment of sense-objects such as sound., · They are convinc
ed that this sensual enjoyment is the highest end of man~ 

* World. Se~tient beings.-A. 
t Sens~al enjoyment is the supreme source of happiness: there is no 

such tnitrg as the happiness of another world.-.A.. 
t The immea.su~able care as to the means of acquiring and . p·reserving 

the innumerable objects of desire--A· · 
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~~ ' 
a~rorqy~~a-il;gT: CfiT~f~'t~T~arr: I 
~ ...... ..... ~ ' ~ 
~~o Cfi'T+r+rTifT'-l~r~TifilT:tre-Ji~J~ II ~ ~ l l 

12. Bound by hundreds of bands of hope, 
given over to 1 ust and wrath, they strive to secure 
by unjust tneans h.oards of wealth for sensual e.njoy
ment. 

They are attracted here and there, bound by a b undred 
bands of false hopes. They secure wealth for sensual enjoy
ment, not for (performing acts of) dharma. By unjust means: 
by robbing other men's wealth. 

The materialist's aspirations. 
Their aspiration is expressed as follows : 

I"\ • "' ..... 
~q:+{'lf if~t ~i1!1T~+r srrc:~ ;r;;r~~+r. 1 

,... ,...., "",.... ~ 

~(={~~r~;rrq ~ +TT61fi~Ta ~if1:1ifl"{ II ~ ~ l I 

1 3· This to. day has been gained by me ; this 
desire I shall attain ; this is min~, and this wealth 
also shall be mine in future. 

In future: in the cotning year this wealth also shall be 
mine, and thereby I shall be known to be a man of wealth. 

~ ~" ' " Sf~l il:r.IT ita': :USJ8:lifttl Ci:fPi~fiiTq I 
. '::I 

i:PJifs~tr~ +rrrft ~s( ar~q-rw:ij~J 11 ~ 'l1 II 

14. ''That enen1y has been slain by me, and 
·others also shall I slay. I am a lord, I enjoy, I 
am successful, strong and healthy.'' 

That unconquerable enemy, say Devadatta by narne, 
has been slain by me and others also shall 1 slay. What can 
these poor men do P There is none equal to me. in any respect 
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-How P-I am a lord, I enjoy, I am successful in every way. 
blessed with children and grandchildren; I am no ordinary 
man. I am alone strong and healthy • .. " ,... ~ ..... ,... ..... 

Sl'TitfTST~Gf'IC(fifl~ Cfi'TS~TSter ~~r ;p.;tT I 

tiP(~ r{T~rfit ifftt~ ~~~TilfeMf~t: II ~ "' II 
"' ,... ,..... " 

atVfE61'rqrarCT~t~T 'IT~311®6ill~T1 I 

sm~: Cf)l'ilir~~ qa~(f V~~~s~r II ~ ~ II 

IS· "I am rich and well-born. Who else is 
£qual to me P I will sacrifice, I will give, I will 
rejoice.'' Tpus deluded by unwisdom. 

16. Bewildered by many a fancy, entangled 
in the snare of delusion, addicted to the .. gratifica
tion of lust, they fall into a foul hell. 

Well·htwta: born in a family learned in the scriptures for 
seven generations. Even in this respect none is equal to me. 
I will surpass others even in respect of sacrificial rites. 1 
will give (money) to actors and obtain a high delight Many 
a· .fanoy : such as those described above. Delusio~ is a 
snare, as it is of the nature of an enclosure or envelope. 
Tiley are ·addicated to sensual gratification; and with sins thus 
accumulated they fall into a foul hell, such as Vaitaran.i. 

Tbe materialist's sacrificial rites. 
,.... ,... 

sn(l:l~q:rrEfar: ta&\lT ~rmr.:t~q~ar: 1 
' ~...... "' ,..., ,.... ~ 

'-1~~ ;n;r:qs~ t{~mTCIT"'iCitf»t l I ~ " II 

17. Self-honored, stubborn~ filled with the 
pride and intoxication of wealth,· they perform 
sacri:Qces in nam.e with hypocrisy, without regat'd 
to ordinance. 
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Self-hon.Of'ea: Esteeming themselv~ as possessed of all 
good qualities; they are not esteemed as such by the 
righteous. They perform sacrifices without regard to the 
several parts and obligations enjoined in the scriptural 
ordinances. 

The materialist's neglect of Divine Commandments. 
• • Q • ' • •" 

~~ if{Q ~q e&T'l' iPT~ :q ~T5JT6T: I 
~' " ' 'ITifl(t:f~r('-!J SfTlt'-tPi!TS~<I~~iiT: ll ~ ~ tl 

r8. Given over to egotism, power, haughti
ness, lust, and anger, these malicious people hate 
Me in their own and others' bodies. 

EgotiBm : they esteem the:rr.sel ves very high for qualities 
which they really possess and for those which they falsely 
attribute to tbemsel ves. This egotism is what is called 
avidya; and it is tbe hardest thing (to overcome)t the source 
of all perversitiss (doshas), of all evil acts. Power: accom .. 
panied with lust and passion, and seeking to humiliate others. 
Haughtiness : when this arif:es one tranf:.gresses the path of 
virtue ; it 'is a peculiar vice seated in the antahkarana.. Lus: 
sexual passion, and the like. .Anger: at somerhing unplea· 
sant. They . are given over to these and other great vices. 
Moreover, they hate Me, the Isvara, abiding in their own and 
other bcdies as the Witness of their thoughts and actions. 
To bate Me is to transgress }tly commands.• They are 
malicious, jealous of the. virtue of those who tread the right 
path. 

The materia,Iist's fall. . ,... . ..... 
a'T;u{ T§Y:l6: S[~~·~~~~ ii~T~ill~ I 

Ta]q'T~l('fl~'l~~';JT{ift~"C!i i.llli1~ II ~ ~ II 
•Not caring to know and follow the Isvara,s commands as.embodied 

in the Sruti and the Sm1'iti.-A. 
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I9. These cruel haters, \vorst of tnen, I hurl 
these evil-doers for ever in the worlds into the 
wombs of the demons only. 

Tkele : enemies of the' right path and haters of the 
righteous. Wo,-st: because they are guilty of unrighteous 
deeds (a-dharma). Worlds : paths of samsara passing through 
many a hell. WombB of the de~: wombs of the most 
cruel bein!!s such as tigers, lions and the like. 

,.. """ " " affij~T ~TTil~fq'iff ~GT Gr.m;f ~;:~;r I 
~ ~ ' "" . " ;rr;rsrrc~er enrratt 6aT ~R.f~r ;n6q_ '' ~ o '' 

20. Entering into demoniac wombs, the de· 
luded ones, in birth after birth, without ever 
reaching Me, 0 son of l{unti, pass into a condi
tion still lower than that. 

These deluded . creatures are born, birth after birth, only 
in Tamasic wombs and pass into lower and lower states. 
Without ever reaching Me, the Isvara, they fall into a condi
tion which is still lower (than they are in at present). Without 
reaoking Me: Certainly there is no room whatever even for the 
supposition. that they will ever reach Me. The meaning, there
fore, is, 'without ever attaining to the right path taught ·by Me.'• 

The three Gates of Hell to be a voided .. 
Here follows a sutl.'.Pmary of the whole demoniac (asuric) 

nature in which, in its three forms, the whole ·variety of 
asuric nature, though endless, is comprehended; which 
·being avoided1 the whole asuric nature becomes avoided, and 
which is the source of all evil. 

* The meaning on the whole is this, The asuric nature, as leading to 
a series of evils, is inimical to all human progress. A man should, there
fore, try and shake it oft while he is. yet a free agent, while he bas not 
yet passed into a birth which would make hi'ln·ent.irely dependent on 
others.-A. 
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" ,..... . ' . . . 
lSfTCI~ it~'l6~q iR itmc:r'IT~ff'cl: I 

~rat: it~r ~)~~~~a~st;i ?f~ft II ~~ ll 

2I. Triple is this, the gate to hell, destruc· 
tive of the self : LUST, WRATH, and GREED. There
fore; these three, one should abandon. 

The gate to hell : the gate leading to hell (nara'ka). By 
·merely entering at the gate, the self is ruined, i. e., is fit for 
no human end whatever. Since this gate is ruinous to tl::te 
self, let every one abandon these three : lust, wrath and 
greed. 

Here follows the praise of this abandonment. 
~f"'ll ~ "" .... ~,... "~ 
~areJ~: ef;Jrij'tf <:ntraf{l~T+rif~: 1 

' ' r.... • ,.... 
taltc;lf~<m(il ;:r: SA"<I'll~n ~na q~r rna-t:t. u ~ ~ n 

22. A man who is released from these, the 
three gates to darkness, 0 son of Kunti, does good 
to the self, and thereby reaches the Supreme Goal. 

Gates to darkness : leading to hell (naraka) which is full 
of pain and delusion. He who ·is released from lustt wrath 
and greed will act for the good of the self, because of the 
absence of that by which obstructed be has not hitherto so 
acted. By so doing he even attains moksba. 

Let the Law guide thy Life. 
,.fhe scripture (sastra) is the authority on which all this 

renunCiation of asuric nature and the observance of what is 
good are based. One would engage in these only on the 
authority of the scriptures (sastra), not otherwise. Therefore, 

,..... " ~·, 
~= ~lfil'Jqf"~'ij' q~ Cfi'fltctiJ~(J: J 

" f"o. '" • • " . if ~ re·r~eJmn6 ;r tl~ c:r q(r maJt \1 ~ ~ 1 l 
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23. He who, neglecting the scriptural ordin
ance, acts under the impulse of desire, attains not 
perfection, nor happiness, nor the Supreme Goal, 

Bc'l'ipturarl ordinance : the command of the Veda in the 
form of injunctions and prohibitions, giving us to know what 
ought to be done and what ought not to be done. Perfeati&n : 
fitness for attaining the end of man. Happiness : in this 
world. St~t:preme Goal : Svarga or Moksha (as the case 
may be) • . ·~ (' ~ ,.....~ 

6UIT~T&T Sllff"f Ef cmtfl~T~~CI'T~6T I 
" "" . (' ~" ~" . 

~err ;ar&fl'ct~Till~ cti+r ~gf~f{Jl{T€f II ~ ~ II 
24· Therefore, the scripture is thy authonty 

in deciding as to what ought to be done and what 
ought not to be done. Now, thou oughtest to 
know and perfortn thy duty laid do\vn in the scrip• 
ture-law • 

.Authority: source of knowledge. Scripture-Law : The 
scripture itself is the Law, which says '' thou shalt act so 
and so, thou shaH not act so and so." Now: referring to 
·the stage where the disciple is fit for Karma-Yoga. 

~a' s;fu:t~~'~qf~~ snrtff4al"lt ~~ 
iWit~il~~ ~~~~'lq-r i1Ri 

~)scrnqo: II 



SEVENTEENTH DISCOURSE. 
THE THREEFOLD FAITH. 

The ignorant, but faithful. 

The Lord's words (xvi. 24) having given Arjuna an 
occasion for a question, he said : 

•~..-
' " ,.... ' 0. ~ ~Ta'fqT~~~i.t ii'Gfra SJ(~TSI•i!lc:I'T. 

' . " ' 6tSIT T~m' SJ e&T W~OT ~~ct~T ~~'1: I I ~ l I 

Arjuna said : 

I. Whoso worship, setting ~side the ordi
nance of the scripture, ·endued with faitb,-what 
faith is theirs P Is it Sattva, or Rajas, or Tamas ? 

Whoso :not exactly specified. It must refer to those 
who, endued with faith, i.e., thinking that there is some
thing beyond,-on observing the conduct of the learned,
worship the Gods and the like, unaware of the procedure laid 
down in the scriptures, the sruti and the smriti. Those, on 
the other hand, who while knowing the injunctions of the 
scripture, set them aside and worship the Gods, etc., contrary 
to those injunctions,-they cannot indeed be meant here, be
cause of the qualification that they are 'endued with faith.' 
We cannot suppose that those men are endued with faith 
who, while knowing the scriptural injunctions about the. 
worship of the Gods, etc., set them aside, without caring for 

* The Lord has described the future lots of astikas and nastikas. o 
believers and unbelievers, of persons who, seeing with the eye of the 
scriptures, do. or do not believe in their teachings. Now Arjuna proceeds 
to ask as to the fate of the believers who do not know the sctiptures.-A .. 
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them,• and eng~ge in the worship of the Gods which is not 
in accordance with the jnjunction:s. Therefore it is only the 
persons of the other class described above that are here refer
red to. Arjuna's question may be thus stated : Is the wor
ship offered by them to the Gods, etc., based in Sattva, or 
Rajas, or Tan1as ? 

The three kinds of Faith. 
Seeing that such a general question cannot be answered 

·without reference to the several particular aspects .of it, the 
Blessed Lord said : 

~r•-
"' ,..... ,..... "'\f"'. • 
T~Tet~T +rettff S}l:ST ({l~qf ~T ~llTCf~T I 

,..... "' ,.... ~ "' '" . 
'EITI~ettfif ~Ta'~H ~et ~T+r~T :q'f(J oT ~~ ll i{ II 

The Blessed Lord said: 
2. Threefold is that faith born of the indivi· 

dual nature of the ernbodied,-Sattvic, Rajasic, 
· atJd Tamasi c. Do thou hear of it 

Faith, of which thou hast asked, is of three sorts. It is 
born of the · individual na.ture (svabhava) : i e., the samskaia 
or tendency made up of the self-reproductive latent impres
sions of the acts-good and bad, Dharma and Adharma
which were done in the past births and which manifested 
themselves at the time of death. Sattvia: faith in the 
worship of the Gods (Devas) which is an effect of ~attva. 
Rajasio: faith i11 the worship· of the Yakshas and the 
Raksbasas, which is atl effect of Rajas. Tamasia : faith in 
the worship of the Pretas and the Pisachas, which. is an effect 
of Tamas: Do thou understand the threefold faith which is 
~oing to be deseribe_51. 

'*' And who are therefore to be classed among demons {asuras), as 
·shewn in the preceding discourse.-.!. 
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As to this threefold Faithr 
~ ,..... 

~~erT~~T ~sr~ ~;e:r ~SITe' ~r~a- I 
" . ~ ....... 

~;g:f~<lf S~ ~CSJT ~T i.l~;a: ~ \lq ~: ll ~ I J 
" 3 The faith of each is in accordance with 

his nature, 0 Bharata. The man is made up of 
his faith ; as a man's faith is, so is he. 

Each: every living being. Natulre (Sattva): the antah
karana with its specific tendencies or samskara. Man: Jiva, 
samsarin. So : in accordance with that faith. 

So the Sattvic faith or the like has to be inferred from 
its characteristic effects, namely, the worship of the Gods or 
the like. The Lor¢[ says : 

. " " "' ." ~Gr.-6 ~TT~CIC6T ~'·fl~~{~fTQ U~~f: I 
" . "' "\ sra-r;~6iJ'OTT!Sr;;tr <f~t:6 61+r~T ~iff: II ~ ll 

' 4· Sattvic men worship the Gods; Rajasic 
the Yakshas * and the Rakshasas; the others
Tamasic men,-the Pretas aod the hosts of 
Bhutas. 

Host1 of Bkutas : as also the seven Matrikas. 
Men of Rajasic and Tamasic Faiths. 

Thus, by a general principle laid down in the script are,_ 
Sattvic and other devotions have been determined through 
their respective effects. Now only one in a thousand is. 
Sattvic and devoted to the worship of the Gods, while the 
Rajasic and Tamasic creatures form the maJority. How? 

* Gods: such as the Vasus. Yakshas: such as Kubera. Raksha .. 
sas: such as Nairrita. Pretas: those who. while they had been on 
earth as brahmanas, etc., neglected their proper duties, and who, after 
death, attained Vayu-dehas (rerial bodies). We may understand that aU 
these beings. when worshipped, answer the prayers of the 'devotees by 
granting their respective desires.-A. 
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"" . "". ~ ..... ' Sl~t'SITCTT~a -ql~ 6Qt;:a ~ 6tU ~ill: . " G:=RIT~il~~3=a;r: CfiT+I~~~tr.=etar: II "" U 
~ ,.. . . "" 

'fi~~ij": ~r~t?-T +!_a!:fr~+r:qa~: 1 

'li ~~n~:~u~~ atFqs~rij{T~~~r9l. 11 ~ u 
5· Those men who practise terrific austerities 

·not enjoined by the scripture, given to hypocrisy 
and egotism, endued with the strength of lust and 
passion ; 

6. Weakening all the elements in the body
fools they are-and Me who dwell in the body 
within ; know thou these to be of demoniac 
resolves. 

Terrrrifio : causing pain to himself and to other living 
beings. Endued, etc: This portion of the te;Xt may also be 
interpreted to mean ' possessed of lust, passion and strength., 
Elements : organs. Me : Narayana, the \Vitness of their 
thoughts and deeds. To weaken Me is to neglect My teach:
ing. Know thou that they are demoniac (asuric) in their 
resolves, so that you may avoid thern. This is a \Vord of 
advice to Arjuna, 

Threefold Food. Worship, Austerity and Gift. 
Now will be shown what sort of food-which is divided 

into three classes, tJiz., that whi~h is savoury and oleaginous, 
and so on-is dear to the Sattvic, Rajasic and Tamasic men 
repectively, so that a man rnay know that he is one of Sattva 
or of Rajas or of Tamas as indicated by his own partiality 
for one or another particular class of food-such as the 
savoury and the oleaginous-and then give up the Rajasic 
and Tamasic food and resort to Sattvic one. Similarly, the 
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object of the threefold division here made of sacrifice and the 
like according to the Sattva and other gunas is to show how 
a man may find out and give up the Rajasic and Tamasic 
ones and resort exclusively to the Sattvic ones. The Lord 
SLYS: 

...... ~ "" " " " STTl{~Etl'i ~er~ ~~~.:rr ~Tff lSI~: . I 
., . '"\ "-• 

if~qa'~f ~Til 6tll' ~~l+r+T ~ l I \S l i 

7· The food also which is dear to each is· 
threefold, ·as also worship, austerity and gift. Do 
thou hear of this,. their distinction. 

Eaoh : Every living being that eats. '11his : that which 
~s going to be described. Their: of food (ahara), etc. 

The three kinds of Food. 

' """' ~ 611~:~~qifij}RJ;ij~Tf6TGiefClifT: I 

,..... " " " ~t: llil1t:rT: l~~f &'ll'T atl~T~T: ElTJ~Efq)J'Sf~T: II 'U 
8. The foods which increase life, energy, 

·strength, health, joy and che~rfulness, which are 
s~voury and oleaginous, ·substantial and agreeable, 
are dear to the Sattvic. 

Oleaginous : oily, fatty.. Sttbstantial: which can last long 
.in the· body. · 

.~~~~aratt~saRfr~tJT~&Jr61q:T~t=~: 1· 
' ' ~ 

att{RT ~T~e~!T ~:~~fctiftl~~r: ll \ ll 
g. The foods that . are bitter, sour, saline, 

~xcessively hot. pungent, dry and burning, are 
liked by the Rajasic, causing pai11, grief and 
disease. · 
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Emoessively: should be construed with all thus, 
e«Joessively bitter, excessively bot, etc. 

. . ....... ~,... . 
~Ta'~T+I fl6(~ '{!6~t~ij" =q ~tf. I 

,..... ""·'"'. ,.... ~T~!+Htr =qf+fS<J ~T~if 6Tt:reTSI~J{ ll ~ o ll 

Jo. The food which is stale, tasteless, putrid 
and rotten, refuse and impure, is dear to the 
Tamasic. 

Stale : Half-cooked. ' Y atayama ' (lit. cooked three 
hours ago) meaning ' powerless ' is thus explained, to avoid 
tautology; for the next word' gatarasa, (tasteless) means the 
same, i.e., ' powerless.' Botten: the cooked food over which 
one-night has passed. Refuse : left after a meal. Impure: 
unfit for offering. 

Th~ three kinds of Worship. 

Now the three sorts of worship will be described : 

,...,.....~ ...... "" ' ...... 
Sf~?:liTT~f:a:J~~f TCIT~~!f ~ ~~a I 

'"'"'" . " ~!oiUI~Ja 'lilt ~ijf~T~ ~ ~lT~Eftli: II ~ ~ II 

I r. That worship is Sattvic \Vhich is offered 
by men desiring no fruit, as enjoined in the La\v, 
with a fixed resolve in the mind that they should 
merely worship. 

That they shoula merely wprship : that their duty lies in 
the mere performance of the worship itself, that no personal 
end has to be achieved by that means. 

~~-=\'It~ g 1fi~ ~~~+tftr ~q- ~q_ I 
~a +R:aitw ({ ~~ ~R;: ~rer~ II ~ ";(. l' 
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I2., That which is offered, 0 best of the 
Bharatas, with a view to reward and for osten· 
tation, know it to be a Rajasic worship. 

fqN(Ti=lil(t~m +rrsnt\"il~~arq_ 1 
" ................ " 

'5f;aTTCf~T~Q" i.f~ 6'T+r~ qr{:qara l I ~ ~ I I 

1 3· Tbey declare that worship to be 
Tamasic which is contrary to the ordinances, tn 

which no food is distributed, which is devoid of 
mantras and gifts, and which is devoid of faith. 

Distributed : to brahmanas. Devoid of mantras : with 
hymns defective in utterance and accent. Gift~ : prescribed 
fees (to priests). 

Physical Austerity. 
Now the three kinds of austerity will be described : 

~erfa:t!];~qf~'iij~;f rem=qqor~erq: I 
C' ,....,. ,... • ..... 

'11J"C[:q'+ff~1ST cq ':UT~T{ Q"q ~:qt:f l l ~ ~ ll 

14. Worshipping the Gods, the twice-born, 
teachers and wise ment-purity, straightforward .. 
ness, continence, and abstinence from inj u.ry a r·e 
termed the bodily a\lsterity. 

The bodily austerity : that which is accomplished by th 
body, i.e., in which the body is the chief of all factors o-f 
action,-the doer, etc.,-of which the Lord will speak. in 
xviii· 15• 

Austerity in Speech.t 
...... . . . " ,.... . 

st~§:ifen~ ctf:Fif ~~ ~n{~ =;:r ~Q 1 . ~ . .... 
~TS~T<IT~~;a;:r tqCf Eft~~ aq ~<16 II ~ ~ -II 
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15. The speech which causes no excitement 
and is true, as also pleasant and beneficia), and also 
the practice of sacred recitation, are said to form 
the austeri~y of speech. 

Excitement : pain to .living beings. Pleasa1t.t and benB-
fioial : havio~ respectively. to do with the seen and the unseen. 
'Speech,. is specified by the attributes of 'causing no excite· 
ment ' and so on· An invariable combination of all these 
attributes is here meant. That speech addressed to others 
which, though causing no pain, is devoid of one, two or three 
of the other attributes-i.e., is not true, not pleasant and not 
beneficial-cannot form the austerity of speech; so, that 
speech which, though true, is ~anting in one, two, or three of 
the other attributes cannot form the austerity of speech : so, 
an agreeable speech which is wanting in one, two, or three of 
the other attributes cannot form the austerity of speech. So, 
the speech which, though beneficial, is wanting in one, two, or 
three of the other attributes cannot ~or.m the austerity of 
speech.-What forms the austerity then ?-The Speech that is 
true, that causes no excitement, that is agreeable and good, 
forms the austerity of speech ;~ as for example,'' Be tranquil, 
my son, study (the Vedas) and practise yoga, and this will do 
thee good." Practice of •acred recitation : according to 
ordinances. 

Mental Austerity. 
~ ·~ "'" ltif: Slt:l'f'(: ~Pli(Cl +t I '1+t Tm'fEI'filJ.J~: I 

~~Q~~~tif ;nq-~~~~ '' ~ ~ II 
16. Serenity· of mind, good-heartedness, 

silence, self-control, purity of nature, -this is called 
the mental .. austerity. 

~ i.e., the austerity practised specially in regard to speech, i.e., in 
which~speech plays the l~ading part.-A. 
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Good-h$artedness : the state of 1nind which may be 
inferred from its effects, such as the brightness of the face, 
etc. Silen.ce : even silence in speech is necessarily .preceded 
by a control of thought, and thus the effect is here put for the 
cause, viz, the control of thought. Sel!·control : a general 
control of the mind. This is to be distinguished from silenoe 
(mauna) which means the control of thought so far as it 
concerns speech. Purity of nature : Honesty of purpose in 
dealings with other people. 

The three kinds of Austerity according to Gunas. 
The Lord proceeds to show that the foregoing austerity, 

-bodily, vocal and tnental,-as practised by men, is divided 
into the classes according to Sattva and other gunas . 

• "'r-..• ~-
~~;qr q~~r c:tR ~q~n~~fq~ it~: 1 

"'r-.. ~~ " • " "" attfit?TqiJfif~~: 19'Tf~qcn qr~:et~CJ l l ~ \ll II 
r7. This threefold austerity, practised by 

devout* men with utmost faith, desiring no fruit, 
they call Sattvic. 

Threefold : having respectively to do with the three seats 
-body, speech~ and mind. Wt'th faith : believing in the 
-existence of things (taught in the .scriptures.) 

(t '"' "' ~ B~=tifi(~fif~:ll~ 6fff C{~lfij :q6( <l'Q. I 
,..... '"' " ... . . 
tsn~Q" Ql'ct:~ ~T'lfi ~r~~ :q~;r~S~'l l l ~ t'! '' 

18. That austerity which is practised with 
the object of gaining good reception, honour atld 
worship, and with hypocrisy t, is said to be of 
this t world, to be Rajasic, unstable and uncertain. 

• Balanced in mind : unaffected in success and fa.ilure . ..:...A. 
t With no sincere belief, for mere show,-A. 
t Yielding fruit only in this world.-A. 
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Good rreception : in such words as ' Here is a good brah ... 
mana of great austerities.' Honou9" : the act of rising to greet, .. 
of making a reverential salutation, etc. Worship : the washing 
of feet, adoring and feeding. Unstable : as productive of a 
transient effect. 

" ' ,.... " .... +l(E!:Jf~OTT~itf ~fi11T fij)tfEf a:q: I 
..... <t 

q~~t~e-TqitP-1 sn ~~+I~~~Ttral'{ ll ~ ~ ll 

I9· The austerity which is practised out of 
a foolish notion, with self-torture, or for the 
purpose of ruining another, is declared to be 
Tamasic. 

The three kinds of Gift. 

Now the threefold nature of gift will be described. 

"" . " ..... . "' tuaa~t~ra q~Tir ttl(iij'S~epTR'JT 1 

~~ Cfita "" q,~ :q ~~wt ~~r~ct ~Ef'l , , ~ o , , 

20. That gift which is given-knowing it to 
be a duty to give_.;_to one who does no service, in 
.place and in time and to a worthy person, that 
gift is held Sattvic. 

Gi'IJen to one, etc. : to one who cannot return the good, or 
to one from whom, though ahle to return the good, no such 
·return is expected. PlarJe ; Kuruksbetra &c. Tif'M : 

.- Samkranti (passage . of the sun from one Zodiacal sign to 
another), etc. Worlhy: as learned in the six sciences 
(angas) etc. 

't. "' ~ S«~qtit~t'-1 tfi~a1~~ en ~: t 

{r~6 'if tiRfP 6l{Tii u~e ~ijq: II ~ ~ I I 
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21. ...J\.nd, that gift which is given with a view 
to a return of the good, or looking for the fruit, or 
reluctantly, that gift is held to be Rajasic. 

With a 1Jiew eta.: hoping that he (the donee) will in 
time return the .service, or that the gift will secure for himself 
some (now) unseen reward. 

'' ' fi'' st({~tnTtQ (;[~Tif+rq~~~~ ~l(;(Q' I 

st·e~~a;rq~£6 a~r+r~ij~T~a-q: II ~ ~ II 
22. The gift that is given at a wrong place or 

time, to unworthy persons, without respect or with 
insult, that is declared to be Tamasic . 

.At a wrong plaoe and time : at a place which is not 
sacred and which is associated with mlechhas (Non-aryans) 
with unholy things and the like, and at a time which is not 
auspicious-i.e., which is not marked with any such speciality 
as the sun's passage from 011e zodiacal sign to another. 
Unworthy persons : such as fools or rogues. Without respeot: 
without agreeable speech, without the washing of feet, or 
without worship, though the gift be rnade in proper time and 
place. 

How to perfect the defective acts. 
The following instructions are given with a vie"W to per

fecting sacrifices, gifts, austerities, etc. 
~ I' ,.... "'-""t ' " " 6tf ~~T~Ta Tilt;:~f ;;J~OJTfifer~: ~~6: 

il'Tt~t01T~il ~~UfQ' <t~~ f6rt(c:n: !!~J n tt ~ ll 

23. ''OM, TAT, SAT": this has been taught to be 
the triple designation of Brahman*. By that 

• When a sacrificial rite or the like is found defective it will· be per .. 
e cted on the utterance of one of the three designations.-.A.4 
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were created of old* the brahmanas and the Vedas 
and the sacrifices. 

Tatigkt : in the Vedanta by the knowers of Brahman. 
By .that etc : by the triple designation, etc. This is said in 
praise of (the triple} designation. 

"'" r-. <r~TqTT+l~C{fi:~ q~E{r.ta'i: Jifitlf! I 

sret6;:~ Ter1:lTiiT~T: ~a a ii~CfT~ifT'{ II ti Y I I 

24· l'herefore, \Vith the utterance of 'Om.,' 
are the acts of sacrifice> gift and austerity, as 
enjoined in the scriptures, always begun by the 
students of Brah mant • 

.A.cts of saori:fics : acts in the form of sacrifice, etc. 
,... ,... • I' 

at~ilT~~Tif tfi® tfij'6'i: Tefi~T: I 
,.... r-." ,... .... ""' "" ~l"lT~tlt JCtlEI~T:\ lifi~i-6 i1Ta1Cliti~Tif: II ~ ~ ,,. 

25. With 'Tat,' without aiming at the fruits, 
are the. acts of sacrifice and austerity and the 
various acts of gift performed by the seekers of 
moksha. 

With ' Tat': with the utterance of ' Tat', which is a 
designation. of Brahman. The f'ruits: of sacrifice, etc. .Act'~ 
of gift : gifts of land, gold, etc. 

The use of' Om' and of' Tat" bas been explained. Now 
the u~e of ' Sat' is given as follows: 

' ' ""' "' ;a;:ter \:rmifttf ~ ~rq~~(Sl~a 1 
' ~~ ~ ' sr~e- ~;rtot a~t ~~;tt: ~ ~(!<ta ll 't ~ '1 

• At the beginning of creation by the Prajapati.-A. 
t • Brahman' here means' Veda.'-A· 
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26. The word ' Sat ' is used in the sense of 
f'eality and of goodness ; and so also, 0 Partha, the 
word ' Sat ' is used in the sense of an auspicious act. 

In expressing the reality of an object which is unreal
as for example, the birth of a son who is ·unreal-and in 
expressing that a man is one of good conduct who is not so, 
this designation of Brahman, 'IJiz., the word' Sat,' is employed. 
It is. also used with reference to the act of marriage and 
the like•. 

"' " "" " " "" ... ' ~if ~qr;a ~Ti.f =t:t T~f(f: B"Tf\Ta :qr;;~a I 
~ ~ ~· ""' "" " ' en+r tqq ~~~ ~f(i~ctTTlt~T<i~ ll ~"' ll 

27. Devotion to sacrifice, austerity and gift is 
also spoken of as ,.Sat'; and even action in connec
tion with these is called ' Sat.' 

Baorifiae : the act of sacrifice. Spoken of : by the 
learned. These: sacrifice, gift and austerity. Or, • tadarthi ... 
yam karma' may be interpreted. to mean action for the sake 
of the Lord· whose triple designation is the subject of treat
ment here. These acts of sacrifice, gift and austerity ,-even 
such of them as are not of the Sattvic class and are imper .. 
fect,-turn out to be Battvic and perfect ones, on applying to 
them with faith the triple designation of Brahman. 

$ It may be further explained thus : A son when born is said to 
come into existence. From the stand-point, however, of the Absolute, 
he never exists. Thus the word • Sat ' meaning 'real' properly appli· 
cable to Brahman who alone is real, is applied also to a son who is 
unreal or is only relatively real. Similarly, the word 1 Sat,' properly 
applicable to Brahman who is absolutely Good and absolutely Auspicious, 
is applied to a_ m&n whose conduct is not good or is on~y relatively good1 
or to an act which is not auspicious or which is only relatively· auspicious. 
This is only to illustrate how the imperfectly performed acts of sacri:ficeJo 
gift and austerity the designation of Brahman may be applied-as 
enjoined here-with a view to make them perfect. 
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Works without faith art\ fruitless. 
Because all these acts become perfect when done in full 

faith, therefore, . . . . 
at~i:(ff §Q" ~ ~~ ifi6 :ct ~ft. I 

" ' ~ ' ' Sf~TC\(!i:;<.Ia qJ~ ;r :q ~~~ iff ~~ l I '< ' I' 
28. Whatever is sacrificed, given, or done, 

and whatever austerity is practised, without faith, 
it is called 'asat,' 0 Partha ; it is naught here or 
hereafter. 

Gi'V8n: to the brahmanas. Deed: such as adoration 
and obeisance. Asat: as they are quite outside the path by 
which I (the Isvara) may be reached. It is naught: though 
costing much trouble, it is of no use here as it is despised by 
the wise; nor can it produce any effect hereafter. 

The teaching of the discourse summed up. 
[The teaching of this discourse may be thus summed 

up :-There are devotees, who, though ignorant of the 
scriptures, are yet endued with faith, and who, accordnig to 
the nature of their faith, may be classed as Sattvic, Rajasic, 
or Tamasi c. These should cui tivate pure Sattva by avoiding 
Rajasic and Tamasic kinds of food, worship, gift and 
austerity, and resorting exclusively to Sattvic ones. TNhen 
their acts of worship, gift, and austerity are found defective, 
they may be perfected by uttering the three designations of 
Brahman, 'Om,' "Tat,' and 'Sat.' Wtth their reason 
(buddhi) thus purified, they should engage in the study of 
scriptures and in the subsequent stages of investigation 
into the nature of Brahman.. Thereby they attain a direct 
perception of Truth and are finally liberared.-A.] 

'(fa ~;aqlfta•~iil~~!J i111~ ~rrmrV 
-~~ s:;rq~rqq)tr) ifAT 

~.m:u 



EIGHTEENTH DISCOURSE. 

OONOLUSION. 

' Samnyasa ' and ' Tyaga' distinguished. 
In the present discourse the Lord procef?ds to teach, by 

·way of summing up, the doctrine of the whole of the Gita
Sastra, .as also the whole of the Vedic Doctrine. Verily, the 
whole of the doctrine taught in the preceding discourses is to 
be found in this discourse. Arjuna, however, as\ts to know 
only the distinction in meaning between ' samnyasa, and 
'tyaga '• 

·~-• ' t".. " '" ~M.TT~~ m{f~TS:T 6'~61Jifign;r qf~grt_ I 

~~ :ret ,!fr~~U 'l~•m-Fi~ctif 11 ~ 11 
Arjuna said: 

1. 'Of samnyasa' 0 Mighty-armed, I desire 
to know the truth, 0 Hrishikesa, as also of 
' tyaga ', severally, 0 Slayer of Kesin. 

Sa'lnlltyasa : the connotation of the term ' sOJmnyasa,.' 
Tyaga: the connotation of the term • tyaga '. Severally: as 
distinguished from each other.. Kesin was an Asura whom 
the Lord, the son of Vasudeva, slew, and the Lord is ther& 
fore addressed as ' Kesi-nishudana,' the Slayer of Kesin · 

The words ' samny asa ' and ' tyaga ' have been used here 
and there in the preceding discourses, their connotations, 
however, not being clearly distinguished. Wherefore, with a 
view to determining them, the Lord addresses Arjuna, who 
desired to know of them, as follows : 
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~41Eii$EIIi!l :-
• (\• ... '"' 

ifi'Pt~JiiT q;;rau ~TQ ~"I'T~. ~~ T~: I 
~ ~ . . " 

~Ef~f{tfR?i~Tl'f SIT§~Til' TCfilfaJllTT: \ l ~ II 

The Blessed Lord said: 

2· Sages understand ' samnyasa ' to be the· 
renouncement of interested works ; the abandon· 
ment of the fruits of all works, the learned d.eclare, 
is 'tyaga' 

A few sages understand by 'samnyasa' the abandonment 
of kamya-karmaf!i, of \\"Orks (such as the Asvamedha, Horse
sacrifice) accompanied with a desire for fruits. The learned 
declare that 'tyaga' means abandonment of the fruits of all 
ihe works that are performed,-nitya and t1aim.ittika, ordi· 
nary and extra·ordinary duties,-i.e., of the fruits that may 
accrue to the performer. 

The abandonment of interested works and the abandon
ment of fruits (of wcrks) being intended to be expressed (by 
the two words) the meaning of the words ' samnyasa ' and 
' tyaga, is in any way one and the same so far as the general 
idea is concerned, namely, abandonment. They are not quite 
so distinct in meaning as the words 'jar' and' cloth ':M:. 

(Objection) :-The nitya and naimlt'tti.ka works ordinary 
and exta-ordinary duties, are said to produce no fruits. 
How is it that the abandoning of their fmits is here spqken 
of P It is like speaking of the abandoning· of a barren 
woman's son. 

• To explain the two words as meaning two altogether distinct 
things would be in contravention to the accepted usage. As explained 
here. the two words convey the same general idea with some distinction •. 
-A.., 
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(Answe,-) :-No such objection may be raised here, since, 
in the opinion of the Lord, ordinary and occasional duties 
produce their own fruits, as He v1ill show in xviii. 12, where,. 
indeed, while teaching that samnyasins alone (those alone 
who have renounced all desire for the fruits of works) have 
no connection whatever with those fruits, the Lord teaches 
also that those who are not san~nyasins will have to reap the· 
fruits of the ordinary works which they are bound to perform. 

Should the ignorant perform works or not? . " ,.... .......... (' ~"" 
~~~ ~11SfctT.~~eti CJ)if Sl'f&+r.=ITT~: I 

(' "" ' ~~~TiJa"q':cti~ if ~TG<H+Ua tqtfR tl ~ U 
3• That action should be abandoned as an 

evil, some philosophers declare ; while others 
(declare) that acts of sacrifice, gift and austerity 
should not be given up. 

Some philosophers, following the doctrine of the San., 
khyas, etc., declare that all action should be given up as an 
evil, even by those who are fit for Karma-Yoga. As an evil: 
this may be interpreted to mean either that all Karma should 
be given up as involving evil since it is the cause of bondage; 
or that it should be given up like passion and other such evil 
tendencies. \~itb regard to the same class of persons (viz., 
those ·who are fit for Karma·Yoga), others say that the acts 
of sacrifice, gift and austerity ought not to be abandoned. 

It is the Karma-Yogins that form the subject of 
discussion here ; and it is with reference to them that these 
divergent views are held, but .not with reference to the jnana· 
nishthas (wisdom-devotees), the samnyasins who have risen 
(above all worldly concerns). Those persons who have been 
raised above the path of Karma in iii. 3 are not spoken of in 
this connection. 
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(Objection):-Just as the persons who are qualified I or 
works form the subject of discussion here-in the section 
where the whole doctrine of the sastra is summed up,-though 
their path has already been specified in iii. 3. so also the 
Sankhyas, the devotees of wisdom, may also form the subject 
of discussion here. 

(.Answe?") :-No, because of the inconceivability of their 
abandoning of duty from delusion or on account of pain. (To 
explain): The Sankhyas (men of knowledge) perceive in the 
Self no pain whatever arising from bodily trouble, since 
desire, pain, etc., are said to be the attributes of Kshetra or 
matter. Wherefore they do not abandon action for fear of 
bodily trouble and pain. Neither do they perceive action in 
the Self. If they could ever perc-eive action in the Self, then 
it would be possible to imagine their abandoning of obligatory 
works from delusion. In fact, they abandon works because 
they see that action pertains to gunas and think ' I do nothing 
at all ' (v. 8). How those men who know the truth renounce 
works has been described in v. 13. etc. Therefore it is only 
the other class of persons who are ignorant of the true nature 
of the Self and are qualified for works, and in whose case 
the supposition of the abandoning of duty from delusion or 
for fear of bodily trouble is possible,-it is only these that 
are censured as Tatnasic and Rajasic relinquishers (tyagins) 
in order to praise the abandoning of the fruits of action 
resorted to by the followers of works who do not know the 
Self. And the samnyasin proper has been distinguished by 
the Lord, when defining the man who has transcended gu1tas 
-as one " renouncing all undertakings ..• who is silent, 
content with anything.~ homeless, steady-minded •....• " (xii. 
16-18). And the Lord will hereafter describe (his devotion) 
as" that supreme consummation of knowledge'' (xviii ~0) 
Thus, it is not the samnyasins, who are the devotees of 
wisdom, that are referred to here. It is only the abandoning 
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of the fruits of works that, by reason of its being Sattvic, is 
spoken of as samnyasa in contradistinction to the Tamasic and 
Rajasic (abandoning of works) ; but not samnyasa proper, 
that pre-eminent renunciation of all works. 

(Obiection) :-Since xviii. 11 states the reason why 
renunciation of all action is an impossibility, it is only the 
samnyasa proper that is spoken of in tbis connection. 

(Answer) :-No, because the passage referred to as a 
statement of the reason is only intended to praise (something 
else enjoined). 1 ust as the passage " on abandonment of peaGe 
closely follows , (xii, 12) is only a praise of. the abandonment 
of the fruits of works, since it is addr.essed to Arjuna who is 
.ignorant of the Self and who could not therefore follow the 
several paths previously spoken of, so also, the passage 
here referred to goes to praise the abandonment of the 
fruits of action. It is not possible for any one to point 
out an exception to the proposition. '' Renouncing all actions 
by thought, and self-controlled, the embodied one rests 
happily in the nine-gated city, neither at all acting nor 
causing to act., ( v. 13). Wherefore these alternative views 
regarding samnyasa and tyaga concern those persons only for 
whom works are intended. On the other hand, the Sankhyas, 
those who see the Supreme Reality, have only to follow the 
path of knowledge, accompanied with the renunciation of all 
works ; and they have nothinlg else to do, and do not therefore 
form th~ subject of the alternative views set forth here. And 
so we established this proposition while commenting on ii. 
21 and at the commencement of the third discourse. 

The Lord's decree is that the ignorant should 
perform works. 

Now, as to these divergent views, 

fiiil<T lll~ it ~~ ~Tfr +Ji(ij~"'l~ 
"" " " "" t\ ~ ~TilT li{ !J~lii'O(Jfi.T TSTT~~: ~~Jf~ll«a: ll ~ ll 
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4· Learn from Me the truth about this aban .. 
donment, 0 best of the Bharatas ; abandonment, 
verily, 0 best of rnen, has been declared to be of 
three kinds. 

Do thou learn from My words the truth as to the 
alternatives of abandonment and renunciation referred to . 
.Abandorament (tyaga) : the Lord has used this single word 
here, implying that the meaning of 'tyaga ' and ' samnyasa' 
is one and the same. Of three kiruls : Tamasic, etc. Declared : 
in the sastras. Because it is hard to know the fact that the 
threefold (Tamasic, etc.) abandonment denoted by the words 
'tyaga ' and ' sat1t.nyasa ' is possible in the case of him alone 
who does not know the Self and for whom works are inten· 
ded,-not ia the case of him who sees the Supreme Reality,
therefore no one, other than Myself, is able to teach the real 
trutb about the subject. Wherefore, learn from Me what 
My-the Lord's-decree is as to the real 'teaching of the 
sastra. 

What is the decree then ?-The Lord says: 

~ . ~' 
~l'({fif6q': 'iii if ~TG<f iif~;Jet' 6q I 

~ •) ({Til Qqi\E{ t:ffqYftfii ~ifirqonq~ l l '-\ \ l 

S· Practice of wors.hi P~ gift, and austerity 
should not be given up ; it is quite necessary ; wor
ship, . gift and austerity are the purifiers of the 
WISe. 

The three sorts of action should be performed, for, they 
cause purity in the wise, i.e., in those who have no desire ·for 
fruits. 
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The o bliga.tory works should be performed 
without attachment. 

,.... ~" . " 
q:a-~rq g: en;rn01 ~~ ~~~ cn~nif ;er 1 

~ ""..... ~ "" . ifit=ro~f;fTla ;J qr?.J t;rf~ij' iRI't];=tr+llf 1 l ~ \ 1 
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6. But even those actions should be perform
ed, setting aside attachment and the fruits ; this, 
0 son of Pritha, is My firm and highest belief. 

Those actions, &c : the acts of worship, gift and austerity 
which have been said to be purifiers, should be performed, 
setting aside attachment for them and abandoning their fruits .. 

A proposition was started in the words, ' Learn from Me 
the truth about this ' (xviii. 4); and as a reason for it, it has 
been stated that worship, etc., are the purifiers: .so that the 
words " even those actions should be performed .....•..• this is 
My firm and highest belief '' form a mere conclusion of the 
proposition started in xviii. 4. "Even those actions should 
be perforn1ed. '' cannot be a fresh pro_position : for, it is better 
to construe the passage as related to the immediate subject of 
the present section. The word '' even " implies that these 
actions should be performed by a seeker of liberation, though 
they form the caut;e of bondage in the case of one who has 
an attachment for the actions and a desire for their fruits. 
The words 'even those' cannot certainly refer to actions 
other (than the acts of worship, etc.) 

But others explain: Since obligatory (nitya) actions bear 
no fruits, it is not right to sp~ak of "setting aside attach· 
menc and the fruits.'' Therefore in the words '' even those 
actions ., etc., the Lord teaches that even those works· 
which are intended to secure objects of desire-i.e., even 
~'kamaya or interested works, as opposed to nitya or obligatory 
works-should be performed ; how much more then tbe 
obligator.y acts of worship, gift ·and austerity. 
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It is wrong to say so ; for it bas been declared here that 
even obligatory actions are productive of fruits, in the words 
'' worship, gift and austerity are the purifiers of the wise '' 
(xviii. 5). To a seeker of liberation who would give up even 
the obligatory works, looking upon them as the cause of 
bondage, where is an occasion to engage in interested works ? 
'' Even these actions '' cannot refer to interested (kamya) 
works, inasmuch as these have been despised as constituting 
an inferior pA.th (ii. 49) and decisively declared to be the 
cause of bondage (iii. 9, ii. 45, ix. 20, 21 ), and are too far 
removed from the present section. 

Tamasic and Rajasic renunciations of works. 
Therefore for a seeker of liberation who is ignorant and 

is (therefore) bound to perform works, 
,... . ~' ""' ' T;:Jt£6~ g ~~t~: C6+rarr ifTqq~ I 
"- " " r.N +r~re~ trT'te:iF1(61ll'~: qr~ennaa-: u • n 

7· Verily, the abandonment of an obligatory 
duty is not proper ; tne abandonment thereof from 
ignorance is declared to be Tamasic. 

Not proper : since it is admitted to be a purifier in the 
case of an ignorant man. To hold that a duty is obligatory 
and then to abandon it involves a. self·contra'diction. 
Therefore, this sort of abandonment is due to ignorance and 
is sa:id to be Tamasic, inasmuch a signorance is Tamas. 

Moreover, 
,.... "" ~ ..... ..... 

~:~t+t~f:l ~(Efi+l ent~~~,~~arq_ 1 . . ~ . ' 
ta' t)~CIT U~B" ~Til Wf~ ~T~ ~~ ll t! l I 

8. Whatever act one may abandon because 
it is pa.inful, from fear of bodily trouble, he 
practises Rajasic abandonment, and he shalt 
obtain no fruit whatever of abandonment. 
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He does not obtain moksha, which is the fruit of the 
l'enuociation of all actions accompanied with wisdom. 

Renunciation in works is Sattvic. 
What then is the Sattvic abandonment ?-The Lord 

says: 

~~~~q ~(ep~ fiF;rc=i fifiq6s~'1 1 

~tfr ~&tr tntt ~at ~ ~rrr: ~tREI~T 'f(f: .II ~ ll 
9 Whatever obligatory \Vork is done, by 

Arjuna, merely because it ought to be done, by 
abandoning attachment and also the fruit, that 
abandonment is deemed to be Sattvic. 

Abandoning etc. :-These words of the Lorct form, as we 
have said, the authority which declares that obligatory (nitya) 
war ks produce fruits. 

Or thus :-An ignorant m~n . may even suppose that 
though the fruits of obligatory works are not declared in the 
Scripturet the obligatory war ks, when performed, do produce 
their fruit's for the doer in the form of self-regeneration, or 
by way of warding off pratyavaya or the sin of non .. perfor• 
maace. But even this supposition is prevented by the words 
" abandoning the fruits.'' Hence the appropriateoes::-. That 
abandonmettt : the abandoning of all attachment for~ and of 
~b~ fruits of, obligatory works. 

(Objectio1~) :-It is the threefold abandonment of works 
-referred to as 'samnyasa~ (xviii. 7)-tbat forms the subject 
of tbe present section (xviii. 4, etc.). Out of the three, the 
Rajasic and Tamasic (sorts of abandonment of works) have 
been treated of. How is it that the abanaonment of attach· 
ment and of the fruits of works is spoken of as the third ? 
It is something like saying,'' Three Brahmanas have come; 
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two of them are proficient in Fhadanga~ or the six auxiliary 
sciences, ;.1nd the third i~ a l{shatriya..'' 

(AnswE.w) :-No such objection can be raised here ; for, the 
object of this ~ection is to praise (the abandonment of the fruits 

of works, ::t~ compared with the abandonment of works, i e., by 
·comparing the two abandonments), both being alike abandon
·anen~S· 1 n fact the abandonment of works and the abandon
ment of desire for the fruits do agree. in so far as they alike 
imply abandonment. Ac<;.ordingly, by despising the two sorts 

-of the Rband mment of works. a5\ Rajasic and. Tamasic 
.abandonment~, the abandonment of desire for the fruits of 
the works is prAised as being the Sattvic abandonn1ent, in the 

words 'that abancionment is deemed to be Sattvic.' 
. From Renunciation in works to Renunciation 

of all works. 
\Vhen the m~n who is qualified for (Kq,rm~- Yoga) 

perform~ obligatory works without attachment and without a 
longing for result~, his inner sense (antalt·karatta) unsoiled 
by desire for results and regenerated by (the performance of) 
obligatory works, becomes pure. Wbea pure and tranquil, 
the inner sense is· :fit for .contemplation of the Self. Now, 
with a view to teach how the man whose inner sense bas 
been purified hy the performance of obligatory works and 
who is prepared to acquire the Self-knowledge may gradually 
atta;n to joana·nisbtha or de.votion in knowledge, the· Lord 
proceeds as follows : 

.... • «!' • ' 

;r ~~P'i ~" ~ cua~ ' 
~17fr ~~wn!t ~'lfrefr &tterJ~: 11 ~ o 11 

10. He b~tes not evil action, nor is he attach
ed, to ;:t good one,-he who has abandoned,· 
pervaded by Sattva and possessed of wisdom, his 
doubts cut asunder. 
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EtJtl action: the Kamya-karma, the interested actioo, 
which becomes the cause of samsara by producing a body. 
He does not hate evil action, thinking "of what avail is Jt ~· 
Gooil otre: nitya-karma, obligatory action. He cherishes no 
.attachment for it by way of tbinkmg that Jt leads tQ rnoksba 

· by purifying the 4eart and thereby conducing to knowledge 
.and to devotion io knowledge. -Of whom is this said P- Of 
bitn who has abandoned attachment and desire, and who, 
·having abandoned attachn1ent to action and desire for its 
·fruit, performs obligatory works (nitya .. kanna)-· \Vhen does 
be hate no evil action ? \i\7hen is he not attached to a good 
·One P-\Vhen be is "Permeated With Sattva. whkh .causes a 
discriminative knowledge of the Self and the not·Self. As be 
is permeated with Sattva; he becomes gifted watb wisdom, 
-with knowledge of Self. As he becomes possessed of \Visdoan

11 

his doubt caused by avidya is cut.asunder b:Y the -convicti.o11 
-that to abide in the true nature of the Setf is alone the 
means of attaining the H1ghest Bliss, and that there is no 
other means· 

That is to say, when a man who is qualified (for Kanna
Yoga) practises Karma· Yoga in the manner described abo'\te 
and thereby becomes. gradually refined in the sei f (autaA.
karana.', then he knows himself to be that Self ; who. as 
devoid of birth or any other change of conditiGn, is imn1uta-· 
ble; he·renounces all action in thought; be remains withottt 
acting or causing others to act; he attains devotion in wisdo1n .. 
i.e, he attains freedotn from action. Thus, the. pttrpose of 
the Karma-Yoga d~scribed above has been t~ugh.t ill this 
verse. 

Renunciation of Fruits i~ alone possible for ths 
Ignorant. 

For the unenlightened man, on the other hand, who 
. wears a bJdy by way of identifying hirnsel f with it., whO._ .oat 
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yet disabused of the notion that the Self is the agent of 
:~tction, firmly believes that be is bimsel f the agent,-for him 
who is thus qualified for Karma-Yoga. abandonment of all 
works is impossible, so tbat his duty lies only in performing 
prescribed works by abandoning their fruits,-not in abandon
ing those works. To impress this point, the Lord proceeds. 
thus: 

if ~ ~'-~aT ~ef~ ~Ef~ 'f)t:f~~(:{6: I 
~ " ",.....,.. ... 

~'S ~f.t~<:O(?.Il~T ~ ~till~~r<:ra- II ~ ~ II 

1 I. Verily, it is not possible for an embodied 
'being to a bandon actions completely ; he who. 
abandons the fruits of actions is verily said to be 
an abandoner • 

.A~ smboilied being : a body-wearer. i.e , he wh"> identi
·fies himself with the body. No man or discrimination can be 
called a body-wearer, for it has been pointed out {ii. 2!, etc.) 
that such a man does not concern himself (in actions) as their 
agent. So t~e meaning is : it is not possible for an ignorant 
man to abandon actions completely. When an ignorant man 
who is qualified f~r action performs obligatory works, abandon
ing merely the desire for the fruits of his actions, he is said 
to be an abandoner (tyagin) though he is a perfonner of 
works. This-the title '' abandoner,''-is applied to him for 
courtesy's sake. Accordingly, :the abandonment of all actions 
is possible for him alone who, realising the Supreme Reality, 
is not a ' body-wearer ' i.e., does not regard the body as the 
Self. 

Effects of the 'rue Renunciation after De&th. 
Now, what is the benefit which accrues from the abandon

ment of all actions P-The Lord says: 
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srfiieill! m3T ~ ~~ •qut: ~'I t 
~ct~~rfrrt:tt ~ if 9 Q-'"'«~i ilf~E~tt II ~ ~ t1 

12. The threefold fruit of action,~evil, good:t 
and mixed,-accrues after death to non-abandon
ers, but never to abandoners. 

Fruit: brought forth by the operation of vartous external 
·factors. lt is a doing of avidya; it is like the glamour cas1 
by a juggler's art, very delusive, inhering, to all appearaDce, 
in the Innermost Self·; by its very etymology, the word 
• phala ', fruit, implies something that vanishes, something 
unsubstantial. Aotio,. (karma) : Dharma and Adharma. 
Evil: such as hell (naraka), the animal kingdom, etc. GotJtL! 
such as the Devas. Mi:uRd : Good and evil mixed together in 
one ; the humanity. These three sorts of fruits accrne after 
death to non-abandoners, to the nnenl igbtened, to the follow
ers of Kartna-yoga, to the, abandoners (sa,nnyasins) not 
strictly so called,:AI: but never to the re1l samnyasins, engaged 
exclusively in the path of knowledge (jnana·nishtha) and 
belongin~ to the highest order of sa~tJnyasins, the Parama
ha1nsa-Parivrajakas. Indeed, exclusive devotion to Right 
Knowledge cannot but destroy avidya and other seeds of 
satnsara. 

Accordingly, a complete abandonment of all works is 
possible for him alone who has attained to Right Knowledge, 
inasmuch as he sees that action and its accessories and its 
-results are all ascribed to the Self by Avidya: but, for the. 
unenlightened man indentifying himself with the body, etc., 
which constitute action, its agent and accessories, complete. 

• That is to sa.y, those who perform works without desire for their 
fruits will necessarily reap, after death, the ftoits of their respective 
actions. -A. 
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abandonment of action is not possible. This truth, the Lord 
.,roeeeds to teach in the following verses : 

Factors in the Production of an Act. 

~6T~ +r~r~r~ 'f)T~rfir fif~ it 1 
.... """"' ""' (' (' iaJWif ~a:r-:6 sn~nif Tflir<i {=1Cfi!filTC1ff'£ u ~ ~ u 

I 3 These five factors in the accomplishment 
of aJl action, know thou from Me, 0 mighty
armed, as taught in the Sankhya which is the end 
of action. 

These: \V.bich are going to be mentioned. LeaHn: this. 
exhortation is intended to secure steady attention on the part 
of the hearer to what follows, as well as to indicate the differ· 
.ence (in the view which is going to be presented) as to the 
nature of those things.. In the words "taught in the Sanl<hya, • 
the Lord praises them, as they are things that ought to be 
known. Sankh.ya.: Vedanta (the Upanishads) in which 
all the things that have to be known are expounded. It is 
qualified by the epttbet '' krita-anta,'' the end of action, that 
·wbieh puts an end to all action (karma). The verses ii. 46, 
and hr. 33 teach that all action ceases when the knowledge of 
the Self arises; so that the Vedanta, which im·parts Set£ ... 
knowledge, is ' the end of action.' 

'"' . ... . " 
an~m;:r a~t 4i6T ~~ot cq 'l~t;er~q_ t 
""" .... ~.~ 
fCJ.f.Cf~J~ !?.ltF~!T <t <f rq~JSI q'Bt:ll{ I l ~ Y II 

·14. The seat and actor and the various 
organs., and the several functions of various sorts, 
and the Divinity also, the fifth among these; 

Pke seat: the body which is the seat of desire, hatred, 
happiness, misery, knowledge and the like; \.e., the seat of their 
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manifestation Aotor: the, enjoyer, partaking of the charac
ter of the upadhi with which it may be associated. Th~ 
Ntious organa : such as the sense , of hearing, by which to 
perceive sound, etc. Ftt,notions: of the air (vayu), such as 
outbreathing, and inbreathing. Of various aorts : twelve in 
number. Divinity: such as the Aditya aad other G9ds by 
whose aid the eye and other organs discharge their functions. 

,... """(' ~ !l 
~{f{qfii\fi{ff~~~~q Srt{~('l if.{: I . " ,... . ~' ' 
•llt~!f err Jqtf(fa' cn qga- ~~ t;:~er: II ~ "\ 11 

15. Whatever ~ction a ·•nan does by the body, 
speech and mind, right or the opposite, these five 
are its causes. 

Bight: not opposed to dharma, taught in the sastra. 
'l'h.e oppClsite: what is opposed to. dharma and opposed to 
•astra. Even those !!Ctions,-the act of twinkling and the 
like,-wbich are the necessary conditions of life are deuoted 
by the expression" the right or the opposite'', since they are 
but the effects of the past dbarma and a-dharn1a. Its causes : 
the causes of every action. 

( Objeation) :-The body, etc. ( x viii. 14), are neces~ary 
factors in every action. Why do you speak of (a distinction 
in actions) in the words " whatever action a man does by the 
body, .speech or mind ?'' 

(.Answer) :-This objection cannot be urged against us. 
In the performance of every action, whether enjoyed or 
forbidden, one of the three -body, speech or mind-bas a tn ore 
prominent share than the rest; while seeing, bearing, and other 
activities, which form mere concomitants of life, are subordi· 
nate to the activity of that one. All actions are thus classed. 
into three groups and are spoken of as performed by body, or 
speech, or mind. Even at the time of fruition, the fruit of 
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an action is enjoyed through the instrumentality of body, 
speech and mind, one of them being more prominent than the 
rest. Hence no gainsaying of the assertion that all the five 
are the causes of action (xviii. 14.) 

The agency of the self is an illusion. 
....... . ,.... ~ . ' . 

6Siet" ~Ta Cfi6J{iff('lfif C6Cf<!S g <r: I 
"' ,.... f::,.... 

~<i~iia~r;a~Cffil' ~ q~Ta ~£6': l I ~ ~ I I 

16 Now, such being the case, veri]y, he who 
as untrained in understanding, looks on the pure 
Self as the agent, that man of perverted intelJi
gence stes not. 

Now : with reference to what we are speaking of. Such 
being the case: every action being accomplished by the five 
causes described above. Now ...... ease: this shows the reason 
why the person here referred to is said to be a man of per
verted intelligence. The unenlightened one, in virtue of his 
i,gnorance, identifies the Self with the five causes and lool<s 
upon the pure Self as the agent ot the action, which is really 
accomplished by those five cattses.-Why does he regard 
them so ?-For, his understanding (buddhi) has not been 
trained in the Vedanta, has not been trained by a masters 
teaching, has not been trained in the principles of reasoning. 
Even he who, while maintaining the existence of the dis
embodied Self, looks upon the pure Self as the agent, is a man 
of untrained understanding; he does not therefore see the truth 
about the Self and action. He is therefore a 1nan of perverted 
intelligence,-his intelligence takes a wrong direction, is 
vicious, continually leading to birth and death. Though seeing, 
yet he does not see (the tntth), like a man \vhose timira
affected eye sees many moons, or lilte one \Vho regards that 
the moon moves when the clouds are in motion, or like a man 
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who, seated in a vehicle, regards himself as running-when it 
iis the others (the bearers) that run. 

Realisation of the Non Agency of the Self Leads to 
Absolution from the Effects of All Works. 

Who then is the wise man that -sees rightly ?-The 
answer follows : 

"' ..... " ~ " .... <~~ illl[I6T +rrerr ~;a~ if r~t~a 1 
c 

~errsrtr ~ •+~tir~ril ~f;:a ;:r T'ilat~ila- '' ~" 11 
I 7· He who is free from egotistic notion. 

whose n1ind is not tainted,-though he kills these 
.creatures, he kills not, he is not bound. 

He whose mind has been well trained in the scriptures, 
well·trained by a master's instructions, and well-trained in 
the sound principles of reasoning, is free from the egotistic 
notion that ' I am tbe agent. • He thinks thus : It is these 
five-the body, etc., ascribed to the Self through avidya
that are the causes of all action, not I. I am the witness of 
their actions. I am ,. without breath, without mind, pure, 
higher than the Indestructible which is Sunreme " (Mu1~d. 

Up. 2·1· 2). I am pure and imn1utable. He whose antah
karatta (buddhi), which is an upadhi of the Self, is not tainted. 
does not repent thus : u I have done this : thereby I shall go 
to naraka (hell)." He is wise: he sees rightly : though be 
kills all these living creatures, he commits no act of killing,. 
nor is be bound by the fruit of a·dbarma as an t:ffect of 
that act. 

(Objection) :-Even supposing that this is intended as a, 

mere praise, the statement that '' though he kills all thes& 
creatures, he does not kill '' involves a self·contradiction. 

(Answer) :-This objection can not stand ; for, the state
ment can be explained by distinguishing the two standpoints 
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of worldly conception and absolute truth. From the stand
point of worldly conception, which c~nsists in thinking ' I am 
the killer' by identifying the Self witb the physical body etc.t 
the J...,ord says, " though be kills;'' and from the stand-point 
of absolute truth explained above, He says. ' he kills not" 
,he is not bound.• Thus both are quite explicable. 

(Objection) :-The Self does act ia conjunction ·with the 
body, etc .• as implied by the use of the word 'pure' ia xviii. 16,. 
'be who looks on the pure Self as the agent.' 

(A.tt1U16r) :-This contention is untenable ; for the Self 
being. by nature, immutable, we cannot conceive Him. to act 
in conjunction with the body, etc. What is subject to change 
caa· alone conjoin with others, and thu~ conjoined can become 
the agent. But there can be no conjunction of the immutable 
Self with anything whatsoever, and He cannot therefore act 
in conjunction with another. Thus, the isolated conditjon, 
being natural condition. And His immutability is quite evident 
to all, as taught by the sruti, smriti and reason. In the Gita 
itself, for instance, it has been over and over again taught ~n 

tbe words, "He is unchangeable,. (ii. 25) : '• actions are 
wrought by gun as" (I 1 I. 27) ; •• though dwelling in die body, 
be acts not·,, (xiii. 31 ). And the same thing is also taught in 
the passages of the sruti such as '' It meditates as it were, It 

.. moves as it were,., (Bri Up. 4-3-7). By reasoning also we 
may establish tbe same. thus :-That the Self is an entity 
without parts, is not dependent oh another, and is immutable,. 
is the royal road (i.e., is undisputed). Even if it be admitted 
that the Self is subject to change, He should only be subject 
to a ch~og.e of His own ; the actions of the body, etc , can 
never be attributed to the agency of tb~ Self. Indeed, the 
action of one cannot go to another that has not done it. And 
what is attributed to tbe Self. by a:vidya cannot really pertai~ 
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to Him, in the same why that the mother-of-pearl cannot be
come sii ver, or (to take another illustration) in the same way 
that surface and dirt ascribed by children through ignorance· 
to akasa cannot really pertain to akasa. Accordingly, any 

. changes that may take place in the body, etc., belong to them 
only, not to the Self. Wherefore, it is but right to say that 
in the absence of egotism and of all taint in the mind, tte 
wise man neither kills nor is bQund. 

Having started this proposition in the words "he slays 
not, nor is he slain;~' (ii. 19) having stated in ii. 20 as the 
reason therefore the immutabtlity of the Self. havin~ in the 
beginning of the sastra (li. 21) briefly taught that to a wise 
man there is no need for works, and having introduced the 
subject here and there in tbe middle and expatiated upon it, 
the Lord now concludes it in the words that the wise man 
''kills not, nor is bound.. with a view to sun1 up the 
teaching of the sastra. Thus in the absence of the egotistic 
feeling of em bodied existence, the eamnyasins renounce all 
avidya-generated action. and it is therefore right to say that 
tbe thretfold fruit of action " evil, good and mixed" (xviii. 
12), does not accrue to the sa1nnyasins; and the further 
conclusion also is inevitable that quite the reverse is the lot 
of others. This teaching of the Gitasastra has been cone I ud· 
ed here. To show that this essence of the whole Vedic 
Teachihg should be investigated and understood by wise men 
of trained intelligence, it bas been expounded by us here and 
there in several sections in accordance with the scripture 
(sastra) and reason. 

· The imp~lses to action. 
Now will be mentioned the impulses to action : . " """' ~ .... 

~r;:{ lf(.f qr{lfToT r~t~ctr ~ll:q"T({wtr t . ~ ~ ...... ,.... ,.... 
~or etiil Cfiafa r~rct\:1: ~~~~q:: 11 ~ ~ 11 

" 
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18. !(now ledge, the object known, the knower, 
(form) the threefold impulse to action ; the organ, 
the end, the agent, from the threefold baeis of 
action. 

Knou:ledge: any knowledge, knowledge in general. 
Similarly the object known refers to objects in general, to all 
objects of knowledge. The knower: the experiencer, partak
ing of the nature of the upadhi, a creature of avidya. This 
triad forms the threefold impulse to all action, to action in 
general. Indeed, performance of action \Vitb a view to avoid 
a thing or to obtain another and so on, is possible only when 
there is a conjunction of the three,-knowledge, etc. The 
actions accomplished by the five (causes of action ),-by the 
body, etc.,-and grouped into three classes according to their 
respective seats-speech, mind, body ,-are all traceable to 
the interplay of the orgA.n, etc. : and this is taught in the 
second part of the verse. The organ: that by which some
thing is done ; eroternal organs being the organ of hearing, 
etc., and the internal organs being buddhi (intelligence), etc. 
The end : that which is sought for, that which is reached 
through action by the agent. The agent: he who sets the 
organs going, partaking of the nature of the upadhi (in which 
he works). In these three aU action inheres, and they are 
therefore said to form the threefold basis of action. 

The impulses are threefold according to the gun as. 
lnasm uch as action, the several factors of action, and tbe 

fruit, are all made up of the gu1·tas, the Lord now proceeds to 
teach' the threefold distinction of each, according to the three 
distinct gunas, Sattva, Rajas and Tamas: 

• ~ t' "~ . ' 
'"T;{ Cfi+f ~ ii6T :q TSI~Cf ~at~r{6: I 
' ~ ' ~ s:rt~uij' ~ut~f-qlit ~~fq~{?J ar~~nq tl ~ ~ ll 
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Ig. Kno\vledge and action, and the agent, 
o:.re said in the science of gunas to be of three 
kinds only, according to the distinction in gunas. 
Hear thou duly of them • 

.dation (karma) : ' karma ' here means action (kriya). 
It is not used in the technical sense of the word denoting the 
object of an action, what is sought to be attained by means 
of action, .Agent : the performer of acts. They are of three 
kinds only-This restriction is intended to i111ply the absence 
of dintinctions other than that caused by the gunas.-Gu,nas: 
such as Sattva. The science of gu?ias here referred to is 
Kapila's system of philosophy.-Even Kapila's science of 
gum.s is certainly an authority so far as it concerns gunas 
and their experiencer (bhoktri). Though they are opposed to 
us as regards the supreme truth. viz., the oneness or non· 
duality of Brahman, still the followers of Kapila are of ac
knowledged authority in the exposition of the functions of 
gunas and of their products, and their science is therefore 
accepted here as an authority as serving to extol the teach
ing which follows. Hence no inconsistency. Hear, eta: 
Pay attent10n to the teaching which follows here, concerning 
lmowledge and the rest, as well as their various distinctions 
caused by different gunast as I describe them duly, according 
to science, according to reason. 

Sattvic Know ledge. 
Here follows the threefold character of knowledge : 

~ ' '~. " ' ;act~6~ :qifsn ~TCf~oi.f~i~TaJ~ I 

atfCfll~ ~~~ t:tG~ti% ~~ ~.=ttRSJEfi'J{ l l ~ o II 
20. That by which a man sees the one Indes

tructible Reality in all beings, in separate in the 
separated,-that knowledge know thou as Sattvic" 
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Reality· ( Bha va) : the one Self. In.dest,.uotible : which 
cannot be exhausted either in itself or in its properties; 
Kutastha or immutable. .All beings : from .Avyalcta, or the 
unmanifested matter, dow, 1 to the sthavq.ra or unmoving 
objects. That Reality, the Self, is not d1fferent in different 
bodies ; Jil<e the akasa, the Self admits of no division. Know 
thou this d1rect and right perception of the non·dual Self as 

Sattvic· 
Raja.sic Knowledge. 

The dualistic fallacious systems of philosophy are Raja
sic and Tamasic, and therefore they cannot directly bring 
about the cessation of samsara ' ,. ,..... 

~~if~~ SJ ~\lS.fTt=l rlTiiTllT~T•~tlfiCfl:fT~ I 

~~;:r ~ -~ ~ij~ al"Jwi f6tnt ~~eq: n '( ~ u 
21. But that knowledge which by differen

tiation, sees in all the crei-ltures various entities of 
distinct kinds, that knowledge know thou as 
Rajasic. 

By differentiation: regarding them as different in differ
ent bodies. Entities : Sel fs. Whick sees, etc. : This should 
be interpreted to mean ' by which one sees,• since knowledge 
cannot be an agent. 

Tamasic Knowledge. 
"' ,... 'Ill' "" ~ ii~et(('-tiT~ ~ Ei~(g'fill I 

(' . 
sta=iC~t~ct~q 'i.f 6'tf11T6!fff'all. tt ~" tt 

22. But that which clings to one single efftct · 
as if it were all, \vithout reason, having no real 
object, and narrow, that i·s declared to be Tama
sic. 
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Tamasic knowledge is engrossed in one single effect,
such as the body or an external idol-as though it is all·com
prehensive, thinking ' this body is the Self' or 'that is God,' 
aod that there is nothing higher than that. Jiva (soul), for 
example, dwelling in the body is regarded by the naked 
Sramattakas: etc., as being of the ·size of that body, and the 
J.svara is regarded (by some) to be the mere stone or piece of 
wood t This knowledge is not founded on reason and does 
not perceive things as they are. Because it is not founded 
.00 reason. it is nat"row, as extending over a limited area, or· 
as producing very small results· This knowledge is said to 
be Tamasic, because it is found only in Tamasic beings 
·possessing no faculty of discrimination. 

Sattvi c Action .. 

'The threefold nature of action is next described :. 

" . " .... T'i<:fa' P ifll~<ff.l{fTfQ:f:il'6: ~6'q t 
"' <:' " .... 

Sitfie,¢!itgt=rr Efi't=r ~:e~8TAa(q)'!J~(;(6 II ~ ~ U 

23· An action \vhich is ordained, which is 
·free fro an a ctachment, vvhich is done \Vithout love 
or hatred by one not desirous of the fruit, that 
action is declared to be Sa ttvic. 

Ordained ; Obligatory (nitya). It is not an action done 

by one impelled by love or hatred. 

Ra,jasic Action. 
"' ~ ' ~=a" q)J+rt~ifr ifi'l ~6:W(ot ett s;:r: 1 

-..::,) 

fsp~a ersc.orl.fRt 6ttatfi~f(T[all n ':( \l n 
• The Jains. Some MSS· read Ksh.a/Janakas• 
t The material of which the image is made. 
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24· But the action which is done by one 
longing for pleasures, or done by the egotistic, 
costing much trouble, that is declared to be Rajasic. 

Pleasures : as fruits of action. TT,e Egotistic : not as 
distinguished from one who bas realised the true nature of the 
Self (who is absolutely free frotn egotism), but as distin .. 
guished from one who is free from pride in the sense in 
which an ordinary srotriya (a devotee of the Vedic Religion) 
of the world is expected to be free from egotism. For, he 
who is absolutely without egotism, i.e., one who has realised 
the Self, cannot even be imagined to long for the fruit of an 
action; or to do an action costing much trouble. Even the 
doer of a Sattvic action is ignorant of the Self and is egotistic; 
much more so are the Rajasic and Tamasic doers. In common 
parlance, a srotriya who is ignorant of the Self is said to be 
free from egotism; we say " He is a modest (unegotistic) 
Brahmana." It is Ollly from this class of persons that the 
doer of a Rajasic action is distinguished as being egotistic. 

Tamasic Action. . . ,.., ..... ~ 

~f11'~ arJ~ r~ef;r;fq~({ :q qr~qq: 1 
"' "" ~ "' +IT~Ttif,+(l6 q:; if il=e~Ttr~ a~lla l 1 ~ ~ II 

25. The action which is undertaken from 
delusion, without regarding the consequence, loss, 
injury, and ability, that is declared to be Tamasic. 

Los• : Loss of power and of wealth accruing from the 
action done. InJury to living beings. .dbi'Uty : one's own 
ability to complete the work· 

Sattvic Agent. 
Now the Lord proceeds to treat of the distinction among 

agents 
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' . ,... ,.... 
~~sttS;r{{6flqf ~~T~~+ftrqa: I 
,.._ " "' N'N ~ ,..... ..._ 
re~re~nitte(Cfi'f~: fiT ~JRqEfi ~a II "t( ~ lt 

26. Free from attachment, not given to ego
tism, endued with firmness and vigour, unaffec.ted 
in success and failure, an agent is said to be 
Sattvic. 

Suooess: Attainment of the fruit of the action done .. 
U11a:ffected: as having been impelled to act merely by the 
authority of the sastra, not by a desire for the fruits. 

Rajasic Agent. 
#'\. ~ ..... ~ ..... ,... "' " 

~Tiff cn'ftfi®~~1:1T T(aT~"CfiTS~T:et: I 
~" " (' "f"\r"l:: 

f{f$1~Tcnffi=C~a: etim 4Q~e-: trT{CfifT~~: 1 1 ~ " II 
27. Passionate, desiring to attain the fruit of 

action, greedy, cruel, impure, subject to joy and 
sorrow, such an agent is said to be Rajasic • 

. G1eedy: thirsting for another's property, not giving away 
one's own· property to worthy persons, etc. Oruel: doing 
harm to others. Impure : devoid of external and internal 
purity. Subjeot to 'joy anit sorrow : rejoicing on the attain .. 
ment of what is desirable, and feeling sorry on th~ attainment 
of what is not desirable or on having to part with what is 
desirable. Joy or sorrow may arise at the success or failure 
of the action in which be is engaged 

Tamasic Agent. 
' ~ ,..... ' 

st~-as: sr~: e~: ~r ;r~<JCfiTs~~= t 
felqTcfi ·{l~~sft 'if Ci(ff ~+ra ~=i:if~ ll ~' II 

tzS. Unsteady, ·vulgar, unbending, deceptive, 
wicked, indolent, desponding, and procrastinating, 
(such) an· agent is said to be Tamasic. 
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Vulgar : quite uncultured in intellect (buddhi), who is 
like a child. U'nbending: not bowing like a stick to anybody. 
Deceptive : concealing his real power. Wicked : setting 
others at variance with each other. IruJ,ole'nt : not doing even 
what ought to be done. Despcmiling: always depressed in 
spirit. Pf'OOf'astinating·: postponing duties too long, always 
sluggish, not doing even in a month what ought to be done 
to-day or to-morrow. 

Intellect and Firmness are threefold according to 
gun as. 

~if~ ~6~q ~ijfijJfq~ ~ I 
.... """" "" S~f"l+Tf;fij~~ar ~vCJil ~il%ftr tl ~ ~ i i 

29. The threefold division of intellect and 
firmness according to qualities, about to be taught 
fully and distinctively (by Me), hear thou, 0 Dha
nanJaya. 

Qf!,alities: Gunas, such as .Sattva. 1"he first half of the 
verse contains ~in an aphoristic form what is going to be 
taught. Dh·ananjaya : the· conqueror of wealth. Arjuna · is 
so called because he acquired much wealtb,-human and 
divine, material and spiritual,-during his tour of conquest 
through the four quarters of the earth. 

Sattvic Intellect. 
~Rt =q ~1:Rf :q 'itiit'il~ +r~T~tr I 

• ' • """' ,...., ~ ~ t'\ 
a(;:~ 'l'J&J ~ ~T EfT~ · ~RI:: ~~ qp:r ~TT~Cf~T ll - o l l 

. 30. That \\'hich knows action and inaction, 
w~at ought to be done and what ought not to be 
done, fear and absence of fear, bondage and libera~ 
tion, that intellect is Sattvic, 0 Partha. "· · 
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Ac;tion (pravritti) : the cause of bondage, the karma
marga, the path of action as taught in the sastra. Inaotioa 
{nivritti) : the cause of 1 iberation, the path of sar1znyasa.-As 
'action' ( pravritti) and ' inaction' (nivritti) occur in connec
tion \Vith ' bondage' (bandha) and ' liberation' (moksha), they 
have been interpreted to mean the paths of action and renun
·ciation (karma and sanznyasa). What ••• dons : the necessity 
for doing or not doing-by one \Vho relies on the sastra-at 

"particular places and times,· actions producing visible or 
.invisible results, according as they are enjoined or prohibited 
by the scriptural or social ethics. Fear etc.: the cause of 
fear and the cause of fearlessness, either visible or invisible. 
Bondage and liberation: together with their causes. Knowledge 
is a vritti or function or state of intellect (buddhi), whereas in
tellect is what functions or undergoes change of state.* Even 
firmness {dhriti) is only a paricular function or state of intellect .. 

Raja.sic Intellect. 
~ t <t ~"'\. 

<~~T ~iiil~ii :q q)f~ :qr~Ttt+rSf ;q I 
" ,..... ~ " 

Sf~f6f(>f~TilTJa' ~T~: er tJT~ ~T~~T ll ~ ~ II 

3 r. That by \vhich one wrongly understands 
dharma and a-dharma, and also what ought to be 
done and what ought not to be done, that intellect, 
0 P c:1rtha, is Rajasic. 

·Dharma. is what is ordained in the scriptures and a
·dkar·ma is what is prohibited in them. What .• .,done: tbe 
same that was mentioned already. (xviii. 30). t fVrongly: 
.in opposition to what is determined by all (authorities). 

* This is to show how the knowledge (jnana) whose threefold 
·nature h:1.s been described already (xviii, 20-2§) is different from the 
iatellect (buddhi) whose threefold nature is here described.-A. 

t Dharma and a-dharma here spoken of refer to the • a.purva • i.e., 
the forms which actions assume after their performance till their effects 
become perceptible ; whereas karya and a-karya refer to the performanca 

··Or the nott·p~rform\nC'e of the acts. Hence no tautology.-A. 
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Tamasic Intellect. 
~ ~,...,...... ' 

Sf~ ~~T+Ila ~T +r;:;r~ 6+Jt=fT ~6T I 

QctrqPJ: fqqiJe:iil ~: ~~ qr~ 6r+rer ,, ~ -rt '' 

32. That which, enveloped in darkness, sees 
adharma as dharma and all things perverted, that 
intellect, 0 Partha, is Tamasic. 

It takes quite a perverted view of all things to be known. 
Sa ttvic Firmness. 

..... ..."" " ~ ~~r ~w:ra- +r«=r: !ifOTTri~Jij;tJT: 1 
... .... " ,...... "" ~ ,..... ,.. 
~T~ifT~T+r=i:fTf{O<JT 'lT~: ~T qJtJ errtefi=IH II ~ ~ \I 

33· The firmness which is ever accompanied 
by Yoga, and by which the activities of thought, of 
life-breaths and sense-organs, 0 Partha, are held 
fast, such a firmness is Sattvic. 

Yoga : samadhi or concentration of mind. Held fast: 
restrained from rushing in to ways which are opposed to the 
aastra, It is only when they are restrained by firmness (of 
the intellect) that they do not rush into ways which are opposed 
to the sastra. The meaning of the passage is this: He who, 
by unflinching firmness, restrains the activities of thought 
(manas), of life-breaths and sense-organs, restrains them by 
Yoga.• 

Rajasic Firmness-
~ ~ . .... ~ 

~~ g ~enT+IP-IT~ l~f ~T~t16 S~if I 
"" ,., " ~ " SIBW;r tfi~JiliTfT W6: ~ T ql~ U~(1f II ~ ~ t1 

* That is to say. one can restrain these activities by the firmness 
only which is every accompanied by sama.dhi, by concentration of mind 
in the Brahman. By mere firmness, which is not so accompanied by 
samad)li. one cannot invariably restrain them.-A. 
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34· But the firmness with which one holds 
fast to dharma and pleasures and wealth, desirous 
of 'the fruit oi each on its occasion, that firmness, 
0 Partha, is Rt1jasic. 

Dharma eto.: when a person is firmly convinced at heart 
that dharma, pleasure and wealth ought always to be secured 
and is desirous of the fruit of each whenever that one (dharma 
or pleasure or wealth) occupies his attention, the firmness of 
such a person is Rajasic. 

Ta.masic Firmness. 
• • " • 1'"\. • ' 

~~T ~R l=f~ \tffet) Tefl:fTq +I~Cf 'C( I 

'1 fel5~ilf6 ~~~T ~: ~T qr~ e'TII~'f \l ~ '-\ ll 

35· That ·with which a stupid man does not 
give up sleep, fear, grift, depression and lust, that 
firmness, 0 Partha, is Tamasic. 

The stupid man holds sensual gratification in high esteem 
and never gives up lascivi'ottsness. He regards sleep, etc., as 
things that ought al wa.ys to be resorted to. 

Pleasure is tbreef old according to gttn&s. 
'!:he threefold division of actions and of the several 

factors (karakas) concerned in action, has been described. 
Here follows the threefold division of pleasure which is the 
effect of actions. 

ijJ§ Re{t{TifT f~~~ ~ it ~~(fq+l' I 
...... • " " -cc:. sr+llf~f~fl(l' ifSI' s;:~Tt:iJ ::q Til~la ll ~ ~ H 

36. And now hear from Me,-0 lord of the 
Bharatas,-of the threefold pleasure, in which one 
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delights by practice and surely comes to the end 
of pain•. 

Hear : Pay steady attention to. PraoUoe : familiarity,. 
frequency. The erul: cessation or alleviation. 

Sattvic Pleasure. 

~:aqtr fet~cr •~s~6rq;(f{ 1 

Ef(ij(q. ~I ~ctct ~~'fTm~RJSI~=IT({~i{ I I - " l l 
37• That which is like poison at first, a.t the 

end, like nectar that pleasure is declared to be 
Sattvic, born of the purity of one's own mind. 

Like poison. at flrlt : on its first occurrence it is attended 
with pain as ~t is preceded by much trouble in the acquisition 
of jnana or spiritual knowledge, of va{.,.agya or indifference to 
worldly objects, of dhyana and samadhi. At the end, the 
pleasure is like nectar, arising front mature knowledge and 
indifference to external objects. Deola'fed: by the wise. 
Bon1, etc: born of the purity of one's own buddhi or antah
karana: or born of the perfectly clear knowledge of the Self .. 
Being so born, the pi easure is Sattvic. 

Rajasic Pleasure. 
NtRf;~B~:irilT'-Rit{fr s~a-)trql={ I 

trRotta- mt;rct 6~~~ ~~~e ~~~ ,, ~ ~ ,, 
38. That pleasure which arises from the 

·contract of the sense-organ with the object, at first 
like nectar, in the end like poison, that is declared 
to be Rajasic. 

* The second half of this verse is construed by other commentators, 
such as ·Sridhara and Madhusudana, with . the next verse~ Though the 

·bhashya does not make it clear how it should be construed, ·I have, 
following .Anandagiri, m~de the whole verse appear to be a descdption of 
tbe threefold pleasure- Tr 
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In the end like poison : after indulgence. the (sensual) 
pleasure proves to be 1 ike poison, because it leads to deterio
ration in strength, vigour, colour, wisdom, intellect, wealth 
and energy ; and because it leads to a·dharn1a, and, as an effect 
thereof, to bell (naraka.). 

Ta.masic Pleasure: 
. ' ' . "" 
~ :qr~er~t:r "' ~~ +rr~itif! 1 
,.... "' . 
J~re~~~:rr~~ (.=I~T~~~a-~t. t 1 ~ ~ II 

39• The pleasure \Vhich at first and in the 
sequel is delusive of the self, arising from sleep, 
indolence, and heedlessness, that pleasure is 
declared to be Tamasic. 

In the sequel: after the termination. 

No man or god is free from gunas. 
Here follows the verse which concludes the present 

subject: 

., (ft;:ie' ifit;f.tt en ~~ ~~ err ~~: 1 . ,..... ~ (' . "' " ,.... ,..... ~~ 
~~q stilT~~ ~C'{T~: ~H~Tll!JOT: ll ~ o U 

40. There is no being on earth, or againlin 
heaven atnong the Devas, that can be free from 
these three gu1tas born of Prakriti. 

Be.ing : animate or inanimate. Gunas : such as Sattva .. 
On Earlk : among men. 

The sequel sums up the whole Doctrin.e. 
The whole samsara, manifested as action, instruments of 

action, .and results, tnade up of the guna.s (Sattva, Rajas, and 
'Tamas), and set up by avidya,-the evil of samsara has been 
thus described as well as its root. It has also been figura
tively represented as a tree, in xv.. 1, et seq. It has also 
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been said that after having cut the tree of samsara asunder 
with the strong sword of non-attachment, " Then That Goal 
should be sought after'' (xv. 3, 4). From this it may 
follow that, as everything is made up of the three gunas, a 
cessation of the cause of samsara cannot be brought about. 
Now, it is with a view to show how its cessation can be 
brought about, with a view, further, to sum up the whole 
teaching of the Gita-sastra, and with a view to show what 
the exact teaching of the Vedas and the smritis is which 
should be followed by those who seek to attain the highest 
end of man,-it is with this view that the neKt section, from 
xviii. 41 onward, is commenced. 
Duties of the four oa.stes ordained according to nature. 

att~JOI&J~~~~t ~Jotf =il q~;:aq I 
~,..... ,.... ,...... ~ ~" ~ 

efi";{TTO'f Sl'fCf¥f~T;J ~~~Cf~li~at: I l o ~ ··11 

41. Of Brahmanas and Kshatriyas and 
Vaisyas, as also of Sudras, 0 Parantapa, the duties 
are divided according to the qualities born of 
nature. 

Sudras are separated from others-who are all mentioned 
together in one compound nord-because Sudras are of one 
birth and are debarred from the study of the Vedas. Divided: 
1he duties are allotted to each class, as distinguished· from 
those pertaining to the other classes.-By what standard ? -
.According to the qualities (gunas) born of nature. Nature 
(svabhava) is the Isvara's Prak:ritit the Maya made up of 
the three guna.s. It is in accordance with. tb.e gunas of the 
Prakriti that duties-such as serenity and the like-are 
·assigned to the Brahmanas, etc. respectively. 

Or to explain ill another way: The source of the Brah· 
mar•a's nature (svabhava) is the guna. of Sattva; the source 
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of the Kshatriya's nature is· Rajas and Sattva, the latter 
being subordinate to the former ; the source of the Vai•ya's 
nature is Rajas and Tamas, the latter being subordinate to 
the former ; the source of the Sudra's nature is Tamas and 
Rajas, the latter being subordinate to the former. For, as 
we see, the characteristic features of their nature are serenity, 
lordliness, activity, and dullness respectively. 

Or to interpret yet in another way :-Nature (svabhava) 
is the tendency (Sam.skara, Vasana) in living beings acquired 
by them in the past .births, and manifesting itself in the 
present birth by way of being ready to yield its effects : and 
this nature is tbe source of the gunas, it being impossible for 
the gunas to n1anifest themselves without a cause. The 
assertion that nature (Samskara, Vasana) is the cause (of the 
gunas) means that it is a kind of specific cause.• The duties, 
such as serenity, are assigned to the four classes in accordance 
with the guna.s of Sattva, Rajas and '"fatnas, which are 
brought into manifestation by their respective natural tenden-
·cies, and which lead to those duties as their natural effects. 

(O~iection) :-The duties of Brahmata.:t.s, etc., are enjoin
ed by the sastra and are assigned to them by the sastra. How 
then can it be said that they are divided according to Sat tva 
and other gunas ? 

(~er) :-There is no room here for any snch objection
.By the sastra, too, are the ·duties-such as serenity-assigned 
to the Brahmanas, etc., only in accordance with their respec· 
tive gun-:~.s1 such as Sattva, but not independently of them. 
Wherefore it is said that duties are as~igoed according to 
gunas, though it has also been said that they are assigned by 
the sastra 

Wbat then are those duties ?-The answer follows : ---
• Nimitta-karana or secondary cause. as opposer I to the U padana-

:karana or matearial cause of the gunas, namely, Prak1'iti.-A. 
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' ~· "('' ~ ~q: fJI=q 8Jn;:o~TGfCJ'lef ~ I 

m;i fq~if+ITR6~ tiftR~ir {CI¥fTet'ifq_ ll Y ~ II 
42· Serenity, self-restraint, austerity, purity5 

forgiveness, and also uprightness, knowledge, 
wisdotn, faith,-these are the duties of the· Brah
manas, born of nature. 

' Serenity ' and ' self-restraint, have already been 
explained (xvi. 1, 2). .Austerity : physical austerity, and so 
on, mentioned above (xvH, 14, 15. 15). Purity·: already 
explained. Faith : in the teaching of the scriptures. Born 
of nature : this means the same here as in the latter portion 
of xviii. 41. 

~a- ~~r tm~~ ~ rt:rlQttftw5T~ittt. , 

crr;:r;fra~+rrcrBJ aJTsi '6" {Ctl-'ff~~~ '' ~ ~ 11 
43· Bravery, boldness, fortitude, promptness, 

not flying from battle, generosity and lordliness 
are the duties of the Kshatriyas, born of nature. 

Fortitude : that by which upheld one is not subject . to 
t;lepression, under any circumstances whatever. Promptness : 
the performing, without confusion, of duties whicli present 
themselves quite unexpectedly and demand ready action. 
NQt flying j'l'om battle : not turning away from foes. Lordliness : 
exercise of ruling power over those who are to be ruled. 

" ' ~ . ~ ~ 
~~T~~~TT~ ct~q)q ~l-'ffq~t:{ I 

" c:- • ~ " 
qr~:q~r~t~Efi cn~t ~l~nq ~rer~q: '' ~ g l l 

44· Ploughing, cattle-re~ring, and trade. are 
the duties of the Vaisyas, born of nature.. And of 
the nature of service is the duty of the S udra, 
born of nature. 
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Devotion to one's own duty leads to perfection. 
These duties, respectively enjoined on the several castes, 

}~d. when rightly performed, to Svarga as their natural 
result, as stated in the smritis, such as the following : ''Men of 
several castes and orders, each devoted to his respective 
duties, reap the fruits of their actions after death, and then by 
the residual (karma) attain to births in superior countries; 
castes and families, possessed of comparatively superior 
dharma, span of life, learning, c~::mduct, wealth, happiness and 
intelligence." (Apastamba·Dharmasutra, 2·2·2, 3). And in 
the Purana also ar~ specified the different results and worlds 
which the several castes and orders attain •. But, from the 
operation of a new cause • the following result accrues. 

.... .... c:- " ·" - .... 
~ ~ ~U<{J+r~a: ~T~Ti: Ci¥«1' if~: 

~ " " -· "· " ~~mit«r: ~ ~~T T~ ~Oj l\ ~Ct. II 
c. 

45· Devoted each to his own d.uty~· man 
attains perfection ; ho\.v one, devoted to one's own 
duty, attains success, that do thou hear. 

Eaoh to his own iluty: .as ordained according to his 
nature. Man: he who is qualified (for Karma-Y.oga). 
Perfection (sat1tsiddbi) :which consists in the body. and senses 
being qualified for the devotion of knowledge Onana .. nishtba) 
after all their impurities have been ·washed away by the per
formance of one's own dutyl'-Can this perfection be attained 
directly by the mere performance of one's own duty t ?
No.-How then r-Learn bow it can be attained: 

• That is. when the same duti~s are performed, not for the sake of 
their immediate results, but for- the sake of Moksha.-A. 

t TJ.le questioner understands ' perfection ' in the sense of absolute 
perfection i, e., Moksha. It is, of course, impossible to attain Hoksba 
by works .alone.-.A~ 
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46. Him from whom is the evolution of (all) 
beings, by whom all this is pervaded,-by worship
ping Him with his proper duty, man attains 
perfection. 

'Pravritti ' (in the text) may mean either evolution or 
activity; and it proceeds from the Isvara, the Antal'yamin, 
the Ruler within. Beitzgs : living creatures. Hi• proper 
duty : each according to his caste, as described above. 
Worshipping the Lord by performing his duty, man attains 
perfection, in so far only as he becomes qualified for the devo
tion of knowledge (jnana·nisbtha). 

Such being the cause, therefore, 
'"' ~,.... ~ ,.... 
~l.I'A:,. ilCI~ilf Tef~at: q~~'IR~§lWaltt_ I 

ilCI+rTC~FT~d 'i~ ~~mt~lf6 fe6~~"'l n ~" 11 

47· Better is one's own duty (though) desti· 
tute of merits, than the duty of another well 
·performed. Doing the duty ordained according to 
nature one incurs no sin. 

Just as a poisonous substance does not injure the worm 
born in that substance, so, he who does the duty ordained 
according to his own nature incur's no sin. 

One ought uot to abandon one's own duty. 
It bas been said that he who does the duty ordained 

according to his nature incurs no sin like a worm born in 
poison, that the duty of another brings on fear, and that he 
who does not know the Self cannot indeed remain even for a 
moment without doing action. Wherefore, 
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48. The duty born with oneself, 0 son of 
Kunti, though faulty, one ought not to abandon; 
for, all undertakings are surrounded with evil, as 
fire with smoke. 

Born with otwself: born with the very birth of man. 
Faulty : as everything is composed of the three gunas.. All 
undertakings: whatever the duties are ; by context, one's 
own as well as other's duties; for. the reason here assigned is 
that they are all made up of the three gunas. 

Though a man may perform another's duty, abandoning 
what is called his own duty, the duty born with himself, he 
is not free from fault; and another's duty brings on fear.• 
And since it is not possible for any man who does not know 
the Self to give up action entirely, therefore be ought not to 
abandon action (karma). 

Is entire renunciation of action possible ? 
(Now, let us enquire): Is it because of the impossibility 

of entire abandonment of action that no one ought to renounce 
one's ow11 (nature-born) duty, <'r is it beeause some sin t 
accrues from the abandoning of the duty born with oneself ? 

(Question) :-Now, of what good is this enquiry P 
(Answer) :-In the first place, if the duty born with one .. 

self ought not to be abandoned (merely) because of the 
impossibility of renouncing action entirely, then it would 
follow that there can be nothing but merit in renouncing it 
entirely. 

• Therefore. it is not right to do another's duty·-A· 
t The sin (pratyavaya) arising from tbe neglect of the duty enjoined 

in the .rruti as obligatory.-A. 
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The Sankhya, Buddhistic and V a.iseshika theories. 
(Objectiot7,) :-Yes ; but an entire renunciation is not 

possible.-Is the soul {Purusha) always mobile like the gunas 
of tbe Sankhyas ? Or, is action itself the actor (soul), like 
the five Skandhas of the Buddhists, undergoing destruction 
every moment P In either case, an entire renunciation of 
action is impossible.• 

Now there is also a third theory-When the thing (soul) 
acts, then it is active; when it does not act, then it is 
actionless. Such being the case, it is possible to renounce 
action eutirely. And there is this peculiarity in this theory : 
neither is the thing (soul) ever mobile, nor is action itself the 
actor (the soul) ; but it is a permanent fixed substance, 
wherein action which \vas non-existent before arises, and 
wherein action which has been existent ceases. while the 
substance remains pure (actionless), with the potentiality (of 
the activity) in it, and as such forms the actor.-Thus say 
the followers of Ka1Zada. What objection is there to this 
theory P 

Refutation of the Vaiseshik& theory. 
(Answer) :-There is certainly this objection, that it is 

· ~ontrary to the Lord's teaching.-How do you know ?--For, 
the Lord has said 'there can be no existence of the non

. existent' (ii. 16) and so on. But according to the followers 
of Ka?lada, the non-existent comes into existence, ·and the 

. existent becotnes non-existent. \iVherefore their theory is 
·contrary to the Lord's teaching. 

(Objection) :--How can it be objected to if it agrees with 
·reason, though it may be opposed to the Lord's teaching ? 

(.A.'l&Swer) :-We reply : 

*' Inasmuch as it would imply that the soul un.dergoes change in its 
· very nature:-A· 
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This view _is certainly objectionable, because it is opposed 
to all evidence.-How ?-If a dvyanuka (an aggregate of two 
atoms) or other substance is absolutely non-existent before its 
production, and if, remaining for a time after production, if 
again becomes non-existent, then it follows that what was 
non-existent becomes existent, and what is existent will be .. 
come non-existent; that non-entity becomes an entity. and an 
entity becomes non-entity. In that case it must be that a 
non-entity (abhava) \vhich is to become an entity (bhava) is 
Hke a rabbit's horn before becoming an entity, and that it 
becomes an entity by the action of the threefold cause, -of 
the material, the non-material or accidental, and the efficient 
·causes, (sanlavayi-asatnavayi-nimitta-karanas). Now it is 
not possible to bold (in the present case) that a non-entity is 
born and needs a cause; for, it does not apply to other non
entities, such as a rabbit's born If a pot or the like, which 
is to be produced (as an effect), be of the nature of an entity, 
then we can understand that when it is to be produced as an 
effect, it needs a cause so far merely as regards its manifes
tation· 

Moreover, if the non-existent should become existent and 
the existent should become non-existent, then nobody can be 
·certain as to anything whatsoever in matters of evidence and 
things ascertainable by evidence, inasmuch as there can be no 
certainty that the existent will continue to be existent and the 
non-ex.istent will continue to be non-existent. 

Moreover, \vhen they (the followers of Kanada) say that 
a dvyanuka or such other substance is produced as an effect, 
they speak of it as connected with its cause and as existent. 
Having been non-existent before production, it becomes, in 
virtue of the operation of its cause connected with that 
cause-the ultimate atoms-and with e:JJistenae, by the rela-. 
tion known as samavaya, i .. e., intimate or inseparable relation 
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When (thus) related, i.e.. when it is inseparably connected 
with the cause. it becomes existent. Here they may be asked 
to explain bow the non-existent can have a cause of its own. 
We ca11not indeed think of a thing which can cause the birth 
of a barren woman's son or his relation to anything else. 

(Objection) :-The Vaiseshikas do not bold that the non-
existent is related to anything. It is substances, sueh as. 
dvyanukas, that are said to be intimately related to their· 
causes. 

(Answer):- No ; because they are not supposed to exist 
prior to this relation.-Tbe Vaiseshikas do not argue that a 
pot or the like exists prior to the action of the potter, the 
potter's stick and wheel. Neither do they hold that clay 
assumes by itself the form of a pot. Wherefore, as the only 
other alternative, they have to admit that the non-existent 
(pot) becomes related (to the cause). 

(Objection) :-It is not opposed to reason to hoi d that,. 
though non-existent, it may be related by 1amavaya or intimate 
relation (to the cause). 

(.Answer) :-.No so; for, no such thing can be admitted 
in the case of a barren woman's son.-If we are to hold that 
the antecedent non·existence (pragabbava) of a pot or the like 
oecon1es related to the cause, but not the barren woman's 
son, notwithstandiog that both are alike non-entities (abhava), 
it is necessary to show how one non-entity can be distinguished 
from the other. Non·existence of one, non-existence of two. 
non-existence of all, antecedent non~existence (pragabhava),. 
non-existence after destruction (pradhvamsabbava), mutual 
non·existence (anyonyabbava), absolute non•existence (atyanta
bhava),-nobody can point out any definite distinction among 
these in themselves. In the absence of a distinction, it is 
unreasonable to bold that only the antecedent non-existence 
of a pot becomes a pot through the action of a potter, etc., 
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that it becomes related to a cause of its own, viz., the pot
shreds wbich are existent, that when thus related it can very 
well be spoken of as being produced and so on; but that such 
is not the case with regard to the non-existence after c:lestruc
tion (pradhvanzsabhava) of the same pot, thougn both alike 
are noll-existent. It is unreasonable to hold that other non ... 
existences (abhavas), such as non .. existence after destruction, 
can never become (an existent effect) and so on~ whereas 
antecedent non-existence alone, such as that of dvya1·tuka and 
the like substances, can become (an existent effect) and so on, 
though it is an abh~va or non·existent quite as much as non
existence after destruction or absolute non-existence. 

(Objectio11,) :-VVe do not'-hold that the non-existent be-
comes the existent. 

(Answer) :-Then the existent becomes existent,-fa.r 
instance, a pot becomes a pot, a cloth becomes a cloth. 
This. too, is opposed to a11 evidence, like the theory that non· 
existent becomes existent. 

Refutation of the Parinama-Vada. 
Ar:. to the Parinama (transformation) theory of the 

Sankhyas, even that theory does not differ from the theory of 
the ·VaiseshikaR, .inasmuch as it postulates the prodnction of 
properties non-existent before, as well as their destruction. 
Even . admitting their explanation that by manifestation or 
disappearance (an effect is said to come into existence or 
undergo destruction), the theory is all the same opposed to 
evidence. as may be found if we enquire whether the tnanifes
tation and disappearance are previously existent or non
existent. 

For the same reason, \Ve have to condemn that theory 
also which says that production etc., of an effect, are only 
diffetrent states of tbe cause itself. 
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The Lord's theory of illusion. 
As the only other alternative, there remains this theory, 

that the One Existence, the sole Reality, is by avidya, 
imagined variously, as so many things undergoing production, 
destruction and the like changes, like an actor on the stage. 
This doctrine of the Lord has been stated in ii. 16 ; the 
consciousness of the exi;;tent (sat) being constant and the 
consciousness of all the rest being inconstant. 

The enlightened alone can renounce action entirely. 
(Objection) :-Then, the Self being immutable, where is 

the impossibility of renouncing all action entirely ? 
(Answer) :~Action is the property or attribute of the 

gunas, be they regarded as real things, or as things set up by 
avidya. It is· ascribed to the Self through avidya, and it has 
therefore been said that no ignorant man (a vidvan) can 
renounce action entirely even for a moment (iii. 5). On the 
other hand, he who knows the Self is able to renounce action 
entirely, inasmuch as avidya bas been expelled by vidya or 
wisdom ; for, there can be no residue left of what is ascribed 
by avidya. Indeed, no. residu~ is left of the second moon 
created by the false vision of the ti1nira-affected eye, even 
after the removal of timira. Such being the case, the 
statements contained in v. 13, xviii. +5, 46 are quite 
reasonable. 

Perfection in Karma-Yoga lea.d s to 
absolute Perfection. 

It bas been said that the perfection reached by means of 
Karma-Yoga consists in becoming qualified for jnana-nishtha, 
the Path of. Wisdom ; and it is with a view to describe, as the 
fruit thereof, the naishkarmyasiddhi,-perfection in the form 
of absolute freedom from action. known as jnana·nishtba,
tbat the Lord now proceeds to teach as follows· : 
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4g. He \vhose reason is not attached any
where, whose self is subdued, from whom desire 
has fled, he by renunciation attains the supretne 
-state of freedom from action. 

He whose reason (budhi, antah .. karana) is free from 
attachment to sons, wifet and other objects of attachment, 
whose self (antah-karana.) is brought under his own control, 
from whom desire for the body, for life, and for pleasures 
·has fled,-a person of this sort who knows the Self attains to 
the supreme perfection, tol absolute freedom from action 
(naishkarmyasiddbi), by satnnyasa. lo virtue of his know
ledge of the unity of the action less. (nishkriya) Brahman and 
the Self, all actions have fled from him· This is known as 
the state of absolute freedom from action ; and it is a siddhi 
or perfection. - N aishkarmyasiddhi may also mean the 
attainment (siddhi) of naishkarmya, the state in wbich one 
remains as the actionless Self. It is supreme a.s distinguished 
from the perfection attainable by Karn1a· Yoga ; it is the state 
of immediate liberation (sadyo-mukti). This state is attained 
by sa.mnyasa or right knowledge,-or better still; by the 
renunciation of all actions for which one is prepared by his 
right knowledge, and so says tbe Lord in v. 13. 

Now, the Lord proceeds to teach how a man who, ha viog 
attained perfection (as described above in xviii. 46) by 
performing his duty (as taught above) in the service of the 
Lord, ha.s come by the discriminative knowledge of the Self, 
can attain the perfection known as naishkar·mya or absolute 
freedom from action, i.e., a firm unswerving stand in the 
knowledge of the pure Self. 
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so. How he who has attained perfection 
reaches Brahman, that in brief do thou learn from 
Me., 0 son of Kunti,-that supreme consummation 
of knowledge. 

The perfection he bas already attained consists in the 
body and the senses being prepared for devotion to .knowledge 
as a result of the Grace of the Lord worshipped through his 
duty. Reference to this (perfection) serves as a prelude to 
what follows.-What is that perfection to which that 
reference forms a prelude ?-It is the process of jnana
nishtha, or devotion to knowledge, by 1tvhich he attain.s 
Brahman, the Supreme Self. That process, the. way to the 
attainment of jnana·nisbtha, do thou understand with certainty 
from my speech.-Is it to be described at length ?~No, says 
the Lord ; it will be described only in brief, 

Absolute perfection is the consummation of 
Self -know ledge. 

\Vbat the attainment of Brahman-referred to in the 
words '' how be reaches Brahman,'' -is, the Lord proceeds to 
specify in the words " that supreme consummation of know· 
ledge.'' Consummation (nishtha) means perfection, the final 
or highest stage. 

• (Question) :-Consummation of what? 
* The following discussion in the form of questions and answers is 

ntended to show that the consummation of knowledge is a well~de:fined 
end as spoken of here. It is the consummation of Brahma- jnana 
(knowledge of Brahman). B:tahma-jnana is npt different from Self
knowledie, and the nature of the Self is defined here in ii. 20 and in the 
Upanishads t and it can also~be ascertained by reasoning upon scriptural 
tQ.:ds, which describe hi as" devoid of attachment and immutable '' .
A· 
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(.Answer) :-Of Bra.hma-jnana or knowledge of Brahman. 
(Queltiott) :-Of what nature is the consummation of 

Brahma~jnana ? 
(Answer) :-Of the same nature as Atmajnana. or Self-

knowledge. 
(Question) :-Of what nature is the Self-knowledge ? 
(.A.nswer) :-Of the same nature as the Self. 
(Question) :-Of what nature is the Self ? 
(.A.nswer) :-Of the nature described by the Lord and in 

the passages of the U pa.oishads, and (ascertainable) by nyaya 
or reasoning (upon the scriptural texts). 

Is Self-knowledge p6$sible at all ? 

(Objection) :-Knowledge ot cognition (joana) is of the 
form of its object. But it is nowhere admitted that the Self 
is an object of cognition or·has a form. 

(Answe.,) :-The Self has a form, as taught io the scrip. 
tural passages, ' In colour like the sun ' (Bve. Up. 3-8) ; 
' Luminous in form ' (Cbha. Up:- 3·14-2); ' Self-luminous ' 
(Bri· Up. 4~3·9). 

(Objection) :-No ; those passages are intended to 
remove the idea that the Self is of the nature of darkness 
(Tama.s).--vVhen the Self is said to be neither of the form of 
a substance nor of an attribute, it would follow that the Self 
is of the nature of darkness : and tb.e preventing of this idea 
is the aim of the descriptions such as ' In colour like the sun.' 
Form is specifically denied, the Self being described as 
' formless ' (Katha· UP· 3·15)· N e~tber is the Self an object 
of cognition, as taught ia passages like the following : '' IIis 
fonn stands not in (our) ken, nor can any one see Him witb 
the eye" (Sve. Up. 4·20) ; " Without sound and touch"' 
(Katha·U p. 3·15). Wherefore it is wrong to speak of a 
cognition of the form of the Self. 
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Such being the case. how can there be a cognition of the 
Self ? Indeed, all cognition,. whatever be its object, is of the 
form of that object. And it has been said that the Self is 
formless. If both the Self and the cognHion thereof be 
formless, how is the constant meditation of Self-knowledge or 
the consummation thereof to be attained ? 

The Self reveals Himself in Pure Reason. 
(Answer) :-Do not think so : for it can be shown that 

the Self is extremely pure, extremely clear, and extremely· 
subtle. And Buddbi (reason) being as pure, etc., as the Self,. 
it can put on the semblance of that aspect of the Self whic.h 
is manifested as consciou~ness. Manas puts on a semblance 
of Buddhi, the sense·organs put on a semblance of Manas, 
and the physical body again puts on a semblance of the 
sense·organ~. Wherefore common people look upon the 
mere physical body as the Self. And the Lokayatikas (mate~ 
rialists) who argue that consciousness is a property of the 
physical body declare that the Purusha or Soul is identical 
with tbe physical body endued with consciousness. Simi· 
larly, others again argue that consciousness is a property of the
senses ; others again argue that consciousness is a property of 
Budd hi. There are a few· who bold that there is something 
within even beyond the Buddhi, viz., the Avyakta (the 
Unmanifested) also called the Avyakrita(the Undifferentiated)~> 
in the form of Avidya; and they say that the Avyakrita .is the 
Self.• Everywhere, from Buddhi down to the physical body, 
the cause of illusory indenti:fication of each with the Self is its 
wearnig a semblance of the consciousness of the Self ; and it 
'is therefore unnecessary to impart directly a knowledge of 
the Self.-What then is necessary ?-What is necessary is the 
mere elimination of the not-Self associated with the Self,-

* Those who study and contemplate upon the Cause of the universe 
regard the Antaryamin, the Avyakrita endued with consciousness, as the 

Belf.-A. 
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names, forms and the like; but it is unnecessary to try and 
teach what the consciousness of the Self is like, inasmuch as
it is invariably comprehended in association with all objects 
of perception which are set up by avidya. Accordingly, the 
Vijnanavadins, the Buddhistic Idealists, hold that there is 
nothing real except ideas, and that these ideas require no. 
external evidence (to prove their existence), inasmuch as it is 
admitted that they are self-cognized. Therefore we have 
only to eliminate what is falsely ascribed to Brahman by 
a\ddya; we have to make no more effort to acquire a know
le~e of Brahman as. He is quite self·evident. Though thus 

·quite self-evident. easily knowable, quite near, and forming 
the very Self, Brahman appears-to the unenlightened, to 
those whose reason (Buddhi) is carried away by the differen
tiatel phenomena of name·s and forms created by avidya-a& 
unknown, difficult to know, very. remote, as though He were 
a septrate thing. But to those whose reason (Buddhi) bas 
turnedaway from external phenomena, who have secured the. 
grace of the Guru and attained the serenity of the self (manas),. 
there is nothing else so blissful, so well-known, so easily 
knowable, and quite so near as Brahman. Accordingly, the· 

·knowledge of Brahman is said to be immediately corn prehend
ed andu.nopposed to dharma (ix. 2.) 

Some conceited philosophers hold that reason (Buddhi) 
capnot g!4sp the Self, as He is formeless, and that therefore 
the Devotion of Right I{nowledge is impossible of attainment. 

True, it is unattai~able to those who have not been pro ... 
perly initi~ed into the traditional knowledge by the Gurus. 
{the Great Ones), who have not learned and studied the 
(teachings otthe) Vedanta, whose intellect is quite engrossed' 
in the extem.al objects of senses, and who have not been. 
trained in· t~ right · sources of knowledge. But, for those 
who are differently situated, (i.e., who have been duly initiated 
etc.,) it is qute impossible to believe in the .reality of the 
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dual-the perceiver and the perceived-of our external 
perception, because they perceive no reality other than the 
consciousness of the Self. And we have shewn in the prece
ding sections that th.is-not the reverse-is the truth, and the 
Lord also has declared the same in ii. 69. Wherefore it .is 
Qnly a cessation of the perception of the differentiated form-a 
of the external world that can lead to a firm grasp of the real 
nature of the Self. For, the Self is not a thing unknown to 
anybody at any time, is not a thing to be reached or got rid 
-of or acquired. If the Self be quite unknown, aU under· 
takings intended for the benefit of oneself would have no 
meaning. It is not, indeed, possible to imagine that they a.re 
for the benefit of the physical body or the like which ha~ no 
consciousness; nor is it possible to imagine that pleasure is 
for pleasure's sake and pain is for pains's sake. It is, moreover, 
the Self .. knowledge which is the aim of all endeawur.• 
Wherefore, just as there is no need for an external evidence 
by which to know one's own body, so there is no need for an 
external evi<ience by which to know the Self who is even 
nearer than the body. Thus it is clear that, to those 'Abo can 
discrimipate, the Atma·jnana-nishtha (devotion to Self· know ... 
ledge) is easy of attainment. 

Oog nition and the oogniser are self -revealed .. 
Those also who bad that cognition (jnana) is formless 

and is not kaQwn by immediate perception must adm.it that, 
since an object of knowledge is apprehended through cogni
tion, cognition is quite as immediately known as pleasure or 
the like. 

Moreover, it cannot be maintained that cognition is a 
thing which one seeks to know.-If cognition were unknown, 
it would be a thing which has to be sought after just as an 

All actio:.! enjoined in the sruti is intended only asa. means to Sel 
knowledge. Vide. Vedanta-Sutras III· iv. 26-27-A. 
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object of cognition is sought .after. Just as, for example, a 
man seeks to reach by cognition the cognisable object such as 
a pot, so also would he have to seek to reach cognition by 
.means of another cognition. But the fact is otherwise. 
Wherefore cognition is self·revealed, and therefore, also, is 
the aognise'f sel £-revealed. 

Therefore it is not for the knowledge (of Brahman or the 
Self) that any effort* is needed; it is needed only to prevent 
us from regarding the not-Self as the Self. Therefore, 
Devotion to Knowledge (jnana-nishtha) is easily attainable. 

The Path to Absolute Perfection. 
How is this consummation of koowledge t to be attainedP 

Listen: 
~ "' . " ~?fSf Jet~~~T ~:efil ~~fSS(+ffi1 Tii~~ cq I 

iU&<;:r(JFsr~t~&:r:a=en (Tlli~ a~~~ :;:r \l ~ ~ 11 
5 I. Endued with a pure reason, con trolling 

the self with firmness, abandoning sound and other 
objects, and laying aside love and hatred ; 

P~ure : free from illusion (maya), from doubt and mis
conception. Reason (buddhi): the detern1ining faculty. The 
Self: the aggregate of the body and the senses. .Abandoning 
eto: (as we should understand from the context) all superflu
ous luxuries, all objects except those only which are necessary 
for the bare maintenance of the body, and laying asiile lOVtJ 
and hatred. even for those objects which appear necessary for 
the maintenance of the body. 

• With a view to bring into existence something that does not already 
·exist by means of an act enjoined in the Sruti.-A. 

t A continuous current of the knowledge of Brahman; the reason 
merging in Brahman through the elimination of aU alien attributes. 
.ascribed to Him.-A... 
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Then, 
""' "'"' ..... TeffCI~f3f.tf ~~~T~f ~a"EfT'IT~t+JT;:r~: I 

~r;NriNU Fi~ ~~ni ~!rln~a-: '' f-\ 'Q. \ t 
52. Res9rting to a sequestered spot, eating 

but little, speech and body and mind subdued, 
always engc1ged in meditation and concentration,. 
eridued with dispassion ; 

Besorling, eto.: ever accustomed to resort to such se·· 
questered spots as a jungle, the sandbank oL a river, the· 
mountain-cave. Eating but little : as conducive to the sere-· 
nity of thought by keeping off sleep and such other-evils. 
Th.is devotee o£. wisdom should also restrain his speech, body 
and mind. With all the senses thus quieted, he should always. 
and devoutly practise Dkyana or mediation upon the nature 
of the Self, and Yoga or concentration of the mind on the· 
Self. .Always:: this implies that be bas to do nothing else, DO 

mart'f'ajapa (repetition of chants or mystic formulae), etc. 
Dispa~~~·on ·: absence of desire for visible and invisible obj£cts-. 
This should be a consta~t. attitude of the mind. 

Moreover, 
• • ct • ...... • " 

--sn:!l"!i!!'{~ .... r~ ats tttr EfiT" !61'~ trrt~ t 
~ ~~ ' ~ 
Tef~ f;nt+f:. ~T":Tf Si11f~~t<i ~~qCJ II ~ ~ ll 

53· .Having abandoned egotism, strength,. 
arrogance, desire, enmity, property, free from the 
·notion of " mine,.~' and peaceful, he is fit for be
.coming Brahman. 

Egotism : identifying the Self with the body, etc. 
8tf'ength : that strength which is combined with passion and 
desi.re, but not the physical or any other strength: the latter 
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being natural, its abandonment is not possible. .A.rroga1zce :· 
which follows the state of exultation and leads to the trans
gression of dharma, as said in the smriti: 

'' \Vhen a man exults, be becomes arrogant, and ~ben he 
becomes arrogant, he transgresses dharma ''

(Apastamba-Dharmasutra, 1-13··4). 
Propert-y: though a man is free from all passions of the 

mind and the senses, he may own so much of external belong
ings as is necessary for bodily sustenance and for the observ
ance of his duties (dharma) ; but even this the aspirant 
abandons; i,e., he becomes a Paramahamsa-Parivrajaka, a 
samnyasin of the fourth or highest order. He does not regard 
even the bodily life as his. Peaceful : free from exultation 
and care. Such a devotee of wisdotn is fit to become. 
Brahman. 

The consummation of Knowledge attained 
by Devotion. 

In this way, 
' " " Sil'm~a-: SH.1ifR~T if ;ut:qTa it tfiJif6 I 

..... ' "" .... 
~;r: ~cr~ ':{a"~ ~i:fi ~~(f qut{ '' ~~ 11 

54· Becoming Brahman, of serene self, be 
neither grieves nor desires, treating all beings 
alike.; he attains supreme <Jevotion to Me. 

How who has reached Brahman and attained self-serenity 
does not grieve regarding his failure to accomplish an object 
or regarding his wants. It is not indeed possible to suppose. 
that he who kno\\•s Brahman can have a longing for any 
object unattained ; therefore the words '' he neither grieves nor 
desires" is tantamount to saying that such is the nature of the 
man who has become Brahman.-Another reading makes the 
passage mean " be neither grieves nor exults.''- Treating all 
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b~ing, alike: he regards the pleasure and pain of all creatures 
equally with his own, i.e.. that they would affect them just as 
they affect hin1self).-It is not meant here that he sees the 
identity of the Self in all, as this will be mentioned in the 
next verse.-Such a devotee to wisdom attains highest devo· 
tion to me, the Supreme Lord,-the fourth or the highest of 
the four kinds of devotion,-vi•., the Devotion of Knowledge, 
-spoken of in vii. 16. 

Then, 

+r:a:~r iiT+If+r~Tt=IT~ ifTCJf~<.t~tQT (J~cHT: 
..... . ' ,..... ..... ' 

aar +If a~ct~n . ~r~CIT Jq~a ij'({;:fra~'l l 1 '-' Co\ t 1 

55· By Devotion he know.s Me in truth, what 
and who I am ; 'then, knowing Me in truth, he 
·forthwith enters.~nto Me. 

By Ehakti, by the Devotion of Knowledge, he knows Me 
as I am in the diverse manifestations caused by upadhis. He 
knows who I am, he knows that I am devoid of all the diffe
rences caused by the upadhis, that I am the Supreme Purusha, 
that I am like unto akasa; he knows Me to be non·dual, the 
one Consciousness (Chaitanya), pure and simple, unborn, 
undecaying., undying, fearless, deathless. The knowing Me 
in truth, he enters into JYiyseU immediately after attaining 
knowledge. . 

It is not rneant here that the act of knowledge and the a~t 
of entering are two distinct acts.-What then is the act of 
entering P-It ·is the knowledge itself; for, there is nothing to 
be effected (by knowledge) other than itself, .as the Lord has 
taught. '' Do thou also know Me as Kshetrajna." (xiii. 2). 

(Objection) :-The state met that '' by the supreme 
devotion of knowledge he knows Me," involves a contradic
tion.-. How P-Thus: when the knowledge of a certain object 
arises in the knower, then and then alone the knower knows 
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that object; no devotion to that knowledge, no repetition of 
the knowledge, is necessary. Therefore, the statement that 
" he knows Me, not by knowledge, but by devotion to know .. 
ledge, by a repetition of knowledge,'' involves a contradiction. 

(.An1wer) :-This objection does not apply here; for1 the 
word '' devotion (nishtha)" means that +be knowledge aided by 
all the favourable conditions of its rise aud development and 
freed from obstacles culminates in a finn conviction by one's 
own experience. When the kno\vledge of the unity of the 
individual Self (Kshetrajna) and t(le supreme Self (Para
matn1an), generated by the teacbipgs of the Scriptures and 
the master under conditons favourable to the rise and ripening 
of that knowledge-vi~., purity of mind1 humility and other 
attributes lxiii, 7. et •eq.)-and accompanied ~ith the renun
ciation of all works which are associated with the idea of 
distinctions such as the agent and other factors of action, 
culminates in a firm conviction by one's own experience, then 
the knowledge is said to have attained supreme consumma· 
tion. This jnana-nishtha (Devotion of Knowledge) is referred 
to as the Su9re1ne or fourth kind of Devotion, Bhakti (vii. 17), 
-supreme as compared with the remaining three kinds of 
Devotion, with that of tb8 distressed, etc., (vii. 16). By this 
supreme devotion the aspirant knows the Lord as l-Ie is, and 
immediately afterwards all consciousness cf difference between 
the Isvara and the Kshetrajna disappears altogether. Thus 
there is no contradiction involved in the statement that " by 
the Devotion of Knowledge (the aspirant knows) Me.'' 

Renunciation of all works is necessary for 
absolute perfection. 

Then a lone can the well-ascertained teach.ing of all 
scriptures-tn•., the Upanishads, Itihasas, Puranas and 
Smritis-enjoining retiremeot have a meaning. The scrip
tural texts are such as the following : 
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"'Knowing It, they renounce and lead a mendicant life."· 
-(B,.i. Up. 3-5·9). 

•' vVl::erefore they say that renunciation is excellent 
among these austerities·"-(Yajniki-Up. 79.) 

" Renunciation excels.''-(lbid. 78), 
" Samnyasa is the renunciation of actions." 
'' Having abandoned Vedas, this· world and the next,, 

·<etc.-(Apastamba-Dharmasutra, 2-23-13). 
" Renounce dharma and a-dharma.'' 

.And so on. H'ere, in the Gita also, passages of similar 
·import (such as v. 12) occur. It cannot be held that these 
passages are meaningless. Nor can it be held that they are 

· arlhavadas, mere explanatory or incidental remarks (not 
meant as obligatory injunctions); for they occur in the 
sections which specially treat of renunciation. 

Moreover, (renunciation of works is necessary) because 
"Moksha consists in the realisation of the immutability of one's 
own Inner Self. He who wishes to reach the eastern sea 
should not indeed travel in the opposite direction, i.e., by the 
same road that the man who wishes to go to the western sea 
c~ooses. And the Devotion of Knowledge (jnana·nishtha) 
consists in an intent effort to establish a continuous current of 
the idea of the Inner Self (Pratyagatman) ; and there would 
be ~. conflict if that devotion were to be conjoined with ritual 
'(karma), which is like going towards the western sea. " It is a 
firm conviction of philosophers that the difference between the 
two is as wide as that between a mountain and a mustard 
seed. Hence the conclusion that the Devotion of Knowledge 
{jnana·nishtha) should be practised by renouncing all action. 

Devotion to the Lord by works enjoined. 

The perfection accruing as the fruit of that Bhakti-Yoga, 
which consists in worshipping the Lord through one's own 
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duties qualifies the aspirant for the Devotion of Knowledge 
which culminates in moksha. This Bha.kti-Yoga, the Yoga of 
Devotion to the Lord, is extolled here, in this section which 
sums up the teaching of the sastra, with a view to firmly 
·impress that teaching. 

~ ~ ~ (' .... 
~CJ~ruc.rr:r ~qr ~~TO'ff ;:r~~tr: I 

il:Qf~l~l({qmtfa' f((T~ ~;ro~q_ II ~ ~ U 
56. Doing continually all actions whatsoever, 

taking refuge in Me,-by My Gra.ce he reachesthe 
eternal undecayirig Abode. 

Doing all actions including even the prohibited actions, 
whoso seeks refuge in Me, Vasudeva,, the Lord, with his 
whole self centred in Me, reaches the eternal Abode of Vishuu 
by the Grace of the Lord. 

Wherefore, 
' (' ~"' " . :q'(f~f ~efq)t:fTfO'f ;rt~ Qr({~ 'f~'R: 

"" " ,.... . ~T?!~Ti'f~qn~((f +rr~: ~aa +rcr It r..." u 
57• Mentally resigning all deeds to Me, 

regarding Me as the Supreme, resorting to mental 
concentration, do thou ever fix th.y ,heart in Me. 

Mentally : with discriminative faith.• All actiott.s .: pro
ducing visible and invisibl.e results. Me : the Lord. As 
taught in ix. 27, do thou dedicate all thy . actions to Me. 
Regarding : regarding Me, Vasudeva, as the highest goal ; 
·his whole self centered in Me. Regarding, &c: resorting to 
the Buddhi· Yog.a (samahita-buddhitva., steady·rniodedaess. 
firm faith as thy sole refuge. 

• i. Eh the faith that knowledge alone obtainable by the Lord's 
GraceJ-but not worksJ finally l~a.ds to salvation.-!.. 
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,... ~ ~...... " ,..... 
+Jt!Q'=~u ~er~rrnar +J(srert~rert:~ra 1 

"' ..... ,..... ,.... ,.... 
at~ ~ ~Ef+lt{IT~Tif ~~~fQ TEfif("'fffT II f4. ' ll 

58. Fixing thy heart in Me, thou shalt, by 
My Grace, cross over all difficulties ; but if from 
egotism thou will not hear (Me), thou shalt perish. 

Difficulties : the impassable obstacles arising from 
(avidya.), the cause of sa1nsara. Bgotilrn, : the idea that thou 
art a l~aroed man. If thou wilt not abide by rpy advice, . 
then thou shalt be ruined. 

Neither shouJdst thou think, " I am independent ; why 
should I obey the dictates of another '' ? 

,... ' "' ' ~~;:tT~fT'R~ ;; ~~(~ ~fij" +rr<l~ t 
"~ .... " .,... ..... " 
Til~i.J~ otlEfGT~~ ~llf(l~Cff Til~l~~Ef l I ~ ~ II 

59• If, indulging egotism, thou thinkest c I 
will not fight,' vain is this, thy resolve ; nature will 
constrain thee, 

Phinkest, resolvest. \lai11, : for, thy nature as a Kshatriya 
will constrain thee to do ·so. 

Also because, 
"" ~ ' " "" (' ~+rTEfGt;:J tlif;:ij'<f fil!f{I: ~'i Eli~ I 

't"""" "" " ~" Cfls ~T~ ~;:+TT~T(Eflf:(t;lf~~~ISTq aft II ~ ~ II 

6o. Bound {as thou art), 0 son of Kunti, by 
thy own nature-born act; that which frotn. delusion 
thou likest not to do, thou shalt do, though against 
thy will. 

Nature·born: such as prowess, &c., mentioned above 
(xviii. 43). Agaiflat thy will : in subjection to some external 
force. 
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For, 
~ ~ . ~-... (\ " " 
\~: ~Cfl{_af.lt ~s~ tama- 1 

~~'1'~"3~~@1 ~iJSII~<lliif ~~ n ' ~ n 
6r. The Lord dwells in the hearts of ali 

beings. 0 Arjuna, whirling by Maya all beings (as 
if) mounted on a machine. 

The Lord (lsvara): the Ruler, Narayana. .ArJuwz 
. pure in the internal self, of a pure antah-karana. The word 
'' Arjuna '' is used in the sense of 'pure' in the Big-Veda. 
•' 1'he dark day and the Zight day." (6-9-1). He causes all 
beings to revol :ve as if-' as if ' being understood-mounted 
on machines, like wooded dolls mounted on a machine. By 
Maya: by causing illusion. 'Whirling • should b~ constr\l.ed 
with 'dwells,' 

-. . (" ' a+rC( ~OT ~ ;a·~tef;J ~6 I . ,..... . ,...... 
tt~err.{R~r fifftra ~rif stf'=(l.l'ft=r ~tsafll{ 'l ~ ' l l 

62. Fly unto Him for refuge with all thy 
being, 0 Bharata; by His Grate shalt thou obtain 
supreme 'pea~e (and) the eternal .resting place. 

Seek thou that Lord as thy sole Refuge with thy whole 
being for relief from the distress of samsara. Then by His 
Grace, thou shalt obtain supreme peace and attain to My
i.e., Vishnu's-Supreme Eternal.Abode. 

" ' . ' . 
~Ta' 6 ~Tilm~~Ta ijtiiT~a~ ~T I 

' '-f,t 

"" ~ """' ~ ,..... J<t~q~tifot qqqr~ ~t.tr ~ II ·~ ~ II 

63.' Thus lias wisdom, more secret than all 
that is secret, beert declared to thee by Me; reflect 
thou over it all· and act as thou pleasest. 
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Me : the Omniscient Lord. It : the Sastra, the teaching 
declared above, .All : everything that has been taught. 

Devotion to the Lord is the Secret of success 
in Karma-Yoga. 

Listen to what I am again going to say : 
~ . ...... . 

~q!};"a+r ~~: ~ if tf{if q"': 1 
....... " ' ,.....,..... ' " ... ,..... 

~!TSTef 'I" ~rma (faT qa:~Tif (f T@{61J II ~ ~ II 
64. Hear thou again My word supreme, the 

most secret of all ; because thou art M.y firm · 
friend, therefore will I tell thee what is good. 

Again : though it has been more than once declared. I 
do ·not tell thee either from fear or from. hope of reward : 
thou art My firm friend, thou art ever beloved of Me ; and for 
'this reason I shall tell thee of the supreme good, the means· 
of attaining knowledge. This last is, indeed, the highest of 
all kinds of good. 

What is it P-The Lord says : 
...... " . 

'lt:+liiT llet q~r ~'lf~T ~ if~~ t 

;rr~~1i~RT ~~ a- srmatt~ fsr~) S~ ~ II ~ ~ II 

65. Fix thy thought on .Me, be devoted to 
Me, worship Me, do homage to Me.. Thou shalt 
reach Myself. The truth do I declare to .thee; 
{for) thou art dear to Me. 

'1!111ou shalt 'l"eaob, My•elf: thus acting-i.e., looking up 
to Vasudeva. alone as thy aim, means, and end-thou shalt 
come to Me. In this matter I make a solemn promise.
The meaning of the verse is this. Thus, knowing that the 
Lord's declarations are true, and being convinced that moksha 
·is a necessary result of devotion to the Lord, one should look 
to the Lord as the highest and sole Refuge. 
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Right Knowledge and Renunciation. 
Having thought in conclusion that the supreme secret of 

·the Devotion of Karma-Yoga is the regarding of the Lord as 
the sole Refuge, the Lord now proceeds to speak of the Right 
Knowledge, the fruit of the Devotion of Karma-Yoga, as 
taught in the essential portions of all the Vedantas 
(Upanishads) : 

<:' (' " ..... • • 
~qt;JitJ;:qr'~~<i +rT+rCfi ~{GJ ~Sf I . ~ " ...... "' " ,..... 
at{£ (at£ ~ qqfq•~t +l'faJT~~Tlfi +rr ~~: II ft ft f I 

66. Abandoning all righteous deeds, seek me 
as thy sole Refuge ; I will liberate thee from all 
sins ; do thou not grieve. · 

Righteous ileeils (dharma) ; including unrighteous deeds 
(a-dharma) also, since naiskkarmya or freedom from all 
action is intended to be taught here. Her~ may be cited 
such passages of the sruti and the smriti as the followin&( 

''Not he who has not abstained from evil deed .... can 
attain It."-(Katha-Up. 1·2-24). 

"Abandon dharma and a-dharma.,' 

So, the passage means "renouncing all works." Me aZotas : 
the Isvara, the Self of all, dw.elling the same in all. See) 
Me a.1 tl11y sole Refuge: in the belief ''I myself am that 
Isvara· ;" i e, do thou understand that there is nat1gbt else 
except Me. When thou art firm in this faith, I shall liberate 
thee from all sins, from all bonds of dharma and a-dbarrna.. 
by manifesting Myself as thy own Self. So it has been 
already said here, 

"I destroy the darkness born of ignorance by the lumi-

nous lamp of wisdom, abiding in their self.''-(x. II.) 
Wherefore do thou not grieve. 
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What is the means to the Highest Bliss,-Xnowledge 
or Works? 

vVhat has been determined in the Gita-sastra as the 
m.eans of attaining the Highest Bliss (nis-sreyasa) ? Is it 
Knowledge ( jnana), or '\Vorks (karma), or beth together P· 

Whence this doubt P 

It bas been said " Knowing which one attains the Im
mortal" (xiii. 12), and ''Then knowing Me in truth, be forth
with enters into Me" (xiii. 55): these and other passages 
teach that the Highest Bliss is attained by mere knowledge. 
Such passages again as "Thy concern is with action alone''' 
(ii. 47), and "'Po thou also perform action," (iv. 15). teach 
that performance of works is quite obligatory Since it bas· 
been taught that both knowledge and works are obligatory, 
there may arise a doubt as to whether also tbe two conjoined 
may not constitute the means to the Highest Bliss. 

V\.:'bat is the gocd of this en9uiry at aliP 
It is thls. fJi6., to determine which one of them forms the 

·means to the Highest Bliss. Wherefore, the subject is very 
wide and is \'i.'orth investigating. 

Self-Knowledge alone is the means to the Highest 
Bliss. 

Pure Self-lmowiedge alone is the means to the Highest 
Bliss; fer) as removing the notion of variety, it culminates in 
liberation (kaiva]ya.) Avidya is the perception of variety 
involving actions, factors of aclion, and the ends of actiona 
It is always present in the Self. "Mine is action : I am the· 
agent; I do this act for such and such a result :'• in this form, 
avidya bas been active in time without a beginning. The 
remover of this avidya is the knowledge of the Self arising in 
the fo11owing form., "Here I am, free, a non--agent, action
Jess, devoid of results"; for s~cb a knowledge removes the 
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notion of t•a.rtety which causes one to engage in action .. -The 
word '' alone '' (in the opening line of this paragraph) is 
intended to exclude the two other alternatives: neither by 
works aloae, nor by works and knowledge conjoined together~ 
is the Highest Bt iss attained. Since, moreover, the Highest 
Bliss is not an effect to be accomplished by action, works 
cannot be the means to it. Indeed, the Eternal Reality is 
not produced elther by knowledge or by works .. 

(ObjeoUon) :-Then, even the pure knQwledge serves lno 
purpose! 

(A?t&wer) :-Not so; for, by removing avidya, it culmi
nates in emancipation, . which is a vistble result.-We know 
from expertence that knowledge which removes the darkness 
of avidya culminates in emancipation as its result; for 
instance, in the case of a rope (mistaken for a serpent), as 
sooa as the light of the lamp removes the darkness wh.icb 
caused the error, the rope is no longer mistaken for a serpent. 
The result of tllumination cttlrninates indeed in the emancipa· 
tion of the rope, "tn freeing th.e rope trorn the various mistaken 
notions of serpent, etc., whtch then cease altogether. So, 
too, as regards the Self-knowledge. 

Knowledge cannot be conjoined with Works. 
Now when the agent and other factors of action are 

opera!i:tlg in the act of cutting or in the act of churning ore, 
--each act producing a visible result,-tbey cannot tat the 
same time) opera.t& in ab.other act productive of another result 
different from severance or the k1ndling of a fire ; so also 
when the agent and other factors of action are concerned in 
the act of knowledge-devotion (jnana-nishtha),-whereof 
alike the result is visible,-they cannot at the same time 
operate to bring about another act productive of a result 
other than the emancipation of the Self. Wnerefore, the 
Devotion of Knowledge cannot be conjoined. with works. 
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(Objection) :-They may be conjoined, just as the act of· 
eating and the acts of fire worship (agnihotra), etc, are con-
joioed. · 

(Anstoer):-No; for, emancipation being the result of 
knowledge, (the devotee of knowledge) cannot desire the 
result of works.-When there is an all·spreadi ng flood of 
water close by, nobody would ever think of constructing wells 
and tanks to any purpose. So also when knowledge leading 
to emancipation as its result has been attained, nobody would 
ever desire any other result or seek to do an act by which to 
obtain tha_t other result He wbo is engaged in an act by 
which be hopes to acquire a whole kingdom will not certainly 
engage in an act which can at best secure for him a piece of 
land, nor will he cherish a desire for it. Therefore works are 
not the means to the Highest Bliss. Neither is a conjunction 
of knowledge and works possible. Nor can it be held that 
knowledge which leads to emancipation requires the aid of 
works; for as removing avidya, knowledge is f'pposed to 
works. Indeed, darkness cannot remove darkness. There
fore, knowledge alone is the means to the Highest Bliss. 

Refutation of the theory that salvation is attained 
by works alone. 

(Objection) :-No. For, by neglect of nitya or obligatory 
works one incurs sin (pratyavaya); and kaivalya or emf).nci
pation is eternal. 

(To e~plain) :-It is wrong to say that emancipation. is 
attained by knowledge alone; for by neglect of the nitya .. 
/&a,.ma or obligatory works en)oined in the •ruti, a man incurs 
sin which leads him to hell, etc .. 

(Ooutater·objeotion) :-Thus, then, since moksha is not 
to be attained by works, there can be no hope of attaining 
moksha at all. 
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(Rejoinder) :-There is no room for any such objection, 
inasmuch as moksha is eternal. The sin of omission (prat
yavaya) is avoided by the observance of the nitya-ka.rma or 
obligatory works; by avoiding the prohibited acts. no obnoxious 
bodies are generated; by avoiding the kamya-karma or inte
rested acts no desirable body either generated; and when 
the present body perishes on the exhaustion of the fruits of 
the works which have given rise to the body, no more causes, 
then exist which can generate another body ; and when 
attachment and other passions are expunged from the heart, 
the eruancipation of the Self-i.e., the realisation by the Self 
of His own true nature-is attained without any effort. 

(Oonnte'1'~objeotion) :-Those of the acts done in the 
past innumerable births, which have not yet begun their 
effects, and of which some lead to heaven and others to hell, 
and so on, have not been extinguished, because their effects 
have not been enjoyed. 

(Rejoinder):- No; for we argue that the fruits of those 
works are re::tped in the form of the trouble and pain involved 
in the perforn1ance of the nitya-karma. Or the ''itya-karma,. 
may, like the prayaschitta or expiatory act, serve to destroy 
past sins. The works which have begun their effects being 
exhausted by the enjoyment of their fruits, and no new works 
being undertaken, it follows that emancipation is attained 
without any effort. 

(.A.nswer):-No ; for the sruti says that there exists no 
other road to moksha than knowledge: 

'·Knowing Him alone, one crosses beyond death; 
there exists no other road to the Abode.'' (Svet. Up. 3.8). 

Sruti says, further, that moksha is as impossible for the
unwise man as it is impossible for men to compress the akasa. 
like leather (Ibid. 6-20). And the Puranic tradition also 

ays that 'one attains emancipation by knowledge.' 
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Moreover, the good deeds (punya·karma) which have not 
yet begl.\n their effects cannot be said·to have been exhausted. 
Just as the. existence of sins which have not begun their 
effects is possible, so also the existence of good (punya) deeds 
which have not yet begun their effects is possible; and as 
these cannot be exhausted without generating another body. 
moksba is not possible. 

Neither is it possible to generate no new merit and de
merit (dharma and adharma in this body), inasmuch as des-
truction of love and hatred and delusion which lead t.o acts of 
merit and demerit cannot be effected except by means of Self· 
knowledge. Because the sruti says that the nitya·karma 
prodnces merit (punya) as its result, and because tbe smriti 
says that, by performing their proper duties, the several 
castes and orders attain to a high immeasurable happiness, the 
exhaustion of works is not possible. 

Refutation of the theory that the Nitya-Ka.rma. 
leads to no future births. 

Now, as to the contention: As painful in itself, the nitya· 
karma is itself the fruit of sinful deeds committed in the past ; 
apart from itself, the nitya-karma bears no distinct fruit, 
because the sruti speaks nowhere of its fruits, the mere circum
stance of a man being alive forming a sufficient ground for its 
necessary performance. 

We say, no; for, it is impossible for those deeds to yield 
their fruits which have not yet begun to work ·out their effects. 
Neither can there be any variety in the pain (involved in the 
··performance of 1he nitya·karma)~ 

(To eOJplain) :-It is wrong to say that the fruits of sinful 
deeds committed in the past births are reaped in the form of 
the trouble and pain involved in the performance of the nitya· 
karma. We cannot indeed understand how the fruit of'the 
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deeds which did not sprout up for fruition at the time of death 
can be reaped in the birth caused by another set of deeds. 
Otherwise, there would be nothing uureasooable in the sup· 
.position that infernal suffering is possibte in the very birth that 
has been generated by .Agrdhotra (fire·sacrifice) for the enjoy· 
ment of the fruit thereof i.e., for the enjoyment of heaven 
(svarga). 

Moreover, the pain involved in the performaoce of the 
nitya·karma cannot answer to that variety of suffering (which 
should result from the variety) of acts of sin. While many 
acts of sin productive of as many distinct kinds of suffering 
may possibly exist, to suppose that their effects consist in the 
mere trouble and pain involved in the obset"vance of the nitya
karma would lead to the further ·supposition-which it is im
possible to hold-that the suffering inflieted by the pairs of 
opposites, diseases and the like, ha~ no cause of its own, and 
that tb.e trouble and pain involved in the observance of the 
nitya-karma. is alone the effect of past sins, but not the pain 
of carrying stones on the head or the like .. 

Besides, it is irrelevant to say that '1he trouble and pain 
involved in the observance of the nitya-karma constitutes the 
·.result of the sinful deeds done in the past.-How ?-It bas 
been urged that no extinction of the Ptst sin which has not 
begun, to bear fruit is possible; whereas you say that the fruit 
of the deed which kas begun to bear fruit-not the fruit of 
the deed which has ~t begun to bear fruit-is reaped in the 
form of the trouble and pain involved i.n tile observance of the 
nitya·karma. If, on the other hand, you mean that the whole 
.sin committed in the past bas begun ~o bear fruit, then there 
is no ground for the specificat~on that tile mere trouble and 
pain involved in the observance of the nitya-karma are the 
fruits (of those sinful deeds which ha.ve not begun to produce 
their effects). It would then also follow that the enjoh1ing of 
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the nitya-karma has no purpose to serve ; for, the sinful deeds 
\Vhich have begun their effects can be extinguished by merely 
undergoing the effects so produced. 

Moreover, if pain be the result of the nitya·karmas en· 
joined in the sruti that pain may arise from the trouble involv· 
ed in the observance of the nitya-karma itself as from any 
other active exercise: it is therefore unreasonable to suppose 
that it is the result of another action. 

Again as enjoined on a man on tbe mere ground of his. 
being alive, the nitya·karma cannot be, any more than a 
prayaschitta or expiatory act,. the effect of sins committed in 
the pR.st. An expiatory act, enjoined by a reason of a certain 
act of sin having be'='n committed, is not the fruit of that sinful 
act. If, on the other band, the pain of the expiatory act be 
the effect of the very sinful act which forms its occasion, then, 
it would follow that the trouble and pain involved in the per .. 
formance of the nitya·karma occasioned by the man's being 
alive. etc., is the effect of that very state of being alive which 
bas occasioned the necessity ; the nitya·karma and prayascbitta 
being alike necessitated by the particular occasions respec· 
tively. 

Moreover. the trouble and pain involved in the per
formance of a nitya·agnihotra (fire-worship done as a duty) 
and a kamya-agnihotf'a (fire worship done with a motive) 
being equal, and no special reason being found as to why the 
trouble and pain involved in the performance of the nitya
karma alone should constitute the result of sins committed in 
the past, but not the tronble and pain involved in the per· 
formance of the ki\mya·karma, it would follow that the latter 
also is the result of sins committed in the past.. Such being 
the case, it is wrong to infer, on the ground of consistency 
(~rthapatti), that because no 1neution is made iu the sruti of 
the nitya-karma's results and because the injunction thereof 
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is otherwise inexplicable, the trouble and pain involved in the 
performance of thenitya·karma is the result of sins committed 
in the past. The injunction being otherwise inexplicable, we 
should even infer that the nitya-karma is productive of results 
distinct from the pain and trouble involved in its performance. 

The opoonent is also guilty of inconsistency. When it 
is once adrnitted that through the performance of the nitya
karma the fruit of another deed is reaped, this reaping forms 

_itself the fruit of the nitya-karma, and it is therefore incon ... 
sistent to hold at the same time that the nitya-karma produces 
no fruits of its own. 

Moreover, when the kamya-agnibotra is performed, the 
nitya-agnibotra is also said to have been performed simulta· 
neously, as included in that self· same act ; and therefore the 
fruit of the kft.mya-agnihotra should be·come exhausted with 
the trouble and pain involved in the nitya-agnihotra, inasmuch 
as the ka.mya-agnihotra is not a distinct act from the nitya
agnihotra~ If, on the other hand, the effect of the kamya
agnibotra be something distinct such as svarga, then it would 
follow that the trouble and pain of its perfonnance n1ust also 
be distinct ; . but it is not so, for it is opposed to facts. In 
point of fact, the trouble and pain involved in the performance 
of the nitya-karma is not distinct from that of the kamya
karma. 

Furthermore, an action which is neither enjoined nor 
prohibited (in the sruti) is productive of immediate results; 
but an act which is enjoined or prohibited by the sastra cannot 
be productive of immediate result. If this latter were produc· 
tive of immediate results, then no effort would be made with 
a view to attain an unseen resttlt, even though it be svarga or 
the like, so long as it is held that in the case of Agnihotra or 
the like-despite the absence of all distinction in the nature 
of the Act-the fruits of the act when performed as a .. nitYa ... 
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karma are reaped in the form of the mere trouble and pain 
-involved in its performance, whereas when performed as a 
kamya-karma the self-same act produces a superior result
such as svarga-merely because there is a longing for its 
results, although the latter act is not superior to the former jn 
any of the subsidiary parts in the mode of performance. 
\/\therefore it is in no way reasonable to contend that the 
nitya-karma does not lead to results in the unseen future • 

The .Paths of Knowledge and Works are meant for 
distinct cla.sses of aspirants. 

So*, knowledge alone can cause total destruction of good 
or evil deeds caused by avidya-not the performance of the 
nitya·karma. For, avidya. and kama (nescience and desire) 
constitute the seed of all action. Accordingly it has been 
declared that Karrna-Yoga pertains to the ignorant and that 
J nana-nistba or knowledge-devotion accompanied with renunci
ation of all works pertains to the wise. Vide ii. 19, 21 : iii. 
3, 26, 28; v. 8, 13; vii. 18; ix. 21, 22; x, 10. From the 
last verse here quoted it should be inferred that ignorant men 
who are devoted to action cannot approach the Lord. And 

·therefore, notwithstanding that ignorant men, who are 
'followerss of works, a.re most devout, rendering service to the 
Lord, they resort only to Oile of the several paths mentioned 

xii. 6 .. 11) in their descending order, the lowest of them. being 
that which consists io. aba.odontng the fruits of action. But 
as regards those who a.re devoted to the Undefinable and the 
Indestructible, the attributes they cultivate are mentioned in 
xii. 13·20 ; and their path of knowledge is also described in 
the three discourses earn rnencing with the (thirteenth dis· 

• Because the nitya·karma, like the kamya.karma, yields its fruits 
in the invisible future by way of taking the devotee to the regions of 
Pitris and the like. if: is 11ot int~nded for the removal of sins; al)d there. 
fore self·knowledge alone. tt must be admitted. conduces to tha end.-A.. 
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course on the Kshetra.• The triple result of action,-such as 
the evil, good and mixed fruitt-(xviii. 12) does not accrue 
to those who have renounced all works generated by the five 
causes such as the body (xviii. 14), who know that the Self 
is one and non-agent, who are engaged in the higher devotion 
of knowledge, who have known the true nature of the Lord,
to the Paramaharnsa· Parivrajakas (i.e., the santnyasins of 
the fourth or highest order) who have obtained refuge in 
the unity of the Self and the Divine Being. But it does 
accrue to others who are ignorant, who follow the pa:th of 
works, who are not samnyasins. Thus should we assign the 
paths of duty taught iu the Gita .. sastra. 

Action is a, crea,ta.re of A vidya, 
(Objection,) :-It cannot be proved that all action is· 

caused by a vidya. 

(.dns·wer) :-No; it can be· proved, as in the case of 
brahmanicide (brabmahatya).-The nitya·karma is no doubt 
taught in the sa.stra; but it concerns the ignorant alone. Just 
as the act of brabmanicide, which, is prohibited in the sastra, 
is known to be a source of evil, is committed only by him 
who is ignorant and influenced by passion and other evil 
tendencies,-his concern in it being otherwise inexplicable-· 
so also, all nitya,. naimittika, and kamya karmas, i .. e., all 
works comprisitlg the constant aad occasional duties as well 
as an. interested sacrificial rites, concern only him who is 
ignorant (of the Self.) 

(Objection)) :-So long as it is not known that the Self is 
distinct from the body, it is not likely that any man would 
undertake to perform the nitya·karma, etc. 

(Amwer) :-Not so; for, we see that a tnan engages in 
an act thinking " I do " the act, which, being of the nature of 
motion, is realty done by the agency of the not-Self, (of the 
body, etc.). 

* Vide xiii. 7-11, xiv. 22-26, xv• S-5.-A.. 
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(Qu.estion) :-The regat'ding of the aggregate of the 
body, etc., as the Self is only a gauna-pratyaya or a figura
tively expressed notion ; it is not an illusion (mitbya). 

(Answer) :-Not so; for, then its effects, too, must be 
gauna, must have been figuratively spoken of. 

(To ewplain the objection) :-When we speak of the 
aggregate of the body, etc.,-which are things belonging to 
the Self,-as the Self, our words should be understood in a 
figurative sense, as when for instance, addressing the father 
the sruti says " thyself art be who is spoken of as thy son.'' 
In common parlance, too, we say ''this cow is my very life.'' 
In the present case there is certainly no mithyaJYf'atyaya C>r 

illusory notion. It is only when the distinction between the 
·two is not perceived,-as when a pillar is mistaken for a man, 
-that we ba ve an instance of illusion. 

(To emplain the answet") :-Not so. A gautt.a·pratyaya 
cannot lead to a real effect; for, a figurative expression,-the 
sign ,of similarity being understood,-is merely intended to 
extol the subject. For example. such expressions as '' Deva ... 
datta is a lion " and ·· the student is fire '' are intended merely 
to exto~ the subjects, Devadatta and the student, because of 
their respective resemblance to the lion and fire in point of 
fierceness and yellowishness; but no effect of the existence of 
a real 1 ion or of a real fire is accomplished in virtue of that 
figurative expression or idea. On the other hand, one actually 
experiences the evil effects of an illusory notion. 

Furthermore, one knows what the subject in reality is 
when it is figuratively spoken of as some other thing : one 
knows that Devadatta is no lion and that the student is no 
fire. So also, if the bodily aggregate be figuratively spoken 
of as the Self, the act done by the bodily aggregate would 
not be regarded as an act done in reality by the Self, by the 
real subject of the notion " I.'' Indeed, no act done by a 
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gauna (figurative) lion .or fire can become an act done by a 
real lion or fire. Neither is any purpose whatever of an 
actual lion or fire served by fierceness or yellowishness, it 
being merely intended to extol (the subject). 

Moreover, he who is thus praised knows that he is not a 
lion, that he is not fire.; he never regards an act of a lion or 
of fire as his. So, (if in the present case the bodily aggre
gate were figur.fJ.tiveiy spoken of as the Self), one would 
think rather that the act of the (bodily) aggregate ,. is not 
mine,'' i.e., not the real Self's, than that "I am the agent, 
mine is the action.'' 

And as regards the theory that the Self actually does an 
act,-bis memory, desire and effort forming causes of action, 
-we say that such is not the case, because they proceed from 
illusion. In fact, memory desire and effort proceed from 
impressions produced by the experience of desirable and 
undesirable effects of actions set up by illusion. Just as in 
this birth dharma and a-dharma and the experience of ~heir 
fruits are due to the identifying of the Self with the aggregate 
of the body, etc., to affection and a version and so on, so also 
in the last previous birth and in the birth previous to that, 
~nd so on. Thus we are to infer that samsara, past and 
future, is caused by avidya and is without a beginning. 
Wherefore it follows that the final cessation of samsara is 
attained through devotion to knowledge accompanied witb 
renunciation of all works. 

Because attachment to the body is an aspect of avidya, 
therefore, when avidya ceases, the body also must cease to 
be, and then sa1nsara necessarily ceases--The identifyi.og of 
the Self with the aggregate of the body, etc., is an aspect of 
avidya ; for, nobody in the world who knows that he is dis
tinct from a cow, &c., and that the cow, &c., are distinct from 
him, regards them as himself. Only an ignorant mau 
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identifies the Self with the aggregate of the body, etc., for· 
want of discrimination, in the same way that one mistakes. 
the branchless trunk of a. tree for a man :-but not he who. 
knows the truth by discrimination. 

As to the son being spoken of as the father himself in 
the sruti, "thyself art he who is spoken of as thy son," it is 
a gauna-pratyaya, a figurati ve]y expressed notion, because of 
their relation as the generator and the offspring. By what is 
only figuratively spoken of as the Self, no real purposes of 
the true Self can be accomplished, any ·more than the son can 
eat for the father. No real purposes, for instance, of a real 
lion and a real fire can be achieved by what are only figur· 
atively spoken of as a lion and fire. 

(Objection) :-Since the scriptural ordinances are of un-
disputed authority in transcendental matters, the· purposes 
of the Self can certainly be achieved by what are figuratively 
spoken of as the Self-t7iZ., the body, the senses, and so on .. 

(Answer) :-No: for, they are selfs set up by avidya •. 
The body and the senses and the like are not figuratively 
spoken of as tbe Self. 0Q the other hand, being really not 
S~lf, they are regarded as selfs by illusion ; for • they .. are re· 
garded as the Self so long as there is illusion, and they cease· 
to be regarded as the Self when illusion disappears. It js 
only children, the ignorant people, who, for want of knowledge 
think, '' I am ta11, I am yellowish,'' and. thus regard the 
aggregate of the body, etc., as the Self. On the other hand 
those who can discriminate and· understand that '' I am dis·· 
tinct from the aggregate of the body," etc., do not identify· 
themselves with the aggregate of the body, etc. This notion· 
of identity is therefore-because it does not exist in the absence 
of illusion-caused by illusion; and it is not a gauna·pratyaya. 
It is only when similarity and ·difference are distinctly seen 

. between two things-as between a lion and Devadatta, or· 
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between a student and fire,-that those two things may be 
figuratively spoken of in word as identical or s~ regarded in 
thought, but not when similarity and .difference are not per
ceived. And as regards the appeal made to the authority of 
sruti, we say that no such appeal should be made,- inasmuch 
as sruti is an authority io tra.ascenden't.P.I matters, in matters 
lying beyond the bounds of human knowledge. Sruti is an 
authority only in matters not perceived by means of ordinary 
instruments of knowledge, such as pra-t.yaksha or irnrnediate 
perception ;-i.e., it is an authority a~ to the tnutual relation 
of things as means to ends. but not in matters lyin_g .witnin 
the range of pratyaksha; i.ndeed, sruti is intended as 
authority only for knowing what 1 ies beyond the ra.nq-e of 
human knowledge. Wherefore it is not possible to suppose 
that the notion of cc I " which arises h1 connection wtth the 
aggregate of the body, etc., and. w·hich is evidently due to 
:illusion, is only a figurative idea.. A hundred stutis may 
declare that fire is cold or that it is dark ; still they possess 
no authority in the matter. If sruti should at all declare ~bat 
fire is cold or that it i.~ dark, we would still suppose that it 
int~nds quite a different meaning from ihe apparent one ; for 
its authotity cao.not otherwise be maintained : we shonld in 
no way attach to 1ruti a meaning which is opposed to o"ther 
authorities or to its own declaration. 

The theory of Avidya does not militate against 
the authority of Ka.rma-Kanda.. 

(Objection):--As a man does an action only when he is 
subject to illusion, it would follow that when he ceases to be aa 
agent * the sruti (which treats of works) would prove false. 

(.Answer) :-No; for. •ruti is still true io the matter of 
Brahma·vidya. 

(Objection) :--If the sruti which treats of work') should 

• i.e., on the cess3.tion of avidya.-A. 
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be no authority, the sruti which teaches Brahmavidya. toot 
can be no authority. 

(.A1tswe,.) :-Not so; for, there can arise no notion that 
can remove (Brabmavidya).-The notion that the Self is. 
identical with the aggregate of the body, etc., is removed 
when the true nature of the Self is known from the sruti 
which teaches Brabmavidya ; but not so can this knowledge 
of the true Self be ever removed in any way by anything 
whatsoever ; for, knowledge of the Self is necessarily associa-· 
ted with its result {i.e., the absence of avidya) like the know
ledge that fire is hot and luminous. 

Our theory, mareover, does not drive us to the conclusion 
that the sruti teaching works proves useless; for by restrai
uing the first natural activities one by one and thereby 
gradually inducing fresh and higher activities, it serves to 
create an aspiration to reach the Innermost Self. Though 
the means is mithya or illusory, still it is true, because the 
end is true, as in the case of the arthavaila or explanatory 
statements subsidiary to a main injunction. And even in 
ordinary affairs, when we have to induce a child or a lunatic 
to drink milk or the like, we have to tell him that thereby his 
hair wil1 grow, and so on .... -Or, we may even argue that the 
sruti treating of works is an authority in itself. under other 
circumstances (i.e., before the attainment of Self·knowledge) 11 

ju·st as prafyaksha or sense-perception caused by attachment 
to the body is held to be authoritative prior to (the attainment 
of) Self .. koowledge. 

Refutation of the theQry of the Self's agency 
by mere presence • 

.At~other theory runs as follows :-Though not directiy 
engaged in action, the Self does act by mere presence. This 
by it~elf constitutes the real agency of the Self" A king, for 

* Sakhat. directly, i.e., indipendently of Brabmavidya.-A, 
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instance, though himself not acting, is said to fight when his 
soldiers fight, in virtue of his mere presence, and he is said to 
be victorious or defeated. Similarly the commander of an 
army acts by mere word. And we find that the king and the 
commander are connected with the results of the act. To 
take another example: the acts of the 'l'itvt~ks or officiating 
priests are supposed to belong to the yajamana or sacrificer. 
So the acts of the body, etc., we may hold, are done by the 
Self, inasmuch as their results accrue to the Self. To take 
yet another example: since the loadstone or magnet makes a 
piece of iron revol veJ real agency may rest with what is not 
actually engaged in an act. And so also in the case of the 
Self. 

(We ,.eply) :-It is not right to say so; for it would be 
tantamount to saying that that which docs not act is a ka'l'aka 

or an agent. 
(The opponent says):-Yes, karaka or agency may be 

of various kinds. . 
(We lf'eply) :-No; for we find that the king, etc., (as in .. 

sta11ced above) are direct agents also. In the first place, the 
king may be personally engaged in fighting. He is a direct 
agent as causing others to fight, as paying them wages, and 
also as reaping the fruits accruing from success and defeat. 
The sacrificer, too, is a rea 1 agent as offering the main 
oblation and as giving presents Wherefore, we should under
stand that to speak, by courtesy, of a man as an agent when 
he is not actually engaged, amounts to a figure of speech. If 
real agency, ·which consists in one being actually engaged in 
the act, were not found in the case of such agents as the king 
and the sacrificer, then we might suppose that even agency 
by mere presence constitutes real agency, as in the case of a 
magnet causing a piece of iron to revolve.. On the contrary,. 
we do find the king and the sacrificer actually engaged in 
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some acts. Wherefore agency by mere presence is merely a 
gauna or figurative agency. Such being the case, even the 
connection with results can only be gauna or unreal. By a 
gauna or figurative agent no real action is performed. There
fore it is quite unreasonable to say that the activity of the 
body, etc., makes the actionless Self a real doer and enjoyer. 

Tbe theory of Avidya concluded. 
But all this becomes explicable when trac·ed to illusion 

as its case, as in the case of dreams atlrl the juggler's art 
(maya). And no agency or enjoyership or any other evil of 
the sort is experienced in sle~p, samadhi and similar states in 
which there is a break in the continuity of the illusory notions 
identifying the Self with the body, etc. Wherefore the ill u· 
·sion of sam sara is due solely to an illusory notion and is not 
absolutely real. 

Therefore we ccmclude that Right Knowledge conduces 
to absolute cessation of sa1nsara. 

Qualification for instruction in the Gita Doctrine. 
Having concluded the whole doctrine of the Gita-sastra 

in this discourse, and having also brief] y and cone] usively 
started the doctrine especially here at the end to impress it the 
more firmly, the Lord proceeds now to state the rdle as to 
ihe handing down of the instruction. 

. " 
~~ <! ~tcftr~apfif ;:{f+J=ffif~ ~i{f=q'w:f l 

' . . ' " ;r cqrgJ~l\ter t~T~~ ;r :q +rr ~JS"J:~tl_~na u ~ ~ 11 

67. This (which has been taught) to thee is 
never to be taught to one who is devoid of austeri .. 
ties, nor to one who is not devoted, nor to one who 
does not do service, nor to one who speaks ill of 
Me. 

• c• Susrashu " literally means <?ne who desires to heat. 
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This sastra has been taught to you by Me for your good, 
for the destruction of sa,nsara. Not devoted: without devo
tion to the Guru and to the Deva. Never : under no cir
cumstances Nhatever. It should not be declared to him who. 
devoted and full of austerities as he may be, renders no 
service. One speaks ill of Me: he who looks upon Me, 
Vasudeva, as an ordinary man, and who in his ignorance 
declares 'Me guilty of self-adulation and does not like to be 
told that I am the bvara. He, too, is not fit; and the sastra. 
should not be taught to hint. By implication we should 
understand that the sa.stra is to be taaght to him who does 
not speak ill of the Lord, who is a man of austerities, who is 
devoted, and who renders service. Now as it has been else· 
where said that it should be taught '' either to a man of 
austerities, or to an intelligent man," it .should be declared to 
a· man of allsteriti~s who is devoted and renders service, or to 
an intelligent man possessed of the two attributes; it should 
not be taught to a tnan of austerities or to an intelligent .man 
if he is not devoted and does not render service. It should 
not be taught to hiln who is jealous of the Lord, though he 
may be possessed of all attributes. It should be thought to 
one who is devoted and renders service to the Guru Tb.is is 
the rule as to how the sa.stra should be handed down. 

The merit of teaching the Doctrine. 
Now the Lord proceeds to state what fruits will accrue 

to him who hands down the instruction : . . .\ ' ~ ~ 
~ ~r.{ q~+r !!~ qi!isc:nqt~r~r~ 1 

I'#' " 1' '~ • 

'¥l'rt5 ;rr~ q~r ~(::tT +rnrC~~~~~tr'l 11 ~' '' 

68 He who with supreme devotion to Me 
will teach this Supreme Se.cret to My devotees,· 
shall doubtless come to Me. 
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'!!hi• Supreme Beoret: the Secret Doctrine taught above 
in the form of a dialogue between Ke•ava and Arjuna. It is 
Supreme because it conduces to the Highest Bliss. Teao"h: 
establish by teaching both the text itself and the doctrine, as 
I have established it by teaching it too thee. By repetition of 
' devotion' here it is meant that by devotion alone one be
comes worthy of being taught the •astra.-How should he 
teach it P-I in the faith that he is thus doing service to the 
Eternal Lord, to the Parama-Guru, the Supreme Teacher. 
As the fruit of this act, such a teacher will go to the Lord, he 
will be liberated. 

;r :q- a~~~~-a~ C6M•tr fSNti'tl't:r: 1 
" .... " "' ,.... ;rrE«lr ;; :cr +r amr~plf: rsr~a(f ~~ u ~' n 

6g. Nor is there any among men who does 
dearer service to Me than he ; nor shall there be 
another on earth dearer to Me than he. 

Nor, eto: There is none in the present generation. He : 
the man who hands down the sastra. Shall be : in futnre 
time. On. earth : in the world. 

S{Sa~a- ~ ~ ~ ~~ iAar~"~: r 
"' ..... c ,....,.... ~ " ... if~~" at:~T(t'~'~: ~nr+rr'ff ... ;rt6': u "o u 

70. And he who will study this sacred di::\
logue of ours, by him I shdll have been worshipped 
by the sacrifice of \'\'isdom, I deem. 

Diaiogue: ·this work which is in the form of a dialogue. 
Of the four kinds of sacrifice such as viilki or ritual, japa 
or a loud prayer, upa.mru or a prayer uttered in a low voice,. 
mant~~a or a prayer offered with the mind, the jnana-ya.fna 
·or wisdorn-sa.crifice comes under the he=ld of manasa and is 
therefore the highest. Thus the Gita·ta.stra is extolled as a 
jnana-yajna. 
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Or, we may regard this passage as revealing what the 
real effect (of the act enjoined here) is, tJis., that the act will 
produce an effect equal to that of wisdom-sacrifice, of the 
contemplation of a Devata or the like. 

The merit of hearing the Doctrine. 

The benefit accruing to the hearer is stated as follows: 
,.... ...... 

~fqrili=f~~!a ~~Tt;:Tq ~T 'f{: I 
' " "1:1' ~ ~ Stq ~: ~+lT§fCfir;~Itattt(~~en+rotttl l l \t ~ II 

7 I. And the man r1lso who hears, full of 
faith and free from malice even he, liberated, 
shall attain to the happy worlds of the righteous. 

JilfJen he : much more so be who understands the doctrine. 
Liberated: from sin. The f"ighteous : those who have per· 
formed Agnihotra or such other sacrifices. 

The Lord assured by Ar jana of his grasp 
of the Teaching. 

The Lord now asks with a desire to know whether the 
pupil bas understood or not the teaching of the sastra, the 
object of the question being that He might make the pupil 
understand the teaching by some other means, 1f the latter be 
found to ha.ve not understood it. And this is to show that it 
is tlie duty of the teacher to try again to xnake the pupil 
understand the teaching and enable him to attain his object, 

,....... . ~ ~ ' .... 
i6l~~'Jet' qrf.f (~~(f)T!:IQJ :qcr~r I 

" -o " .... ...... 
Cfi'N({~Tilt=i~~T~: stat!~ ~~ lJ "~ ll 

72. Has it been her,rd by thee, 0 Partha~ 

with an attentive mind P H-\s the delusion of igno
rance been dtstroyed, 0 Dhananjaya P 
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It: what I have told thee.. Heard : have you beard it 
without ~istraction and understood ? Delusion of ignorance : 
that absence of discrimination which is caused by ignorance 
and which is natural. Has your delusion been destroyed ? Its 
destruction is the object of all this exertion on your part to 
hear the sastra and of the exertion on my part as the teacher • 

... 
.. if~-

" ' " ~ if!T tt~: ~~ra-ta;~r ~cr~sr~T(\frif~T S~Et I 
"'" ' "' . T~a-r sr~ lla'~~~:: cnfi(6?.f ct:er;:r Qq l' \$ ~ II 

A rj una said : 

73· Destroyed is delusion, and I have gained 
recognition through Thy Grace, 0 Achyuta. I am 
firm, with doubts gone. I will do Thy word. 

Delusion :born of ajnana or ignorance, the cause of the 
whole evil of samsara, hard to cross like the ocean, I ; who 
have sought Thy Grace. Recognitiott : of the true nature of 
the Self. When this recognition is obtained, then will all the 
ties· of the heart be loosened.-Tbis questioning and answer
ing about tbe destruction of delusion shows conclusively, 
what the purpose of the knowledge of the teaching of the whole 
Sastra is, namely, the destruction of delusion and the attain· 
ment of a recognition of the Self. So the sruti (Chha." Up. 
7-1·3, 26-2} begins with the words. " Not knowing the Self, I 
grieve'' and then speaks of the loosening of all ties by means 
to Self·koowlerlge. There are also scriptural passages such as 
•c The tie of the heart is broken" (Mun~. Up. 2·2-8) and" To 
him who s.ees unity, what delusion is there, what grief ?', 
(lsa. Up· 7), I am firm: in Thy command. Do th, word: 
.Arjuna means to say "Through Tby Grace I have achieved 
the end of life : I have naught to do.'' 
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Sanjaja extols the Lord and His teaching. 
The· teaching of the sastra is over. Now in order to 

connect it with the main narrative, Sanjaya goes on: 

i9S!I?.I'~-. " ~ \ 

~~~ errijif;{~ trr~~ :q .ifaJ~iiif: r 
~ ,..... ~ • ' c:-
~ ctt((T"l+l~S5lfq~~ ~f+T{{13farq \ \ "~ ll . 

Sanjaya said : 

74· Thus have I heard this wonderful dialogue 
between Vasudeva and the high-souled Partha, 
which makes the hair stand on end. 

.... . 
. 01.Jf~;7UI'~Hr.{J~(lClf;:Jaq:: !Jttlq6: 'l'{'i I 

~ 

'"' . '"' " ~til <{f~l~{Hii~T~~HaJT~ii6~~a: ~<lft I' " '-\ II 

75· 1'hrough the grace of Vyasa have I heard 
this Suprerne and most secret Yoga direct f(om 
Krishna, the Lord of Yoga, Himself declaring it. 

Tkrou.gh the grace of Vyasa: by obtaining from him 
the divya-ch.akshus or divine vision. Yoga: this dialogue; 
the work JS called Yoga because it leads to Yoga. Or, the 
word may mean Yoga itself. Himself: it is not through mere 
traditipn that I have heard it. 

:t:T~;:~~9:~ ~~'l?-1 «E~r(;"{f;r+H1~~H{ I 
"' <' ' • "" ~ q;~ctT~if<lf: ~o(.J ~'S~THf ~ !i~s: l l "~ II 

76. 0 king, remembering every n10ment this 
wonderful and holy dialogue between Kesava and 
Arjuna., I rejoice again and again. 

King : Dhritarashtra. Holy : as the 1nere hearing of it 
destroys sin• 
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. . . ' 
65Q' ~~~ Q'«(ll ~qit(ll~Q' i{~: I 
" ....... ' ,...... 
Tet~<l'T +r i-I~J~ ~T~'l. t[1Silrf+r =q !lti: ~'1: II \5\t II 

77• And remerr1bering every moment the most 
wonderful Form of Hari, great is my \vonder, 0 
king; and I rejoice again and again. 

Form: Visvarupa, the Universal Form. 

Not to dilate much. 
... ..... ..... ....,. (' 

~sr (.ffif'e{: ii~crn ~~ qr~r ~~{: 

1"\N' ' " (' ,..,....... ('" (' 
ij'Sf ~~ r EI~<rr ~a~ err ~fTij+ffQ"+r+T \1 \S ~ t J 

78. Wherever is l(? .. ishna, the Lord of Yoga, 
wherever is Arjuna, the archer, there fortune~ 

victory, prosperity and polity are established, I 
deem . 

. Wherever : on that side on which. The Lord of Yoga : 
He is the Lord of Yogas, since the seed of all Yoga comes 
forth from Him. .Arche-r: wielding the bow called the 
Gandiva. There: on the side of the Panda vas. Pifospe'fity: 

'increase of fortune. 
~ eit;f1ffi'Cfmcn~'i~~ eritRt'mtri ~ftrmr., 

WtiiV~~IiJ~~~ ;rte:T«•~rrrr ;:m:r 
a-.~tsarN: n 
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